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twas the question I'd been dreading:
"Yo, JA, in what 'Recommended
Components' Class are we going to
put the Cary CAD-1610-SE?"
Imust have looked to my inquisitor
Jonathan Scull, like apresident caught in the
headlights. For the Cary was the humongous, two-storey, single-ended monoblock
amplifier costing $40,000/pair that Jonathan had found to sound wonderful in his
system when he reviewed it last December,
yet had failed so utterly to impress me on
the test bench that Ihad dismissed it as both
"silly-priced" and just plain "silly."
The conflict between sound quality and
measured behavior has been raging at least
since it caught fire in the Ultralinear Wars
of the early 1950s, and was probably smoldering not too long after the introduction
of electrical recording in 1927. But no product of which I'm aware has thrown the disparity into such sharp relief as the big Cary.
It wasn't that there was only asmall degree
of overlap between the two areas of performance — there was no overlap at all!
As I've written anumber of times now
in this space, the "Measurements" sidebar
of aStereophile equipment report leaves
nowhere for aproduct to hide. Inadequate
or overoptimistic engineering, poor quality assurance, an idiosyncratic design philosophy — all are laid bare in afew paragraphs' worth of measured data. This is
one of the reasons that, almost alone
among US audio magazines, we publish
those measurements.
But as reader Mike Pageau points out in
this issue's "Letters," acomponent's reproduction of music must take preference
over its "numbers." Indeed, Stereophile was
founded almost 40 years ago on the idea
that it is how acomponent sounds that matters most, not how it measures. As the old
saw has it, "If it measures bad but sounds
good, you're measuring the wrong things."
In the case of the Cary, however —or even
the Lexicon MC-1, which was reviewed
last month by Larry Greenhill (see
"Manufacturers' Comments," p229) —
the question of whether aproduct sounds
the way it does because of its measured performance or despite it cannot be avoided.
Unfortunately, neither can it be answered,
at least not to the satisfaction of both "subjectivists" and "objectivists."
As you can see in this issue's "RecomStereophile, April 2001
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mended Components," Igave the benefit
of the doubt to the Cary '1610, as well as
to some other products that have raised
my meter-reader eyebrows. If one or
more Stereophile reviewers thinks highly
enough of aproduct's sound to nominate
it for recommendation, then I will
respect their expertise and their experience as critical listeners. But when the
measured performance is at odds with
the perceived sound quality, then it
becomes even more important that readers follow our guidelines on how to use
"Recommended Components":
•Evaluate your room, your source material and front-end(s), your speakers, and
your tastes. What will be the right product
for your needs will not necessarily be the
right one for someone else, which is why
we list so many different and differentsounding components.
•Compile ashort list of contenders that
seem suitable for your needs.
•Read the Stereophile reviews of those contenders. (Reviews available free of charge
in the www.stereophile.com archives are
marked "WWWP" in the listing.) Even
read reviews in other magazines.
•And, most important, before seriously
contemplating apurchase, you must audition those contenders for yourself. As we
have said in every "Recommended Components" introduction for the past 20 years,
"Recommended Components" will not tell you
what to buy any more than Consumer Reports
would presume to tell you whom to many!"

Over the years Ihave been editing
Stereophile, and Hi-Fl News &Record Review in
the UK before that, what Ihave felt important was that amagazine cover abalance of
equipment. Yes, it is important to review
affordable components —we all have to
start somewhere, and it will be the death of
the audio industry if "high-performance"
becomes synonymous with "high-priced."
At the same time, it is undoubtedly true that
it is at the expensive end of the spectrum
that the true advances in sound reproduction are made, advances that trickle down to
products that regular Joes and Josephines
can buy only after some years' delay.
The results of our online poll suggest
strongly that the balance is what is important to Stereophile readers: 37% of respondents stated that they "love the expensive
equipment reviews," while 32% felt that
"a few are fine." Another 20% felt they
could put up with reviews of the pricey
stuff "once in awhile," while only 3%
wanted the magazine to eliminate such
reviews altogether, with another 5% voting for the erstwhile Audio Cheapskate,
Sam Tellig, "from cover to cover!"
Eric Sherbon, for example, wrote that
"Reviews of really expensive gear provide a
benchmark. Letting readers glimpse into
the 'drool only' range is agreat feature... if
balanced with down-to-earth and budget
reviews." But Iwill let Kurt Christie sum
up my position: "Balance is one of the keys
to living. Iam sure it must be the same for
amagazine. Abalanced mix of high-, medium-, and low-cost equipment covers the
The eternal conflict
market for the magazine, the advertisers,
You'll also find in this issue's "Letters" a and the buying public. Everybody wins."
plea from reader David Salahi that StereoAmen to that, Kurt.
phile review more affordable components
and devote less attention to the ultra-highThanks, Jon & Deb
end stufE "I understand that you do have
This "Recommended Components" issue
some readers who can afford these prices,
was produced with the invaluable help of
Debbie Starr, Stereophile's managing editor
and you need to run some reviews for their
benefit," David writes, "but Ibet they comfor our May 1996 through April 2000
prise asmall fraction of your readership."
issues. Thanks, Deb. And my thanks also to
Two readers, including 22-year-old
webmaster Jon Iverson for the great job he
Emily Hess, respond that they do like to
did in redesigning www.stereophile.com.
read about expensive gear, but to gather
Our new-look, easier-to-navigate site
more than anecdotal information, we ran
went online at the end of February, so if
a poll on www.stereophile.com in
you haven't checked it out recently, take a
February in which the subject was conlook. As well as the latest audio industry
fronted head-on: We asked, "Do you like
news — updated weekly — you'll find well
to read reviews of really expensive equipover 300 equipment reviews and articles,
ment in Stereophile?"
with more added every Monday.
3
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EXCEEDING EXCELLENCE
Since its introduction in 1996 Paradigm Reference's rise to
prominence has been nothing short of astonishing! Never
before have arange of high-end speakers been so quickly
embraced by listeners and critics alike.
But even with the many raves and awards, our engineers
never ceased in pushing toward further improvement. And
now the result is the next generation of Paradigm Reference.
New speaker systems that are, in a word, spectacular!
Sound reproduction is even more natural, detailed and clear.
Imaging is more spacious; localization, more precise. And —
since high-end speakers should be visually, and not just
sonically, arresting —sleek, elegant enclosures were created
to house the technological advances. Whether for music or
home theater, there is no more sonically coherent choice than
Paradigm Reference.
With all of the tremendous accolades it would have been easy
to become complacent, but we simply refused to be lulled
by success into astate of lingering satisfaction. Why? The
pursuit of perfection is relentless; even excellence itself
must be exceeded!
"... most certainly a serious high-end contender, and a
formidable one ... if tonal neutrality is at the top of your list
of priorities for speaker performance, and you want aspeaker that
can play loud without sounding stressed, then you really must
listen to the Reference Studio/100 v.2"
Robert Deutsch. Stereophile, Vol. 23 No 6. on the Studio/I00 v.2

d
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Letters
Music before numbers?
Editor:
How did Kalman Rubinson arrive at such
aglowing review of the Blue Circle BC22
amplifier in February, despite its barely
adequate measurements?
Why are all the reviewers from other
audio magazines in agreement? Because
Blue Circle's Gilbert Yeung is right! Music
before numbers! That's why Ibought one.
Mike Paean
mikepageau@sytnpatico.ca
See 'As We See lrfor some thoughts triggered by
Mr. Pageati's letter.
—JA
Attention all wives!
Editor:
Tired of begging your tubby golden ear to
exercise? On January 23, 2001, Paul
Harvey reported aUniversity of Miami
study that concluded: People who get
regular exercise have better hearing, due
to increased circulation of blood vessels
around the ears.
Bill Atwood
Kelseyvilk CA
treehugginbooger@hotmaitcom
Good work, Lisa
Editor:
I've been asubscriber for many years and
can't wait for each issue. But you need to
have Lisa Astor writing in every issue. She
brings an attitude this hobby needs! Keep
up the good work, Stereophile— and may
two-channel live on!
G. Cox
coxl4nf@brightmet
No home theater
Editor:
Please stop reviewing A/V products in
Stereophile If Iwere interested in reading
about home theater, Iwould be reading
home-theater magazines. This is awaste
of magazine space for those not interested
in such products.
Robert DeSio
rdesio@emaihnsn.com
Beat the right drum!
Editor:
In February's "As We See It," John Atkinson raises atroubling point. He writes, "I
had experienced audio playback of considerably higher fidelity than Ihad ever
experienced from atwo-channel system.
But did Iwant that experience in my own
Stereophile, April 2001

listening room?"
His reasoning behind having apreference for two-channel sound makes acertain kind of sense, yet, with regard to his
role in the audiophile community, fails to
satisfy. Most collectors are in Adcinson's
position: What to do with alibrary in twochannel sound?
What indeed, but does a communal
dilemma hold up in apublication such as
this against agenuine advance in sound
reproduction, whether or not a parallel
course in the marketplace evolves? Better
is better and, last time Ilooked, that's what
Stereophilès about. "Yes, it's better, but..."
has no place in apublication dedicated to
maximum quality.
If price tags cannot deter, whence the
timidity with regard to an obviously superior format? The editor is obliged in principle to beat the right drum, whatever the
outcome.
Mike Silverton
LaFoliaEd@aolcorn

ing through your eyes or listening through
your ears.
Ihave my own opinions, of course, but
Stereophile has definitely helped audiophiles all over the world to find their own
way in this modern world of analog (still),
digital, power, etc.
One more time, Imust thank you for
your good work and for taking good care
of my loving hobby.
Jasmin Gasi
Split, Croatia
jgasi@inet.hr

Review affordable products, please
Editor:
I've been meaning to send in my vote for
Stereophile reviewing mostly low- to midrange-priced high-end equipment, so when
Isaw that the February issue's "Letters" led
off with two letters on the topic, Ifinally got
out of my comfortable reading chair and
made it over to my computer.
Unlike John, who says that he likes to
read about expensive components, Ilike to
What really matters
read about components Ican afford. IrealEditor:
ly have no interest in reading about apair
Ihave just received my first issue of my
of speakers that goes for $70,000 (or even
$20,000, for that matter). My total system
first subscription to Stereophile. At last. After
ouday needs to remain asmall percentage
reading your work from time to time durof the price of the house that Ikeep it in.
ing the last 15 years, Ifinally have my own
Apparently, there are some people who
copy on my desk! It doesn't matter if I
cannot afford such big-ticket items but still
agree with you or not; that is not the quesenjoy reading about them just for the viction. What matters is that you do care for
arious thrill. Ido not. To me, that's awaste
music and its reproduction, you really
of time. Iunderstand that you do have
investigate areas that are not available to
most of us, and Ifind myself kind of looksome readers who can afford these prices,
and you need to run some reviews for their
benefit. That may be. But Ibet they comprise asmall fraction of your readership.
Letters to the Editor should be sent
The more reviews of high-priced
to The Editor, Stereophile, 110 5th
equipment that appear in your pages, the
Avenue (5th floor), New York, NY
less useful the magazine will be to me.
10011. Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
That's why Isubscribe to Stereophile and
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
not to The Absolute Sound.
David Sala/ii
marked otherwise, all letters are
david@salahimet
assumed to be for possible publication. In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
Stop the whining
and unless we are requested not to,
Editor:
we publish correspondents' e-mail
It seems that every month in Sterrophilès
addresses. Please note: We are
"Letters" column there is some whiner
unable to answer requests for inforcomplaining about Stereophilès decision to
mation on specific products or sysreview astronomically priced equipment
tems. If you have problems with
(eg, the Rockport Technologies turntable
your subscription, call toll-free (800)
in
August 2000). I've had enough: I'm
666-3746, or write to Stereophile, P.O.
concerned that if there are too many of
Box 53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.
these whiners, Stereophile may actually lis9

Letters
ten to them and stop doing what it does
best — review hi-fi equipment.
The best of the best is always outrageously expensive — that's why it's the
best. Does anyone out there really think
that the new four-door Bentley is asteal at
$353,000, or that diamond Rolex agood
value at $88,000? Absolutely not. But
these products create abenchmark, aclass
of quality of their own, which most others
can only strive to approach.
Do you want to see aday when the topof-the-line automobile is a Cadillac, or
you have $20k to drop on aline of speakers you have been eyeing for 10 years but
the manufacturers in this price range are
gone? Iknow Idon't.
Flip through magazines that offer
seven-figure yachts and draw up some
mock plans on that 18,000-square-foot
mansion—who does it hurt? I read
Michael Fremees review of the Rockport
turntable and Idon't even own one LP...
Stereophile, continue reviewing any darn
product you want and there will be at least
one guy here who will not whine once.
Name withheld
Brotto888@aol.com
It's nice to dream
Edit
As amember of aminority in the world
of audiophilia — I'm a 22-year-old college female — Ifeel my opinion concerning complaints of high-priced component
and equipment coverage might be of a
tiny bit of interest.
Iwas introduced to the High End by
(as one might expect) aman — my father.
He gave me the undeniably amazing gift
of hearing asong, usually on an LP, and
allowing me to close my eyes and feel as
if Iwere right there in the concert hall or
club, tapping my feet and bouncing my
head to the music.
What an amazing thing! With time I
began my own endeavors in finding away
to reproduce music in such away that Ifeel
it, not just hear it. That's what is important
to me. So, I've compiled arather meager
collection of gear and recordings.
The point I'm getting at is that I
absolutely enjoy reading a review of
$40,000 speakers. Hell, Ihaven't made
that much money in my entire life ... but
I'd like to think that someday Iwill, that
someday I'll be able to buy cables on a
well-researched whim and put the old
ones in acloset.
When Ilisten to dad's setup, Ithink,
"Wow, this sounds absolutely freaking
great." Then Igo back to my apartment
and my system and think, "Wow, this
sounds absolutely freaking terrible." It's
good to have aframe of reference, to know
10

what is available ... even if it costs more
than my college education, Ph.D. included.
It's nice to dream, even if that's all it is —
afar-fetched, musically induced dream.
Dreaming on...
Emily Hess
emilyhess_84@hotmaitcom
Sam's feet are on the ground
Editor:
I must say that I greatly enjoy Sam
Tellig's column — yes, he reviews expensive gear, but more important, he reviews
affordable gear. Sam is one of the only
writers who does this, and this shows us
that his feet are firmly planted on the
ground. Ilike to see expensive gear, but
Sam covers the meat and potatoes of
audiophile gear—the stuff that Ican buy.
In short, Sam is the reason Iwill be
renewing my subscription.
Ken Kass
kkass@mac.com
Sam hit the nail on the head
Editor:
As usual, Sam Tellig hit the nail on the
head in his February treatise on digital
audio software ("Of Digital Audio and
Lettuce Leaves"). As Iwrite this, Iam listening to the Columbia/Legacy remaster
of Miles Davis' Kind ofBlue. To quote Sam
from an excellent disc review in the same
issue, "buy this [CD] and you'll know why
Idon't give ashit about SACD or DVDAudio."
Jim Huebner
jmhuebtte@attmet
Sam took the words
out of his mouth
Editor:
Ifinished reading the February Stereophile
and was very drawn to two items. The
first was Jeff Ziesmann's letter, "The most
likely outcome?" (p.12). The second was
Sam Tellig's "Sam's Space."
To make it short and sweet, you guys
took the words out of my mouth in regard
to CD's demise (or lack of) and the premature declaration of SACD or DVDAudio's certain victory. Iagree with you
both: that the death of the CD is far e
and the course most likely for the vast
majority is to improve the playback hardware and to continue to refine the CD's
mastering process. We don't need to be
throwing our limited resources into an
entire new format when the CD's potential hasn't been fully realized.
Sam, Ithink you definitely should become the champion of the CD: "Perfect
Sound Forever!" If Michael Fremer can
peddle his ancient-technology analog
mantra to all those golden-eared dinosaurs,
you should have no problem with the CD.
Virgil E Glew,Jr.
michtuna@voyagernet

The best he's read
Editor:
Sam Tellig's discussion about format
changes and about the possible improvements to the current CD format —
"Sam's Space," February — is quite possibly the best thing Ihave ever read in
Stereophile. It is an honest and forthright
description of the current SACD and
DVD-Audio woes and the problems associated with the adoption of any new format that provides little for the masses.
Mr. Tellig also believes, as many of your
readers do, that the current CD format
still has much room for improvement
with such new technologies as upsampiing. His suspicion that the new formats
are simply Trojan horses for multichannel
is dead on. The industry —including this
industry suck-up magazine — is not going
to be happy until we are forced to buy all
those additional unnecessary and unwanted channels.
Lonnie Smith
L Smith48@msn.com
Wrong, wrong, wrong!
Editor:
Let me be as diplomatic about this as I
can possibly be: Sam Tellig is wrong,
wrong, WRONG!
Listen to what he says ("Sam's Space,"
Stereophile, February 2001, p.37): "I lived
through the quadraphonic fiasco of the
early 1970s — one of the sorriest eras in
the history of hi-fi. LP pressing quality
turned to shit and, with more channels to
get wrong, recording engineers mucked
up the sound as never before."
If LP pressing quality turned to "shit," it
was not because of quadraphonic recordings. And while it might be true that
recording engineers mucked up the
sound, it was not (with a few notable
exceptions —such as the music-in-theround Bartók Concerto for Orchestra) in
the classical division; if they mucked it up,
it was in popular recordings, which were
and are so mucked up already that alittle
more ain't gonna hurt nothin'.
Now you may say that that is merely
my opinion, but Ican support it with the
opinions of such august publications as
Stereophile, The Absolute Sound, and others.
During the 1970s, EMI imports were held
up as the model of high-fidelity sound reproduction. Many, if not most, of those
recordings were pressed in compatible
stereo/SQ quadraphonic format.
So think about that, Sam. You, along
with about azillion other stereo puritans,
maintained that quadraphonic recordings
must be eliminated because they ruined
the sound. At the same time, a zillion
other stereo puritans, and perhaps you,
were hailing the quality of some of these
Stereophile, April 2001

all theater.

Funny,

with

no gimmicks.

all the synthetic effects and gimmicks

available on today's home theater systems - no one is
talking about what really counts - delivering the best
sound for the dollar. The NAD T751 A/V receiver and
T550 DVD/CD player's unique designs provide everything you need to enjoy a great movie or music. And,
as with all NAD products, they maintain a reputation for
true value, performance and simplicity.
NAD - to the rescue.

NAD

T550

DVD/CD

Player

Built-in Dolby Digital and Pro Logic decoder, Coaxial and Optical digital outputs,
Component, S-Video and Composite video outputs, 24 bit/96 kHz compatible,
Audiophile quality components, and remote control.

NAD

T751

Surround

Sound

Receiver

pure. and simple.

60 watts into 8 ohms (all 5 channels simultaneously), Crystal DSP processor,
Dolby Digital', DIS and Pro Logic decoding, pre outs (all 5 channels),

NAD

5.1 input for external decoder, 5 video inputs, 2 video outputs, 3 digital inputs,
2 audio inputs, 1tape output, EARS. (Enhanced Ambience Recovery System),
Impedance Sensing Circuit (ISC) topology, remote control with NAD Link.

NAD Electronics of America, 6 Merchant Street, Sharon, MA 02067
Dolby [heal and Dolby Pro LOQIC are trademarks of Dolby Laboratones Làcenséng Corporabon
DIS ,s a reestered trademark of Llama, Theater Systems. Inc

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com

Letters
same quadraphonic recordings. Is that
really logical?
Paul A. Alter
Pittsburgh, PA
palter@juno.com

Maybe Iam just ignorant about this
subject, but the whole situation seems
remarkably similar to the situation faced
by Sony with the PlayStation and PS2.
There is hardware in these systems to preWhat abargain!
vent the unauthorized use of material.
Editor:
But guess what? For 20 bucks, Ican buy
"Sam's Space," February 2001: "Bitch and
achip that will bypass the internal protecmoan as some of us might... "Well, Mr.
tion so that Ican play any disc, regardless
Tellig sure did his share in that one. In the
of country of origin or legitimacy of manfuture, please have him write something
ufacture. Can and would the same thing
worth reading.
happen with secure digital music? Use
By the way, Sam, take this into considyour common sense.
eration: The Sony SACD machines
Does it make sense to compromise himight be great CD transports for feeding
rez digital audio in avain effort to prevent
those upsampling DACs you love, and
the eventual and unavoidable hacking of
they play the superior SACD format.
this format? For me, the answer is no. I
What abargain!
Steve
won't buy any watermarked crap. I'll even
Roosevelt, OK make adeal with the music industry: If
he@intellisys.net
they don't muck up hi-rez digital with
watermarking, and if they keep letting me
What amess
use Napster to expand my horizons by
Editor:
trying new music that Inever thought I
I've just read ST's February screed exhortwould enjoy, then Iwill buy tons of new
ing us to save the CD. Combined with the
material in the hi-rez format and stay away
review of the $27,000 Accuphase SACD
from any pirated stuff. That's adeal Ican
player in the same issue, this has crystallive with, and Ithink they should be able
ized my reaction to SACD: I'm with Sam.
to as well. (In case you've gotten the
Ihave another reason to add to his. I wrong idea about me: Ihave never used or
intend the next upgrade to my system
owned anything other than official
(high Class C to low Class B) to be digilicensed music/software)
tal room correction. Companies like
Let the flames commence. Jamul Tabeb
jtabeb@peakonline.com
TacT and Perpetual Technologies are
finally making this option affordable.
Impressed!
Based on material published in Stereophile
and on other information, Ithink this is
Editor:
the most practical thing I can do to
Ipurchased aSony SCD-777ES SACD
improve the sound Iget at home. The
player this past Saturday. To say that Iam
encrypted datastream used by SACD
impressed is an understatement! I'm like a
would make that impossible.
kid in acandy store. Iam getting the kind
Iwas shocked to read (at http://crypof rush that we who get our kicks from
tome.org/jg-wwwcp.htm, an Electronic
high-end audio periodically experience
Frontier Foundation site) how bad this
when something truly exceptional comes
threatens to be. Irespect intellectual propalong, something that expands the audioerty. Ialso think Ihave aright to digitally
reproduction envelope. Ihave no problem
process, for my own enjoyment, the matesupporting both SACD and DVD-Audio,
rial Ibuy and pay for. Iwill never spend a but from what I've just experienced, Ishall
dime on any format engineered to take
do my best to make SACD apermanent
that right away.
Jonathan Goldberg
fixture in the audio marketplace.
Jonathan_Goldberg@mastercard.com
To wit Iam putting my money where
my mouth is. Ipurchased most of the Sony
Let the flames commence
Classical SACD software available at the
Editor:
shop where Ipurchased the player. After
Regarding SDMI, I'd just like to ask:
hooking up the hardware and giving
What does the music industry really hope
SACD alisten, Iimmediately got on the
to gain by implementing this? Ithink
Web and ordered several more SACD
everyone understands that ahack will be
titles (thank you, Sony, Telarc, Audioavailable sometime in the future. Also, if the
Quest, Delos, et al). I'll buy more after I
purpose of watermarking is to provide
give the credit card arest. I'm hopeful that
info as to the source of the material, what
time and volume will bring the price of
freaking good does that do? If pirated stuff SACDs down abit.
contains the watermark, what do Icare, so
The sonics are absolutely incredible,
long as it is the same as the source materand the 777ES is an engineering delight.
ial? Sure, it would be easier to trace counThe mechanics are as silky and smooth as
terfeiters, but what else?
is the music that emanates forth. My cur12

rent two-channel system is all solid-state,
but with the 777ES online, Ifeel as if I'm
listening to first-rate vinyl played through
top-flight tube equipment. The detail I'm
hearing is amazing.
Ipray that Sony doesn't let SACD go
the way of Beta. (Alas, it, too, was abetter
format.)
David Morel!
Oregon, WI
morell@charternet
My God!
Editor:
My Godnutin Class A+ is right. Ican hardly believe my ears! Ican't figure out how
Sony sells the SCD-777ES for $2500.
What is more amazing, my entire CD
collection is not far behind in sound quality. SACD is another notch up, but Iwould
pay $2500 for this thing in aheartbeat for
what it does with my regular CDs —I have
never heard the "Harnmerklavier" sonata
sound so close to alive performance before.
The most improvement is in the sound of
classical piano pieces (and that's not even on
SACD). Iwent back after two days and
bought another 777 for my second home.
And the Sony SCD-C333ES changer???
Igot that on Monday and took it back on
Tuesday. For SACD, I'd give it aB-minus
(not as good as regular CD sound through
my Theta Pro Basic III); and for regular
CD... aC-minus at best It is definitely not
worth $1200 or anything like it.
Audio Nirvana ... Ithink Fm there now.
Floyd Martin
wa6itd@earthlinle.net
Chip Stern and Jonathan Scull write about
Sony's '777 and 'C333, respectively, elsewhere in
this issue
— .111
Stop equivocating
Editor:
SACD is not afad. It is the second-generation digital format that took too long to
come. So why is Stereophile equivocating?
This format is obviously way better than
CD, even though it is still in its infant
stage. You can go out today and spend $5k
on aCD player and it will still sound like
shire. In the SCD-1 Sony has produced a
bona fide high-end SACD player for $5k
that beats the pants off any CD system
anywhere near its price. It makes all CD
players costing more than $4k redundant.
Practically every CD-player review
since the release of the SCD-1 has been an
exercise in talking up CD and downplaying SACD. Jonathan Scull, for example, in
his January review of the $4995 dCS
Purcell D/D converter, continues to
mince his words. The comparison of
SACD vs upsampling (dCS Purcell) is a
non-issue. Upsampling is mature tedmolStereophile, April 2001
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No Exceptio
Rotel's new 10 Series of high p
audio /video components are exceptio
Every product, from power amplifiers to
DVD Audio players, receive the same
meticulous attention to circuit development
and sound quality that we call Balanced
Design. Consider the new RDV1080 DVD-A
player. This multi-functional audio /video
component plays DVD, DVD-A and CD
formats. It features independent digital and
analog power supplies, the highest quality
large-scale integrated circuits to handle
digital-to-analog conversion of up to 24bit /
192kHz audio data, and progressive scan
outputs to deliver extraordinary video
resolution. Hear and see our new 10 Series
components at your authorized Rotel dealer.
They're all exceptional, no exceptions.
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Letters
ogy engineered to the eyeballs. SACD is
only just born. In two years, if not sooner,
the quality of sound we get from the
SCD-1 will be available from units costing
$3k or less. Anyone who goes out and
buys the dCS system now is asucker or
has more money than he knows how to
spend. If you have that much money, buy
the Rockport turntable instead of throwing more money at aredundant format. (I
feel that vinyl cannot become redundant,
due to the amount of software still available. By contrast, CDs can be played on an
SACD player, that's why Iconsider CDonly hardware redundant.)
Stereophile should delete all CD products
above $4k from "Recommended Components." Any CD component above that
price is sucker territory. Let's stop kidding
ourselves: CD is shite and always was shite.
So why doesn't someone, somewhere
come out, bite the bullet, and say it —"CD
is dead! Lmg live SA CD" Before some clever
marketing bastard from aCD manufacturer — or, worse, DVD-A — comes along
and kills off SACD, like they did Beta.
Peter D'Castro
Richmond, Australia
dcasttp@bigpond.com
Something profoundly wrong?
Editor:
Frankly, Idon't care. 1agree with readers
like John Howard (Vo123 No.11, p.12)
and Jeff Ziesmann (Vo124 No2, p.12)
that both SACD and DVD-Audio will
probably fail because they don't bring significant advantages for the average customer. Iam very satisfied with the CD
medium, and have no urge to audition any
of the high-resolution formats. Idon't care
about SACD and DVD-A. They most
likely will fail anyway, and CD in my system delivers exactly what Icrave: avery
lively and very dramatic presentation of
my favorite music (mostly classical) in my
system (triode amplifiers, high-quality
minimonitors, and the excellent REL
Storm III subwoofer, through a Wadia
8/12 combination helped by an upgrade
to Wadia 860 op-amps in the Wadia 12).
Maybe the liveliness and drama could
be even better, but when Ihardly miss
musical expression in comparison with live
performances, what's the point? Ithink
when people claim that, in comparison
with SACD, even the best CD player
sounds dead, there is something profoundly wrong either with their system or with
their attitude toward music — or both.
Of course, the sound could always be better, but let's face it we will never attain a
convincing home reproduction of live
sound. The problem starts already at the
very beginning of the recording/playback
Stereophile, April 2001

chain, with the simple and sobering fact that
microphones don't "hear" like our ears.
Even a36-bit/384kHz format would not
help that. It's the experience of the life of the
music that matters, not the perfect "sound"!
We need less audiophile craziness and more
love of music to set our priorities straight
Rather, let's realize that it could easily
have been worse. We should be thankful
for the fact that, due to Sony, CD is a16bit format instead of the 14 bits Philips
aimed for. And we should be thankful for
the criticism of Stereophile and other magazines over the years, which was an important incentive for the industry to look for
solutions in pushing CD from amedium
once judged "hopeless" to its current highperformance standard.
Albrecht Moritz
amoritz@cellsignatcom

Seattle Opera's newly staged Das Rheingold
and Die Walküre. Iwas blown away. Not
only was it staged in anatural setting, but
it was also a touchy, hands-on Ring in
which every word and body gesture had
meaning and was clearly marked, as if you
were viewing aconversation. No standand-sing Ring was this. The new, complete
Seattle Ring will debut this summer.
After re-reading RUs reviews, Ibought
the Barenboim Ring. What athrill it is. I
got that same seat-of-the-pants feeling listening to this Ring as Ifelt in Seattle.
Minor blemishes, yes, but it's the words
that leap off the page and out of my speakers. The sound of this Bayreuth recording
is just astonishing. This is truly a"Record
To Die For."
Ronald E. Smith
tsmithor@merstlink.net

Best of all time?
Editor:
Iwas about to write to you to complain
about the scarcity of classical entries in
February's "Records To Die For" feature.
(98% of what Ilisten to is classical music,
with the remaining 2% in various other
genres.) Then Icame across the best
"R2D4" entry in years, by David Sokol
(p.89). Iagree with David: In my opinion,
the best rock recording of all time is
Procol Harum's Home.
For those unfamiliar with this album, it
should be listened to as awhole. It will rival
some of the best symphonies for its emotional impact. Unplug the phones, turn off
the lights, and hold on for the ride. You will
be taken from areal high to the depths of
hell and back again. Congratulations, David
Sokol!
Richard D. Diamond
RxDentist@aol.com

Stick to Wagner, Richard
Editor:
Had Richard Lehnert not been so obsessed
with lyrics, he would have heard ahypnotically beautiful album in PJ Harvey's Stories
from the City, Stories from the Sea (December
2000, p209). Of course, this is afamiliar
dynamic among reviewers and listeners
alike: they are unable to divorce themselves
from an artist's past work and listen to a
current effort on its own terms.
Read Ken Richardson's review in the
December 2000 issue of Sound &Vision for
amuch better review of this great album.
Richard, please stick to Wagner.
Ken Motamed
Seattle, Washington
ken inotamed ahoo.com

What athrill, Richard
Editor:
My thanks to Richard Lehnert for alerting me to the Barenboim Ring ("R2D4,"
Vo124 No2, p.79). Imust have been
asleep when RL reviewed each half of the
cycle, in the March and December 1994
issues. Iown both the Solti and the Bohm
on LP and CD. Ihave thrilled at the Solti's
sound effects and singing. Ihave also
enjoyed the real acoustic of Bayreuth with
Bohm. All that was before hearing and
seeing the Ring live. Now I've seen 11
complete Ring cycles worldwide. (I have
yet to make it to Bayreuth; I'm on the
waiting list, going into my seventh year.)
The Solt Ring's sound effects, as
thrilling as they are for me as an audiophile, have been replaced by the Ring
characters themselves and their thoughts
and feelings. Those long solo passages that
used to put me in adaze are now very
moving. Last summer I attended the

Mr. Motamed, the dynamic you mention isfamiliar indeed; Icautioned myself often against succumbing to it while writing about PJ Harvey's
Stories from the City, Stories from the Sea.
(And Idid mention in that review bon ,
sure -recorded, and -played the album is) I've
just listened to it again, but still think and feel
that, for the reasons mentioned in my review, at
this stage in her development as an artist PJ
Hanky makes abetter dark, angry, anguished
album than she makes alight, happy, serene' one
Ihave no problem with her making an excellent,
intelligent, and passionately positive' record. I
just
don't think she's done so. (Thisfrom someone who
owns every record Bob Dylan ever made, but
whose Jiworite is Nashville Skyline) I've not
read Richardson's review, but have read many
others, all of them quite positive F44 sat I'vefound
telling its those reviews, however well or poorly
written, thoug411 or thoughtless, is the almost
palpable relief of their authors—all male— that
Harvey has finally lightened up and is no longer
so powedidly disturbing apresence Iprefer to be
disturbed.
—RL
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Industry
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Puzzling out how multichannel music is
likely to develop has been amajor preoccupation of mine recently, so this
month Ispoke to Meridian's Bob Stuart,
who probably has had more experience
in the art of reproducing multichannel
music than anyone else in Britain.
Stuart's enthusiasm goes back to the
Ambisonics work done in the late 1970s:
he's essentially the specialist hi-fi industry's representative on the DVD-Audio
working groups and committees, and
he's responsible for Meridian Lossless
Packing (MLP), which enables six channels of high-resolution audio to be stored
on aDVD. (The problem is not so much
the limitations of the storage medium —
4.7GB/layer — but the DVD's maximum data retrieval rate of 10Mb/s.)
Having experimented with all the available alternatives, Stuart has a laissezfaire attitude about the way future formats might develop.
Stuart doesn't deny the significance of
the well-established, movie-derived 5.1channel paradigm, but he recognizes
that it might not be the best solution for
music, and is keen to stress that the
DVD-Audio specification was deliberately left flexible to allow plenty of
scope for experimentation. He doesn't
believe there should be strict rules, and
welcomes the wide variety of approaches that have already appeared on the
smaller specialist labels.

Meridian's demonstrations at recent
audio shows have emphasized the versatility of multichannel DVD-Audio. At the
Las Vegas CES in January, the company
played 11 different excerpts —coveting
Ambisonics, orchestral, gospel, and even
"Ping-Pong" recordings — to demonstrate the wide range of possibilities.
Because of the extra stability it gives
the front soundstage, Stuart prefers
using aconventional center-front speaker, even with signals derived from stereo
sources. But he also likes the possibilities for using extra discrete channels to
supply extra ambience information, and
envisages an "ideal" six-channel musicreplay environment, with loudspeakers
mounted high on the side walls in addition to the regular surround speakers to
provide the dimension of height.
From an idealist standpoint, that
makes alot of sense. In the real world,
however, Isuspect we're going to find
ourselves lumbered with the 5.1-channel orthodoxy now so firmly entrenched. I've always rather liked Mao's
slogan, "Let athousand flowers bloom,"
but the multiplicity of possibilities now
offered finds me increasingly prepared
to trade complexity for simplicity.
Maybe I'm doomed to remain atwochannel stereophile for life.
US: YOUR LOCAL HI-Fl HUT
Jon Iverson
Despite the best efforts of Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Alan Green-

Update
span to extend an unprecedented economic boom, the US economy is slowing. The slowdown is causing negative
repercussions in many sectors —including the music-retailing business and
consumer-electronics manufacturing.
According to the latest statistics from
the Consumer Electronics Association
(CEA), overall consumer-electronics
sales for 2000 posted gains of 7% over
1999, reaching $8 billion. However,
overall audio sales at the end of 2000
dropped as compared with 1999, declining 5%, with $854 million in revenues
for the month. The CEA says that sales
to dealers of separate audio components
also declined in November 2000 compared to November 1999 by about 4%.
Overall, however, sales of separate
audio components had apositive Y2K,
rising 7%, to $1.4 billion in revenue thus
far. The CEA also reported that audio
systems held even with the prior year,
with November sales equaling $270
million. Within this category, hometheater-in-a-box continued its rapid
growth rate, with a47% increase. For
the year overall, audio systems are up
6% to $2 billion, says the CEA.
The health of the audio industry in
general can often be extrapolated from
financial statements from the industry's
few large publicly traded companies.
Despite the CEA's optimism, the industry may be atad under the weather, if
results from Harman International
Industries arc any indication: On

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows,
and meetings should fax (do not call) the
when, where, and who to (212) 886-2809 at
least eight weeks bore the month of the event.
The deadlinefor theJune 2001 issue is April 2.
Mark the fax 'ttention Stephen Mefias,
Dealer Bulletin Board." We will_lax back aconfirmation. If you do not receive confinnation
within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and homeStereophile, April 2001

theater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960 or e-mail
AzAudioS@aol.com.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) welcomes new members.
BAAS schedules periodic designer and
dealer demonstrations, fosters communication and camaraderie among members, and distributes High Note, an informative newsletter. For further information, contact Dennis Davis at (415) 381-

4228, or e-mail bluedeer@value.net.
•Audio Vision S.F. (850 Van Ness Ave.,
San Francisco), located inside Innovations
Modern Furniture, is pleased to announce
the opening of San Francisco's newest
high-end audio and home-theater store.
Authorized dealer for Acoustic Energy,
Await Auction, Audio Refinement
Galo, JM Reynaud, Marsh, MSB, Myryad, Naim, Plinius, Sehring, Shearne,
and Triangle. For further information,
visit www.audiovisionsf.com or call
(415) 614-1118.
17
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January 31, the consumer-electronics
firm (based in Washington, DC and
Northridge, California) reported that it
expects to yield aprofit of about 30
cents per share for its third fiscal quarter.
Profits for the same period last year
were more than 90 cents per share
according to Reuters news service.
In September 2000, Harman was on
the losing end of a$5.7 million patentinfringement suit brought against it by
Bose, Inc. Harman also took on a$12
million restructuring charge upon the
reorganization of its Harman Consumer International Group, according
to CFO Frank Meredith. The predicted
per-share profit is less than half the 69
cents that analysts had expected. "Softness in consumer-electronics sales" is
Harman's official explanation for its disappointing performance.
On the other side of the Pacific, Sony
Corp. plans to reduce its inventories by
more than $128 billion by the end of
March, to prepare itself for apossible
drop in demand from the US market. In
aJanuary statement reported in Nihon
Keizai Shimbun, Japan's financial newspaper, Sony's Teruhisa Tokunaka says,
"Inventory assets are exceeding the optimum level because we failed to foresee
the rapid slowdown in the US market,
which makes up one third of Sony's
electronics sales."
Japanese audio manufacturer Aiwa, of
which Sony owns 50.5%, is also feeling
the pinch. Last week Aiwa revealed that
the majority of its top executives will be
leaving in response to worse-thanexpected losses. Aiwa blames its troubles
on adearth of new products and increased competition in the slowing marketplace. The company says that sales
have declined 10.4% since last year, and
that it expects to lose $319 million in the
12-month period ending in March. A

spokesman stated, "We are considering
giving financial support to Aiwa in a
range where we can provide it. But we
have yet to decide details."
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The first and most enduring of the
"BBC school" of monitor-speaker
builders, Spendor Audio Systems, is also
one of the most respected names in
British loudspeakers, and, incidentally,
provided my entrée into the world of
hi-fi. In the late 1960s, Iwas one of its
first customers, and became part of its
workforce in the mid-'70s.
Spendor has done better than most at
bridging the professional/high-end
divide, and has reputations equally
strong in the hi-fi and professional
audio sectors. Currently there are three
Spendor speaker lines: the Classics hark
back to such BBC-inspired models as
the BC1; the Elegances are more
domestically oriented and include A/V
designs; and the 5.1s are the pro models, with rugged black finishes and
built-in power amps.
Spendor has had its ups and downs in
its 30-odd years. In 1983, it survived the
loss of founder and prime mover Spencer Hughes. His widow and son, Dorothy and Derek, took over the reins, and
in 1994 sold the company to Soundtracs
PLC, best known for its mixing desks.
That relationship inevitably tilted the
company's profile toward the professional market, especially in the UK. As a
result, and through the efforts of specific
distributors, Spendor has become better
known for hi-fi outside the UK.
The situation seems about to change,
however, following the announcement
on January 16 that Philip Swift had purchased Spendor from Soundtracs. Swift
is best known as a co-founder of

Audiolab, which he and Derek Scotland
ran from 1983 until TAG McLaren
bought the company in 1997. Swift left
TAG acouple of years back, but it was
only to be amatter of time before he
resurfaced somewhere in the industry. I
wouldn't be surprised if Scotland, also
now afree agent, didn't get involved in
the new venture.
Swift's purchase of Spendor seems
entirely appropriate; his enthusiasm for
the brand dates back to the company's
earliest days, when he was in retail. Swift
was agood friend of Spencer Hughes
and very much part of the Spendor
"feedback loop" in those first years, and is
therefore well steeped in the Spendor
ethos and traditions. The company has
always taken aparticular pride in those
traditions, and Swift sees them as amajor
strength of the brand. But he's also keen
to stress the future — early priorities will
include taking aclose look at UK distribution and improving the website
(www.spendorancmail.com). Swift's lifelong commitment to the hi-fi industry
should ensure that Spendor will continue
to create monitor-quality speakers that
will appeal to hi-fi enthusiasts and working professionals alike.
Spendor speakers are currently distributed in the US by QS&D, 33 McWhirt
Loop, Suite 108, Fredericksburg, VA
22406. Tel: (540) 272-3711. Fax: (540)
372-3713. Web: www.qsandd.com.
US: THE INTERNET
Barry Willis
The Internet has become an integral
part of Philips Electronics' global sales
strategy. The Dutch technology conglomerate has announced a plan for
online marketing that will link customers to more than 60,000 Philips
dealers worldwide.
Philips' online plans figured large in a

Calendar
•The California Audio Society is now
forming. It will sponsor monthly audio
and home-theater meetings and
events. For more information, call
(909) 461-0775 or e-mail dkparksl@
msn.com.
•Sunday, March 25: The 5th Annual
Southern California Hi Fi Show Er
Swap (7000 Beach Blvd., Holiday Inn,
Buena Park); proceeds to benefit the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society.
To reserve aspace, call (909) 931-9686.
Setup for sellers, 8am; early bids, 9am;
18

buyers admitted, 10am. For more
information, visit www.upscaleaudio.
corn or call (714) 522-7000.
•Future Sound (Burlingame) will host
Dennis Had, Billy Wright, and Greg
Dunn of Cary Audio on Saturday,
April 7. In addition to demonstrating
the new V12 stereo amplifier and
matching V5 preamplifier, they will
also display their new line of hometheater products. The event will last
throughout the day. For more information, call (650) 342-1476.

CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.theatom.com/cas or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.
GEORGIA

• Sunday, March 18, 2-5:30pm: At
Sound and Cinema Shop (11770
Haynes Bridge Rd., Alpharetta),
Classic Records' Michael Hobson
will discuss the remastering and production process and provide both stuStereophile. April 2001

Also featuring:
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to a power amplifier,
bypassing the losses
inherent in any
preamplifier.

Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer

Clocklink ne
Providing the most stable
possible clock, resulting in
lower jitter when the

Now shipping with:
A powerful new software package of user-selectable digital algorithms including
DigiMaster" 1.2. This new feature will allow you to optimize sonic performance based
on system matching and personal musical priorities, extracting the subtle details that
enhance the emotional impact of recorded music. The new digital algorithms
executed in DSP are part of an integrated system allowing
the Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer to upsample*
musical data to 2.8224 MHz
(DAC sample rate)
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27ix is paired with a CD
transport, (such as Wadia
270 CD Transport)
by positioning the
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adjacent to the DAC chips
rather than in the transport.
Modular Design
Allowing the 27ix to accept
future upgrades and preparing
Wadia owners to benefit from
further advances in technology.

Beauty is in the details...
W

aeia

A Division of AUDIO VIDEO RESEARCH, INC.

795 Highland Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108

734.975.4217

www.wadia.com
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speech made by Philips Consumer Electronics Mainstream CEO Guy Demuynck on the opening day of the Consumer Electronics Show in January.
"The Internet has transformed the way
we do business," Demuynck told reporters at CES. "The Internet dominates all our thinking — it will expand
from abrowsing activity to an alwayson, integral part of daily life."
Unlike Sony Corporation, which last
summer announced plans to launch an
e-commerce site, SonyStyle.com, that
would have had the manufacturer competing directly with its own dealers,
Philips plans to connect customers to
the nearest Philips dealer. "We have a
commitment to our resellers. We have
invested too much in them to just throw
them away," said Alistair Jenlcing,
Philips' vice president for e-commerce.
"Those trying to sell to consumers
directly online forget that some equipment is not easy to simply deliver to a
consumer's home." While Sony decided
to revamp its Internet strategy after
dealers threatened aboycott, Philips followed aconservative tack of observing
what its competitors were doing online
before launching aplan of its own.
Hoping to get all of its dealers online
by the end of 2001, Philips has spent
more than $8 million on software written by San Francisco's Mediation, Inc.
After successful trials of the software in
Sweden and Spain, Philips decided to
sign acontract with Mediation, whose
system lets customers browse products,
compare features, examine service
agreements, and contact dealers.
Although online sales accounted for
only about 6.5% of Philips' business last
year, the company recognizes that the
Internet is clearly the future for product
promotion. "We want to enable our
resellers and dealers," said Ruud van

Vessem, who heads Philips' European
e-commerce venture. "We offer to
build or support their website, and for
many of the small and medium-sized
retail outlets in our distributor network,
this is avery attractive proposition. We
expect both sides to benefit, since the
costs of doing business should decline
while we can provide more services."

Contracts between music companies
and European retailers are under scrutiny because of suspicions that the world's
largest music publishers may have tacitly agreed to keep prices high, according
to European Commission spokeswoman Amelia Torres. Europe has
some of the world's highest prices for
recorded music, in part because of high
taxes but also because competitive pricUNITED KINGDOM
ing is discouraged. The inquiry is said to
Paul Messenger
be in a"very early stage," according to
It's my sorry duty this month to report Torres. "We have no evidence whatsothe untimely death, in January 2001, of ever that the companies are guilty of
fellow UK journalist Bob Tomalski.
anti-competitive practices in Europe,"
Born in 1953, Bob was never ahi-fi pershe stated, but EU spokesman Jonathan
son as such. But he came onto the scene
Faull acknowledged that the European
with the video recorder and proved himmusic market is "oligopolistic ... domiself the ultimate tecimo-freak, quiddy
nated by afew producers."
mastering every new technology that
The music labels could face massive
appeared. Exceptionally bright, quick,
fines if investigators determine apattern
and technically literate, he was unquesof price-fixing. Retailers, including five
tionably the leading British journalist on
who sell CDs over the Internet, have
audio-visual and all sorts of other conbeen asked to submit their purchasing
sumer technologies, writing mainly in
records to the EC. The investigation
What Video and its sister magazines, and
could take as long as two years, according
doing much radio and TV work. He was
to reports from Europe in late January.
always the guy who asked the awkward
The inquest was initiated in the wake
questions at press conferences, giving of asimilar probe in the US, which led
many amanufacturer and distributor a to an industry-wide agreement to halt
hard time over injudicious claims. Iwill
"minimum advertised price" (MAP)
greatly miss his probing questions.
programs, which coerced retailers into
selling CDs at predetermined levels in
THE EUROPEAN UNION
exchange for advertising subsidies. The
Barry Willis
Federal Trade Commission and the
Possible price-fixing by major record music industry agreed to settle the issue
labels isn't confined to the United States.
in May 2000. The settlement triggered
The music industry's "Big Five" (Unilawsuits by the attorneys general of
versal Music, Sony Music Entertainment,
more than 30 states against the record
Warner Music Group, EMI Group PLC,
labels, as well as anumber of class-action
and the Bertelsmann Music Group) are
suits brought by private attorneys.
now under the scrutiny of European
Union antitrust investigators, who are
US: TEXAS
looking into the possibility that the com- Jon Iverson
panies colluded to keep CD prices artifiSony may be pretending that DVDcially high in Europe.
Audio doesn't exist, and Panasonic may

Calendar
dio master lacquers and test pressings
for demos. Classic will also donate surprise items to the monthly raffle. The
seminar coincides with the relocation
and grand opening of Sound and
Cinema and will be co-hosted by the
Atlanta Audio Society. For more information, visit www.mindspring.com/
chucksaudiolindex.htm,
or call
Chuck Bruce at (770) 493-7105.
ILLINOIS

•Pascal Ravach of Mutine, Inc. will
20

visit the Chicago Audio Society on
Sunday, April 22, 2001 to demonstrate Audiomat, Vecteur, and
Passion electronics and Equation
speakers. Nonmembers welcome,
and tell afriend! Visit www.chicago
audio.or$, or call (847) 382-8433 for
more into.

turing Audio Research's Terry
Dorn and Dunlavy's Andrew
Rigby. Audio Video logic is also
happy to welcome Nordost cables
to the store. For details, call (515)
727-2279.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
IOWA
audio club holds monthly meetings to
• Thursday, March 18, 7-9pm:
discuss topics of interest and listen to
Audio Video Logic (3025 100th St.,
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
Urbandale) is hosting aseminar fea- stokjoc@hotmail.com.
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be in denial about SACD, but anew
chip from Texas Instruments might
help bring the rival formats alittle closer together in consumer living rooms
and professional recording studios.
At the end of January, Texas Instruments announced an audio digital/
analog converter (DAC) designed
specifically for high-performance consumer and professional audio systems
such as DVD and CD players, A/V
receivers, Super Audio CD (SACD)
players, HDTV receivers, digital effects
processors, and digital mixing consoles.
TI says that the inexpensive PCM1738
DAC chip, from the company's BurrBrown product line, uses the company's
newly developed Advanced Segment
DAC architecture to achieve "excellent
dynamic performance" and improved
tolerance to clock jitter. TI claims that, at
24-bit resolution and 192kHz sampling,
the PCM1'738 delivers 117dB dynamic
range, 117dB signal/noise ratio, and
0.0004% distortion.
According to TI, the PCM1738 provides balanced current outputs, allowing
the audio-product designer the ability to
externally optimize analog performance.
The company adds that the device accepts industry-standard audio data formats with 16- to 24-bit data, providing
simple interfacing to audio DSP and
decoder chips while supporting sampling
rates of up to 200kHz. Additionally, TI
says that the device has two optional
modes of operation: an external digital
filter mode, and aDSD decoder interface for SACD playback applications.
SCOTLAND
Paul Messenger
At this year's Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, Nevada, Linn Products exhibited aprototype of its new
flagship loudspeaker, the Kornii. The

five-way design has anumber of interesting features. Low bass is supplied by
two 10" drivers, each driven by its own
built-in power amplifier operating
under servo-feedback control. The first
production samples will use passive
crossover networks for the four drivers
above the active bass section. Rear-panel
presets allow the bass alignment to be
tuned to the characteristics of the listening room. The other four drivers are
clustered together in a"pod" arrangement, with the midrange, tweeter, and
supertweeter — all using newly developed soft-dome diaphragms — incorporated into amachined "bridge" mounted
across the front of the upper-bass unit's
cone. This closely approximates pointsource conditions, which are desirable
for good control over dispersion.
The whole speaker is not unduly
large—it stands 45.5" tall and is 12.5"
wide and 17.5" deep — but it is extravagantly massive, weighing some 300 lbs
including a60-lb stand). Price has yet
to be announced.
Why "Komri"? The word is Lirmish
for Comrie, aworking village just inside the geologically very stable Scottish
Highlands. ("Comrie" derives from the
confluence of three rivers.) Linn owns a
house in Comrie where it checks out
new prototypes, but the village was also
the site of some of the world's earliest
experiments in seismography, afact celebrated in Comrie's Earthquake House,
where along pendulum still registers
movements in the earth's crust with a
wax-pin recorder. Allegedly, there was
some surprise recently when the pendulum picked up shockwaves generated elsewhere in the village — by Linn's
new servo-drive subwoofer, consequently christened the Sizmik. Equipping afull-range speaker system with
the same basic bass-drive equipment

led, naturally enough, to the name
"Komri."
US: SANTA BARBARA
Wes Phillips
Drummer Billy Higgins began his remarkable career backing up R&B musicians such as Amos Milburn and Bo
Didclley around the Los Angeles area
before embarking on his jazz path with
the Jazz Messengers (led by Don
Cherry and saxophonist James Clay)
and Dexter Gordon. But it was his association with Omette Coleman, beginning in the mid-1950s, that electrified
the jazz world and made Higgins aforce
to reckon with. His first recordings,
with Coleman and Red Mitchell, were
released in 1958. In 1959, he performed
with Coleman in New York and
Thelonious Monk in San Francisco, and
from that point on he never stopped
recording or touring.
The New Grove Dictionary ofiazz calls
Higgins "one of the most widely
recorded drummers in jazz": he has
participated in more than 700 recordings with, among others, Steve Lacy,
Sonny Clark, Lee Morgan, Hank Mobley, Dexter Gordon, Donald Byrd,
Jackie McLean, Mal Waldron, Clifford
Jordan, Cedar Walton, Art Pepper, Joe
Henderson, Milt Jackson, David Murray, Don Byron, Pat Metheny, and
Charles Lloyd, and has recorded many
albums as aleader.
Higgins' playing style embraces the
seemingly contradictory concepts of
restraint and abandon — his sophisticated, loosely swinging style is muscular and propulsive but never overwhelming. As jazz musicians say, "He's
got big ears" — and his tuneful accompaniment makes astrong argument for
the lowly trap set as amelodic instrument. When not touring, Higgins has

Calendar
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio Society
samples from their publication, The
Speaker, and membership information,
visit http://bostonaudio.home.att.net,
e-mail dbsystems@attglobal.net, or call
(603) 899-5121.
MICHIGAN

• Audio Analyst (5195 E. Brookfield
Rd., East Lansing) is proud to announce
that it is the exclusive dealer for Eggles22

tonWorks and Soliloquy High Fidelity Loudspeaker, and as aRogue
Audio dealer. For complete product
information or to arrange aprivate audition, call (517) 881-7602.

grade receivers available. Call (702) 8770222, or stop by 2300 N. Rainbow
Boulevard, #119, for information on
upcoming events and seminars.
NEW JERSEY

NEVADA

• Premiere Home Entertainment, Las
Vegas' newest high-end audio and
home-theater store, has been appointed
the exdusive dealer for the Diva product line from Arcam. Come in and
audition one of the only audiophile-

• The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $20, and include asubscription to
the society's newsletteç The Source. For
Stereophile, April 2001

Group Therapy.

ktvtL

Audiophiles. Repeat after me.
We are a troubled lot.
Obsessive. Compulsive.
Obsessive-compulsive.
Perfectionists. We are fanatics.
We love great sound and we
love our Hi Fi. We are thrilled to
discover components that
bring us closer to the artists
and the art. We love Revel.
The flagship Ultima series
speaks to us in a clear,
uncolored and dynamic voice.
No other loudspeakers move
us so. No other loudspeakers

are created with the loving
attention of a team of
audiophiles who are experts in
the diverse disciplines required
to produce state-of-the-art
designs. No other design team
has the people, facilities and
tools at its disposal to refine
and execute concepts at a level
that even the most rabid
audiophile can love.
If you could use a little therapy,
schedule a private session with
your local Revel dealer.

Revel, Northridge. CaWorm..
a division of Madrigal.
P.O.Box 781
Middletown, CT 06457 U
Fax: 860.346.1540
www.madrigal.com

e

MADRIGAL

*In their March/April 2000 issue. Stereophile Guide to Home Theater recognized the
Revel Ultima series system as the first and only AAA rated speaker system.

"IT'S NOT EASY TO BE

tYBA, I design
every product to be as simple
as possible.
This ensures that what you
••e,•3r•

hear at home is always faith-

•

ful to music.
But, to be simple requires
careful circuit and component design. Every part must
work together to eliminate
tiny distortions that mask
musical detail.
Whether it be thermal, electromagnetic or micro-vibrational, nothing must be left
to chance. And that is why

the money,...you'd be hard-pressed
to find more musically satisfying
monoblocks than these."

true music lovers appreciate

J.Scull -Stereophile Vol. 22 no. 1

"For

YBA.
For the music ...

'Yak
/If)

,,,,i,/

U.S.A.Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh, NY 12901
Tel.: 1-800-254-2510 /1-800-663-9352 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison C P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2\./1/1
Tel: (450) 585-0098 Fax: (450) 585-5862
www.plurison.com
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lived in L.A. for the greater part of the
last 20 years. He is known there and
throughout the country as agenerous
and supportive mentor to an entire
generation of players.
Iwas therefore distressed to receive
the following message from producer
Joe Harley (AudioQuest Music, JVC
XRCD), who forwarded it from Higgins' longtime friend and musical collaborator, Charles Lloyd:
"Unfortunately, Billy Higgins is very
sick again. Five years ago he received a
liver transplant, which was miraculous
and has served him well. In recent
months the new liver has showed signs
of severe damage, and Billy has been
told that he will need another transplant. He has been in and out of the
hospital since the end of October and
has been unable to work. This has not
only been very hard on his music-loving
spirit, but his ability to generate personal finances has deteriorated with his
health. Billy gives everything he has to
his community and those around him
who are in need.
"He will go in for afinal evaluation
on February 5, before being put on
the transplant waiting list. Those of us
who love him through personal association or through his music are pooling together to try to help him cover
his medical and living expenses. A
benefit was held in Los Angeles to
raise money to support his unbelievably high medical costs. Until another
benefit can be organized, we are hoping to gather Billy's friends, supporters, and fans together to help at this
very crucial time.
"His contribution to music is far more
than we could ever put into words, as
most of you all know.... please show
him your support at this time of crisis.
Send whatever amount you can, made

Update

manufacture is as rare: To consistently
make capacitors like those available for
$1 off the shelf requires ahuge investment —in space, materials, machines,
logistics, employees, etc. Most often,
through quirks of fate, it happens that
high-grade parts specified for exacting
military, aerospace, or telecom gear happen to operate synergistically in circuits
WORLD: AUDIO PARTS BINS
serving music. UK-made Holco resistors
Ben Duncan
are an example ... or were (see later).
Like all who make electronic products —
Stable parts availability is important
from defense contractors and NASA to
makers of mobile phones and beeping to manufacturing sanity — ahigh-end
greeting cards —makers of audio equip- product contains 100 to 1000 parts,
many of them critical to the sound. On
ment have long been able to depend on
aproduction line, the motto is "If it
drawing from avast, accumulated range
ain't broke, don't fix it." This approach
of standardized electronic components'
ensures that when product x is remanufactured in high volumes. However, from the perspective of parts mak- viewed, later-production units are very
similar in parts used and hence, one
ers pressured to shift continuous high
hopes, in the sound produced.
volumes, the entire world's serious audio
Changes in the availability of elecindustry —professional and high-end —
tronic parts have sporadically occurred
is small beer. In the future, our industry's
special requirements may be met or before, as the first versions of technologies are superseded by later refinements
heeded only by accident and only by the
(cg, germanium transistors were remost specialist makers.
placed by silicon). But the once relaExamples of the few high-volume
tively stable world of electronic parts is
parts made mainly for mass-market
today suffering some earthquakes. The
audio but sometimes used in high-end
manufacture of analog electronics
gear are some electrolytic capacitors (ex,
remains large. However, the growth in
Etna) and some integrated circuits (cg,
those once made by SSM, now part of world consumption of digital gear has
Analog Devices, and by THAT Corp., a been huge, which means that analog
parts sales are stagnant by comparison.
company established by refugees from
dbx). Even in the most exotic audio geai;
In aworld of capital financing driven by
growth potential rather than by steady
few parts are made exclusively for aspebusiness, mergers of makers of analog
cific high-end manufacturer. In-house
parts inevitably occur. As a consequence, rather alot of the bits that have
1For instance: tubes, semiconductors such as diodes
proved vital to good audio are disapand transistors, fundamental passive parts such as resispearing or arc changing for the worse.
tors. capacitors, and transformers, and electromechanical parts such as switches. These arc fundamental engiAn example of this dumbing down is
neering parts that, like cinder blocks. arc logically and
the
recent revelation by Meggit plc
uniformly made to diverse standards in different ranges
of size and strength, and that often remain available
(UK) that its Holco resistors have been
over many years. For example, many pans being
changed for all time. The maker had
designed into current equipment were first made in the
experienced minor but nagging probearly 1960s; *, generic diodes and transistors.

out to Billy Higgins. Any personal message will be forwarded to him and all
donations will be consolidated and sent
to Billy on aweekly basis.
"Please send your support to: Forest
Farm Music +Art, P.O. Box 5816, Santa
Barbara, CA 93150."

Calendar
more information, please e-mail your
mailing address and telephone number to
annalol41@aol.com or to inarkjmills@
earthlinknet.
NEW YORK

eFor information on the monthly meetings of the Long Island Music and Video
Society, call Lee Grosberg at (516) 2399004.
•For information on the monthly meetings of the Musicalaudiophile Society,
the Audiophile Society, and the Gotham
Stereophile, April 2001

Audio Society, call David Nemzer at
(718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly dub catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
•Home Entertainment 2001, sponsored
by Stereophik, Stemophile Guide to Home
Theater, and Home Theater, takes place May
11-13 at the Hilton New York, 1335
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY
10019-6078.

VERMONT

•Sound Essentials has been selected as
Vacuum Tube Logic's (VTL) exclusive Vermont representative. VTL
products on display are the TL-2.5 preamp, MB-125 monoblodc amps, and IT85 integrated amp. VTL joins Sound
Essential's lineup of fine audio and video
products from Acoustic Energy,
Arcam, Audio Refinement, Audio
Research, Basis, Cambridge, NAD,
NAD Silver, Princeton Graphics,
ProAC, TARA Labs, Walker Audio,
25
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that in mind, Synergist cResearch introduces
new affordable Active Shielding for under $50!

Never compromise on the quality of your system's
cables. The new Mini Power Coupler" (power generator for Active Shielding) from Synergistic Research
supercharges one pair of interconnects or speaker wire
for asignificant musical improvement over non-powered
cables.
The new Mini Power Coupler is an RFI (radio
frequency interference) busting, EMI (electro magnetic
interference) destroying machine

For alimited time, when you purchase any
Synergistic Research cable equipped for plug-and-play
Active Shielding" you'll get acertificate good toward big
savings on either our new Mini Power CouplerTM or our
new state-of-the-art Master Control Center II.
And to make
your decision easier,
for alimited time
you can get up to a
*70% trade-in
New
allowance for your old Non-SynerMaster Control Center 11
gistic Research cables- call for
for state-of-the-art
details and to find out if your old
Active Shielding'.
cables qualify.
Powers up to 6pair
of cables.
With Active ShieldingTM
Starting at $1.299.
performance starting under $50,
and up to a*70% trade-in allowance for your old nonpowered cables, you no longer have to compromise
your system's performance! (*Restrictions apply
Call or visit your nearest authorized Synergistic
Research dealerfor details.)

e
...."

that
lowers the
noise cables
floor of
Synergistic
Research
equipped for Active Shielding.
Improvements over nonpowered cables include asignificantly wider and deeper sound
stage, improved inner detail retrieval, more powerful
and deeper bass, and smoother highs. Now with
Synergistic Research's new Mini Power Coupler'
power generator for Active Shielding' starting
under $50, you'll never have to settle for
ordinary non-powered cables again.

„
For complete information on Synergistic Research Cables hand made in the USA,
including your nearest authorized dealer, please visit our web site at www.SynergisticResearch.com, or call 1-800-578-6489.
Synergistic Research Inc. 501 Superior Ave. Newport Beach Calif 92663 ?6, phone 949.642.2800 fax 949.642.2900 e-mail service@SynergisticResearch.com

lems with reliability. The solution
involved the use of poorer-sounding,
steel-based leadouts and endcaps —
paradoxically, to maintain "quality" for
the majority, non-audio users. This "fix"
reduces the Holcos' previous 100%
nonmagnetic construction to that of
ordinary, far less good-sounding resistors. The prospects seem poor for the
many refined audio products that
depend on Holco resistors for their
sound, unless suitable substitutes can be
found. The resistors that Iconsider to be
the next best-sounding are sure good —
but cost 1000% more!
Not only are some parts, like the
Holco resistor, no longer made, but
some key audio-grade parts are produced by fewer makers than before —
for instance, there are now only a
handful of makers of the large electrolytic capacitors used in traditional
(non-switched) power supplies. The
upshot is often lead times so long and
minimum quantities so large that
small makers of high-end audio
equipment are disenfranchised.
Maintenance of legacy gear is also
threatened by erratic parts availability.
The effect of this on digital technology
is accelerating and can be fatal. Example: An astute maker of a goodsounding digital audio product, having
worked hard for three years to make it
No.1 in the field, finds that the DSP
chip at the heart of the product is suddenly no longer made. With no equivalent chip available, the product is instantly unviable and expires, along with
perhaps aquarter of amillion dollars'
worth of R&D effort.
The listing of discontinued ICs in the
2000 Analog Devices catalog totaled 34
pages. Included were key audio chips
that are only 10 years old, and that quite
afew high-end and pro-audio products

have grown to depend on. In this case at
least, there has been some ability for others to plug the gap. (Some SSM ICs are
replaceable by parts made by Mutronics
in the UK and THAT Corp. in the US.)
Meanwhile, there are now several
generations of surface-mount parts, each
tinier than the next. The pace of development has already made some of these
microparts obsolete, but demand has
been so high that some of them must be
ordered ayear in advance. If this pace
continues, sonic new parts will be obsolete before they can be delivered!
The bottom line is that, in the future,
the audio industry may have to cooperate in the making of its own electronic
parts —something that it already does
with connectors, tubes, and cables.
ITALY
Barry Willis
In a move that some cynics arc calling
"the beginning of the end" for the Secure
Digital Music Initiative, the group's
director has abruptly resigned. Leonard
Chiariglione, who has headed the crossindustry anti-piracy organization since its
inception more than two years ago, made
the announcement January 24 at the first
SDMI meeting of 2001.
Formed after the music industry was
blindsided by the rise of the MP3 filesharing phenomenon, the SDMI has
pushed hard for the development of
watermarking technologies for highresolution digital audio by establishing a
research-and-development program
that invited the contributions of member companies from the software and
hardware branches of the computer
industry, consumer-electronics manufacturers, record labels, and recording
studios. The SDMI has accomplished
little, despite many meetings, several
carefully planned listening tests by

Calendar
Zoethecus, and others. Contact Chris
for more information or to schedule a
private audition: on the Web at
www.soundessentialsvt.com, or call
(802) 863-627L
VIRGINIA

•Down To Earth Audio (15 S. College
Ave, Salem) has been appointed an
authorized dealer for the Belles from
Power Modules, exclusive dealer for
Accusound Loudspeakers, and authorized dealer for Bryston, Classé, Kora,
Stereophile, April 2001

Pro-ject, Soliloquy Loudspeakers,
Straight Wire, Thule, Totem Acoustic, and more. For further information or
an audition, call (540) 375-0080 or visit
www.clowntoearthauclio20m.com.
WASHINGTON

• The Pacific Northwest Audio
Society meets the second Thursday of
each month at 7:30pm at 4545 Island
Crest Way, Mercer Island. For more
information, call Tom at (425) 4818512 or Earl at (206) 907-8026.

Professionally
Accepted

3

"...they pack
apunch..."
-Mark Howard,
recording engineer for Bob Dylan.
Peter Gabriel. REM. The Neville
Brothers, and Willie Nelson.

et the #1
Professional Sound
in Your Own Home.

Westlake
Audio

2696 Lavery Court, Unit 18

Newbury Park, CA 91320
805-499-3686
www.westlakeaudio.com
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Aerial Acoustics
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P.O. Box 81248 Wellesley Hills MA 02481 USA

Tel-'-Fax 781

235 7715 www.aerialacoustics.com

audiophiles and expert listeners, and the
invited participation of hackers — who
succeeded in dismantling every technology the organization approved.
Although unable to find a way to

Although unable to find
away to control the
distribution of digital
music, SDMI did manage

You are here.

to delay the rollout of
DVD-Audio.
control the distribution of digital music,
SDMI did manage to delay the rollout
of DVD-Audio, a move that some
observers fear may ultimately doom the
format. There are hundreds of Super
Audio CD titles now available, but few
so far in DVD-A.
Chiariglione, who is also the force
behind the Moving Picture Experts
Group, which sponsored the development of the MP3 standard, is said to be
frustrated with SDMI's lack of progress
and wants to move on to other challenges, including new responsibilities at
CSELT, the corporate research center of
the Telecom Italia Group. "The work
SDMI has done to explore issues, provoke debates, and develop content protection and management alternatives in
the Internet music arena has already
helped guide those working on books
and video," Chiariglione said in aprepared statement. He will continue in his
role at SDMI until the organization
finds anew leader.
CI
NIVm) Potter Amplifier. S27sii

Put yourself front and center for your favorite musical performance.
Introducing the MV60 vacuum-tube power amplifier. The !\ IV(,0
Calendar
CANADA

•Montreal: Friday, March 23, 1-9prn;
Saturday, March 24, 10am-7pm; Sunday, March 25, 10am-5pm: The 14th
Festival du Son et de Mime at the
Delta and Four Points Sheraton Hotels.
Fascinating new technologies from
around the world will mark the largest
exhibition of its kind in Canada. For
more information, visit www.hifiexpo.com or call (514) 384-7082.
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continues in the Conrad-Johnson tradition of providing musical
reproduction so detailed and lifelike, you feel as if ou are apart
of the actual recording. Audition the MV60 at aConrad-Johnson
dealer near you. Your front row seat is waiting.

conrad-johnson
It just sounds right.
conrad-iohnson design. inc. 2733 Merrilee Drive Fairfax. V\
www.conradjohnson.com
phone: 7034,98-858 I
.fa x:704-560-5 ;
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V1 9
The all new

1611 PERFORMANCE
AMPLIFIER
from the Cary Sound Factory!

The V12 is adifferent breed of Cary that delivers high power
performance in acombination of class A single-ended triode
and true-balanced push-pull technology. The new V12 is created
by astunning combination -the world famous CAD-805 sound
stage, the glorious midrange of the CAD-300-SE, and the supercharged power of the CAD-211M's.
The V12 is designed with afresh and uncompromising push-

•100-watt-per-channel stereo amplifier.
•Zero feed back, balanced design.
•Class A, 50 watts per channel in the triode mode
•Jaguar's Carnival Red, clear-coat finish.
•Designed for all loudspeakers, 2- 16 ohms.

pull circuit in every criteria. In reality, think of the V12 as four,
single-ended class A amplifiers, operating in acombined balanced configuration. Fully regulated dual driver power supplies.
Dual vacuum tube current sources, along with dual output
power supplies, one for each channel.
Drive the V12 with string quartets, female vocalists, and jazz,
or really step on it with rock and roll and full symphonic performances. The V12 sounds as good as it looks.

Ike Ateo Ample* lkyottà Compeossiee
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 • Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com
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he Rega Couple interconnect
($15011m pair) comes in aplastic
pouch rather like aZiploc veggie
bag —just the pouch and aprinted card.
How much could the packaging cost?
Ten cents?
This, in anutshell, is why Ilike Rega:
They spend the money on the product,
not the packaging. No hype. Rega products have no frills or frivolous features.
There's no overdesigning in order to
overcharge. Simpler is better — better
sound, greater reliability.
Ilike Rega for another reason. While
some British companies — Meridian,

their first turntable) in 1997.
"Astronomical Value ... ?" wrote the
usually reticent John Atkinson on the
cover of the February 1998 Stereophile
(Vo121 No2). Right ho, John! I'd listened to the Planet earlier, and written it
up for June 1997 (Vol20 No.6). I
thought the Planet represented the same
bargain in CD players that the Planar 2
and 3 do in turntables. Like the Rega
turntables, the original Planet never
sounded sterile or thin. And it boogied.
The Chief summed up: "At $1000,
the Rega Planet would be asurefire recommendation. But at awhisker under

Tellig

Rega Planet 2000 CD player
Now comes the new Rega Planet CD —
new look, new DAC, and other improvements. Steve Lauerman, of
Lauerman Audio Imports, refers to it as
the "Planet 2000," but the front panel
and the owner's manual say "Planet CD
Player." And the price has gone up to
$950, an increase of almost 20% over the
original Planet
The styling has changed, too. The
original Planet looked something like a
spaceship. Irather liked the sa-fi look,
but some thought it tacky — especially
the extruded-aluminum case, which

Rega Planet 2000 CD player

Linn, Naim — have marched steadily
upmarket, Rega has remained steadfastly in the middle. While never the
cheapest, Rega products are hard to top
in terms of value for money.'
Veggie bag notwithstanding, the
Rega Couple is an excellent interconnect made with Klotz low-capacitance
wire and Neutrik connectors (both
from Germany). Ikeep wanting to call
it the Klutz cable.
A bit of history: Rega began in 1973,
producing the Planet turntable. The
Planar 3'table was introduced in 1977,
followed by the Planar 2. A quarter century and several updates later, both
'tables are still in production.
In 1989, Rega began making speakers,
and in 1991 introduced their first integrated amplifier. Among major British
hi-fi manufacturers, Rega was the last to
recognize the CD, introducing their
original Planet CD player (same name as
1Rega Research. Ltd., 119 Park Street, Westcliffe-onSea, Essex SSO 7PD, England, UK. US distributor:
Lauerman Audio Imports, 519 Noelton Drive,
Knoxville, TN 37919. Tel: (865) 521-6464. Fax:
(865) 521-9494.
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$800, it is an astronomical high-end bargain. If rock'n'jazz is your bag, go audi-

looked as if it might be plastic.
So Rega spiffed it up. The Planet
2000 is more conservatively styled and
matches Rega's Mira amp (more on this
below) and Radio tuner. (The Solar
This, in anutshell,
remote can control all three. You get the
Solar with either the Planet or the Mira.
is why Ilike Rega:
If you buy both and want only one
remote, you get $50 off.) The extrudedThey spend the money
aluminum case actually looks like metal
now; it's made in Switzerland and is
on the product,
beautifully finished.
not the packaging.
The Planet remains a top-loader,
which means you can't stack any other
gear on top of it. And you can't stuff the
Planet into atight space —you need at
tion it before you think about buying a least 8" of clearance on top.
high-priced rig. And even if all you lisUsing the player is adoddle, as the
ten to is classical, check the Rega out. British like to say. Slip your finger under
You'll be pleasantly surprised."
the tab on the lid and lift, place the CD
Spot on about classical, John. The
on the spindle (like putting on aphonofull, rich Rega sound —with lots of graph record), and close the lid. You
body, like me! — can be just the thing to
don't have to shut it all the way — the
flesh out string-quartet recordings.
viscous-damped hinges take over and
Many CD players, especially those sellclose the lid for you. No pucks are
ing for well under $1000, tend to sound
needed — aclamp is built into the lid.
thin, bright, even hard, and make chamThe top-loading feature isn't for
ber music in particular unlistenable.
show — with Rega, form always fol31

ultimate statement

Full 4 way system •5th generation Uni -Q

technology • IS

dual

suspension LF driver •individually selected crossover components 3
dedicated separate enclosures •25mm braced MDF construction

REFERENCE SERIES MODEL 109

THE M AIDSTONE

bespoke gold plated hardware •fine veneer and lacquer finish

Designed on computer •fine tuned by ear •hand built by music lovers

I•1,1

dariSrl

11,1.11,11111,.

11,1111N011,

For details on KEF Reference Series. please contact KEF America. 10 Timber Lane. Marlboro, N) 07746
Phone: (732) 683-2356 Fax: (732) 683-2358
KEF and Uni -Q are registered trademarks.
Uni -Q is protected under GB Patent 2236929. U.S. Pat No. 5.548657. Worldwide patents pending.
www.kef.com
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lows function. A tray mechanism is
inherently a little wobbly, no matter
how tight the tolerances: there's wiggle
room, aloss of rigidity, the opportunity
for bad vibes to develop increasing the
need for error correction. The tray
mechanism itself is subject to wear, and
there's the added complexity of amotor
with apower supply. One more thing
to go wrong.
When Itap the top of the Planet,
the player skips. That's because it
doesn't have the usual suspended subchassis to isolate the transport. Rega
feels that a subchassis compromises
the sound — again, by increasing the
need for error correction. Like atray
mechanism, asubchassis is one more
thing that can go wrong.
Instead, Rega uses viscous-damped
feet to isolate the player and minimize
footfall shock. At nearly 260 lbs, Ican
create some footfall — more like an
earthquake. Icouldn't get the Planet to
skip by clomping around my listening
room.., but Ididn't try dancing. If you
need more isolation, Rega advises that
you place the Planet on ashelf.
There's apair of analog line outputs
on the back, and an S/PDIF digital output in case you get the upgrade itch —
the original Planet made afine transport, and I'll bet this one does, too. So
you could buy the Planet, use it as a
player now and as atransport later.
The transport mechanism features
one of the latest chipsets from Sony, the
CDM145BL-5BD25. The power supplies have been beefed up, and there's
now adedicated power supply for the
digital section of the DAC.
The original Planet used an off-theshelf Burr-Brown DAC; the 2000 is
equipped with aproprietary 24/96 DAC
jointly developed by Rega and Wolfson
Microelectronics, Ltd., of Edinburgh,
Scotland. Rega's Phil Freeman suggests
that it's mainly because of this DAC that
the new Planet represents an improvement over the old.
If my memories of the original Planet
serve me correctly, the 2000 is evolutionary rather than revolutionary. If I
owned the original Planet, Idon't think
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I'd sell it in order to buy the new. Instead, I'd keep my Planet as atransport
and maybe upgrade to an outboard
DAC, possibly one with upsampling.
Meanwhile, as far as Iknow, there are no
players for under $1000 with upsampling —but who knows what's to come?
Upsampling isn't everything, however.

and this, as Isuggested earlier, is exactly
where so many less expensive CD players tend to be deficient — expensive
ones, too! With many CD players, bass
tends to be lightweight and lacking in
drive. Not so the Planet 2000. Like the
original player, it could boogie.
And yes, the 2000's superbly defined
and very tuneful bass was appreciated
on classical recordings, too. Cellos
If memory serves me
sounded deeper, richer, riper than with
other CD players I've had. Orchestral
correctly, the old Planet
music had more of afoundation, greater
rhythmic drive. It wasn't just amatter of
offered less low-level
foot tapping.
resolution than the new.
The midrange was so neutral, so
smooth and sweet, that the Planet was
one of the least-fatiguing CD players I
The Planet is distinctive. (Would it have heard. There was a beguiling
be aRega if it weren't?) It's not just sweetness of tone regardless of the amp
the design, it's the sound. Iquote from
or speakers Iused.
the owner's manual: "The Planet CD
If your present system sounds aggresplayer has aunique sound that harmosively hard, if it's lacking in body and
nizes with the rest of our products as
warmth, if the bass doesn't boogie, then
in contrast to the tonal qualities of the Rega Planet may be just the CD
most players."
player you're looking for. Beautifully
As Iremember, the original Planet's
made, fun to use, engineered for reliabilsound was full-bodied, rich, and just a ity — what more do you want? SACD?
tad warm. If that's a departure from
DVD-Audio? $25 discs? Watermarks?
neutrality, so what? Do you listen for Multichannel? Stereo Review's Sound and
music or do you listen for data?
Vision? Don't get me started.
Iloved the Planet in whatever sysYes, Icould have done with more
tem Itried, and Itried lots of stuff—
low-level resolution, and the somemainly my reference Triangle Antal XS
what more open and airy sound that I
speakers, but also the B&W CDM9,
hear with upsampling. But, as Isaid,
JMIab Micro Utopia, and Rega's own
upsampling ain't everything, and you
Jura speakers (more on those below). I can expect only so much for the price.
used the Rega Mira and Creek 5350SE As JA said, the Planet represents astonintegrated amps, the Musical Fidelity
ishing value.
A3cR preamp and power amp sepaIf you want to enjoy your music now
rates, and aPurest Sound Systems 500
and you need aCD player, you can put
passive preamp into McIntosh's new
the new Planet at the top of your short
MC2102 tube amp.
list, as British critics like to say —it's one
Again, if memory serves me correctof the best. Isee no need to pay more
ly, the old Planet offered less low-level
for aplayer — but you know my cheapresolution than the new. With the 2000,
skate tendencies.
Iheard more of each recording —more
Most warmly recommended!
detail, more ambient information —
without losing the rich, full-bodied
Rep Mira integrated amplifier
sound that I've come to associate with
At $950, the Rega Mira integrated
Rego. (One French hi-fi scribe, reviewamplifier matches Rega's Planet 2000
ing the new Planet, described it as "soulin size, styling, and price. Same Swiss
ful." D'accord.)
case —smooth as a fine watch. Rega
The bottom end was exceptional —
really has improved the fit and finish of

Rega Mira integrated amplifier
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their electronics: outstanding without
being ostentatious. Good taste, danunit!
The Mira is small and weighs only
about 14 lbs, but it looks, feels, and
sounds very solidly made — it's alittle
brick. It's remote-controlled, of
course — almost all integrateds are
nowadays. Couch potatoes (like me),
rejoice. Four line-level inputs, atape
loop, and a moving-magnet phono
stage are standard equipment. (The
phono input can also accommodate a
high-output moving-coil cartridge.)
There are two pair of RCA jacks for
preamp out and power amp in, in case
you go for biamping later on. Rega says
the Mira's preamp section can drive at
least five power amplifiers. Not in my
house, it won't! Gad, Iwant to simpe.
An internal switch links the preamp and
power-amp sections.
This is apurist integrated: no tone
controls, no balance control, no speaker
selector switch (there are outputs for
only one pair of speakers), and no headphone output.
Two quirks: When you use the
remote to adjust volume, the volume
changes very fast — a tad too fast, I
thought. For fine volume adjustments,
Rega suggests you use the volume-control knob on the unit itself; which adjusts
the volume very slowly. Another peculiarity is that the volume-control knob
doubles as asource-selector switch. Push
in the knob to change sources, push it
again to adjust volume. Odd, yes, but
easy to get the hang of.
Power output is specified as 61Wpc
into 8ohms and 91Wpc into 4ohms,
but Rega's Phil Freeman says that's conservative. I quote from the owner's
manual: "The Mira amplifier is capable
of driving all normal hi-fi loudspeakers.
(Most loudspeakers have a nominal
impedance of 8ohms)"
In the UK, maybe. Phil Freeman
told me the Mira should have no problem driving most nominal 4-ohm
speakers. The only thing you might
notice, he said, is that the amplifier
might run alittle wanner because it has
to work harder. (In case you hadn't
noticed, all amplifiers run warmer into
lower impedances.)
The Mira uses parts not normally
found in modestly priced gear, including Evox polypropylene caps, a
large toroidal power-supply transformer, and ahigh-quality Alps volume pot. The output transistors (one
pair per channel) are Sanken. Rega
feels these Japanese bipolars are the
best they can buy.
Iplayed around alot with the Mira,
34

mostly using it with the Planet, but also
with the Denon DCD-1650 into my
MSB Link DAC III with upsampling
and Power Base option. Importer Steve
Lauerman wanted me to review the
entire Rega system, but mixing and
matching was much more fun and
allowed me to more fully appreciate the
Mira, which is aptly named: It's something of asmall miracle.

The Mira was warm, rich,
full-bodied, with lots of
dynamic drive, and
very smooth and
sweet through the

$95 for the optional moving-magnet
phono stage.
Of course, Igot my revenge on
Roy Hall for giving Reina the first
5350SE — Icalled Hall and went on
at length about how much Iwas enjoying the Mira. Boy, was he riled. It's
awonder Ihave any friends at all.
While Iended up buying the Creek
in order to practice what Ipreach (simplify!), you might prefer the Mira. I
could, and did, adjust my ears happily to
both integrateds.
The Mira is agreat integrated amp —
one of the finest I've auditioned to date.
Do you need more than aRega Mira or
aCreek 5350SE to enjoy your music?
I'm not sure Ido; the Creek will be my
reference amp in our living room.
Affordable gear has never been as
good as it is now.

midrange, with no grain.

Rega Jura loudspeaker
Here's where thrifty Rega might have
spent abit more on packaging — their
Sorry to be repetitive, but the Mira Jura speakers arrived via UPS with
one of their grille assemblies crushed.
was warm, rich, full-bodied, with lots
of dynamic drive, and very smooth and The speakers themselves appeared undamaged, however.
sweet through the midrange, with no
The Jura (in Sweden they must call it
grain. Gad, Iloved it. Ithink I'd buy this
the Yura —I'll have to ask Lars) is small
in aflash if Iheard it in adealer's showroom —unless the dealer also demoed for a floorstander — at just over 32"
the Creek 5350SE (reviewed in March
high, it's about as tall as afive-year-old
by Bob Reina), in which case I'd be in a child. But don't let its size fool you; this
speaker is capable of putting out some
quandary. And the phono stage was
adult bass — well below 40Hz in my liskiller, considering the price of the amp:
excellent detail, great dynamics. No, it's
tening room. There are twin binding
not the best you can buy. You could get posts for biwiring.
You could buy afull Rega system for
an even bigger soundstage, more resolution, blah blah blah — but you'd just over $3k: $950 each for the Planet
and Mira, $995 for apair ofJura speakprobably have to pay more for the
ers, plus some extra for interconnects
phono stage than you would for the
and cables. (I used the aforementioned
entire Mira amp.
Rega Couple interconnects and Rega's
SC 42 speaker cables, at $180/1 m pair.)
Up the Creek
Who knows? Your dealer might offer
Roy Hall finally delivered the 5350SE —
you adeal.
after giving Bob Reina an "exclusive"
Loudspeakers are the most subjective
head start over his "friend" Sam! So
of all components, and no speaker is for
the first thing Idid was compare the
Rega and the Creek integrateds, using everyone. There are so many variables:
the Triangle Antal XS, B&W CDM9, your room, the way you position the
speakers, and, most of all, your musical
and Rega Jura speakers.
The Mira was richer, riper, warmer, preferences. Which do you consider
most important: ample bass? harmonic
with good resolution of low-level detail.
accuracy? resolution of fine detail?
No solid-state sterility here! The Creek
5350SE struck me as even more trans- image and soundstage?
As is usually the case with Rega, simparent — also more open-sounding,
with aleaner presentation overall. Both plicity is the Jura's thing. It's aported twoway design in which a7" paper-cone
amps got atight grip on the bass. (I love
woofer (made in-house by Rega) crosses
bottom ends. Ask Marina!)
over at 3.5kHz to a1" soft-dome tweeter
Icould live happily with the Rega
or the Creek; much would depend
made in Israel, by Morel. Sensitivity is
given as 89dB/W/m, the nominal imon my choice of speakers and my
pedance as 8ohms. However, when Hi-Fi
sonic priorities — and my finances.
Choice tested the Jura (November 1999),
The Creek 5350SE costs $1495, plus
Stereophile, April 2001
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"Of the many speaker that have passed through the rystem, and the list includes
Wilson Ensembles. Abus and Aerials, none even remotely approaches the realistic holographic sound:rage thrown by the Mahlen."

—Ultimate Audio

Vienna, Austria conjures up images of grand composers, the finest
music. Indeed, the best of life. So it should surprise no one that the
"City of Music" has produced aworld-class loudspeaker firm;
r.

dedicated to constructing arange of speakers capable of thrilling
with their musicality and transparency.
As befits aculture obsessed with perfection, the design and build
quality of every speaker that leaves our factory is exquisite. We
produce our cabinet in European furniture joineries, so when we say
our cabinetry is "furniture grade", we mean it.
Our formula for success relies upon
using the finest speaker drivers and
crossover components extant. And when
nothing else meets our exacting standards,
we design and build the necessary components ourselves.
Only in this way can we, produce to
this standard of quality, yet keep
our prices affordable. Because we
know that one of the best things in life is
owning a great musical experience
reasonable price.
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Introducing the new Contour T2.5: our first audio speaker dedicated to home-theater
enjoyment. Delivering blockbusting, high-volume stability, five-star dynamism and true high
fidelity. A truly gripping home-theater experience crafted from our legendary Dynaudio
components: The 3 Inch Dynacoil voice coils, made of pure aluminum, ensure perfect dynamics
and maximum efficiency. The Magnaflux cooling system keeps temperatures stable even as the
action hots up on screen. And our legendary Dynaudio tweeter adds lifelike presence to the midrange (keeping dialouge snappy). For the movie-minded, the Contour T2.5 offers a thrilling
alternative to conventional high-end. There's nothing like a true Dynaudio.
Do yo

WE KNOW ABOUT HOME THEATER

DIÉNAUDIO
AUTHENTIC

FIDET.ITT

www.dynaudio.com
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Tchaikovslcy's Manfird Symphony, composed in 1885. The third movement illustrates "The Three Terrible Companions:
Death, the Devil, and Insanity." Fve heard
this music before —but where? (I think
some film composer might have borrowed it.) Spectacular recording. The
Chorale on aTheme ofLeo Hassler (1929) is a
noble, magnificent piece. Why haven't I
heard it in aconcert hall?
Anthony Louis Scarmolin: Orchestral
Works. Joel Eric Suben, Janácek Philharmonic & Slovak Radio Symphony
Orchestras. Naxos 8.559012.
Italian-born Anthony Louis Scarmolin (1890-1969) emigrated with his
family to the US when he was 10, and
worked for many years as aband and
orchestra leader at Emerson High
School, in Union City, New Jersey. He
managed to find time to write more
than 1100 works, nine of which are
offered here. Comfortably tonal, for
the most part, these works are varied
and fascinating.
Paul Creston: Symphonies 1-3. Theodore Kuchar, National Symphony Orchestra of Ukraine. Naxos 8.559034.
Paul Creston was born Giuseppe
Guttoveggio in New York City in 1906
and died in 1985. In the 1940s, he was
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musical director of ABC radio, where
he wrote scores for such programs as
Cret sby Night (no, you can't invent this
stu. During the 1950s, his more sen-

In the 1940s, Paul Creston
was musical director of
ABC radio, where he wrote
scores for such programs
as Creeps by Night. During
the 1950s, his more
serious works were almost
as well known as those
of Barber and Harris.
ous works were almost as well known
as those of Barber and Harris. The most
appealing work here is Symphony 2,
described by Creston as "an apotheosis
of the two foundations of all music,
song and dance." Its two movements
are constructed entirely out of material
presented in the opening bars. Spectacular sonics. Releases like this are
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what make Naxos great.
Samuel Barber: Symphonies 1and 2,
School for Scandal O,'errure First Essay for
Orchestra. Marin Alsop, Royal Scottish
National Orchestra. Naxos 8.559024.
Barber's Symphony 1, first performed
in 1937, is aparticularly strong work. In
the Andante tranquillo section, aplaintive
oboe melody is heard over strings —rapturous music to compare with the composer's famous Adagio for Strings (not
included here). Superb playing by the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra, especially the brass and woodwinds. A musthave disc for all lovers of American symphonic music.
Samuel Barber: Solo Piano Music.
Daniel Pollack, piano. Naxos 8.559015.
If you like Samuel Barber (19101981), get this disc, too. The seven
works — all of Barber's published
music for solo piano — span the composer's entire career. The main work is
the Piano Sonata, Op26 (1949) —
Vladimir Horowitz, who performed
the premiere, called it "the first truly
great native work in the form." Bursting with energy, the Sonata concludes
in ahair-raising fugue that's over in less
than five minutes.
More to come!
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very time Iattend CES in Las
Vegas, Iwonder if this is the year
the seemingly fragile analog bubble has finally burst. That day may eventually come, but not this year. On Day
One in the Alexis Park's ballroom booth
area, where the record and accessory
vendors hold court, Iran into Music
Direct's Jeff Bizar, who volunteered,
"This December through the Christmas
season we sold more turntables, more
cartridges, and more vinyl than in any
Christmas we've ever had. This is the
biggest vinyl heyday we've had in our
company's history."
Across the way, Chad
Kassem of Analogue Productions had just received
the new Direct2Disc LPs
engineered by Stan
Ricker at Chad's
Blue
Heaven
Studios. Chad
hadn't
heard
them himself at
that point, but
after the show
he called to
tell me that,
due to some
cutting problems discovered
after he'd had a
chance to listen,
only two of the titles
would be issued
Chad Kassem displays
direct-to-disc. The
aDirect2Disc LP.
other two will be recut at 45rpm from 30ips two-track tapes
that were recorded simultaneously.
Kassem told me the tape sounded "awesome"; he's confident buyers will be
thrilled with the music and the sound.
It only got better. Manley Labs'
EveAnna Manley had alerted me
before the show about Manley's new

Manley Steelhead
phono section
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Basis turntable with new tonearm

vacuum-tube Steelhead phono section,
and it was first on my list to see. It features moving-magnet and moving-coil
RCA inputs, and aunique DIN input
so that users of SME, Graham, and
other DIN-connected tonearms can
use DIN-to-DIN cables. The Steelhead offers variable, front-panelselectable loading via a transformer,
though if you want your low-output
MC to see 47k ohms, no can do.
However, the MM input has more than
enough gain for the 0.5mV Lyra
Helikon, so you might be able to get
away with the MM input for many
other cartridges. Gain is between 50
and 65dB, which should be enough for
any cartridge. Capacitive loading is also
front-panel-selectable, from 0to 1000
picofarads in 10pF steps. There are also
Dim and Sum switches—not to provide you with tender, steamed Chinese
pastries at the push of abutton, but to
allow you to almost mute the
signal (Dim by -20dB) and/
or mix it to mono (Sum).
The Steelhead's price is no
laughing matter, but given
what it can do and how wellbuilt it looked, $3000 seems
reasonable. Stereophile was
promised the first sample off
the line for review.

Next I visited the Musical
Surroundings room (www.musical
surroundings.com), always an analog
epicenter at CES, and this year there
was plenty shakin'. A.J. Conti has put
his multi-pivot Basis Audio Vector
arm into production. It features an
Immedia RPM 2-like silicone-filled
cup with aunipivot bearing, but there
are also aball-bearing and guide arm
down in the silicone. The tonearm is
weighted to lean to the same side so it
rides on the ball bearing, up and down
in a plane parallel to the cantilever.
There's no chatter, as the bearing is in
the silicone; and no chance of azimuth
shift, due to the second bearing point.
Judy Spotheim's SpJ tonearm also
features adual pivot, but she accomplishes it with aball that rides on aflat,
diamond-polished surface. The Basis
arm is available in black and avariety
of hot colors.
Meanwhile, Bob Graham, who can't
be thrilled with yet another tonearm
entering the market and being distributed by Musical Surroundings, showed
the new Graham 22 arm — essentially a2.0 with significant modifications,
some of which can be retrofitted to the
2.0. Most important is the heavier brass
bearing cap, which replaces the 2.0's
aluminum cap and has slightly different
41
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Graham Engineering Model 2.2 tonearm

geometry. Graham says the changes in
mass and geometry result in better
bearing contact for more palpable mids,
fuller midbass, and deep bass without
bloat. Best of all, the retrofit for the 2.0
is asimple unscrew-and-screw operation. Other changes include a onepiece mounting base instead of the 2.0's
two screwed-together pieces. Graham
says that 2.0 owners who upgrade the
bearing cap will have bought "most" of
the 2.2's gains in performance; he doesn't recommend that they trade up to a
whole new arm.

Triplanar's new owner, Dung Tri Mai
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Graham also crowed about his budget Robin tonearm ($800-$850;
the price hasn't been locked
down yet), which began life as
an arm similar to AudioQueses
PT6. The Robin is
now very different,
however, and features a base that
makes it compatible
with the holes drilled
in the 2.0 and 22 armboards. The Robin features a
Graham-designed counterweight, gimbaled bearing, removable headshell, and
acartridge-mounting system compatible with Graham's ultraconvenient

The dCS Grieg combines a
phono stage and an ADC
with the dCS Purcell's
upsampling capabilities.
The Grieg can take any
analog source.
2.0/22 alignment jig, though the Robin
will have a less expensive version.
Graham also showed me an adapter for
the Rega version of the Robin; this gives
owners of Rega turntables adrop-in
replacement option complete with
VTA adjustability. Bob demoed this
adjustment, pointing out the two
spring-loaded ball bearings that keep
the arm from falling when you loosen
the screws to change VTA.
Musical Surroundings' Garth Leerer
showed me three new Benz ACE-series
cartridges. The acrylic-bodied, handbuilt
Swiss cartridges, available in three output levels, retail for $550 apiece. Leerer
and designer Michael Yee ran me
through the battery power-supply upgrade for the Musical Surroundings
Phonomena phono section; we'll soon
have it in for review, along with the
Basis 1400/Rega RB300 combo.
Dan Meinwald, who imports and
distributes E.A.R. products in the US,
had hoped to have asample of the UKbuilt Helius tonearm reissue, but shipping problems held up the reintroduction until after the show. Two rooms,
three new arms — not bad for the first
hour of the show!
More tonearm news: Triplanar's
(www.triplanar.com) Herb Papier had
told me over the past few years that he
was looking for someone to take over
the company, as he was "getting on in

Nottingham Space turntable with Space arm

years" and no longer felt up to the task
of building the precision arm. Fortunately for him and for fans of the
Triplanar, Papier has found Dung Tri
Mai, who is young, dedicated, enthusiastic, and seems to be the kind of meticulous, idealistic person needed to keep
the design alive. We're hoping to soon
receive a review sample of the new
Triplanar VI.
More good news for American analog
lovers: Audiophile Systems, importer
of dCS, Arcan'1, and Acoustic Energy,
now also imports the exquisite-looking,
UK-built Nottingham Analogue
turntables and tonearms. Initially, AS
will bring in three arm/table combos:
the Interspace ($1698 with Interspace
arm), Space ($2498 with Space arm), and
Hyperspace ($4398 with Space arm,
$6198 with Anna arm). The 'tables and
arms are available separately, as are four
Nottingham Analogue cartridges. See
www.audiophilesystems.com for complete pricing.
In the Audiophile Systems room I
was given arun through of the new
dCS Grieg A/D converter/upsampler.
Essentially, the Grieg combines aphono
stage and an ADC with the dCS Purcell's upsampling capabilities. The Grieg
can take any analog source (turntable,
tuner, eight-track tape deck) and convert it to digital, then upsample it to as
high as 1921cHz, or even DSD (SACD),
via special software and an IEEE 1394
FireWire interface. While you can't currently roll your own SACDs, the Grieg
will supposedly allow owners of digital
preamps to "seamlessly" integrate their
analog sources into their digital systems. We'll soon be getting the Grieg
for review.
In the Music Hall room, Roy Hall
was showing a"concept" version of the
MMF-5 turntable that featured a
handsome new gray metallic finish,
Stereophile, April 2001

Start with Rectangular Solid Core® conductors, the most revealing and
Less cable; more air.

musically accurate design in the world. Suspend them inside TARA Labs'
exclusive Isolation Air-Tubem, with only pure air between. The large span
More air; less distortion.

of air eliminates the dielectric distortion and coloration you hear in cables
filled with plastic or fiber. The result is dramatic. Sound that's open and
Less distortion; more music.
spacious,

revealing subtle detail and ambient information like never before.

RSC® Air interconnects from $295/m pair. Speaker cable from $1,200/8 ft pair.

—°•Rectangular Solid Core and RSC are registered trademarks of TARA Labs, Inc.

RSC

Less is more.

TARA LABS
541/488-6465
www.taralabs.com
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Roy Hall's new Music Hall MMF-7 turntable

roller bearing and on aball bearing. You
wouldn't want to use aroller bearing with
aturntable for playing records, but it's
great for cleaning them.
Also on display in the ballroom was a
wooden version of the intriguing
Schroeder toneami from Germany. It
uses anylon-thread bearing à la The
Well Tempered Arm, but magnetic
repulsion instead of asilicone bath. I
hope to get one of these for review.
Speaking of intriguing tonearms, over
at 'T.H.E. Show, at the San Tropez next
door to the Alexis Park, Iwas left speechless by the Golden Gate 250 and 350

dynamically balanced platter, and upgraded cartridge. The package could
Dubya's librarian wife,
sell for around $700, but "It's not in
Laura, keeps her books
production," Hall cautioned. "It's just a
concept, like the concept cars you see
organized according to the
at the auto show."
Definitely in production is Hall's new
Dewey Decimal System,
MMF-7 turntable, which features a
freestanding outboard motor, acrylic
and her LPs and 45s
platter, a split plinth decoupled with
in mint condition on
Sorbothane, aPro-Ject 9tonearrn, and
ahigh-output Goldring cartridge (probcarefully built shelves.
ably the $400 Eroica) — all for $999, or
$850 without cartridge. Sounded great
playing back Classic's fabulous LP reissue of Crosby, Stills &Nash.
tonearms from Sonority, distributed in
the US by Audio Advancements —so
Day Two
Ihope John Atkinson finds room to pubDay Two began for me in the Alexis Park
lish aphoto of one of these oil-rig—like
ballroom, where Loricraft's Terry Sulligizmos designed by Randall D. Hedgevan ran me through afew changes he's
beth. Iread in the New York Times that
made to the swell Loricraft record-cleanDubya's librarian wife, Laura, keeps her
ing machine (reviewed in the November
books organized according to the Dewey
2000 "Analog Corner"). There's anew,
Decimal System, and her LPs and 45s in
sturdier platter, a new brass-pulleyed
mint condition on carefully built shelves.
motor, and aheavy-duty belt-drive sysNow there's common ground Inever
tem featuring a4" brass hub riding in a expected to share with the Bush family!

The $3600 Golden Gate is definitely the
arm of choice for aformer oilman's wife.
Despite its novelty looks, it seems to be
a lightweight, rigid, legitimate design.
Who knows?
Also at T.H.E. Show, Ihad the privilege of meeting H.H. March (pronounced Mare-di, according to H.H.),
whose line of tonearms has long intrigued me. He introduced me to his
unique design, which features interchangeable amitubes and avariety of
other options; it only reinforced my
desire to get one for review, especially if
Ican get Stanalog's George Stanwick to
send me back the van den Hul C,olibre
cartridge, which will probably thrive in
the Morch's low-mass armtube.
In another show room, hntnedia's
Allen Perkins told me he was discontinuing the Immedia Revolution turntable,
which turned out to be more difficult to
manufacture than he'd expected. Perkins stands by the design and its performance, but getting the modular pieces
properly manufactured to the extremely tight tolerances he demanded proved
almost impossible. The few vinyl aficionados who were able to buy Revolutions ended up with aunique and
perhaps collectible turntable.
The new design Perkins has come up
with to replace the Revolution might
actually be arevolution. He threw afew
design tidbits my way only when I
agreed to not report them, but Ithink it's
safe to wave this cryptic scrap at you: The
new 'table will have afeature vinyl fanatics want very badly, but haven't been able
to get since another company stopped
including it in their 'tables years ago.
When you hear what it is, you'll agree
that it's very cool and desirable... but can

Left: An arm for Laura Bush's record collection. Right: A MOrch tonearm in action.
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from the company that has defined perfection for the audio

industry since 1986.
ISM OnBoard interconnect cables bring TARA Labs' revolutionary RFI/EMI
dissipation technology onboard the cable itself, for more effective control and a
sleeker, more compact design. An incredible interconnect that delivers an even
lower noise floor than ever before.
ISM OnBoard The One , and ISM OnBoard The 21.. Perfection happens...again.
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The Cable Technology Leader TM
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Top: Clearaudio's Outer Limit
Left: The Loth-X Othello turntable

Highlights included the American debut of the new $3500
Dynavector DRT XV I cartridge (on aRoksan Xerxes 10
turntable), a new Lehmann
Black Cube power-supply upgrade ($270), and a new $595
price for the basic Black Cube
phono section. Also, the importer
Perkins actually build it? Stay tuned.
showed me the circuit board for anew
Also in the category of the Exotic and
phono section from Lehmann, tentativeLong-Promised was Roksan's TMS 2 ly called the Silver Cube, though it's not
turntable, shown in not quite finished
cubical. It will sell for $1350 and include
form with an Artemis toneami. The
an outboard power supply. There was
final version is due out by spring for also a$179 passive inverse RIAA Cube
"somewhere between $7000 and
device for breaking-in phono sections.
$9000." That kind of price spread alClearaudio had afew new interestways has me giving aproduct's debut an
ing products, including the Basic MC
extra six months! We'll see... Speaking phono stage with separate power supof debuts, the V.Y.G.E.R. made its first ply; the self-loading design offers 60dB
American appearance, but at press time,
of gain. More intriguing was the Outer
adistributor had not been announced.
Limit, a stainless-steel ring weighing
about 7 lbs that
Vibe
you place over an
The vibe at the outboarding T.H.E.
LP. The self-cenShow reminded me of what the High
tering
ring
is
End felt like at audio shows in the early designed to flatten
1990s. There was acontagious sense of the outer edge of a
enthusiasm and excitement in the air warped
record
(along with the usual bronchial contaand — due to its
gions, which felled dozens), and a weight and placesense of community —probably due,
ment — add asigin part, to the newness of exhibiting for nificant flywheel
some of the participants. There were so
effect to the platmany companies I'd never heard of, it ter, for greater
was really encouraging to think that speed
accuracy.
people still want "in" to this supposedCost: $700. Clearly obsolete industry.
audio's
Robert
Analog was big at T.H.E. Show.
Suchy told me that
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one of the reasons for the steep price is
that although they buy stainless by the
pound, the machining from solid creates alot of scrap that can't be resold
for anything near the original price. I
hope to review the Outer Limit soon.
Clearaudio also showed the reasonably
priced and easily upgradeable Champion turntable: $1000 including outboard motor and Rega RB300 arm, or
$900 with the RB250, in clear or black
acrylic.
Also priced right was the Loth-X
Othello turntable, which comes complete with arm, DC motor, and controller for $1500. And there's a new
Audiomeca (Pierre Lumé) importer,
Sanibel, which showed the $5595 Ji.
The Audiomeca SL5 turntable will set
you back an additional $3995. And
Atrna-Sphere's Ralph Karsten had his
heavily modified Empire turntable on
display. Karsten tells me that, over the
years, he's upgraded lots of Empires for
satisfied customers.
Zanden Audio Systems, the
Japanese company that makes the fabulous-sounding, MM-only, ultra-expensive ($15,000) Model 1000 tubed
phono section (reviewed in October
2000), announced atube upgrade that
is supposed to make the 1000 sound
even better. More important, a new
MC step-up was announced at the
show, which we hope to audition as
soon as it's available.
Back at the Alexis Park...
Pass Labs introduced the XOno, an
upgraded version of their highly regarded Aleph phono stage. Thé new edition
($4200) features amuch bigger power
supply, arevised circuit board, and afew
minor changes that the Pass folks said
would alleviate the few minor problems
(a lack of midrange "bloom") acertain
analog reviewer had with the original.
VTL introduced the TP 2.5 all-

Pass Labs XOno phono stage
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NHT 's VT-3 HOME THEATER
REFERENCE SYSTEM
MAKING SOUND COME
The new VT-3 audio/video loudspeaker system —an uncompromising
exercise in the reproduction and delivery of home theater sound so
incredibly real, so unerringly accurate, and so totally involving,
it could only come from the genius of NHT.
At the heart of the system is apair of VT-3s, 4-way tower
loudspeakers with the muscularity to reproduce movie soundtracks in epic proportions, but the refinement to define every
sonic nuance with startling clarity. Each VT-3 boasts dual,
side-mounted 10" long-throw subwoofers powered by a
500-watt Bob Carver/Sunfire amplifier for the extension
of visceral low frequency impact.
Complementing this impressive driver array is a
revolutionary, switchable technology that adjusts the
VT-3's sonic ontours for music or movie playback —
ruler-flat with precise imaging in Audio Mode,
expansive with theater-like ambience in Video Mode.

is •
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Mode-set and fine-tuning of the VT-3's playback
characteristics for optimal audio reproduction in any
acoustic environment is accomplished via asophisticated,
remote operated, outboard system controller.

Completing aseamlessly integrated soundstage are NHT's
new VC-3 dedicated center channel and VR-3 mirror-image,
rear channel loudspeakers. Using the same upper drivers
found in the VT-3s, these loudspeakers operate full-range
(down to 45 Hz), ensuring the lifelike dynamics and sonic
realism that define atruly great home theater experience.

NHT's VT-3 Home Theater Reference System —
now playing in fine home theaters everywhere.
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NHT makes acomplete line of loudspeakers for home theater, including AN towers, video satellites for center and rear channels,
and powered subwoofers. Audition them at your authorized NHT dealer to8ay. For the NHT dealer nearest you, call 1-800-NHT-9993
www.nhthili.com
Recolon Home Audio. Inc. A RECOTON Company 2950 Lake Emma Road Lake Mary, FL 32746 0 2000 Recoton Corp.
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Tube amplifiers, transistor amplifiers, low feedback amplifiers, high feedback amplifiers, SET amplifiers
whew! Isn't there
a power amplifier topology that just works? One that has all the qualities we lust for? Musicality, pace, slam, holographic
imaging, sweet top end? With no compromises?
And if there were, would it be possible to configure the amplifier any way you want to? One
channel, two channel, five channel, six channel?
We've taken all that we've learned over the past 30 years of power amplifier design, and created the PowerFrame amplification system.
And now, you can benefit from this
common sense approach to
power amplification.

Contact us and try it at
home, or contact your PS
Audio dealer to find out more
about the PS Audio PowerFrame
amplification system.
And while you're asking, find out how we
have literally revolutionized power delivery for
your home's audio/video system.

\

From the $299 Ultimate Outlet that replaces your
wall socket with clean, fully protected power, to the
Lab Cable series of power delivery products, to our
revolutionary MultiFrame and SingleFrame power
amplification systems, PS Audio has managed to help
agrowing number of people realize their dreams of sonic
and visual excellence.
Call us at 877-772-8340 or visit our state of the
art web site WWW.PSAUDIO.COM
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tube phono stage (three 12AX7s, one
12A'T7), which offers 45dB (MM) or
60dB (MC) of gain. It features a
front-panel mute switch, optional
rumble filter, toroidal power transformer, and an RIAA section with
low feedback, low insertion, and low
loss. With aretail price of only $1150,
the TP 2.5 could be areal sleeper!
Ialso saw the Final Laboratory
Music-4 phono stage, which offers
optional battery operation. This also
looks like an extremely interesting
exotic design; we'll check it out as
soon as possible. Another intriguing
phono section was the Model 4712
Phonocube from 47 Laboratory —
but there's not enough space left for
the details, or to talk about the special
Miyabi/47 Laboratory cartridge
designed in collaboration with Mr.
Hauo Takeda.
Home theater was big again this
year, and much of the Las Vegas and
Hilton Convention Centers "zoos" was
filled with big-screen, LCD, and plasma HDTVs, projectors, home-theater
speaker systems, furniture, receivers,
and the like. It's also where a few
familiar high-end companies like
Surniko staked out claims, which was

good —it meant that mainstream CES
attendees got to gawk at (but not hear)
expensive and gorgeous Sonus Faber
Amati Homage loudspeakers, hightech SME turntables, budget-priced
Pro-Ject vinyl spinners in a half a
dozen or more colors, and a unique
"cartridge tree." Sumiko had one of the

"Analog is selling,"
Sumiko's Stirling Trayle
told me after the show.
He wasn't the only one.
most attractive displays in the Convention Center, and, according to the
company's Stirling Trayle, signed up
many new analog dealers. "Analog is
selling," Trayle told me after the show.
He wasn't the only one.
Best sound? The German Lumen
White speakers (ca $38,000/pair), driven by Vaic amps, sounded positively
gorgeous. The new Audio Physic
Avanti speakers sounded really dramatic, and Carl Marchisotto's $120,0001
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pair Alón IRS killers made marks on
my ears — almost literally. I found
myself mesmerized by the DVD-Audio
multichannel remix of the Doors'
"Riders on the Storm," in the
Meridian booth.
Sony and Philips jointly demoed
multichannel SACD using Philips' new
player, B&W 801 speakers, and Iforget
what amps. A DMP recording of
choral group Gaudeamus sounded
spectacularly large and rich, but the
multichannel version of Michael Oldfield's Tubular Bells (or "Tubercular
Balls," as British sax player Lol Coxill
calls it) left me thinking that two-channel is alright by me.
Finally, the Hovland room had their
HP 100 preamplifier driving the new
Hovland power amp and apair of Von
Schweikert speakers, to great effect.
Two rooms that always sound good and
didn't disappoint this year were those of
Music Hall (Creelc/Epos/MMF-7)
and Merlin, the latter using a VPI
TNT/JMW combo, Joule Electra
electronics, and Merlin speakers.
Classic's 45rpm edition of Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven" was fantastic — it's available only as afreebie with
the Led Zep 1-4 boxed set.
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—Tom Miiller, The Perfect Vision,
Issue 33, November/December 2000

The Revolutionary THIEL

Power Poi
ntTM
Surface-Mount
Loudspeaker
"The single most extraordinary
—the best—home theater product I
have encountered...1 have never
encountered aproduct that so
completely met aneed as the
PowerPoints meet the needs of high
performance home-theater."
rom Muffler, The Perfect Vision, Issue 33,
November/December 2000

...Thiel has created the first on-wall
speaker that produces real stereo
sound with all the depth, imaging,
and soundstaging that stereo can
produce."
—Brent Butterworth, Home Theater, May 2000

•Extraordinary uniform, full-room coverage due to
unique, angled, close-boundary cabinet design.
*Extraordinary imaging, space and depth
reproduction due to greatly diminished boundary
reflections in combination with THIEL's trademark
phase and time coherence.

•Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by
innovative, low distortion, state-of-the-art drivers
and very high quality electrical components—uses
the same tweeter as our flagship model CS7.2.
•Extraordinary dynamics achieved by state-of-theart drivers and high (89dB/2.8v-m) sensitivity.
'Extraordinarily faithful tonal balance achieved
through advanced driver and crossover design.

Editor's Choice Award 2001 Winner!
The Perfect Vision/Awarded by Tom Muffler

THIEL

Ultimate Pertormance Loudspeakers
Contact THIEL for our free 44 page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 859 254 9427
e-mail: mail@thielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com
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ewere sitting around eating
dinner with a tableful of
audio buddies when the conversation drifted onto the subject of
Favorite Vacation Spots. Iwas debating
among the beaches of Jamaica, dining
outdoors on Ocean Drive in South
Beach, and the surf of Santa Monica.
My audiophile, however, was transported back to the bowels of Harold
Moore's in England, the Church Thrift
Shop in Cape Cod, and alittle record
store in Scotland.
"What's the first thing you do when
you get to the hotel?" my audiophile
asked his friends.
They shouted in unison: "Rip out
the record-store page from the Yellow
Pages!"
Ilooked at my audiophile accusingly.
"But Ithought you said you were
checking out restaurants for us to go to."
He quickly changed the subject. "I was
in astore in London when areviewer for
the London Times came in with his record
collection, among them aton of singlesided EMIs." An audible gasp was heard
from the others. "But back then, what
did Iknow about single-sided LPs?
Guess how many Ibought."
The gathered audiophiles ventured
guesses in two and three digits.
"Naw, Ibought three. Yeah. Three"
It's hard for me to believe that my
audiophile ever bought only three of
anything. As far back as Ican recall, he has
always purchased LPs in piles. Big piles.
"Of course, Ibought aton of Deccas,"
he continued. The audio buddies sighed
in relief.
Trying to put the conversation back
on track, Imentioned the romantic train
ride from London to Edinburgh,
Scotland. They were unimpressed. I
mentioned the formal tea, white linen
and all, but Iwas fast losing them to their
dinners of beer and steak.
My audiophile rescued the conversation. "I thought I'd found astore in
Scotland that no one knew about. There
Iwas, piling the LPs high, and the owner
was chatting with me as Iwhipped
through bin after bin. Then, after he'd
rung me up, he said he had acustomer
in the States who buys mail-order from
him — someone in Brooklyn. Before he
Stereophik, April 2001

could look in his files for the name, I
said, 'Sid Marks.' The owner said, `Yeah,
that's the chap.'
"I almost didn't make it out of
Scotland with all those records. Istuffed
them in two big canvas LL. Bean bags.
Iwas stopped by customs at the airport."
He paused dramatically. "The agent
came over and asked me if Iwas moving my record collection. Ithought I

As far back as Ican recall,
my audiophile has
always purchased LPs
in piles. Big piles.
was in trouble, but then Lisa told them
that she wished it was my whole record
collection. Ithink they felt bad for her,
they let me go."
Listen — when it comes to my audiophile shopping for records when we're
on vacation, I'm not atotal wimp. Ihave
imposed one rule: He has to carry all the
records on the plane — Irefuse to pay
extra money for any luggage above the
weight limit. This is one reason he's become abodybuilder.
"Has anyone gone to Paris?" asked an
audiophile. Finally — adiscussion about
fashion, art, wine.
"Yeah," replied another. "Can you
believe they play the records for the customers if requested? Imean, they pull
the records right out of the jackets and put
them on those terrible turntables!"
My audiophile shook his head sadly.
"Who'd want an LP after it's been
through that?"
"But didn't you buy apile of records
when we were in Paris?" Iasked him.
"Well, yes... but Imade sure the
ones Ibought hadn't been opened." He
turned to the audiophiles: "French
pressings of Harmonia Mundis.
"The worst, the absolute worst place
was Jamaica," he declared. One by one,
he looked his audio buddies dead in the
eyes. "nmettes."
It was as if someone had sucked all
the sound out of the room. "At least it
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wasn't eight-tracks," someone said, in a
vain attempt to lighten the atmosphere.
But it was too late.
"You spent half aday looking through
the stores," Ireminded him.
"Well, of course. You never know
when some LPs might be hidden in the
back." The others nodded in agreement.
"Has anybody found anything in the
States?" my audiophile asked the group.
After much grumbling, they all complained that the mythical mother lodes
of LPs that Michael Fremer always
seems to find at yard sales and church
thrift shops had eluded them. "And
when you find something, it's usually
pretty beat-up," one added.
"But you never know," Ichimed in,
suddenly sensing the end of our wee'
end escapes to New England. "Witt
about that time Ifound the Seltelwritede
in the dresser drawer at that thrift shop
in Vermont?"
An audiophile leaned forward, staring at me intently. "A shaded dog?"
"Yes. In perfect condition."
The audio buddies looked at me with
sudden respect They nodded and repeated their mantra: "Yeah, you never
know when you might find something."
My trips through New England
were rescued.
Iwas hoping someone would mention abig find in Milan, but the conversation had already moved on to
Oregon, where someone had found a
warehouse of old Mercurys just about
to be sent for re-grinding. It didn't take
acall to the Psychic Hot Line to see a.
Wfmnebago and across-country drive
in my future.
"And what about New York? You
can't really find anything here anymore,"
lamented one audio buddy. "It's not like
10 years ago, when you could find EMIs
by the bushel in the J&R bins."
"Yeah, and can you believe we picked
through them instead of buying them all?"
wailed another.
My audiophile looked at the group.
"You know, it's getting harder and harder to find LPs that Ineed ... "
Well, finally — after 10,000 LPs, my
audiophile has reached his limit.
"... so Ireally need to look twice as
hard."
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In the first
of two articles,
Michael Fremer,
Robert Deutsch,
and Jonathan Scull
report from
the 2001 CES,
held in January
in Las Vegas

Show
Consumer Electronics Show
00000
Michael Framer sets the scene

M

ost Consumer Electronics Shows come off like
the entrepreneurial improvisation that they
are; others offer unintended but coherent
themes, some in surprisingly fine focus. CES
2001 was the latter variety; wherever Iwent in Las Vegas,
there were format wars, struggles between quality and gadgetry, and frustrating searches for new software.
In the quest for better audio, there was, of course, the battle
of SACD vs DVD-Audio, and Philips' introduction of SACD
multichannel players at this show added avariation within aformat. There are currently available about 400 two-channel and
only ahandful of multichannel SACD tides, and DVD-A software has been rolled out even more slowly. Meanwhile, there
are tens of thousands of hollow-sounding, convenient MP3
downloads to choose from, many of them free. You do the
math. While kids are downloading as fast as they can get ahighspeed Internet connection, adults are waiting for more SACD
and DVD-A tides before committing to either format, and software providers are waiting for abase of installed hardware
before flooding the market with tides. We're driving in neutral.
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DVD-Video is the most successful consumer-electronics
product ever, but two formats are competing for recordable
DVD supremacy: one supported by Philips, one by
Panasonic. Consumers who see HDTV want it, but unless
more shows are broadcast in HD they're reluctant to buy the
sets. Sales are surging, though the numbers are still relatively small. So far, hardware manufacturers like Mitsubishi,
Samsung, Panasonic, RCA, and Sony have paid for network
HD broadcasts, but this results in no direct economic benefits; once the manufacturers stop the subsidies, what will drive
the networks to continue the broadcasts?
The networks would rather subdivide the bandwidth pie
into more lo-rez channels; so would the cable companies. The
motion-picture industry is flat-out paranoid about HDquality copies turning into counterfeit DVDs, so, in conjunction with the cable industry, they're busy adapting asystem
that will allow them to, when they feel like it, "dumb down"
movies to around 600 lines of resolution (from hi-ders max of
1080i). Guess how often that will be. Who's going to fight
them on this?
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versatile:
Choose from 2to 6channels

musical:
Zero-feedback desigii

powerful:
200 win mot u)block channels

Balanced Audio Technology is pleased to introduce the
VK-6200 multi-channel home theater and surround music amplifier.
This stunningly beautiful design can be configured with two to six channels of
amplification. Each channel is atrue monoblock, zero-feedback circuit that features a
dedicated power transformer. More importantly, the VK-6200 yields the open free-breathing sound
that has garnered BAT worldwide recognition. Outstanding for music! Superb for home theater! The VK-6200 is
yet another masterpiece from Balanced Audio Technology.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

800.255.4228 a

302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 19807 302.999.88552T info@ balanced.com
Visit us online at http://wveiv.balanced.com

Meanwhile, the FCC has rejected
"must carry" for digital shows, which
means that broadcasters can demand
that cable providers carry the analog
or the digital version, but not both.
Guess which they'll choose. So
much for the DTV transition happening in your lifetime, or your
children's.
And how about the conflicts
among digital storage media? On
behalf of its hundreds of supporters —
including Panasonic, Toshiba, Mitsubishi,
IBM, and Texas Instruments — the SD
Association took out atwo-page full-color ad
in the official CES directory to tout the Secure Digital
Memory Card, soon to be available in a256MB flavor. Sony's
got the Memory Stick, and others —like Flashmedia and
Smartcards — are also duking it out in the portable field. I
even saw anew music- and data-storage medium —a tiny hard
disk — from 'omega, and another from Panasonic. There
were probably other format wars too, especially in the
Internet/interactive/wireless field, which had ahuge presence at this CES. Iwalked through valleys of products and
services about which Iwas clueless —even after getting the
demonstration!

Magnum Dynalab MD 308 integrated (top) and MD 100 FM tuner

Legend's new Nirvana monoblock
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Totem Acoustic Wind speakers and
Amber integrated amplifier

Even washing-machine upgrades
suffer from software hiccups. My wife
and Ibought afront-loader that has to
use HE (high-efficiency) soap, which
is almost impossible to find in the
supermarket. We have to mail-order
the preferred powder. John Atkinson
will be covering the digital-audio introductions at the show in next month's
installment. Let's see how he handles the format confusion.

Robert Deutsch
on Electronics Under $4000

S

ony's CES slogan was "Making Your Digital Dreams
Come True." Panasonic touted "Networking for
Life" (a scary prospect, if you ask me), with Toshiba
offering aslightly less ambitious "Networking for
the Future."
High-end audio was agood deal more restrained in its
promises. The difference in attitude is perhaps best illustrated
by the product literature for the new Quad ll-forty monoblock tube amplifiers and QC-twentyfour tube preamplifier
(sold only as aset, for $6500), which states that these products
have "no Internet connection, no built-in satellite navigation
system," and have but one purpose: to achieve "The closest
approach to the original sound." Now, that's aslogan Ican
go for!
Audiophiles who dream in digital will be interested in the
new digital amplifiers from TacT and Bel Canto. The TacT
M2150 integrated amplifier (150W) offers the same technology as the $10,300 Millennium (EquiBiT PCM/PWM
power processing), but at amore affordable $3995. The
TacT S2150 has the same technology and power output, but
with only digital inputs (analog inputs are an option), for
$2995. Bel Canto's EVo 200.6 class-T digital amplifier is a
follow-up to the EVo 2002 reviewed by Kal Rubinson in
March, but ups the ante from 120W to 400W. Not quite
digital but decidedly high-tech is Linn's AV 5125 ($2700)
five-channel amplifier with class-V operation and high-density
switching power supply, offering atotal output of 500W in
an 11-lb package.
van den Hut of cable and cartridge faine, has ventured
into the field of audio electronics, and the first products look
very interesting indeed. The vdH Array M1 (125W into 4
ohms monoblock, $3695 each) and S1 (100W into 4ohms
stereo, $3795) are fully balanced, and have 120MHz-bandwidth output stages, with 64 or 32 power transistors in 8or
more parallel stages. The P-1 passive preamp ($2595) uses
resistor networks switched by amicroprocessor, and features
load impedance matching of inputs and outputs.
Magnum Dynalab, which started out as amanufacturer
of tuners, now has the MD 308 integrated amplifier
($2350), based on the amplifier section of the MD 208
receiver, favorably reviewed by Chip Stern in the January
2001 issue. The new MD 100 FM tuner ($1600) is the
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It's No Accident
It's no accident that the products we import and distribute always seem to
get rave reviews. In the last several years we've been offered well over fifty
product lines -this gives us the opportunity to select only the best of the
best. Once appointed as the U.S. distributor, we work closely with the
manufacturer to insure new products reflect the needs and desires that are
unique to the U.S. market. While we go to great lengths not to leave
anything to chance, sometimes even we are surprised with the level of
enthusiasm displayed by the reviewers:

Foustic Ener

"I've heard dozens of systems like this,
and was quite prepared for the usual vague,
wimpy sound... But what poured forth was
what Iwould have to call high-end audio...
way superior to any other small sub-sat
system I'd heard....absolutely stunning,
detailed, and believable.., the system
astounded me. You'll know you're listening
to something special when you hear it."

Aego, Aesprit
& Reference
Loudspeakers

Turntables, Arms
& Cartridges

Michael Fremer on the Acoustic
Energy Aego -Stereophile, March 2001
Aego

SEARCH

For the latest on

111111

exciting new
products from

"The Arcam CD72 covers all the bases, outperforming its rivals in
every aspect of sonic presentation. Add the fact that it carries the smallest
price-tag here by some way, and it starts to become obvious that the CD72
is nothing short of a fabulous achievement."
Arcam DiVA CD72 CD Player - What Hi-Fi?, February 2001

Arcam, dCS,
Acoustic Energy,
and Nottingham
Analogue visit
our website at

"The Spacedeck's resolution and focus
make subtle details of performance
and expression more apparent..
The Spacedeck and Spacearm
combination is the first turntable I've
heard in my system that was fully
satisfying, and where Iwasn't always
aware, even if only on some subliminal
level, that there was something not
quite right about the sound."

Nottingham Spacedeck Turntable

Rob Doorack on the Nottingham Analogue turntables -Listener Magazine

"In the end, for me, the Purcell/Elgar Plus is an upsampling digital reference
of the first order"

CONTACT CI

AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
WWW AUDIOPHILESYSTEMS.COM

Jonathan Scull on dCS upsamplers and DACs -Stereophile, January 2001

So, whether you are aretailer or an end user, next time you're looking for that
special component the best place to start is: www.audiophilesystems.com
There you will find acollection of some of the finest high-end audio
components in the world, and alist of local dealers that share your enthusiasm
for performance, value, and music.

replacement for the Magnum Dynalab
Etude. Another high-end FM tuner
comes from Simaudio: the Moon
Air Analog uses afive-stage analog
front-end, which is said to have
advantages over the more common PLL circuit. The amplifier
designs in Magnum Dynalab's
products are by Simaudio; the
Moon tuner apparently represents MD returning the favor.
One of the current trends in amplifier design, driven by the
home-theater market's need for multichannel amplifiers, is
modular construction. PS Audio's new PowerFrame amplifiers further extend this approach by allowing the consumer
to select a"Frame" (chassis, AC input featuring PS Audio's
Ultimate Outlet technology, computer control system) and
then the amplifier module(s). The MonoFrame ($795)
accepts asingle amplifier module (mono, $995, 300W; stereo,
$1195, 200Wpc), whereas the MultiFrame accepts up to three
amplifier modules; ie, up to six channels of amplification. PSA
cites flexibility, possibility of future upgrades, and ease of
repair as benefits of this modular approach.
Ease of repair is also the cited reason for Bryston's use of
the modular approach in the new 6B-ST ($3800), which has
three separate 250W modules, each similar to the wellestablished 4B-ST but using the 14B-ST's output devices. If
aproblem develops in one of the modules, swapping it with
anew unit is asimple process that can be done in the field.
Having the assignment of covering electronics costing up
to about $4000 meant that there were some manufacturers'
rooms that Ithought Icould pass on fairly safely. Iknow that
the Burmester CD transport/DAC combination sells for
about $60k, so Iwas pretty sure that they wouldn't have anything in my price range. Iwas about to pass by their display
when PR man extraordinaire Bryan Stanton spotted me and
steered me into their room, saying that Burmester now has
an entry-level line. The components in the new Rondo line
(integrated amplifier, CD player, tuner) have an average price
under $4k each, the 991 integrated amplifier (85W) coming
in at $4400 — not quite Burmester For Everyman, but alot
less expensive than the Burmester Reference Line products.
Stretching the upper limit of my assigned price range is the
Maestro Integrated amplifier ($4495) from Audio
Analogue. The Maestro is of extremely rugged construction

Rogue Audio Tempest integrated amplifier
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YBA Integré integrated amplifier

(115 lbs) and puts out
150W into 8ohms, doubling the output power
with each halving of the
load impedance down to 2
ohms — unusual for an integrated amplifier. YBA's
Integré — one of my favorite integrated amplifiers — has
now been joined by the Passion integrated ($4200), which
uses the same special resistors and capacitors as the YBA
Signature series and has double the power-supply capacity of
the Integré. ICrell's ICAV-3001L ($3250) integrated replaces
the ICAV-300i, with power up from 150W to 200W, new
chassis and cosmetics, and improvements in circuit typology.
Audiophiles in the market for an integrated amplifier but
who find those of the Burmester/Audio Analog/YBA/ICrell
ilk too expensive should check out the new Creek 5350
($1250) and 5350SE ($1495). Each features apassive preamp
stage (a 6dB-gain active module is an option), the SE version
having abeefier amplifier power supply and slightly higher
power output (95W vs 85W).
The terms "new" and "improved" are virtually synonymous
in marketing, and any audio manufacturer that wants to stay in
the game must be continually coming out with new models to
attract the public's fancy. Arcam has been highly successful
with its Alpha line of affordable components, but almost all of
these have now been replaced by the new DiVA series. New
(and, presumably, improved) circuit designs, increased use of
microprocessor controls, and more stylish cosmetics are featured in integrated amplifiers (A85, $1499; A75, $999; A65,
$799; the number in each model name indicates the power
output) and power amplifiers (P85, $999; P75, $699).
Alchemist has two new product ranges: the Product 8line
(A1503 integrated, $1895; A2103 preamplifier, $1595; A2003
amplifier, $1995; plus aCD transport and DAO, and the
lower-priced AA (AT1 AM/FM tuner, $995; AA1 integrated,
$1295). Rotel has all sorts of new goodies, perhaps the most
interesting being the RC-1090, a"reference-level" preamplifier
that matches the RB-1090 power amplifier. Priced at an easyon-the-budget $1200, the RC-1090 has alow-impedance
power supply that makes use of ultra-fast T-Network capacitors, with alot of attention paid to parts selection and circuitboard layout. Roters popular RB-981 amplifier has been
replaced by the RB-1070 (130W, $700), which has some circuit
changes and adetachable AC cord. The RA-1070 ($1200) is
Rotel's new 100W "reference integrated," with an RS-232
port for custom applications.
Purveyors of tube electronics were out in force at CES, but
the most surprising announcement from tube stalwart
Conrad-Johnson was the imminent release of their first
solid-state product to carry the Premier designation. The
Premier 18LS ($3495) is aJFET line-stage preamplifier that,
according to C-J, "absolutely proves that well-designed,
meticulously crafted solid-state circuits can deliver gloriously
refined music." So there! On the tube side of the product
line, C-J has the new MV-60 power amplifier ($2795, 60W),
which replaces both the MV-55 and the Premier 11. The
entry-level PV-10A has been updated to the PV-10B ($1295);
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circuit changes include the elimination of local feedback
from the gain stage and an improved power supply.
The latest product from Cary Audio Design is the V-12
power amplifier, with 12 EL34 output tubes producing
50W in triode and 100W in ultralinear mode (although the
tubes are not mounted in aVconfiguration). The V-12 also
accepts ahost of other output tubes, including the ICT66,
KT88, 6550, etc., with manual bias for each tube. VAC's
new products are the Auricle Line Stage ($2000) and the
Auricle Stereo Power Amplifier ($2000, 50W). The power
amplifier is based on the power-amp section of the Avatar
integrated ($4000), but the line stage is similar to VAC's
$4000 Standard LE preamplifier, which would seem to
make the Auricle combo the bargain in the VAC line. Highvalue integrated amplifiers were introduced by Rogue
Audio (Tempest, $1995, 60W, selectable triode/ultralinear
operation, provision for another power amplifier or powered
subwoofer), and Margules Audio, whose HD-1 ($1400)
hybrid couples atube preamplifier with a75W solid-state
amplifier capable of driving 2ohms.
Real bargain-hunters may think they've died and gone to
heaven when they encounter the products from Antique
Sound Lab. Would you believe tube monoblock amplifiers
for $99 each?? That's right, there's no zero after those two
9s, and the amps didn't fall off the back of atruck, either.
The power output of each AV-8 monoblock is only 10Wpc,
but apair did just fine driving Reference 3A De Capos.
The MG SI 15 DT is a15W integrated amplifier with KT88
tubes and selectable triode/pentode operation, all for $699.
The Tulip 2A3 is a2A3-based stereo power amplifier that
features astep-up transformer as the first stage, adesign
that's said to result in exceptionally low noise. Retail price is
$899. Calling all cheapskates!

Jonathan Scull
on Expensive Electronics

T

he consensus deemed it a my upbeat Consumer
Electronics Show, and my swollen dogs at the end of
each full day agreed —when Ipulled off my shoes, it
sounded like an air bag going off! So much to do and see, and,
as usual, not nearly enough time. So here, in no particular order,
are my standouts in the category of Expensive Electronics.
Conrad-Johnson used the show as an opportunity to
introduce four new products. First, the ART Series 2preamp,
with "several changes that significantly enhance its performance," per Lew Johnson. Still based on
the single composite-triode amplifier stage
of ten 6922 dual-triode tubes, the ART 2
now features lower source-impedance
power-supply regulators with faster, highspeed, high-current rectifier diodes for the
DC. Suggested retail is also high current: up
to $15,995.
The Premier 18LS is the first solid-state
model C-J has deemed worthy to join
their Premier line. This JFET line-stage
preamp features
"auto-linear distortion-canceling circuit," which they claim
provides extremely low distortion without
negative feedback loops. The fully remote-

cfs
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Conrad-Johnson PV-14L tube line stage

controlled unit features adiscrete attenuator with 100 steps
of approximately 0.7dB each, thus eliminating, they said,
"sonically compromised" carbon or plastic track potentiometers. Price is slated at $3495.
"Our new all-tube power amp, the MV60, draws heavily on
the circuitry of the Premier Eleven," Lew J. pointed out.
Ultralinear output with two EL34s per channel make for (surprise!) 60Wpc. The MV60 uses C-J's "wide-bandwidth
transpectral output transformer design," as found on the Eleven,
and arrives in ahandsome, newly spiffed-up chassis for $2795.
And finally, the PV10A preamplifier has been updated to 10B
status. That involved using the line-stage circuit from the PV12A
but substituting 6189 tubes and eliminating local feedback from
the gain stage. You'll need to fork over only $1295 for the
PV1OBL line stage, or $1595 for the '10B with phono stage.
Audio Research used the CES to introduce the Mk.II
update of their Reference Two flagship preamp. Major
changes to the power supply and analog circuits required two
new circuit boards and one new toroidal transformer. They've
also gone to newly designed wideband regulator circuits, plus
JFETs in the input amplification stage. The big news is that
the second stage uses the Russian 6H30 twin triode for additional gain, directly coupled to another 6H30 functioning as a
cathode follower and output driver. ARC is also using their
patented cross-coupled circuitry between the solid-state input
and the vacuum-tube amplification stage for improved signal
=eking and lower distortion.
Nagra surprised one and all with their new little kitten, the
PL-L It's aline-stage version of the PL-P for $6000 mit
remote, one balanced in, and three unbalanced inputs on
RCAs — and there's an optional balanced output available on
XLRs. The diminutive Swiss preamp caused instant audio lust
when paired with Nagra's 845-based
VPA monoblocks, their gothic tube
protectors a-gleam.
Distaff tube-roller EveAnna
Manley of Manley Labs
earned alot of oohs
and aahs with her
Neo-Classic SE/PP
300B ($7200/pair),
which
can
be
switched on the fly
from 18W in parallel
single-ended to 36W
Audio Research Reference Two with 6H3Os
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So Much For So Little
Time to put normal expectations to one side. The new
Bowers gWilkins 300 Series has rewritten the performance
rulebook on modestly priced loudspeakers.

Technology? We've got it and more with our famous Naufflus TM
tweeter technology, an all new woven fiberglass cone bass/
midrange driver, and true audiophile grade crossovers for maximum
signal purity. Superior acoustic performance combines with stunning
visual appeal like no other speaker near its price.

So much for so little. Hear them at your authorized B&W dealer.
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"Does real wood
sound better than vinyl?"
.
1001113041110411111en_

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist

I

"

t's common sense: Awooden speaker sounds better than avinyl
speaker. Or does it? Actually, aspeaker's finish is just that—a thin
layer covering the speaker enclosure. Most speakers are covered in
'wood colored' vinyl. Even so-called 'real wood' speakers usually use
thin wood veneers instead of solid hardwood.

Cabinet Construction 101
What's really important to speaker sound is what's underneath the
veneer or vinyl finish. Speaker enclosures should be rigid and non-resonant. Solid construction ensures aspeaker that doesn't hum, sing or
bum along with your music. (Leave that to
your tone-deaf brother-in-law.)
The most common enclosure material is
particleboard: premed and glued wood
chips. 1}pical speakers use 3/4" particleboard; some are even thinner. Better speakers
use amaterial called MDF ("Medium Density
Fiberboard"): adenser, less resonant (and
costlier) material than particleboard. The
enclosures on my speakers have braced
3/4" MDF side walls. Ilike to make the
front panel, or 'baffle,' even thicker—I
inch—to suppress unwanted cabinet resonance where it's most likely to occur, on the
driver mounting surface.

'boing' is bad.) Pick the speaker up; heavier speakers aren't automatically better, hut it improves the odds that the speaker is well made
and accurate.
Real Wood for the Price of Real Vinyl
If it doesn't sound any better flu] vinyl, why did we bother to wrap our
new Rh/ Series bookshelf and floor-standing speakers in beautiful
wood veneers? For the same reason my wife Amy made me get rid of
my beanbag chair and black-light posters: because looks count 'Ile
new Polk RTi speakers are available in Maple, Cherry and Black Oak
wood finishes. But you won't pay apremium for all this beautiful
wood. Our in-house, state-of-the-art, computer-controlled woodshop
allows us to give you real wood-veneer for the same price as vinyl. And
since we know how much you care about sound quality, the
new RTi Series include the most technologically
advanced components we've ever offered. Hear (and
see) them today at aPolk dealer near you. Call
(800) 377-7655 ext. 162 for more
information about the
Series speakers.
Free Handbook
Call (800) 377-7655 ext 101 for
acopy of our 2000 Speaker
Catalog and a
free copy of the
Home Theater
Handbook.
It's full of great
unbiased home
theater advice."

The Knuckle Test
How do you tell if aspeaker is well built?
Retailers frown on customers taking display
speakers apart to see what they' it made of, so leave
your screwdriver at home and use your knuckles.
Knock on the side, front and back panels of the
speaker. Listen for a non-resonant '
(good) or ahollow 'boing: (

NEW! The RTi Series.
Featuring dramatically
improved performance
and your choice of
three real wood finishes.
Pictured: Matt Polk with
the RT800i towers in
real cherry wood veneer.

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore. MD 21215
Customer Service

(800) 377-765

Monday -Friday 9:00am to 6:00g,

T

wvvw.polkspeakers.com/srti/
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Speaker Specialists

Lamm's new two-chassis L2 Reference preamp ($13,690). Yet
another Lamm, the LL2 —their least expensive preamp
($3990 for the "regular" version, $4290 for the "Delme) —
provided the urge with M1.1 hybrid amps on Audés speakers.
Low-power but high-energy Gordon Rankin of
Wavelength was tossing the tunes on the new 15Wpc Triton
Signature New Century Edition monoblocks ($10,000), while
Cary made merry with their new V12 stereo amplifier and a
pair of the new Soliloquy 6.5s. The V12 had very fine sound,
and can run triode at 50Wpc, all class-A, or 100Wpc in classAB. How many EL34 power output tubes in aV12? Twelve,
of course! True balanced operation, too: four single-ended
amplifiers on one chassis, summed at the output transformer
with zero feedback, and it'll cost ya $4000. Wonder how it'll measure, Ithought. It sure sounds good...
Vertically oriented solid-sute power amps seem much in
vogue these days. One striking example that had everyone
gawping was Paravicini's M100A monoblocks ($35,000/
pair), which chug out 100W from 1to 16 ohms, claimed Tun
de Paravicini, who also said that his fully choke-regulated
power supplies behave in an "utterly resistive fashion, completely immune to power irregularities." The M100As go perfectly with the new, remote-controlled, very retro-styled 312
Control Centre. This preamp uses just three transistors and is
designed with atube-like approach, as was the amp, Tim
explained. The Centre offers eight inputs, three of which are
balanced and transformer-coupled, and is also choke-input-filtered. This one'll run ya 18,000 big ones.
Another vertically oriented beauty was Theta Digital's Citadel monoblock amplifier. Buzzwords abound: fully balanced
differential circuits, zero feedback, custom capacitors, Vishay
resistors, copper bus bars, Litz/Teflon wires.., you get the picture. Also choke-regulated —seems to be going around —the
Citadel uses "massive" devices almost as big as power transformers to do the job. Rated at 400W into 8ohms, it'll actually do 425W into 8, they said, 650W into 4, and ahealthy
800W into 2ohms. Price is slated at less than $15,000/pair.
Yet another familiar face joining the Vertical Chassis Gang
was Classé Audio. Their new, handsome, two-tone 600W
Omega monoblocks ($25,000/pair) join awide range of offerings, including apeachy-looking SACD player. Some companies are moving downmarket, others up. Clases looking up!
Halcro made asplash with their lavish two- and multichannel setups and the dm 58 (200W) and dm 68 (225W)
monoblocks, which are —all together now —verrical4,oriented!
Very handsome and architectural, they come off more
Phillip Johnson than I.M. Pei, with just atouch of
X-Wing fighter —a sort of H shape sure to
jingle Boomer hormones. The amps range
in price from $10,000 for the din 33
three-channel to $30,000 for apair of
dm 68s. Haler° makes many, shall we
say, 4nitive statements about their
amps and teclmology, such as: "the
only amplifier in the world to challenge atheoretical limit," and "that 2
limit is the specification for harmon404
ic and IM distortion," which they said
they've virtually eliminated, though
the circuit that achieves this is aclosely
guarded secret. (For the full 20/20, see
www.stereophile.com/shownews.cgi949.)
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Manley Steelhead phono preamp

Clayton Audio offers ahigher-than-wide amp, the S2000 ($8800): 300Wpc stereo into 8ohms, 600Wpc into 4.
Pure class-A and fully balanced, too. Nestled up to it were
the M-100 monoblocks ($6500/pair), cute li'l deep cubes
that'll do 100Wpc into 8ohms, or double that into 4.
From cute 'n' cuddly to huge and imposing, mbl has
something for you! They introduced the 6010D preamplifier ($13,800) with anew input design, a"fast" output stage,
and aCD bypass mode. They also debuted the 320Wpc
8011M, which retails in the US for areasonable $4500.
The Danish company Gryphon is back, its elegant components now imported by Dynaudio. The Gryphon amps
were driving the Dynaudio Temptations... wow. Flemming
Rasmussen, Gryphon's founder, is still at the helm. Ibelieve
he was in industrial design or the arts at one time, and the
equipment shows it: Satin-black aluminum and glossy black
acrylic exude "luxury, stability, and power," says the press release. Look for the Gryphon Tabu CDP-1 CD player ($5400)
and the Callisto 2100 and 2200 dual-mono integrated amps
($5700 and $7000, respectively). And don't forget the Sonata
Allegro dual-mono class-A preamp ($11,500), or the Antileon
Signature Stereo 150 power amp ($19,800) and the Antileon
Signature Solo 175 monoblock ($39,000/pair). No one ever
said that you don't still have to pay for quality.
Speaking of exotic amps, we shall now turn our attention
to the far reaches of Japan and Mechanical Research
Corporation's Niro-1000 components, designed by the
same Niro Nakarnichi who developed the world's first threehead cassette deck. Whew, what aline he has now! There's
the 150W Power Engine 1000 monoblock, which runs for
$22,000. The stereo version costs agrand more — and an
impossibly unimaginable, imaginative-beyondwords integrated version, the Engine, puts out
80Wpc. The Control Engine — the preamp,
of course —costs about the same. You've
never seen statement products like these!
"Innovative Heat Sink Design," the
brochure states, and boy, they ain't kiddin'. The power amps look like hightech HEPA filter fans, the preamp is a
two-story reverse-C, and the integrated looks like ... nothing you've
ever seen. (Visit www.niro.net for the
hoopy-scoopy.)
Theta Digital's Citadel monoblock amplifier
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The new Gold Reference Series from Monitor Audio)
Monitor Audio's ceaseless drive for sonic perfection finds its latest
expression in the new Gold Reference Series.
The Gold Reference brings new advanced drive unit technology to the

market and implements it with the highest standards of engineering and
build currently possible.
Hi-fi and cinema systems have anew Gold standard.

New RS E" (Rigid Surface Technology) cone design

New PURESOUND

crossover design

MONITOR AUDIO
Ao ciaie

cryetf.

www.monitoraudio.com
905 428 2800

Lingering in Japan... Accuphase wowed
the crowds with aroomful of respectful listeners. Their Wall of Sound comprised alot
of digital, including the handsome P-1000
stereo power amplifier ($15,000), which
can run dual-mono or bridged, putting out
I25W into 8ohms up to 1000W into Iolun
in mono operation. You meet rile nicest
people on an Accuphase.
The ever-affable Mr. Miura ut Air
Tight was in attendance in the same
room, proudly preening over his
ATM-211 28W tubed monoblocics
Air Tight ATM-211
($10,000/pair), which feature point-topoint wiring and Tamura transformers.
Art Audio joins the small-size/big-sound game with their
new PX-25 class-A, single-ended triode amplifier, which puts
out 6Wpc for $5495. Also new at Art were the high-powered
Opus X monoblodcs: 190Wpc of pure class-A push-pull for a
lo $13,500/pair.
For another whiff of high-minded industrial design allied
with solid construction, Inow direct your attention to the
newly reconstituted Chord. Mikey's got his eye on Chord's
new and very handsome CPM3300 integrated amp, which
comes in under the rail at $8950. There's some wiggle room in
price depending on how you want the case, which comes standard with three legs, or the Integra system in black and silver
with four or six legs. Les hard to explain, but hop over to

www.chordelectrotuc.co.uk for alook and all
will be clear. There is, of course, acomplete
and variegated line of electronics chcz Chord.
At the other end of cutting-edge international polish lies my man Bob Crump
of TG Audio Lab/CTC Builders.
"CTC" stands for Crump, Thompson,
and Curl, who among them offer the
Blowtorch preamp ($10,000) and a
brand-spankin' new stereo amp, the
350Wpc BBQ ($7000) — these
guys are ascream — both designed
by John Curl. Of course, Bob is best
tubed monoblock
known for his line of excellent
power cords, and his willingness to
share his recipe for his basic cord for only the cost of
materials (www.tweakshop.com/T.G.Audio.html).
Some late-breaking news on the takeover front Klipsch
Audio Technologies has announced that it has purchased
"selected assets" of privately held Mondial Designs Ltd. for an
undisclosed cash amount, and has hired Mondial co-founder
Paul Rosenberg, chief engineer Adam Gershon, and senior engineer Michael Kusiak. Mondial makes and markets the Acurus
and Aragon brands of amplifiers, preamplifiers, and processors.
It was agreat show, and Iregret falling ill the last day — I'd
meant to do the Grand Tour of THE. Show at the St. Tropez
next door to the official CES site for high-end audio, the
Alexis Park. But there's always next year!
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WBT's banana plugs and spade connectors
are just the very best to optimize the
performance of your speaker cable
Contact us for the new WBT catalog'
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omponents listed here have been formally reviewed in Stereophile and have been
found to be among the best available in
each of four or five quality classes. Whether a
component is listed in Class A or Class E, we highly recommend its purchase.
Each listing — in alphabetical order within classes —is followed by abrief description of the product's sonic characteristics and acode indicating the
Stereophile Volume and Issue in which that product's report appeared. Thus the March 2001 issue
is indicated as "Vo124 No3." Relevant reviews
that appeared in our companion Stereophile Guide to
Home Theater are indicated by "SGHT.1 No.1"; ie,
the component was reviewed in the Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater, Volume 1Number 1, which
was published in December 1994. (Vol.1 No2 of
the Guide was published in September '95; Vol2
Nos.1-4 in 1996, Vol3 Nos.1-4 in 1997, Vol.4
Nos.1-10, Issues 11-20, in 1998, Issues 21 through
30 in 1999, Issues 31-40 in 2000.) Please note that
dedicated home-theater products are no longer
included in this listing but are part of Stereophile
Guide to Home Theateds "Recommended Components," the most recent version of which was
published in that magazine's March/April 2001
edition (Issue 43, Vol.7 No3).
Some products listed have not yet been reported on; these are marked (NR), for "Not
Reviewed." We recommend that you read any
product's entire review before seriously contemplating a purchase (products without reviews
should therefore be treated with more caution) —
many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and
caveats appear in the reviews, but not here. To
obtain back issues of the magazine, visit our website: www.stereophile.com .We regret that we
cannot supply photocopies or e-mail copies of
individual reviews. Some reviews are reprinted in
our website "Archives" Section: these are marked
"WWW." More are added each week, so check
the on-line listing.
In general, components do not remain listed for
more than three years unless at least one of the
magazine's writers and editors has had continued
experience with them. Discontinuation of amodel
also precludes its appearance. In addition, though
professional components — recorders, amplifiers,
monitor speaker systems — can be obtained secondhand and can sometimes offer performance
that would otherwise guarantee inclusion, we do
not generally do so. Stereophilds "Recommended
Components" listing is almost exclusively concerned with products currently available in the US
through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.
How recommendations are determined
The ratings given components included in this listing are based entirely on performance — ie, accuracy of reproduction — and are biased to an extent
by our feeling that things added to reproduced
sound (eg, flutter, distortion, colorations of various
kinds) are of more concern to the musically oriented listener than are things subtracted from the
sound (eg, deep bass or extreme treble). On the
Stereophile, April 2001

other hand, components markedly deficient in
one or more respects are downrated to the extent
that their deficiencies interfere with the full realization of the program material.
We try to include in "Recommended Components" every product that we have found to be
truly excellent or that we feel represents good value
for money Bear in mind that many different tastes
are represented. The listing is compiled after extensive consultation with Stereophilds reviewing staff
and editors, and takes into account continued experience of aproduct after the formal review has been
published. In particular, we take account of unreliability and defects that show up after extended auditioning. The fact that aproduct received afavorable
review cannot therefore be regarded as aguarantee
that it will continue to appear in this listing.
The prices indicated are those current at the
time the listing was compiled (February 2001). We
cannot guarantee that any of these prices will be
the same by the time this issue of Stereophile
appears in print.
Where we have found aproduct to perform
much better than might be expected from its
price, we have drawn attention to it with a$$$
next to its listing. We also indicate, with a *,
products that have been on this list in one incarnation or another since the "Recommended
Components" listing in Vo121 No.4 (April 1998).
Longevity in ahi-fi component is rare enough
that we think it worth noting (although it can also
indicate that the attention of design engineers has
moved elsewhere).
A note on editorial style is in order. When a
passage is quoted from the original review, the
past tense is used. But when the comment is
taken from amore recent private communication from areviewer, the present tense is used.
For example: "Sounded so good Ihad to cry,"
said JA of the original version of the Symphonic Bombast A-123 in his review. ST
demurs, however, saying that the current
Mk.VIa makes his reference speakers "sound
like the woofers are disconnected!"
We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that the Symphonic Bombast A-123 that
we recommended heartily two years ago no
longer makes it into "Recommended Components." Where deletions are made, we endeavor
to give reasons (there are always reasons). But
remember: Deletion of acomponent from this list does
not invalidate abuying decision you have made
Individual reviewers mentioned by their initials
are: Larry Archibald, John Atkinson, Lonnie
Brownell, Martin C,olloms, Brian Damkroger,
Robert Deutsch, Shannon Dickson, Jack English,
Michael Fremer, Corey Greenberg, Larry
Greenhill, Robert Harley, J. Gordon Holt, Larry B.
Johnson, Muse Kastanovidt, Guy Lemcoe, Lewis
Lipnick, Fred Manteghian, Paul Messenger,
Thomas J. Norton, Russell Novak, Dick Olsher,
Wes Phillips, Robert (Bob) J. Reina, Kalman
Rubinson, Markus Sauer, Donald A. Scott, Jonathan
Scull (J-10), Chip Stern, Steven Stone, Sam Tellig,
Peter van Willenswaard, and Barry Willis.
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$73,750
What can you say about a$73,750 'table and anis?
The Sirius III is all air-driven, exquisitely constructed.
and 550 lbs in its stocking feet. with a"captured" linear-tracking, high-pressure, low-flow arm and bearing. It took all of 30 seconds for MF to realize that "it
was in every way laughably better than anything else
I'd ever heard." How so? -Its overall presentation was
so much bigger, more focused, solid, three-dimensional, sure-footed, dynamic, and seamless, that Ilost
my footing. Literally. Iwas floored!" It rotates the LP
with utter precision, "puts the stylus on astraight and
true path across the record surface, while allowing for
precise adjustment of all parameters, which it then
reliably holds indefinitely." Hey, what's that look in
Ivlikey's eye? "I have 10,000 Ll's. If Iplay them all on
the Sirius III. dues only six bucks aplayr (Vo123
No.8: also see "Letters" in Vo123 No.10 WWW)

A

Basis Debut Mk.V: $8200
This belt-driven table with fluid-damped spring suspension -floated abig. three-dimensional soundstage

Forsell Air Force One Mk.II: $30,000 ia
Sophisticated two-chassis, air-bearing Swedish 'table
with thread drive and parallel-tracking, air-bearing
unlearns. J-10 enthused over its 343 image solidity,
tight, deep bass, super-plush 'midrange, and "enormous palpability factor." Very similar Forsell Air
Reference ($15,500) lacks the air-bearing Flywheel
drive system; it uses .ui internal motor and asiliconerubber belt. (Vol.17 No.1)
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription System:
$10,000
built-to-order belt-drive, suspensionless turntable is MFs current reference—and that of the
Library of Congress. MF: -The complete system... is

How to Use the Listings
Carefully read our descriptions here, the original reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews
in other magazines to put together a short list of components to choose from. Evaluate
your room, your source material and front-end(s), your speakers, and your tastes. With
luck, you may come up with a selection to audition at your favorite dealer(s).
"Recommended Components" will not tell you what to buy any more than Consumer
Reports would presume to tell you whom to marry!

Class A
Best attainable sound for acomponent of
its kind, without any practical considerations; "the least musical compromise." A
Class A system is one for which you
don't have to make a leap of faith to
believe that you're hearing the real thing.
With the recent launches of Super Audio
CD and 24/96 DAD, and the ongoing
introduction of DVD-Audio, we have cre-

components are either of significantly
lower fidelity than the best available, or
exhibit major compromises in performance — limited dynamic range, for
example. Bear in mind that appearance in
Class D still means that we recommend
this product — it's possible to put
together a musically satisfying system
exclusively from Class D components.

ated a new Class, A+, for the best performance in those digital categories.
Class A now represents the best that can
be obtained from the conventional 16/44k1
CD medium. We also created aClass A+
category for turntables, to recognize the
achivement of the Rockport Sirius.

Class E
Applying only to loudspeakers, this
"Entry Level" classification includes
products that may have obvious defects,
but are both inexpensive and much better
than most products in their mid -fi price
category.

Class B
The next best thing to the very best sound
reproduction; Class B components generally cost less than those in Class A, but
most Class B components are still quite

Class K
"Keep your eye on this product." Class K
is for components that we have not
reviewed (or have not finished testing),
but that we have reason to believe may
be excellent performers. We are not
actually recommending these components, only suggesting you give them a
listen. Though the report has yet to be
published in certain cases, the reviewer
and editor sometimes feel confident
enough that the reviewer's opinion is
sufficiently well formed to include what
otherwise would be an entry in one of the
other classes, marked (NR).

expensive.
Class C
Somewhat lower-fi sound, but far more
musically natural than average home-component high fidelity; products in this class
are of high quality but still affordable.
Class D
Satisfying

musical
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sound,

but these

a fomidable analog playback system, a masterful
work of visual and sonic art that's hard to fault. It provides agloriously cohesive, always musical sound —a
superbly balanced sonic picture that combines deep,
tightly focused bass... with extended, detailed edgeand etch-fire high frequencies devoid of brightness or
exaggeration.... There's nothing "hi-fi" about the
Yorke combo; it just sounds musically 'right' whether
handed hard rock or Heifetz." Stenrphde's Analog
Component of 1998. Package including Active
Vibraplanc: $11,500. (V0121 No.6)
Spotheim La Luce: $16,500 with SpJ tonearm
mu, 'table's elegant clear-acrylic and stamless-steel
limn will stop audiophiles "dead in their tracks," said J10, and provide "sparkling, pellucid, articulate sound."
The SpJ toner= allows precise adjustments of overhang, azimuth. and VTA. Both turntable and motor
should be placed on their own solid platforms; once set
up. they're "stable and easy to use." (Vo121 No.10)
VPI TNT Mk.IV: $6400
Modular design allows owners of older models to
upgrade easily and inexpensively, or lets the impecunious start with the TNT Jr. and upgrade as finances
allow. Slightly on the warns side of neutrality, asserted MF, but "big, full, weighty, and rich." The massive
'table's speed stability and ultra-low noise floor
'floated' the sound so far beyond the reality of astylus in agroove, it liberated it from the mechanical
world to the living, breathing, real musical world."
WP, along-time Linnie, feels the current iteration
finally swings realistically and concurs with LA.
RJR, and MF: Definite Class A. The turntable if you
"love the sound that only analog can provide, have a
substantial record collection, and are looking for a
turntable that will take you and your records well
into the new millennium," according to BD, who
also remarked on the Mk.IV's high-quality design,
build, and performance. Includes air suspension, flywheel, and bearing attachment. Mk3 upgrade is
$1400; bearing attachment upgrade is $400 plus old
bearing. (Vol.19 No.11, Vo122 Nos2 8c.6)

Linn Sondek LP12 with Lingo power
supply: $3350-$3425, depending on
finish 555
Compared with the Valhalla model, the Lingoequipped version minimizes the LP12's propensity
for aslightly fat midbass, subjectively extending the
low frequencies by another octave. The Lingo
upgrade alone costs $1550. The Trampolin suspension reduces the effect of the support. Cirkus bearinesubchassis, fitted as standard, costs $645 including labor as an upgrade kit, and further extends and
tightens the turntable's bass, leading to aborderline
Class A rating, according to MC, JA, and LG (as long
as agood support is used, adds MC). "A deeper.
more profound silence," enthuses WI' over the
Cirkus mod, adding that what stunned him was "the
extent to which surface noise receded into insignificance." Superbly low measured rumble and excellent speed stability reinforce the feeling of maximum musical involvement offered by this classic
belt-drive turntable. Good isolation from shock and
vibration. While the felt mat doesn't offer the greatest degree of vibration suppression within the
disc, what absorption it does offer is uniform will
frequency. Despite flirtations with other decks, JA
remains true to the basic design he has used now fo.
almost 25 years. (Vol.14 No.1, Vol.16 No.12, Vold No.5, Vol.19 No2)
Michell GyroDec SE: $1795 SU
"I've always found spring-suspended turntabli's
sound more 'plush' than non-suspended rigs, and
the Michell didn't disappoint," averred MF.
'table sounded slighdy warm, but bass extension and
control were "very good," he reported, "with just
slight midbass bloom that never obscured fundamentals or transients" and a"fine sense of rhythm
and pacing." Luscious, airy mids, good image focus
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Rockport Technologies System III Sirius:

of well-defined images against asonically black backdrop," says 'table maven MF. "I found the tonal balance of the Debut to be as dead-neutral as I've heard."
He decided that low-frequency extension was not
quite as deep or powerful as his reference Yorke, but
it was still "among the most satisfying I've experienced." As for the midrange, he found it plush, airy,
and liquid. While the Basis's image focus and transparency were slightly diminished compared to the
Yorke's. MF still declared it "clearly among ahandful
of the world's great turntables." Price with vacuum
holddown (tsot reviewed) is $10,600. Basis record
clamp costs $250. (Vo123 No.1)
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Turntables
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2001 Recommended Components

2001 Recommended Components

Phono Accessories

Phono Cartridges

and soundstaging. "Very accomplished and, more
important, well-balanced with no serious sonic blemishes." Price with Rega RB300 tonearm is $2195.
(Vo123 Nos.7 & 10)
SME Model 10: $5995
Belt-drive, polymer-insert suspension. "With its simple suspensionless constriction, you can have this
'table up and running in just afew minutes," reponed MF. "Absolutely magnificent piece of gleaming
industrial architecture," he called it. "If you value
tight focus, slam, bass control and weight, cleanly
sharpened 'edge,' black backgrounds, and relentlessly
'right' rhythmic performance, and are willing to give
up abit of the cushy, floaty lushness and richness in
the midrange ... ," then this is the 'table for you. Price
is with SME Model 10 tonearm; with SME IV.Vi
tonearm (we "Tonearms"), $8250. (Vo123 No.4)
Well Tempered Reference turntable:
$5495 (with tonearm)
"Elegant," "simple," and "unorthodox" seem to characterize this belt-driven 'table with integral record
clamp and filament-bearing, viscous-damped tonearns. BD enumerated its strengths: "simplicity, ease
of use and optimization, stability, and vivid dynamic
sound." Shortcomings were "an obscuring of lowlevel and inner detail, and a tonal balance on the
warm side of neutral." He recommended it "unhesitatingly" to those considering spending about this
much on an analog rig. Reference tonearm alone:
$1995. (Vo122 No.8)

Kuzma Stahl S: $1200
"Solid, stable, brawny, runs at precisely 331/3 and 45 as
it's supposed to, and just plain looks like it means business," Ivlikey said. When combined with the Rega
RB600 tonearm, it offered "a level of background
'blackness' you usually hear with far snore expensive
tables." With the Stogi Stonearm ($700), he found
"focus, weight, and image stability were outstanding,"
and felt that the combination was "an astonishingly
good value." He adds, "No suspension means that
careful placement is critical." (Vo122 No.7)
Linn Sondek LPI2 Valhalla: $2275-$2350,
depending on finish
The standard against which newer turntable designs
have been measured for almost two decades, the Linn
is felt by some to have some coloration, particularly in
the upper bass. Latest version has alaminated armboard and Cirkus bearing/subchassis ($645 including
labor as an upgrade kit), which result in aconsiderably
more neutral sound. It is harder to set up and is more
likely to go out of adjustment than many turntables,
though with the latest springs, Trarnpolin suspension,
glued subchassis, and Cirkus mod, it's now much better in this respect. (Low-bass extension suffers when
the LPI2 is not set up correctly.) Still sets ahigh performance standard, found WP-though it can certainly be bettered in one arca or another, its balance of
virtues is hard to improve upon. A version with a
Basik power supply is available for $2070. (Vol.7
No2, Vol.13 No3, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No2)
Rega Planar 25: $1275 with tonearm Sit
Sant's t
.
avorite 'table! "A beautiful, brilliant piece of
engineering," he says. "The sanie goes for the RB600
arm, which is usually installed on the 'table. Once you
set it up, you can forget it. Nothing tweaky here. Rega
turntables have an exceptional reputation for reliability." In fact, he thinks this will be the last turntable he
ever buys. MF adds "Dynamic, exciting sound.
Compact and easy to use." Stenvphile Joint Analog
Source of 1999. MF reponed that the Rega P25 and
i'9 turntables can now be upgraded with "stunning"
custom-made, exotic-wood frames from Lauerman
Audio Imports for $200, or $135 if you return the
standard, factory-supplied plinth. (Vo122 Nos3 & 5,
Vo124 Nod WWW)
VP! TNT Jr.: $2800 tr
Capable of being upgraded in easy stages, the highimams Jr. uses a simple Navcorn suspension and,
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according to SS, is "absurdly simple to set up." It was
a"blacker soundstage" than VPI's popular HW-19, he
found, commenting that it had excellent low-bass
extension and definition. Tripod pulley system, PLC
(power-line conditioner), and new drive-belts for the
TNT Jr. take it most of the way toward fiat] TNT status. (That requires replacing the suspension -an
$800 option.) SS thought the changes "subtle hut pervasive," particularly lauding the improved soundstaging. Knocking on the door of Class A. West Coast
price is $3100. (Vol.18 Nos.1 & I1)

D
Music Hall MMF2: $299 with
tonearm/cartridge $$$
The MMF2 is a"great way to step into analog on a
budget," claimed MF (no relation). The 'table features aflat-belt/crowned-pulley drive, which sonic
think is the "best way to go for lowest wow and flutter." It comes with a VTA-adjustable arm and a
Goldring Elan cartridge, which provide a warns,
midrange-rich sound, he said, adding that the MMF
offers "serviceable performance, is ridiculously inexpensive, and list the first step to asatisfying life of
analog bliss." Current version has black veneered finish. (VoI21 No.10)
Music Hall MMF 5: $499 with
tonearm/cartridge
Split-plinth design with visco-elastic cones and discs
to isolate bearing/platter/arm from motor.
Plug'n'play, says MF, offering azimuth and VTA
adjusnnent that the Rega Planar 2and 3don't have,
even if their overall build is slightly better. MF called
it a"pleasant" design, both aesthetically and sonically.
"It'll snake an analog believer out of the most doctrinaire digital fanatic." Warm, sweet, open, and coherent, "a gateway drug into the intoxicating world of
analog.... Get hooked. You'll never go back." Price
includes tonearm and Goldring 1012GX MM cartridge. (Vo123 No.7)
NM) 533: $499 with cartridge
NAI)'s variation on the Rep 2, with an MDF platter
instead of the Regis glass and aGoldring Elektra cartridge. MF called it a "strong performer and an
incredible value for the money." The lack of VTA and
azimuth adjustments may be adrawback for some;
MF ultimately feels the real, if more expensive,
(Rega) deal is the way to go. (Vo121 No.10)
Deletions
Oracle Delphi Mk.V not auditioned in too long a
nine.

Tonearms
A
Graham 2.0: $2250-$3000,
depending on options O.
The snost significant difference between the 1.5 and
the 2.0 is the latter's rigid mounting platform. (An
SME-style mount version is also available; series 1.5
toneamis can be updated to 2.0 status by the factory
for $750.) "A major improvement sonically (in the
bass) and mechanically," writes MF. "The Graham 2.0
is one of the most neutral, revealing cartridge carriers
you can buy, though Iwouldn't mind a bit snore
bloom and richness -a bit more generosity
the
mids and upper nude." Purchasers should experiment
with ann cables, which can snake abig difference.
Ease of setup and removable ann wand "make it du.
ann for those with multiple cartridges." The Graham
2.0 is appropriate for use on aLinn Sondek LPI2 the Graham LPI2 three-layer annboard costs $150. A
2.0 adapter plate is now available for the SME Model
10 for less than $100, as well as amloards and adapter
plates for the VPI, Linn, Clearaudio, and SME Model
20 and 30 'tables. (VoI21 No2, Vo124 No.1)
Inuneclia RPM2: $2895 *
'luis medium/high-mass damped unipivot toneann is

one of MFs favorites; WP, too, is abig admirer. Ser
Mikey, "It is... brilliantly designed and executed, and
it sounds bitchinr Not for everyone, however. It
must be mounted on awell-isolated .u-mboard. Some
will find the RPM2's "just the facts" delivery lean, but
WP thinks it's just reporting what's there, adding next
to nothing of its own. Others may find it abit too
"fiddly" -changing VTA also involves changing VTF
and damping. New six-nines copper wiring harness
and grounding scheme, improves low-level resolution. increases spaciousness, and quiets background
even further, adds MF. (Vo120 No.5)
Linn Ekos: $2695
Cleaner-sounding than the earlier Wok (upon which
it's loosely based), the Ekos rivals the SME in overall
neutrality while offering asomewhat brighter, more
energetic presentation of the music. The treble is
nevertheless superbly transparent. The Ekos also provides amuch better match with the Linn LPI2 than
the English ann, which lows control of the bass
when mounted on the Scottish turntable. MC also
found the Ekos's bass to be more tuneful and "open"
than that of the original Ittok. Azimuth adjustment is
not possible. Some users have reported bug-terms
problems with the bearings; the sample JA bought in
1989 has been okay in this respect. (Vol.12 Nos3 &
4, Vol.13 No3, Vol.16 No.6)
Nairn ARO: $2350 er
"An inner balance and harmony consistent with the
musical message," says MC of this unipivot design.
MS found the ARO to offer superb timbral accuracy,
soundstaging, dynamics, and rhythmic integrity. He
also found it less bright than the Linn Ekos, and better balanced in the bass than the SME V. WP concurs,
ranking it high among the anns he's auditioned, but
cautions that the lack of any overhang adjustment dictates careful cartridge snatching or the ability to drill
new annboards with different radii from the spindle
for each new transducer. Additional arm tops cost
$1350. (Vol.16 No.6. Vol.19 No2)
Rega RB900: $995 in e•
Upscale version of the RB300 with superior bearings
and mounting scheine. MF felt the '900 perfonned as
well as toncarms costing twice the price when mated
to the right cartridge -said mating being constrained
by the Rega's lack of provision for VTA adjusnnent,
which MF considers problematic depending upon the
choice of cartridge. VTA raising spacers may alleviate
the problem with some cartridges. Rega's own Exact
cartridge is designed to mate with the arm, thus benefiting from the ann's added rigidity. (Vo120 No.8)
SME IV.Vi: $2750 tr
Very similar in character to the extraordinarily neutral SME V. Raised the level of performance on the
SME Model 10 even further, exclaimed MF.
"Noticeable improvement in low-level resolution,
retrieval of inner detail, and, not surprisingly, soundstage depth, with back-of-hall events coming into
finer focus." Overall, asmoother picture "that bettered in every way an already impressive performance" than the "stock" MIO tosicann. A first-class
performer that forced MF to reassess his opinion of
SME arms. (Vol.9 No.6, Vol.14 No.8, Vol.16 No.6,
SME V; Vo123 No.4, SME IV.Vi)
VPIJMW Memorial Tonearm: $1400 $5$
Unipivot tonearm features vestigial antiskating, which
disconcerted ME Nonetheless, he enthused over its
lush midrange, ultra-smooth top end, and rock-solid
imaging and soundstaging. "Subjectively," he observed, "it seemed to have lower distortion than any
other pivoted arm I've heard, but part of that might be
the result of its sm0000th frequency balance, limer
detail was outstanding." However, he added, "I think
there's aslight midbass exaggeration that may be part
of the spreading warmth above this range, and which
gives this arm its inviting midrange." WP admires the
ann, but suspects we have not seen its ultimate incarnation yet. BI) says of the 12" version, "lowers the
original's already low distortion. The background is
blacker and the ann seems to float an infinite well of
inner- and low-level details. The tonal balance is more
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N-383
I
ntegrated
Amplifier

Among the extensive list of
superlatives commonly showered upon high-end music systems, the word "integrity"
is seldom used. But we have noted the comments from audio enthusiasts around the
world who are comfortable paying the price for Mark Levinson because of its integrity.
The new N2383 Integrated Amplifier highlights the spirit and
integrity of Mark Levinson, defining its essential elements. It carefully integrates both
power and preamplifier circuits into asingle, elegant chassis. Every detail expected of
aMark Levinson component is executed with precision. Dual mono power supplies,
balanced circuitry, world-class construction standards and sophisticated user interface
are all there, joined in the service of performance. The N9383 simplifies and unifies
your system, while staying true to the music.
When the Madrigal designers set out to create the first integrated
amplifier worthy of the Mark Levinson badge, there were no shades of gray — it
would either live up to our standards, or it would not exist. Audition the N9383 at
your Mark Levinson dealer soon and hear for yourself the integrity of our integration.
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neutral, but combined with the TNT III or IV, is still
warm and inviting." Additional arm assemblies cost
$400. (Vo120 No.1)

Turntables

Rega RB300: $425 $$$
Rega RB600: $695
The Rega offers very good detail, depth, midrange
neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost
creeping into Class A. Works well with the Rega and
Itoksan 'tables. Audio Advisor also offers it as apackage with the VP! HW-19 Mk.III and Jr. turntables.
Lacks any form of height adjustment, however —
VTA can be adjusted only by adding spacers under
the base. Similar but closer-toleraraced R13600 is "the
budget ami for now, worth spending the extra over
the RB300 to get the better cabling, etc," ser Ivlikey.
(Vol.7 No.7, Vol.10 No.1, Vol.19 No.12, RB300; Vo122
No3, RB600)

C/D
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class C or
I) tonearms listed.
Deletions
SME Series V and Clearaudio/Southcr Tri-Quartz
Improved not auditioned in too long atime.

Phono Cartridges

A

Audio Note Kondo 10-J/silver: $15,000
The "silver" 10-J has an aluminum cantilever and
body, an elliptical diamond stylus, and pure-silver coil
wire that's been strung idle on the shelf or 20 years,
according to the literature, wound over agold-plated
iron yoke. The motor uses two alnico magnets and
outputs amere 150pV — you'll need a lot of gain.
Comes hardwired with cartridge-shell leads. "The 10j/silver into the AN-S6CZ step-up transformer was
big, dynamic, rich yet detailed, velvet-smooth, clean,
and robust." Easy to listen to, said The Analog One,
"yet extremely exciting and enveloping. Nothing
polite about the Kondo
Tremendous mid- and
deep-bass slam, with superb control and focus, he
noted. "The top and bottom were ever so slightly
upped up," which added to the "excitement factor."
No edge on top, no boominess below. The midrange?
"Absolutely luscious," quodi MF. Also available direct
from Sounds of Silence for $10,000. (Vo123 No.11)
Clearaudio Discovery: $3400
The moving-cod Discovery features acustom magnesium body and a boron cantilever with two ultrasmall-diameter gold coils wound directly onto it.
Relatively heavy at 9.8gm, the Discovery does have a
tapped top plate, but the unusual threads require use of
the manufacturer-supplied screws. Healthy 650p.V
output at recommended 47k ohm loading, and
tracked well at 2.5gm. "Sounded fabulous out of the
tube (it didn't come in abox)," deadpanned MF, "and
only improved as it broke in." Liquid and open, with a
"big, generous, voluminous picture that's well-focused
but not unnaturally so." Natural transient performance, plenty of bite and snap —"suave," as Mikey
characterized it. "Bass was full-bodied, almost voluptuous, but without losing its form or rhytfunic integrity," and he liked its silky-smooth harmonic balance. "A
great cartridge," he concluded, "if not up to the
Insider's magical spell, but possessing the same liquidity and ease." (Vo124 No3)
Clearaudio Insider: $7600 tr
J-10 fell hard for this pricey low-output moving-coil.
"Perfectly transparent, neutral, and supremely
musical...
always pulled the best out of the
vinyl it traced." He went on to praise the "quick and
sure hand it displayed with transients and dynamics,
the colorful palette, and the ease with which it
threw up asoundstage." SD harmonizes: "Still the

Phono Accessories

lo!"

lid]
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king." (Vol.19 No.5)
EMT TU-3: $2750
The coils are hand-wound. Price is with SuperFinelme stylus; price with Gcyger Sstylus is $2995.
The TU-3 almost doubles the Class BTU-25's output, to 210µV, and the printouts showed that both
versions were somewhat flatter, "the 1dB dip falling
between 21cHz and 6kHz, 3dB up between 15 and
201cHz." Still, MF found neither to be bright, and
both sounded "like more refined versions of the
2S, with greater midbass solidity, overall threedimensionality, and high-frequency clarity without
added edge." He also thought the Geyger Swas "a
sonic knockout right out of the box.... In either version, but especially the Geyger S, it ended up being
among the most enjoyable cartridges I've had the
pleasure of auditioning." (Vo123 No2)
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum:
$5500
This handmade, "highly communicative" work of art
features silver-clad six-nines copper wiring. In the
words ofJ-10, it did a"remarkable job of melding traditional values of lushness, harmonic fullness, sweetness, and musicality with today's requirements for linearity, extension, air, focus, palpability, and openness."
Very fine, if you can pay the "considerable tariff."
Retip and refurbish: $2200. (Vo121 No.11)
Koetsu Urushi: $4000
Another good looker in the Koetsu line, with coils
wound from six-nines copper and aprice that makes
potential buyers think at least twice. But, as MF said,
those who value "image solidity and three-dimensionality, harmonic richness, liquidity, and tonal opulence ... will gravitate toward the Koetsu — lush, yet
revealing, harmonically suave." Retip and refurbish:
$1800. (Vol21 No.10)
Linn Arkiv B: $2200
Low-output, low-compliance, 400pV MC with
ceramic/boron pipe and "tidied-up" coil lead-out
wires. According to PM, it worked "superbly" right
out of the box, the top end "cleaned up to amurkable degree" by the new cantilever material. "More
information and detail.., from deeper down in the
mix.., better focus." Not romantic or euphonic;
almost "unvinyl-like," he declared, and "very neutral,
with awide dynamic range dut revealed remarkably
little of its own sonic signature." Trackability only a
very slight problem in this latest version. PM's and
JA's reference. (Vo123 No3)
Lyra Helikon: $2495
Replaces Lyra's Claim D.C. with new technology
and new sound. MF says that, even at the price, the
aluminum-chassis Helikon from Scan-Tech is asteal.
"A well-balanced performer with little character of
its own compared to most other cartridges.... Not
as fast and exciting as some, but smooth, transparent,
and ultra-detailed." He also noted "an addictive,
plush, creamy midband and total freedom from
edge, grain, and Mechanicalness: " Detailed and
seamlessly articulate, with unrivaled palpability. An
"impressive achievement," sums up MF. Retipping
costs $1995. (Vo123 No.8)
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t: $3495
The most "revealing, detailed, and transparent cartridge" MF had ever heard in his system: ideal for
those who value "transparency, 'speed,' retrieval of
inner detail, and stolid but exciting neutrality." He
sums up: "Dynamic and detailed from top to bottom,
yet ultra-coherent. The seams don't show." PM
demurs, however, finding the presentation somewhat
on the "hi-fi" side. Retip: $1850. (VoI21 No.10)
Transfiguration Temper Supreme: $3800 *
MF and WP considered the original Temper the best
they'd heard yet. Supreme update includes silver coil
windings and the former/coil asseinbly now sits
directly inside the core of aring magnet for "accurate,
efficient coupling," meaning fewer windings and
lower moving mass. MF found it "still the most neutral-sounding, 'characterless' MC cartridge I've yet
encountered," noting greater dynamics, punch, and
"overall sonic excitement" without edginess or "hi-fi"

Ty-

colorations. Blacker backgrounds and improved
image dimensionality too. "You get the outstanding
detail of agreat MC with the relaxed feel of the finest
MM and moving-iron designs." The 250µV output
mandates aquiet, high-gain phono preamp. Trading
in your Temper for aSupreme runs $1600. The differences aren't "profound" but are easily audible, said
Mikcy. (Vol.19 No.7, Vo123 No2)
van den Hid Black Beauty: $4000
This moving-coil cartridge generates 500pV, said Mr.
Scull, and is best suited to a low-noise, solid-state
phono prramp with lots of gain. He thought it offered
"an extraordinary sense of air," "rich harmonics," and
"lots of (body." Compared to J-10's reference, the
Grasshopper IV GLA, the Black Beauty sounded
"slightly more restrained, alittle more harmonically
fleshed out throughout the frequency band, and a
touch more forgiving on top." A variant (not
reviewed, $5000), with "a mighty 1mV output,"
might be better suited to hybrid or all-tube phono
prcamps. Note: vdH will adjust any Black Beauty or
Grasshopper cartridge to suit your toncarm or
turntable. Standard rebuild, $500. (Vo122 No.5)
van den Hid Colibri: $6000
"Ultra-lightweight design is spectacularly fast and
detailed without sounding hard or overly etched,"
said MF, "but for some the midrange will not be as
fully fleshed out as they'd like." He found it "rhythmically assured, with fantastic transient response and
high-frequency resolution." He called it "(the] cartridge for percussion-loving audiophiles." I)ial it in
exactly or fawgedaboudit, he warned. "It's not the
Cadillac of cartridges, it's the Lamborghinir Adept,
"overhang-free" bass, with explosive dynamics from
top to bottom, plus "superb" control. Excelled in
soundstage re-creation, aneutral and open midband,
and "seat-of-the-pants drive." Sonic question about
unit-to-unit variation in build quality and sound.
New, higher-mass versions of the Colibri are
rumored. (Vo123 No.8)
van den Hid Grasshopper IV: $5000 tr
Now distributed in the US by Stanalog Imports, the
hand-built Grasshopper IV differs significantly from
earlier 'hoppers and incorporates AJ van den Hul's
latest thoughts on cartridge design. Changes significantly during break-in, after which it is not as analytical-sounding as the Symphonic Line RG-8, but "balanced more toward the relaxed, rich, and musical,"
decided J-10. The vdH also features a"very wide and
envelopingly deep soundstage." Compared with the
Grasshopper, the BB was "more round, almost opulent, with huge amounts of air and avoy strong sense
of the original recorded acoustic," while the IV was
"sharply focused, layered, startling, and dynamic."
(Vol.18 No.7)
Vfm Research SMC-I0 Super MC: $2750
"A winner," decreed J-10. "It offers tremendous perfomurice at afairly reasonable price." The SMC-10
"had an overall sonic character that's easily described:
alive, baby. The sound was always big, bold, fast, and
electric." 330p.V output may pose problems for some
phono sections, in which case the Wm Research MC
step-up transformer ($1500) "will easily deliver that
slice of genuine high-end sound we're all after," he
said. (Vol21 No.6)

Clearaudio Aurum Beta: $360 en
High-output moving-magnet with 3.4mV output.
"The most natural midrange of any cartridge I've
auditioned," proclaimed BJR. Then he went out on a
limb: "Articulation and resolution of transients and
microdynarnics in the league of the best movingcoils," with a"timbrally accurate extension of high
frequencies" and "nice midrange." Somewhat lirnited
definition and extension in the bass, sonic compression of high-level dynamics — but hey, it's only $3501
"Extraordinary," BJR summed up. (Vo123 No.4)
Dynavector 20X L: $525 in
MF prefers this reasonably priced cartridge to the
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"SERVICE FOR FIVE."

SAVOR THE EXQUISITE DETAIL OF SUPER AUDIO CD
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A 5-DISC CHANGER

IT'S SONY ES AND THE

DELICATE BALANCE OF POWER.

Sony serves up the refined SCD-C333ES, the world's first 5-disc Super Audio Compact Disc Changer. Employing Direct Stream Digital ."technology for
high resolution sound reproduction, the SCD-C333ES brings you an unprecedented clarity of detail...multiplied by 5. Maximize your
eclectic tastes-from stirring classical to cool jazz to modern rock-with the ever-expanding library of Super Audio CDs. Satiate your senses
with the sound attainable only through Sony's Elevated Standard. It's audio ecstasy. It's endless variety. It's the power of ES.
It's the Sony SCD-C333ES Super Audio Compact Disc Changer-Because there's so much more to hear"
www.sony.com/sacd
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Introducing Energy's extraordinary new
Ventas family of speaker systems. Created
with painstaking attention to detail and
countless technological breakthroughs, the
Ventas series invites you to experience the
most

incredible

musical

performance

imaginable.
Listening to speakers doesn't tell the whole
story. To accurately capture the essence of
superior sound, it must properly captivate
the senses. It must be experienced. After all,
there's only one true measure of any speaker
system: Performance.
A quarter century of Energy's passionate
engineering

and

creative

logic

has

culminated in the development of speakers
that elevate the standard of performance.
And

when

that

performance

is

this

great, you're left with an unforgettable
experience.

3641 McNicoll Avenue,

Visit your local authorized Energy dealer

Toronto, ON CANADA M1X 1G5

today, and prepare yourself for a truly

416.321.1800
416.321.1500
vyww.energy-speakers.com

unparalleled musical experience. The new
Ventas Series. Now available.

original, more expensive XX-1L The mediumcompliance 20X features anude elliptical diamond
and outputs 250p.V. (A high-output version, not
auditioned, puts out 10 times as much.) Well-engineered, thought MF, and it sounded really good no serious sonic bunions, and it did afew things very
well. Tonally very smooth, overall abit dry, not as
lush or "tactile" as premium cartridges, and the bite
on top didn't take his head off. Bottom-end control
was "somewhat hollow as opposed to rock-solid,"
but by no means "blubbery." Good extension, very
good dynamics, slightly "fused" details in the upper
octaves. The 20X impressed MF with its overall
balance and "musical excitement without brightness." (Vo123 No.11)
EMT TU-2S: $2195
EMT TU-2: $1795
Based on the classic Ortofon SPU, the handmade
"nude" EMTs from Germany use across-coil, softiron-magnet generator wound with copper wire and
a die-cast aluminum "generator-carrier." Mounting
flanges are untapped, so get your nuts out. The TU-2
has amedium output of 150µV, aSuperFineline stylus,
and arecommended VTF of 2-3gm. Lacked the detail
and resolution MF considers essential, but he also
noted alush frequency balance and a"really tsoundstage. Ultra-low-output "S" version with van den Hul
stylus (SuperFineline also available) shows "greatly
improved" detail and resolution, per MF, while "maintaining the big stage." Output is only 110pV; you need
las of clean, quiet gain, he warned. Supplied response
graph shows adip of ldB from around 500Hz to
5IcHz with then a"typical MC boost" to almost 4+.113
above that at 151cHz. Yet MF found "it sounded neither warm and soft... nor bright," but had "deep, fullbodied, very solid bass; lush sweet rinds; and outstanding detail and snap on top without brightness or edge."
All this with a"deep and airy soundstage" and "an
overall feeling of liquidity and asoothing background
quiet." Trades abit of analytical perfection for intoxicating" musicality with issuer detail from complex
arrangements. (Vo123 No2)
Grado Reference Sonata: $500 $$$
"Represents a leap of performance beyond the
[Grado] Platinum, and hints at what an expensive
MC can do," said BJR, listing its advantages as "less
upper-midrange forwardness and amore seductive
midrange." "Improved detail, transient speed, and
decay, and improved hall sound were very noticeable ... No cartridge reproduces afemale voice better than this...It may be difficult to rationalize
spending much more for acartridge." He adds that
"it competes with all but the best of today's movingcoils." On some turntables, hum may be audible at
the end of records-check before buying. (VoI21
No.6, Vo123 No.4)
Grado Reference: $1200 str
"The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard,
and one of the finest-sounding cartridges I've ever
heard - especially in the midrange - regardless of
design," said MF. But it has some quirks: It was
hard to optimally adjust overhang, and it can be
susceptible to motor noise. Not as detailed or
refined as the better moving-coils, "but what it did
in the middle was so pure and right, and what it
did on the bottom so dynamic and note-perfect (if
not the last word in bass extension). Ifound myself
listening to record after record long after Ishould
have stopped." "Just misses Class A by not having
the top-end resolution and air of the best MCs, but
out-tracks all of them and doesn't require aheadamp," he adds. (Vol.21 No.3)
Sumiko Celebration: $1500
As MF succinctly said about this pearwood-bodied
cartridge with an alnico magnet, astiff, boron cantilever, and an elliptical stylus: "With its 0.5mV output, the Celebration joins the Lyra Helikon and a
few other cartridges in what seem to be recent
attempts by designers to give vinyl lovers MC cartridges with sufficient output to yield great sound
when used with less-than-top-shelf moving-coil

hi
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phono sections." Tracked best for Mikey in the
Graham 2.0 anus at the recommended 2gun YTF. His
final analysis: "Remarkably well-balanced and easy to
listen to. With its rich harmonic presentation. its fine
transient response, its robust bass, and its bold imaging, it should easily win over many analog lovers."
The price, too, is something to celebrate. "A real
swecty," he chortled, adding that the Celebration
might even sneak into Class A under the right circumstances. (Vo124 No2)
Transfiguration Spirit: $1500
Yokeless magnet technology, boron cantilever, silver
coil wires, and 400µV output make a nice, userfriendly package, suggested MF. "Spirited" high frequencies, he dead-panned; neither bright nor etched,
"spotlighted" on top, lots of air and detail. Midrange
comes off slightly recessed due to emphasis on top.
"Slurp focus.., very, very clean and detailed, the bottons tight and fast" when run wide open at 47k ohms.
Best for warns-sounding electronics or hush speakers.
"Can't have it all for $1500," MF concluded, but the
Spirit offers plenty for the money." Retipping costs
$800 with cartridge exchange. (Vo123 No.5)
van den Hul MC-10 Special: $1200 er
"Immediately distinguished itself... mis one area:
high-frequency purity and resolution," said MF.
"The MC-10 offered the purest, most refined and
resolved high frequencies, absolutely free of grain
and grit." It was somewhat reticent in the bass, however, and "too polite for rock, outstanding for classical and jazz." (Vo121 No.3)

Benz-Micro Glider Series 11: $795 US e•
"The aural pictures the Glider paints," U3 effused,
"are so good they really give you aglimpse into the
original event." Citing the cartridge's presentation of
detail, pinpoint imaging. and almost physical presence, he did cavil that some may find the midbass on
the soft side of accurate. "Powerful stuff," he said of
one night's audition; "magic, in fact." Retipping costs
$400. Borderline Class B. Upgrade from Series
$600. (Vol.19 No.8)
Benz-Micro MC Gold: $350 $$$ Yr
"A real smoothy," MF proclaimed. A luxurious top
end and a great sense of liquidity were compromised somewhat, he felt, by compressed dynamics.
(Vol.19 No.12)
Grado Reference Platinum: $300 $U
"The new Grado 'sound' is more neutral" than the
old, RJR said. Tendency to "push the upper midrange
forward during hie-level passages," said RJR, "but
nice midrange." Lively, somewhat ripe midbass
dynamics, less high-level compression than the
Clearaudio Aunim Beta. hut not as resolving and
pure, he decided. "The cartridge of choice for the
most cost-constrained." On some turntables, hum
may be audible at the end of records - check before
buying. (VoI21 No.6, Vol23 No.4)
Regs Exact: $595 er
Hand-built MM imilsout aremovable stylus that MF
claimed "will get your heart racing, that's for sure."
The Analog Kid was knocked out by its explosive,
energetic sound, breathtaking midrange purity, and
transient snap. He was less fond of its "aggressive" top
end and abundant low-frequency and midbass energy.
Even so, he recommended auditioning the Planar 9as
asystem incorporating this cartridge and concludes
that "the Exact could bring asomewhat reticent system to life." (Vo120 No.8)
Shure V15VxMR: $350 $5$ Yr
While the latest version of this venerable design didn't offer MF "all the air and space present on live
recordings, or the kind of front-to-back layering of
perfectly focused images Ihear from the top-shelf
moving-coils, and it didn't recover the small
microhursts of energy that make music sound live,"
he nevertheless concluded that, "if you're looking for
music with areasonably honest portrayal of the harmonic structure of the real thing, you'll get it from the

V15." Street price can be around $275. (Vo120 No.7)

D
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class 13 phono
cartridges listed.
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Benz-Micro Ruby Two, Grado Statement.

Phono Accessories
&Record Cleaners
Allsop Orbitrac 2(model *77500)
record cleaner: $49.99 •e.',
MF considers tills indispensible for optimum vinyl
hygiene - he uses it to clean records btfwe using a
vacuum-operated cleaning machine. Otherwise, he
maintains, the machine's intake pads become contaminated and, in turn, conta lll i
ll ate every future
record cleaned upon it. Refills (model #22923) cost
5799. (Vo120 Nos.1 & 4)
Audio Physic cartridge demagnetizer:
$399
MF found this expensive device most effective in
maintaining that "like-new" quality of his MC cartridge. He recut lllll ends placing the stylus in the
groove of astationary record when using in order to
center the coils in the magnetic field. (Vol.18 No.12)
Cardas Sweep Record: $24 er
Inexpensive degaussing aid for cartridges that also, it
«t1
is claimed. ultrasonically cleans the stylus. The record
o
features blank. ungrooved arras that facilitate antiskating adjustments - or, for linear-tracking amis, levelo
ing. MF found it effective, especially when considering its price. "Wouldn't be without it!" enthuses J-10.
11)
(Vol.18 No.12)
DB Systems DBP-10 protractor: $39.95 tr
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tanogency. JA's and JGH's preferred alignment protrac- to
a>
tor. (NR)
Express Machining "The Lift": $119.95 ir
Pricey mechanical device that lifts manual tonearms
at record's end. "Once Ihad all of the parameters
properly adjusted, it worked flawlessly and reliably,"
MF reports. Current production has changes that
address the criticisms MF made in his review.
(Vo120 No.5)
Hi-Fi News ik Record Review Test LP: $25
Although MF was frustrated by the enigmatic instructions, he deems this an essential tool for analog setup.
Available from Acoustic Sounds. (Vo120 No.1)
K-A-B SpeedStrobe Digital Phonograph
Speed Readout: $99.95 Yr
Easy-to-use strobe disc simplifies precision adjustment of turntable speeds from 331/3 to all of the
variations on "78." "It's just fantastic," effused J-I0. "It
looks cool, and it's asnap to perfectly set the speed."
(Vol.19 No2)
LAST Power Cleaner for LPs: $34.501
%-oz bottle with applicators s>
This small bottle of Freon-free cleaner is enough to
treat 75 LPs. JE found just three drops sufficient to
remove dirt, dust, and grime from garage-sale records, though he discovered that asubsequent wash
with his YPI HW- 17 was still required to reduce
groove noise to acceptable levels. "A worthwhile
companion to LASTs wonderful Record Preservative." (Vol.17 No.5)
LAST Record Preservative:
$35.50/2-oz bottle er
Significantly improves the sound of even new records,
and is claimed to make them last longer. A 2-oz bottle contains 60 treannents. (Vol.5 No.3)
LAST STYLAST Stylus Treatment:
$28.50/%-oz bottle er
Stylus treatment designed to reduce friction between
groove and phono cartridge. Some manufacturers

75

..A new dimension
in audio perfection.
The rules of the game have changed

innovative MDS (Multiple Delta Sigma) converter
that boasts superior accuracy.

DVD Audio and SACD are delivering audio signals
only imagined afew short years ago. Performance
expectations have never been greater. Accuphase, world
renowned for their imaginative audio technologies
is unsurpassed among the leaders in delivering digital
audio technology.

Accuphase employs six delta sigma converters in a
parallel configuration that oversample the 16 bit
44.1 signal of astandard CD 128 times and
convert it to 192kHz/24-bit. The delta sigma
principle combines oversampling with noise shaping
(a kind of digital feedback) to project the amplitude
information of the digital signal onto atime axis
for ultra precise conversion.

The DC-330 preamplifier features ultra highspeed digital processing with its latest generationDSP
device. DIA conversion is handled by an
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For more information on Accuphase products, visit
them online at www.accuphase.com

Axiss Distribution, Inc.
17800 So. Main St., Suite 109
Gardena, California 90248
Ph: (310) 329-0187
e-mail: wriss@compuserve.com

caution against it, claiming it migrates up the cantilever and attracts dust -thus clogging the armature.
One reader suggests applying treatment to brush
rather than stylus, which would reduce the possibility
of ovcrapplying. MF has found STYLAST effective,
but expresses concern over possible cartridge damage.
(Vol.18 No.12)
Lewis Electronics Absolute Polarity
Control: $600
MF recommended this device to those who can hear
the difference in polarity when switching channels. It
allows you to invert polarity via awireless, remotecontrolled box: Plug your phono cables into the box,
and the box into your prearnp or phono stage; then
click the remote to "instantly" reverse both leads and
switch LP absolute polarity without degrading the
signal. Check cartridge compatibilty before you buy.
(Vo122 No.6)
Loricraft record-cleaning machine: $3200
"Speaking of expensive... how 'bout a$3200 vacuum
record-cleaning machiner MF smacked his forehead.
"It's basically aKeith Monks machine that uses avacuum and athread to clean the record." Splash cleaning fluid on the disc, brush, set the arm to the end of
the record, switch on the vacuum, and let cr rip. Runs
quiet, but takes about aminute to traverse the LI'.
When done, the arm lifts, and afew millimeters of
string arc advanced so the next record is uncontaminated. Leaves aclean, dry, sparkling surface with no
gunk to be later troweled up by the stylus. A bit fidgety in operation, but "an attractive, viable alternative
to 'velvet-lip' record cleaners." "Watch it in action and
you'll either fall in love and immediately want one, or
you'll go running back to your VPI/Nitty Gritty in a
heartbeat," sums up Mikey. (Vo123 No.11)
Lyle Cartridges alignment tool: $14.95 $55 *
Inexpensive but invaluable - this sliver of mirror has
alignment markings and aspindle cutout. Slip it into
place ois your platter and use the classic two-point
grid system to make sure everything's aligned. The
mirror is the trick - it allows you to sight the cartridge's position against the markings themselves. "An
essential tool," declares ‘1/P. (NR)
Lyra SFr: $40/5m1 bottle
Includes asmall, wedge-shaped applicator with which
MF brushed adrop of this fluid tanjitlly, back to front,
along the stylus. Don't get any on the cantilever, he
warned, and wait 10 seconds before playing arecord.
Pricey fluid said to lubricate the stylus, to improve
S/N ratio and trackability, and to last for one side's
playing time. Mikcy thinks he noted aslight sound
softening effect, but wouldn't bet the farm on it.
(Vo123 No.11)
May Audio CA 22D2 record brush: $25
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off
the record), these are the most effective dry recordcleaners available. "When used in aconscientiously
applied program of regular vinyl hygiene," MF
asserted, "these brushes.., are very useful for manicuring loose, dry dust from already cleaned records. I
recommend giving even the cleanest record in your
collection aonce-over." No substitute for an occasional wet wash. Originally called the "Decca,"
"Hunt-EDA," "Goldring," or "Statibrush" brush.
(Vol.10 No.8, Vol.19 No.11)
Naim Armageddon LP12 turntable
powersupply: $1300 *
A 430VA low-impedance transformer designed to
drive the Linn LP12 Basik turntable while isolating it
from powerline noise. WP was enthusiastic, citing
the improved pace and energetic presentation of the
music over his Valhalla'd LP12. "The snap and surge
of the rhythms that propel the song along were better served," he asserted. However, this came at the
cost of ultimate bass extension - a tradeoff that
many would not undertake willingly (jA, for one).
Highly recommended -MC agrees with WP that
the Armageddon LP12 is aClass A turntable -but
audition before committing your Linn to surgery.
(Vol.19 No.2)
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Nitty Gritty Mini Pro 2record-cleaning
machine: $839 *
Nitty Gritty 2.5E Vacuum record-cleaning
machine: $599 er
Nitty Gritty 1.5E record-cleaning
machine: $529 tr
The Mini Pro is asemiautomatic machine that cleans
both disc sides simultaneously. The 15 is identical to
the 2.5 but substitutes black-vinyl woodgrain for the
latter's genuine oak side panels. Instead of avacuuming "tonearm," as on the professional Keith Monks
machine, the NG cleaner uses avacuum slot, with the
record cleaned by fixed, chassis-mounted "lips."
Gunk-laden fluid is vacuumed off. Cleaning is efficient and as good as Nitty Gritty's Pro, at asignificandy lower price, though it takes twice as long,
cleaning each side of an LP in turn. Don't smear the
schmutz from one record to another, MF warned; he
counsels manual pre-cleaning of records for best
results. While the vacuum-cleaning Nitty Gritty does
anearly equivalent job on dusty albums as the similarly priced VPI HW-16.5, CG felt that the VP1's
hard-bristled brush did better with really dirty LPs
than did NG's velvet one. He found the effect of both
was to produce aless colored, more detailed midband
sound from LPs, as well as provide the expected
reduction in surface noise. (Mini Pro, Vol.8 No.1;
2.5Fi, Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8 No.1, Vo123 No.6; 1.5Fi,
Vol.17 No.5.)
Nitty Gritty Model 1.0 record-cleaning
machine: $269 $5$
Audio Advisor Record Doctor II:
$200 SSS *
Both of these machines (the latter is manufactured
for Audio Advisor by Nitty Gritty) arc manual units
that offer the least-expensive way to effectively clean
LPs. Record Doctor II differs from the original in
that it has aroller bearing to make turning the LI'
easier when the vacuum-cleaning motor is on. The
earlier model can be fitted with a roller-bearing
accessory -available for $17 including S&H from
K-A-B Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box 2922, Plainfield,
NJ 07062-2922 - which fits beneath the existing
platter. The Nitty Gritty 1.0 is also available as the
oak-finished 2.0 for $329. (NR)
QR/DNM Design Ringmat MILD XLR
turntable mat: $90 *
ID) found this paper/cork niat (available in three
thicknesses) to both reduce groove noise and increase
detail resolution when used on his Lingo'd Linn. ST
had some initial difficulties with the cork rings
detaching, but he found the Ringmat turned his AR
into amore detailed, more neutral-sounding 'table.
Changes in the cork rings and their spacing result in
"greater clarity, focus, slightly tighter bass, and awider,
deeper soundstage," according to ST, who proclaimed
it "The only mat that matters." MF points out that,
while it changes the sound of glass-plastered 'tables
such as the Rega, not everyone will find the change an
improvement Distributed in the US by Music Hall.
(Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.1, Vol.19 Nos.6 & 11)
Rega cartridge torque wrench: $125 *
Expensive, but amust, MF felt, "for serious analog
addicts and professional installers." Agreed, scz ST,
but "for God's sake be careful with this thing, especially with the new Grado wooden-bodied cartridges...best used with very strong-bodied cartridges - such as Regis." (Vol.19 No.11)
Shun Mook record clamp: $1800 *
The best record weight J-10 has used on his Forsell
tuneable, "bar none." Ridiculously expensive, however. (Vol.17 No2)
VPI HW-17 record-cleaning
machine: $1100
VPI HW-16.5 record-cleaning
machine: $485 ,
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring
quality, the VPI '17 cleans one side at atime, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "Best
I've used," says LA. "A highly functional and come-

nient luxury," said AHC. Latest version has aheavier duty vacuum system. The '16.5 is amanually operated version with anoisier motor. Adjusts automatically to thickness of record; gets hot quickly. Of the
1-1W-17F. MF says, "Fast, convenient, beautifully constructed, and can be used indefinitely without overheating, the fan version of the 17 is well worth the
extra money for those post garage sale/record convention, analog orgies when only cleaning the whole
pile will do." "The 17F is probably the best recordcleaning machine available," MF concluded; "a mu'
workhorse." (HW-17F, Vol.8 No.1, Vol.19 Not,.
Vo123 No.6; original 1-1W-16, Vol.5 Nos.7 & 9; HW16.5, Vol.17 No.5, Vol.19 No.6.)
VPI VTA adjuster for Rega tonearni: $150
"Seems to maintain the desired rigidity while allowing for about afull inch of vertical adjustability. It's
nicely machined from aluminum and has astunts
mounting collar." Its only downside, reported MI..
is that it won't fit into astandard Rega opening
Drill it out yourself or send your armhoard to VP I
(Vo123 No.6)
Walker AC motor turntable drive: $1500
This conditioner comprises atransformer, two sets
ultra-high-speed diodes, a sinewave generator and
wave-shaping circuit, a25W power amplifier, and
second transformer to prevent any residual mont
hash from coming back down the line. It "made a
noticeable improvement in bass dynamics, image
solidity, and focus, and especially in transient speed
and purity - not earthshaking, but not subtle either,"
MF deduced. But "icing on the analog cake for the
finest 'tables.' (VoI21 No.11)
Winds ALM-1 stylus downforce
gauge: $599 *
Winds ALM-01 stylus downforce
gauge: $799 *
There are two models of this electronic stylus-pressure gauge: one measures in tenths of agram; the
more expensive one in hundredths. Built-in spirit level aplus. "Absurdly expensive, but the last word in
accuracy-especially the model that measures to tinhundredth of agram," MF scz. "If you can affied
either, get one." (Vol20 No.1)

Hannonix 11J-812 record clamp, Record Research
Labs LI49, Clearaudio Diamond Cleaner stylus
cleaning fluids, Benz/Aesthetix MC demagnetizer.
Deletions
Townshcnd Audio Elite alignment gauge, The Dis,
1)octor's Miracle Record Cleaner, Wally Tracto,
setup devices, due to doubts over current availabilit).

Phono Preamps/
Moving-Coil
Step-upDevices
A
Audio Note AN-S6CZ: $8000
"Aside from being the best-sounding transfornic,
I've heard, the Audio Note is the most flexible,"
averred MF. One can precisely match its input with
the internal impedance of the associated cartridge,
load the output, or select abypass input with alow
(1 ohm) internal impedance for Audio Note's 10
cartridges, which allows adjustment for balanced or
unbalanced signal input. While the AN-S6CZ is
not priced in the real world of most people, MF
pointed out that it sounded real good with AN's 10J/silver cartridge. When used with more familiar
cartridges. MF said, "it produced amazing dynamic
range, tubelike tonal richness (particularly in the
midrange), and an overall purity and freedom from
grain and edge that set it apart from any other 'cartridge I've heard." One downside: "It can induce
unbelievable hum in your preamplifier if you don't
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exaggeration, and it's super-quiet too." Even so, he
reports. he'll stick with his reference Naim. (VoI21
No.6 WWW)
Lyra Arion Transformer: $1995 *
The Transformer offers 26dli of gain and is designed
specifically to mate with Lyra cartridges, although it's
suitable for any MC of low interim! impedance (6
ohms or less). "I loved it when Ihad it," MF writes,
"but it's only when it was gone that Irealized how
much." He called it "ultra-quiet
offers outstanding
retrieval of detail, and apurity of sound unique to
transformers." Lack of adjustable cartridge loading
may disappoint some listeners. (VoI21 No.1)
Pass Labs Aleph Ono: $2500
A discrete, single-ended, solid-state MM/MC phono
preamp that MF called a "very reasonably priced,
well-built, utterly flexible product that does all the
important things essentially correctly." It comes from
the "snore detailed, analytical side of the musical
tracks," but still sounds "smooth, never hard or
etch" Quiet and ultra-refined, big soundstage, great
image focus, rhytlunically assured. A bit soft on the
bottom and not particularly lush in the mids.
easily Class A. Offers both balanced and unbalanced
outputs. (Vo122 No.1)
Sonic Frontiers Phono One: $1999
Brian DamIcroger characterized this hybrid tube/
solid-state phono preatnp as "quiet" and "neutral." It
did "a very good job of reproducing asoundstage
and of locating the images its it," but he felt its greatest strength was in how well it pulled everything
together: "The overall picture was so coherent and
well balanced that the tendency was to ignore it altogether." (Vo122 No.5)
Zanden Audio Systems Model 1000: $15,000
"Looking sleek, solid, and unique, Its aimed at the
connoisseur of vintage vinyl who owns awide selection of monophonic LPs pressed before the RIAA
curve was adapted worldwide in the mid-1950s,"
explained All Things Vinyl Mr. Freiner. Designed and
hand-built by Kazutoshi YanucLs, the Zanden is MM
only, with 33cIB of gain and three EQ curves to chose
from. With separate mono and stereo inputs, frontpanel-selectable loading, "fixed-impedance phono
equalizer," asid adirect-coupled tubed output stage.
"Fabulous asid quiet," said MF. with the "midband
transparency asid purity the single-ended crowd
craves." The top end was sweet, smooth, and ultraextended, "with just the right amount of bite and
detail." "Dream-like, liquid, detailed sound," he sums
up. New improved tube complement said to make it
even better. (Vo123 No.10)

AcousTech PH-1: $1200
WI' called this Ron Sutherland-designed solid-state
MM/MC phono preamp "a winner whets it canse to
producing dynamic shadings
PI conceded little to
the best in the areas of pace and rhythm... never
imposed its own rhythmic signature on the music ...
[atoll had incredible bass extension." (VoI21 No.6)
Camelot Technology Lancelot Pro: $995 $5$
Designed by Doug Goldberg of Audio Alchemy
fame, the Pro features internal DIP switches for
MM/MC setup. Rechargeable battery pack links dual
phono boards in separate altimiwtm chassis. The battery pack plays for 10 hoists. but MF -never rats out
of enthusiasm for the sound." In some ways, the Pro
mimicked the best he's heard: "Big, wide souncIstage,
on which it placed believably solid, three-dimensional images." Carved out back-hall reflections convincingly, rich and tubelike its harmonic presentation, but
also very quiet. Warn yet detailed, liquid, and dimensional; extended and dynamic ois the bottom, sweet
and airy on top. Catch-22: only 44dB of win in MC
mode. barely enough for 5000/ cartridges. MF loved
it anyway! (Vo123 No.10)
JA. Michell/Trichord Delphini: $1295
For those who need lots of (selectable) gain and
high-quality sonic performance, advised MF.

Sounded similar to but in most respects better than
the Lehmann Black Cube, said MF: "More dynamic, with better depth, instrumental layering, threedimensionality. and harmonic development." But
not ticks' as good as the Cube, even though its price
is. Perfect, however, for ultra-low-output cartridges.
The Pro power supply adds $1195, or buy the whole
package for $2395. (Vo1.23 No.10)
Lehmann Black Cube (Improved): 5595 Sit
"Ilse improved Cube is one of the High End's greatest values," Mikey says firmly. "It's as good as most
phono sections costing twice as much —but don't
expect miracles. It doesn't reach the exalted levels of
the best in Class A. especially in terms of dynamics
and resolution of inner detail. But what do you want
for [the price'? Quiet? Harmonic riches? Flexibility?
You got it." Rating provisional depending on re-auditioning of sample representative of current prodo, non. VoI21 No.10, Vo122 No.9, Vo123 No.10)
McCormack Audio Micro Phono Drive:
$595 555
This well-made unit uses awall-wart power supply
and is somewhat load-sensitive; MF thought 100
ohms was best with his preferred cartridges, when "it
retained its impressive speed and detail, and everything else improved. Image specificity, focus, and
three-dimensionality were noticeably enhanced, and,
most important, music seemed infused with arich
harmonic 'rightness.' "Gain 55dB with high-gain setting. but Mikey liked it better in MM mode. A wellbalanced all-around performer. (Vo123 No.10)
Monolithic Sound PS-I/HC-1 Phono Stage:
$658 Sit
Very well built, observed MF, with ass "unusually
well-endowed" power supply for the price.
MM/MC, gain, loading, and capacitance adjustable
via rear-mounted DIP switches. Also has asubsonic
filter. MF thought it sounded snore accomplished
with the optional HC-1 Dual Mono Power Supply
($259) substituted for the standard wall wart. "... got
asolid dynamic grip oil the music ... well-developed
and extended bass.., fast, detailed highs without
brightness or etch.., slightly on the dry side." Good
value with genuinely exciting sound. PS-1 costs $399.
Upgraded HC-1 power supply to bring it to Class B
status costs $259. (Vo123 No.10)

NAD PP-I: $129 Sit
"A pleasant-sounding, low-noise piece that, while
lacking dynamic and transient excitement, sounds
surprisingly rich, mund, and satisfying —as long as
you don't expect too much for so little money," MF
reported. A mac bargain if you're "creeping your way
back to analog" or have just a small collection of
records. (VoI21 No.10)
Rega Fono MC: $295
Unimpressive appearance, plastic construction, and
wall-wart power supply, but wait till you plug it in,
chortled MF:
$295 MC phono section has no right
sounding this good." Quiet, no user adjusnoents,
63dB of gain, pre-loaded at 100 ohms. Lacked the
grain and edge "commonly found in inexpensive,
higher-gain phono stages," he said. Some softness and
loss of detail, but "damn good for the money.... You
could live with this happily for longer than you might
thinkr (Vo123 No.10)

D
QED DS-1 Discsaver: $79
Plastic box with wall-wart power supply is strictly for
those who find themselves "financially strapped and
need the money to buy aturntable and cartridge,"
MF decreed. "Doesn't do anything too wrong, but
don't expect too much," he adds. (Vol.23 No.10)
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position it properly." Also sold direct via Sounds of
Silence for $5000. (Vo123 No.11)
Audio Research PH3: $1995 $$$
Audio Research PH3 Special Edition: $2595
The basic PH3 resides in Class B. Nevertheless, its
luxurious, liquid midrange bloom and... iron-fisted
bass control" had MFs heart all aflutter. "Easy to use
and endlessly flexible," swooned WP. "Plenty of pin,
low noise, and very high overload characteristics, plus
adjustable resistance and capacitance loading," added
MF. "Highly reconunendedr they chorused. ARC's
SE modifications of its first phono section didn't
change the specs all that much. MF noted, but they
certainly improved the sound —"better top-to-bottom control and focus, much greater high-frequency
detail and resolution —without etch —and greater
apparent dynamic range." Worth the upgrade, feels
MF, if you have al»113 and want "subtle (but significant) improvements." Upgrade from l'H3, $1250.
(Vol.19 No.9; Vol22 No.4, Special Edition)
Audio Research Reference Phono: $6995
Eleven 6922/61)J85 power the music, with a5AR4
for tube regulation. Premioso Jensen transformers
boost the output to 69dB with no transistors in the
signal path. Low-gain input optional. MF stood his
ground: "If you want 'bloomy' and 'lush,' you'll have
to look elsewhere. If you want 'plush,' you'll get
plenty of that with the Ref." Fast and detailed, he
called it, without sounding hard or etched. Also:
relaxed top-to-bottom ease, neutral tonal balance,
rich harmonics, clarity, background quiet, and unrestricted bass response and dynamics. "... among the
most effectively balanced products I've ever heard,"
he decreed, and one that set "new performance standards." Another of our reviewers who hides his true
feelings! (Vol.23 No2)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15: $4495
A vacuum-tube phono preamp with soitchable subsonic filter that MF said is as "rich and seductive as CJtubed products tend to be, yet detailed and rhythmically organized." Few preamps will be as "well-balanced and musically satisfying... It was neither sluggish nor 'speedy,' didn't sound syrupy or clinical, and
didn't suffer from any obvious tonal anomalies." JA
felt the '15 had obviously been designed by engineers
"who know what they're doing." Do be careful what
you place it on. (Vo122 No.7)
Herron Audio VITH-1MC: $3250
Sgparate versions for MC and MM applications to
avoid sonic compromise; higher-gaits model a
FET/tubc hybrid. Star grounding, a"rigid" power
supply, separate regulated tube bias supply, four levels
of high-voltage regulation, and aregulated soft-start
1)C filament supply all bespeak the VTPH-IMCs
careful design. Much like the Audio Research
Reference Phono, it "threaded the needle between
the analytical... and the lush." Not as pinpoint, pristine, and finely layered as the Pass Ono, or as lush as
the Conrad-Johnson Premier 15. Forthright and
direct, and at its best when matched to Hermit's
VTSP-1 line stage, said MF, when it achieves true
Class A perfomunce. Price is for MC version; MMonly version costs 52750. (Vo123 No3 WV/V/)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Cadence: $3300
SD's reference for LI' playback: "True reference-quality sowsd." Usually powered from the battery supply
of the matching Coherence line preamplifier.
Optional standalone battery power supply. $3400;
optional standalone AC supply (if Coherence not
used), $950. (Vo122 No.9)
Linn Limo: $1600 Sit
This solid-sute, direct-coupled MC phono prearnp, a
JA fave, doesn't offer aloading network —your sole
input impedance choice is 150 ohms. Nor does it
offer much in the way of gain matching —54dB and
64dB are your only options. But WI' thought it was
about the quietest phono section he's heard to date,
and raved about its natural timbre and powerful bass.
PM cites its "sheer emotional impact" and comments, "It really does sound 'direct-coupled; with ais
inunediacy that's quite different from in-yer-face
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Brilliance in Sound And Design
The fascination of the senses.
Designed in avantgarde style,
the two floorstanding loudspeaker models Karat M 50 DC
and M 70 DC blend in with
every modern interior.
To keep the front exceptionally
narrow, the woofers have been
fitted laterally with alarge diaphragm surface, resulting in an
impressive bass reproduction.
For more information —
please contact:
Canton Electronics Corporation,
1723 Adams Street N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1411
(612)706-9250 Phone
(612)706-9255 Fax
www.cantonusa.com
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Deletions
Sutherland PH-2000 and Balanced Audio Technology VK-P10 not auditioned in too long atime;
Musical Fidelity X-LP,no longer available.

SACD, DVD-A,
CD Players
Editor's Note: SACD and IND-A player ratings
arc based on how they sound with their respective hiFez inedia, not Cl).

A+
Marantz SA-I: $7500
"Man. is this thing gorgeous!" gurgled J-10. Dual-lens
optics read CDs, CD-Rs, and SACDs. Extremely
transparent; requires top-drawer associated components for best sound. With SACD, J-10 focused on
the joys of massed strings and "engagingly sweet"
highs. The sound was finely delineated, "liquid and
dead-on acoustic," and the SA-1's clarity, coherence,
and palpability deeply impressed him. "There wasn't
asitter element of the presentation that didn't wipe
CD's clock. Scale, dynamics, imaging, air, bass,
midrange, highs — more, better, bear Visceral, "beyond transparent," with tremendous bass, and slightly more purist and demanding than more eager-toplease Sony players, the SA-1 "completely fulfilled
the promise of SACD." Mr. Ten still prefers 24/192
upsampling for Red Book CDs, but "there wasn't a
single recording Ididn't enjoy more in SACI) mode
when that choice was available, and by awide margin." (Vo123 No.9 WWW)
Meridian Reference 800: $15, 245-$16, 145,
depending on options
The transport is acomputer DVD-ROM drive with
three memory buffers and three layers of error correction; the back-plane topology has room for another drive and multiple plug-in cards for audio and
video, as well as provision for analog inputs (A/1))
and outputs (D/A), gain/system control. upsampling,
and future multichannel audio and I)SP room correction. KR used it mostly as asource for the Reference
861 Digital Surround Controller in his Meridian surround-for-music expose: "Via the analog outputs
from the DIA plug-in, it was as good as digital gets
today." Clarity and impact were beyond reproach,
with notable bass definition and treble purity.
Superior with 24/96 discs, its 882kHz upsampling of
"Red Book" CI)s puts other players at adisadvantage,
feels JA. Also has both in-the-clear and encrypted 96k
data output. But as KR summed up: "In consideration
of its performance as aplayer andin configurability as
asystem controller, the 800 can be considered areally attractive value. Superb as atransport; why look
elsewhere for the DAC?" (If it matters to you. TJN
points out that the 800 doesn't yet have aprogressive
video output.) (Vo123 No2 WWW)
Sony SCD-1: $5000
J-10 found this Super Audio CD and Cl) player to
have remarkable bass, along with "slamatronic
dynamics," "immense transparency," and "an undeniable sense of liquidity and smoothness with SACDs."
Rendition of acoustic decay also a big plus. 24-bit
Variable Coefficient filters get the best out of existing
16-bit/44.1kHz CDs, he felt. "At 55k, the Sony gave a
topflight virtuoso performance." MF also gives
thumbs up: "It sounded pretty much like analog
minus vinyl's deficiencies.... There was aweight and
solidity to the musical picture that equaled what you
get with agreat record.... With SACD you won't lose
interest after afew minutes, because the picture is so
damn convincing." Hey, if Mikey liked it ...SD concurs: k's a"Class A powerhouse, whether playing
CDs or the exciting new SACDs." Data output only
works for CDs. (Vo122 No.11 WWW)
Sony SCD-777E5: $2500
The SCD-777ES is very similar to the SCD-1 but
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only has single-ended outputs. (See CS's review in
this issue.)

A
Accuphase DP-75V: $11,000
Enomious detail, lush, textured midrange, and a"special physicality," said J-10. Very ambient, with quick,
natural leading edges, extended definition of space
and time, and lots of body. "The salient point of the
1)P-75V experience: it sounds like analog, but not like
aturntable; more like some paragon of virtue that we
know to be music." Sounding musical and voluptuous, "it somehow reconstituted the analog waveform in such away as to belie the mechanical nature
of the process... ease, grace, dynamics — style, baby!"
Appeals to the heart more than the head. Lifted J-10
out of the Ribbon Chair almost every time. Suave
looks and performance, but give it time to fully warm
up, J-10 cautioned. (Vo123 No.7 WWW)
Audio Research CD2: $3495
"Every time Ithought Ihad ahandle on what the
CD2 did best," WP said, "I heard anew CD that
emphasized some [other] aspect of musical communication, and the CD2 would turn out to be equally
adept at that quality too. Duh.... the whole point of a
high-end transducer is to accurately reflect what it's
been fed." And this, he reckoned, the CD2 did about
as well as any of the current crop of state-of-the-art
CD players. "If you crave the... blended sound (of)
mid-hall, but also value precision and amiability, then
the Audio Research could be the final stop on your
pilgrimage toward musical nirvana." (VoI21 NoA)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-D5 SE:
$4500
Even picky J-10 was spoiled by this single-box CD
player with tubed output stage. "The VK-D5 turned
out one of the most developed midbands I've ever
heard from adigital product.... Imaging within the
soundfield was corporeal, highly palpable, and presented with lots of body and presence. The upper
midrange through the treble was detailed, liquid, and
inviting—even transparent and incisive —all at the
same time.... [Its] acoustic, high-quality bass goes
down quite low enough, then slightly bulges out in
the very stygian depths.... (although) it could have
been atouch tighter." (SE upgrade: $1950, plus $400
for early production VK-5i5.) (VoI21 No.5)
Linn Sondek CD12: $20,000
"Somehow, this Cl) player just seems to exalt the
music — it's easily the finest CD player I've had in my
system," says WE "But ouch, is it ever expensive!" Not,
perhaps, asane purchase, hut aplayer good enough to
drive you more than abit crazy. Its measurements
were "about as good as Ihave seen from aCD player,"
understated JA, who deems the Linn the finest-sounding CD source he has had in his system. Stereophile
Digital Source of 1999. (Vo122 No2 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.39: $5995 .
0
Versatile CD player offers digital inputs (both
TosLink and S/PDIF on RCA) and output, digital
switching, and high-quality variable output in the
analog domain. WP said it "reproduces music on the
most exalted level." He also was impressed by its
"fine ability to place musicians in space, surrounded
by air.... What Inoticed most was being drawn into
performances — hearing passion where it had not
previously revealed itself to me.... I
just don't think
(the CD standard can] get much better than this."
(Vo120 No.11 WWW)
Meridian 508-24: $3995 er
"Detail, air, more of asense of musicians' palpable
presence," coupled with "crystalline clarity" and "harmonic richness," was how ST summed up the 20-bit
version of this English player's sound. A Crystal deltasigma decoder is used, running four DACs operating
in dual-differential mode to offer true 20-bit resolution, and also boasts improved noise-shaping. ST
praised its rock-stable images and analoglike sense of
ease —"everything sounded so natural... harmonically right, tonally rich." He asserted that "the 'new'

508 is so strong, it belongs in Class A... with players
selling for three times the price." WP thought this single-box player with 24-bit DACs "is unquestionably
one of the very best.... (It) had incredibly natural balanced sound. Given a good recording, it sounded
unbelievably open and free from artifice.... Iwas
stunned by the Meridian's slain and deep-bass extension," said the big guy. A basic remote control is supplied; Meridian's System Remote costs $110. (Vol.17
No.12, Vol.19 No.6, VoI21 No.5)
Naim CDS: $2250 SSS
Flatcap 2 outboard power supply adds $900. (See
MFs review in this issue.)
Nains CDX: $4250
According to MF. the HDCD-equipped C1)X possessed Naim's usual sonic attributes: "On good
recordings the sound was fast, tight, rhythmically certain, and spectacularly open and transparent, with an
ease of presentation bordering on swagger. Most
important, the sonic picture hung together seamlessly, resulting in convincing-sounding music." But it
wasn't until he tried it with the optional XPS power
supply ($3900) that he found himself engaged
enough to "indulge in an orgy of disc-pulling." This
combo "demands equally accomplished associated
equipment and recordings," he said. (Vo122 No.5)
Oracle CD 2500: $9845
Remote-controlled CD player/transport that's less a
machine than awork of art. BD: "Equal thirds Buck
Rogers, James Bond, and MoMA, with an attention
to detail and fien'finish that scream exquisite handcraftsmanship." Suspended main chassis is built with
resonance control in mind. "This thing's achameleon!
Every time Ithink Ihave,e fix on it and change asill.
rounding component to make sure, whatever chara, ter I'd associated with it vanishes!" reported the usually unruffled Mr. 1). The Oracle had slightly foreshortened soundstage depth and was abit less dimensional than other top players he's auditioned. Still, "the
bottom line is that it did just about everything so well
that it simply faded into the music.... A unique blend
of superb performance and incredible style that, in my
opinion, justifies its price." summed up BD. CD 2000
transport version costs $7645. (Vo123 No.10)
Simaudio Moon Eclipse: $5295
(Sec BD's review in this issued
Sonic Frontiers Transport 3: $6999
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3: $6999
SD was "smitten by" this combo's "standard-setting
performance, excellent ergonomics, and great looks,"
and readily endorsed them as the "highest example of
the CD art" he had heard when they are connected by
the PS datalink. He didn't recommend the Transport
3as astand-alone unit, however, because it's expensive and isn't upgradeable to DVD status. WE adds:
"Used together, aClass A CD player for sure. But it
takes up an awful lot of real estate, and once you get
over the gee-whiz gizmo appeal of that iris disc cover,
its mechanical grinding as it opens and closes is like
fingernails on ablackboard every time you play aCD.
Twice." Transport 3price includes a13W3 cable and
remote; upgrade for earlier models to Universal PSEstatus, $699. (Vo121 No.10, Vo122 No2)

Adcom GCD-750: $1400
Four dual-differential 20-bit Burr-Brown PCM1702P DACs are at work in this cost-effective
machine, along with the PMD-100 HDCD
decoder/filter. BI) found it "a solid, consistent performer" with "good overall balance and superb
dynamics.... It extends its excellence much further
toward the frequency extremes than does its competition." On the minus side, "it doesn't quite match the
best in terms of transparency, dimensionality, and
reproduction of low-level and inner detail."
Nevertheless, he'd "unhesitatingly recommend it to
someone shopping for aCD player in the sub-52000
range." 1999 Sterrophile Joint Budget Component of
the Year. (Vo123 No.1)
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"How do they get this kind of bass out of such atiny
box? Deep, tight, tuneful, and loud enough to rattle
pictures on the wall—this is serious subwoofing!"
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
September 1998

Explore ,1\lew

Depths.
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For over 15 years, Velodyne servo subwoofers have
defined—and redefined—the state of the art in
low-frequency performance. Now, with the introduction
of the HGS Series, were offering you a chance to explore
veicelyne '11

new depths. With over 3000 watts of power. Two full
inches of linear excursion. Thirty times less distortion.
Ruler-flat response to below 20 Hz. They are nothing less

than the redefinition of the best subwoofers in the world.
Velodyne invites you to experience them at select

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270
Web www.velodYne.com

dealers worldwide.

Amain FMJ CD23: $1999
This repackaged Full Metal Jacket version of the wellregarded Alpha 9has new features that are more than
skin-deep, reported LB as he hummed over the vibration-damping, upgraded power supply and
redesigned analog output stage. The CD23's 24-bit
Ring DAC is virtually identical to that of the 112k
Elgar. Gets the low-level details right, sez LB: outstanding performance with more detail and less tizz.
"Your last Cl) player? You bertha: he quipped, scoping the rapidly changing digital landscape. "Which is
why l'us buying the review sample. Ineed akiller CD
player now." (Vo122 Nos.', 2, & 4, Alpha 9; Vo123
No.7 WWW, FMJ CI)23)
California Audio Labs CL-15: $1695
An enhanced version of the CL-10 that also functions
as adigital processor/preamplifier. BD said that the
computer interface is most useful in a multiroorn
installation, an asymmetric listening room, or if mating the player directly to an amplifier. Both B1) and
JA found it to be an outstanding performer.
Borderline Class A in the right system. $2195 with
optional balanced outputs; CL-I5 configuration software, $99 for single-user license. (VoI21 No.11)
Denon DCD-1650AR: $999 $$$
"A honey of aplayer," said St -The low-level resolution is fabulous for aplayer that retails for less than
$1k. Bass extension and dynamics are mighty good
too." (VoI21 No.6)
Philips SACD1000: $1999
First multichannel SACD/DVD-V player to reach
the US market. (Sec CS's review in this issue.)
Rega Planet 2000: $950
(see srs review in dùs issue.)
Rotai RCD-991: $1299
Rotel's flagship player features HDCD decoding, balanced outputs, and adjustable dither. ST found dither
"softens the sound," making it "rounder, smoother —
more analog-like, if you will." Dithering around, he
observed: "Even without da ditha, this was one
smooth-sounding player." The RCD-991 wasn't one
of the most exciting players ST had ever heard, and
was abit laid-back for his tastes, but he appreciated its
"very good low-level rez" even as he longed for more
top-end extension, airiness, and ambient detail.
(Vo123 No.9)
Sony SCD-C333ES: $1200
Carousel SAC» player. (See J-10's review in this issue.)

Cambridge Audio D500: $430 $$$
Designed to match Cambridge's A500 integrated, the
D500 offers "outstanding value," sayeth St "While
the looks aren't snazzy, the build quality serins up to
snuff" TosLink outputs and a75 ohm BNC S/PDIF
front aCrystal 20-bit Delta-Sigma DAC with Sonysourced innards, including aspecial VSLI circuit. ST:
"It performs to such adegree that you might not hear
its full capabilities unless you use amplification of very
high quality." He declared it "a good interim standalone player" that you might consider if your current
machine goes on the fritz. (Vo123 No.9)
Marantz DR-17: $1599
Single-tray CI)-R/CD-RW recorder with HDCD
playback. "You can record asingle track or an entire
CD either manually or using a synchro button:
which starts the recorder automatically on detection
of a digital signal, instructed MF. He heard "no
important differences between the original CDs and
any of the copies" he made (as long as the Marantz's
sample-rate converter was switched off). "If there
were differences, they were so inconsequential as to
be insignificant to most listeners." Nevertheless, he
thought the Marantz-recorded tracks "sounded
slightly richer and more 'together' overall, but when
Ilistened for the specifics, Iheard no differences."
On analog/digital conversion. MF found the
Marantz superior to the less-expensive JVC XLR500BK. "If you want to take your LPs on the road
and you care about sound quality. Irecommend the
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(admittedly pricey) Marantz, with its superior A/D
converter, higher build quality, and greater simplicity
of operation." (Vo124 Nod)
Rotel RCD-971: $699 $$$
This little 12-pounder features HDCD capability,
dual 20-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63P I)/A chips, a
"sophisticated" anti-jitter circuit, and a carefully
tweaked analog output stage. The result? "Smooth,
sweet. nonfatiguing sound," according to ST, and resolution that was "superior to anything I've heard for
the price." J-10 adds "smooth, detailed, extended,
HI)C1) abonus, sounds excellent for arelatively lowcost player," though according to BJR, "ruddessly
revealing high frequencies suggest careful equipment
matching." (Vo122 NoA)

D
Ais! Tjoeb 99: $450
The name is Dutch for "Ah! Tube," and that's how you
pronounce it! This hot-rodded Marantz CD-38 is
imported and sold in the US by retailer Upscale Audio
with a30-day, money-back guarantee (less shipping
and a15% restocking fee). With atubed output stage,
toroidal transfomier, and gold-plated outputs. Coax
digital runs $20 extra, the Supercrystd clock upgrade
$50. ST: "Smooth, sweet, pleasing lunnonic presentation." Just the ticket, -particularly if you own asizzly
solid-state amp." Caveat: ST found the sound "somewhat bland and uninvolving." Bottom line: "If you
want atubed sound, the Ah! Tjoeb 99 might be your
passport to bliss." (Vo123 No.9)
Arcam Alpha MCD: $799
A nifty six-disc Cl) changer that BD gave top marks
to for those who are "set on achanger's versatility
and convenience." Although it's not sonically as
high-end as he would have liked, he concluded that
the MCI) was "clever, adelight to use, and—in
background music mode — wonderful to listen to."
(VoI21 No.10)
JVC XL-R3000BK: $670
CD recorder with triple-tray Cl) cLutger and singletray CD-R/CD-RW two-speed 'impost. Uses the
more expensive "audio" blanks rather than the cheaper computer data discs. Easy to use, but some loss of
quality on double-speed digital dubs with the JVC
sample-rate converter in circuit. "A less-than-stellar
A/D section," he decides, with analog transfers having a slight veiling or smearing of high-frequency
transients. Nevertheless, "for most consumers, the
JVC will do an outstanding job of transferring those
'dusty old crackly LPs' to digital," thought MF. As a
CD player, "sounded pretty good and committed no
glaring sins (pun intended)._ While its sonics might
not draw you in and excite you, they won't repel you
either. Given what it can do and how much it costs,
rd say that's an accomplishment." (Vo124 No.1)
Deletions
Arcam Alpha 9 replaced by Arciun DIVA CI)92,
Myryad MC100 replaced by MCD200, neither yet
reviewed; Exposure CI) player not auditioned in a
long time; Rega Jupiter transport & lo DAC replaced
by Jupiter Cl) player, not yet auditioned.

Digital Processors
Editor's Note: lin sinus.
sinus! o.t any paithuiat
transport/digital processor combination will be
dependent on the datalink used —see "Bits is Bits?"
by Christopher Dunn and Malcolm Omar
Hawksford, Sfinvphile, March 1996, Vol. 19 No.3.
Unless mentioned, processors are limited to
32/44.1/481cHz sample rates. To be included in our
new Class A+, adigital processor must be capable of
handling DSD or 24/96 LPCM data.

A+
Accuphase DC-101: $14,995
With the same sumptuous build quality as

Accuphase's DP-100 transport, the Dc:-101 I) A
processor accepts slide-in boards that permit avarier
of input and output options and processing capabilities, not the least being SAC» playback. If DVI )Audio makes it big, they'll supply aboard for that
too. Digitalia include six single-bit Multiple Delta
Sigma DACs per channel and, in anod toward independence from apreamp (j-10 preferred using one).
adigital volume control. "The best way to give you
an idea of its overall SACI) presentation is to talk
about ambience.... The Accuphase combo delivered
it like nothing I've ever heard in our system before.
Totally remarkable." Gently, naturally, relaxed',.
SAC» took over the acoustics of J-10's listening
room. Such words as "liquid," "voluptuous," and
"immersive" pepper his review. The Marantz SA-1
sounded more fast and transparent with SACDs, but
the DC-101 was more refined and detailed than rh
already musically engaging Sony SCD-1. Playback it
16/44.1 CDs was ultimately somewhat misty and
obscured, a victim of the worlds-ahead-in-quality
sound of SACD, decided J-10. (Vo124 No2)
Burmester Reference Line 970: $33,000
KR described it thusly: Clad like abattleship, with
heavy metal plates glistening in chronic and brushed
metal, the 970 features 24-bit/96kHz DACs,
HDCD, and five digital and two analog filters. For
that price, it'll cook your dinner too! "Ile sound was
dynamic and smooth, with asense of great relaxation
and ease," he mused. Consistently neutral and enjoyable with all source material, it offered "a heap of
technology — the multiple filters, slopes, and memories offer the flexibility to 'tune' the 970 for various
sources." The variable outputs are more for convenience. KR posits, and the 970 works best with an
active line stage. "Despite the 970's small but consistent advantages in detail, ambience, and tonal integrity, it's hard for me to justify its cost over the dCS Elgar,
or eVell the Mark LeVillS011 No360. But that's my
problem." The 970 is only recommended if used with
the clock-linked 969 transport, due to high measured
jitter when used with conventional sources. Current
version offers 96kHz upsampling. (Vo122 No.12)
dCS 972: $6995
J-10 labeled this the "Swiss Army Knife of dCS's pro
audio line" because of its many easy-to-navigate
options. When it was used to upsample 16bit/44.1kHz CD data to a24/192 datastream, he
loved what it did in combination with the dCS Elgar.
The pairing turned out to be "extremely balanced"
and "absolutely re-platformed digital playback chez
10." JA agrees with J-10 about the sonic improvement when the 972 is used to upsarnple Cl) data,
and both made it his "Editor's Choice" for 1999 and
bought one. With the latest v23.1 software, the 972
is capable of producing DSD output from PCM
sources. Using it to drive the Elgar Plus, J-10 found
the sound to "come in avery slight second lin comparison to the dCS Purcellj in the Ultimate Sound
Sweepstakes." Most audiophiles will prefer the
Purcell's simpler interface and slightly better sound,
he decided. (Vo122 No2, Vo124 No.1 WWNV)
dCS Purcell: $4995
Audiophile version of the dCS 972 digital/digital
processor accepts sample rates of 32-96kHz and outputs 32-192kHz at 16-24 bits in avariety of digital
formats. Noiseshaping and dither options are switdi
selectable. J-10 found the Purcell's sound, in coltjunction with the Elgar Plus DAC, to be "smooth
liquid, very natural, yet fast and revealing." You ea,
save sonic scratch by pairing it with the less expenso
dCS Delius, which uses the sanie Ring DAC tech
nology as the Elgar. In any case, J-10 points out, tu
combo gives new and exquisitely musical life to exist
log 16/44.1 CDs. "For me," he concluded, "th.
Purcell/Elgar Plus is an upsampling digital referen,
of the first order." (Vol.24 No.1)
dCS Elgar Plus: $12,000 tr
A remote-control D/A processor with digital vo I
ume control that's future-proof in that it will decod,
two-channel DSD and 24-bit recordings (although it

sdweaJd ouotid
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Advantage Audio -LA •Anne & Roger Dudley -UK •Anvil Post Production -UK •Arena Mobiles -UK •Athens Concert H
Greece •Baruch College •Basement Floor Prod. -USA •Battery Studios Mastering -UK •BBC Maida Vales 2,3,4 -UK •BBC R
1,2,3,4,5 -UK •BBCTV -UK •BBC Pebble Mill Birmingham -UK •Bearsville Studios -New York •BHF Sport •Bobby Fernandez
•Brian May -UK •Capital Radio -UK •Capital Records -LA •Capsiso -Kyoto Japan •Castle Sound -UK •Chesky Records •Chry

Sound Taste
From Hollywood film scoring engineers to DVD and surround sound mastering
facilities around the world, PMC speaker systems have set the standard in quality of
sound reproduction between studio source and the home.

Todd A 0 Europe •Complete Video -UK •Crystal Method -LA •De Lane Lea -UK •Debney Studio •Dennis Sands -LA •Dolby Eur
•Electric City -Brussels •EMAP on Air -UK •Essential Pictures -UK •Final Stage Mastering -Nashville -USA •Fleetwood Mo
•Fountain Television •Goldcrest Productions -UK •Granada Television -UK •Herbie Hancock/Pat Gleason -LA
•Hillside Studios •Imagica -Gotanda Japan •Imagica -Skinagawa Japan •James Newton -Howard -LA •Jay
Peter Robinson •Jon Astley •Joseph Magee -LA •Junior Boys Own •Longman Publishing Group •Lynx Video
•Magmasters -UK •Master Mix -Nashville •Masterpiece Mastering -UK •Metropolis Mastering •Metropolis
Studio •Michael Farrow -LA •Mixers Lab -Tokyo •Molinaire -UK •National Physical Laboratories •NATS -UK
•Nautilus -Italy •Nuphonic -UK •NFL Films •Paul Hamblin -UK •Perfect Pictures •Peter Gabriel -Real World
•Peter Walsh •Piccadilly Radio -UK •Polygram -New York •Rak Recording Studios -UK •Ray Charles •Raven works LA • Red Led Studios - Madrid • Respect Studios - UK • Robbie Robertson • Robbie Williams
•Robert Fripp •Robin Williams •Royal College of Music •Royal Shakespeare Company
•Sadie -UK •Scramble Sound -UK •Seal •Shawn Murphy -LA •Solid
State Logic -UK •Sony Broadcast -UK •Sony Mastering
-NY •Sound Masters -UK •Steve Levine
-UK •Steve Winwood UK.
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Rooms -Manchester •Tic Tac Studios -Japan •Tb o Pete Studios -Bilbao •Tokyogenzojo -Japan •Tokyo Processing Laborato.

Japan •Townhouse Mastering -UK •Townhouse Recording Studios -UK •Trinity College of Music -UK •TVI -UK •TVP •Uber Zone -LA •University of Nottingham -UK •Veronica -RTL (the Netherlands) •Will Owsley -Nashville •West Side Studi
Japan •Whitfield Street Mastering •Your Name Here..
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does lack HDC!) decoding). "The Elgar sounds simply superb and has a measured performance to
match," JA gushed about the original version. While
there were differences between the two units, Our
Fearless Leader felt the Elgar was within striking distance of his long-time reference, the Mark Levinson
No.30.5. However, he added, "the sound of 96kHz
tapes reconstructed by the Elgar was simply more
real. And that is what the High End is all about."
Compared with the original. Elgar, the Plus adds
support of the DSD and SDIF-2 interfaces, the ability to slave to an outside word clock, adigital output,
and asubstantially expanded function menu. With
these upgrades, J-10 found the best sound to be direct
into the amps (no active line-stage necessary), finetuned with achoice of four filter settings. "In away,
the elegance of the Elgar Plus is all about the highs,"
he decided. The rest of the frequency spectrum is
knockout as well: very liquid and musical. "For those
who appreciate refinement, art, watches, wines, classic cars, and, of course, music, then paying $11,995
for such an admittedly great-sounding digital filter
may be just the ticket." (Vo120 Nos.7 & 12, Vol.22
No2, Vo124 No.1 WWW; see also the Sony SCD1review in Vol.22 No.11.)
Mark Levinson No.30.6: $16,950
The No30.6 carries Mark Levinson's "Reference"
label, and they're not kidding: Madrigal intends to
support the unit no matter what data sources lie in
our future. Uses dual-differential 24-bit DACs,
accepts data rates up to 96kHz, and does HDCD. JA
bought the 1992 review sample, had all the upgrades
done, and loved 'em. "Don't infer... that the No30.6
'blew away' the '30.5. It didn't. In absolute terms, the
differences were small -but they were still important. Irecommend '30.5 owners upgrade their processors as soon as budget and the factory's schedule
allow," he counsels. Upgrades: $4995 from No.30 or
'30.5. $4495 without new front panel. (Vol.15 No2,
Vol.16 No.6, No.30; Vol.17 No.10, Vol.18 Nos.3 & 4,
No.30.5; Vol.22 Nos.10 & 11, No30.6. WWW)
Muse Model 2%: $3250 SU
96kHz capable. With Muse's $3500 Model Eight
IND/CD transport this was one of the first twobox DVD-Audio/-Video solutions to hit the High
End. "This system is here to stay," SI) decided, citing
its "relatively modest $6500 price tag, robust 1
2S
interface, modular flexibility, and compatibility with
a wide variety of two-channel software." He also
gave the Muse the nod for "accurate transient definition, image focus, resolution of harmonics, and localization of instruments." JA found the 296 to be very
smooth-sounding. BD and MC are less impressed,
however, the latter finding the presentation to be too
smooth. According to SD, a new and improved
power supply, among other updates, "solidifies its
topflight ranking" and justifies its inclusion in the
highest class. (Vol.22 Nos.4 & 10)
Wadia 27ix: $8950 $5$ sr
RH insisted that the original No27 (along with
Spectral's SDR-2000 Pro and Mark Levinson's
No.30.5) occupies arung above the Class A-rated
processors, stating that "the 27 presented apalpability and immediacy Ihadn't heard in my system
before lowing to] the 27's extraordinary transparency, resolution, and natural reproduction of timbre.
Instrumental images were right there in the room,
vivid and alive." The 27's adjustable output - controlled in the digital domain - allows you to drive a
power amplifier directly from the 27 without the
need for apreamplifier. RH concluded that "running straight into the amplifier took me asignificant
step closer to the music - the last step between
great sound and goosebump-raising magic."
Current "ix" version can handle 882kHz and
96kHz data and can be slaved to a Wadia 270
processor via a separate clocklink connection "Class A with abullet!" exclaimed John Atkinson
about this combination, which produced asound
that was "jaw-dropping" when hooked up directly
to his Levinson monoblocks. Upgrade from 27 to
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27ix, $450 plus shipping and handling. Company is
under new ownership; shouldn't affect availability.
(Vol.19 No.10. Vol.22 Nos.4 & 10 WWW)

Camelot Tedmology Uther v3.0:
$2995
*
"Simply the best DAC I've used to date," said KR in
1998. He elaborates: "When used without preamp
and with its own analog gain control, the sound quality (not the cosmetics or the user interface) of this
DAC qualifies it for Class A. In this twilight of the
Red Book standard, Ihaven't heard aDAC that gets
more from it." Latest Mk3 version offers improved
remote control (the rest of the circuitry is the same).
"A remarkably sweet and musical 20-bit DAC, as
well as a full digital controller with an excellent
stepped analog volume control," sums up Mr. R.
Owners of Mk.I or Mk2 versions may upgrade to
Mk3 at no cost by sending their unit in with an
RAI. The Uther v2.0 is now shipped with the new
remote at the saine price. A 24/96 upgrade, not yet
auditioned, costs $500. (VoI21 No.4, Vol.22 No.12)
Mark Levinson No.360: $4495 in
Class A, says KR, "ceding by only the finest of margins to the $10k+ DACs. The 360 is at the point of
inflection of the price/performance curve: 24/96,
HDCD, and all that jazz." KR continued: "The staggering dynamic range seemed absolutely effortless....
Middle and top notes had aglorious ring to them....
The music just seemed to be there in my room." His
final word on the matter: "no obvious defining character." (Vol.22 No.12 WWW)
mbl 1611HR: $15,500
Fully balanced D/A converter with 24-bit deltasigma DACs and full remote control. "The words that
come to mind include 'transparency.' dynanúcs; and
'liveliness, - KR elucidated. While the 1611HR had
slightly less palpable bass than other topflight DACs
he's tried, it was "not at all lacking in that quarter."
Nor was it tilted up in the treble for afalse sense of air
and space. It revealed "the plosive quality that one
usually gets only at afront-row table." Also sports a
"superb" analog-domain volume control and asingle
pair of analog inputs. "One of the most involving
components I've come across," he declared. "Open
and airy with the appropriate source discs, this is the
most 'analog'-sounding 1)AC I've auditioned. ... The
analog input and volume control are as good apreamplifier as you need. How's that for added valuer
Variable analog outputs add $2900, analog inputs
$690. Currently only handles sample rates up to
48kHz. (Vol.22 No.12)
Meridian 518: $1950 tr
Unusual digital-to-digital processor that significantly
reduces datastream jitter, performs digital gain and
source selection, converts data with one digital word
length to daca with another -such as when transferring data from a20-bit master to a 16-bit DAT or
CD-R -and offers achoice of seven noise-shaping
algorithms. JA uses it to master Stereophile's CDs, feeling the 518 preserves the integrity of the 20-bit masters when transferred to a16-bit medium. Much to
his surprise, however, feeding 16-bit CD information
through it and increasing the word length to 20-bit
going into his Levinson DAC resulted in tremendous
improvements. "It was goosebump city, even with
recordings that usually strike me as just being notes by
numbers," he said. (Vol.19 Nos.! & 7, Vo123 No.11)
Perpetual Technologies P-IA: $950
The P-IA digital/digital processor can enhance resolution to 96kHz and 24 bits now, and eventually will
output 192kHz. It will also correct loudspeaker
amplitude and phase (and the acoustics of your room
as well). RD, once he figured out the P-1A's multifunction buttons and myriad flashing lights, found
that "the timbral qualities of instruments seemed
more mie to life, with less of the synthetic 'digital'
character that many audiophiles dislike about CD
sound." He much preferred the sound of the P-IA/P-

3A together than the P-3A alone (see "Digital
Processors"), finding the pairing more detailed, with
greater clarity and asmoodier, more grain-free uppet
midrange and treble. "Enabling Resolution Enhancement (Output Bit Density set to 24) took performance to ahigher level still," he enthused, voting
for Class A for the combo, despite the apparent and
significant worsening of the measured performance
compared with the P-3A alone, particularly with
respect to jitter. This worsening was even apparent
with the theoretically better DS connection between
the P-IA and P-3A. Another sample has been
requested for further technical probing. This recommendation is therefore provisional. (Vo124 No.1)
Sonic Frontiers Processor 3: $6999
A two-box D/A system with aseparate power supply and afully differential, balanced topology in di,
analog and digital domains. SD was "smitten" by it in
combination with the Transport 3 (see "CD
Players"), citing their "standard-setting performance,
excellent ergonomics, and great looks." Price includes Universal I
2Scable and remote. (VoI21 No.10,
Vol.22 No2)

Apogee Electronics PSX-I00: $2995
This 24-bit pro-audio, two-channel, AID-WA
verter features up to 96kHz sampling, with 24-bit
data outputs and UV22 processing to 16 bits to:
archiving LPs and other analog sources. Extensive
input and output switching and format conversion. A
"reasonably priced high-quality A/D for archiving to
24/96 using inexpensive ADAT, TASCAM MDM
recorders, or 24-bit WAV files on ahard drive," said
MF, who thought it even made agood standalone
D/A converter. "Deep, well-focused bass, snappy pacing, detailed transient performance, and atonal balance that is, overall, neutral if somewhat clinical," said
The Analog One. Nor was he absolutely crazy about
the results of UV22 processing, his reservations being
mostly timbral and textural. Review sample suffered
from interaction between the AID and D/A clocks
when set to different frequencies; current production
said to be fixed in this regard. (Vo123 No.6)
Bel Canto Design DAC I: $1425
Single-box D/A processor uses aCrystal sample-rate
converter chip to bump the input up to 24 bits and
96kHz. Smooth, easygoing, musical, non-fatiguing,
and analog-like, thought RD -the antithesis of forward, clinical CD sound. The DAC 1"illustrates how
far moderately priced digital processors have come in
just the past few years." A more-than-credible performer, he summed up, if not his favorite inexpensive
24/96 upsampler, due to an overall rather bland presentation. (Bel Canto say that aforthcoming power
supply improvement will improve that aspect of the
DAC l's sound.) JA measured abit of hum and sensitivity to noise. The updated unit is being auditioned
by RD. (Vo123 No.12)
Camelot Technology Dragon Pro2 Mk.3
Jitter Reducer: 51195
"Should become the new standard for anti-jitter
processing," said KR, but adds, "while the Dragon
is asuperior 'jitter box' (certainly as compared to
the older DTI.Pro), major improvements in modern transport and DAC design make its incremental improvements relatively less significant. With
older hardware, it is amajor tool." A $300 Mk.3
upgrade is available providing AC-3/DTS/96kHz
compatibility. All Mk.1 and Mk2 owners can
upgrade to Mk.3 status by sending their unit in
with an RAI. (VoI21 No.4)
Monarchy Audio Digital Interface
Processor 24/96: $249 $$$
"Sorry to empty your wallet... but here's a musthave if you want to get the most from your upsampiing MSB Link DAC III," chortled ST. This jitterreducing device uses a PLL to recover the master
clock, suppress as much jitter as possible, encode the
new data, and clock into a fresh datastream. The
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Mk.II 1)11' handles 24/96 signals and passes all digital surround formats, including AC-3 and DTS, and
includes a new AC line filter. ST liked the added
smoothness and freedom from edginess, as well as
the
•dynamic sound. "The DIP done did it, all
right... If upsampling is the cat's meow, the DIP is
the cat's whiskers." "Takes your Class C player and
turns it into aClass A transport? Well, maybe not —
but agreat way to get good sound from an ordinary
player, maybe even aCI) changer with only aTbslink
digital output," he adds. (Vo124 No2)
MSB Link DAC 111: $399-$899 $$$
The Link III offers user-installed upgrades, including
upsampling ($199), HDCD decoding ($199), and the
MSB 192k Network (includes upsampling and
AES/EBU input, $285). Full Nelson version ($899,
factory-only) adds 2% Wiina PP caps, low-inductance Caddock ceramic resistors, ultra-high-speed
op-amps. Roderstein 1% helical metal-film resistors
in the signal-path, an Unproved power supply, as well
as the MSB 192k Network. KR: "The charms of the
original's transparency and immediacy were retained,
joined by anewfound smoothness and sense of ease
in the upper frequencies." The midrange seemed
unchanged, but the top end was improved. No
downside to upsampling. KR felt: "The obvious
upgrade route for all the aged lint functional CI)
players still doing yeoman's duty." The P1000 Power
Base ($299) extends and reinforces the nether
regions, and AES/EBU (when it worked properly)
earned adouble Wow for its "musical and impressive" performance over S/PDIF. "Unbeatable value,"
summed up KR. ST tried the Link DAC III without
the Full Nelson upgrade, but was more positive
about the upsampling option (realized with the
Crystal chip): "With upsampling, the overall tonality
was richer, riper, fuller.... Iheard cellos take on more
body, more bloom The sound liad more weight —
like nie. This added richness was accompanied by
more apparent low-level detail." He thought every
recording, when upsampled, seemed "more natural,
often spectacularly so." RD is also an MSB fan but
ultimately prefers the Perpetual combo. (Vo122
Nos.1 & 12, WWW original version; Vo123 Nos.9 &
12, Vo124 No2, WWW
Perpetual Technologies P-3A: $699 SU
This high-performance 24/96 D/A converter is
based on the latest Crystal CS4397 DAC chip and
CS8420 sample-rate converter. "One of the bestmeasuring MA converters I have encountered,"
declared JA, while RI) warned that the P-3A, in combination with the P-1A, reached alevel of playback
"that must have manufacturers of multi-kilobuck digital processors hoping that not too many customers
find out about it." lu) found that the P3 Power Mutt
power supply, available for $349 from Monolithic
Sound, improved the sound. (Vol.24 No.1)

Creek OBH-14: $350 US
As ST put it, the 0131-1-14 is simply "a D/A converter using a1-bit, Crystal CS4390 24-bit-capable
chip, to which has been added ahigh-quality volume
control." It has just "one pair of RCA inputs. No balance control. No remote-controlled volume.
Basically, no nothin"cept good, clean sound." Sound
that is "rich, full, ripe, full-bodied." He considered it
an ideal upgrade for Cl) players that conic across as
"somewhat thin and harmonically undernourished."
(Vo122 No.5)
Digital Audio Labs CardDehuce: $595
PCI-interface computer soundcard that JA described
as "smashing the boundaries between component
categories." Handles two channels of balanced I/O
on TRS 1/4" phone jacks and two channels of
S/PD1F digital on RCAs. Offers up to 24-bit word
lengths and sample rates of up to 96kHz, and has
extension port to sync with other CardDeluice cards
to assemble ahi-rez, inexpensive multi-track digital
recorder. Saves music data as two-channel PCM
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WAV files, so use fast, big-gig hard drives. JA
thought it sounded hill-bodied, with good low-frequency extension and definition. Astonishing performance for the money: "die most cost-effective
way of making aPC an integral part of ahigh-end
system." Ultimate sound quality will very much
depend on the host PC. Optional AES/EBU
adapter costs $50, but lowest jitter and noise floor
with external DACs will be achieved with aToslink
connection. (Vo123 Nos.9 & 11 WWW)
Entech Number Cruncher 205.2:
$449.95 US
A slicker, more versatile version of the 2032 with a
much beefier output stage that BD said offered a
"noticeably higher standard of performance ... for not
too much more money." Which, even its additional
inputs and user-interface features, it should. JA was
astonished by the "level of measured perfomunce
audiophiles can now buy for less dun $500, as typified by [the' Enrich Number Crunchers." (VoI21
No.12, Vo122 No2)
RME Digi96/8 Pro: $435
Computer soundcard with PCI-bus interface for
Macs and PCs offers one pair of unbalanced analog
outputs on 1
/"TRS jack, digital input and outputs
4
(S/PDIF coax and optical, AES/EBU, ADAT optical), and useful bundled software. Supports 32, 44.1,
48, 882, and %kHz, and up to 24-bit resolution. JA
made use of its digital inputs and outputs almost
exclusively. running the signal to external A/I) and
1)/A processors, but was surprised to find aTosLink
comiection smoother and less grainy in the highs
than his usual AES/EBU link. However, he found
the RME's analog output rather hashy-sounding and
fatiguing. Revised sample, typical of 2000 production, featured much Unproved D/A performance.
According to JA, "The new card's analog output certainly sounded much better than the original's —
cleaner, with less of aclangorous quality to recorded
piano," this perhaps due to the "big improvement"
in jitter specs. Add-on cards ($1954225) provide up
to 8channels of analog A/D and D/A conversion,
while aWord Clock Module ($130) syncs multiple
boards for multichannel work. (Vo123 No.11, Vo124
No.1 WWW)

Entedi Number Cruncher 203.2:
$299.95 $5$
Adding the budget-priced 2032 from Monster
Cable's Entech division to your system is like "going
from ablack-and-white television to living color," said
an enthusiastic 131), who called the DAC a"superb,
inexpensive upgrade for an older or inexpensive Cl)
player." Its most notable contribution, he reported,
was its "even handling of dynamics and instruments'
harmonic structures." Not only that, but it's "cute."
Borderline Class C. (Vo121 No.12)

Resolution Audio 1)-92 & 1)-98, Theta DS Pro
Gen.VI.
Deletions
Encore Ovation4 not auditioned in too long atime;
Rega lo, California Audio Labs Gamma and Sigma II,
no longer available.

CD & SACD
Transports
A+
Accuphase DP-100: $12,995
Built like a golden tank, this impressive transpffl
plays Cl), CD-R, and SACD single-layer, dual-layer,
and hybrid (SACD/CD) discs. S/1'1)IF output is for
CDs only, with SAO) signals appearing on the pro-

prietary RJ-45-based FIS-Link. Use of aSony mechanism means the same long disc-read times as the
SC D-1. This suave performer has become Mr. Ten's
reference transport, beating out even the pump-driven, air-bearing Forsell Air Reference. His usual setup
runs HS-Link to the Accuphase DC-101 processor
for SACD playback, and the S/PDIF output to the
dCS 972 or Purcell/Elgar Plus combo for the Vers'
Best of All Possible Worlds. (Vo124 No2)
Meridian Reference 800: $15, 245-$16, 145,
depending on options
As well as playing DVDs and CDs, it upsamplcs
its output to 88.2kHz (CD) or 96kHz (DVD).
See "SACI), DVD-A & CD Players." (Vol.23
No.2 WWW)
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A
Burmester Reference Line 969: $27,500
Why abelt drive? For ainure precise and quiet bearing. Bunuester says. "The rear paid has every sort of
digital output imaginable in aconsumer machine,"
KR effused. While the 969 was "beyond reproach,"
its singular advantage over other transports was in its
sync-locked clock mode with the 970 DAC. "I feel a
little queasy suggesting that adding a $27.5k [CDonly' transport to a$33k DAC is agood idea, but
that's the only way to get all of the best out of the
969." (Vo122 No.12)
Forsell Air Bearing Mk.11: $10,900 *
With this "upside-down" Swedish transport, the user
places the CI) On the nit:liable and lowers the lam.:
pickup assembly onto it. lime result, according to jis amie Class A sound, especially when using its co.,
ial data output. The lows were extended and tight, al,.
highs airy and open, the soundstage gigantic an.•
unlit
ded, and "palp factor" was the highest he lit
experienced in his system. (Vol.17 No.5; see also
Vol.18 No.Z p.93.)
Mark Levinson No.31.5: $9495 er
Upgrade to the original No31. "A 'reference' componut if ever Iheard one," insisted jA. "...a stspret I
,
example of astate-of-the-art, potentially future-pr,.
CD transport." The improvement offered over rl,.
No.3I transport was substantial, lie said. "With ils
'31.5 recovering the bits...I (heard] the best Ihave yet
to hear from the 16-bit digital standard." "however,"
he cautioned, "even the cheapest upgrade to '31.5 status, replacing as it does everything other dun the
chassis and half the power supply, is quite expensive at
a hair under $3000." (Vol.16 No.6; see also RH's
response to a reader's letter in Vol.16 No.9, p.25,
No31; Vol.19 No.10, No.31.5.)
Mark Levinson No.37: $3995 tr
TJN compared this transport to the firmly
ensconced Class A No31.5 and found the less
expensive Levinson "a little more open and airy,
with more apparent depth and alittle tighter bass..
.. It sounded better. To me." However, he pointed
out that others might prefer the more relaxed presentation of the '31.5. The important thing, as he
saw it, is "the price of state-of-the-CD-art is coming
down." (Vo120 No.1)
mbl 1621: $15,500
"I just couldn't keep my hands off it!" KR crowed.
"Operating the lid was strangely and deeply satisfying.— 1 kept on choosing the 1621 when I
wanted to play music rather than audition equipment." Although hard to single out on the basis of
sonic performance in comparison to other heavyhitter transports, it allowed "all the wonderful
characteristics" of the mbl 1511HR DAC to shine
through. "Draw your own conclusions," he counsels. (Vo122 No.12)
Muse Model Eight: $3500
A pmvisional recommendation only, because this
DVD/CD transpon has undergone amajor redesign
SilICC SD's enthusiastic review. See "Digital Processors." SD is working on aFollow-Up. Necessary
I3W3 cable for use with Two Ninety Six DAC costs
$200. (Vo122 No.4)
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Meridian 500: $2395
This British transport's I,ass was not as tight as that of
the Theta Data Basic, tumid RI-1, but its treble was
s
lllllllllllll MC adds that he finch it not as good as the
discontinued Meridian 200 when it COWS to pace.
But it formed a musically synergistic combination
with the excellent Meridian 563 processor. striking
just the right balance between immediacy and ease.
JA enjoys the relaxing balance it produced with the
dCS Elgar. (Vol.17 No.4)

C/D
Editor's Note: lucre arc currently no Class C or I)
(:I) transports listed.

Resolution Audio VT960, Theta David II.
Deletions
Theta Jade and Rep Jupiter discontinued; Rep
Planet replaced by new version not yet auditioned
as transport.

CD Accessories
AudioPrism CD Stoplight: $19.95
Gwen, water-based acrylic paint for co.aiiig the edges
of CDs. The green color, which PvW hiond absorbs
the laser's infrared wavelength, is presumably significant, but at present we have no idea why this tweak
should so improve the sound of CDs. That it does so,
however, seems to be beyond doubt to anyone with
ears to hear (though no ether single product has
raised greater guffaws from the mainstream press).
"This stuff works!" report JE. PvW, and JA, all of
whom feel that it increases soundstage definition,
improves the solidity of bass reproduction, and usefully lowers dw level of treble grain so typical of CD
sound. PvW and MC report that awater-based poster
pen, the Uniposca from Mitsubishi, has avery similar
effect. MC also notes that the Cl) should first be
destaticized and its edges degreased before the green
paint is applied. (Vo1.14 No.11, Vol.19 No.10; see also
DO's and TJN's WCES reports in Vol.13 No.3, Srs
and RH's articles on Cl) tweaks in Vol.13 No.5, and
"As We See It," Vol.18 No.7.)
Aune Illuminator $39.95
According to LI), "les, two CI) tweaks in one, with a
black felt pen that you apply to the edges and agooey
fluid that that you spread on the playing surface and
buff off with the supplied cloth. The fluid is claimed
to improve the optical properties of the surface.
Maybe so, Oven that treated CDs have greater focus
and clarity (sonically, that is)." (NR)
Compact Dynamics CD Clean!:
$9.95 cleans 250 CDs ATlic essential accessory for those who frequent usedCD buts. (V01.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics CD Magic:
$14.95 treats 200 CDs A
Rescues badly scratched CDs. "For damaged CDs,
this stuff really is magicr enthuses JE. )iscwasher and
RadioShack market similar products. (Vol.17 No.11)
Compact Dynamics Optrix:
$16.95/2-oz-bottle treats 100 CDs
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Cl )-DVI) disc cleaner and antistatic spray that does
agreat job of eliminating fine dust and dirt, says
SI), while preventing the return of dust with its
long lasting antistatic properties. EMI makes most
new CDs sound subtly better, perhaps by removing
molding compound left over from disc manufacture. (NR)
Discwasher CD Laser Lens Cleaner:
$17.95 e.
PvW found this CI) fitted with two tiny brushes in a
spiral to be effective at improving the sound of his 18month-old Marantz CD-80. (Vol.14 No.11)
Furutech RD-1 CD "demagnetizer": $349
-In every case," declared RI), "after the deanametization treatment the CI) sounded fresher, with cleaner
highs and abetter sense of space." (Vo123 NoA)
Nordost Eco 3antistatic spray:
$39.99/8-oz bottle e
*Spray it on, wipe it off: ashot of this on CDs, electronic equipment, and cables will clean up asurprising amount of sonic smog," claims BW. BI) and IIM
concur. WP adds, "Frustratingly audible when
applied to the label side of CDs." Ile hates when that
happens. (NR)
QR Design Statmat: $39.95 .:.
This piece of thin plastic purports to be "an electrostatic control system" designed to disperse "the lowvoltage hot spots that would otherwise build up during play." Whatever. According to ST, it "improved
the sound of every Cl) Iplayed in every player Ihad,
sometimes quite dramatically." (Vo120 No.12)
Deletions
Theta Optigue not auditioned in avery long time.

Music
Surround-Sound
Components
A
Bryston 9B-THX: $3695
Five channels, 120Wpc into 8 ohms, see "Power
Amplifiers." (Vo123 No.9)
Meridian Reference 861 surround controller:
$11,615-$19,080, depending on options
Multimedia controller with video, I
)SP-based decoding for matrixed and discrete
Itichannel audio
sources. See "Preamplifiers." (Vo123 No2 WWW)

Denon AVR-4800 THX Ultra: $1999
Five-channel 125W digital surround receiver with
7.1-channel analog inputs and outputs too numerous
to mention. Decodes TIIX 5.1 and Surround EX 6.1,
DTS-ES, Dolby Digital, and Pro Logic, plus many
DSP modes. "Direct" inputs bypass the internal A/D
converters. "A powerhouse!" hollered JA from his test
bench. LG reported that setup was confusingly complex -"arduous for abeginner," he elaborates -but
the Dentin delivered "a clean, punchy signal across
the frequency spectrum, while remaining dyiumic at
nxxlerate and high volumes. "More than any other
piece of audio equipment, it has convinced nie of the
addictive impact surround sound can offer," summed
up Doctor Larry, who still decided he'd use the '48(X)
with good DVDs and listen to two-channel music on
his Levinson/Revel system. But "compared to AIN/
receivers priced at twice its price, it's asolid value."
(Vo123 No.12)
Lexicon MC-I: $5995
Remote-controlled digital audio/video controller
that'll do Dolby AC-3, THX, DTS, surround-sound
synthesis, and 24-bit A/D and 1)/A conversion. The
MC-1 digitizes the two-channel analog inputs, there
are no
Itichannel analog pass-through inputs for
multichannel DVD-A or SACD, and video fans will
find no video switching for component video inputs.

But how did it sound? LG: "It delivered a clean,
punchy audio signal ... dut remained dynamic at both
moderate and high vol
-s... I'm convinced -surround sound is here to stay "The MC-1 brought out
the very best from DVD-Audio anti DTS 5.1 surround musical sources, he felt. PM, however, found
dw MC-1 to sound too "digital," which may correlate
with the high level ofjitter JA found on the tesdsench.
Use TosLink rather than electrical connections, he
advised; and shut off the front-panel display, which
apparently sprays RF Iaround the chassis and worsens
the measurements significantly! (Vo124 No3)

Msrvail processi

Preamplifiers
Editor's Note: Apart limn the Blue Circle,
Conrad-Johnson, lierron, Hovland, Nagra, and CAT,
all the Class A preamplifiers offer balanced outputs.
And unless noted, the preamplifiers listed do not has ,
phono stages. Note that the Meridian 518 and
Systems nip-1 only accept digital sources.

A
Adcom GFP-750: $1400 $$$
"The preamp for the audiophile who hates preamps,"
proclaimed WP impressed by the Nelson
Pass-designed GFP's "unembellishing" openness.
"When aproduct is designed honestly, constructed
with integrity, and performs superbly, you've just got
to give it proper recognition." Such conclusions were
matched by the measurements, which JA said indicated "good engineering." "An honest gent -solidly
built, cleverly designed, and offering sound that colis pares to the best preamplifiers Iever heard. What\
not to like?" sums up WP. (Vo122 No.3 WWW)
Ayre K-3: $3250 US
The K-3 solid-state preamp with optional phono
board, MF said, "is avery close cousin to the K-1...
[It] was dead quiet..." But what really got the analog
kid's juices flowing was the phono section: "The K-3's
vinyl playback performance was among the finest I've
ever heard ...bass perfomance was as good as I've
heard
But what was more important than any one
facet of the K-3's phono performance was the overall
picture, which held together seamlessly and effortlessly from top to bottom." Remote control adds
$250: plumy, stage adds $1000. (VoI21 No.7)
Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE:
$7000
A true statement product, the dual-mono VK-50SE is
built around the new-in-the-West high-performance
Russian 61130 SuperIbbe. Add extra Super-Pak
power-supply capacitance, stir in aSix-Pak of custom
oil-filled capacitors, plus acomprehensive and well
thought-out user interface, and voilà. J-10 described it
as "a charger" that got the cuen'thmst and timing just
right. Ile found it linear, involving. and engaging,
with ahuge sounduage and a"powedial, transient-rich
bott
ltd." lute upper midrange and treble were lit
up with "just the right number of I
lllll ens
If you
understand that wild desire for more and better, and if
you can afford it -- make sure to check out the VK50SE
You may find it the most revealing audio
experience of your life." Extended break-in required
before it sounded anywhere near its considerable best,
he wanted. LG comments -Both times I've heard this
unit, it sounded spectacular" Upgrade from standard
VK-50, $2500. VK-R3 remote control adds 5500. The
$1950 SE upgrade of BATs venerable VK-5i includes
much of the leading-edge technology found in the
VK-50SEJ-10 found. More transparent, with adeeper soundstage and tidier, more textured highs, he
thought, summing up: "Highly recommended for 5i
owners of every musical stripe." Upgrade cost is
$2350 for early-production VK-51s. (Vo122 No.12,
'50SE; Vo123 No.7, 'SSE)
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Wadia 270: $7950
Ile 270 is physically identical to Wadia's 850 and
860x Cl) players, but has an updated CI) transport
mechanism, adigital output, and aMode button on
the remote that steps the pair through three states of
"resolution enhancement." "lite sheer vividness of
the 270's Wadia's presentation driving the Wadia
coupled with laid-back high frequencies that resembled nothing so mull as the real thing, nude this the
best Ihave ever heard from any digital audio technology," JA concluded. (Vo122 NO.4 WWW)
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Blue Circle BC3 Galatea: $4650
This class-A tntxle dual-nsono design has point-topoint wiring, five line-level inputs, and atape loop —
all in achassis that impressed CS with its understated
depute and red-cherry hardwood knobs. Each duntiers volume control is a31-step nue-mono resistor
ladder. CS: "finn, laid-back musicality
sweet and
silky... yet quick and slanuningr The midrange was
"warm and glowing," yet never shortchanged resolution, rhythm, or pacing. Excellent soundstage depth
and layering. The Effulgent One also f dit airy and
extended —"i llll nersive," as he put it. "Supremely
musical and non-fatiguing" about sums it up. les a
keeper. Inverts absolute phase. Price includes BCG3.1
power supply. (Vo123 No.8)
Classé Omega: $11,000
This line-level preamp is dual-mono, fully balanced,
fully symmetrical, and fully remote-controlled.
"While it does have an identifiable character, lit]
doesn't have much of avoice of its own," said JS.
"glut's exactly as it should be. Open, fast, transparent,
and extended, it always controlled the associated amp
with alinear, full-range signal." TJN declared that the
measured performance indicated "impeccable operation." A synergistic partner for the Canadian c pany's Omega power amp. (Vol22 No.7 WWW)
Conrad-Johnson ART: $15,995
This limited-edition, dual-chassis, remote-controlled
tubed line stage uses five dual triodes per side, these
running in parallel to construct a single hightransconductance triode that can be run without a
buffer stage or negative feedback. The downside is
that things like channel balance are controlled by the
performance of the individual tubes used —our sample had adifference between chaimels of some 0.3dB.
This in no way bothered WI', who called the ARTs
sound "A whole new ball game.... involving, rich in
timbre and nuance, and staggeringly clean...It is
without compromise." (VoI21 No.5 VVWW)
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Ultimate: $5950 er
JE found the Mk.I version of the tubed CAT both
harmonically accurate and able to endow music with
"glorious midrange splendor." J-10 called it vividly
balanced and "ruthlessly revealing." Phono stage is
quiet enough to work with die AudioQuest 700Onsx.
Mk1 I
Iupgrade changes tube complement, making it
"definitely quieter," said RD. "More lively, yet better
behaved than in its previous incarnation. The
Ultimate is the Mk.III with more capacitors, more
components, and anew circuit board. RI) said the
Ultimate "sounds more relaxed, more liquid, and
draws sue more into the lllll sic. There is also ais
improvement in dynamics, the music seeming to
'breathe' with greater freedom." (Vol.9 No.7, SL-1;
Vol.15 No.12, MAP Nosi, 9, 8t 11, Vol.18 No.12,
Signature; Vol» No.12, Signature Mk.II; VoI21
No3, Mk.I11; Vo122 No.8, Ultimate)
Herron Audio VTSP-1: $3995
Line-level preamplifier using four 6922s, systemmatched to VTPII-IMC phono preamp. Trick
"downshifting" attenuator offers wide range of volume settings with shunt-circuit balance control, six
inputs, and amono switch. MF found it "sweet yet
detailed right out of the box, with no trace of glare,
edge, or grain." He shivered with pleasure at the
"silky-smooth controls," noting that the switches liad
a"solid, reassuring feel," and f dthe VTSP-1 dead
quiet even when cranked up, its tonal balance
"impressively neutral" frons the lower midrange up,
"particularly on top, where it sounded liquid and
effortlessly open and natural, yet extended." Impressive bass and dynamics, although ahit softened,
and perhaps atad more liquid and less sparkly on top
in comparison to his reference Ayrc K-1. The muds
were "harmonically rich and full-bodied... not artificially 'bloomy' or overly lush." He summed it up as
"an organized" preamp, focused and three-dimensional...serious and well thought-out." BJR praises
it for encompassing a "seductive holographic
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midrange arid grain-free, pure. and extended high
frequencies — more so than any preamp I've heard."
I
bolds its own against the cost-no-object contenders,
he says. (Vo123 No3 WWW)
Hovland HP-100: $6495
Vac
-tube full-function preamp with built-in
phono stage and MC step-up transformer. No remote
but fahul
looks and amonocoque chassis (0 that
"exudes tasteful luxury and authoritative simplicity,"
gurgled MF, who bought the review simple. 'Three
separate compamnents contrit the three-nibe phonts
section, the three-tube line stage, and the solid-state
power supply. "Tube sound? Not here —unless by
'tube' you mean luxurious liquidity, sensuous liquidity, wrap-around-your-eardrums liquidity, all accomplished se
gly without politeness, slunislwiess, or
high-frequency rollofi" Plus "Seemingly 1
.
less
high-frequency extension, supple and airy delicacy,
and previously unheard-of tr
tit resolution." Only
downside: ahit of buns MF couldn't get rid of. Price
with MM phono stage $5995; linestage only, S4495.
(Vo123 No.11 WWW)
Jadis RC JP80 MC Mk.II: $20,190
"A gorgeous, gleaming hunk of retro-looking
machinery," gushed MF in reference to Jadis's first
remote-controlled preamplifier, probably du. most
expensive full-featured preamp available. "Two
hunks, actually..." While it may not be the "last
word in transient speed, the delineation of air and
space, or the reproduction of amplified bass dynamics," he cautioned, pointing out that it works better
on classical music than on rock, "it delivers the sound
of live unamplified music convincingly —better than
any other preamplifier" he had heard. "If you can
afford it and listen mostly to classical music, the Jadis
will make you happy." (VoI21 No.12)
Mark Levinson No.32 Reference: $14,950
J-I0 101 ,ed thus hue-level preamp with optional phono
modules, the first one to carry ML's "Reference"
moniker. Future-forward desip stuffs the power supply, control circuitry, and display into one clussis, with
the ultra-sensitive audits circuits in aseparate, "clean"
box. AC power regeneration feeds the voltage pin
stages, microprocessor controls offer lots of flexibility,
and anew high-tech attimuator and awonderfully
ergonomic user interface snake life easy. You can
dunge cartridge loading on the fly! "The totality of
music as presented ... was astonishing...engaging,
rich, rife, extended, airy, smooth, and oh so palpable."
Ile was also "floored by... the enonnons amount of
unforced infiwination passing through its circuits
The enon llllll slevel of utterly natural detail was evident throughout the audible frequency range." Ile
went on (he does gis on): "the sound was not analytic, you understand, or dry, just them" It "delivers oil
dut promise of More and Iktter like nothing I've
lward to date.... Bravo." LG breathlessly adds, 'lise
sonics with a Levinson reference syston on the
)ynaudio Evidence was tops." JA was sorry when lie
had to bid adieu to the review sample. Optional
phono modules add $2500. (Vo123 No.1 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.380S: $6495 su
While the circuit, pcb material, and remote-controlled. MDAC-based, 0.1dB-step, balanced volume
control are the sanie as those in the earlier No.38S (as
is the price), the substitution of 106 passive components left JA searching for words. glow do you
describe something dues superficially identical to
your reference, but better
be
.There
There was amusical
rightness to the sound of the '380S that Iconsistently preferred. Stereo images seemed better defined,
and individual sonic objects within those images had
more of arounded, fleshed-out character." But even
he had to admit that compared with the groundbreaking No.32, the '3805 "sounded less infomutive,
more 'gray' —as if a fuie screen was washing out
some of the sound picture's inherent contrast; as if
the system's color-saturation control had beets
backed off anotch.... )on't get me wrong," (heaven
forbid!) "the '380S still does almost everything Ineed
from aline-stage control preamplifier" —sui:h as, he

noted, its signature expansive, enveloping soundstap•
"Yep, the No32 is aspoiler," admits J-10.
No.11, Vo123 No.1 WWW)
Meridian 518: $1950 *
)igital "pri..amp" provides control of gain and source
switching. See "Digital Processors." (Vol.19 Nos.1 & 7.
Vo123 No.11)
Meridian Reference 861 surround
controller: $11,615-$19,080,
depending on options
Multimedia controller with video, DSP-based decoding for merited and discrete multichannel audio
sources. Functions as analog preamplifier/controller,
digital and video controller, and A/D-D/A converter.
Built-in, reprogrammable decoding of multichannel
sources (Dolby Pro Logic, Dolby Digital, InS,
Ambisonic, etc.), phis THX and Trifield output from
two-clunnel sources. All inputs digitally processed.
Of Trifield's synthesized front-three-channels output,
KR observed, "I came to regard due loss of air and the
narrower SoUndstage àh aixepialde concomitants of
the richer, tighter, better-defined central images.
'Audiophile air' began to seem an artifact rather than
an enhancement." DTS and Dolby Digital 5.1 music
recordings "injected" ambiences whose acoustics
superseded his room's. Multichannel is immersive,
but unit KR would rather not sit in the middle of a
string quartet or orchestra. For two-channel, "equal to
the
best ... beyond
significant
reproach."
Multichannel, he declared, is the future, and Meridian
is ready now! Complicated if logical setup and option
procedures entered via PC; heavy dealer involvement
is key to getting die best from this ultimate component (Vo123 No2 WWW)
Nagra PL-P: $9500 Or
Full-function, battery-powered tube preamplifier
with transformer-coupled MC phono stage and headphone output. "It so scrupulously avoided imposing
anything of its own on the sound that, ins effect, that
absence of asigiuture became asignature itself," said
J-10. "A rather forward-placed soundstage ... enhanced the sense that Iwas hearing what the mikes
heard.... The Nageas strength was the way it tracked
the signal, bringing out all manner of
detail."
Also, "it was rather cool and analytic, yet that very
clarity allowed all manner of tonal color to develop.
Him«, yes, but not too lllll — nothing artificial, no
preservatives." (Vo121 No.1, Vo122 No.4 WWW)
Simaudio Moon P-5: $3995
"Should be considered among the finest line preamps
available today," KR said resolutely. It "worked well
with every source and system" and had "transparency, very low noise, and flexibility of control." Class A
if combined with the appropriate components/systems, those that are alittle bit assertive, he warm.
Comes with an "imposing" remote-control wand.
(Vo122 No) WWW)
Sonic Frontiers Line 2: $3299 •O
"If one can find fault... it is only because of what
it does not do," said KR of this vacuum-tubed line
stage. "It will not impose emphasis or richness or
false dynamics, and if you expect to be impressed
with it at abrief audition, you may be disappointed.... It's one of the most neistral-sounding components I've ever used." BD concurs, but muses
that "It's odd that it doesn't evoke astronger emotional response. Is it because it's so neutral... or is
it that it somehow does everything we notice very
well, hut is missing something we don't necessarily notice?" (Vo120 No.12)
Sonic Frontiers Line 3: $4999
After he'd reviewed it, KR's Line 2was unexpectedly replaced with aredesign antl upgrade: the Line 3.
"I wasn't asking for more, and, at the time, didn't
think Iwanted more!" he says, but the Line 3"is much
more complex and elaborate, with component selections that go beyond compulsiveness." Cathode-follower design with two dual triodes per signal phase
per channel, for atotal of eight 6922s in the output
stage, for lower output impedance. BD wondered in
the last "Recommended Components" (April 2000)
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filie Line 3was so neutral it might be missing something. KR volleyed, "Like the Line 2, the Line 3 is
not an exciting preamplifier, it's merely exact." He
found that it had great authority, firming up the 2's
mid and extreme bass and removing "residual traces
of grain throughout the spectrum." KR's reference
tool of choice for assessing other components. Ile
bought it. (Vo123 No.7)
Z-Systems nip-1 reference: $5000
"The tone control tor the digital age," KR insists. "A
fully transparent digital preamp, the rdp-1 is also a
flexible and friendly parametric equalizer. The best
way to correct tonal imbalance in speakers and source
material." Only accepts digital inputs. Current production will handle 96k sources. "Editor's Choice" for
1998. (VoI21 Nos.7 & 12 WVVW)

Blue Circle BC2I: $1500
Tubed line preamp uses two 6SN7 tubes and
matched well with companion liC22 amp, said KR,
but also complemented the Sonic Frontiers Power-3
and McCormack 1)NA-1 to create "a big, macho
sound." Great power and depth in the sub-100Hz
range: tight, clean, extended. Throughout the rest of
the frequency range it liad "dynamics, clarity, and
soundstaging far beyond my expectations ...an excellent and satisfying perfumer." As good as KR's heard
from asub-52000 line stage, but remember the rich
bass when matching it to apower amp. Its technical
performance impressed JA. (Vo124 No2)
Musical Fidelity A3CR: $1495
Unusually, all of the gain is applied before the volume
control. Dual-mono power supplies and choke regulation offer asolid basis for the output stage, explained
ST. "All the advantages of an active line stage without
any significant loss of infomution." Close to the state
of the art for not much money, he thought, but the
phono stage is less than perfect. Nonetheless, "As with
the matching power amp, its sound quality and value
for money are off the scale." Handsome looks match
those of A3ck power amp. (Vo123 No.10)
Rogue Audio 66LSR: $1295 $$$
Tube line stage with two I2AU7 tubes in ceramic
sockets, separate power supply, and audiophile-quality parts. Two versions available for the saine price:
choose atubed phono section or remote-control operation. CS claimed that you can have your cake and cat
it, too. A real sense of ease and musicality, he said; not
"slobbering Mode my-ti, but tautly focused hi-fi."
Extraordinary layering and sountistage depth. Proved
"a supple, compliant silent partner for every amp I
liad on hand." If you're in the market for a"good,
modern, cost-effective tube preamplifier, the Rogue is
asuperb team player." (Vo123 No.10 WWW)
YI3A 2: $2750
With its MC transformer module (5650), this ultraquiet French preamp gave the best sound from vinyl
JA had experienced in his system since he retired his
Audio Research SP-10. The line-stage is merely
good. While it has great clarity, a liquid-sounding
midrange, and excellent low-frequency weight and
definition, it sounds abit lean overall and has less
image depth than, for example, the Classe Six. Both
line and phono stages invert polarity, meaning that
what will be an optimum setup for LP playback will
require an additional polarity inversion for CDs.
(Vol.17 No.Z Vo123 No.10)

e

Anthem PRE IL: $999
A versatile tubed line stage. LB said, "If the word
'tubes' nukes you think 'soft.' euphonic; or 'rolledoff,' the PRE IL won't fit your preconceptions....
Tonally, there just isn't much to say about PI, which
is about the best thing you can say about most components. ...The PRE 1L:s lack of noise was particularly impressive.... Better sound than you have any
right to expect at this price point —maybe even dou-
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ble." (VoI21 No.2)
Creek Audio OBH-12: $325 $$$
ST said this remote-controlled passive preamplifier
"isn't really apreamp at ill. but aswitching box with
volume control." Fair enough. He was impressed by
its transparency —"it., in nor robbing the system of
resolution.., while providing the convenience of
remote control." WP concurs: "l-lard to believe anything this tiny could sound so good." "It's transparent
enough to reveal the characteristics of upstream and
downstream devices and cables," said BW. "The price
tag seems abit high, huit the minimalist OBH-12 is
all the preamp many music lovers will ever need."
Long cable tons between the Creek and the amplifier are not advised, but, as liW observed, "one of the
benefits of remote control is that you can keep your
cables short." (VoI21 Nos.1 & 4)
Quicksilver Line Stage: $1095
"Like its power amplifiers, Quicksilver's Line Stage
preamplifier embodies the company's philosophy
of simplicity: only one 12AX7 tube per channel,"
said ST. The parts quality is high, he noted, but no
remote. Inverts phase, which must be accounted
for elsewhere in the system. Considering the price,
an excellent little preamp, he thought, if not as
quiet as he might have liked and not the last word
in transparency, "but it did sound very neutral,
avoiding the excessive warmth of some tube preamps and the hardness of many inexpensive solidstate units.... The choke-regulated power supply
undoubtedly helped." ST summed up: "I don't
know of abetter line-stage preamp for around a
kilobuck," even if it wasn't "the last word in transparency." (Vo124 No.3)

D

Editor's Note: There are currently no Class I) preamplifiers listed.

BAT VK-40i, Ayre K- I
x.
Deletions
Audio Research Reference Two replaced by new version not yet auditioned; Sonic Frontiers Line 1, YBA
Signature 6 Chassis, Jeff Rowland Design Group
Synergy Series II, not auditioned in too long atime;
Sonographe SC26, NAD 118 no longer available.

Power Amplifiers
Editor's Note: Because of the disparity between
typical tube and solid-state "sounds" we have split
Class A for separate power amplifiers into two subclasses. Nevertheless, even within each stilicla.ss, Class
A amplifiers differ sufficiently in character that each
will shine in an appropriate system. Careful auditioning with your own loudspeakers is therefore essential.
Except where stated, output powers are not the specified powers but rather those we measured into an 8
ohm resistive load. All amplifiers are stereo models,
except where designated.

A (Solid-State)
Accuphase M-2000 monoblock:
$33,000/pair
Powerhouse, all-class-Ali monoblocks good for
250W into 8ohms, 500W into 4, and 1000W into
2. Run them bridged for four times the power. J-10
thought they'd best serve alistener with "an appreciation of nuance, elegance, and style —inost emphatically not aheadbanger." Natural, unforced detail in
the mids; and above, the "crown jewels": the sweet
upper mids and treble. His bottons line? Expensive,
sleek, seductive, capable, civilized —"refinement
personified" — the M-2000s coalesced many finely
crafted smaller events into a larger whole. BD
demurs. (Vo123 No2)

Bel Canto Design EVo 200.2: $2395
Solid-state 120Wpc amp with switching "class-T"
output stage. "Class T," said KR, "is 'claimed' t
,
'dither' the switching firquenc-y, adjust the 'dead time .
to suit the output devices, and modulate the switching frequency with the signal." Well-finished, said
KR, and "unimpressive in the best possible way: It did
not call attention to itself, and did not color the harmonics or dynamics of the music." Unequivocal Kal:
"It's one of the best on the market. Its bass performance is state-of-the-art. Its high resolution and lack
of grain are exceptional. Its mild reserve in the
midrange will exactly complement many speakers
and systems, and should not be terribly significant
with the neutral ones." (Vo124 No.3)
Boulder 1060: $18,500
"Can an 518,000 power amplifier be a bargain
mused ST. "Can an 518,000 wristwatch?" He then
paraphrased George Orwell's All i
lllll Farm: "All
amps are neutral, hut the Boulder 1060 is more
neutral than others." "Detailed, dynamic, controlled, with aharmonic presentation that rivaled
tubes at their best." said SI' about the 300Wpc
1060, but also "breathtakingly fast, bracingly clean,
and harmonically pure. ... You ran have it all: awesome power, headroom, dynamic drive, control,
detail, sweetness, sensuality." "I have not heard
solid-state get better than this — effortless power
combined with superb transparency ... Class A for
sure." he sums up. (Vo123 No.11)
Boulder 2050 monoblock: $59,000/pair
Mammoth 1000Wpc solid-state monoblocks that J10 declared "about as perfect as they come." TJN said
they measured adream, too— although each channel
should be given its own 220V circuit. J-10 said they
"sounded huge, powerful, and commanding. Their
sheer grip and control throughout the frequency
range was astounding.... Retrieval of detail was extraordinary. The soundstagc itself was wide, deep, and
layered." WP concurs, butt has to .icld that they also
sounded light and airy despite all that brawn. And LA
proved that some speakers (his Thiel (.55s, for
instance) really can stick that
hpower out of an
amp — he actually managed to drive 'em into thermal
overload. (VoI21 No.9)
Bryston 7B-ST monoblodc:
$5000/pair $$$
This 500W monoblock captivated LG with its speed,
drive, slam, and superb control of the mid- and upper
bass. "Open. exciting, transparent, dynamic, effortless," he inventoried, calling the 713-ST "an amplifier
that can handle any loudspeaker load, play widedynarnic-range 11111SiC effintlessly, and excel in imaging and soundstaging." A must-audition for "anyone
who needs anew amplifier for driving high-impedance electrostatic loudspeakers, or dynaniic speakers
that seem somewhat bass-shy." When KR compared
it to the Moon W-5, he found the big Bryston made
large dynamic contrasts "more seamless." 20-year
warranty! (Vol.19 No.10, Vo122 No.3)
Bryston 9B-THX: $3695
The 911-THX boasts five channels, 120Wpc into 8
ohms, and is built like pro gear; ir, like atank. Handsoldered double-sided glass-epoxy boards and elaborate grounding scheme front special-grade steel
toroidal transformers. According to JA, "the excellent
set of measurements indicates solid, reliable engineering." LG was impressed by this anip's speed,
power, extension, its tightness and definition in the
bass, and its "excellent" midrange. Fully the equal of
more costly amps with wide dynamic contrasts and
"involving" vocals, and sonically similar to previous
Bryston ST amps. THX capability, a20-year (fl warranty, and areasonable price make this beefy, reliable
amp an attractive package — aperfect choice, suggests LG, for home-theater and multichannel music
systems. (Vo123 No.9)
Classé CAM 350 monoblodc: $7000/pair
Handsome solid-state monoblock putting out aIwtty
350W. III) described it as a"sincxeli, highly sophist-
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amplifier's "huge. uncompromiscd peak loudness"
and -incomparable power delivery," as well as by its
transparency, state-of-die-art depth, and midrange
-tubelike tonality. - MC confidently declares the FPLI
600 first among all Class A amplifiers: "Since that rating means 'the best we know,' Ifeel, in the light of this
design achievement, the rest will have to be
reclassed." WP concurred: "This amp just could mealibrate the scale." Current production adds Krell
CAST (Current Audio Signal Transfer) as an additional input option. (Vo120 Nos.4 & 12, VoI21 No.1)
Lamm Industries M1.1 monoblock:
S15,990/pair
f
lhievscj et soul. ¡Mk: ClIt1111WdiS of these hybrid
140W monoblock power amps; "the magic that
makes it all worthwhile." Ile also admired "the emirloos extremely airy, and transparent soundstage they
threw.... The bass was nothing short of phenomena/...
deep, taut. terrifically impact-fill redolent with tonality
mid individualism. -For the %Oulu of Lamm, you can't
beat Picini. - said ST. They had "excellent resolution, a
natural presentation, and lots of dynamic drive.
Powerful bass too. These amps can reproduce very
minute details, and place them precisely within a
broad, deep soundstage. - CS: "The 1.1 puts the -end
back in single. It's one of the most musical amps I've
ever heard; single-ended-triode purity, but with realworld drive." (Vol.18 No.4, Vo122 No.7)
Linn Klimax 500 Solo: $19,000/pair
Ho fell deep and hard fix these neetipetite switchmode power-supply monoblocks. The-re rated at
290W into 8ohms and ahefty 500Wpc into 4. What
does a Klimax mean to J-10? -Ease, power, transparency, speed, fix-us, air, tonal color, liquidity, control,
and awesome. awesome bass." Explosive dynamics
and slam, plus a"yi lllll ny" midrange and highs that
were -revealing. open, fast, illuminated, sweet arid
extended - make us wonder yet again — how does lie
really feel? One of Sfinvphi/e's 1999 Amplification
Products of the Year. (Vo122 No.10 WV/5W)
Mark Levinson No.334: $5900
Its "superb souks" and -ability to deliver the tremendous bass control and depth previously heard only in
much-higher-powered monoblocks" led LG to adopt
the 125V/pc baby of Levinson's No.33 series as his
reference. For larger moms. Iii warns, the power provided by the 250Wpc No335 or 350Wpc 336 might
be necessary —or "get another 334 and run them in
vertical biamplification configuration." Definitely
read the manual before trying to install this heavy,
sharp-finned creature. Of the more powerful No.335
($7900), MF found that, compared to the Ayre V-1,
the No335 -excelled at controlling the presentation,
focusing the picture, and achieving asense of seamless
sonic stability, though in a somewhat cool and
reserved way" He summed up that the Levinson was
an amp that -went for the head" tidier than the heart.
(Vo122 No.9 WWW)
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock:
$19,950/pair
"If Igo on at length alxnit how great the 1150 WI '33H
'sounds,' I'm forced to admit it has asound," kvetched
WP. "Soundstaging ... was phenomenal — deep.
detailed, holographic. Tonal balance was natural, and
possessed purity and clarity galore. Low-level detail
never leapt out at me, bin existed naturally within the
musical gestalt... Paradoxically the No33H exists on
aplane where the news isn't about more, it's about
less. It had 110 grain. no grit, no electronic character
that Icould detect. It had no 'warmth:... miii MOSFET blur, no transistor etch, no whey euphony.... It
was practically nonexistent —except that it did what
it did better than anything else I've ever heard." JA's
reference (he bought apair). (VoI21 No.1 WWW)
McIntosh MC120I: $15,000/pair
Huge solid-state monoblock using Mac's patented output transfix-tilers is rated at astartling 1200W. Very
much the Harley-Davidson of power amps, thought
HO, transfixed by their huge, blue, backlit meters,
which look pretty dramatic in adarkened room. -147
gut-husting pounds of stainless-steel chassis and beau-

tifully finished, black-shnnided transformers and
heatsinks," lie whistled in admiration. "They made a
BIC; so llllll in our loft._ I'm talking gobs of bass,
effortless power and dynamics... and ahuge, floary,
billowing soundstage." hie highs did sound "slightly
tipped up at the top," but "No overhang in the highs
at all, aclean and detailed midrange tilting toward the
lush side, and a&finite!) ,big, lush bottom end with
heavy-hitting gnaw, power. and sweep." he summed
up. JA was agog at the litiniongous gobs of low-distortion power it can deliver." (Vo124 No.3)
Musical Fidelity A3CR :$1495 $5$
"Astonishing transparency is what makes this the only
$1500 amp to get aClass A rating," woofs ST. Chokeregulated power supplies clean up the power—with
great results: "Pristine —smooth, sweet. exquisitely
detailed, and most important of all, harmonically
right." There's no bass at first, he warned, so let it
warm up, though it remains alittle lean when compared with afew solid-state bruisers ST's been cruisiuu .
of late. Nevertheless, "astonishingly fast" and sounds
like a much more expensive amp to discerning
Monsieur Tellig, who urged biamping apair if possible. -A stunning achievement!" (Vo123 No.I0)
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300: $5495
The heart of this hybrid, two-chassis, stereo amp
(300Wpc into 8 ohms) is the Nuvistor, aka the
6CW4 "tiny" triode. MF found it had "the most natural portrayal of high-frequency transients of any
solid-state amp I've heard," striking "a fantastic balance between speed, power, and quiet on one hand.
and richness and liquidity on the other." Nimble, natural, and well controlled, it had "superb overall focus
and clarity" and "outstanding" dynamic presentation." A touch lean in the ands, he noted, "and perhaps slightly too crystalline 011 top to ever be mistaken for nibe sound." But free of grain, "liquid, effortless," with bass that was "taut and deep." MF bought
apair to use as his reference: "a real sleeper." Li lll ited
numbers still available in the US through Audio
Advisor. (Vo122 No.12 WWW)
Pass Labs X1000 monoblock: $24,000/pair
According to J-10, if you're a"power user with ataste
for the revealing," you should try these "supersymmetrical superamps." He discovered that they delivered "shattering levels of dynamics" while maintaining -alightness. afleetness of initial transient and follow-on harmonic bloom that belied the X1000's huge
existence and its powerful sound." He recommended
working with adealer to come up with the perfect
front-end, since die X1000 can be "intolerant of bad
recordings or problems anywhere in the system. "Fast, powerful, and inscrutable." unuttered CS after
hearing these 1000Wpc amplifiers with J-10's JMIab
Utopias. Stereo/Ai/A Joint Amplification Product ot
1999. (Vo122 No.6)
Simaudio Moon W-5: $4995 SU
-Steadfast bass control and tighmess," KR declared.
"For speakers that benefit from such control —
most domestic speakers that behave in anonlineu
fashion at very low frequencies —the Moon W-5 is
the perfect mate." If you have Apogees or Maggie,.
this is the amplifier. With conventional dynami,
speakers, it, laid-back demeanor is aconsideration.
Although the une.
uI output power was 190Wpc.
the Moon's power capability seemed enormous
(Vo122 No3 WWW)
YBA 2HC: $3750 $U e
Well-engineered. slim-line 110Wpc dual-mono
amplifier from France features short signal paths, high
parts quality, and "a superbly transparent view into the
soundstage," found JA. Lows sound a little soft in
absolute terns, but well defined, combined with an
excellent sense of pace. Overall amusically natural
presentation — ultra .lrek" according to JA. (Vol.17
No.1, V0123 N0.10)
YBA Passion 1000 tnonoblock: $16,000/pair
Cite:. Scull, the "powerful, suave" 300W Passion
1000s presented the most "clean, controlled, fully
developed, yet utterly transparent bass" ever, particularly "in the grip of YBA's own Signature 6Chassis
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cared design incorporating the very latest in circuit
and device developments._ The execution is enough
to take an audiophile/engineer's breath away."
Resolution of detail was also "staggeringly good, as
was their retrieval of ambience cues." Fast, clean, precise. transparent. open, effortless, dynamic, and harmonically rich --all tripped off BD's tongue as he
described their sound. -A superb amplifier —pretty
much everything Iwanted when Iwished for my
ideal really good, big solid-state amp,' "he concluded. (Vo124 No.1 WWW)
Classé Omega: $17,000
If you can carry the price—and the amp (it's 250 lbs,
with heatsinks) — you've got yourself two separate
amplifiers ilia single chassis that can mn class-A up to
110Wpc and class-AB up to frighteningly high power
levels: 506Wpc into 8ohms, 3425Wpc into 1ohm! It's
also capable of delivering a"Mlbiad depth," as J-I0 put
ir, "one born of beautifully developed fimdamentals
coupled with frill, rich harmonics, -JA said that, when
bridged and driving the JMIab Utopias, the Omega's
"bass quality was among the best I've ever heard." J-10
thought that tln,ugh the bridged amps "sounded awesome," the Omega was "sweeter, and closer to its nue
nature" when inc‘%1 singly (Vo122 No3 WWW)
Electrocompaniet Nemo monoblock:
$14,995/pair
Flagship product rated at 600Wpc into 8 ohms,
1200W continuous (I) into 4. Fully symmetrical (balanced inputs only), plus Floating Transformer
Technique (FIT) with separate transformers and caps
both sides. LG found it "a showcase of superb construction and high-quality components." Highs
"somewhat reticent —relaxed, grain-free, and slightly
dry ... crystalline and translucent." Very solid low
bass. "massive. rich, and expansive, without being taut
to the bursting point." Smooth, three-dimensional,
ultradynamic, lots of headnxim. and "ample focus and
detail without being overly pronounced or tightfisted." (Vo123 No.3)
Forsell The Statement: $35,000 ea
"The Statement has the power to inspire," J-10
decrees about his longterm reference. "You not only
listen to lllll sic through the Forsell — you experience it
as well. - He finds it acoustically enveloping, with
awesome bass capabilities nid harmonically rich
upper frequencies. achieving an appealing balance of
sound. and sounding effortlessly musical at all times.
Extremely sensitive to AC quality, lie warns. TJN felt
the test results to be unexceptional, given the
360Wpc amplifier's lofty price. (Vol.18 No.6)
Krell FPB 250Mc monoblock: $11,000/pair
LG said this 250Wpc solid-state monoblock "is one
of the hest-sounding amplifiers Ihaw ever had in my
system.... its sound has it all: openness. effortless
power. transparency, and no grain. It reinvigorates
music, restoring its magic and joy." Current production adds Krell CAST (Current Audio Signal
Transfer) as an additional input option. Other price
options are $15.275 for a"theater pack three," $24,925
for a"theater pack five." (VoI21 No.6)
Krell FPB 350Mc monoblock: $17,500/pair
A new class-A design with fUll-balanced circuits, lots
of regulation, and Sustained Plateau Bias IP" keep
these monos cookin' and J-10 crowiii: -350Wpc into
8ohms, 700 big ones into 4. and awhopping 1400W
into punishing 2ohm loads." There are 28 Motorola
high-speed, high-current bipolar output devices per
chassis, and sophisticated protection schemes offer
bulletproof operation. Can be used with other Krell
current-mode, CAST (Current Audio Signal
Transfer) components. "Totally 0114111k," J-10 prod • d. "Powerful bass, hill harmonic palette, transparent, coherent, and textured midrange, plus sweet,
engaging highs.... like putting your nose into aheady
50-year-old Armagnac," he breathed heavily. JA:
"Joins that select few band of analog components with
a measured performance equal to the demands of
high-resolution digital." (Vo123 No.8 WWW)
Krell FPB 600c: $13,500 ei
MC WA, smitten by thus 600V/pc solid-state stereo
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preamplifier." He summarized: "For the money, especially when paired with other YBA front-end components, you'd be hard-pressed to find more musically
satisfying monoblocks than these." (Vo122 No.1)

A (Tube)
Audio Research VT200: $9995
"If the Olympic motto is 'higher, faster, stronger, then
the VT200's should be deeper, wider, solider,' "WP
remarked. "This amplifier is. quite simply, asoundstaging champeen.... And transparent? Forget about
lifting veils." Be advised that this dual-mono tubed
power amp with ultralinear output stage weighs 118
lbs and, because of its somewhat audible fan, should
be placed as far away from your listening chair as possible. We found it to give amie 160Wpc rather than
the specified 200Wpc. Ni) matter —"Simply agreat
tube atop with no tube amp signature," sums up the
inestimable Mr. P. (VoI21 No.11)
Audio Research VTM200 monoblock:
513,990/pair
Hybrid transistor-input/tube-output design using
three pairs of 6550Cs for 200Wpc continuous
power. This "baby" of AR's amplifier line takes
only abalanced input, warned MF, and was very
fussy about cables. Properly matched, he found it
"musically generous, powerful, rhythmically forceful, and 'fast,' "and not warm or mellow at all. The
right cable produced a"very coherent" sound with
"tremendous drive and authority." on top of a
solid, well-controlled bottom end. The lower
midrange through the mids had the "airy give of a
good tube amp," while the upper mids and lower
highs were "slightly opaque and somewhat lacking
in liquidity." The top end was "dead quiet, airy,
open, and detailed, with aslight bit of dryness."
Still, MF was never entirely comfortable with
string sound, which was "frequently thin and
rarely sensuous." He was somewhat troubled by a
"bright zone" that was not ameliorated by using an
all ARC front end and various brands of interconnect and speaker cable. Careful system matching a
must, he concluded, if you are to get Class A
sound from the '200. (Vo1.24 No.1)
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE Signature
monoblock: 54995/pair tr
Cary Audio Design CAD-300SE LX20
monoblock: $5995/pair
"These are the magic Carys," ST declared of the
tubed II Wpc Signature monoblock. Of course, they
use the 30011 ("God's tube," scz ST). "It's alive, man,
alive—living, breathing with life and light in away
that only agreat SET amp can..., Instead of being
blown away by the music, l'in drawn into all the
music — the quiet moments even more than the
louder ones. Ihear more of the score, more of the
subtle nuances of the performances. And the harinonic richness!" MC wrote about the LX20 version,
which uses the KR-300B XLS tube: "Assuming that
issues of sufficient power and load-matching are
under fair control, this amplifier stands with the
world's finest,,, truly exceptional liquidity, transparency. focus, and purity of harmonic line." (Vo121
No.4, Signature; Vo122 No.8, LX20)
Cary Audio Design CAD-805C
monoblock: $8995/pair *
Single-ended triode 50W design. Driver tube and output tube have changed since DO's 1994 review (driver was EL3.1. now 30013; output WaS 211, now 853).
"Power ratings can be misleading," ST said. "The
CAD-805C sounds big. Humongous, in fact.... It's
about beauty... the palpable presence of the musicians. The exquisite low-level detail. The perfect timing of the attack and decay of each note. Above all, the
truth of timbre and the sheer beauty of the music."
Bass could be better, and the "top end may be atad
rolled-off. But so what? The magic of the music is
there." Particularly with zero feedback, adds MC.
"The space champ!" sums up Mil'. Current production feanires aCzech-made KR300B, aPhilips JAN
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(Joint Army Navy) 65L7, and aChinese 845 output,
with capacitor and power-supply upgrades. Improves
on the earlier model in anumber of important ways,
thought ST: "The latest version sounded more powerful: more dynamic, with deeper, better-defined
bass.... There was more of the stunning immediacy I
love with low-powered SET amps, amore pristine
sound with apurer harmonic presentation." Earlier
"C" versions can be upgraded for $250 per chassis.
(Vol.17 No.1, VoI21 No). Vo124 No.1; see also MCs
article on feedback in VoI21 No.1.)
Cary Audio Design CAD-1610-SE
monoblock: $40,000/pair
Two-story, zero-feedback, tube-rectified monoblock
powered by ahuge and exotic output tube from KR
in Prague. Claimed to offer 55Wpc RMS, but JA had
acow over the measurements, finding that its maximum output was severely limited, apparently by the
300B driver tube. "Silly," he snorted of the amplifier's
maximum 9W at 3% TFID. Took quite abit of effort
in snatching for best sound, per J-10. Clear, fast, and
focused presentation, with adetailed, velvety midrange and big bass. "Unique" sound for "well-heeled
types looking for aunique thrill," said Mr. Scull. JA
demurs. Big time. (Vo123 No.12)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve
monoblock: $7390/ pair
The Premier Twelve gave the " 'snappiest,' most
coherent performance from a lush-sounding tube
amp" that MF has heard in lus system, sounding "
'fast' and rhythmically taut throughout the musical
bandwidth ... with all kinds of music." He added that
its sound was far more powerful than its rated output,
140Wpc into 4ohms, would suggest. "An intoxicating
brew of midrange lushness, taut bass, fast transients,
and overall musical clarity and drive." he concludes.
(Vo122 No2)
Lamm Industries MI monoblock:
$19,980/pair
These 90Wpc class-A/AB tube monoblocks use
Russian 6C33C-B output tubes and premium parts.
"Went about their musical business with acertain and
deliberate noneditorial purity," decided J-10, who
thought their "overall mien was one of subtlety and
refinement." Nagra-like clarity and neutrality with
quick, open highs. Midrange unpolluted, transparent,
and very ambient, says Mr. Ten, adding that the
Lamms were snore expressive of nuance than of
pomp and bombast: "For discerning listeners, the
connoisseurs among us." (Vo123 No.5)
Lamm Industries ML2 monoblock:
529,290/pair
ST liked the 14W Lamm for many of the same reasons he "flipped" over the Pathos Twin Towers:
"superior resolution, astunning way with transients,
and harmonic purity" of the kind he associates with
single-ended designs. Plus, it added liquidity and resolution. Overall, he found the ML2 to be the "finest
amplifier" he has heard to date. His only difficulty was
with "the [price] of such perfection." (Vo122 No.7)
McIntosh MC2000: $15,000
ST went bonkers over this limited-edition, 50thanniversary, KT88-powered stereo amp. "In aword,
it's glorious — so much so that it's hard to decide what
to rave about first." He found "outstanding bass...
and adelicacy of sound that's difficult to describe." He
finally settled on "breathtaking." J-I0 concurred:
"Wow!" quoth The Literary One. "The air is incredible! So is the imaging. A punchy sound, rich in the
bass, nicely extended, though it's atouch distended in
the punchbowl of the midbass." He went on: "The
amp itseff is astar of stage and screen: vivid, round,
airy, sexy, powerful, and palpable —a little bit of
Hollywood." He called the Big Mac "a classic."
Steeophile's "Amplification Component of 2000."
(Vo122 No.10, Vo123 No3 WWW)
Nagra VPA monoblock: $12,400/pair
"Respect the VPA as the hot-running, high-voltage
device it is and It Will Provide," exhorted J-10. This
slim, 30-16, 60W vacuum-tube monoblock has a
class-A push-pull output stage and abalanced input

stage, which made for "unambiguous" presentation,
sonic qualities that "wrap around" you, and imaging
that was "extremely holographic without being
flashy." Though it didn't take well to being overdriven, the sound was "altogether extraordinary" when
combined with the Nagra PL-P (see "Preamplifiers"). (Vo122 No.4)
Red Rose Model IReference monoblock:
525,000/pair
When J-10 reviewed the amplifier, it was sold as the
AudioPrisin Mana Reference, before AudioPrism was
acquired by Red Rose Music. Because of its "lush
midrange," "powerful and fulsome bottom end," and
"sweet-natured, airy treble," J-I0 declared that this
amplifier (complete with switchable ultralinear or triode output stage) was "perfectly engaging, and ajoy
to experience music through." He did note that triode
"eventually lost its grip" when he cranked the volume
to "critical mass and drive," and that the amp was best
"into afairly efficient speaker" (88dB sensitivity and
up). (Vo122 No.9)
Sonic Frontiers Power 2: $4999 er
The 110Wpc tube Power 2 impressed kIR with its
build quality. "Sonic Frontiers is fanatical about providing very high parts and construction quality for the
money." Also impressive, he noted, were its "exemplary dynamics... superb resolution of inner detail.
and.., realistic soundstage presentation.... Its natural
perspective was very easy to listen to: relaxed but not
slow, laid-back but not rolled-off." Its "sunny and
warns" disposition may strike some listeners as too
much of agood thing, but overall, BJR assessed the
Power 2as "one of the finest-sounding amplifiers l's e
ever had in my home." RI) seconds the Class A rating, while TJN points to the very low output impedance as being abonus. When KR compared it to th,.
Moon W-5, he found that the S-F had "a glowim
presence in the midrange that the Moon W-5 lacked.
and that its relatively mellow bass and soft treble we
"advantageously mated to the Genesis 500s." (Vol.2iJ
No.5, Vo122 No))
Sonic Frontiers Power 3monoblock:
59999/pair
BD was less impressed with the 200W (for 3%
TI-II)) Power 3monoblock than the stereo Power 2,
mandating auditioning by prospective purchasers. In
his Follow-Up to BD's full review, KR begged to differ: "I don't share Brian's expressed tolerance for small
'errors to the warm, liquid side.' ... Ilike things tight
and clean." He agreed with BD's assessment of the
sound, but claimed it provoked adifferent reaction in
him, sounding like a"steel fist in avelvet glove," with
clarity and image depth adding to neutrality. The
Power 3s could be atad dry in the midrange with certain speakers, hut their accurate-to-life dynamics
always "blew his audiophile hat oar KR: "I have
bought both of SF's top-of-the-line offerings for Ins
reference system." (VoL23 Nos.4 & 7)
Sun Audio SV-2A3: $950
3.5Wpc! "Underpowered or not, there's a magic
about this amp," gurgled ST. The SV-2A3 is self-biasing, with no loop negative feedback and asound that's
"Glorious! Superb resolution of low-level details.
Spacious soundstage and pinpoint imaging... great
bass ... harmonic presentation to die for.., a lovely
liquidity that Ican describe only as ravishing, especially with woodwinds and female vocalists." You get
the idea. Price is for kit; assembled version costs
$1750. (Vo123 No.6)
Valve Amplification Company Renaissance
30/30 Mkall: $6490
ST enjoyed this push-pull, cathode-bias, class-A 1
amplifier so much he had ahard time letting it go. Its
132Wpc1 was the key: "Don't assume that this is
asmall amp....11t] has the power to drive avariety of
real-world speaker loads without the dynamic compression so typical at, say, 8Wpc." You get your choice
of Golden Dragon 4-300B output tubes from China
or JJ. Electronic 30013 tubes from Slovakia; ST found
the Slovaks to be "somewhat leaner and more incisive." the Chinese "more lush and atmospheric."
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A (Integrated)
Bel Canto Design SET140: $5990
A single-ended, class-A. 37Wpc integrated amp using
854 triodes that ST considered simple, elegant. neat,
and abargain. It's "retro and futuristic at the same
time," he noted, combining an "antique" tube with
the Crystal CS3310 volume-control chip. And it will
"drive most loudspeakers to sufficient levels for most
people in most rooms," with a"goosebtimp factor"
that "compares with the very best low-powered SET
amps." Ring tower option is $360/pair, cover available for $180. (Vol:22 No.3)
Cary CAD 300-SEI: $3995
Following his 1995 review, RH rapturously exclaimed, "My head tells me the Cary can't be any
good; my ears and heart say this is this most involving
and communicative amplifier I've heard." He regarded the ultra-smooth, liquid sound of the 300SEI to be
world-class, manifesting a warmth and beauty
unmatched by any electronics he's had in his system.
"It's actually atone control, and an unpredictable one
at that," JA grumps (though he will admit under pressure that the sound of his B&W Silver Signatures driven by the Cary was first-rate). WP also got great
sound using it to drive ProAc Response One SCs.
When writing his reviews, the ever-spoiled J-10 now
uses a pair of Sennheiser HD 600 headphones, a
Rote' 971 Cl) player. and the 11Wpc Cary CAD-
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300-SEI — with aset of Western Electric 300B output tubes, of course! Classic tube sound, if not the
most dynamic Mr Scull has heard; good bass, ahit
plump overall, with "everything grand in the midband. Only a glutton could ask for more."(Vol.18
No.9, Vo123 No.I2)
Creek 5350SE: $1500
Solid-state, remote-controlled 85Wpc integrated
with passive preamp stage, extensive switching capability, and Alps volume pot. Features headphone amp,
but no balance control. BJR found the SE neutral
throughout the frequency range, with "lifelike, delicate, yet forceful transient articulation... organic
reproduction of low-level dynamic nuances and subtle ambient cues," and "a degree of bass definition.
articulation, clarity, and bottom-end extension unlike
any I've heard from any amplifier in this price range
and/or power rating." ST also likes the Creek alot,
thinking the little integrated is just as transparent and,
subjectively, almost as powerful as his reference
Musical Fidelity A3cR power amp. Non-SE version
has 75Wpc and some lower-quality parts for $250
less. Four optional
phono boards available:
MM for $95 or $60 (SE and non-SE, respectively),
MC for $120 or $95. (Vo124 Nos3 & 4WWW)
EAR V20: $4595
The V20 knocks out 24Wpc into 4, 8, or 16 ohms
using ten I2AX7s per channel in push-pull configuration in "enhanced triode" mode. Lush, rich, textured, and bloomy, per CS, and not abit lugubrious
about it either. He found in control of low-level information effortless and detailed. Best used with coherent, high-sensitivity two-ways. CS said it compared
favorably with some of the finest tube separates.
"Slam factor and concert-level volume are less important issues than purity of expression, and such listeners will be more than satisfied with the V20's laidback yet solid bottom end and smooth, natural portrayal of the top end." (Vo122 No.10)
Magnum Dynalab MD 208: $2975
Remote-controlled 100Wpc solid-state receiver with
all-analog FM tuner section, five line-level inputs, and
separate record and ptramp outputs. The MD 208
took .forerer to burn in and open up, said CS, but once
it had warmed to its task it was "a no-compromise
high-end design that Icould easily live with over the
bug haul." Acconunodated "any number of musical
styles, though it really shone on acoustic music." He
also noted a"sweemess and grace" to its "laid-back
style of music reproduction — smooth and refined,
though not without guts and gusto." A lot of bang for
the buck, he decided. LG checked out its RF performance: "Its FM timer section was surprisingly sensitive and quite selective," though it didn't handle multipath in the upper part of the FM band as well as
some more expensive tuners, without quite their
transparItcy and bass response. Thoroughly musical
perfomiance nonetheless, he decided, and "an excellent value." (Vo124 Nos.1 & 3WV/W)
Mark Levinson No.383: $5995
Talk about attractive and unique — M L:s comprehensively equipped integrated does 100Wpc into 8ohms
and 200W "minimum continuous" into 4ohm loads,
and is controlled via an elegant, sophisticated remote:
"For the first tinte... from my listening chair ...I had
command over source selection, system volume,
channel balance, polarity, and mute," LG crowed.
Includes: RCA and balanced XLRs. I)C triggers, RJ1
1
ItS-232 ports for upgrades and external control
and 12 bipolar output devices per channel like
ML's 300-series dual-mono amps. LG noted "clarity,
transparency, liquid mids and highs, and... dynamic
contrasts second only to the No.334." The No383
was solid and dynamic, he found, with no edge, and
controlled, detailed bass. Vocals and jazz sounded
"precise, defined, and smooth." The only thing missing was the sense of ultimate power you get front separates. (Vo123 No.7 WWW)
Musical Fidelity M3 Nu-Vista: 14500
MF thinks this hybrid, 275Wpc integrated amp has
style, but "Appearance aside, there's no mistaking its

build quality: beefy and substantial inside, with circuit boards stacked like floors in a high-rise."
Impressively neat and orderly, MF pronounced.
Dual-mono output stage. miniature nuvistor tubes in
the preamp stage, and choke power-supply regulation. "Tended toward the smooth," MF wrote about
the M3 in comparison with the Nu-Vista power amp.
"but it had the power, dynamic presentation, and
finesse to rock hard and reproduce lush massed
strings and female vocals with equal aplomb." He
was less sanguine about the phono section, however.
which he regarded as "serviceable." Still, "I don't
know how arelatively small company like Musical
Fidelity can offer this level of power, performance.
flexibility, superb build quality, and aesthetic refinement at such areasonable price." (Vo124 No2)
Pathos Acoustics Twin Towers (C): 14895
"May be just the thing to end your hi-fi misery!" ST
suggested, and it's only 1,56.25/1b." This 35Wpc
gle-ended tube/transistor hybrid design had solidstate bass that was "tight, taut, with astonishing speed
and control"; transparency that took his breads awas
(though the amp is "a little cool"); extraordinary deta.1
and musicality; and "spatial resolution in spades." In
short, "an exciting alternative to single-ended triodes."
Price is for standard (C) version with stepped anenuator, (R) is standard with remote volume corto 1,
$4995; (RR) is reference model with remote volume
control, 55595. (Vo122 No.1)
Sharp SM-SXI00: $15,000
"New technology is always fun to cover," observes
MF of Sharp's digital integrated. "What got me going
was the 1-bit/2.82MHz sampling rate of the SMSX100's AM converter and the 2.82MHz Direct
Stream Digital input for SAC) playback." Cool,
sleek, solid feel matches the gold-plated wire-brush
chassis, gold-plated connectors, metal-film resistors,
and gold-plated, oxygen-free-copper PCB traces.
How did it sound? "In aword, amazing" averred ME
"Even digitizing analog? Yes. There was nothing digital-sounding about it." He also thought it fast, delicate, rhythmically lithe, harmonically proper and convincing, with effortless extension. A high-tech, highcost image statement, he concluded, up there with
anything he's experienced. JA's measurements
revealed alimited dynamic range, however. (Vo123
No.7 WWW)

Adcom GFA-5802: $2000 ee
MF called this 300Wpc solid-state stereo amplifier "a
tremendous value for $1750.... With its enormous
power reserves and high current capability, the 5802
probably can drive any speaker load it is presented...
.But that doesn't mean it's the ideal amplifier for
every loudspeaker," he cautioned. "Overall, liesj a
consistently sweet-sounding amplifier from top to
bottom. It exhibits a'tubelike' liquidity, especially in
the midrange, and save for aslight 'coolness' in the
upper midrange, the best word to describe its overall
character is 'warm' ... But somehow the tremendous
power reserves don't add up to the kind of ultimate
control, authority, and slam Iexpected." (Vo121 No.4)
Audio Electronic Supply AE-25
Superamp: $1200
"Dennis Had has designed one of his more astonishing creations," declared ST of this 25Wpc push-pull
design using two KT88s per side. ST found it had a
special quality of "palpable presence." Instruments
floated in space "as in real life" on a"generous air
spacious" soundstage. Sounded "like agood SET aunt ,'
This amp's not being returned!" ST sums up: "Tli,,
kind of stuff is what high-end audio is all about." Kit
rums $1000, XLR inputs add $125. Generic Chinese
tubes standard. (Vo123 No.7)
Audio Electronic Supply SE-1 2A3: $1280 nn
Audio Electronic Supply, the direct-sales division of
Cary Audio Design, has greatly improved the SE-1
with upgraded transformers and the addition of afilter choke in the power supply. ST claimed that when
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With the latter in place, he declared that the MidII
"gets you is tar as you can go with push-pull 300B
sound." Upgrade from Mkl, $1309; upgrade from
MU, $859. (Vo122 No.6)
VTL MB-450 Signature monoblock:
17490/pair e,
MF compared apair of MB-450s to Conrad-Johnson
Premier Twelves and found they "created abigger
soundstage and did abetter job of giving the listener
the sense of being in alarge space — when that was
the venue.... Overall, the 450s sounded wanner,
riper, and more laid-back, particularly in the midbass."
The monoblock for those who need "lots of clean
tube power to drive large speakers," sununed up MF,
"and want adependable pair of amps that deliver a
big, rich, three-dimensional sound at a (relatively)
bargain price." "Slam, slam, and still more slam!' cries
CS. (Vol.19 No.7, Vo122 Nos2 & 4)
VTL MB-750 Signature monoblock:
114,490/pair
Vacuum-mbe monoblock amplifiers with switchablc
750W tetrode/350W triode push-pull output stage.
Power was an aphrodisiac for BD: "It adds adynamic
punch and precision that injects music with more of
the snap it has live. Sharp transients, subtle dynamic
shadings, thunderous crescendos — they're all reproduced effortlessly and accurately. Images are detailed
without being overblown or °wretched; they're wonderfully three-dimensional, and firmly fixed within a
soundstage and acoustic that draws the listener into
the original space." However, he added, they're "shaded abit toward the romantic, or warm and liquid side
of transparency... [and] lacked the uth degree of
refinement in their reproduction of low-level detail."
Reference version, not yet auditioned, costs
$20,000/pair. (Vo120 No.12 WWW)
VTL Wotan Reference MB-1250
monoblock: 130,000/pair
Behemoth two-storey, tubed (24 6550s per side!)
tnonoblock that delivers 600W in triode or 1200W
in tetmde. J-10 found significant differences between
the latest version and the original samples he
reviewed —and the latter were good enough for
inclusion in Class A. There are changes in the chassis
construction, power supply, circuit boards, and
grounding scheme. The bass is now tighter and deeper. J-10 raved, "Subtle and refined? Absolutely!
Grainy? NOT! Power to spare? By the boatload!
Tonal shading and color? First-class! Midrange
magic? Nothing but the bestr He did go on, but you
get the idea. (Vol.19 No.10, Vol.21 No.6 WWW)

What if it bites the dust
during my LP marathon?

A thing like that could happen
to any moving coil phono cartridge. After all, it's only the engine
of the analog system. And all
engines wear out. Eventually.
Which is why there is agroup
of dedicated van den Hul dealers
who can arrange to re-tip or
re-build yours, ours, nearly any
brand of moving coil cartridge
(our form of towing service).
Just get it to your van den Hul
dealer. We'll get it back to
you ready to roll.

Why should we blow our
horn here? Because van den Hul
is still committed to making
reference standard phono cartridges (including the legendary
Grasshopper).
We've been doing it longer
than most and we have attributes you won't find among the
Johnnies-come-lately in cartridges.
Like an extremely long stylus
life with normal care—up to 3,000
hours (that's about four years at
two hours a day, every day).

a

Like a stylus shape (VDH 1)
that maximizes contact with the
LP groove to get more music
and less noise.
Like low rebuilding cost for
any moving coil you want to
get cranking again, whether
van den Hul or not.
So if you want to find out
how healthy van den Hul can
be for your LP playback engine,
break down and call us. Before,
during, or after your next desert
island LP marathon.
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Sturmlog Audio Imports, Inc.
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Herron Audio M150 monoblock:
$5895/pair
Cool-running, bipolar solid-state design rated at
150Wpc. MF thought they drew "a modest and tidy
sonic picture" without excess bloom or warmth. He
continued to tick off their merits: Rhythmically coherent, creating acorrect sense of musical organization,
neutral and well-focused without etch or grain...
designed to be listened imo, not to blow you away in
your seat." Review samples bd output stage bias set
too low, which may have led to MFs finding the amps
alittle lackluster. This recommendation provisional,
therefore, and dependent on Fremer the Intrepid's
"Follow-Up." (Vo124 No3)
McCormack DNA-225: $2795
McCormack's Distributed Node Amplifier topology
features aseries of -sonically superior" smaller capacitors positioned close to the output devices. The
complex DC servo used in earlier DNA designs has
been deleted in favor of static trim of DC. "It's a
hear," roared KR. -Not since the pricier Simaudio
W-5 had Iused asingle-chassis amp of such seemingly unli lll ited power." The DNA-225 produced
clean sound "at unconscionable, painful, downright
unneighborly levels" well beyond those of the original I)NA-1. Large dynamic shifts could be enormous, lie noted. None of the midbass warmth of the
DNA-1 and abit lean in comparison, but also more
accurate, with taut power and slant in the bass. The
upper range, fluid and clear, was "laid bare," eliminating the DNA-1's tizziness. "There's no question
the 1)NA-225 is abetter amp.... One of the best big
amps around." A classic reborn, declared KR.
McCormack Audio Corp. is now owned by Conrad
and Johnson. (Vo123 No.11)
McCormack DNA-125: $1695
Saine Distributed Node Amplifier topology as the
DNA-225, but 125Wpc rating. "Superb," ST said of
the I
)NA-125's authoritative bass control, good resolution, and excellent overall tonal quality. "A bracing
purity of sound, ahell-like clarity, without fogginess,
fuzziness, plusiness, or sogginess." A pleasing midrange, he noted, not overly rich or lush, and anicely
extended treble. I
)on't expect the "voluptuous sensuous liquidity of agreat tube amp"; nevertheless, "highIs rt
usled!" (Vo123 No.12)
Mesa Engineering Baron: $399545000,
depending on tube options
Tubed stereo power amp has aplethora of operating
options: choice of output transformer taps, four negative feedback levels, and four operating modes —
class-A triode (60Wpc), class-AB pentode (150Wpc),
2/3 triode/ 1/3 pentode (90Wpc), or 1/3 triode/ 2/3
pentode (120Wpc). CS loved this amount of flexibility, Iseing nude of (ahem) sterner stuff than JA. who
found amodc that worked for his reference speakers
and stuck with it. Triode mode with minimal feedback, spice he, was "seductively sweet-sounding."
although the frequency extremes were rolled-off and
dynamics restricted. For CS, however. "the Mesa
Baron is the mith, the whole troth, and nothing but
the truth." Since the Baron has high output impedance and progressive distortion characteristics, its
sound will vary more than usual depending upon the
loudspeakers it is asked to drive —mandating careful
prepurchase audition. However, JA concluded, "when
everything does go its way, it will give its owner much
musical eujoyment and can be recommended." Price
is with 5881 output tubes: with E34Ls the price is
$4500, with KT99As it is $5000. Early Barons can be
nuxlifies1 to take the new tubes for aone-time service
fee of $270. (Vo120 No.1)
Moth Audio Corporation Si2A3: $1695 SU
"More powerful, subjectively, than you might think
from a flea-sized 3W Imbed] amp," assures ST.
"Fabulous styling. Funky. Fun. Will work best in
small rooms." New lower price lowers the cost of
admission into SET-land. (Vo121 No.5)
Quicksilver Mini Mono: 5998/pair 555
This update of the original 8417 monoblock sports a

simple topology with solid-state rectification and olds
two gain stages, and is rated at 25W. "Ch
-plated
transformer covers, which transform each amp from
drab to jewel-like, will set you back an extra
S100/pair," tempted Stylemeister Tellig. ST didn't
recall the 8417 monos sounding as transparent or as
resolving as the new Minis, and "the new amp's bottom end seemed tighter (tailless Ipushed them into
clipping), the top end more extended and crystalline."
And -Tube-rollers will be in heavenr hooted ST.
"You can use KT88. 6550. or 6L6 output tubes without doing anything to each amp besides putting in a
new matched pair. Hell, you tait also use KT66 or
KT77 output tubes, if you can scare up any." Iktailed,
transparent, reasonably dynamic. "with just atouch of
the warmth and sweetness so typically provided by
tubes. Could Ihave used more power? Yes, but Iis a
,
n't seriously underpowered." said Power Ranger San:
(Vo124 No3)
Rotel RB-1090: $1999
Rated at 380Wpc into 8oluns, but when asked, this
bruiser can put out 700Wpc into 4. RD felt it sounded best single-ended, where "the level of listening
fatigue engendered... is one of the lowest I've
encountered in a solid-state amp." Its other major
strength, he found, was its "hamionic accuracy."
Detail was "good without being overly analytical."
with adeep, wide soundstage. Its appeal goes beyond
its reasonable price, RD mused. (Vo123 No.1)
Sonographe SA-250: $1195
From Conrad-Johnson: 125Wpc, all discrete circuitry,
no Is, less than 16dB of negative feedback. J-FET
input, and two pairs of bipolar output transistors per
side. The SA-250 doesn't try to mimic the sound of a
tube amp, noted ST enthusiastically. Good resolution,
open and airy, -neutral, harmonically pleasing." Not a
"rich" but aslightly thin sound that, he said. reminds
you that this is not aC-J tube amp. Nevertheless,
"outstanding for the price." (Vo123 No.5)
VT!.. ST-85: $1750
Need astereo amplifier with awell-defined upgrade
path? If so, "step right up." said LB, who backed this
command with: "The VTL ST-85 is solidly built and
abreeze to usc... lit) offers outstanding performance
driving real-world speakers... [and in imparts a3-I)
sense of the original event while retaining truth of
timbre, acombination that very few components can
match, at this or any price." Measures! output power
was ahealthy 64Wpc. Used as monoblocks, the ST85 jumps into Class B, decided LB. as did CS. (Vo122
No2, Vo124 No2 WWW)

B (Integrated Amplifiers)
Amain Alpha 10: $1599
This 115Wpc amp's modular architecture, WP discovered, lets you change it from "a conventional
stereo amplifier accepting line-level inputs—to an
amp with an MM/MC phono section. atwo-channel AV receiver with Dolby AC-3 processing (DTS
too, probably), or the control center for afour-zone,
multiroom music system." although at review time
only the phono section was available. Two-channel
Alpha 10P ($1199) is the power-amp version. WI'
declared the 10 "a great-sounding performer...
punchy and clean, but never harsh or antiseptic,"
and suggested adding an Alpha 10P and biamping
the speakers to get "more of everything: more bottom-end authority ...more air and delicacy and
rightness. .,But no more than seemed right."
"Beefy-sounding amplifier loses alittle detail when
compared to Class A contenders, but very difficult
to fault on any level," he decided of the Alpha 10.
Optional phono section, $100. (VoI21 No.12)
Arcarn FMJ A22: $1999
Solid-state, remote-controlled, Full Metal Jacket
update of Arcam's Alpha 10 with surround-sound
processor, multi-room controller, and seven line-level
inputs. Same basis-sound ansl performance as Alpha
10, but with updated cosmetics and sturdier build. LB
reported. "The design is simple, clean, amis! elegant.
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it's used with KR 2A3 output tubes, this amplifier is
firmly in Class 13 and sounds much more powerful
than its 5Wpc rating would suggest. -Ikuer to have 5
great watts than 100 crams' one s"says he. He noted,
however. that it's best to avoid 4ohm speakers, any
speaker with awidely varying impedance curve, and
any speaker that "needs" to be played loud. Price is for
kir, assembled version costs S1480. Prices plus shipping many options available. (Vol.17 No.11, Vol.21
No.5. Vo122 No.9)
Belles 150A Hot Rod: 1495
The Hot Rod version of this 125Wpc class-AB classic
adds oxygen-free copper wiring. gold-plated binding
posts. more elaborate mounting of the power-supply
transformer. treatment of all connections and joints,
and an easy-to-drive, low-noise input. "Not evaaly
tubelike, it slightly accentuated the mids," said ST,
"imparting aliveness and immediacy.., that reminded nie of single-ended triode designs." From SE that's
high praise indeed. Slight touch of "transistor>,hardness" in the upper midrange and treble compared to
real thennionics, the amp lacking "ultimate" extension and clarity. Still. our Sam thought the Belles
-exceptionally easy to listen to. with aliquidity, an
easy-flowing quality, that was quite captivating" — the
solid-state amp for those who like plenty of body and
bloom. "I could live happily with this amp. even with
some loss of low-level detail," he adds. (Vo123 No.12)
Blue Circle BC22: $2150
Solid-state, 125Wpc. class-AB design with both single-ended and balanced inputs. "Their products share
aclean, stainless-steel front-panel design, small size
relative to function, and, of course, that soothing illumi ll ated blue circle indicator," said KR of Blue Circle.
A clean and intuitive design, he decided, with -atonal
sweemess and purity in the midrange well beyond
what Iexpected at the price." Soundstaging, resolution. and dynamics were very good, and highs were
tube-like and extended, with "quite sufficient bass for
decent musical balances," he noted. Lacked the last bit
of gut-punching impact when not used with the
matching 13C21 preamp. -A no-nonsense, dynamic,
sweet-sounding power amp that Irecommend to
anyone shopping in the $3000-and-under range," KR
declared, though JA didn't much like the way it measured. (Vo124 No2)
Bryston 4B-ST: $2350
An update of the venerable 413. LG found the ST version amarked improvement. Still a"bass master." it
also delivered -ample pacenihythiu ... natural bite,
and an.., open and transparent midrange," making it
"Bryston's best 41.5 yet, and definitely recommended
for auditioning." ST agrees: "Another terrific bargain.
Solid-state sound doesn't get much better than this —
and if it does, it costs alot more money. 20-year warranty. Don't assume you have to pay more money for
great solid-state sound." (Vol.15 No.5. 413; Vo122
No.10, 'ST)
Cary Audio Design CAD-572SE
monoblock: 52995/pair
A -top-notch performer" that features Svetlana 572-3
output triodes and asingle-ended output stage with
Just 2d13 loop negative feedback. MC felt that this
20W design deserves "to become aclassic" because it
has the ability "to draw attention away from itself and
encourage one to focus one's ears on the music." RI)
enthusiastically agreed, suggesting that Class A would
be closer to the mark. (VoI21 Nos.10 & 12)
Conrad-Johnson MF2500: $3495
Good for 240Wpc into 8 ohms in class-AB. MC
found that, -along with its even-tempered if slightly
sweet tonal balance, it was the very absence of a
forced or excitable character, false hardness, or excessive attack that endeared the MF250() to nie. There
was asense of ease ... tond colors were natural, never
strident or hard." This solid-state design's bass, he
noted, was "articulate of both detail and tune-playing," while the midrange had a"thennionic" tonal
balance, with "even-tempered, well-balanced, and
even quite delicately resolved" highs. Extended breakin required. he cautioned. (Vo122 No.12)
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crosstalk, a very musical depiction of dynamics, a
wami and open midrange, alack of top-end sibilance,
and no apparent honkiness in human voices." The
CD section impressed with "a very clear, deep midrange, with remarkable bass extension and asmooth,
open top end—very detailed without being edgy or
italicized." Little to gripe about, he summed up: "in
combo with adecent power cord, some better speaker cables, and a good pair of loudspeakers, for
$300044000 you have a serious, no-compromise
high-end system." Price is for black finish; colors add
$45. (Vo123 No.11 W%VW)
Manley Stingray: $2250
Of this petite, 50Wpc tubed integrated. CS says,
"There's an aesthetic dimension to the Stingray that
transcends high-end audio and borders on nnxlern
sculpture." He was knocked out by "the gain and
dynamic range" produced by the quartet of EL84s
per side. The Stingray is "carefully thought-out, lovingly designed... with a big, open soundstage, a
shimmering, crystalline top end, aclear, richly detailed midrange, and alean, focused, articulate bass."
(Vo122 No.12)
Mesa Tigris: $2495
A "thoroughly modern amp with an old-fashioned
heart," summed up Chip Stern, who said the 24Wpc
Tigris offered "more than enough power and dynamic headroom to build asystem around." Combines the
sweet sonic attributes of class-A perfomunce with its
ability of its sound quality to morph depending on the
loudspeaker used and the output stage setting.
However, -IjN had atough time with its unflat frequency response, high source impedance, and high
distortion, but said, "if you like this sort of sound,
you'll likely consider the measurements irrelevant
anyway." Definitely one to audition with your own
speakers before purchase. (Vol.22 No.8)
Musical Fidelity MOO :$1495 SU
"It sounds so good for so little money that you
shouldn't fret.... without adoubt, one of the greatest hi-fm values of all time. And it looks like amillion bucks." Once again, ST hides his true feelings.
Remote. MM/MC phono stage, tape loop, five
line-level inputs, and 150Wpc into 8ohms or 250
into 4. Harmonic accuracy is what it has, said ST in
spades. But it's alive, he warned: "voices reached out
and grabbed me without assaulting me." Only falls
short "in terms of spatial resolution and ultimate
low-level detail." Alter CD sound with different
inputs; the CD-in has an extra gain stage. "It succeeds and pleases on its own ternis." Audio
Advisor's 30-day nioney-back guarantee makes
auditioning asnap. (Vo123 No.3)
Regs Mira: $950
(See ST's review in this issue.)
VAC Avatar: $3590
Push-pull design with selectable ultralinear/triode
operation. Borderline Class A sound, says CS: "musical, inviting midrange, crystalline top end, and taut,
rounded bass." Crank the Avatar's volume past midnight and noise becomes an issue, but it "still drove
the Joseph P.M7si with plenty of halls at 1030 or so,
with acceptable losses in the noise floor." Very seductive sound, he chortled: "a supple, supremely assured
performer." His sample blew up big-time on the test
bench, alas. When they got the unit back, VAC
claimed that ahad tube liad taken down ascreen resistor. When CS listened to the repaired unit, he found
its sound "every bit as intoxicating and involving as
before." (Vo123 Nos.4 & 11)
VTL IT-85: $2500
Remote-controlled (volume/mute), vac-uum-nibe,
80Wpc integrated amp with push-pull tetrode output
stage and active preamp and headphone output. "I
was snuck by [the 1T-85'sl midrange sweetness and
smooth top-end extension," said CS, who also
admired its "surprising level of rhythmic authority." It
delivered "a convincingly deep soundstage, realistic
dynamics, and rock-stable images, with the kind of
aged-in-oak Balsamic midrange bouquet that fans of
EL34s and coherent two-ways hanker after." CS rec-

ommends using VTL:s gain-matched ST-85 power
amp ($1750 —see "Power Amplifiers") in a nifty
biamp setup with the 1T-85. "Always wanted afine
tube rig?" asked Stern. "Look your retailer in the eye,
say 'Hit me,' and draw 21 on the nose by throwing
down for the IT-85/ST-85 combo. Then walk away
from the table flush with the glow of good sound,
found money, and the
1- contentment that conies
from knowing you really don't need much more than
this." (Vo124 No2 WWW)

Anthem AMP I: $1299 *
Push-pull van llllll -tube 40Wpc power amplifier.
"Excels at just about every parameter," said LB. "It's
tonally clean, with everything from the low lows to
the high highs rendered just right, and it's boss, man.
at the information-retrieval gaine. It'll get up and
shing-a-ling and do the thing when it's time to busca
-move. But the best part is the AMP-1's sheer Mlelcality —it doesn't just get the notes right, it plays the
tune." (VoI21 No2)
Assemblage SET-300B:$799
"Psst. Wanna own agreat 300B amplifier cheap?"
whispers ST Has he got adeal for you in an earthshaking 8Wpc! "I've heard other 30013 amps, some ol
them more than double the price, that don't sound all
that much better!" ST got sound that was "immediate,
vivid, alive, and smooth through the midrange." The
"ultimate" resolution went missing, and there was less
"magic" in the mils than with 2A3 amps, ST pouted.
but: "A great value, with excellent build and part ,
qualities for the price." Price is for kit without 300B
tubes (two required). Assembled version, 5999; premium parts, add $299. (Vo123 No.6)
NAD 218 THX :$1199
The THX-certified, 250Wpc NM) has a"soft and
forgiving tonal balance, coupled with arich dimensionality, which makes it avery easy amp to listen to
on a wide range of programo material," BJR said.
though its "killer bottom octave is offset by two shortcomings: athick midbass and limited high-frequency
resolution." His conclusion? "The NAI) isn't perfect,
but it's an extraordinary performer for its price and
power rating." TJN: "a fine set of measurements for
one eery powerful amplifier" —especially into low
impedances, adds JA. (Vo122 No.8)

C (Integrated Amplifiers)
Cambridge Audio A500: $450 $$5
The ASOO's appearance is deceptively plain. Its
85Wpc into 6 ohms, four line-level inputs (one of
them aMM R1AA phono card), two sets of speaker
binding posts and defeatable tone controls make for à
"good buy" at the price, said ST "1 instantly liked the
A500's sound," lie enthused. Clean, detailed, dynamic sound with a"lifelike but not overly lush harmonic presentation: very smooth and free of harshness and
grain." He finind its bottom end "especially impressive." Not for difficult speaker loads or big rooms, he
cautioned, with aphono stage "as good as it needs to
be." ST figures the A500 aims to ingratiate, "but not
at the expense of being abore." (Vol.23 No.9)
Creek 4330: $495 $5$ *
"Performance for the price ...makes the Creek...a
breakthrough product," said ST of this 40Wpc solidstate integrated amp with apassive line stage (plug-ni
MC phono module available for $AO). "The resolution of low-level detail, from an amp this size at tln ,
price, is ...almost staggering —not ûr from the ver.
best I've heard at any price." Bass and midrange "arc
not as full as Imight like, hut the sound is very
smooth, very sweet, and the treble is nicely extended
without ever sounding peaky.... Exactly what we
need in budget hi-fi: sound quality so good that you
may feel no need to mess around with more expensive stuff" "Most of the time size doesn't matter,"
commented WP, ignoring the irony inherent in luis
making the statement. "If it did, Creek would have
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The FMJ says classic,' whereas the Alpha chirps
'trendy' ...I don't think you'd go wrong with either."
Optional phono board adds Silt). (Vo123 No.4)
Audio Analogue Puccini Special
Edition: $995 $$$
"Any shortcomings are slight. considering the amp's
price, build quality, and overall quality of sound —
harmonic richness, stunning purity of tone, sheer
musicality," quoth Sain. Once you've burned it in for
the recommended 100 hours, he added, "it's like having Italy in your listening room —it sings. Iswear!"
Plus, it comes with an MM/MC phono section. A
strong Class B at aprice more in keeping with Class
C. sums up ST of this 50Wpc design. (VoI21 No.12)
Audio Refinement The Complete: $995 $5$
CS considered this simple, elegant, 60Wpc amplifier
to be the "leaner, meaner" version of YBA's Intégre
DT. The sound was "laid-back, transparent, and tonally neutral," with "excellent rhythm and pacing." One
caveat: Carefully consider how much speaker you
want; even though it takes [a lotl "to make this amp
clip, at has its 1
lllll ts ..." The 550 optional remote was
"well-crafted" but not "very intuitive" —an updated
version is in the works. (Vo122 NoA)
Bryston B-60: $1590 $$$
ST was mightily impressed by this solid-state 60Wpc
integrated: "The midrange was especially smooth and
sweet, making it apleasure for me to listen to chamber music. Treble was well extended — certainly not
rolled-off.., but it wasn't exaggerated. Bass was richly delineated, tight and tuneful..." Not a powerhouse, however, he cautions— match speakers to it
carefully. "Stealth high end," LB called the B-60. "The
Bryston provided aclean, detailed, transparent soundscape without stridency — or, put another way,
offered the virtues of solid-state without the vices."
"Almost as good as solid-state gets in every respect
except power," scz ST "This will be one of the great
hi-fi classics!" WI' concurs, and listens to his up to
eight hours every day. 20-year warranty; remote control adds $300. (Vo120 No.5, VoI21 Nos.7 & 10)
Conrad-Johnson CAV-50: $2495
The 45Wpc tubed integrated with apassive input
stage is "a particularly good sonic value," said MC,
although he had some misgivings about its middling
input sensitivity and its ability to handle reactive loads.
But he was unequivocal about its sound: "[It has aril
easy-listening quality — combined with good rhythm
and drive; a fine, deep soundstage; good, dynamic
delivery and load drive; and asweet tonality that held
steady throughout the frequency range." ST liked it
too: "Maybe the best-sounding push-pull tube integrated you can buy ... you hear the music first, then
the detail." (Vol.21 Nos.8 & 10)
Electrocompanict ECI 3: 51995 $5$
"Inconspicuous consumption," crowed ST with
75Wpc into 8ohms and "elegant in an understated
way." The ECI 3's bass was "tight and well controlled.
There is alimit, however." We're talkin' 75W, after all.
With "no graininess in the midrange.... what nukes
the ECI 3 a great amplifier is the way its sonic
strengths come together." This amp is sane and civilized; ST recommends it as well worth seeking out.
"Taking everything I
MO account, the ECI 3is agreat
bargain." (Vo122 No.12)
LFD Mistral: $1095 SSS
This 50Wpc solid-state integrated is "proof that simpler is better," according to ST. "The openness and
airiness is the thing here. Good resolution, too. The
story here is simplicin. Get
plc circuit that works
and tweak it to death, then QC the production like
crazy. Way recommended." WP heard it at Sam's
place and was also smitten. (VoI21 No.9)
Linn Classik: $1950
Remote-controlled 75Wpc (into 4ohms) Cl) receiver with MOSFET output stage, clock, AM/FM
miser, three line-level inputs, tape loop, and headphone jack. A "neat and complete all-in-one Linn system," enthused CS. High-density surface-mount PC
boards keep it petite as well. On FM, CS found "very
good stereo separation and imaging, freedom from
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never managed to fit all that music into the 4330's
tiny link box. The Creek 4330 iSletillSt agreat amplifier for the money, it's a great amplifier, penad."
Remote control adds $100; MM module is $60; SE
version $95; standard and SE MC phono boards $95
and $120. respectively. (Vo120 No.11, VoI21 No.8)
Denon PMA-2000R: $999
ST was impressed lw this 80Wpc solid-state integrated's
user-friendly features (remote control, tone controls,
MM/MC. phono wction, headphone section), as well
as its "clean, clear, articulate sound that is totally nonfatiering and free of grit, grunge, and glare." Still, he
found the sound "just alittle uninvolving." Nonetheless,
he urged "Tell your friends." (VoI21 No.6)
Legend Audio Design Starlet: $2995
Striking looks, an active preamp section, and aclass-A
triode output stage powered by four 6550s, yield
40Wpc. CS was Immediately captivated by its quiet
backgn
Is and exceptional tonal balance" and "solid
overall resolution at very low volumes." He also found
asweet, airy soundstage, and sound that was lush and
euphonic "without being syrupy...." Measurements
revealed extreme levels of volume control-dependent
distortion - the manufacturer clainis that ahad ire'
amp tube was to blame. Recommendation provisional, therefore, depending on the results of the forthcoming follow-up. (Vol.23 No.12. WWW)
Rega Brio: $595
WP called this 30Wpc solid-state integrated with
phono section "a lively, well-balanced amplifier that
rendered up realistic, musically engaging sound at all
times.... A shade on the polite side," he thought, and
he "was aware -at times- that the lino adds aslight
texture to the music." 30W output necessitates careful
matching. (Vol.21 No.9)

D

Editor's Note: there are currently no Class I)
amplifiers listed.

tier.
Deletions
Muse 160, Sonic Frontiers Power 1, Transcendent
T8 OTL monoblock, Jadis Orchestra, not auditioned in too long atime; Audio Research VT100
Mk.II replaced by MIMI, Rotel RB-991 replaced
by RB-1080, neither yet auditioned; Musical
Fidelity X-Al. NAD C340, Minim SA-50 Mk.III,
no longer available.

Loudspeaker
Systems
Editor's Note : Los A "Loudspeakers" are sufficiently idiosynt .int and differ enough from one
another that prospective customers should read
Stereciphile's original reviews in their entirety for
descriptions of the sounds. Ihave therefore just listed
every system or combination that at least one of
Srereirphile's reviewers feels, as aresult of his or her
experience, approaches the current state of the art in
loudspeaker design. (Note that, to be eligible for
inclusion in Class A. the system HMS: be hill-range it feature bass extension to 20Hz. It must also be
capable of reaching realistic sound-pressure levels
without any feeling of strain.)
For those unconcerned about the last few hertz of
low-bass extension, we have created "Classes A, 13,
and C (Restricted Extreme LF)" for those speakers
that are state of the art in even other way. Candidates
for inclusion in this class nui..t still reach down to at
least 40Hz, below the lowest notes of the four-string
double-bass and bass guitar.
In addition, such has been the recent progress in
loudspeaker design at amore affordable level that we
have an extra class: E. for "Entry Level." Someone
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once asked me why Sonyrhile bothers to review inexpensive loudspeakers at all: In effict, aren't we insulting our readership by recommending that they buy
inexpensive models? Remember: It's possible to put
together amusic-ally snishing, truly high-end system
around any of our Class I) and Eream lllll endations.
That's why they're listed -and why you should consider buying them.

A
Acarian Systems Alón Circe: 812,000/pair
(Vo122 No.5. Vol.23 No.4 WWW)
Avantgarde Uno 2.0: $10,970-$12,970/pair,
depending on finish
Includes 5U11225 powered woofer modules. Stereopitiles Joint Loudspeaker of 2000. (Vol.23 No.9
WWW)
B&W Nautilus 801: 811,000/pair
Stereo/die. Joint Loudspeaker of 1999. (Vo122 Nos.1 &
5WWW)
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI:
823,995/pair
Price is for light and black oak finishes; rosewood and
cherry veneers add $1000/pair. (Vol.19 No.8 WWW)
Dynaudio Evidence: 885,000/pair
srereophile's Joint Loudspeaker ot 2000. (Vo123 No.5
WWW)
Infinity Prelude MTS: $8000/pair
(V0123 No.5 WWW)
JMIab Utopia: 830,000/pair
(V01.21 N0.4 WWW)
Meridian DSP6000 digital active:
819,950/pair
Center-channel version costs $10,495 each. (Vol.23
No2 WWW)
Revel Ultima Gem/LE-1/Sub-15:
$15,900-$18,500/pair, depending on finish
Matching stands cost 51500/pair. (SGHT4 No.6;
VoI21 No.10 WWW)
Revel Ultima Salon: $15,295416,995/pair,
depending on finish
srer,
vphde Joint Loudspeaker of 1999. (Vol.22 No3
WWW)
Revel Ultima Studio: $9895-$10,995,
depending on finish
(Vol.23 No.12, Vo124 Nod WWW)
Sonus Faber Amati Homage: 822,000/pair
(Vo122 No.6 WWW)
Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX:
838,900/pair
(Vo122 No.5 WWW)

A - Restricted Extreme LF
Audio Physic Virgo: $5395/pair Ç›
"Where'd they go?" asks MF, observing that "The
Virgos flat-out disappeared. Aside from pulling avanishing act, what they do better than aiw other speaker I've auditioned ... is resolve low-level detail: spatial
and ambient information, and especially texture and
touch in the lower midbass and upper bass." But they
don't, he concedes, "give me the visceral sock-to-thestomach bass" that some audiophiles crave. He also
wonders if there isn't atouch of midbass warmth, a
quality he finds easy to ignore -if not actually crave.
"Worth alisten, if you've got the scratch -It may
well be the best speaker under $10,000. and if not,
one of the best," he equivocates." A JA fave. (Vol.18
No.9, Vo122 No.6 WWW)
B&W Nautilus 803: 85000/pair
"Ever notice that middle children tend to get the
least attention?" inquired Papa Tellig. Sanie with hifi, he avowed. Enter the "smack in the middle" N803s: 90dli sensitivity with anominal 8 ohm impedance that drops to 3 ohms, so SETs need not
apply. Minimum, 50W per 803; ST doubts 50 tube
watts would do it, "but you don't have to spend a
fortune on amplification." Ovular shape and Matrix
bracing avoid boxy sound, explained ST. "Ah, what
asound ... neutral from top to bottom." he sighed.

"Massed strings are handled with weight and
authority ... excellent definition_ bass delicate
and beautifully delineated.... Idon't think you'll
find aspeaker for less money that's this refined, this
beautifully voiced, and this seamlessly integrated
from top to bottom." (Vol.23 No.3)
Dynaudio Contour 3.3: 87299/pair
"Its balance of strengths - tonal neutrality, dynamic
expression, and taut, unexaggerated bottom end" impressed WI' tremendously, despite his feeling that
the bass region was somewhat lean. "In addition to its
finely nuanced presentation of swing, it was achainpeen at revealing the emotional subtext of the musical event." Needs powerful amplification to open up.
(VoI21 No.1 WWW)
JMIab Mezzo Utopia: 814,000/pair
Three-way. tloorstanding, reflex-loaded, dynamic
loudspeaker - a"superb all-annind performer with
no serious chinks in its armor," Paul Messenger noted.
He particularly liked the way it "managed to combine
the sort of intimate musical coherence and communication of ahigh-class, two-way design with the typical
scale and weight of afull-size floorstander." Superbly
transparent upper mida and highs hut lower muds can
be aweak area. (Vo122 No.7)
JMlab Micro Utopia: $5000/pair
(stands necessary)
Bass-reflex, two-way mini featuring the same inverted Timid (black-oxide-coated) tweeter as the Utopia.
"Think tubes, perhaps. Or very-high-quality solidstate," said Sam. Great transparency, he noted; "somewhat lean, exquisitely detailed and open through the
midrange," but never hard or harsh. "A feast for the
eye as well as the ear," he concluded, adding "Class A
(limited bass extension) for surer Matching stands
cost 51000/pair. (Vo124 No.1)
Magnepan Magneplanar MG3.6/R:
84200/pair US
BI) declared this three-way planar dipole "sensational," and that it met all his expectations with its huge
soundstage and superb front-to-back layering with
"continuous ambience field." The MG3.6/R's bottom end is an improvement over the MG3.5's, BI)
noted, with no obvious transition from its excellent
upper midrange to the ribbon tweeter. "Pure, articulate upper bass and midrange, airy detailed highs...
and explosive dynamics." Slightly less forgiving than
earlier models but with ahigh level of transparency.
and best driven by apowerful amplifier. "In sonic
respects, it's the best speaker I've heard. period!"
Price is for oak finish; cherry veneer adds 5300/pair.
(Vol.23 No.8 WWW)
PBN Montana EPS: 87995/pair
BW found this 92dli-efficient, three-way, reflexloaded floorstander's midrange to be its most immediate strength. He described the midband as "cool
rather than warm," but thought the Montanas "consistently kicked celestial butt." The ultra-low bass, he
found, wasn't the speaker's strong suit, but he gave the
nod to their dynamics, power handling, frequency
extension, and image size and depth. Many custom
finishes available for abit extra. (Vo122 No.11)
ProAc Response 3.8: 87200/pair
These reflex-loaded three-way floorstanders raised
LG's eyebrows with their "incredible spaciousness and
openness." He found the frequency balance free of
anomalies and colorations, rich but natural. The
Response 3.8 is possessed of a"phenomenally clean"
midrange over "outstanding" bass, he noted, along
with effortless dynamic range. Demanding of associated components, with atouch of compression -but
only in comparison to much more expensive speakers. That didn't prevent LG (rim nominating it for
inclusion in Class A. "Am Ibewitched?" Yes, he is.
PM is not so impressed with the 3.8's dynamics, but
adds, "Unlike the vast majority of commercial speakers, it remains beautifully open through the presence
region." (Vol.23 Nod WWW)
Revel Ultiina Gem: $648048000/pair,
depending on finish (stands necessary)
TJ N was very impressed by these stand-mounted,
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Editor's Note: Note that all the full-range Class B
recommendations, with the exception of the Aerial 7B
& 8and Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano (which
have optional stands), are floorstanding models.

B — Full-Range
Acoustic Research AR-1: $2800/pair
LG conjectured that this speaker, with its 15" powered
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woofer and high sensitivity (95dB/2.&3V/Im), would
be a"perfect match for single-ended triode amplifiers." He found that it had "very transparent, open,
airy highs, tight bass, and an uncolored midrange."
The clarity, speed, and transparency of the treble and
mids, however, are not complemented by the woofer,
which is slower-sounding. He recommended checking the woofer before you buy, as problems with the
samples he had "confounded" the speakers' "crystal
transparency, natural timbre, and good imaging." A
solid Class B rating, he summed up. (Vo122 No.6)
Aerial Acoustics Model 7B:
4000-$5000/pair, depending on finish
(stands optional)
RD commended this speaker for its "top-level engineering and craftsmanship at afair price," qualities he
finds typical of designer Michael Kelly's work. In
addition to what RD considered its major asset —
soundstaging — he said, "the 7B is always mie to the
music, and its sonic personality would particularly
complement systems that would otherwise sound
lean, cold, and clinical." JA agreed that it was
"superbly well engineered," and wasn't at all surprised
that RD "liked its sound so much." Optional spiked
stands, MOO/pair. (Vo122 No.7)
Aerial Acoustics Model 8: S5500-$6500/pair,
depending on finish (stands optional) ;-sr
"Almost afull-range speaker," MF writes, "with gutsocking, dynamic bass and abit too much midbass —
although abig room cures that to agreat degree.
Superbly engineered and built. An outstanding value
for the money, but needs lots of clean, controlled
power. Good image focus and big, though recessed
soundstage." Lacks the "airy excitement" and "ultrahigh resolution of inner detail" MF craves and the
"finger-snappin' speed" he insists on. Works best in
abig room. TJN didn't find that the latest version
was significantly different from that originally reviewed. Optional sand-filled spiked stands,
$500/pair. (VoI21 Nos.1 & 11)
Celestion A3: $3500/pair
CS called this three-way floorstanding loudspeaker
"that rarest of sonic birds: aspeaker that does justice
to rock and r&b while optimizing acoustic sources,
and without unduly italicizing any particular frequencies. The A3 gets out of the way and lets the music
shine through, whether depicting the transparent
inner details of acoustic instruments, the rhythm and
pacing of straight-ahead jazz, or the bone-rattling
transients of no-holds-barred rock." Sit in atall chair,
with your ears above the tweeter axis, and there will
be asuckout in the presence region; sit below that and
it fills in just fine. Price is for black or cherry finish;
rosewood veneer adds $500/pair. (VoI21 No.6)
Durdavy SC-P//A: 87995-S8495/pair,
depending on finish
A three-way, dynamic improvement on the SC-IV
that RD said "has reached the point where — with the
best source materials and associated equipment—it
sounds less like aspeaker and more like the music
that's being reproduced." It had, he added, "timbral
accuracy," "tremendous coherence," "exceptional topto-bottom integration," and "stupendous" bass. Both
Dunlavy and RD suggest placing these speakers along
along wall, widely separated. The SC-IV/A's in-room
power response chez JA showed abroad depression in
the lower midrange, "the result of the complex interactions among the four widely spaced woofers and
the room boundaries," he explained. JA did come to
appreciate the Dunlavy's superbly defined, extended
bass, but noted that "there was simply too much treble energy apparent." He thought the upper mids and
highs "somewhat shelved-up," precluding aClass A
rating. (Vol.17 No.4, Vol.18 No3, original version;
VoI21 No.11, Vo123 No.8, IV/A WWW)
Dynaudio Contour 3.0: 85399/pair
This floorstanding three-way "is the dynamic speaker to beat in the $5000/pair price range," said W.
"Its rhythmic drive, dynamic range, low distortion,
and bass definition inject the listener with the energy of alive rock concert. It's ability to involve the

listener in the music is simply awesome." PM concurs —mostly: "The presence is just a tad laidback," he says, but allows that the "sound is very
transparent/unboxy and its imaging is lovely. Best
of all, it's unusually free from time smear, especially
for athree-way. It struggles abit with modern bass
lines (Massive Attack, Prodigy, etc.) and has the
usual feeble dynamic expression of low-sensitivity
(85dB) designs." (VoI21 No.9)
Genesis 500: 813,000/pair
On being introduced to the "graceful and physically
unobtrusive" Genesis 500, KR found it had the
"most consistently musical and integrated" bass of
any speaker he had used, and that it was "one of the
most tuneable, adjustable speakers on the market."
Because of this adjustability, he advised starting with
the factory settings and tweaking subtly and carefully. He points out that the imaging anomaly he detected and the frequency variations JA measured are
"subtle audible detractions from an otherwise superb
performer" and sums up "Class B, with regrets."
(Vo122 No.5 WWW)
Joseph Audio RM22si: $2299-$2699/pair,
depending on finish $U
Chip Stem first encountered this "sweet, clear, articulate floorstanding design" at the 1998 CES; since then
he has added to his description the phrases "airy,
dynamic, and uncolored" and "holographic, precise,
and nonfatiguing." He warned that those who like a
lusher sound may find the RM22si "kind of dry at
first," but also said it "should provide plenty of thrills
and chills to fans of acoustic music searching for the
ultimate in two-way coherence, but who don't
require slam speakers." (Vo121 No.11 WNVW)
Magnepan Magneplanar MGL6/QR:
81675/pair SSS
Three things especially impressed BD with this thinmint-style speaker: First, it was "enjoyable" for the
music lover while being something adie-hard audiophile "could assemble akiller system around"; second.
"it manages to retain all of the traditional Magnepan
strengths — the coherence and the wonderful disappearing act —while spectacularly improving on the...
areas of dynamics and resolution of detail"; and third,
Magnepan has "achieved this level of performance in a
speaker that retails for $1475/pair." (Vo122 No.1)
Meridian DSP5000 digital active:
$6950/pair
Two-way active design taking adirect digital input up
to 961cHz sample rates. Sounded much like the Class
A DSP6000 to KR, but the bottom end was not as
"profound and impressive" as the more expensive
speaker. No evidence of any upper-bass deficiency,
but abit less airy and open. Nonetheless, he thoroughly enjoyed them when used as astereo pair, and
suggests that five of them may be easier to accommodate in many rooms than the '6000s, while ceding "little to the bigger system except at the very bottons
end." (A Meridian active sub would take care of that.)
(Vo123 Nos2 & 3WWW)
Nairn NBL: 810,750/pair
Three-way, floorstanding, near-rear-wall design.
Elegant enclosure features "nested" and decoupled
driver boxes with avariation on sealed-box bass loading and two separate bass enclosures. Extra setup care
required. PM: "It proved an astonishingly good loudspeaker in many respects, most notably its wonderfully wide dynamic range and a remarkable freedom
from 'boxy' effects." A certain leanness and forwardness made for alack of warmth, which will be more
of aproblem in large or absorbent rooms. Nevertheless, very articulate and dynamic, he concluded,
adding that "despite the tad wayward balance, the
NBL would probably be my personal choice at the
price." Price is without crossovers for use with Nains
line-level crossover and tri-amping. Optional outboard passive crossover networks cost $1200/pair.
(Vo123 No.10 WWW)
NHT 2.9: $2500/pair $$$
Can you have your cake and eat it too? According to
TJN, "The NHT 2.9 is not as much of aground-
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two-way, four-driver, reflex-loaded loudspeakers.
"The overall balance... is a little lean rather than
rich... But it is very 'fast': Transients snap, the top
end is detailed, and there is plenty of air around
instruments and voices, even with the Gems' rear
tweeters turned off. This isn't asweet sound, but it's
immediate and alive... only occasionally do Iget the
feeling that the Revels are a little analytical and
pushy in the low treble." Sterrophile's Joint Loudspeaker of 1998, and JA's reference as of 1998, who
noted "image specificity, freedom from coloration,
excellent dynamics, and freedom from grain." With
the Ultima Sub-15 subwoofer, achieves true Class A
performance. Matching stands cost 81500/pair$2200/pair, depending on finish. (SGHT.4 No.6;
VoI21 No.10 WWW)
Tannoy Churchill: $15,000/pair
A 177-lb reflex-loaded two-way engraved with a"V"
for "Victory." From first glimpse to last, BW found
himself thinking "huge, warm, and intimate," all the
while enjoying the Churchill's "all-enveloping"
soundstage. The design, he explained, "is athrowback
to the stiff-cone, large-vented cabinet designs that
were popular in the 1950s and early 1960s," but
"belies athoroughly modern performance, notable
far its extended bottom end and enormous power
handling." Obviously at its best "in large environments." (VoI21 No.I2 WWW)
Thiel CS7.2: 813,500/pair
Although, with its "luscious veneer" the CS72 looks
very similar to the CSZ according to BD, all the drivers and crossovers are different and now made by
Thiel. BD felt the CS72 emphasized the very lowest
bass relative to the upper bass and lower midrange,
but still, bass drums had "breathtaking drive and
impact," mids were "outstanding," and "the top end
was clear, sweet, and detailed." Imaging was outstuidMg: dense and focused, the presentation "precise and
accurate." Quibbles? "Dynamic contrasts weren't
quite as large in the treble as in the midrange or bass,"
and the speaker lacked "the last bit of dynamic resolution at its very loudest levels." (Vol.18 No.10, Vol.19
No.1, CS7; Vo123 No2, CS72 NVNIVW.)
Verity Audio Fidelio: 87150/pair
ST effused that the "glory" of the three-way Fidelio
lay in its "electrostatic-like" midrange: "smooth,
uncolored, and coherent. Remarkably so." A nominal impedance of 8 ohms —dropping only to 5.7
ohms, with 9.5 ohms from 35Hz to 100Hz —means
a benign, easy-to-drive load at 89dB sensitivity.
Essentially neutral, Sam averred —and what counts
is amplifier quality, not quantity. Price is for pianoblack finish; optional makore finish adds $750/pair.
(Vo122 No.10)
Vienna Acoustics Mahler: 89800/pair
This three-way, reflex-loaded floorstander has two
side-mounted 10" honeycomb woofers per side, plus
two 7" pulp-cone midranges and a 12" silk-dome
tweeter. It's "gorgeous," purred RD, with excellent
power handling and exceptional dynamic capability.
It's easy and smooth, but also expert at tracking transient peaks, and large-scale orchestral works arc its
best friend, RD enthused. The soundstage is exceptionally wide and deep, focused, transparent, with
high resolution and precise imaging. The midrange
balance was just about ideal, said he, despite aroomrelated peak at 50Hz. "In every other respect, the performance of the Mahler is state-of-the-art." (Vo123
No.4 WWW)
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51900/pair US
"There's much more to the *v.2' designation than
meets the eye," RD discovered of this redesign of
Paradigm's three-way. four-driver, reflex-loaded floorstander. The v.2 has new tweeter and midrange drivers, curved side panels, changes in cabinet construction and bracing, and is 23 lbs heavier. "Exceptionally
unfussy to set up," RD found, and "top-to-bottom
tonal balance is exceptionally even." lise midrange is
neutral and the top end is on apar with others at the
price. The v.2 fixes the slight edge in the earlier version's mid-treble, as reported by TJN, and its first-rate
bass approaches that of the $7995/pair Dunlavy SCIV/A, declared RD. Good power handling and other
Audiophile Family Values, noted RD. JA concurs:
"excellent measured performance at avery competitive price." (Vol.23 No.6 WWW)
ProAc Future One: 89800/pair
Biwirable three-way, floorstanding, -next-generation"
technology with ribbon tweeter, open-baffle midrange driver, and ported bass loading. Needs Iona
break-in. 1 and toc-in is inniortant; MF found it best
when the tweeter axes converged just behind his ears.
More lean, fast, and nimble than previous big ProAcs,
he suggested, while still managing to sound sweet asid
rids. Overall balance -on the trim side," with superb
bottom-end pitch definition. Midrange rich with
"electrostatic-like clarity," said Mikey; the only minor
glitch was a-cuppy" sound in the upper mids due to
ablend problem with the open-air midrange cone
driver. "A speaker that draws you in with its smooth
detail and overall finesse. Seemingly expensive for
what you get until you examine the cabinetry and sit
down for alisten," s sup Mike). (Vol.23 No.10)
PSB Stratus Goldi: 52699/pair e,
-Enthusiastically recommended" by JA, the latest version of the Stratus Gold uses the saisie drivers as the
original, but places them in aslimmer. deeper cabinet.
"'hie midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous without being boomy. Extreme highs were alittle
mellow, but this was not abad thing.... There was no
!midrange] coloration that Icould readily identify...
Where a recording had true bass information, the
speaker reproduced it in hill measure." Slight IIF
-coldness" not aserious flaw, but noticeable in context
of "superbly clean" midrange. High-gloss black finish

IA tip from TIN for breaking-in speakers: I'lace
them face to face. but wired out of phase. You can
then drive them hard with pink noise or the
"Break-111 Noise" track from Sterol/MIA "Tie CD3.
but there's less sonic pollution to annoy the other
members of your family. To a large extent, the
speakers' outputs cancel.
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adds S300/pair. KR's auditioning continues the recommendation. (Vol.20 No.10)
Revel F30: 83500/pai'r
This three-way floorstander is "generous but not
imposing in size," KR reported. Its wide dispersion
requires careful setup and room matching, but the
result CAll br awide, stable soundstage. good imaging, and amidrange that was among the best KR
has heard. The F30 had no grain and ahigh degree
of clarity and transparency, hut lacked some heft in
the bass sinless pushed. Kal said: "Dysiamic and
detailed; offers aClass A midrange at aGentlemen's
C price." Superb measured results. reported JA.
(Vol.23 No.5 WWW)
Snell XA9Ops: 87000/pair
LG describes the Snell as a "superbly engineered,
remote-controlled, hill-range flixsrstander, appropriately priced." Mellow-balanced, thought JA. While
LG "highly recommends it," the powered subwoofer
failed to reads down to 201Iz iii his listening room.
"Misses Class A by ahandful of Hertz," he concludes.
(Vo122 No.7 SGHT.5 No(s)
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano:
53500/pair (stands optional)
Two-way floorstanding loudspeaker that impressed
JA and had MF breathing heavy. "After three months
in my system Istill can't piss down any serious sonic
glitches or easily identifiable character. Instead. Ihear
music the way Ilike it: music liberated from the confines of the box and convincingly sized smi threedimensional space; music that doesn't call attention to
its having been frozen in nine on vinyl or polycarbonate, to be thawed out Wet... The Grand Pianos
offered an impressively Micron picture, holding
together as alllll sical entity." His only quibble was -a
gradual and mild 11F rise ...that gave the speaker a
slightly forward presence." Optional stone isolation
bases cost $500/pair. (Vo121 No.5 WWW)
Thiel CS2.3: $3600/pair US
The first speaker feamring Thiers new compound
driver, in which the h" tweeter and 4" midrange are
mounted coaxially and driven by asingle voice-coil.
f dthat the CS23 exceeded his usual expertati -for Thiel products in ternis of "flat frequency
response, tissue and plum: coherence, low energy storage, and low distortion," and although it "favored
coherence ever so slightly over definition" and liad a
slightly narrow soundstage, it was "superb." West
Coast price is $3690/pair. (Vo122 No.I WWW)
Thiel CS6: 87900/pair ,.1)
"The CS6 offers high perceived value," JA said. it is
beautifully constructed, well balanced, and, once set
up optimally, with agutsy amplifier and high-quality
sources, sounds simply superb...dynamics were startlingly natural ...forceful and dean deep-bass presentation gave the music a powerful f dation."
However, "the midrange didn't offer quite the same
degree of clarity or cleanness that so distinguished the
bass or treble octaves.... But for me, at least, this was
aminor problem. offset by the many things the Thiel
did right" But it does keep the CS6 fram scaling the
Class A heights. (VoI21 No3 WWW)
Totem Acoustic Forest: 53000/pair
(See LG's review in this issue.)
Triangle Antal xs: 81595/pair
This four-driver three-way, popular with French
reviewers, has no crossover in the midrange/tweeter
handoff. Designer (le Vergratte, ST reported, "likes
to keep crossovers out of this critical area."
-Cellulose" (doped paper) bass and issid-drivers designed and built in-house. Give 'cm time to break in,
warned Sam; after hie did so, the bass was "full, rich,
generous, and dynamic." For those who want "speed.
delicacy, and finesse," ST intoned, these speakers
proved "agile" asid "let the notes go exceptionally
well." SET-friendly. too. He liked 'cm and he bought
'em. (Vol.23 No.8)
Vandersteen 2Ce Signature: 51549/pair US
(stands optional)
To CS, the current version of Richard Vandersteen's
bestselling three-way design suggested -the bloomy

barley scent of sturdy Grainless Stour, the deep earth
tones of heavy brown head dipped in honey; your
grandmother's meadoaf accompanied by mashed
potatoes with roasted garlic, caramelized onions, gobs
of butter, asid heavy cream -in a word, comfort
foods." The laid-back top end isn't for everyone. he
thought, and ens On the side of bass and midrange.
Bass "believable and musical," even if not the most
linear or focused CS had ever heard. -Timbres were
lifelike and mue, if slightly sweetened, and big orchestral swells were handled with enormous power and
conviction." Some compressi llll at lease-busting levels. The key is the matching equipment, Chip revealed. Bottons line: awarns. deeply extended. musically engaging presentation. (Vol.16 Nos.4 & 9
WWW, 2CE; Vol.23 No.10 WWW, 2CE Signature)

B -Restricted LF
Acarian Systems Akin Petite:
5995/pair 555
(stands necessary)
"Let's just dub them 'first among equals,'" st,
WP of this affordable minimonitor. Care le
taken not to play them too loud or attempt to iakc
them too low, but other than those caveats, he
found them to "perform way out of their price
class." Refined performers and imaging champs, he
extols. BJR, also afan, claimed that, paired with a
quality budget integrated amp, the Petite sets aI1CW
standard for an under-52k system. Must be tilted
back for best performance. when 13JR declares the
Petite to be "a neutral, coherent and articulate minimonitor that produces the kind of transparent open
soundstage and alevel of detail resolution that 011e
would expect from much more expensive loudspeakers." Santos rosewood veneer adds $200/pair.
BJR called Alón's $500 l'W1 woofer "the perfect
accompaniment to the Petite for those who want
more bass extension." Perhaps so, niaises WP, but
the $500 could go along way toward abetter amplifier. which might control the Petites better and
accomplish snuck the same thing. Home audition of
the woofer recommended. (Vol.19 No.l. SGHT.2
No.3, Vol.20 No2, Vo124 No.2)
B&W CDM1 NT: $1200/pair
(stands necessary)
B&W's earlier CDM Iand CDM1 SE designs were
longtime favorites of Srs. This latest version adds ass
NT (Nautilus Technology) tweeter in aproprietary
teardrop enclosure. ST thought the NT had greater
top-end openness, airiness, and clarity than the SE.
"Its midrange amid lower treble voiced very sweetly, in
the B&W magnum:" making diem, he thought, agood
choice for classical music. Ile also heard -surprisingly
good" bass for such a small enclosure, bass that
extended "well below 60Hz in our living room. 1
/cep
bass, obviously, was absent; you might want to use a
subwoofer." A tad slow rhythmically, until he
switched from a125Wpc to a300Wpc power amp.
"71iis it sprang to life in aquick, explosive dynamic
way." Impressive perfomunce for die money. "Selfeffacing, delicately transparent, and free from unwanted 'boxiness'." adds PM. Matching stands cost
S350/pair. (Vol.23 No.11)
B&W Nautilus 805: $2000/pair
(stands necessary) $5$
The drivers of the two-way 805 are derived directly
from the N-801, with alower 120W system power
rating. LG loved 'ens. "The N-805 quickly swept me
into the music, and Ifound myself listening with my
eyes dosed. It was as if a special light had been
switched on in my mind," Ise swooned. "This is aterrific loudspeaker. and an example of what Ireally love
about high-end audio." LG found taut punchy midbass and -sninningly transparent" highs, plus asweet,
dynamic midrange -made for a first-rate liste •g
exist:ricrac." Powered subs recommended for sustained, very deep bass, but otherwise not required.
One of LG's
favorites." ST weighs in with
"I'll second LG's recommendationr PM says it has a
"wickedly dean treble, alovely lack of boxiness, loads
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breaker, but for alot less money -and in aconsiderably smaller cabinet - you can get 80% of the performance of NUM flagship 33. Icall that avery
good deal." TIN also noted that this four-way floorstandees highs could be atouch bright on material
that's already tipped-up and etched. As for the bass,
"In overall bass capability, the 2.9 can still compete
with alot of pricier products and conic out on top."
Price is for black; finishes other than black add
$175/pair. (Vo122 No.11 WWW)
OLS Kharma Ceramique CE-2.10:
810,799/pair
Three-way reflex-loaded floorstander with series-type
crossover, concave ceramic-cone midrange, and
Nomex/Kevlar woofer. KR was impressed with the
"glistening, nearly crystalline" lacquer finish and heavily braced, rear-ported design. The Ceramiques
induced him to "just relax and enjoy the performance." Pure, unforced treble with -respectable" bass
produced a "warm asid reticent" sound that. KR
observed, slightly emphasized the ceramic cone's
200-500Hz range. -Tonal bias at the expense of presence." concluded KR; "the performance is superb
despite the slight lack of liveliness." (Vo123 No.1(1)
Paradigm Reference Studio/I00 v.2:
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"Cable Changes Everything"
"With Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway II interconnect in place of the
old cable, there was a significant change: The bass firmed up and
rejoined the music, the midrange took on a richer, more full-bodied
texture, and the top remained extended, detailed, and ultra-revealing,
but not quite as bright."
"Later, Iinserted the Harmonic Technology Pro-9 speaker cables,
and things improved even further in the same directions."
"Finally, Isubstituted Harmonic Tech 's Magic Woofer speaker cables,
which are intended for full-range use and for the woofer half of a
bi-amped or biwired system."
"The sound had grown more musically satisfying with each cable
upgrade, but with the Magic Woofer cable, the system finally began
to communicate the music's emotional center...."
When tried another expensive set of interconnect/speaker
cables, then one more reasonably' priced. Neither of those sets was
able to pull it all together as well as the Harmonic Tech cables...."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile, January 2001
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13100 Kirkham Way Unit 212
Poway, CA 92064 USA
Telephone: 1-858-486-8386
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of detail, and looks very stylish indeed." Co-winner,
1999 StinvphileJoint Budget Component of the Year.
Matching stands cost 5600/pair. Original Class A rating a bit optimistic, feels ST, compared with the
Nautilus 803. (Vol.22 No.10 WWW)
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Special Edition:
$3499/pair (stands necessary)
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Mk.II: $2399/pair
(stands necessary) $$$
The "Special Edition" is a luxury edition of Dynaudio's classic 13 Mk.I1 two-way. ST recommends
avoiding tiny single-ended triodes for power - the SE
is only 85dB sensitive at anominal 6ohms. "When
partnered with ahefty amplifier, this little speaker can
do big bass," ST averred. The sound was "authoritative"; he felt it played loud while remaining refined,
natural, and full-bodied. He reveled in their "ability to
deliver afull, rich tonal balance" when played well out
into the room. Voiced "beautifully," they "deal with
demanding dynamics on arecording" with no trouble.
Of the original 13. RN exhorted, "Among the very
few loudspeakers at any price that are, as near as I
could tell, totally uncolored." Of the less-expensive
Mk.11, JA thought its driver integration sensitive to car
height and its timid balance on the cool side, with abit
too much energy in the 4-10kHz octave. "But oh,
what ahuge, stable soundstage with ahigh degree of
transparency and refinement. Mid-treble balance
could be "too unforgiving" at times. Nevertheless, lie
decided, "this little speaker is a thoroughbred!"
MasterStands add $399/pair; UltimaStands add
5699/pair. (Vol.19 No.11, Mk.1; Vo123 No.8 WWW,
Vo122 No.12, SE.)
ProAc Response One SC: $2100/pair
(stands necessary) $55
Upgraded version of Response One Sfeatures new
woofer and acrossover modification. "Touched by
magic." said WP Incredibly open and spacious, possessed of "phenomenally clean midrange," the
Response One SC has "an effortless presentation that
transports you from your listening room to the performance space with seensing ease." Particularly good
with tubes, even low-watt SETs. Lacks deep bass, but
subjectively sounds satisfyingly full. (Vo121 No.3)
Professional Monitor Company LB-1:
$2360-$2660/pair, depending on finish
(stands necessary)
This two-way, stand-mounted, magnetically shielded
transmission-line loudspeaker impressed LG with its
"unfatiguing, neutral sound, transparency, and threedimensional stoundstaging." Although its midrange
performance didn't equal his longtime reference
Quads, "it did hold its own in that part of the spectrum with full-range dynamic speaker systems costing
several times as much." PM concurs: "It sets an exceptional standard for small monitors, with stunning
imaging and transparency." However, he notes, "It has
limited bass and loudness capability, lowish sensitivity,
needs atall stand, and must sit well clear of walls."
Matching spiked stands cost 5399/pair. (VoI21 No.5)
Soliloquy 5.3: $1995/pair
KR found that this speaker deserved to be judged
"solely on the basis of its superb performance and
construction, and on its suitability for your room. Its
spatial presentation is excellent, and voice and instrumental balances are natural and satisfying. Mated with
asympathetic amplifier and decent source materials,
the 53s can be an open window into the recording
venue. Then dynamic limitations are abit restricting
with post-Romantic blockbusters, but that is merely
concomitant with their size." (Vo122 No.9)
Sonus Faber Concerto: $1895/pair
(stands necessary)
"'There's great musical potential here," said MC,
especially if particular care is given to system snatching - he felt they needed at least 70Wpc if you want
to hear what they can do. "The presence range was
slightly dull on first hearing, but Iquickly canse to
accept this, enjoying the fatigue-free sound levels as
well as aquality of musical flow and rhythm usually
the province of much more expensive loudspeakers."
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Piano-grade black finish for side passels adds $200.
MF added that "With good source material, astereo
pair of Concertos can create a highly transparent,
uncolored, finely detailed sonic picture that blends
focused, pinpoint imaging and voluminous threedimensional soundstaging." Moderately high stands
are required for optimal sound quality -the listener
should not be able to see the top of the cabinet.
(VoI21 No.1, SGHT.4 No.6)
Totem Signature Model 1: $1995/pair
(stands necessary)
An improved parts package marks the difference
between the Model 1and the Signature version. LG
writes of "astonishing LF response for such asmall
speaker, with improved reproduction of vocal
music, dynamics, soundstaging, and bass response
[compared to] the original." It also, he says. "plays
louder and overloads more gracefully than the manufacturer's larger. more expensive Tabù loudspeaker." With the Model 1(51595/pair), he admired its "smooth, sweet highs, strong dynamics,
palpable three-dimensional imaging, and strong
bass response." Although he cited an on-axis uppermidrange prominence, he admired their "tight,
solid, rhythmic bass and palpable imaging." (Vol.16
No.4, Model 1; Vo121 No.1, Signature Model 1.)
Triangle Titus xs: $495/pair
(stands necessary) US
This stand-mounted minitnonitor has the saine
basic "house" sound as Triangle's Zephyr and Antal,
and hit our Si' "cowrie gm (MT de .rondre - like aclap
of thunder. No 5500/pair speaker should resolve
like this." The Titus as had definition, delicacy, and
detail -ST has heard more expensive speakers
sound more constipated! Could use asub, he counsels, but offers "nearfield magic" in "soundstage
city." Minimalist crossover makes it tube- and even
SET-friendly. Next to the full-range Antal, this is
ST's favorite Triangle. Add $295 for stylish
Boomerang stands. (Vo123 No.8)

C - Full-Range
Athena Technologies S3/P3:
$1800/pair (stands necessary if used
without subwoofers)
"Flexibility of configuration is the idea," explained
ST. You can mix'n'match between three monitors
and three powered subs (plus acenter-channel) in
the Athesu line, everything shielded. The P3 sub has
an integral I50W MOSFET amp. Patent-pending
"docking system" for attaching S3 satellite to P3 sub
is "devilishly clever," scz ST, who noted the system's
elegant looks. Check full review for Sam's wiring tips
and sensitivity issues. The S3 and P3 integrated well,
ST declared: no fins, no muss, just seamless sound
with deep bass. Sweet, maybe rolled-off at the very
top, but "smooth, nonaggressivc," said he. Upper
midrange is alittle rough but "not aserious flaw," he
decided. S3 lacked ultimate refinement, but then, it
only costs $600/pair when sold on its own! P3 powered subwoofer costs S1200/pair when sold separately. (Vo123 No.4)
Linn AV 5140: $2795-$2895/pair,
depending on finish
Magnetically shielded, three-way, reflex-loaded floorstanders that MK deemed "well balanced" and "competitive." "They have enough bass to do credit to hard
rock... smooth enough midrange for classical...
smooth enough treble for new wave, enough detail for
purist-miked recordings, and humpin' dynamics for da
funk." Not to mention high power-handling capabilities and ease of placement. HF sounds slightly shelvedup compared to the midrange and LF regions.
Available in active version for $3470/pair-$3670/pair.
(Vo120 No.5, SGHT5 No2 WWW)
Mirage MR111-1: $2200/pair
(stands necessary)
The MRM-1 is designer Ian Paisley's statement in the
high-performance, two-way, stand-mounted, reflexloaded nunimonitor stakes. "The drive-units are hi-

tech in conception and constniction," said JA, who
commented on its considerable but clean top-octave
energy: "not brightness as such, but snore high-frequency air." The MRM-I was "surprisingly big-bottomed," "excelling" in the all-important midrange
and lacking grain "or any kind of gritty edge." He also
noted its stable, precise imaging but was concerned by
the laid-back mid-treble and lack of ultimate dynamic range. This exquisitely made miniature was "dropdead gorgeous" and ideal for classical music or
acoustic jazz in asmall room, but was not aspeaker
for all seasons. JA wrapped up. Price is for black ash
veneer; cherry veneer, add $100/pair, tigerwood, .add
$200/pair. Matching stands. 5500-$600/pair depending on finish. (Vo123 No.6 WWW)
Monitor Audio Silver 9i: $1999/pair
LB found that this rear-ported, video-shielded, twoway floorstander sounded comfortable right out of
the box -"like putting on afavorite pair of wellworn jeans or sneakers." Somewhat forward perspective, he thought; the midrange and above were
prominent but not bright per se, just detailed and
exciting. He noted the Silver 9i's affinity for vocals,
plus "an excellent sense of place" that put him re
in the frame. It handled high volumes without disappointment, with "excellent" bass "within the
expectations of asystem of this size." Not perfect,
but "pretty damned good" and "a heck of adeal."
Sand can be added to mass-load the cabinet. (Vo123
No.12 WWW)
Professional Monitor Company IB-1S:
$4500/pair (stands necessary)
KR was of two minds about this three-way standmounted transmission-line speaker. "[Its] strengths
are its superb harmonic integration across the frequency spectrum and its almost complete lack of
grain and blurring. In addition, its rendering of fine
dynamic modulations is as good as any.... Iwould
have preferred better definition in the lowest tones
and a bit more image width." He concluded, "I
respected this speaker more than Iloved it." PM
adds, "It's laid-back to afault, but otherwise nigh impeccable... with delicacy, transparency, and even a
ineasure of dynamic literacy that can match many
models at twice or thrice the price." Matching stands
cost $499/pair. (Vol21 No.9)
PSB Stratus Bronze: $1149/pair SSS
MK called this floorstanding "2+ way" "one finelooking, affordable speaker... With good to excellent
performance in just about every specific area you can
think of, the Straws Bronze is abona fide bargain.
Music lovers who want plenty of bass need look no
further. Rock'n'roll fans especially should carefully
consider its virtues before choosing another." Glossblack finish adds 5150/pair. (Vol.21 No.7)
Rega Jura: $995/pair
(See ST"s review in this issue.)
Thiel CS.5: $1450/pair
LB still uses the baby Thiel as his reference (spring
2001) and likened it in his review to agood flanker:
"they go deep and wide" in their soundstage.
Detailed but not edgy, and capable of producing
honest bass -just not the lowest octaves. Not
designed to play "REALLY LOUD," El Bee reports,
but sufficient for most listeners. His final assessment:
"I think they're swell and provide alot of sound for
the money." West Coast price is 51480/pair. (Vol.18
No.10, Vol.19 No.5 WV/W)

C - Restricted LF
Joseph Atsdio RM7si: 51299-$1499/pair,
depending on finish
Joseph Audio RM7si Signature:
5169941899/pair, depending on finish
(stands necessary)
JA asserted that the original '7si was amellow-balanced - but naturally detailed -minimonitor that
represents good value. While the relaxed presentation of the HF rendered even the fizziest rock
recordings in an acceptably pleasing manner, JA had
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VANDERSTEEN
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ATimeless Masterpiece!

In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. In the deep
bass, state-of-the-art is seldom realized; even in the best rooms,
every placement is acompromise.
The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
every room. It is the only fully modular loudspeaker, completely upgradable
in your home using just aphillips screwdriver and soldering pencil. The Model 5s
are built to be the best today and engineered to be the best tomorrow.
Call, write, or visit us on the web for complete information and the name of
your nearest carefully selected Model 5dealer. www.vandersteen.com
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"Quads can deliver a sublime experience. They still
take my breath away with their profound revelation. -Noel Keywood (HiFi World)

By any measure. the 989 is a triumph, as
well as a bargain in high-end terms.** -Ken
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"At the price I've heard nothing that
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(Vo123 No.6 WWW)
Triangle Zephyr xs: $995/pair
This simple two-way offers "value for money that
borders on crazy." says ST, who thought it had the
same "electrostatic-like speed, definition, detail, delicacy, and harmonic accuracy" as the larger Antal.
His top choice in a full-range floorstander at the
price. Lacks the ultimate in bass extension, so works
best its asmaller roons. But such abargain! says Salsa.
(Vo123 No.f3)

Acoustic Energy Aegis One: $299/pair
(stands necessary) SU
Two-was'. stand-mounted. reflex-loaded, I" silkdome VIFA tweeter and 5" alloy-cone woofer.
Somewhat more refined-sounding dun PSI3 Alpha
A/V. thought JA, with deeper, more defined bass, if
less rich. The highs are clean but lacked some air —
whaddaya want for $299? Excelled in the midrange,
with precise imaging and good detail, but lacking its
ultimate dynamics. PM: "an easy neutrality that
demands respect." JA: "Its problems are minor, its
virtues many." (Vo123 No.5 WWW)
Athena Technologies S2: 5375/pair (stands
necessary if used without subwoofers)
-In many respects, the s2" —with its more precise,
focused imaging and a more seamless transition
between drivers —"pleased nie even more than the
S3," reported Monsieur Tellig. But he recommends
the S3 if you want abigger sound; the 52 ain't much
fie being overdriven. The S2 has good looks, resolution, neutrality, and tonal balance, but it's bass-shy on
stands sans subwoofer, with (like the S3) asomewhat
attenuated extreme treble. ST: -Good sound. Clever
engineering. Terrific value." (Vo123 No.6)
B&W LM-1 Leisure Monitor: $350/pair
(stands necessary) $U
These cute li'l guys are available in an array of attractive colors, and sport a1" polyester-dome, ferroduidcooled tweeter and a 5" polypropylene bass-midrange unit. The tweeter sits up top, partially exposed,
and the cabinet is heavily braced. The base can ix'
adjusted to allow for vertical or wall-mounting. The
LM-1 delighted
right out of the box: "lise sound
was absolutely gorgeous!" he bubbled. B&W recommends at least 25W, "but ignorance is bliss," proclaims Si', grooving along with an Audio Electronic
Supply SE-1 with 2A3s and SW to their name.
"What sound! So smooth, so sweet, so able to fill the
room.... The treble extension was remarkable, as
was the openness and airiness of the presentation....
You don't need stands. That's audiophile stuff. Just
place the speakers atop afiling cabinet or bolt them
to the wall." SD uses thetas as PC speakers and seconds Sam's enthusiastic recommendation for their
clarity, tonal balance, and "surprising" dynamics.
(Vo123 Nail)
NHT SuperTwo: $750/pair
BD found he couldn't recommend this three-way,
reflex-loaded floorstander for serious two-channel,
audio-only applications. Their lack of deep bass disturbed him, even while they played 'Aida "plenty of
power and slam and good pitch definition." And, hie
found, "there was simply way too much upper bass
and lower midrange," which put them on the "warm,
liquid side of neutral." From the midrange on up, he
finand them "substantially better.., vivid and bold."
Solid, "finally fixed" imaging and a wide, layered
soundstage helped. However, problems with speed,
articulation, wild air disappointed him. Yet lie found
"it made awonderful, inexpensive sum
hsystem."
liy contrast, PM, writing for a British magazine,
found that the SuperTwo "doesn't always mund quite
as coherent as its smaller brethren, but it should go
simificantly louder given sufficient amplification, and
clearly deserves recOmmendation." (Vo122 No.10)
PSB Alpha A/V: 5249/pair
(stands necessary) 555
"An outstanding audio bargain," proclaimed JE of tisis

Si'

little two-way Designed to be used close to il,
wall, the Alpha plays surprisingly loud, without
though toe-in is best avoided to lll i
ll Maize hankie,
()print lllll with soft-sounding electronics. linagim
somewhat vague, upper bass alittle exaggerated and a
bit "booty" compared with the NHT SuperZem, but
the Alpha gets the midrange right. The slight bass
overhang "usefully vsamied up the low end." thought
JA, who reconunends asolid-state amp rather than a
"flabby-assed tube design." lite upper mids were
somewhat forward and vivid, the extreme highs generally clean. "Astonishingly better than it has any right
to be at the price.... Faithlially serves the music it
plays
Highly recommended." (Vol.15 No.Z Vol.17
Nod, Vo123 No.4, SGHT1 Nod WWW)
PSB Image 4T: $649/pair SSS
Video-shielded, front-ported floorstander with
metal-cone/dome drives. A lot of technology
for the price, declared By, who found asmooth,
natural tonal balance that sounded superb with
vocals: lots of body and no colorations. A transparent
midrange revealed inner transient detail, and Bob
says the Image loved woodwinds. "Its bass performance was uncanny, with abottom-end extension I
didn't think possible from aspeaker of this size and
price." lise upper treble could get atad ragged on
some higher-frequency passages, but dynamics were
astrong suit. "Kicked major butt," as RJR put it. The
speakers didn't call attention to themselves, the PSBs
disappearing into the wide, deep soundstage. They
also did little wmng, offering acoherent and neutral
sonic presentation, summed up MR. Borderline
Class C. (Vol.24 No2)
Totem Mite-T: S895/pair (stands necessary)
SS bound this two-way symmetrical-array design was
limited in dynamic expression and erred "slightly on
the wann side of neutral. The lower midrange and
upper bass are more pro lll i
l
lent, while the upper
midrange and lower treble are ahit receswd," which
limits the speaker's apparent resolution. "The good
news is. the Mite-T speakers never sound hard or
nasty at high volumes
Despite their dynamic limitations and slightly reticent upper midrange, the
Totems are pleasant and seductive." (SGHTA No.5)

E
Acoustic Energy AEG02: $599
MF shook Isis head in %%owlet at this neat'n'perite,
simply extraorditkiry-sounding powered sub and satellite speaker system that you can hook up directly to
your Cl) player. "Every so often aproduct shows up
that surprises the hell out of me.... What poured
forth was what Iwould have to call high-end audio.
It wasn't perfect, hut it was may superior to any other
small sat-sub system I'd heard — particularly its
tenus of low coloration, but in very other sonic
department as well." He found "an absolutely stunning, detailed, and believable midband," and asurprisingly large soundstage that was "free front the
constraints of the tiny boxes." J-10, too, is mightily
impressed. "Hey, where're you hidin' the real speakers?" he only half-jokes, looking for the man behind
the curtain. (Vo124 No.3)
Mission MS-50: $449 with Denon
D-M30 receiver
-Class D with pleasure," proclaimed KR. "A nice little
speaker that should find use where others cannot fit
the space or the budget. Integrates nicely with asmall
powered subwistafer." (Vol.22 No.10)
PSB Alpha Mini: $199/pair
(stands necessary) $$$
LB.)liked this small two-way, reflex-loaded speaker's
-warmly voiced. smartly matched" sound. "There's a
place and aneed fisr arewarding system on this scale,
and the l'Sli package filled the bill." Wide, even, lateral dispersion, but sit with your ears on or just slightly above the tweeter axis. CS found the Mini just
remarkable: "Sweet, open, full-sounding, clear, holographic, non-fatiguing, bass extension tight and linear,
harmonics and overtones so dead on —so lllll steal, so
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minor quibbles with the midrange response and
stereo imaging. Strongly reco llllll ended. however. Of
the Signature version, the word that popped up most
often in JA's notes during auditioning was "sweet."
He also noted that the RM7si's "rich, big-hearted
balance" and "smooth treble.., laid bare all manner
of recorded detail without spotlighting." And the
somewhat reticent highs were a "not unpleasant
effect." (This assay have been caused by ita out-ofspec tweeter; a Follow-Up is scheduled.) Excellent
dynamics and imaging, if abit pl
pdown below—
but not "one-notey." our Ed. noted, concluding that
"overall, it gets the musical message right." CS
chimes in: "Pinpoint resolution and detail; excellent
transparency and soundstaging; remarkable bass
extension; adeep. articulate, uncolored midrange; a
smooth top end; accurate without being analytical."
(Vol.19 No.2: Vo123 No.K Signature.)
Paradigm Active/20: $1650/pair
(stands necessary) US
Active (SOW for tweeter. 110W fiar woofer) two-way
loudspeaker that JA described as -asuperb-sounding,
well-engineered bargain." Low-frequency definition
was -okay." and there was -aslight dryness in the midtreble... but this was minor aa degree and didn't get
in the way of the music." Incorrigible soinennaesheadhangerJA was able to trigger the thermal protection circuits repeatedly — those who listen consistently at high levels should take note, though Paradigm
has since modified the protection circtaitry. Yet at
saner levels, their excellent stereo imaging, soundstaging, and ability to reproduce "music's broad sweep"
impressed him. "Enthusiastically recommended as the
affordable reference for mini monitor sound quality."
Work great in an office situation, taking the analog
outputs of ahigh-end computer soundcard. Matching
Premier stands cost $179/pair. (Vol.20 No.11)
Paradigm Reference Studio/20: $650/pair
(stands necessary) $55 •'a
Passive, less tightly specified sibling to the Active/20.
"From the upper bass to the upper midrange, the harmonic structures of sounds, their timbres, were as natural as I'd heard from any speaker," BJR said. "The
reproduction of vocals, woodwinds, and brass instruments on well-engineered acoustic recordings was
spooky in its realism." Minor quibbles: "HE range was
slightly highlighted, giving the sound arather crisp
presentation," and, while the bass was "extended, natural, quick. dynamic, tuneful." it had -aslight roundness or warmth in the 60-80Hz range." Still. "by a
wide margin, the finest speaker under 51000/pair I've
ever heard." Matching Premier stands cost S179/pair
(VoI21 No2. Vo124 No2)
ProAc Tablette 2000 Signature: $1700/pair
(stands necessary)
"In anutshell, very dynamic sound —lots of punch,
even when driven with a3.5W ampr declares ST.
lively sound with a delicate, sweet, and smoothly
extended treble that lacked the midrange refinement
of the more costly Response models." The 2000
Signatures rocked and kicked butt, but were "a bit
brash," he concluded. The imaging was less outstanding but still quite good. Regular Tablette 2000 costs
SHOO/pair. (Vo123 No.5)
Thiel PCS: $3000/pair (stands necessary)
A three-way. stand-mounted. reflex-loaded design
with anodized aluminum drivers (including acoaxial tweeter-nndrange
using asingle motor and
mechanical crossover). JA heard no deep bass, and
the upper bass didn't have the "rounded" quality he
prefers. Some doubling at lower frequencies. and
"port chuffing" that can sound "gruff." he warned.
"But it was higher in frequency that the PCS lived
up to its pedigree." He found it "easy, open, natural
and unforced, and oh, the soundstagingr The extreme highs were less well-defined than the lower
frequencies, he felt, and the tonal balance was somewhat forward. The PCS is handsome and beautifully made. JA pointed out, hut sensitive to cables and
really needs to be used with asubssimfer for fullrange satisfaction. West Coast price is 53030/pair.

•Dual Phase Lock Loops for State-of-theArt Jitter Attenuation < 2ps RMS.
•24-Bit/96 kHz from 61/Ps to Crystal
CS8414 Rec'r to PMD-200 HDCD*
24/96 Digital Filter to fully balanced dual
Burr-Brown PCM1704 DAC's, servo
controlled LT1357 I/V Stage w/cross
coupled passive filter to OPA627/BUF
634 0/P buffers.
• 3-Modular (Upgradahle) 4layer PCB's
plus P.S. PCB. •4 Dither adjustments.

DAC-3. I Digital Processor

DAC-2.7 Digital Processor

Prices starting from .... $1599*

PAG3.0:

could spend more money get something that
s
..... ids diffennit, but in no way would the DAC 3.0
be outclassed. ug BlacIchum -SoundStage -August 2000 4

1

A

•Csystall CS8414 Digital input receiver
(crystal controlled).
•PMD-200 HDCD'cligital filter for 24Bit/96 kHz decoding, Burr-Brown
PCM1704 24/96 kHz dual DAC's.
•4 Dither adjustments.
•13 P.S. Regulation Stages.
•-118cIB 24-Bit linearity @ ± 2dB error.
Prices starting from

;699*

)1C-2.6:
he DAC-2.6 is avery well designed processor with
ih-quality parts. 7he sound is incredibly detailed
, inrolving for such an affordable unit. Highly roc',mended."
David Milford -Sensible Sound #8I -June/July
2000

D2D- I Sample Rate Converter

TY

A

L- I Preamplifier

•Up sampling from as low as 32 kHz to
•Single-Ended-Triode \'alve Art 30013
Output stage for au•hopping 7-8 Stereo,
15 Mono watts of power.
•Zero global negative feedback.
•Dual MuHard GZ33 Tube Rectification.
•4, 8and 16 Ohm output taps.
•-89cIB noise for very quiet operation.
Prices starting from

SET-300B Single-Ended Amplifier

$1099*

•S
96
tate
kii
-oz-the-Art Jitter Attenuator (only
2ps RMS or less).
•16-Bit to 24-Bit Word Length
Interpolation.
•Digital Transmission Format Converter
S/PDIF, AES/EBU input into concurrent S/PDIF, AES/EBU, PS output
and I'S-enhanced (12S-e) output
Price

"From recording to recording, much lauded single-

ended magic winding *its way throughthe notes into

'Improvements in focus and spatial rendering along
1,01 better base definition.
is so good that it is
not loft in the dust by more expensive D11 Cs.

the listeners soul"
Anthony Kershaw -Audiophilia -July 2000

*I4 best buy and highly recommended."
David Banks -Vacuum Tulle 'alley #15/2000

ST-40 Push-Pull Amplifier

I
)mug Blackburn -SoundStagt -July/May 2000

•r95
e
l
,reatripe and PLATIM.I.a.f versions also available. Please call.
Dealer and Distributor Inquiries Welcomed!
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2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 51-4
Telephone: (905) 829-5858 Facsimile: (905) 829-5388
Toll Free: 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. and Canada)
E-Mail: TPC@partsconnection.on.ca
Newly Revised Web Site: www.partsconnection.on.ca
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inexpensive... more than held its own in an extreme
nearfield setup." CS called it an ideal match for the
NAD L40 CD receiver (see "Complete Audio
Systems"). If you're going to use them without asub.
CS counsels placing them afoot or so in front of the
front wall. (SGHT3 No3, Vo123 No.6)

Meridian 8000 active, Krell, Totem Mani-2, Sony SSM9ES, Paradigm Active/40.
Deletions
Evett & Shaw Elan, Vandersteen 2Cc, Hales Design
Group Revelation Three and Transcendence Five,
Mission 731i, all no longer available; Dunlavy Audio
Labs SC-1 AV, Jamo Concert 11, KEF RDM Two,
NHT 2.5i and SuperZero, all not auditioned in too
long atime; B&W DM302 updated to DM303, not
yet auditioned.

Subwoofers &
Crossovers
A
Audio Physic Rhea: $5995
MF loved this powered (300W) subwoofer. "When
the Rhea was properly dialed in, it never thickened or
slowed lcickdrums or acoustic bass. It didn't attach
itself to baritone voices. Iwondered whether it was
doing anything until Iplayed sonic music that contains
really deep, fundamental bass tones... Then the Rhea
hit me where it hurt. Where IWald to hurt.... Getting
those bottom octaves right is expensive and tricky, but
once you have them, doing without is not an option."
(VoI21 No.9)
REL Studio II: $8000
This powered "sub-bass system" has an adjustable
high-pass filter and aDC-coupled 300W amplifier.
"It truly lives up to its billing as asub-bass system,"
WP said. "And it seems to do so with speakers that I
thought needed little or no bass reinforcement, as
well as with those that benefit from an extra half (or
even whole) octave of bottom-end. But it does more
than that. It also makes your primary loudspeakers
possess even more of those magical qualities you
bought them for: more airiness, more sense of space,
more magic." (Vol.21 No.7)
Revel SUB-15: $3800
Revel LE-1 subwoofer crossover/
amplifier: $6000 each
TJN called the SUB-15 "superb on music ...In terms
of extension and bass quality, though, it is possible to
equal its music performance with less expensive subwoofers. But I've also heard the Revel subs in rooms
much smaller than mine... !where] it clearly can
plumb the depths when required." Employ the SUB15 with the Revel Ultima Gem speakers, JA said, and
"you'll have a "superbly engineered, true Class A
speaker system that will raise goosebumps with all
kinds of music." He was "continually impressed" with
how well it defined the bass notes, and how quickly
the subwoofer started and stopped (though TJN
points out a somewhat limited dynamic range for
home-theater use). The LE-1 "added avery faint treble haziness to the system's presentation that was
noticeable on direct comparison but was not significant when Iwas assessing the system on its own sonic
merits." (Vol.21 No.10, SGHT4 No.6)
Velodyne HGS-18: $2999
The HGS-18 runs $400 more than the (positively
reviewed) FSR-18 powered subwoofer it replaces.
You get aclassier, piano-black finish and asub that still
goes down to 15Hz. A closed-loop-accelerometer
servo control and built-in 1250W RMS class-D amp
do the trick, with single-ended and balanced inputs,
selectable phase and volume controls, multiple staggered low-pass crossovers, and a huge (18")
dual-voice-coil driver. LG's judgment: "The sonic
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equal of the discontinued FSR-18 ... unsurpassed in
dynamics, control, weight, pitch, slam, and pace."
(Vo122 No.10)

Paradigm Reference Servo-15: $1500
This compact, self-powered, servo-corrected subwoofer has multiple control settings, and so offers
numerous setup options. LG says it is well-engineered
and "gives no sign of the distortion, overload, or bloat
that is heard with so many subwoofer units." He also
says, "Combined with dynamic loudspeakers or
dynamic satellite speakers, it delivers borderline Class
A sonics; Class Bwith electrostatics." Price is for black
ash laminate; light cherry or rosewood adds $250.
(Vo122 No.8)
REL Acoustics Q100E: $995
"Why mince words?" asked MF. "The REL Q100E
produces the best bass I've ever had in my livingroom home theater.... The sub never intruded on
the musical purity and clarity... The Q100E simply
adds the bottom octaves, which, for most material,
translates into agreater sense of space and ambient
richness rather than bass 'notes' per se. There isn't
really much musical information that low, but when
it is present in a recording, the REL delivers it
stealthily." (SGHT.4 No.6)

Hsu Research TN1225HO: $359 SU
MF said, "While the Hsu is impressive at providing
deep, mom-shaking bass at areasonable price, it doesn't perform miracles. Even with the crossover set to
40Hz - the lowest setting-I was able to identify
the sub's location with greater ease than with any of
the other subs I've had in the room.... For this reason,
Ithink the Hsu is better suited as a'last two octaves'
subwoofer coupled with... speakers extending down
to 40Hz or so. (SGHT.4 No.5)
PSB Alpha SubSonic 5subwoofer: $449
This self-powered sub with a 10" poly-coated
fiber cone and variable crossover in abass-reflex
enclosure is cost-effective, quick, and articulate,
said CS, with more dynamic control than the old
SubSonic 1- and it costs the same! Helped
"snap" the soundstage of the Alpha Minis into
sharp focus, adding to their presentation more
"live" room cues, and greater detail and stability.
"Musically involving and eminently affordable,"
he summed up. (Vo123 No.6)

D
Editor's Note: There are currently no Class D subwoofers listed.

Headphones
8£ Headphone
Accessories
A
Cary Audio Design CAD 300-SEI: $3995 er
The ultimate headphone amplifier! (See "Power
Amplifiers.") (Vol.18 No.9, Vo123 No.12)
Grado Reference Series One: $695 tt
WP found the RS One headphones clean, warm, and
dynamic-capable, he claimed, "of portraying music
as an attive art fomi." Yet he had qualms about their
low-level resolution, dark tonal character, and ability
to re-create spatial and ambient information, especially in light of their price. JE disagreed, declaring, "I just
love these headphones." BJR cites their tonal darkness
but thinks them reference quality, if not high value. SS
says that for reference monitoring, they're "too bd
canto for accurate decision making." ST: 'They impart
richness, body, and sweetness, particularly to strings."
They need power, he cautioned -they "can sound

sluggish and lacking in detail" when driven by lossoutput headphone circuits. Grado's Reference Serie ,
Two cans ($495) are very close in sound quality to the
RS1s, ST said. "It's the full-bodied sound -especially
the luscious, rich, resonant bass -that makes the
Grado 'phones special." (Vol.19 No.7, Vo120 Nod.
VoI21 No2)
HeadRoom Max: $1333 er
Designed to take advantage of new surface-mount
parts. Max is the finest headphone amp yet from
HeadRoom„ WP maintains. While he found it fast.
transparent, articulate, and unusually capable if
exploiting the frequency extremes, he praised above
all its "coherent articulation of the essence of music.
.. With this amplifier and a state-of-the-art headphone such as the Sennheiser HD 600, dynatim
headphone technology has come of age," and
"Electrostats no longer outperform their competition." Same circuit, employing a different volume
control, is available in more utilitarian chassis as the
Maxed-Out Home HeadRoom for $999. (Vo120
Nos2 & 12, VoI21 No2 WWW)
Sennheiser HD 600: $449.95 tt
WP, KR, and ST are unanimous in calling these the
best dynamic headphones they've ever heard. "The
only ones with which Ihave ever been physically or
sonically comfortable," says KR. "Sennheiser has kept
all of the qualities that made the HD 580 among the
best of its breed, and in several areas has even managed to better it impressively," according to WP. Sez
ST, "The magic of the HD 600s is their midrange apurity of tone, especially when driven by tubes, that
is quite special." (VoI21 No2)

HeadRoom Supreme: $429 SSS e
Small, beautifully made, battery-powered solid -,tate
amplifier based on aproprietary surface-mount module and featuring switchable intrachannel cross-feeding and time delay to render headphone listening to
stereo programs less artificial-sounding. The effect of
this is surprisingly subtle in A/B comparisons, but
proves much less fatiguing in long-term listening sessions. Includes atreble-boost switch. Drives dynamic
headphones to high levels with authority and excellent clarity, without this being associated with any
brightness. JA bought a Supreme to drive his
Sennheiser HD 580s, with which it makes avery
musical-sounding combination. His subsequent auditioning of the $549 Cosmic version suggests that it is,
indeed, cosmic. (Vol.17 Nos.1 & 2, Vol.19 No.7, VoI21
No2; see also WP's review of the $129 HeadRoom
Traveler Bag in Vol.18 No.10.)
Sennheiser HD 580: $259.95 $5$
Ultra-smooth, ultra-detailed open-back dynamic
headphones with full, extended low frequencies.
Alvin Gold found the HD 580s to be "too civilized,"
but WP comments that some audiophiles miss the
grain and other "hi-fi" signifiers that the Sennheisers
simply do not exhibit. Comfortable. JA's dynamic
headphone reference till he heard the Sennheiser
'600. (Vol.17 No.12; also see "Industry Update," Vol.17
Nod, p.41; TJN's headphone review in Vol.17 No2,
p.114; and SS's review of the Sennheiser IS 850 headphones in Vol.18 No.10.)

Creek OBH-11: $199 et
"Dynamic, detailed, smooth, controlled in the bass.
and extended in the treble without being ove rbright," said ST. "The OBH-2 power supply ($100)
makes it sound even faster, clearer, and more dynamic." (Vo121 No2)
Grado SR60: $69 $5$
The SR60 offers arather dark-toned balance, with a
full bass and excellent resolution of detail. A more forward midrange, however. Uncomfortable. The $150
5R125-not reviewed-is a JA favorite. (Vol.17
Nos.6 & 10)
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The missing leap in digita cuIuiiun.

EVo 200.2

Finally, the true potential of digital amplification. Bel Canto introduces the first digital amplifier defined by
uncompromising sonic ideals. The EVo 200.2 takes you remarkably closer to the music —and further
from any other choice. It's natural selection. Visit www.belcantodesign.com or call 612.317.4550.

O 2000 Bd Canto Dcsign
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FM Tuners
A
Magnum Dynalab MD 108: $5850 o
"Gets 'radio stations' even after they've signed off."
marveled DAS. Tuner offers balanced mode, the
sound of which, he thought. "did justice to the finest
FM stations. In unbalanced mode, the audio quality
had less refinement but was still very good." 1.5dB
capture ratio is "adequate for all but the most stubborn cases," although sensitivity in Super-Narrow
bandwidth position was lower than spec. Stereophile's
-Analog Source of 1997" (Vo120 No.5)

Myryad MT 100: $1095
LG enjoyed this remote-controlled tuner's "sleek.
snazzy, art deco design and functional and elegant
construction." It -sorted out" the stronger stations
and, using its automated circuitry, pulled in weaker
signals (when there wasn't too much multipath),
making it a good choice for suburban areas with
med
-strength signals. If you're out in the sticks,
you might need features found in more expensive
tuners. He found agood balance of bass, midrange,
and treble, with no -undue colorations" or SCA
birdies. LG's final assessment? A definite thumbs-up.
(Vo122 No.11)

Parasound T/DQ-1600: $400
*
-Presents agood balance of RF and audio factor....
DAS maintained. -Tonal balance was neither
overly crisp nor boomy and reflected what was
being broadcast." The tuner had excellent stereo
separation and phase integrity. he found, with
very good S/N ratio with med . -strength or
stronger signals — weaker signals highlighted its
lack of noise-reduction and high-blend circuitry.
(Vol.19 No.12)

D
Tivoli Audio Henry Kloss Model One
table radio: S99
-The Tivoli Model One is a radio stripped to its
essentials: no stereo, no station memories. no remote
control, no tone controls," said ST. This Kloss design
didn't like being played very loud, ST discovered,
but was "plenty loud for atypical office, and, ultimately, loud enough for me." He heard "a richness,
awarmth, agenerosity of tone. and aclarity that
made for enjoyable listening. Iwas never fatigued."
(Vo124 No3)

Fanfare FT-1.

FM Antennae
Editor's Note:
antenna can compete
with agood roof or mast-mounted outdoor antenna,
but because apamnent dwellers often don't have a
choice, we list the following indoor models that we
have found to work well: AudioPrisin 8500 ($499,
Vol.14 No.6), AudioPrisin 7500 (1299, Vol.12
Magnum Dynalab 205 FM Booster ($295, Vol»
No.6), RadioShack amplified indoor FM antenna
($29.99, Vol.19 No.11). and Fanfare FM-2G ($89.95.
Vo120 No.12). Outdoor antennae we have reviewed
and recommended are the Antenna Perfomunce
Specialties Sniper ($495) and Antenna Performance
Specialties APS-13 FM ($199). the original versions
of which were reviewed in Vol.19 No.3.
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Complete Audio
Systems
Denon D-M30 System: $449
Comprises the Denon 1)-M30 CD/receiver and
Mission MS-50 loudspeaker. "How easy it would be
simply to dismiss the 1)enon/Mission D-M3." mused
KR. A "remarkably compact, consistently fluent system that won't chafe your audiophile sensibilities. A
great choice for your office or bedroom, for toting out
to the back porch or your cabin in the woods, or for
nonaudiophile friends or relatives who want you to
fix them up with anew stereo." Say no more! Current
-30" system has upgraded cosmetics hut is otherwise
identical. (Vo122 No.10)
NAD/PSB Music System: $799
Based on the remote-controlled, 20Wpc, $599 NAD
L40 FM receiver with integral CD player, two pairs
of line-level inputs and outputs, and tone controls.
CD section based on NAD 522, amp section on
NAD 310. Immaculate craftsmanship and performance, raved CS, with -anice, meaty sound" augmented by a smooth top end, a clear and open
midrange. and good dynamic headroom. "Lived up
to its NAD 3020 heritage," scz JA, noting the L40's
rising power into low-impedance loads. CS was
enthusiastic: "Why tarry, aural pilgrims? This price is
right and this is fimr NAI) Music System includes a
pair of IPS13 Alpha Minis (see "Loudspeakers") and 6'
runs of Phoenix Gold speaker cable. Add $439 for
the PSB Alpha SubSonic 5 for full-range performance. (Vo123 No.6)

Signal Processors
A
Accuphase DG-28 Digital Voicing
Equalizer: $8500
SS called this digital equalizer "a great EQ device. It's
easily the best I've heard for source-material corrections. If you spend most of your time listening to
long-dead artists captured on less than ideal recordings, you'll sitiiply adore this equalizer. It ain't too
shabby on mom corrections either." But, he cautioned, "For audiophiles who use primarily analog
source material and demand Class A sound, the
optional input cards may not be the way to go."
(VoI21 No.6)
Z-Systems rdp-1 reference: $5000
A digital preamp, but, as KR points out. -aflexible
and friendly parametric equalizer" as well. "The best
way to correct tonal imbalance in speakers and
source material. The tone control for the digital age."
However, lie cautioned, it is not auniversal BandAid. "While the rdp-1 can modify the amplitude
response of 14 speaker, it cannot correct phase interactions between drivers, nor can it change the radiation pattern of la] speaker." But used judiciously, "it
is avaluable tool." After making it his 1998 "Editor's
Choice," JA bought one of the review samples.
(VoI21 No.7 WWW)

Source Components Electronic Harmonic
Recovery System: $449
According to ST. mantdicturer John Sollecito -admitted it would be accurate to call the FIRS an additional output stage." So what does it do? Sain said that it
"has improved every system I've tried it with, both
active and passive preamps. And Iheard no loss of
anything... lise HRS helps flesh out the . d, give
it more body and harmonic fullness
Dynamics
improved too... The sound was richer, fuller, more
dynamic. The soundstage was wider and deeper —
more dimensional." (VoI21 No.8)
TDS Passive Harmonic Enhancement
System: $495
Passive signal-source-driven inductive circuit goes

between preamplifier and amp, or in atape loop. No
caps, no resistors, no power supply. MF explains that
it's asystem of transformer couplings placed in parallel with the source and load that, according to TDS,
-nonuniformly amplifies select frequencies already
present in the audio signal that arc not as perceptible
to the humais ear." MF found a"barely perceptible"
loss of transparency and high-frequency sparkle, but
-subtle and compelling" improvements. "The sound
was uniformly richer, yet with greater detail." Sold
direct with a 30-day moni.7-back guarantee from
www.TDSaudio.com. (Vo122 No.11)

Recording
Equipment
Editor's Note: We has-e only included products of
which we have direct experience. Anyone about to
undertake serious recording should ignore all "amateur" microphones; as amle of thumb, you should
spend as much, or more, on agood pair of mikes as
you do on your recorder.

A
dCS 902D A/D converter: $6850
Data output is switchable between 24 hits and a
noise-shaped 16 bits, but measured resolution is closer to 20 bits, JA found. This is still astonishingly good,
however, and the dCS (now offering 96kHz sampling) is his recording reference. JA agrees with SS
that the dCS is balanced on the mellow side rather
o
than up fronr, this, he feels, is optimal for live classical
recording given the unit's superb transparency and
ie
•
retrieval of the full detail of live sound. Similar dCS
904 offers more flexibility as well as DS1) encoding
and 192kHz LPCM, (NR, but see "The Rhapsody
Project," Vo120 No.6)
DPA 4006 microphone: $2060 *
Originally sold under the lintel & Kjacr brandname,
this omnidirectional, 48V phantom-powered, 1/2"
capacitor microphone has high dynamic range,
extended bass response, and abasically flat response
marred only by asmall peak in the top audio octave
and arather depressed lower treble. Conies with both
diffuse-field and free-field grids. A "nose-cone" is
available to give true
'directional response and a
spherical acoustic equalizer to give amore directional
response. A calibrated sample is used by Sienvphde to
measure loudspeaker responses. JA has used apair on
every one of his recordings since CMICal in 1992. (NR,
but see Follow-Up in Vol.14 No.10, and audition
Stereophile's Ginter/ CD and track 5, index 7 on the
first Stertyphde test CD.)
DPA 4011 microphone: $2190 *
JA finds this uncolored 1/2" mike —cardioid cousin
of the 4006—to give solidly defined, vivid stereo
imaging when used in an ORTF configuration, which
is what he used to record Stiniiphik's Ii.stind, Serenade,
and Encore CDs, reinforced by aspaced pair of B&K
4006s. His favorite piano mike, used for Robert
Silverman's 2000 Beethoven Sonatas set. (N It., but see
Vol.19 No.1, Vo124 No.1)
Millennia Media HV-3B stereo microphone
preamplifier: $1895
JA used HV-3B preamps for Srereophde's 1997
Rhapsody release and was extremely impressed by this
solid-state design's combination of transparency and
very low noise, quieter even than the Millennia. He
subsequently bought two for future recordings. "High
Voltage" option for B&K mikes adds $400; high-resolution gain switches add $150 per switch. (NR)
Millennia Media M-2a stereo microphone
preamplifier: $3495 o
lise M-2A (originally called the Forssell) is atransformerless dual-mono tube design that JA finds to be
among the quietest, most transparent preamps he has
tried. He bought asample to make Stereophik's 1996
Serenade recording. The combination of the M-2a
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There are currently no Class D headphones listed.
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'The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can convey areal 'jump with
no loss of detail or focus....The Moon P-5 has transparency, very low noise
and flexibility of control., and should be considered among the finest line
preamps available today.' Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999.
'Simaudio deserves recognition as asolid state brand of first rank, alongside

MOON

well known luminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and Levinson.' Moon P-5 &
W-5 -International Audio Review 880 -1999.
'The Simaudio Moon P-5/ W-5 is truly aworthy world-class reference-level 'statement' design package.' David Robinson -Positive Feedback -Vol. 8#2, 1999.
can enthusiastically recommend the Moon 1-5 one of high-end audio's
undiscovered gems." Robert Harley -Fi Magazine -February 1999.
'The 1-5 is a high-quality integrated amplifier that will appeal to anyone
looking for ataste of the best.' Doug Schneider -Soundstage! -May 1999.
The

key components to its sonic character are openness, rhythmic liveliness,

and freedom from noise." P-5003 -Neil Gader -The Absolute Sound -no. 121
"... This is the cream of the crop so far. At its price, it is definitely one to
check our 1-5080 -Steve Lefkowicz -Listener Magazine -Summer 1999.
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with MK 4006 oiiiiiis gives asound with tremendous low-frequency wesght and impact. (NR)
Nagra-D II open-reel digital tape
recorder: $22,000
The ultimate one-box recorder: To see it is to want to
touch it is to want to buy it, says JA. (We bought it!)
lise superbly built Nagra uses open-reel tape to store
two or four channels of up to 24-bit data. (One 5" reel
of Ampex 467 holds one hour of four-channel data or
two hours of two-channel data.) Four channels of
both analog and digital (AES/EBU) I/O. Built-in
A/1) converters offer 20-bit resolution. Built-in mike
preamps offer phantom power, enormous headroom,
asid arc superbly quiet. Sophisticated built-in software
offers versatile usage options; optional DOS program
allows adirectory to be created for each tape, to access
individual takes, overload points, examine error rates,
etc. Nagra can even diagnose your machine over the
phone, using its built-in RS422 port. Recording
¡visito! with the Naga -coupled with the editing
process -made JA abig fan. "Operationally, the unit
was adream." he enthused, adding emphatically that
it was the finest audio recorder he has ever used.
Portable, practical, and capable of producing tapes of
the highest quality. Highly recommended. New DII
version starts at $22,000, is similar but features 24/96capable ADCs and DACs and tape handling improvements. (Vol.19 No.1)

Apogee Electronics PSX-100: $2995
24/96-capable two-channel, All)-1)/A converter.
with UV22 processing for optimizing resolution with
output word lengths of less than 24 bits. See "Digital
Processors." (Vo123 No(s)
Marantz DR-17: $1599
Single-tray CD-IVCD-RW recorder with HDCI)
playback. See "SAC), DVD-A & Cl) Players."
(Vo124 No.1)
Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder: $899
with case
Tiny portable machine that makes excellent location
recordings, provided you use an external A/I) converter. Short internal battery life is aproblem. A separate company, called Eco-Charge (P.O. Box 956,
Boulder, CO 80306), makes an external lead-acid
battery pack ($119.95) that SS highly recommends.
The TCD-D8 is the replacement for the similar
TCD-D7 and now includes 44.1kHz digital
input/output and AC adaptor. A JA favorite. (Vol.18
Nos.1 & 6, TCD-D7; Vol.19 No.10, TCD-D8)

JVC XL-R5000BK: $670
Cl) recorder with triple-tray CI) changer and singletray CD-R/CD-RW two-speed transport. See
"SACD, DVD-A 8c CD Players." (Vo124 No.1)

Dorrough AES/EBU peak/average level meter,
Bryston I3MP-2 microphone preamplifier. EAR
824M stereo microphone preamplifier.

Test Equipment
AudioControl I
othistrial SA-3051 Spectrum
Analyzer: $995
Portable (battery-powered) and inexpensive 1/3octave analyzer with pink-noise source, ANSI Class
II filters, accurate calibrated microphone, and six
nonvolatile memories. Parallel port can be used
with any Centronics-compatible printer to print out
real-time response. Factory update increases maximum spi capability, and resolution to 0.ldli. (Vol.11
No.6, Vol.12 No3)
Goldline DSP 30 Spectrum Analyzer:
$1625 *
Portable (battery-powered) 1/3-octave analyzer with
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higher dynamic range and better signal resolution
than the ubiquitous AuditiControl (one software
option gives 60 bands between 2.71-1z and 8001Iz).
Features six me lllll ties and avariety of post-processing options; can also be controlled by an external PC
through its RS-232 port. Latest software includes a
Windows-based interface and a number of other
refinements. (NR)

Miscellaneous
Accessories
Audio Advisor Elfix AC polarity tester:
$29.95 *
Components tend to give the best sound with the lowest potential between their chassis and signal gmund.
JGH Mund using the Ellis to be an easy, noncontact
method of optimizing this aspect of performance, in
conjunction with AC "cheater" plugs. Similar product
available from Ultra Systems(Vol.15 No.(»)
Audio Research Tube Damping Rings:
$5/pair
Damping rings for all AR products are now available
to the public at large. They're made of aproprietary
polymer material that converts kinetic energy to heat,
and their improvements are not subtle, exclaims RJR:
tighter, cleaner, sleeper, more dynamic bass; more
coherent transient attacks; crisper, more extended
highs; plus "impmvements us the reproduction of
subtle gradations of low-level dynamic-s." Give ein a
whirl - the cost is minimal. (Vo123 No2)
AudioPrism Noise Snifter RFI/EMI
detector: $199.95
An "electronic detective in the campaign to el'
noise," said Chief Willis. "Simply plug it in and turn
up the volume - its small built-in loudspeaker will
reveal where your problem outlets are." Then you can
runs to AudioPrism's QuietLine Parallel AC line filter
for acure. "A must-own product, period," says BD.
"10-4," adds J-10. (VoI21 No.12)
AudioQuest binding-post wrench: $7.95 *
A great idea improved - similar to the Postman,
but with a metal sleeve reinforcing the sockets.
(Vol.2)) No.9)
AudioQuest RF Stoppers: $39/8 (Jr.),
$60/4 (Sr.) e
ST found these ferrite rings to improve the sound
from CI) when clamped over the interconnects
between player and preamp. He also found the st
d
improved -less grit -when aring was clamped over
the coaxial data lead between transport and processor,
though we would luye thought that this would
increase jitter. Best used with AC power cords, JA
feels. Equivalents can also be obtained from
RadioShack. (Vo1.14 No.1, TDK version)
Digital Recordings Audio-CD Hearing
Test: $24.95
This system permits useful evaluation of hearing
thresholds with only aCI) player and apair of headphones. KR reported that it reveals any significant
gaps in your hearing. (His own results were "close to
ideal, especially considering my age and usual
haunts." Whew.) "Ever wonder why others don't hear
what you do? This simple test will tell you. even
though you may not like the answer." Such acard.
(Vo123 No.1)
Dynaclear Postman Binding-Post
Wrench: $8.95
The ideal way of tightening five-way bitiding-post
connections without overtorquing. The reviewer's
friend. (Vol.17 No.1
Mondial MAGIC video ground
isolator: $99
Provides effective antenna and cable-feed isolation for
those whose video systems have h
problems. A
splitter version is available for $149. (Vol.15 No2)
Shakti electromagnetic stabilizer: $230 e
Passive component containing passive circuits intended to absorb and dissipate the EMF generated by

active audio gear. J-10 and WI' found them effective
to varying degrees, depending on the components
they were used with. J-10 discovered that "focus,
transparency, clarity, and speed were better, as was the
sense of pace." RI) fixind that the Sonic Frontiers
SFI )-2 Mk.I1 sounded better -less upper-midrange
grain - with the Shakti placed on the chassis above
the transformer. WI' Uses them Oil his power amps,
hut cautions that using too many in asystem will close
it down and make it sound dull. (Vol.19 Nos2 8c 4;
see also "Industry Update" in VoI21 No.4,
Shun Mook Mpingo Disc: $50 each *
Shun Mook Spatial Control Kit: $450
Shun Mook Spatial Control Quartet/Sextet:
$2288/4 stands and 32 Mpingo discs,
$3220/6 stands and 44 discs
The Mpingo Disc is an ebony disc just over 1.5" in
diameter and 0.5" thick. Three discs bonded to a
wooden 1-bracket make up the Spatial Control Kit,
which can be used to "tune" asystem's imaging. Read
J-10's review carefully to get the hill scoop 011 how to
MC the Discs, but J-10 is convinced that they effect a
major improvement in the sound. "Yup, they work,"
agreed ST; "they make my $78 AR turntable sound
like JA's Linn!" ("Ssh-yeah, right," pouts JA.) Though
he's not sure why the Shun Mook Discs have any
effect. ST does point out that they can make the
%Mind IMINt if not used correctly. "Try one or three.
Never, never two." (Vol.17 Nos2 & 12 WWW)
Sound Alignment Systems by Checkpoint P770 laser alignment tool: $189.95
"The ideal device fur positioning speakers," RD said
energetically, agreeing with LB that it should be "in
the tool chest of every audiophile who wants to get
the best sound from loudspeakers." les easy to usejust turn it on, hold it against the speaker's front panel,
then adjust the speaker's position until the "appropriate toe-in and vertical orientation are obtained" - and
is much more effective than "eyeballing the speaker
from the listening position." (VoI21 Nos.1 & 11)
Thor Audio The Phono-Burn: $350
All MF fave. "'Burns in phono stage and entire systems for those who can't wait, and especially for
reviewers of analog gear." Just plug it into aCD player and your phono section, set the player on "repeat"
for either the MM or MC CI) track, and let it cycle
for aday or so. If the phono section is comiected to
your system, it can also "burn in" your entire system.
he pointed out. "No audiophile club should be without one." (VoI21 No.10)
WBT 0101 RCA plugs: $140/4 *
The best, although the original steel locking collets.
now replaced by brass, gave rise to neurosis.
0144 RCA plugs cost $80/4. Distributed in the US In
Kimber Kahle. Both now include acomplete set ot
strain-relief ferrules and alength of WBT 4% silve,
solder, hence the price change. (NR, but see "Industr,
Update," Vol.12 No.9.)

Cale ProGold contact enhancer.

Power-Line
Accessories
Accuphase PS-1200 Clean Power
Supply: $8900
The 82 lb PS-1200 regenerates clean 60Hz AC from
the wall. Six outlets are provided, but J-10 used it as a
dedicated conditioner for the Accuphasc M-2000
monoblocks. He noted that, as aresult, the big monos
sounded more quiet, expressive, subtle. and refined,
with tighter and more transparent bass; "the muds
glowed even more invitingly than before, the highs
were that much more sweet." There were slight
reductions in punch and dynamics, but the sound was
"definitely less sweet and refined" going straight into
the wall. (Vol23 No2)
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Ur1LIMITED
DENVER
"Best stereo store, cooler than
cool selection of high end from
around the world."
—Unlimited Magazine, 2/99
Accuphase
Acoustic Energy
Aesthetix
Airtight
Avalon
Basis
Benz Micro

McIntosh
Muse
Nagra
Pathos
Spendor
Tannoy
Tara Labs

Boulder
Cary
conrad-johnson

Transfiguration
XLO
YBA

Graaf
Graham
Koetsu

Zoethecus
and more...

Call John Barnes:
303.691.3407

NEW FOR 2001
PHONOMENA
PHONO PREAMP

BENZ MICRO ACE

BATTERY POWER
SUPPLY S600

Swiss handmade moving coil, available
in low, medium and high outputs.
MSRP $550, $450 with trade.

BENZ MICRO
TITANIUM WATCH

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS, INC.
510.420.0379

WWW.MUSICALSURROUNDINGÇ rnm

21 jewel Swiss automatic movement, titanium
case and bracelet, water resistant to 30 meters.
Introductory special $399 -MSRP $500
Call to order!
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AudioPrism Power Foundation Ill AC line
conditioner: $749.95
"Clean up your ACC with the Foundation III,
encouraged BW. It improved the perfiirmance of
every piece if equipment Iused with it." all without
current limiting, a drawback present in otherwise
effective surge protectors. With the III, "clarity.
dynamics, imaging. and apparent power" all improved
substantially enough for I to deem this "an essential component" and quickly send AudioPrism
check. (VoI21 No.12)
Aural Symphonies Missing Link Cubed
V3i: $900/61t
'The Missing Link is Aural Symphonies' entry in the
no-compromise AC cable sweepstakes. "It's gigantic!
It's stiffl" exclaims J-10. SS notes that this "big mutua"
is best suited for power amps and other massive components as they can easily topple featherweight components. A, with all high-end wire, only careful auditioning in your own system will &ten ll i
ll eif its benefits warrant its cost. (NR)
Camelot Technology Sir Bois Reference
AC power cord: $349/1.5m
SS finds this AC cable to combine excellent materials
and substantial shielding with good flexibility. Seems
to perform on apar with other, far stiffer premi lllll
AC cables, he concludes. (NR)
Cinepro PowerPRO 20 AC line
balancer: $1799
A 75-lb line conditioner that supplies balanced 120V
AC power, filters incom ing RFI, protects against
incoming line spikes and lighming, and warns of very
low or very high voltage. WP said that with the systems he tried, "it offered anoticeable sonic improvement —not merely suppressing AC hum and RFI
grunge as promised, but allowing use
•closely
approach the known surbee of the
sic." He did
mention that it is probably most useful in high-quality rather than mid-price systems. (VoI21 No.11)
Electra Glide Reference Glide AC cords:
$1100 each
"hideously expensive," MF proclaimed. "But try
them and you'll want them." The reasons? They "increase blackness, focus, bass solidity, detail, and
dynamics." (VoI21 No.11)
Kimber Power Kord: $20/ft plus $1100 for
termination, 5160/4ft terminated Kimber
Power Kord
ST MCS Kiisil, r Kords throughout his system, and
noted tremendous differences with aJadis I
kfy-7. But
tr, 1
,
,•t,t-c you
he warns. (NR)
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Lightspeed CLS6400 ISO Mk.2 line filters:
$555
With four double-filtered analog and two fully filtered digital AC outlet, and an 1K0OW/15A capacity,
the transfonnerless Lightspeed filter can handle all
but the insist power-Iningry system, says SS. RD likes
the fie that, in contrast to some transformer-based
power-line conditioners. it doesn't hum, nor does it
• dynamics. SS points out that it appears to be
gcxxl at solving ground-loop problems. The $735
CLS6600 ISO Ku hospital-grade plugs and outlets
with 2400W/20A capacity. (NR)
Panamax Max 1000+ surge protector/
line conditioner: $299 ,
"Many ti
lerstorms have come and gone," says SS,
"but none of my video gear has been damaged."
Panamax offers aunique warranty —if your gear gen
fried while hooked up to one of their units, the company will replace it (though their fine print does list
conditions that insist be met for this to happen). SS
doesn't recomn lend the Panamax be used with power
amplifiers. Ile also poinn out that it shuts down on
brown-outs or sudden high-power demands. "For
low-power components and video gear, the Panamax
is the cheapest peace of mind Iknow," he sums up.
"Sounds good, too," adds BW, co llllll enting that it
made his gear
d "a bit cleaner, more fully
'shaped,' better defined, more open, and alive."
(Vol.19 No.11)
PS Audio P300 Power Plant: $1195
Described as a "regenerative AC synthesizer." the
Power Plant is atwo-channel, class-A/B bipolar balanced design with twin transformers —essentially, an
audio power amp with a(variable) single-frequency
output and areplaced output voltage. It is intended
for use with source components at amaximum load
of 200W. RI) was much smitten: "The benefits...
were such that it took areal effort of will...to take it
out of the system." The most striking effect was in the
upper midrange and above, which was "stripped of
'electronic' overlay.... Recordings old and new
. led fresher, more
-dime
more like real
niusic." Other pluses: enhanced resolution, greater
depth, better pacelihythin. Raising the AC frequency (50 to 120Hz available) produced "a startling sonic
improvement" that improved the sound of every
component RI) tried with the P300. Runs hot, he
warned, hut gets his vote for Stereophik Product of the
Year 2000. JA is equally impressed, finding that the
P300 illt llll i
l
wed the slightly gray presentation of the
Mark Levinson No.380S (which the No.32
Reference avoids with internal AC regeneration). "I
can now live with the '380S for awhile longer," he
sighed. Ease and liquidity seduced his car and backgrounds were more black. RI) says of the MultiWave
update that it "makes such adifference that Iconsider it amandatory option well worth the extra $250."
(Vo122 No.12, Vo123 Nos.5 & 12 WWW)
Synergistic Research Reference AC
Master Coupler: $650/5fi
"Brings out the best in whatever components you
hook it up with" declares J-10 of the AC cord. "Lets
the music through more effortlessly." More expensive
Master Coupler Squared —$1800 for 51—is stiff and
unwieldy, but one of the best out there, says J-10.
Particularly suited to amplifiers and for other highcurrent applications. (NR)
TG Audio Labs HSR Squared Power
Cord: $480
"This elaborate high-capacitance, low-inductance
power cord consisting of seventeen 18-gauge wires
connected via asingle IEC connector revealed more
detail, dynamics, bass, and soundstaging info, and
more extended and sweeter highs from my Audible
Illusions Modulus LI preamp than did the stock
cord," says By. (N8)

Power Science LTI) Foundation Conditioner, Aural
Symphonic-% Missing Link Buss Cubed (MLB6),

Equi=Tech imLniced power condition, I., I
5, And,
Lab PC-3 AC cords & Power AC Outlet (

Stands, Spikes,
Feet & Racks
Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood
stand has the following characteristics: good rigidity;
spikes on which to rest the speaker, or some secure
clamping mechanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel,
provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand
to avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height
when combined with your particular speakers (correct height can be anything from what you like best
to the manufacturer's design height for best driveunit integration). Though Stereophile hasn't reviewed
speaker stands, it's not because we think they're
unimportant —for speakers that need stands, every
dollar spent on good stands is worth $5 when it
comes to sound quality. Brands we have found to
offer excellent performance are Arcici Rigid Riser.
Merrill (see Vol.18 No.l. p.39), Sound Anchor,
Target, Sanus Systems Steel and Reference, and L.
(Sound Anchor also makes an excellent turntable
stand, reports TJN.) Interface material between the
speaker and the stand top plate is critical: Inexpensive
Blu-Tack seems to reduce the amplitude of cabinet
resonances the most (see Vol.15 No.9,11.162).
Arcici speaker stands: $1454495/pair
Available in versions for the ESL-63 and the original
Quads (both $335/paid, these elegant stands enable
electrostatic speakers to perform as God and Peter
Walker intended. Clamps them in arigid embrace,
raising the panels the optimal height off the p
I.
Now includes Super Spikes. Ames inexpensive
Rigid Riser stands ($145) offer adjustable height.
(Vol.10 No.1, Quad ESL; Vol.17 No.6, CLS)
Arcici Suspense Rack: $2299
This expensive five-level stand with hybrid pneumatic/pendulum suspension impressed Si) no end. "If
you're moving up from the average rigid stand or
purely decorative rack, the sonic impact of the
Suspense Rack should be avery pleasant surprise....
You'll likely hear greater openness, and an overall presentation that's relaxed yet more dynamic." SI) also
found more midrange and upper-frequency clarity,
resolution of fine detail, and delicacy of harmonics.
"Looks great, and works well at keeping had vibes at
bay," adds RD. (Vo123 No.1)
Audio Points by Star Sound Technologies:
$24.99-$74.99/set of 3
Highly polished solid milled brass point, developed
along the theories of Coulomb Friction, it is said,
transfer resonant energy through the virtual point
away from the component. 28 sizes and thread combinations available. (NR)
Audio Selection Cones (formerly German
Acoustics): $11 each
These effective brass-colored steel cones have removable hardened tips. (NR, hut see Vol.15 No.9, p.I62.)
Audio Stream Premier R-series rack system:
from $139
System consists of R-30 Expandable Rack, $179; RCD
ES Expansion Shelf, $49; R-CC Cable Channel kit,
tD DJ
$35; and R-I0 Amp Stand, $69. Excellent value,
noted SS, but not rigid enough for use with a Re CIturntable. (Vol.16 No.10)
7J AudioPrism Iso-Bearings: Small (2.5mm),
laà (f/
$59.95/3; large (3.3mm), $89.95/3 er
-0
Squishy, nonreactive polymer halls with plastic cups
are reconunended by CG for effective acoustic isola- 1
tion. (NR, but we Vol.15 No.9, p.162.)
AudioQuest Sorbothane Feet er
Now in anew bright blue, more reactive formulation,
these feet are the best means of isolating, components
from vibration. A set of four Big Feet costs $69; four
Little (Cl)) Feet, $4 5. (NR)

wawd!nb3 }sal.

Audio Power Industries Power Wedge Ultra
116 power conditioner: $1589
Wes Phillips described this balanced AC: line condinoner as a"well-built, intelligently thought-out solution to the problems of power-hue-borne noise and
the vagaries of ground-loop hum." Though he cautioned that you shouldn't look for any line filter to
compensate for alagging component, if your system
is refined enough, the 116 "can take it to an even
greater resolution." In this context, it got his emphatic recommendation. (Vo122 NoA)
AudioPrism ACFX AC line
conditioner: $499.95
A two-outlet power line filter for high-current gear.
A "valuable asset in applications where power amps
are positioned at the other end of the room." liW
noted, and an "excellent addition to your system."
(VoI21 No.12)
AudioPrism LF-I Mk.I1 Quietline Parallel
AC line filter: $224.95/8
An important step in the war against noise.
According to 11W. these devices look like AC
adapters
" .the wires, and contain "extremely
A...cc-five noise-suppression circuitry that works by
shunting all the noise to the 'neutral' side of the
power line." In his house, all noise "vanished instantly as soon as the QuietLine was plugged in." Use the
filter on the same circuit as the offending device for
best results. (VoI21 No.12)
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Billy Bags 1823/1824 amplifier stands:
$389/$279 *
Billy Bags 4802 component stand:
$849 standard, $1198 custom o
Billy Bags Design 5505 series component
rack: $1098
DRH had nothing but praise for these solidly
built - and sand-filled - welded metal component racks. Available in stock configurations, or
custom-built for specific systems. RH cites
tightened image focus, greater dynamic contrasts, and increased resolution of low-level
detail as results of using the Billy Bags stands Although he noted that turntables may require
additional, or different, isolation schemes.
(Vol.17 No.12, Vol.18 No.11)
Black Diamond Racing Pyramid Cones:
$20 each
"Expensive, but very effective," according to J-10.
WP and JA, who generally use these whenever they
need to support electronic components, concur.
(Vo121 No.6)
Black Diamond Racing The Shelf
$440-$875
Heavy, costly, but extremely free from torsional flex,
this loaded carbon-fiber isolation platform impressed
WI' with a"marked increase in perceived silence"
when placed under equipment. He also noted that
low-level musical information became more prominent with the support in his system. J-10 said,
"Transparency was greatly enhanced, coupled to a
greater sense of air and original acoustic." WP maintains that when he "wants to really hear what acomponent is doing -as free as possible from the effects
of its environment - it ends up on The Shelf." (Vol.19
No2, VoI21 No.6)
Boltz CD 600 storage rack: $249;
expansion kits, $149
Boltz LP shelves: $439 for a3-shelf unit;
each additional shelf: $119
`,iirfing the Net- svww.boltz-usa.com -MF found
these do-it-yourself racks: each is 48" high, 24" wide,
Just 6" deep, and holds 600 CDs! You can double or
triple the capacity with the expansion kits, and the
racks are now available pre-assembled. Now available
as equipment racks. IV stands, and LP shelves. MF
bought the record racks, which consist of aheavy base
and three shelves; $439, free shipping. Additional
shelves (3' wide by 10" deep) run $119 each, and you
can stack 'em to the ceiling! "Really well-made and
incredibly sturdy," reported The Analog One. (Vol.22
No.11, Vo124 No.1)
Bright Star Air Mass 3: $99 tr
Ingenious, inexpensive, and effective air-bladder
product that damps out floor and air-borne vibrations, MF said. WP agrees. Originally called Air Mass
I. (Vo120 No2)
Bright Star Audio Rack of Gibraltar 1
equipment stand: $1495-$1595 ri
Bright Star Audio Big Rock 1: $175-$199
Bright Star Audio Little Rock 1Isolation
Pod: $149-$165 I>
Bright Star Mini-Rock F VPI isolation
base: $129
A very effective isolation system for control of unwanted vibrational energy. Individual components
float on asand bed for energy dissipation, and arc
weighted down with the Little Rock to minimize
spurious vibrations. Sonically, the payoff is enhanced
resolution of the music's nuances, says DO. RN adds
that this system consistently tightens the bass, increases some transparency, and smooths treble hash and
grain. The Bright Star TNT Big Rock is a$275 sand
table specially sized to support the TNT WP, MF,
BD, and BJR all use one under their VPIs, as they
provide astable surface and offer such sonic benefits
as alower noise floor and increased bass. The MiniRock Fis specially sized for use under the TNTs flywheel. (Vol.16 No.5; Vol.18 No.11, Mini-Rock F;
Vo120 No.4, TNT Big Rock.)
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Bright Star Rack of Gibraltar 2equipment
stand: $1995
Rigid, super-stable platform for audio equipment,
and the "carrier" for the Ultimate Isolation System:
air-base (Air Mass) and sand-filled damping platform
(Big Rock) makes a "sandwich" of sorts. The
Gibraltar 2, with its two-wide/three-high widely
spaced inge shelving, isn't quite ready for MoMA,
and it boasts no neon lights, but "in its simplicity and
quality it's attractive, even elegant," said BD. He
recalled Louis Henri Sullivan, who immortalized the
phrase "form ever follows function." Suitable for
turntables, superbly built, and the best BD has ever
used. (Vo123 No.5)
Bright Star Ultimate TNT Suspension
System: $941 o
Simple, affordable, effective isolation system for the
VPI TNT that combines astatic pneumatic isolation
mount with mass loading. WP noted that "high frequencies seemed clearer, less smeared - harmonics
leapt off strings and floated independent of the fundamental.... Bass sounded more deep and taut, especially sustained notes or anything in the bottom two
octaves of the piano." BI) agrees, finding that the Suspension System lowers the TNT's (already low) background noise, resulting in subtle but noticeable
improvements in image dimensionality, ambience,
and inner detail. (Vo120 No.7)
Ebony Pyramid footers: $45/set of 3tr
"At $45 for aset of three," J-10 said, "these guys arc
areal bargain, and highly recommended as an antidote for lean, harmonically threadbare systems."
(Vo121 No2)
ECS ball-bearing isolation devices:
$59.95/set of 3
Felt pads on the bottom may keep feet from marring
wooden floors, ST said, but they may also cause your
gear to slide around on slick shelves. Possibly not as
effective on carpet as on bare floors, he surmised.
Price is for version to go under electronic components; threaded version (for speakers and stands) costs
$69.95/set of 4. (Vol.20 No.12)
G-Flex MI vibration damping deices:
$195/set of 3tr
With the Mls in place, J-10 thought "the sound was
tight and transparent, the speed and clarity building
up from the lower to the upper mida and up into the
lower treble.... The highs were open, quick, and
extended." Bass seemed less controlled than with the
best footers he's used, however. (VoI21 No.3)
Lovan Classic II Modular Racks: $458-$637
based on shelf size and board color
An elegantly simple, adaptable, and absolutely rigid
rack design consisting of spiked three- or five-footed
modules designed for stability and for stacking in
combinations of high and low height modules.
Supporting columns can be filled for additional stability. KR's double-width AVR rack shelves needed a
layer of DynaMat to completely deaden them. (NR)
Magro 24 Component Stand: $448 tr
These elegant, unique stands lean against the wall.
Highly recommended by WP, who found that his
system sounded better (presumably because the
stands are nonferrous). Magro 24 Console costs $218;
Magro 24 CI) Holder costs $68. Magro 35 Radius
Video Stand costs $498. (Vol.18 No2)
OSAR Selway & Magruder equipment
racks: Selway complete system, $895;
other Selway options, $230-$385;
Magruder options: $295-$445
Wes Phillips found these items noteworthy for their
construction: three well-made racks nest together to
give "the [appearance) of being asingle unit." Options include the ability to damp the frame with
lead shot or sand, the possibility of adding
Sorbothane pucks or brass cones, and, of course, a
choice of colors and proportions. The Selway series
is sized for "standard audio components"; the
Magruders arc "perfect for larger, heavier power
amplifiers." (Vo122 No.6)

PolyCrystal-coated Brass Spikes:
$49.95/4 (1.25"), $79.95/4 (1.75") ei
Tall and slim, the spikes are made of brass encased in
PolyCrystal and have 1/e-20 threaded shafts, which
allow them to be substituted for the stock threaded
spikes on electronic components or speakers. J-10
found them effective, calling the resultant sound
"beautifully open, clear, and lovely"- if "a touch
darker-sounding" than sonic others. (Vo121 No.4)
PolyCrystal-coated equipment racks:
$499.95-$899.95, depending on size
and number of shelves
The reference standard for rackage die:: Scull, reports
J-10. The stands are easy to set up, rigid, well-braced,
very attractive, and serve as "delivery systems" for
PolyCrystal shelving. They're made of amaterial consisting of diverse components ground down to acrystalline state and suspended in ahardened polymer.
Especially in conjunction with 'Crystal cones and
footers, J-10 says, the Racks "made big improvements
in overall clarity and freedom from the muck'n'mire
of everyday resonances." He advises checking their
tightness after afew days; after that, they should stay
tight as adrum. ((Vo123 No.11)
Salamander Designs Archetype System
equipment racks: $109.95-$449.95,
depending on size and finish
Remarkably versatile system of equipment/accessory
racks that had WP redecorating like crazy. Extremely
handsome wood finishes make these easy to integrate
into real homes. Those desiring the utmost in stability and rigidity will need to seek other solutions.
(Vo120 No.9, VoI21 No.10)
Salamander Designs Synergy System
equipment racks: $249-$899, depending
on size, options, and finish
Modular audiophile furniture "just brimming with
options, and so handsome" that it stopped WP in his
tracks. Its versatility stems from the four posts that
securely support top and bottom, and are grooved to
accommodate the optional doors, side panels,
shelves, and drawers. WP said he got "that sense of
clarity and detail" when he placed equipment on the
shelves with spikes or rubber pads instead of on the
top plate, which "tended to add avery slight degree
of haze." Extremely solid and stable - recommended for anyone looking for asolution to audio clutter. (VoI21 No.10)
Satins Systems CF-4/CF-5 component
stands: $449.99/4, $499.99/5 tr
Latest versions of component racks of four and five
shelves that TIN recommends as being good value.
Assembly required. (Vol.14 No.11, Vol.16 No.10)
Silent Running turntable base: $600-$1100,
depending on finish
Multidensity, multilayered, resonant-damped, selfleveling, rigid low-mass platform designed specifically for the Clearaudio Reference turntable. "Absent a
Vibraplane or other active air support," MF says, "I
wouldn't want to own the highly microphonic
ClcarAudio 'table and arm without this sophisticated
isolation stand." Deluxe version costs $1500, any
color. Limited "Ohio Class" edition costs $2000. (Also
produce custom isolation bases (IsoBASE) for any
component.) (Vo120 No.11)
Solid PolyCrystal Equipment Isolators:
$65/3; Reference version $150/3 er
Isolators are stubby cones employing PolyCrystal, a
composite made from inert materials embedded in
resin. They are meant to be placed under electronic
equipment. "The Isolators sound like what they are,"
said J-10: "irregular crystal junctions within the resin
matrix that absorb wayward resonances. The clarity
and richness of the sound is, Ibelieve, due to the
absence of resonance-induced coloration. Whatever,
it was sexy and engaging-it made me feel young
again." (Vo121 No.4)
Sound Anchors Cone Coasters: $12 each IS
A machined stainless-steel/Kevlar/polyester sandwiched disc designed to prevent speaker spikes from
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the Spectral DMC 30SL
"Anniversary"
Reference Preamplifier
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Deep, level

Unique in the High-End industry, Spectral
Audio has for 25 years relentlessly pursued the

gl-L.1010 REFERENCE PREAMPLIFIER

ultimate preamplifier design. Through the years,
Spectral's no compromise high speed, fast setting
designs have established new levels of technical
sophistication and realism in musical playback. The

"Our listening sessions with the DMC 30SL

DMC 30SL "Anniversary" Reference Preamplifier

have been the most memorable we have ever

is the culmination of this ongoing commitment to edge of

experienced, bringing us closer to the feeling

the art preamplifier design.

one gets at alive performance. This level of

Under wraps for the last two years, the DMC 30SL

realism and emotional involvement with the

features anew advanced amplifier technology developed

artist is unique in our experience.

by Dr. Keith Johnson, and is based on proprietary analog

We've heard the future, now it's your turn."

modules he developed for the Pacific Microsonics Model
2HDCD master recorder. This breakthrough signal
technology is exclusive to the DMC 30SL.

OVERTURE
AUIlltl

VII]!

Wilmington, Delaware •302.478.6050 •800.838.1812
The Home of Soles Tax Free Shopping

Terry Menacker
President of Overture

Overture shares acommon goal with Spectral: An ongoing
commitment to pursue the state of the art in musical
reproduction. The DMC 30SL is asignificant step
forward in our ability to bring our customers the
"ultimate" listening experience.
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mining your floors and to prevent vibrations from
being transmitted through wooden floors. By found
that using them with his Alan V, resulted in greater
perceived detail and "faster" IMMt. (N R)
Sound Organisation Two-Tier equipment
stand: $170
A "no-nonsense black-on-black, form-follows-hinclion" two-tier stand "designed to make components
sound better." As WI' described it. the "tubing can be
filled with sand or shot, and the top shelf lus threaded spikes so it can be precisely leveled. The lxittoin
shelf rests on pointed flanges welded to the stand."
And dieu, he said, it "gets out of the way of the
equipment resting on it as completely as anything I
have ever used." One of the best values out there.
(VoI21 No.10)
Symposium Acoustics Energy Absorption
Platform: $399
This laminated aluminum/fiberboard/hum shelf
jazzed MF with the "top-to-bottom authority, focus,
and slant" that his system gained when the platform
was installed under his turntable. l'rice is for 19" by
14" site; $499 for 19" by 21". (Vol.20 No.5)
Symposium Rollerblocks: $299/set of 3,
$399/set of 4
For improved resolution trom your (:I) player (or any
other digital equipment). Sant Tellig recommended
diese precision-machined items, which consist of a
block with a ball bearing set in a hemispherical
depression. Once they're in place, he said, the sound
"just tightens up. cleans up, clears up. Ihear more
low-level infonnation. Imaging improves. To ll i
lg,
too.... Transients are crisper. Ihear improvement in
just about every respect." The only drawback (outside
of cost) is that the player might "roll around alittle"
when you load adisc or hit Play. SD concurs with ST%
enthusiasm for the Rollerblocks while MF became a
believer in the "high-roller" phenomenon when he
put his Virgos on similar-acting Yamamoto speaker
bearings(Vo122 No.4)
Target VR series equipment racks:
$310-$500
Finished in basic black, these useful but inexpensive
•
racks feature rigid, welded rectangular-steel-tube
construction, price dependent on height and
ber
(/)
of shelves (from two to five). Spiked feet supplied,
with top shelf resting on upturned, adjustable spikes
to optimize it for turntable use. Target's wall-mountCC a
ing turntable shelves ($125-4200) are possibly the
best way of siting your turntable out of harm's way,
says JA.
R)
Ultra Dynafeet: $225/set of 3
Si) found these isolation feet —made of machined
brass and ebony and equipped with apolished ball
bearing —to work well with awide range of components. Similar to Symposium Rollerblocks, they're
available through Arcici and Music Ihrect. (NR)
Vibraplane Model 2212 Active-Air
Self-Leveling Air Table: $4950 e
Isolation platform designed to stabilize electron
microscopes and other precision laboratory gear that
SI) enthusiastically endorses for use in hi-fi systems.
"Unlike many improvements that blend into your
normal expectation after afew weeks of acclimatization, you'll appreciate the visceral presence that the
Vibraplane adds to both digital and analog playback
every time you spin some wax or plastic," he predicted. He was also chuffed by improvements in imaging,
low-level microdynamics, timbral truth, and percussive impact, claiming that "every aspect of the sonic
presentation took on new life." )-10 found the
Vibraplane to work well with CL) players and transpOrtS. Active system includes air compressor. The
2210 Passive-Air version. which needs to be pumped
up manually, costs $1695. (Vol.17 No.5. Vol.18 No.11,
Vo120 No.5)
Vibrapods: $6 each; available singly or
in packs of 4
A KR favorite. "Placed under CD players/transports
1
)ACs and preamps the small (<3" diameter), formed
Vibrapcxls isolate and enhance performance.
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Different models rated he lauds of 2-28 lbs; match
the quantity to the comimuent. Ikeep abox of them
around so that no component goes without." (NR)
Walker Valid Points: $290/set of 3large
cones and 5discs; other sizes available e
Heavy brass-alloy-and-lead cones, with points that
rest atop large, brass-ringed, lead-filled "tuning discs."
"Definitely worth checking out," MF said, "and
Walker will refund your money if you're not satisfied.
(You must return the set within 30 days in the original condition)" MF adds that "not only do Ilike them
alot, they're well worth the price —as Iclearly found
when Iput aset under the Am. K-1 and added afew
of the discs on top." Combined height may be too tall
for some racks. Super Tuning Kit includes three large
cones, five discs, and four I" discs for $425. (Vo120
No.5. VoI21 No.11)
Zoethecus audio stands: $569-$1682,
e.Shelves, $34 each; z.Pods, $140 each;
z.Slabs, $200 each
Attractive frames carry e.Shelves (aluminum-topped,
medium-density fiberboard), z.l'ocis (nine-layer, constrained-layer-damped. and/or solid zSlabs, which
rest on phenolic corner crossbraces dotted with
Isodiscs to "isolate the shelves from floor- and airborne vibration." Shelves are best for mechanical
devices like turntables and transports, Pods for electronic ones. According to MF, "the isolation part
works extremely well... the energy-draining shelves
seem to work as well," though he now says they "can
impart aslightly •squocishy' sound to some components." (Vo122 No.7)

Signal Guard II isolation platform.
Deletions
Harmonix RFS-66 noting feet, Golckm Sound DH
Cimes, Squares, and Pads, not auditioned in along time.

Room Acoustics
Treatments
Argent RoomLens: $399 each, $1195/3
These toom-nming devices "act as asingle broadband
resonator," J» 1(1 reported their designer :IN saying.
What'd he hear when he tried them? "The Letts, first
and foremost, let through more infitrination about
the recorded venue. The byproduct of this was a
heightened sense of articulation. both in the micro
and macro senses. l'ace and ti lll i
l
tg were somehow
enhanced...Transparency was definitely improved,
so the palpability factor was higher. All the usual
audio suspects —tightness and articulation in the kiss;
clarity and harmonics in the midrange: extension. linearity, and sweemess in the highs — were nicely
served." RD was thrilled with the RootuLens, saying
the system is "easy to place, takes up less space than
most other room-treannent devices, and looks cool."
And, oh yeah, it allowed him to "hear more of the
recorded ambience and less of the listening room."
(VoI21 Nos.8 & 11)
ASC Cube Trap II: $370
"A smaller. more cosmetically acceptable. more
affordable version of the classic Tube Trap," writes
BJR. "Very effective at taming mid- and upper-bass
room anomalies. Looks like an attractive Vandersteen
speaker sitting there in the conter." (NR)
ASC Studio Trap: $315
Adjustable tripod-mounted room-tu
gdevice that
represents the "latest in TrapThink from ASC:
according to J-10, who uses an array of Saida° Traps
to great effect in his Manhattan loft. The hoot half is
treble-reflective for abrighter sound, while the back
side is treble-absorptive for adrier acoustic. I
le highly recommended the Traps for "anyone whose family
will allow them to populate the listening room with
gobos." (Gobos are "sound-absorbing panels used to
surround performers in recording studios.")

Sicimphi/e's Accessory of 1999. (VoI21 No.12)
ASC Tube Traps: $2484798,
depending on size and style
Relatively inexpensive but remarkably effective
await-acoustics treatment. Tube Traps soak up lowto-high bass standing-wave resonances like sponges.
WI' agrees. using Traps to optimize the acoustics of
his nmsu for MartinLogan SL.3 electrostatics, while
BI )used 'cm to optimize his room while auditio ll i
ll g
the Thiel CS72s. Using the Music Articulation Test
Time (MATT) from Stereophib's Test CD 2
(STPH004-2). he first positioned them for smoothest
overall response and articulation, then "dialed-in
depth, dimensionality, and ambience." A chart
recorder graphically showed the changes. In the end,
"The sound was fantastic: quoth BI), who recommends them unconditionally. (Vol.9 No.3, Vol.15
No2, Vol.16 No.12, Vol.19 No.1, Vol.2(1 No.5, Vo123
No2 WWW)
Cambridge Signal Technologies SigTech
TF 2020 Tinte Field Acoustic Correction
System: $5990-$12,990, depending
on options
Sophisticated digital acoustic equalization system presents "an elegant solution to the problem of acoustically corrosive environments," reckoned SS. While he
found the differences wrought to be subtle, he noted
that female voices sounded more harmonically complete, that inner detail was improved, and that lower
bass transients were cleaner and better delineated.
Imaging was also improved. However, the system
added aslight Seine of grain and lacks osufficiently
high-end AID section to satisfy most anolog devotees.
(Vol.19 No.12)
RPG Diffusor Systems "Acoustic Tools
for Home Theater" e
Effective method of adding diffusive and absorptive
treannent to alistening room. RPG Diffusor Systems
offers complete room-treannent packages, called
"Acoustic Tools for Audiophiles I& II," which can be
installed in a matter of I
.RPG also offers its
"Si dTrac" package for no-compromise home-theater installations, working directly with the client,
architect. and/or acoustic consultant. (Vol.1 1 NoA,
Vol.16 No.5; see also TJN's article on listening rooms
in V01.14 No.10.)

Echo Busters.

Loudspeaker
Cables &
Interconnects
Editor's Note: Rather than place cables in the
usual "Reconunended Comimnents" classes, we've
just listed those cables that members of the magazine's review team either have chosen to use on a
long-term basis or have found to offer good value
for money. They are theta:Mir implicitly ream lllll ended. Where acable has been found to have specific
matching requirements or an identifiable sonic signature, it is noted in the text. "Try before you buy"
is mandatory with cables; many dealers have aloaner
stock to make this easier.

Interconnects
Alpha-Core Goertz Sapphire: $341/1m pair
terminated with RCAs
Hat-conductored interconnetts that DAS enthuses
over. Offers lower inductance than shielded cable, yet
has excellent RF rejection. "Impressive." (NR, but see
J-10's interview with Alpha-Con', Ulrick Poulsen in
Vol.19 No3.)
Cardas Golden Reference: $917/1m pair
"Low-inicigy-stot.ige" cables with three types and layers of shielding, and thin-wall tubing surrounding cop-
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Introducing the MartinLogan Odyssey
Take an incredible journey with amodern masterpiece!
INSPIRED by MartinLogan's award
winning Prodigy loudspeaker system,
the Odyssey offers similar performance,
in asmaller and more affordable format.
The design goals were to produce a
speaker system with world class sonic
performance, an elegant design that
would be worthy of any décor, and a
dimension that would fit most rooms.
When you hear and see the Odyssey,

you will agree with us, that they have
succeeded. The new advanced electrostatic panel of the Odyssey presents an enormous open and detailed
soundstage, with stunning detail and
dynamics. You will be immediately
drawn into the performance. Clarity
and realism is amazing. Low frequency
extension is extraordinary. The Odyssey
gets our vote for "Best New Speaker

of the Year" and clearly demonstrates
MartinLogan's leadership in electrostatic loudpeaker technology.
Overture is renowned worldwide for
selecting only the finest components,
and getting the 'ultimate' in performance from them. You're invited to audition the new Odyssey at its very best.
Please stop by or call (
,Soo) 838-181z
for more information.

°VERTU RIE
ULTIMArE

AUDIO/VIDEO

Wilmington, Delaware •(
302)

478-6050 •(800) 838-1812
Home of Soles Tax Free Shopping

M AR TIN LOGAN
www.martinlogan.com
785.749.0133

Patented Hollow Oval Audio/Video Cable
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From the physicists and engineers who helped NASA.
Motorola. Mitsubishi, and others, you would expect the best
cable performance available...and you get it.
The best cable Ihave yet auditioned in my system."
-Stuart McCreary, Positive Feedback. Vol. 9, AM 1, Fall 2000
"I can't possibly recommend the Analysis Plus Silver Oval more highly.'
Clement Perry. the Stereo ¡mies May 2000
"The Oval Nine speaker cable is aReviewer's Choice product it there
ever was one." lin While, Sound Stage June 2000
'The Analysis Plus Oval 12 is the surest and simplest recommendations I
can make." Mull! Knutson Secrets of Horne Theater and High Fidehty. March 28 2000
"It doesn't get any better than this! Your cables are THE true reference, capable
al showing texture and inner definition, and expressing all the musicality while
not imposing any character of their own. These are exactly the ideals all
companies should hold their products to." -Chad Hawes. Bel Canto Design

20
Frequency, kHz

Square Wee

Solution -the new patented hem/ oyot design by Analysis Plus.
We have measured data to prove it, and you can hot the differericel

"I also found the Analysis Plus Copper Oval cables to be the best interconnect
cables Ihave ever had the pleasure to enjoy, and most definitely worth their cost"
-Nets Ferre, TNT-Audio
I'm abig believer in the subliminal eflect of 'pride of ownership.' and in this
area. these Analysis Plus wires deliver big lime
-Bob Perry. If eaudiOnlule joice
The good news is that Analysis Plus Oval 9copper cable" is "excellent -it out
performed my (very expensive but no longer available) Yamamura 6000...."
rFumier, Stereophile. January 2001

The Future is digital
RCS 2.0 Digital Room Correction System
Millennium mk. II True Digital Amplifier

ANALYSIS PLUS INC.

(810) 659-6448
www.analysis-plus.com

www.tactaudio.com
into_2),tactaudio.com
phone: 201 440 9300
fax: 201 440 5580

TCS
The world's most advanced
Home Theater controller
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The audio press is thrilled:
"We can't live without it"
"Better than anything else"
"Without any true competition"
"It is so far beyond anything else you can buy"
"Quiet simply the best powerhouse we've ever heard"

Stereophile. April 2001
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Audio's Silver Breeze. Its overall sound is "smooth,
detailed, and slightly cool," with "unsurpassed natural clarity and freedom from edge." Might be too
much of agood thing in systems that are already
very smooth, in which case the similar-sounding
TAK H has amore "golden glow" from the midrange up, and more "transient traction and solidity."
TAK Cu's glow is even more golden, if less liquid
than the silver-based versions. All three have good
low-level resolution and pitch-black backgrounds.
(Vol.23 No.5)
Madrigal CZ-Gel-1: $495/1m pair sr
JA finds this balanced interconnect to be spacious and
easy on the car, if not quite as dynamic-sounding as
AudioQuest Lapis x3. (NR)
MIT MI-330 Proline Shotgun: $849/1m
pair, $1289/25fi pair
MIT's network boxes are "designed to control the energy storage and release in the audio band," explained BD.
"Tonal purity, precision, ahuge untwist:Ise. holographic detail and ambience recovery, and dense. dimensional images" were all part of the mix. Other intercomwas
and speaker cables could sound atouch blurred at the
edges in comparison, he noted. "Without adoubt, they
were akey piece of the best system I've had in my 20
years of listening." Guess he liked them. Impedancematched to system. (Vol.23 No3)
MIT MI-350 Twin CVTerminator Series II:
$1495/1m pair
BJR's reference interconnect "Transparent, dynamic,
and impressive performance at frequency extremes,"
says he. (NR)
MIT MITerminator 6: $39.95/1m pair tr
-MIT has pushed their performance level down into
the bargain-basement price range for the first time,
says BJR. "The Terminator 6wires share the coherence, neutral tonal balance, and soundstaging capabilities of the pricier MIT wire. There's just less of everything there." (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series: $695/1m, $795/1.5m,
$895/2m
BD says, "The Nirvanas are slightly laid-hack in character, perhaps just abit soft on sharp transients and at
the frequency extremes, but with anatural coherence
and ease that make alot of other cables sound slightly strained. Other strengths include ahuge soundstage
and images that are detailed and tangible, but not the
least bit etched or spotlit." (NR)
Nirvana S-X Ltd.: $1095/0.5m pair,
$200/0.5m additional meter
The S-X is not areplacement for the S-L, but was
designed to carry very-low-level signals with reduced noise, explains BD. Litz construction with
"95 isolated, multi-gauge, multi-strand, oxide-free,
Lab Grade fibers per conductor with FEP insulation." Hand-assembled and extensively tested, each
cable takes afull day to make. The soundstage is
wide and deep, with space between and around
instruments very apparent. One of the best cables
BD's heard, and significantly better than the already
fine S-L. "One sensational interconnect," he admired. (Vol.23 No.8)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $199.99/1m pair
(unbalanced), $229.99/1m pair (balanced)
The Blue Heavens are the least expensive of
Nordoses premium line. Compared to the very best
(including Nordoses own Red Dawn and SPM),
they're alittle splashy in the upper midrange, notes
BD, accentuating transients at the expense of inner
detail. Their tonal balance is also tipped slightly
upward. However, he found they have aspeed and
openness that's unusual in this price range. "They can
really boost the goosebumps factor of an entry-level
system," he said, adding that these interconnects
are] the new reference in reasonably priced and/or
small-system cables. (VoI21 No.6)
Nordost Reference SPM: $2000/1m pair e
"Whether configured as speaker cable or interconnect. SPM is simply the best Ihave ever heard," writes
11W. "Speed, Precision, and Musicality: this produces
performance exceeds its hype." (NR)

Precision Interface Technology
DIN-to-RCA cable: $990/0.6m
Expensive and well constructed, but to MF's ea,
"not quite as dramatically 'right' as the Hovland.
(Vo121 No.2)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) PST 8:
$450/1m pair
Balanced interconnects featuring solid, silver-plated
6N copper and round conductors. LG reported that
they reduced system hum problems and were "'Uglily fCCOI lllll elided!" (NR)
Silver Audio Silver Breeze tonearm
cable: $400/1.2m DIN-RCA/XLR,
RCA-RCA: $475
This cable's "sheer, almost 'electrostatic' purity ...imparted agossamerlike quality to the music," said MI.
"Edge- and grain-free, the sound was impressively
(aid, with perhaps atouch of upper-midrange empli.,
sis that gave it amildly cool tinge. Backgrounds we,,
pitch black, and the resolution of low-level detail w.,
particularly impressive." (Vol.23 No.5)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $250/1m pair
terminated with locking RCA plugs (MS1)
or balanced with Neutrik gold XLRs;
$120/additional meter
Less laid-back than AudioTruth Lapis or MIT 3.30
with superb presentation of detail. May be too brigln
in some systems. (NR)
Straight Wire Serenade: $350/1m pair;
$180/additional meter
"Crystalline, extended highs," crowed CS, "lightly
bloomy midi, and good bass focus. But it's the
soundstaging that stood out at this price point."
Exceptional bass focus and control with pinpoint
harmonic detail and anice, clear, airy midrange. A
solid all-around system performer, the Chipster «ineluded. (Vol.23 No.4)
Synergistic Research Designers'
Reference: $2000/1m pair, $500/pair each
additional 0.5m
These interconnects do everything superbly, says BD,
who found that they're essentially neutral in terms of
tonal balance and dynamics across the frequenn
spectrum. Particular areas of excellence, he sums up.
include arealistic balance of inner detail and cohei ence, image dimensionality, and ambience recovers.
J-10 agrees, noting that the Synergistic is "wide-band.
ultradynamic (micro'n'rnacm), colorful, harmonic.
detailed, 'with] lots of air in ahuge soundstage, deepest bass, beaucoup de midrange resolution and teem e
land] highs as sweet as your equipment can dish out However, he did find it "a touch biased toward the
large-gestured and grand rather than the small and
well-fomied." J-10 reports asignificant improvement
in refinement and power handling with a Master
Control Center and Active Shielding. (Vol.21 No.1)
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference
Mk.II (Active Shielding): $1000/1m pair,
$350 each additional 0.5m
CS declares, "If Discrete Shielding represented asignificant improvement in the performance of
[Synergistic's] old Resolution Reference Mk.II One, connects, then the upgrade to Active Shielding is phfuutd. Imagine your soundstage illuminated from
within, as if you were used to filtering white light
through aprism and getting the three primary shades,
whereas now you've got dozens of different hues and
colors no one knows the names of." He was also overheard munering about soundstage layering of"stupefying" dimensions. CS reports similar results with the
speaker cable, and proinises more later. Additional
0.5in, $350. (NR)
TARA Labs The One: $2195/1m pair,
terminated with RCA, BNC, or XLR
"Expensive stuff," J-10 said. but "... it's worth the
hefty price of admission." He liked "the nuance, the
quiet, detailed, and airy soundscapes... [the] swing
and pace... It's hard to beat The One for freedom
from low-level gunge." Price IlOW includes analog
Floating Ground Station. (VoI21 No.8)
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per Luz conductors coated in urethane enamel. with a
low capacitance of 7pF/foot. "Gave me the color, air,
transparency, and liveliness Iso much enjoy, while banishing any and all mechanical/electronic effects," J-I0
enthused. "Relaxed, forgiving. but entirely virtuoso...
can work wonders in the right setup." (Vol.23 No2)
Cardas Neutral Reference: balanced or RCA
$500/1m pair, $615/1.5m pair, $730/2m pair,
balanced or RCA
Wired with DIN to XLR connectors for Graham
totem-nu, this is Cardas's most neutral interconnect
yet, according to M F. Open. detailed and harmonically correct. (VoI21 No.10)
Harmonic Technologies Truth-link:
$299/1m pair balanced, $249 single-ended
Si) found the well-made Harmonic Tedmology line
of cables and interconnects competitive with the best
he's heard, "and areal bargain to boot." (NR)
Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway
$439/1m balanced pair; $399/1m singleended pair; $240/additional stereo 1m pair
A hybrid of two filaments of copper and two of 6Npure (99.99997%) silver. The braided copper outer
shield is plated with pure silver and insulated with
Teflon tape or air-foamed PE (polyethylene with air
bubbles as the main dielectric). The connectors are
"NASA grade," according to Harmonic Tech.
Caused a significant change in the sound of the
Audio Research VTM200 MF was reviewing: "The
bass firmed up and rejoined the music, the midrange
took on aricher, more full-bodied texture, and the
top remained extended, detailed, and ultra-revealing, but not quite as bright." Mikey's new reference.
(Vo1.24 No.1 WWW)
Hovland Music Groove 2tonearm cable:
$795/any length up to 1.5m pair with RCA
or straight DIN terminations; $835 with 90o
DIN connector; $40 extra for preamp XLR
This silver-plated copper cable - ME's reference for
the Graham toneami -embodied a"relaxed, warm,
'physical' "sound with "detail, depth, dynamic authority, and three-dimensionality." It sounds rolled-off
only if you're accustomed to bright, he said, rolling his
eyes. (VoI21 No2, Vol.23 No.5, Vo124 No2)
JPS Balanced Superconductor 2: $1399/1m
Gold Neutrik XLR-terminated, $200/
additional 0.5m
These unwieldy double-runs of the already stiff
Superconductor2 coax have become Kit's resident
balanced interconnects as of early '99. Eerily quiet
backgrounds and silky and detailed highs even with
75m nms in noisy NYC. (NR)
Kimber Kahle KCAG: $460/1m pair,
RCA or XLR termination
Unshielded but astonishingly transparent, and offering improved image focus and even better clarity
when compared with Kinder's PBJ. AJE and TJN
favorite. (NR, but see Vo1.16 No.7)
Kimber Kahle PBJ: $84/1m pair, RCA
or XLR termination US e
Unshielded cable that CG found to conte very close
to KCAG in his system, citing its HF detail, air, clarity, and tonal accuracy. For those with RH problems,
Kimbees KC I(S116/1m pair, RCA or XLR termination) is the same cable with agrounded shield, but
doesn't sound quite as good. (Von(' No.7)
Kimber Kable Silver Streak-147: $240/1m
pair with RCAs
This low-impedance, low-resistance cable "represents
amajor performance breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. Its secret? Only the signal-carrying portion of
the braid is silver - the returns are copper. ST reported gains in clarity and quickness. "The sound is cleaner, quicker, less confused... Isuggest you run with the
Streak." BW adds that the Kinder's excellent resolution of detail and transients has to be balanced against
the fact that it might add too much "zip" to already
bright systems. (Vol.19 No.11)
Kimber TAK tonearm cable: $250-$600/1m
pair, depending on material
TAK Ag is similar in tonality and texture to Silver
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Wireworld Atlantis II: $90/1m pair,
$20 each additional 0.5m SSS
"A good budget interconnect: concluded FH, who
could catalog a list of shortcomings vis-à-vis the
$1000/pair competition, hut considered it "flindanwntally uncolored" for its price. (Vol.19 No.8)
Wireworld Equinox 111+: $160/1m pair;
$50 each additional 0.5m
Relatively inexpensive cable with "an impressively
clean midrange" and atop end that is "unencumbered
of grain and edge," decided M F. (Vo123 No.10)
Wireworld Gold Eclipse III+:
$1200/1m pair, RCA or balanced;
$450 each 0.5m pair I.:
Very expensive interconnect but very transparent,
with little editorial effect on the signal in either balanced or unbalanced form, found RH. (Vol.19 No.8)
XL0 The Limited: $2200/1m pair,
$1600 each additional ins/pair
Having much the same sound as the entire The
Limitc:c1 line, these interconnects carry on XL0's tradition of eXtelbi011, speed, clarity. and transparency
notes J-10. But they also embody a"beautiful array of
tonal color, harmonic fullness, .ind sweetness in the
highs that are just beyond the reach of their previous
best efforts." Bass is outstanding as well. (NR)

AudioQuest Python. Straight Wire Virtuoso and
Concerto, Kimber Select

Loudspeaker
Cables
Alpha-Core Goertz AG2 Veracity:
$128.70/1ft pair
Alpha-Core Goertz M12 Veracity:
$21.50/1ft pair SU co
J-10 was quite taken by the 9-gauge, high-capacitance silver cables, calling them "ultra-clean and
delightlially fast." He also admired their extreme high
resolution and wonderful spatial qualities, although
he did note some degree of lightness in the bass. The
less expensive copper version is an Lli favorite.
(Vol.19 No.3)
Analysis Plus Oval 9: $347/8ft pair
Ilollow oval cable designed "by physicists and engineers who helped NASA. Motorola, Mitsubishi, and
others," claims the documentation, which also states
that all members of the design team "hold advanced
degrees in electrical engineering or physics" and that
their specialty is "the art of computer simulation." An
excellent cable, MF touted, that "outperfonned my
(very expensive but no longer available) Yamamura
6000 with the Audio Research VTM200s ... The
best relatively inexpensive speaker cable Mikey has
heard yet. You won't be disappointed." he s
lllll sup.
(Vo124 No.1)
AudioQuest CV-4: $24/ft pair, terminated
Rather stiff but basically neutral-sounding, solid-core
cable that JA recommends highly. Can be a little
bright with the wrong speakers. (NR)
AudioQuest FI4: 95 cents/ft SSS e
Inexpensive flat-twin solid-core cable that RH enthusiastically recommended as excellent value for money.
Comes in blue or white. (NR)
AudioQuest Type 4: $14/fi pair $$$
"The best cheap speaker cable on the market, and
much better-sounding than F14," claims CG. "Try
this stuff before laying down long green for expensive
cables." (NR)
Cardas Cross: $433/1m pair sa
Relatively affordable speaker cable that remains aJA
favorite. (NR)
Cardas Golden Cross: $1428/5ft pair
A good match for the Golden Reference interconnects, advised J-10, and sporting the same Cardas
Family Values sound. The antithesis of hard and
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grainy, yet never mushy or too euphonic. Lots of air,
big soundstage, good focus and imaging, but lacked
the razor-sharp edge-definition of sonic other cables.
"Relax and enjoy the musicr (Vo123 No2)
Cardas Neutral Reference: 5500/1m
The latest speaker cable in Cardas' line is an affordable. ultra-flexible design that lives up to its name and
exceeds the performance of their more expensive
Golden Cross. "A 20' run sounds as good as a3' cable,
making it agood candidate for high-end multichannel
connections," says SI). (NR)
Dutdavy Audio Labs DAL-Z6:
$480/8fi pair, $555/12ft pair,
$630/16fi pair, $755/24fi pair e
$480/8fi pair, $555/12ft pair,
$630/16fi pair, $755/24ft pair *
A fairly inexpensive cable that SS recommends highly. While it dc,esn't wants up or harmonically enrich a
•
aker's •
nind ,neither does it emasculate or whiten
it. he notes. A nice ergonomic touch is the use of
interchangeable screw-in terminations (3/8" spades,
ve spades, or banana plugs, $40/4). (NR)
Harmonic Technologies Pro-9 Plus:
$888/8fi pair
See "Interconnects: (NR)
Harmonic Technology Magic Woofer:
$2000/8fi quadruple set; $250 each
additional Ift quad
See Pro-Silway II interconnect for build details. All
Harmonic Technology cables are said to take advantage of "amazing" discoveries in metallurgy that
el'
•what they call "crystalline barrier distortion." While reviewing the Audio Research
VTM200s amps, MF said, "With the Magic Woofer
cable, the system finally began to communicate the
music's emotional center.... It was as if aswitch had
been thrown. Iknow that sounds abit dramatic. but
it was unmistakable." His new reference. (Vo124
No.I WWNV)
Kimber Kahle 4PR: $1.80/fi
e
,
Least-expensive cable from Kimber was found to
have good bass, but a"zippy" treble and poor soundstage, according to DO. With inexpensive amplifiers,
however, its good RF rejection, compared with zipcord or spaced-pair types, will often result in abetter
sound. (NR)
Kimber Kahle 4TC: $8/ft 555 e
Kimber Kahle 8TC: $14/ft SSS so
A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound,
feels DO. Excellent bass. (NR)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-X:
$1300/8fi pair with WBT connectors
A different Kimber cable design, the BiFocal-X offers
"a well-balanced mix of characteristics that should
mate beautifully with a wide range of systems,"
according to BD. He adds. "These cables do just about
everything right and are among the very best I've
heard." (Vol.21 No.5)
Kimber Kahle BiFocal-XL:
$1920/8fi pair with WBT connectors
The XL version of the BiFocal cable doubles the
number of connectors, and "in the right system is a
big step up in every way," reported BI). The improvement, he says, "adds just abit of tanOility, and slightly better extension and accuracy at the frequency
extremes: (VoI21 No.5)
MIT MH-750 Shotgun:
$999/8ft pair plus terminations
Output-Specific Speaker Interface with built-in termination network and lconn interchangeable screwon connectors. Impedance-matched to the system
they're used with. See MIT MI-330 interconnect for
sonic description. (Vo123 No3)
MIT MITenninator 6: $69.95/8fi pair SU
Great Value, sez BJR. See "Interconnects." (NR)
Monster Cable M2.2s: $450/8fi pair with
M Spades; $625/8fi biwired pair (M2.4s)
"Excellent, fast, deep, transparent bass," said J-10, listing this cable's attributes: "no upper-midrange bloat;
midrange eery well developed; upper mids smooth,
not quite revealing; and treble slightly tweaked up in

the presence region, vivid, then shelved back atouch
above, with ahint of grain right in that little trans,
tion area on top. Large-scale dynamics were good t
,,
jolly good, but low-level shifts in inicrodynann. ,
weren't handled quite so well.... Iliked the cabl,
anyway." (VoI21 No))
Naim NACA5: $6/fi 55$ tOc
Inexpensive spaced-twin cable that ST found to work
well with the Simile S100 loudspeaker. Worth
investigating as agood-value cable, thinks JA. (NR)
Nirvana S-L Series: $1095/2m, $1495/3m tOc
A BI )favorite. See interconnects." (NR)
Nordost Blue Heaven: $499/2m pair
with spade or banana plugs cc
The Blue Heaven speaker cables are sonically very
similar-sounding to the interconnects. notes BD, with
a slightly tipped-up tonal balance. "Exceptionally
good low- to midpriced ... speaker cables," 131) said.
"'Their distinctive design promised — and delivered —
a fast, clean, dynamic sound.... Within their price
range and in the systems for which they are intended,
they're nothing short of magical." (VoI21 No.6)
blindost Reference SPM: 53350/2.5m pair
A liW favorite. See "Interconnects." (NR)
OCOS cable: $10/ft plus $75/pair
terminated e
Distributed by Sumiko, this idiosyncratic cable was
found by LC: to have aspeed and clarity he hadn't
heard trOin other cables. He found the bass to be alittle lightweight but votes it a"three-star" design. (NR)
Pure Silver Connection (PSC) R50:
$1250/3m pair
Features ',Wiring via silver-plated, solid-copper
spades in tandem with gold-plated banana plugs.
Optimized speaker response imt LG's system. "They're
solid-silver ribbons, incorporating 'Cuiletto l' ribbon
for the highs and R311 ribbon for the lows." Again,
"highly recommended!" (NR)
FtadioShack 18-gauge solid-core hookup
wire: $3.99/60ft spool MS e
,
Ridiculously cheap way of connecting speakers, yet
ST reports that this cable is okay sonically. You have
to choose for yourself whether to space or twist apair
for best sound (or even whether to double up the runs
for less series impedance). (NR)
Straight Wire Maestro II: $680/101i pair,
$30/fi
Clean and tight with little residual brightness atiel
burn-in, notes KR. In the 6' lengths he uses, they're
extremely revealing of amp and speaker foibles. (NR)
Straight Wire Serenade: $980/10ft pair,
$40/additional foot
"In tandem with the matching interconnects," CS
expounded, the Serenade speaker cables proved profoundly involving and musical. "While Iwouldn't
characterize their performance as 'flat,' it was quite
natural and nicely detailed, with excellent bass resolution and dynamic presence, atransparent midrange.
and asparkling top end." (Vo123 No.4)
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference:
$4000/10ft pair sOc
Like the Designers' Reference interconnects, BD
finds these speaker cables to be essentially neutral.
"They add so little character of their own to asystem's
sound that they'll likely seem unimpressive on first listen," Ile warns. CS agrees, adding that he was
Impressed with the way they just get out of the way
and let you zero in on the music... [they] throw a
good image with a lot of air in it, natural highs,
smooth midrange, and nice, tight, uncolored bass." J10 concurs: "one of only ahandful at the very top of
the cable hill." (VoI21 No.1)
TARA Labs The One: $5200/10ft pair;
$6100/12ft pair
This low-inductance speaker cable impressed J-10.
"The soundstage was... utterly transparent out to its
farthest corners. In its naturalness, nmsic was somehow more fully available to me. Pace and timing
were enhanced by this clean, natural clarity of presentation... Imaging was gee-whiz palpable... it
transcended the 'picture' to embody the essence of
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the music." (VoI21 No.8)
Wireworld Equinox
$700/2.5m
biwire pair
Good value. See "Interconnects." (Vo123 No.10)
XL0 Limited Edition The Speaker Cable:
$9500/8ft pair
This cable is built of amulticore "quad" cable lay terminated with spade lugs that is also suitable for shotgun or biwire terminations. J-10 took it for arun and
found that, after arather inconsistent break-in period,
it "was revealing in the extreme," and put him "one
step closer to no speaker cable at all between crossover
and amp." Perhaps not well-suited to certain tubed
amplifiers, the manufacturer says. (Vo122 No.1)

AudioQuest Gibraltar, Nordost Valhalla, Straight
Wire Virtuoso and Concerto, Kimber Select.
Deletions
AudioQuest Type (,+ discontinued.

Digital Data
Interconnects
Editor's Note: Extensive auditioning by RH
suggests that all the coaxial data cables listed
below are better than conventional, TosLink-fitted, plastic fiberoptic cables, which in general
don't give as tight abass or as focused asoundstage (see the introduction to "Digital
Processors"). "You don't get that essential sharpness of image outlines, the sound becomes more
homogenized," quodi he. However, we have
found that TosLink interconnects are preferable
in sonic situations where high levels of RF noise
can exist, such as in the case of computer soundcards. JA also points out that the specific character of any particular cable will depend heavily on
the transport and processor it comiects.
Apogee Electronics Wyde-Eye AES/
EBU datalink: $37.95/0.5m; $47.95/1m;
$51.90/2m; $59.90/3m; $739015m
$89.90/10m $$$
"If you haven't heard this 110 ohm balanced data
cable, you're missing out!" expostulates LL, adding
that it's "more transparent, more musically honest
than any I've heard -and it's ridiculously cheap!" JA
is also impressed, and use 50' lengths for his Stereophile
recording sessions. KR. however, while agreeing that
Wyde-Eye is an excellent value, notes that it is less
transparent-sounding than the (much more expensive) filinninations. Also available for the same price
in a75 ohm version for S/1'1)IF applications, using
Cantares true 75 ohm RCAs. (NR)
AudioQuest OptiLink Pro 2: $325/1m with
AT&T-ST termination e
Expensive ST datalink that JA and JE recommend
highly. Excellent bass performance, with power, clanty, and dynamic contrast, says JE. Rich sound. ST terminations can be fragile, adds JA. (Vold() No.11)
Canare DigiFlex Gold model RCAP003F
75 ohm cable with RCA Canare crimp
connector: approx. $B/3ft e,
lkfore you try any of the expensive coaxial links, CG
advises trying this inexpensive, true 75 ohm cable. He
rates it as his first choice in adigital cable at any price,
even preferring it to the Kimber AGDL JA uses the
110-ohm version in various lengths for CD mastering.
(Vol.16 No.7)
lumber Illuminations D-60 Datanex Studio
S/PDIF datalink: $290/1m, RCA or BNC
termination $$$
I
t'
sh
ardto get siereaphile writers to agree on anything,
hut RH, RIDJ-10, KR. LB, RR. and WP all use this,
originally called Illuminati D-60, as their reference.
"Sometimes mercilessly revealing," KR maintains,
"but never harsh." "Fast, open, and detailed," raved J10. "Focused and nuanced," concurs WI'. "Smooth
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yet highly detailed, spacious soundstage, and lack of
hardness and edge," says R11. (Vol.19 No.5)
'Limber Illuminations DV-75 digital/video
interconnect S/PDIF: $180/1m, RCA,
BNC, or "F"-type termination
It should probably be numbered the VR-45, as it fits
between Illuminations universal reference 1)-60 and
the budget-minded 1)-30, hut VR-75 it is. LB finds
that it gives, in his system, perfomunce on apar with
the 1)-60 for afraction of the price. (NR)
Kimber Illuminations Orchid AES/EBU
datalink: $560/1m
Expensive, but the best AES/EBU linkJA has used. J110 loved the Orchid's midrange liquidity and detail,
but preferred Ill lllll i
l
ution's S/1'1 )IF cable overall.
SI) (almost) doesn't equivocate: "Probably the best
out there for now ...A stunner RH and RI) are also
fans. New lower price usefully brings this cable in
reach of more isiusic lovers. (Vol.19 No.5)
Madrigal MDC-1 digital datalink:
$285/1m
Excellent soundstaging and muge focus, reported JE,
when this AES/EBU datalink was used between the
Mark Levinson Nos.30 and 31, as well as an opensounding, extended treble. JA concurs, feeling that
the Madrigal is only bettered by the Illuminations
Orchid and AudioQuest Ihgital 2AES/EBU cables.
(Vol.1(i No.11)
Mango Apparition Reference Series 5.0:
$695/1.5m
This digital cable, which has become less stiff and easier to work with in its last several iterations, is aJ-10
favorite. "Air, air, and more air!" he shouts, adding dut
the midrange is as good as digital gets. "Delivers the
signature Mango enormity of soundstage, coupled
widi tremendous bloom." (NR)
Synergistic Research Designers' Reference
Digital: $1000/1m, $1250/1.5m
The AES/EBU-teminated version of this datalink
"reigned supreme over all other AES/EBUs" J-10 has
tried. "Bass was tight and controlled ... the midrange
was colorful, textured, and graciously harmonic on
niais)' recordings" - although perhaps not as opensounding as the hest S/PDIF cables he has heard.
"The BNC coax proved afirst-class perfonner, more
revealing than the trick AES/EBU version (which
nonetheless showed deft charm on less-dun-stellar
recordings)." (VoI21 No.1)
TARA Labs RSCTM "Master" Digital
Generation 2: $295/1m, RCA or BNC
terminations, $313/1m with XLRs e
Very stiff and awkward to handle, notes RD, but it
does sound exceptionally transparent, especially in
AES/EBU fono between his PS Audio transport and
processor. RH also recommends it highly. Current
"Master" version is less stiff than its predecessor. (NR)
TARA Labs The One digital: SIBS/1m,
terminated with RCA, BNC, or XLR
One of J-10's two reference digital datalink. Now
includes Solo Floating Ground Station. (VoI21 No.8)
XL0 Limited Edition Digital:
$1100/m terminated
J-10's other new reference. "It never sounded overanalytical or left me cold -musically or emotionally."
(VoI21 No.8)
Deletions
AudioQuest Digital 2AES/EBU discontinued.

Books &

Computer Software
CALSOD loudspeaker system optimization
program, version 3.10: $269 with on-disc
manual
User enters measured drive-unit response, impedance and sensitivity, and target response; program
designs appropriate crossover filter networks. Latest
version handles double-ported bandpass enclosures

and can calculate the effects of LF room gain, enclosure leakage, and absorption losses in scaled-box.
vented-box, passive-radiator, and bandpass systems.
Thiele-Small parameters can be calculated from two
impedance measurements, and data can be imported
from the IMP PC-based measurement system.
Standard 1.40 vets'
costs $69.95. Available hum
Old Colony Sound Lab, P.O. Box 243, Pete, borough, NH 03458. Tel: (603) 924-6526. Fa,
(603) 924-9467. (Vol.13 No.11)
ETF 5.x room response software: $149.95 ,>
KR says, "This Windows 95 program is the most costeffective and critical way to assess your room and sy.tem acoustics and monitor your adjustments to then,.
Unlike modeling programs. ETF actually measures
room responses and modes, and is an essential tool for
users of equalization and correction systems." J-10
and SI )concur. Compared with Acoustisces ETF 4.0
software, which was reviewed by KR. ETF 5.0 contains arevamped interface, afull MIS-based signal
generator/analyzer with both post process and pseudo real-time capabilities. Very easy to use and requires
only adecent duplex so lllll Icard and microphone.
wwwerficommic.com. (VoI21 No.7 WWW)
LEAP 5.0 Enclosure Designer (Windows):
$495
Highly recommended by 1)0 and much used by pr, ,
fessional designers. LEAP imports raw drive-unit slat
(it accepts Audio Precision and MLSSA files as well
data produced by Audio Teknology's own $1395
LEAP 4.0 Loudspeaker Measurement System) and
optimizes a speaker system's crossover network t,
meet the user's target specifications, either on- or ortaxis. (It also averages responses to give a speaker's
power response.) Available from LinearX Systems,
hic., 9500 SW Tualatin-Sherwood Road, Tualatin,
OR 97062. Tel: (503) 612-9565. Fax: (503) 612-9344.
Web: www.lineanc.com (Vol.13 No.11)
RPG Diffuser Systems Room Optimizer
Software: $99.99
MF recently moved to anew home with bare, reflective walls-where to plunk the speakers? RPG
I
>iffuser Systems' Room Optimizer Software -available from, among others, Audio Advisor -to the rescue. Plug in the mom's dimensions (the) must be rectangular) and die program will output the location
where the modal response is flattest and the speakerboundary interference is minimized. It'll also tell you
where to sit! (Vol/2 No.11)
Spectral-AB 4.32 rev.15: from $795
An outstanding computer-based FFT analyzer suited
for both acoustic and electronic measurements.
Capable of 24-bit, 96kHz sampling and awhopping 1
misillion FFT points when paired widi an appropriate
sound card such as the Lynx0NE or Digital Audio
Labs' CardDeluxe. www.soundtechnologya,
(Nit).
The Complete Guide to High-End A I
i
$29.95 (softcover) plus $4.95 S&H
Written by erstwhile Sremphile writer Robert Har, s.
The Complete Guide to Meh-Entl Audio offers explanations of how to listen critically, how to optimally set up
your system, and how to get the best sound for your
buck. It will also give you the background and technical information you'll need to get die most from reading Stereophik Baliming audiophiles
read the
appendices first. Hardcover edition costs $39.95 plus
$4.95 S&H. Second edition (not reviewed) was published in the fall of 1998. Available from Acapella
Publishing, P.O. Box 80805, Albuquerque, NM
87198-0805. Tel: (800) 848-5099. (Vol.18 No.3)
Visual Ears: $89.50
Inexpensive but excellent computer programo for PCs
and Macs. Available from KB Acoustics, P.O. Box
50206, Eugene, OR 97405. Tel: (541) 93=,
Allows an audiophile to move sitnulatcd lou.H
ers and asimulated liste ll i
ll gseat around asimulation
of his or her room
three dimensions) to find the
position that gives optimal performance below
200Hz or so. (Vol.13 No.12, DOS; see "Industry
Update" in Vol.19 No.4 and "Fine Tunes" in VoI21
No.8, Windows.)
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Could all these music lovers be wrong?
Please forget everything we've

speaker I've heard employing horn-loaded drivers. The

told you!

sound of massed choral voices was particularly sump-

You don't have to take our

tuous, the speaker conjuring an eerie apparition of the

word for it. Here's what other

original event. A true achievement. Not to be missed."

leading manufacturers, review-

—Andrew Chasin, Groovenoise.com

ers, and audiophiles are saying
about the New Avantgarde

"I walked into the Nirvana and Wavelength Audio

Series 2.0 Hornspeakers—

room to be greeted by apair of eye-popping Avantgarde loudspeakers. This was my first experience with

"These speakers (UNO 2.0)

these horn loudspeakers and Iwas rewarded with a

are so good, it's scary."

positive experience. The midrange did not have that

—Gordon Rankin,
Wavelength Audio

cupped-mouth, hollow sounding hoot that most
people associate with horn loudspeakers. In fact the
midrange was open and clear with aslight warmth

"The new Series 2.0 Avant-

to the sound that added balance to the overall

gardes have raised the refer-

sound...this system will really change audiophiles'

ence level for loudspeakers."

perceptions of good sound."

—Geoffrey Poor,

—Gregory Kong, CES 2000 report, planethifi.com

National Sales Manager,
Balanced Audio Technology

"Absolutely Amazing.... The response of those who
have heard the unbroken-in speakers (DU0s). Imag-

"It's true; Ispent a consid-

ine after they are broken

erable amount of time audi-

—lainai lnstrum, Foss Audio

tioning the Duo 2.0 at the St.
Tropez... The combination of

"Needless to say, they are awesome. Itotally agree

clarity, lack of distortion, and stupendous dynamics

with your premise that the music's message comes

was most impressive. Easily, Best Sound at Show, and

through! Two quite obvious events convinced me:

Imean anywhere in Las Vegas!"
—Dick Olsher, CES 2000 report,
EnjoyTheMusic.com

1) Iconstantly tapped my feet while listening—
even to music Inormally wouldn't listen to.
2) When it became time to leave, Ireally didn't
want to go. It was leaving the music that was trau-

"Heard the DUO 2.0s for myself and totally agree—
they are truly stunning. Yes—one of the finest sounds

matic.
They are certainly everything you said they were.

at the show as well as anything I've ever heard...

Idon't ever recall listening to any speakers that were

period!!"

more totally satisfying."
—Bill Wells, The Audiophile Voice

—Dr. Ron Stroud

"The Avantgarde Acoustic room...afforded me my

"I have NEVER experienced anything that seems to

first listen to the stunning DUO Series 2horn loud-

so closely tie the listener to the emotions the artist is

speaker. Driven by all BAT components, the DU0s

expressing. It was as if you were wiring your preamp

sounded glorious, and far less colored than any other

to my brain. Sound staging, timber, speed, dynamics

are all there, but these horns do something else to

the living room, and conveying the emotion of asolo

the listener that Ihave never experienced.

performance.

Iwas overwhelmed, especially with the sad, emo-

Electrostatics now have aserious contender in the

tional music we were playing at first. Indeed, Ifound

transparency stakes. These horn systems are so

them powerful—emotionally..."

revealing...it's hard to imagine using anything else.

—Dr. Patrick Conner

My favourite reference speaker is now ousted in
favour of these music-making devices. Don't be

"As far as soundscape and imaging goes, the UNOs

swayed by people telling you they don't perform and

ability to "pressurize," or fill my room with afull

are coloured. These speakers make music in away

and complete soundscape, was awe inspiring....

that you simply can't argue with."

Imaging was... properly sized and each instrument

—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK

also had its own sphere of acoustic reverb (or "hall
sound").... Depth was realistically portrayed of
course. Even more amazing was how well the UNOs
in my room disappeared to the point that, when dictated, instruments/sounds were easily produced outside the speakers (and not just between them)

We double-dare you. Find out what
you've been missing.
What you thought you knew is about to be
changed forever.

The upgraded SUB 225 CTRL PRO as supplied

Hear the Avantgarde Series 2.0 Hornspeakers. To

with my pair of (Series 2.0) UNOs sounded very fast

find out where, call us Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.

and clean.... The UNO is the very first speaker where

And be sure to request our FREE InfoPak (over 50

Ifelt my prized M+K MX2000 subwoofer was never

pages filled with vital information).

needed during pipe organ or music's other low frequency needs.

In the Atlanta area, call us at 770-777-2095.
Demonstrations by appointment.

These speakers are so transparent that they will,
Irepeat, will tell you about the synergy of your system or lack thereof. In my listening room the UNOs'
unbelievable all out clarity and immense dynamic capabilities was enough for me to part with my own
hard earned cash. You just might too. In the end what
really matters is that you... Enjoy the Music."
—Steve Rochlin, EnjoyTheMusic.com
"Up until now Ihave had reservations about horns.
...As aconsequence Ihad expected the DU0s to

It's About the Music...

sound coloured, ultra-dynamic, and to acertain extent the sum of two rather obvious parts. That is
not the case.
...They can exhibit stunning ranges of subtlety, dynamics and ultimate loudness...exemplary imaging to
recordings...pretty much seamless top-to-bottom even
frequency response in-room...very uncoloured...transparency that many speaker systems are still striving
for. They have an uncanny presence and immediacy
...dynamic range matched more closely to real life than
anything else Ihave heard.
So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best
Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing

Avantgarde-USA ux

a

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming. GA 30040
770-777-2095

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537

else has come close to recreating the power and fi-

E-mail: hornguys((/ aol.com

nesse of afull organ, or bringing afull orchestra into

www.avantgarde-usa.com
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suspect that the faces of many of the
readers who thumb through the
pages of Stereophde must resemble
those peering out of some Norman
Rockwell representation of Americana:
little children, their noses pressed hard
against the display window of an urban
department store in the weeks preceding Christmas, eyes aglow at the sight
of some epic model train or exquisitely
detailed dollhouse. So near, yet so far.
Discussions of the relative merits of
SACD and DVD-Audio, or of upsampiing and various forms of filtering,
must seem every bit as remote to the
average audiophile. Still, as anyone
who owns apersonal computer can tell
you, these days the trickle-down of
sophisticated technologies into affordable functions and features occurs at an
incredibly fast rate.
Now, as we hop, skip, and jump
through the new digital decathlon, the
much-ballyhooed race of high-resolution digital formats enters the bell lap
with the rollout of value-enhanced consumer products targeted at those musiclovers who cherish audiophile performance but can't afford cost-no-object,
no-compromise gear. The Philips
SACD1000 is achallenge to the languidly beckoning DVD-Audio standard, offering agenerous measure of
high-end sonics in both two-channel
and multichannel flavors, combined
with home-theater flexibility in amultiplatform format for only $1999.

Description: Multichannel SACD/
DVD-V player (DSD stereo/multichannel). Formats playable: SACD,
CD, CD-R, CD-RVV, DVD-Video, Super
VCD. Audio outputs: left/right front,
left/right surround, center, subwoofer, "stereo!' SACD audio performance: Maximum output voltage: 2V,
±0.3V. Total harmonic distortion:
-58dB, 20Hz-20kHz. Intermodulation distortion: -107dB. Dynamic
range: 114dB. S/N ratio: 114dB Aweighted.
DVD/VCD/CD
performance: S/N ratio: <100dB, 1kHz.

1

Prepare to be surprised
Okay, $1999 isn't exactly awalk on the
beach. But when you factor in the
enhanced sound quality of the Super
Audio Compact Disc, back-compatibility with the existing foundation of
audio CDs and video DVDs, and the
flexibility to integrate this unit into a
variety of audio/video rigs, perhaps we
should prepare to be impressed. As the
first commercially available player
offering six full-range channels of
Super Audio CD sound, the Philips
SACD1000 might bridge the gap between audiophile performance and
mass-market expectations. It offers the
home-theater crowd afull platform of
video formats — DVD-Video, Video
CD, and Super Video CD — while giving listeners the sonic benefits of
Philips and Sony's new SACD digital
standard, as well as high-quality playback of standard CDs and all those 24bit/96kHz audiophile discs in the
DVD-Video format. Hey, it also reads
CD-Rs; many of the early DVD players
couldn't. What it doesn't do is play
DVD-Audio discs, SACD's main competition for the hearts and minds of the
postmodern digital marketplace. Philips
and Sony feel that their proprietary
SACD format and DSD technology are
superior to the longstanding PCM
technology even in its advanced 24/96
or 24/192 DVD-A guise.
However, Iremain adevotee of the
virtual proscenium arch, and have nei-

Dynamic range: <90dB.
Dimensions: 17" (435mm) VV by
4.3" (110mm) H by 12.9" (330mm)
D. Weight: 22 lbs (10kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
8622-160-00061.
Price: 81999. Approximate number
of dealers: Not known.
Manufacturer: Philips Electronics, 64
Perimeter Center East, Atlanta, GA
30346-6401. Tel: (800) 242-9225,
(770) 821-2715. Fax: (770) 821-3126.
Web: vwvw.philipsusa.com.

ther the physical space nor the money
to set up amultichannel system — that
old-time two-channel religion is still
good enough for me. While I'm fascinated by the multichannel potential of
the new digital formats, those possibilities and the home-theater capabilities of
the SACD1000 will be taken up in a
future issue by one of my more technologically evolved Stereophde colleagues,
Kalman Rubinson.
For me, audio performance is paramount, and to that end the Philips
SACD1000 features two discrete sets of
circuits, each with its own power supply — one for audio, one for video.
What you see on the back panel is basically aDVD section with (from left to
right) apair of digital outputs (optical
and coaxial), left and right audio outputs, two video outputs, atrio of component-video outputs, two composite
video outputs, and an S-video connection.Then, as mirrored on the top array
of multichannel audio outputs (from
the left: right front, left front, right surround, left surround, subwoofer, and
center), is aspecially designed DAC
board that has been optimized for
audio performance.
The hybrid SACD is adouble-layered disc: areflective CD layer (for
back-compatibility with standard CD
players) and asemi-transmissive highdensity layer that can be read only by
SACD players, that, in a"fully loaded"
SACD carries separate two-channel
and multichannel mixes of the music.
Previous SACD players have been
two-channel machines only. How
does aplayer distinguish between twochannel and the just-introduced multichannel SACDs?
As Philips marketing executive Marc
Harmsen explains it, "The nice part
about these new hybrid discs is that
there are actually two separate tracks
written on the high-density layer — a
two-channel and asix-channel track, so
you don't have to downmix to two
channels or upmix to six channels. They
are basically recorded at the same time,
so there's no processing involved. [The
player] just accesses which particular
Stereophile, April 2001
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MCCORMACK DELIVERS. ..
.... agrowing family of high-value, high-performance
components. Steve McCormack's latest designs, the DNA-125
and DNA-225 stereo amplifiers, the DNA-HT3 and DNA-HT5
theater amplifiers, and the PLO-1 remote-controlled preamplifier
join the classic TLC-1 passive line controller and
Micro Phono Drive.
Word is already getting out on just how good the new
models are. Of the DNA-125, reviewer Jim Merod said: "There
are few amplifiers that I

1111111

have ever heard, at any
price, that match the
DNA-125 ... it gives you all
of the music ... Everything ... This is the best amplifier Ihave
ever heard under $2000.

It is a magnificent amp at any price."
Jim Merod -August 2000

www.StereoTimes.com •www.EnjoytheMusic.com

McCORMACK
AUDIO CORPORATION OF VIRGINIA
BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS. WITHIN YOUR REACH
2733 Mernlee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031 •Phone: 703.573.9665 Fax: 703.573.9667 •www.mccormackautho.com

AG2K Solid Silver RCA Connector
from Alpha-Core

We are happy to announce that our silver interconnects
are becoming

increasingly popular in the USA and

abroad. As aconsequence, Alpha-Core proudly presents
the first solid silver RCA connector. We have named the
novelty AG2K in celebration of the new millenium.
AG2K is designed to be silver soldered to the flat
solid conductors in Micro Purl, TQ2, and Sapphire
silver interconnect cables. Except for the black,
chrome plated barrel all metal is 99.99% solid fine
silver with a flash plating of Rhodium to prevent
tarnishing. The insulation is teflon.

,\P‘
f‘fd\
Ardi

(
/

The solid silver spades we introduced in 1997
have now become the preferred termination for
our GOERTZ AG silver speaker cables as well as
the GOERTZ MI copper cables. The original silver
spades are '/,' wide and accept binding posts up to À.,"
in diameter. We just introduced a narrower, 'X," wide
spade connector for the terminal strips common in Home
Theater equipment. The new, smaller spade can be used
with all our speaker cables from HT through AG3, as well
as the Python and Boa series.
Next to come: Silver RCA chassis jacks.
Visit us at www.alphacore.com read our fan mail and
take a stroll through our web store!
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Alpha-Core, Inc.

915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608
1-800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805
email: sales@alphacore.com Fax: 203-384-8120
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Philips
area of the disc has the appropriate
information, and then, as you can see on
the SACD1000's front panel, you have a
Sound mode where you can basically
switch between CD layers: six-channel
or two-channel." (Two-channel players
ignore the six-channel data on afully
loaded SACD.)
To the top right of the back panel is a
power-supply socket with arecessed
switch to each side: on the left, avoltage
selector (for 100/120V or 220/240V);
on the right, athree-position filter selector (and aground). According to engineer Ben Zwaans, part of the Nether-

lands Philips team that designed the
SACD1000, it has an output "of 2V
RMS, but you can have peak levels 3dB
above those. The filter on the back
switches the cutoff frequency. The first
position is that all filters are 40kHz
third-order low-pass filters; the second
position is that the front channels (left
and right) are 50kHz second-order lowpass filters and the others stay at 40kHz;
and the third position is that all channels
are set to 50kHz low-pass filter. The
purpose of that is the DSD signal has a
very high noiseshaping signal, so the
noise is very low up to 100kHz or up to

SACD1000

50kHz; then you get asteep shape of
noise, so at ahigh frequency you have a
lot of noise. If you don't have apreamp
that can handle high-frequency noise,
then you must add the 40kHz thirdorder low-pass filter."
"It's basically to protect your preamp and speakers," Marc Harmsen
told me. You mean some speakers
don't have the power handling or the
sensitivity? "Yes, from atweeter standpoint, and also from an amp standpoint; just to be able to protect them if
they don't have the ability to handle
that frequency range."

Measurements
Idid an uncharacteristic thing before
measuring the Philips SACD1000: I
read the manual. And it's just as well, as
doing the obvious thing and plugging a
pair of interconnects into the pair of
analog outputs marked "Stereo" would
have led me astray—these jacks output
asignal band-limited to 20kHz even
when a wide-bandwidth SACD is
being played. It appears that they're
supplied solely for connecting the player to ahome-theater system for stereo
playback of DVD-Video discs. Itherefore did as Chip did and assessed the
SACD1000's performance from its
Left and Right Front Surround outputs.
Another point to note: The digital
outputs source only aDolby Digital or
DTS bitstream from DVD-Vs. They
do not provide aPCM output even
from CDs, so those who want to use
an external high-end DAC for CD
playback need be warned: The
SACD1000 is astandalone player for
SACDs (as expected) and CDs (not
expected). It must be used with an
external surround processor or receiver for DVD-V surround playback, as
the analog surround outputs work
only with surround-encoded SACDs.
The maximum output level
(MOL) was alowish 1.86V from the
discrete LIR surround outputs, and
just above the 2V CD standard, at
2.1V from the DVD "Stereo" outputs. This was with the '1000 playing
CDs; playing the "tentative" Sony
Test SACD, the maximum level at
1kHz from the discrete L/R jacks
was 2.1V, or 1dB higher than the
nominal OdBFS level from CD,
which will bias direct SACD/CD
comparisons in favor of SACD. Sig-
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nal polarity was non-inverting from
all analog outputs, and the source
impedance varied from a low 34
ohms across most of the audioband to
40 ohms at 20Hz.
Playing back CDs, the frequency
response (fig.1, top traces) was flat
over almost all the band, with just a
very slight shelving visible above
5kHz. This shelving was accentuated
with pre-emphasized data (fig.1,
lower traces), though not nearly to
the point where sound quality would
be adversely affected. Playing back
Sony's test SACD, the ultrasonic
response rolled off differently, depending on the setting of the rearpanel "filter" switch. With this set to
"50kHz" (fig2, top traces), the output
was exactly 3dB down at 50kHz. At
'40kHz," the -3dB point was exactly
40kHz. In each case, the response was
down by at least 20dB at 90kHz.
Crosstalk between the discrete Left
and Right channels was beneath the
noise floor below lIcHz (fig3), rising
above the audioband to reach astillsuperb -85dB at 801cHz.

now....
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Fig.2 Philips SACD1000, SACO data, frequency
response at -3dBFS with filter set to
"50kHz" (top) and "40kHz." (Right
channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Philips SACC11000, SACD data, channel
separation ref. OdBFS: L-R (top), R-L
(bottom). (10dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.1

Philips SACD1000, CD data, frequency
response at -12dBFS, without
emphasis (top) and with emphasis
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertscal div.)

Fig.4 Philips SACD1000, ,octave spectrum
of dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit CD data
(top below 8kHz) and OSO SACD
data (bottom below 8kHz). (Right
channel dashed.)
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Let 'er rip
With its front-loading disc drawer, illuminated display, and straightforward
remote, operating the SACD1000 was
self-explanatory, so Ijust plugged in to
the right and left front speaker outs and
let 'er rip.
Having auditioned a number of
tubed integrated amps in the months
leading up to this evaluation, Idecided
to remain in that mode for a little
while longer. My reference system included a Mesa Baron power amp
(mainly in the 90W 1
/
3pentode- 3 triode mode), the single-ended triode

Blue Circle Galatea preamp, and apair
ofJoseph Audio's two-way RM7si Signature speakers. Icompleted the signal
chain with a biwire set of Monster
Cable Sigma Retro speaker cables and
a set of Sigma Retro interconnects,
having found these top-of-the-line
components to be afelicitous match
with tube gear — they supplemented
this system's rich midrange resolution
while fleshing out high-end details and
solidifying the bottom.
For comparisons, Ihad on hand the
California Audio Labs CL-20 ($2500), a
20-bit/96kHz DVD/HDCD player;

and the $2500 Sony SCD-777ES
SACD player (see Sony sidebar). To
level the playing field, Idispensed with
my stalwart Synergistic Research Designer's Reference 2 AC Master Couplers (the SACD1000 only has a2-pin
AC connector) and plugged apair of
generic outlet cords into the IEC inlets
of the Sony and CAL decks. (All cords
were plugged into my daisy chain ofJPS
Power AC Outlet Centers.)
The DVD experience
The one playback option not available
from the SACD1000 is DVD-Audio.

Measurements
Fig.4 shows spectral analyses of the
SACD1000's output while playing
CD data representing a dithered
11cHz tone at -90dBFS (top traces below 81cHz) and SACD data (bottom
traces below 81cHz). (The 1dB difference in MOLs for the two media has
been compensated for.) The DSDencoded data on the SACD has about
a12dB greater dynamic range in the
low treble and bass regions than the
16-bit PCM data on the CD, at least
as far as the left channel (solid traces)

....We. P.p. i•COI••••••••••• 1•••• • •••••••••••01• fie 0••••• Meek
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Fig.5

Philips SACD1000, ',-octave spectrum of
"digital black (16-bit CD data) with
noise and spuriae (top below 4kHz),
and of dithered lkHz tone at -160dBFS
(DSD SACD data, bottom below 4kHz).
(Right channel dashed.)

is concerned. The right channel has
some suspicious-looking but still lowlevel peaks at 60Hz, 120Hz, and
240Hz with both CD and SACD
playback. These are, of course, powersupply related, and might have been
affected by the grounding between
the player and the Audio Precision
System One test set. Above 81cHz, the
aggressive noiseshaping used by
SACD's DSD encoding makes its
presence felt, and SACD actually has
less dynamic range than CD in the
top audio octave.
The Sony test SACD doesn't
appear to have the equivalent of
CD's "digital black" signal, but it does
have lIcHz tones encoded down to a
roots-of-the-universe -160dBFS. To
compare the SACD1000's noise
spectra with no signal playing but
with the mute lifted, Itherefore performed wideband analyses of its analog output playing "digital black" on
atest CD and the -160dBFS tone on
the Sony SACD. The results are
shown in fig.5. With CD replay, the
16-bit noise floor is, again, about
12dB higher than the SACD noise

Sanaaa•
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floor, at least in the midrange and
bass. The two are equivalent in the
mid-treble, and while the CD floor
features arise in energy above the
audioband, presumably due to the
player making use of a bitstream
DAC, this rise is dwarfed by that featured in the SACD spectrum. This is
shown for both settings of the Filter
switch— the ultrasonic noise with
the wider, "50kHz" setting peaks at
-50dB at 801cHz, but then starts to
rise again just before the 200kHz
upper limit of the Audio Precision
System One. The "40kHz" filter setting drops the 801cHz peak by about
5dB, but the higher-frequency rise is
still apparent, albeit at alower level. If
you're at all in doubt about your preamplifier's or amplifier's ability to
cope with relatively high levels of RF
noise, be sure to set the SACD1000's
filter to "40IcHz."
Assessed using CD data, the
SACD1000 offered low linearity error down to -110dBFS (fig.6), with
noise then dominating the measured
level, much as it did with the Naim
CDS player (also reviewed in this
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Fig.6
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Philips SACD1000, right-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit CD data
(2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.7
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Philips SACD1000, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit CD data.

00

Fig.8

for.

Philips SACD1000, waveform of dithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, DSD
SACD data.
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Philips
Well, Iwon't weigh in on that hot potato here, but before Ichecked out the
SACD1000's sound with SACDs, Iwas
keen to hear how the SACD1000 handled anumber of DVD-V and 24/96
DAD discs Ihave on hand. To this end,
Ipulled out the 24/96 soundtrack to
Casino Royale (Classic DAD 1033),
Jonathan Faralli's Percussion XX (Arts
Audiophile 47558-6), and avery good
live recording ofJames Levine conducting the Metropolitan Opera forces in
Mozart's Die Zauberjlete, just released on
DG DVD-Video 44 073 003-9.
On "The Look of Love," from Casino

issue).
Nevertheless,
the
reproduction of an undithered 1kHz
tone at —90.31dBFS (fig.7) was essentially perfect. Repeating this measurement using a dithered 1kHz
tone at —90dB gave a waveform
largely obscured by the signal's highfrequency noise content (fig.8), although, as shown in fig.4, the
SACD's dynamic range is actually
greater at lower frequencies.
The SACD1000's analog output
stage is bombproof, with very low
levels of harmonic (fig.9) and intermodulation (fig.10) distortion. Error
0.0•00.••
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Royale, Dusty Springfield's voice was
richly articulated via the Philips, with a
warm, stable focus to the dual trumpets, excellent detailing of left-right
stereo imaging, and solid bass resolution. There seemed to be abit more extension on the top and bottom through
the CAL CL-20, but Isuspect that the
CAL might have aslightly hotter output. Turning the volume down one
notch on the preamp seemed to confirm this, though the Philips still sounded slightly more laid-back on top, and
didn't quite approach the CL-20's layering of sound.

correction was also excellent; the
player didn't skip until the Pierre
Verany test CD's track 34, which has
2rnin gaps in its data spiral.
Because the SACD1000 has a
dual-wavelength laser pickup, I
could assess its word-clock jitter
using the Miller Audio Research Jitter Analyzer. (The analytic data for
this test are stored on aCD-R with
inherently low time-base error.) The
results of this test are shown in fig.11:
ahigh-resolution FFT-derived spectrum of the player's analog noise
floor for 3.5kHz to either side of the
11.025kHz test tone. The peak—peak
jitter level was asuperbly low 160

SACD1000

Faralli's performance of John Cage's
Cartridge Music begins with an enormous
metallic transient and follows with a
litany of bowed, scraped, and ratcheted
sounds punctuated by long, expressive
silences, resounding low-end interjections, and apanned conclusion involving breathing into water. The Philips'
retrieval of the low-level information
that defines space and venue was very
good; imaging was rock-solid, as was
the depiction of complex timbres and
overtones, and it handled the bass transients with aplomb. The CAL still
offered greater inner detail, blacker

picoseconds, with all the data-related
sidebands in this graph (red numeric
markers) at or below —120dBFS.
The highest-level sidebands lie at
±497Hz (purple '3"), but Ihave no
idea what they are due to.
Overall, this is excellent measured
performance for a$1999 CD player,
let alone one that also plays DVDVideo discs and two-channel and
multichannel SACDs. On the evidence of a product like Philips'
SACD1000, it's hard to believe that
digital playback is anything other
than a "solved problem," at least
when it comes to engineering.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.9 Philips SACD1000, CD data, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.10 Philips SACD1000, CD data, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.11 Philips SACD1000, CD data, 44.1kHz sampling, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog
output signal (11.025kHz at —6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace,
11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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silences, and amore telling depiction of
front-to-back dimensionality. However,
the Philips' remote offered track-bytrack access with the push of asingle
numerical button, whereas on the CAL
Ihad to press Play, then skip, step by
step, to track 7.
On the Mozart, the Philips' rhythm
and pacing were quite good; it accurately depicted all spatial cues associated
with a symphony orchestra and an
opera (such as the dueling left-right violin sections, and the way it tracked
Tamino's "Zu Hilfe! Zu Hilfer as the
tenor wandered about the stage, from
left to center to right). There was also a
silky, inviting quality to the strings and
voices — especially welcome on soprano Luciana Serra's unbelievable passages during the aria "0 zittre nicht,
mein lieber Sohn!" which might otherwise melt your eyeballs with its highfrequency glare. Again, the CL-20
trumped the SACD1000 in depicting
that nth degree of detail and resolution,
which translated into transparency and
distinction between individual voices.

been pushed so close to the leading
edge of glare —1 mean, is this how the
master tape actually, factually sounds?
This is agood example of how arelatively less revealing digital source might
make for abetter system match; in this
case, the slightly smoother, more distant
perspective of the Philips gave the
band's locomotive performance of
"Gingerbread Boy" acertain sheen, a
supple softness, a forgiving musical
alternative to the fuller-sounding output of the Sony.
Of the SACDs I've heard, Tom Jung's
recording of drummer Steve Davis'
There was something
experimental improvisations represents
the pinnacle of the art of DSD recordalluring and intimate
ing and mastering ... or it at least rises to
about the Philips'
something resembling the format's full
potential for frequency extension, resovelvety resolution,
lution, and transparency. This is not the
deepest, most unlimited soundstaging
and the way it conveyed
I've ever heard, but man, the spatial cues
are
just out of sight. Compared to other
the physical immediacy
SACDs ... well, in some of my most
recent "Quarter Notes" musings, I've
of Gary Peacock's bass.
found that other all-DSD productions,
while generally very satisfying, seemed
The CD experience
Before moving on to SACDs, Idug to lack something in the way of depth.
Moving on to CDs, Ilistened to the title
out my most trusty reference disc,
Although each instrument sounded retrack of Andy Summers' Green Chimneys Ralph Towner's A Closer View (ECM
markably detailed and lifelike, the sum
(RCA 63472-2) on all three machines.
of the parts felt atrifle surreal. It still
1602), and cued up "Opalesque." The
As this recording is HDCD-encoded, I Sony's kaleidoscopic quality of inner
comes down to the eternal recording
expected the CL-20 to have acertain
detail killed me as usual, but there was
verities: The engineer needs to work
advantage in terms of air, inner detail,
something alluring and intimate about creatively with the recording venue's
and dimensionality, the SACD1000
the Philips' velvety resolution, and the
acoustics through the careful placement
lacking HDCD decoding. Ihave found
way it conveyed the physical immediof quality microphones.
correctly decoded HDCD sound to posacy of Gary Peacock's bass without
I've always found Quality of Silence's
sess an analytical quality that lets me get shortchanging me in terms of instrutitle track (a quartet with piano and sax)
further inside the music, closer to each
mental detail... although, for CD
to be somewhat fatiguing in the upper
instrument. But even without HDCD, playback, Ithink Iliked the CL-20's
midrange/lower treble. Idon't know if
the Philips more than held its own in
balance of euphony, body, resolution,
this could be defined as distortion, but
terms of rhythm and pacing. It also conand dimensionality atouch more than
in any case, as with Miles Smiles, the
veyed more body — as in slam, oomph,
the Sony's airy ultrapredsion. But now
Philips' forgiving musical nature helped
and roundness to the leading edge of I'm spinning out into the ether of raresave the day. The album's trio tracks
transients... almost as if it had alittle
fied distinctions.
(acoustic piano or amplified guitar,
hotter output. It didn't sound colored
standup bass, and cymbal-happy drum
exactly, but contoured, which tended to fill
The SACD experience
kit), such as "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes"
up and fill out the limited bass end of the
All that was left was SACD. After hours
and "I Thought About You," are breathJosephs. The Sony, by the way, seemed
of listening, I narrowed down my
takingly intimate and revealing; and the
to split the difference between the CAL
SACD stash to afinal pair of arbiters: a devotional bass-drums duet on "One
and the Philips with aremarkable declassic analog remastering of Miles
Two Free," which begins with the
gree of transparency and liveness.
Davis' Miles Smiles (Columbia/Legacy whippet sound of brushes vibrating
Ihad an advance CD-R of Larry
CS 65682), and Tom Jung's live-tonothing but air and proceeds through a
Goldings' superb organ-trio album, As two-track DSD recording of drummer coiled Afro-Cuban episode, depicts
One (look for it soon on Palmetto). The
Steve Davis' Quality of Silence (DMP
some of the blackest silences known to
Philips displayed stable imaging, alaidSACD-04). After listening to all the
man. Imean, this is the last word in
back top end, and aeuphonic midrange; preceding reference discs at the same
"live." (Note to Self: Ask Tom Jung to
all in all, it had more body than the
preamp setting, Iwas shocked to realize
put aDVD-Audio master of this recordSony, which would tend to make it a what a hot-rod mastering job Miles ing in my Christmas stocking so Ican
nice match for abrighter type of speak- Smiles was. It sounded more vivid, dynhave some sort of definitive basis of
er in aless revealing, less extended, less
amic, detailed, and dimensional than
comparison between the two competexpensive system. It occurred to me
the CD master, but Iwas left wondering digital platforms.)
how bitchin' the SACD1000 would
ing how much more open and refined
A last word on the relative tradeoffs of
sound with something like the highthe sound might have been had it not $1999 and $2500 SACD decks, based on
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value PSB Alpha Mini/Subsonic 5system, which Iauditioned for the June
2000 Stereophile with the NAD L40 —
match it to a$1000-$1500 surroundsound receiver and you've got ahighvalue, high-resolution rig that could
kick considerable butt for less than
$5000 (not counting video monitor and
cables). However, in my setup (a pair of
$1799 speakers and roughly $8500 for
amp and preamp), the Sony divulged
another level of depth in presence,
detail, and dimensionality.
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Sony SCD-777ES SACD/CD player

SONY

H

aving the Philips SACD1000
in my system prompted me
to spill some ink about the
Sony SCD-777ES. In the months
I've had this SACD player in my system, my experience of music has
been enhanced to the point where I
feel more and more confident about
the aural judgments I'm called on to
make — because I'm convinced that
I'm listening to adigital source on
which Ican bet the ranch.
The SCD-777ES was introduced at
alist price of $3500, but Sony recently
reduced the price to $2500 —probably their way of lowering the boom
on competitors and buying additional
market share for the SACD format.
'Whatever — at $2500, the SCD777ES is not merely aClass A component, it's asteal.
The SCD-777ES is basically the
SCD-1 thatJonathan Scull reviewed in
November 1999 1 and was Stereophiles
Joint Product of 2000, but with unbalanced outputs only and less luxurious
cosmetics. It's built like atank — I'd
1The review is available free of charge in our online archives: www.stereophile.conilihowarchives.
cf/i1 8°.
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put it up against those automatons on
BattleBots. It's massive, and rests on four
substantial feet that provide apalpable
sense of stability and isolation from

The SCD-777ES's
extraordinary build quality
translated into first-rate
performance that has
to be heard daily to be
appreciated. This extends
to the unit's transport,
which, to me, is the unit's
heart and soul.
external vibrations, thus precluding
the use of such external cones as those
from PolyCrystal, which Iemploy to
such great effect under most of my
components.
The SCD-777ES's extraordinary
build quality translated into first-rate
performance that has to be heard
daily to be appreciated. This quality

extends to the unit's transport, which,
to me, is the SCD-777ES's heart and
soul. It's atop-loading design, complete with solid brass stabilizer and a
door that opens slowly, majestically, as
full of portent and power as the door
of amissile silo.
While Ican't quantify with scientific accuracy the transport's effects
on the playback of standard CDs, I
did hear its contributions, not only
in image stability, but also in the
SCD-777ES's extraordinary levels
of inner detail and dimensionality;
the way each instrument was depicted not only in time, but was also
fully fleshed out — as if illuminated
from within against abackdrop of
inky blackness and three-dimensional stillness.
The SCD- ThS's filtering schemes
— see Brother Scull's report on the
Sony SCD-C333ES elsewhere in this
issue for details —allow you to contour music to your taste or to accommodate system synergy. However, I
generally used the player's coaxial
digital output to drive an external
D/A converter when playing CDs.
This was the incredibly underrated,
supremely musical California Audio
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Philips

Labs Alpha 96k tube DAC ($1495).
Recently discontinued, this tubed 24bit/96kHz unit was one of high-end
audio's enduring bargains —in combination with CAL% Delta transport,
it comprised agreat-sounding CD
playback system. I've also used the
Alpha with the Câlifornia Audio Labs
CL-20 acting as adedicated transport
in aCD/DVD-V playback system,
though Ivacillate in my preference.
On one hand, Ilove the bloomy midrange detailing and spacious soundstaging with the Alpha in the signal
chain; on the other, the CL-20's bass
extension, velvety top end, airy transparency, and pinpoint resolution are
things of beauty.
However, when Iused the Sony
to control the Alpha's output (CDs
only, of course, the player muting its
digital output when playing SACDs)
Iseemed to achieve the best of both
worlds — the Alpha's richness and
the CL-20's precision —and something more: the intoxicating sense
of liquidity and extra degree of
holography that the Alpha has in
spades with the Delta or CL-20
transports, but that was so much
more dimensional with the Sony
transport. With the SCD-777ES,
there was a more pronounced
sense of space.
But the CL-20's D/A still
trumped the Alpha in bass extension, and by itself had amore analog sound signature than the Sony
(using its own D/A section). The
Sony's output tended to sound
incredibly precise, accurate, and
analytical without being medicinal;
it was warm but crystal clear without being fatiguing, round without
being sloppy — and there was an
overall feeling of ease and grace
about its reproduction of space.
But over the course of A/B-ing
the Sony with the CAL and the
Philips, then using the Sony as a
transport with the CAL Alpha
D/A, Ibegan to zero in on what a
difference the Sony transport made
in terms of spatial stability. It
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seemed to grab hold of the music's
tempo and not let go; to tighten up
the rhythm and pacing so that
every voice was taut, round, and
stable. As a result, the SCD777ES/Alpha combo revealed so
much more space in the soundstage
of the title track of Andy Summers'
Green Chimneys (RCA 63472-2);
the Sony transport seemed to define so much more acoustic space
to begin with, so that there was that
much more room for the little harmonic details and spatial cues that
define an instrument's sound, even
its shape.
But it was playing SACDs that
the Sony fully demonstrated what
it could do. Its performance fundamentally echoed that in CD mode:
open, detailed, precise; agreat expanse of open, uncolored space on
which to paint your picture. Space
is the place, whether in 16-bit
PCM or 1-bit DSD, and while the
Sony betrayed no analog artifacts in
SACD mode, at its best — the ways
it extended the frequency extremes, defined acoustic space, and
conferred another level of transparency — it sounded decidedly
analog. That's what's excited so
many people suffering from the
postmodern digital blues: SACDs
somehow sound much more live.
The SCD-777ES is not some
fly-by-night marketing prayer that
will be obsolete tomorrow. It may
lack a separate digital out for
SACDs, but it's asuperb CD player with ano-compromise transport
section that might command $2500
all by itself.
Forget for asecond that Sony is
trying to buy market share and
establish a foothold for SACD.
Don't ever buy an SACD disc — see
if Icare. But in the process, Sony is
marketing astatement product at an
affordable price; any of you in the
market for ano-compromise CD
player could do awhole lot worse
than the SCD-777ES.
— Chip Stern

SACD 1000

my listening to ararefied SACD source
such as this DMP disc: Pretty damn
close. When Ilistened to Davis' dynamic brush attack on the trio's funkified
jazz romp through "Yesterdays," the
Philips captured the spatial dimension,
while the Sony went one step beyond in
terms of absolute resolution.

The Philips SACD1000
is simple, sexy, natural sounding fun —
adisproportionate amount
of musical bang
for the buck.
The Philips experience
While Ifeel that the two-channel Sony
SCD-777ES has the edge with respect to
sound quality, if Iwere contemplating
assembling from scratch arelatively hi-rez
multichannel audio-video system and
felt constrained by space and/or finances,
I'd be hard-pressed to pass up all the
goodies the Philips offers. And while the
Sony is more massively built, has amore
sophisticated transport, and evinces an
enhanced level of resolution, it doesn't
offer multichannel capabilities, and
won't, of course, play DVD-Video discs.
Curiously enough, the one area in which
the Philips consistently trumps its more
costly rival is that it boots up SACDs and
DVD-Vs in significantly less time.
When I weigh the
Philips
SACD1000's tradeoffs against its attributes, the verdict comes back: It's simple,
sexy, natural-sounding fun — adisproportionate amount of musical bang for
the buck. Other than HDCD, it can
play all the digital formats you've accumulated over the past three, five, or 20
years with an exceptional degree of resolution and musicality, while letting
you enjoy the latest multichannel breakthroughs and all manner of digital
video —not to mention the ultra-high
resolution, transparency, and frequency
extension that distinguish the Super
Audio Compact Disc. And it's all available not next year in Jerusalem, but
now, and at acome-on-down price that
will let you stock up on SACD software
(even at the current immodest prices).
For those of you who never imagined
there'd be an affordable local stop on
the New Digital Millennium Express,
people get ready, 'cause the Philip
SACD1000's a-comin'.
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its overall performance
provided me with the greatest
musical pleasure I've gotten
from a preamp. My system
sang as it never has.
"...find a dealer within walking,
driving, or, if need be, flying
distance, and give the Hovland
a listen. It's special."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile
November 2000

The Hovland experience
expands this Summer with
Sapphire, astartling hybrid
stereo power amplifier.
fax 209 • 966 • 4632

www.hovlandcompany.com
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Sony SCD-C333ES SACD/CD player

j

ohn Atkinson flapped his bushy
eyebrows at me and smiled slyly.
"Hey, J-10, why don't you do the
Sony SCD-C333ES SACD carousel
player for April?" Usually when JA
gets that look on his face, Iseek shelter.
The phone bripped suddenly in my
office, but Iknew it was too late.
"O000-kay... "Ismiled back, thinking
of Stereophile's recent covers and the
hubbub, bub, thick as it comes, that
they'd produced. (See "Letters" in the
February and March issues.)
As it happens, the Sony SCD-C333ES
isn't this month's cover story—that
honor goes to Chip Stern's take on
Philips' multichannel SACD1000 SACD
player. Still, Ican see the headlines
already: "SCULL REVIEWS CAROUSEL PLAYER; WORLD ENDS!"

A short time after our conversation,
the Sony SCD-C333ES was rather unceremoniously dumped at the door by
our local Representative in Brown, the
Incredible Hulk. Or the missing link, as
K-10 calls him: UPS Man, Pithecanthropus
erectus. (For you three-bumper-eight-ballin-the-side-pocket types, that's the title of
Charles Mingus' first album for Atlantic,
in 1956.)
So Iloaded up five discs for the
evening — a process quite different
from choosing and playing one disc at
atime — and imagined the angle on
the bumper shot I'd have to line up for
this review.
Carousel
llw Sony is built fairly solidly, if not in the
Levinson/Accuphase/Boulder league of
superbly constructed — and way more
expensive —mechanical majesty. Nonetheless, it doesn't feel cheesy for acarousel
player. It's just arelatively large, rectangular black box with adisplay of not enormous size, big Play and track-select buttons, and arow of smaller buttons and
even smaller ones underneath on the left
for other functions, all set over afullwidth, five-disc tray, aflip-up cover running along the bottom front plate. Nothing remarkable about it at all; it wouldn't
stand out on arack if you threw aspotlight on it. Even without the instruction
booklet, which arrived aday later, Ihad
Stereophile, April 2001

Sony SCD-C333ES SACO player

the Sony up and running before you
could say "It's not rocket science."
On the back are only apair of RCA
single-ended line-level outputs (so no
cause to worry about absolute polarity), a
typical consumer-electronics "captured"
power cord, plus TosLink optical and
RCA coax digital outputs for CD playback only. As in all other SACD players,
except for those from Accuphase, the
SACD signal is not available as an output
damstream on any type of standard connector. Apair of "Control Al Ir jacks are
also provided to "Connect to the Sony
audio component using the monaural
(2P) plug cord." Ihave no idea...
The rest is dead easy. The soft-touch
Open/Close and Play buttons are about
all you need to know how to find. On
the left of the front panel is aseries of
five small buttons, cleverly mirrored on
the display, with which to choose the
disc to be played. Below these are afew
programming buttons, including Continue, which resumes normal play from
Shuffle or Program mode, and selects
Track or Disc for the Repeat function.
It's funny — you can choose to repeat
one disc or up to all five, but the player
always defaults to repeat mode. The
only way to hit the brakes on the music
is by pressing Stop. Warhol was right:
It's all about repetition.
Next to the Shuffle and Program
actuators is the Menu button, used to
custom-name your discs. The Time/
Text toggle is next over. Give this aping
or thumb the remote button, and usually the track title marches rather quickly
across the screen before the display
reverts to timing and track info. The
Accuphase DC-101's front-end displays

CD text and track information ... but
then, it costs $28,000. At that price, it
oughta take you out on adate, too.
The '333 reads the discs' Tables of
Contents, be they CD or SACD, more
quickly than the Sony's premiere SCD1, but it's still no speed demon, especially as one has to be in full Stop mode to
change between CD and SACD layers
on hybrid discs. You'll find the SACD/
CD button to the right of the Disc
Select buttons; asurrounding ring lights
up green when SACD is chosen.
To the right of the display sit the larger buttons — Play, Pause, and Stop —

Description: Two-channel SACD/
CD player. Digital outputs (CD
playback only): TosLink and RCA
coax. Analog outputs: one pair
single-ended RCAs. SACD section:
Frequency
response:
2Hz-50kHz, -3dB.
Dynamic
range: ≥103dB. Total harmonic
distortion: ≤0.0015%. CD section:
Frequency range: 2Hz-20kHz.
Dynamic range: ≥99dB. Total harmonic distortion: ≤0.002%.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by
5.5" (138mm) H by 16.125"
(409mm) D. Weight: 23 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
none found.
Price: 81200. Approximate number of dealers: 300.
Manufacturer: Sony Electronics, 1
Sony Drive, Park Ridge, NJ 07656.
Tel: (800) 222-7669, (201) 9301000. Fax: (201) 358-4058. Web:
www.seLsony.com.
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Sony
then acurious quartet of more little buttons arrayed around a larger AMS
(Automatic Music Sensor) control,
which is used to select tracks. Sony loves
to name things. The AMS is a... knob.
But it's nicely weighted, clicks left and
right with the greatest of ease, and feels
good in the fingers.
Icouldn't care less what they call it —
AMS, track select, whatever. But Ithink
it's interesting, in amarketing-driven
way, that they also refer to it as a"Music
Calendar." Want track 4? Click the
AMS to the right four times and check
the display. Or you can click backwards
for previous tracks. Of course, you can
fire away directly from the remote, but
as a"hands-on" interface, AMS ain't half
bad. There's aheadphone jack and level
control below the Open/Close button
and to the right of the wide tray cover. I
suspect nothing about this player has
been left to chance.
The small buttons and actuators

arranged around the AMS knob are
logically placed, but Check (the program order) and Clear (delete aprogrammed track) are more easily

Isuspect nothing
about this SACD player
has been left to chance.
accessed from the remote. The other
outer two buttons surrounding the
AMS knob must be actuated on the
machine itself. Those would be the ExChange and Disc Skip buttons. When
you press Ex-Change, the music keeps
playing, the tray glides open, and two
disc compartments present themselves
to you. Change 'cm or fill 'em up —
they play left to right. Then press Disc
Skip, and two more trays rotate your

SCD-C333ES

way for changing or filling. Press ExChange again, the tray slides closed,
and it's back to your previous activities.
The '333 is something of abrainiac. If
the tray is opened during play, Shuffle
works only on the disc that's playing;
the same disc will repeat even if Repeat
All Discs was selected. If the playing
disc comes to an end while you're fooling around with the tray open, the '333
will just play it again, Sain, while you're
shuffling discs and getting lascivious
about what's to come.
When you press Open, Little Einstein again presents you with the single
disc that you're playing. When you're
not playing anything with the tray open
and you want to advance the tray to the
next empty compartment, apress of the
Next Disc or Disc Skip buttons will
rotate the tray. The actual disc number
is marked on the compartment by a
raised, injection-molded numeral; for
crabby old farts like myself, acontrast-

Measurements
Ihave an admission to make: Ihave
II never used acarousel player of any
kind. But to be able to load up the
tray of the Sony SCD-C333ES with
all the test CDs, CD-Rs, and one test
SACD was such aboon while taking
measurements that Ibegan to muse
on the possibility of Mark Levinson,
Krell, or Wadia producing acarousel
transport ... nah, won't happen.
Getting the basics out of the way:
The Sony's maximum output level at
1kHz was a hair under the "Red
Book" standard, at 1.946V (CD) and
1.949V (SACD). It preserved absolute
polarity, and the source impedance
was alow 20 ohms at middle and high
frequencies, rising insignificantly to 30
ohms in the bass. Error correction was
superb; the Sony, like the Philips
SACD1000 player (also reviewed in
this issue), did not skip until track 34
of the Pierre Verany Test CD, which
has 2nun gaps in its data spiral.
With the Variable Coefficient Filter set to its STD position for CD
playback, frequency response was flat
within the audioband, whether with
de-emphasis (fig.1, lowest traces) or
without (upper traces). Looking at
the four Slow Rolloff settings, the
Type 1filter rolled off the highs prematurely, reaching -2.7dB at 20kHz.
Filter 3looks identical to STD in the
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amplitude domain, except that it starts
to roll off above 17kHz rather than
extending flat to 201(Hz. Filters 2and
4are perhaps the most interesting in
that in addition to the response shaping, they actually reduce the overall
level by avery audible 0.3dB and
0.4dB, respectively. Filter 2features a
slight peak in the presence region
before rolling off the top octave. Filter
4features both adegree of passband
ripple and aslight boost in the top
two octaves, with then the same small
degree of top-end rolloff as Filter 3.
The Sony's manual suggests that the
four slow-rolloff filters have impulse
responses with less pre- and post-ringing than the usual sharp-rolloff type.
Accordingly, Ilooked at the impulse

response with the filter set to SIT); this
(fig2) is typical of asharp-rolloff FIR
filter, with symmetrical "ringing" apparent. By contrast, the impulse response with the filter set to Type 2
(fig3) has just one half-cycle of preand post-ringing, very similar to
Wadia's Digimaster filter The downside of this excellent behavior in the
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Fig.3 Sony SCD-C333ES, CD data, filter set to
Type 2, impulse response.

Fig.1

Sony SCD-C333ES, CD data, filter set to
Type 1, frequency response at —12dBFS,
without emphasis (top) and with
emphasis (bottom). (Right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Sony SCD-C333ES, CD data, filter set to
STD, impulse response.
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Sony

SCD-C333ES

ing color would have stood out more
and required less squinting.
Being very friendly to all corners, the
'333 will play SACDs, hybrid SACD/
CD discs, conventional CDs, and CDRs, but not DVD-Video or DVD-Audio
discs. And it has the same four Variable
Coefficient Filters as provided on the
SCD-1 to alter the behavior of the digital reconstruction filters (for CD playback only, however).
Tweaks and setup
The SCD-C333ES's case is deep as well
as tall, so there's arelatively large expanse of top plate. When Iknucklerapped the center of the top, it sounded
fairly nonresonant — nothing rattled or
clanged. Still, Idropped aShakti Stone
square in the middle, more for its casedamping effect than any electrical-field
remedies, although Istill consider the
Shaktis mandatory atop large powersupply transformers, and even output

transformers on tube amps — if you
have the Stones for it, that is. This is
admittedly hard to effect on some buttoned-up, tightly packaged solid-state
amps. So for this review, one Shakti was
simply placed on the Sony's case.
Ibalanced the player as carefully as I
do the Accuphase DP-100 transport—
so that it was perfectly level atop the
Bright Star Air Mass and sand-filled Big
Rock combo. Why bother? Well,
there's little doubt in my mind that,
when contemplating the tuning/
decoupling game, paying the most
attention to the front-end, be it vinyl or
aCD/SACD transport/player, yields
the most immediate results. As sonic
improvements are generally more easily discernible on the front-end, it may
shock even the most jaded objectivist to
keep on experimenting.
And, for a mechanically spinning
device, leveling just makes sense, despite the tight servo-loop that keeps the

laser tracking what can be some shockingly warped discs! Iwell remember the
huge pumping gyrations and excursions
of the laser mechanism of aYBA CD 3
Ihad running on the top shelf with its
cover removed. The inside view gave
me an instant understanding of the
frantic mechanical happenings that arc
quite transparent to the user in typical
disc play. That laser really jumped
around trying to maintain "optical contact" with the pits.
Icarefully placed atrio ofjumbo DH
Labs ceramic cones pointy-side down
between the bottom chassis of the '333
and the top MDF plinth of the Big
Rock. The second-best sound was
achieved using Black Diamond Racing
cones and squares.
Now don't get your bowels in an
uproar, as my dad used to say, but Ialso
tried the '333 on a"hard mount" — the
top shelf of aPolyCrystal rack — and
plugged straight into the wall rather

Measurements
time domain is that the low-pass behavior is "leaky," in that it allows ultrasonic digital images of the audio data to
contaminate the analog output signal.
The 'scope trace of a11tHz sinewave
with the Type 2filter, for example,
was noticeably furry looking.
eyy.ly be, My. Fey., O•ey.•••1.1•1111. vehyleteffle Yee
IMO

•••••

•Iee•

Fig.4 Sony SCD-C333ES, SACD data,
frequency response at -3dBFS
(right channel dashed, 2dB/
vertical div.).

The Variable Coefficient filters
apply only to CD playback, not to
SACD playback. So there is only one
frequency response graph for SACD
playback (fig.4), taken with Sony's
"tentative" test SACD. This has avery
slight peaking evident at 30kHz before arelatively steep rolloff above
401(Hz. Interchannel crosstalk (fig.5),
also assessed with the "tentative" disc,
was buried beneath the noise floor in
the midrange and below, rising above
the nominal audioband to astill excellent -80dB at 80kHz.
Fig.6 shows spectral analyses of the
Sony's output while decoding both
CD and SACD data representing a
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS.

Seamy. Ye, CY," MO* lay • Mle fall.
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There is little difference in the noise
floors in the midrange, and the SACD
is actually alittle worse in the bass, due
to the presence of some spurious but
still very low-level tones at 42Hz,
80Hz, and 140Hz. In the low treble,
the SACD offers almost 10dB greater
dynamic range, but the rising floor
due to DSD's aggressive noiseshaping
degrades the SACD dynamic range to
less than that of CD above 11kHz.
The effect of this noiseshaping can
also be seen in fig.Z which compares
wideband spectral analyses of the
'C333's noise floor while it plays aCD
encoded with "digital black"(bottom
traces), and while playing an SACD
encoded with adithered lkHz tone at
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Fig.5 Sony SCD-C333ES, SACD data, channel
separation ref. OdBFS: L-R (top),
R-L (bottom). (10dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.6 Sony SCD-C333ES, 1
/s-octave spectrum
of dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS,
with noise and spuriae, 16-bit CD data
(top below IlkHz) and DSD SACD
data (bottom below IlkHz). (Right
channel dashed.)

Fig.7 Sony SCD-C333ES, Vs-octave spectrum
of "digital black" (16-bit CD data) with
noise and spuriae (bottom above 5kHz),
and of dithered lkHz tone at -I 60dBFS
(MD SACD data, top above 5kHz).
(Right channel dashed.)
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he Bigger Bang
The Original
Big Bang

The Big Bang Revisited

Telarc's 1978 recording of the 1812
was one of the first digital recordings
released in the world, and soon
became the company's best selling
recording of all time. It remains to this
day apopular audio demo disc.

(Direct Stream Digitarm), and discrete multi-channel surround sound.
Telarc just couldn't resist the challenge of re-recording the 1812 all over
again, this time adding afew extras such as aRussian chorus, extra brass,
and more of those ever-infamous cannons! With simultaneous releases in
standard 2channel stereo CD and multi-channel surround versions in
both SACD (Super Audio Compact Disc), and DVD-Audio
formats, you can choose your weapons and fire at will!

Enter the incredible new high-resolution recording technology called DSD
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aphenomenal 2.8

•DVD-Audio

million times a
second (64 times
the amount of a
traditional CD).
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•DTS discrete
surround (6.0)

•SACD high-resolution
two-channel stereo with
identical sampling rate
to surround program.
•Hybrid layer allows
playback on any CD
player. Using aprocess
called "SBM Direct: all
Telarc's original DSD
recordings are directly
down-converted to
produce the CD master.
The resulting quality is
unprecedented in a 16bit, 44.1 kHz sampled

Includes
•DVD-Audio

•Dolby Digital stereo
sACD-6°54

program allows

Everything you hear is new

playback on most
DVD players
•MP3 version of
entire recording

Telarc celebrates the brave new world
of high-resolution audio technology with an
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all-new DSD recording of the 1812 Overture,
along with six other popular works of

encoded in 128k and
320k (accessible only
from acomputer
equipped with a
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Tchaikovsky, magnificently performed by
Erich Kunzel and the Cincinnati Pops
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Cotsack Dance

DVD-ROM drive)
•Recommended System
Setup section with audio
tests to optimize listening

Orchestra.

compact disc.

environment
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WWW.TELARC .COM

than the PS Power Plant, with no footers or Shakti Stones. In fact, that's how I
began auditioning the player. Itreated it
like any other high-end component
here for review: Ilistened to it for a
while, then maximized its placement,
cables, associated equipment, and power
requirements. In the end, Iimplemented each tweak separately and listened
for its effect; the final optimized setup
was aclear improvement in the sound.
For instance, although Ifound the
Cardas Neutral Reference to be the
best-sounding lower-cost interconnect
between the Sony and the Mark Levinson No.32 Reference (a prearnp Istill
greatly admire), Icould get aslightly
faster, more open overall presentation,
especially in the highs, using the Linn
Silver interconnect. However, I lost
something important in the midrange
that way. The best interconnect between
the No.32 and the Krell FPB 350Mcs
(capable, killer monoblocks) was Syner-

gistic Research Designer's Reference,
Active Module on (after trying off), and
using the full-power connectors on the
long runs to the amps. (In general, the
half-power carrying connectors have
proved best when used with front-end
components. Even the "passive" mode —
Active Modules disconnected — for
"merely" Discrete Shielding with no
active current in the shields, worked
well with the dCS gear.) And while
swapping speaker cables during the
review, Idiscovered the utterly sophisticated charm of the AudioQuest Everest
speaker cables.
Surprisingly, the best PS Audio
Power Plant setting for the '333 turned
out to be SF8, not the SS5 setting Itypically use in conjunction with the Accuphase/dCS/Linn front-end digital
gear when it's playing.
No matter how humble your system,
you can always improve the sound by
concerning yourself.
'
with setup and res-

onance control, especially with acarousel
unit that's sure to vibrate internally
more than asingle-disc machine.
The Full Monty for 1200 bucks?
Not quite ... but SACDs sounded damn
good! What Inoticed almost right away
was asort of "furring up" of the Sony's
sound in comparison to the other, more
expensive SACD players I've auditioned. It wasn't unpleasant; on the contrary, it had atendency, especially compared with regular CDs, to sound a
touch more velvety and rich. Let's call it
aslightly less sophisticated way with
music, atouch more rough in texture,
but still possessed of that special ease
that SACD gets so right. But that's looking for adownside in avery upside picture; overall, SACDs played through the
SCD-C333ES sounded terrific — cause
enough to celebrate.
Take the second movement of
Chausson's Andante & Allegro, from the

Measurements
-160dBFS! A massive rise in ultrasonic energy can be seen in the Sony's
output when playing the SACD,
which leads to instability or intermodulation with some amplifiers possessing only limited gain/bandwidth
products. However, unlike with the

Philips SACD1000 player, this noise
does roll off above 100kHz, which
should minimize such dangers.
The SCD-C333ES's linearity error
(fig.8) was low, down to -110dBFS,
though some noise can be seen in this
graph. As aresult, the player's repre-
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Fig.8 Sony SCD-C333ES, left-channel
departure from linearity, 16-bit CD
data (2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.10 Sony SCD-C333ES, waveform of
dithered lkHz sinewave at -90dBFS,
DSD SACD data.

sentation of an undithered PCM 16bit/lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS
(fig.9) is alittle noisier than we usually
see these days from the quietest designs, though the three discrete voltage
levels can still be easily discerned. The
DSD-encoded equivalent (fig.10) actually has agood sinewave shape.
Harmonic (fig.11) and intermodulation (fig.12) distortions were very low
in level, even into the demanding 600
ohm "torture" load. However, with
the slow-rolloff CD-replay filter used
for this test, some spurious images of
the high-frequency test tones can be
seen at the far right of the graph.
Finally, because the Sony uses a
dual-wavelength laser pickup, it can
play CD-Rs, which meant that Icould
examine its word-clock jitter with the
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Fig.9 Sony SCD-C333ES, waveform of
undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit CD data.
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Fig.11 Sony SCD-C333ES, CD data, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into
600 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.12 Sony SCD-C333ES, CD data, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Sony
French SACD/CD Musique Français pour
clarinette et piano, with Florent Héau and
Patrick Zygmanowski (Lyrinx LYR
2195). Both layers of the disc are wonders, but just play the Allegro for anyone
who wants to know what the big deal is
about SACD. The clarinet sounded full,
life-bearing, round, and nicely set out in
space, with agood sense of air and the
original recording environment. The
piano, slightly recessed in the soundstage, sounded full and expressive, if
somewhat muted. But the overall presentation should have SACD Doubting
Thomases plotzing in their listening
chairs. Gorgeous sound.
Then Ichanged to the CD layer. As I
found throughout the auditioning, the
CD section of the '333 was very kind to
16-bit/44.1kHz recordings. I always
began with the Standard filter, then
flipped through the other four if Ididn't
find satisfaction, which was rarely the
case. Filter 1sounded fine on this disc,

Miller Audio Research Analyzer.
(The analytic test signal used for this
test is stored on aCD-R with inherently low time-base errot) The Sony
performed superbly well on this test,
generating just 167.5 picoseconds of
word-clock jitter with this worst-case
signal. Fig.13 shows the spectrum of
the 'C333's analog output for 3.51cHz
on either side of the 11.025kHz fundamental. Data-related jitter sideLICENSED TO STEREOPHILE MAGAZNE

with the expected reduction in performance from SACD to CD. Filter 2immediately gave me an extreme LP feeling, according to my notes; very nice. It
made me feel closer to my father for a
moment, even as my analytical brain
was telling me the Standard filter was
"better." But Filter 2 sounded charmingly ambient and much more French,
you might say! This is a wonderful
recording that belongs in every SACD
collection; patronize Lyrinx (available
through Acoustic Sounds).
When Iplayed the SACD layer of
another Lyrinx hybrid offering —JeanClaude Pennetier and the Orchestre
Philharmonique de Monte-Carlo under
Serge Baudo playing Beethoven's Piano
Concertos 1and 3(LYR 2186) —it was
evident that Iwas listening to arelatively
small hall and that everyone involved
was having ajolly good time. As asweet
red rose to Ludwig, akiss and apromise
never to forget, the music's sublime. The

bands (indicated with red numeric
markers) all lie below -120dBFS,
which is excellent, while the only
other sidebands of any consequence
are of unknown origin and occur at
±14Hz (purple "1") and ±500Hz
(purple '3").
This is excellent measured performance, especially considering the
price of the SCD-C333.
—John Atkinson

1:11MIER ALDO
RESEARCH

Fig.13 Sony SCD-C333ES, CD data, 44.1 kHz sampling, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog
output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of
trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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greatest living orchestra? Well, not quite.
Musically, the Largo from Concerto
1is great, perfectly suited for acodependent jazz fanatic like me. The
recording soundstage is rather flat,
even for SACD, but the lovely tonal
colors make it live, along with agood
level of ambient detail. Ifound it alittle
hot on top, but that could be the hall or
microphone placement. Nevertheless,
Ican recommend both Lyrinx recordings for their pure musical enjoyment,
that wonderful level of ease and detail
that shines through more clearly on the
SACD layer.
I've been listening to the SACD of
Duke Ellington's Blues in Orbit (Mobile
Fidelity Sound Labs UDCD 757),
which you can still find despite MoFi's
untimely demise. It's absolutely fabulous, of course, and while Ilove the
Duke at his most suave self, at the piano,
singing and playing some of his smaller
works, Ihave to admit that "Smada" put
me right back in the black'n'white
ambience of Ken Burns' recent documentary, Jazz. "Pie Eye's Blues" is as
classic and approachable as it gets —like
taking awarm, relaxed sonic bath. It's
got aBIG ambience with nicely burnished horns, but it's here that the attentive listener can nitpick that the Sony's
sound was abit less refined than that of
the Accuphase duo on hand, and slightly less wonderful, perhaps, than the
Sony SCD-1 itself managed to be, if
memory serves. Nevertheless, it was
lovely, and clearly superior to 16/44.1.
Listen to the way the piano fades out
at the end of "Pie Eye's Blues," before
you grab your honey and dance to the
divine "Sweet and Pungent," which follows. Man, does "Pie Eye's Blues" swing,
but in alow-key Ellington way that still
sounded abit splashy on the cymbals.
Another example of "Why Quality
Costs More, Part Deux."
Pardon me for stidcin' with the Duke,
but he's irresistible. "C Jam Blues" is
another well-known favorite that swings
anice piano sound center rear, making it
easy to picture the Duke pidcin' it out for
the crowd. It's completely joyous to hear,
and this is one of the big things about
SACD. In my view, non-audiophiles
won't be able to help themselves when
they hear this kind of sound, and they'll
want more. Some of them, anyway. Pick
up on the violin sound in this piece, a
sound unheard of with 16/44.1 —it's got
wonderful, natural detail, even if it's still
not the sweetest thing in the world.
By now our younger audience is
wondering if I've had ablowout on the
info highway; where's the "new" music
151

Powerful news!

Maximize Home Theater Performance
with Richard Gray's Power Company New 1200s. It's"Electronic
Flywheel" effect Increases Image depth, Black level and Color fidelity
on Video Projectors, Plasma and Direct View Monitors.
"1 have added four of the
Richard Gray's Power Company
devices (model 400s) to my
reference system. These have
provided the biggest sonic
(and visual )improvement that
Ihave experienced from any
accessory device-period!"

12 Hubbell AC outlets in one complete power distribution and surge
protection system to power the largest amplifiers and subwoofers

Richard Hardesty
WIDESCREEN review -Issue 36
Quenches AC line noise and internal crosstalk between digital and
analog components -No isolation transformers or current limiting devices
Visit us at Home Entertainment 2001 May 11-13, Hilton New York & Towers

The Starlet

call 800-880-3474

www.richardgrayspowercompany.com

"The Starlet offers so much in the way of
perceived value that Iwouldn't have balked
if they said it cost another $1,500."
Ken Kessler
Ultimate Audio, Winter 2001

"The Starlet is just about everything one could wish for in a
high-quality, relatively affordable, all-triode tube integrated
amplifier.., she should reward
you with performances worthy
of atrue diva."
Chip Stern
Stereophile, December 2000

The True Integrated Class `A'
Triode Amplifier
40 watts x2

Legend Audio Design
Berkeley, California
1.800.783.7360
www.legendaudio.com
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I've been listening to of late? Iwent back
over to CD and cued up track 1of St.
Germain's Tourist (Blue Note 525114 2).
"Rose Rouge" is agood song, but keep it
away from ahi-rez system if you wamia
save your ears! Start with track 2, "Montego Bay Spleen," which is much better
recorded, pick up the trance/dance vibe,

rhythmic on 16/44.1, slightly tipped-up
in the upper mids, and alittle soft on the
very top, with areally engaging midrange that forgave all other sins. SACD
was another ballgarne entirely. In either
mode, the SCD-C333ES had really
good bass and afine midrange; SACD
just upped the ante.

So can you have it all for $1200?
It was anything but
It was anything but a chore to sit
down and enjoy music on the Sony
achore to sit down
'333. That's really important, and, I
and enjoy music
believe, the subliminal message of
SACD — its sense of continuousness
on the Sony '333.
and naturalness comes through "even"
with the '333.
You get ataste of the best with the
and nod your head along with me. And
a-one and a-two ... St. Germain is very
'333 but you don't get it all. It's like
Parisian in its gestalt; "Land of..." has a the "Light" version of aprogram you
great organ opening, very full and enjoyget bundled with ascanner; for "fill
functionality," you have to buy the
able on the '333, engaging, attractive,
fully enabled software. But for an
nicely transparent for amodern recordostensibly mass-market machine, the
ing, and it sounds lcickass great when the
SCD-C333ES gets close. It's good
trumpets come into the track about
enough that Mom, Sis, Bud, and Biker
1:00. You'll lcvell. Idid.
My final test was to listen to Kin Te Billy might hear an SACD on a'333
and stop in their tracks. "Hey, that
Kanawa sing Mozart's gorgeousbeyond-words Laudate Dorninum (CD,
sounds pretty good — what is it?"
So bravo, Sony. You're still pointing
Philips 412 873-2). Yes, it was lovely and
inspiring, but didn't sound as fine as on
to the stars with the '333, even though
the way-upscale Accuphase, or, for that the more expensive units—the Sony
matter, on the dCS 972 outputting a SCD-1, the Marantz SA-1, and the
DSD signal to the dCS Elgar Plus. The
Accuphase duo — are like the Hubble
telescope, floating above our biomore expensive machines sounded betsphere, imaging with pristine clarity,
ter. As they should.
unmolested by the "windshield" of
The SCD-C333ES's CD playback
our atmosphere. CD playback? Still on
wasn't the best these snobby ears have
Earth. And that's it in anutshell.
heard, but it was plenty enjoyable. In
Quality will out. There is hope. gi
general, Ifound the '333 fairly open and

10+ years of Design Excellence
ULTRA HIGH QUALITY CABLING AND POWER
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A GOOD
SYSTEM AND A GREAT SYSTEM
PURCHASE OUR AWARD WINNING COMPONENTS
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN LIFELIKE MUSIC.

WWW.JPSLABS.COM
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Associated Equipment
Analog source: Forsell Air Force
One turntable, van den Hul Grasshopper Gold cartridge.
Digital source: Linn CD 12 CD playeç
dCS 972 D/D converte4 dCS Purcell
D/D converter, dCS Elgar Plus D/A
converLei Accuphase DP-100/DC-101
SACD transport/processoc
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.32 Reference, BAT VK-50SE,
Conrad-Johnson 16LS.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB
350MC and Linn IClimax Solo 500
monoblocks, Forsell Statement.
Loudspeakers: JMIab Utopia.
Cables: Digital: XLO The Limited
RCA and AES/EBU. Interconnect:
Cardas Neutral Reference, Linn Silver, Synergistic Designer's Reference

with Discrete and Active Shielding.
Speaker: AudioQuest Everest, Cardas Golden Cross, TARA The One,
XLO The Limited, Synergistic Research Designer's Reference, Linn
K400. AC: PS Audio Lab, Synergistic Designer's Reference Master
Couplers2,Coincident CST
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra
Enhancers, PS Audio P300 Power
Plant with Multiwave upgrade, Signal Guard platforms, Black Diamond Racing shelves and cones, DH
Labs cones, Bright Star Air Mass and
Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal amp
stand, equipment racks, cones, and
cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
Stereophlle recommended component
We manufacture very high quality:
INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL;
SPEAKER CABLES: SINGLE, BI-WIRED, IN-WALL
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUDIO CABLES.
SPEAKER CABLES,
,COMPOSITE, AND
COMPONENT VIDEO; VIDEO AC CORDS;
UNIQUELY EFFECTIVE AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS, AND AC WIRING

Lancaster, NY USA
Tel 716-685-5227
Fax 716-683-2784

VVVVW.JPSLABS.COM
..... •_
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FINE SILVER PRECISION AUDIO CABLES

• Perfect Pair .
'" matched power tubes
• Noise tested preamp tubes
• Over 1000 types available online

Order online at

thetubestore.com
or call toll-free
1-877-570-0979

PA» 1.12131
Introducing the latest X Series amplifier

X250
X350

and X250

250 watts
Bigger than a X150
Smaller than a X350
for more...
530.367.3690
or
www.passlabs.com
Pass Laboratories, PO Box 219, 24449 Foresthill Rd., Foresthill, CA 95631
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Equipment

Report

Michael

Fremer

Naim CD5 CD player with
Flatcap 2power supply

G

ive an engineering team ablank
page and a blank check and
there's no telling what they'll
come up with. At the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas in January,
for example, one company showed a
$25,000 CD transport with a laserpickup mechanism that was separate
from its disc drive — almost the cosmic
equivalent of having the sun revolve
around the earth.
This is not the kind of thing that
Naim's cautious engineers would likely come up with, even if given ablank
check. The company's products exude
aquirky but fundamentally conservative approach to industrial design and
engineering, and pay special attention
to small but important details of optimizing parts performance that they
hope will translate into improved
musical performance.
Don't break the bank!
The CDS design team, headed by
Naim's Roy George, was not given a
blank check —at $2250, the CDS is at
the bottom of Naim's current line of
CD players. But that doesn't mean they
skimped on parts or build quality.
The CD5 — asignificant update of
the Naim 3.5 — may be the cheapest
Naim player, but it has the look and feel
of luxury; its overall fien'finish are more
impressive than the more expensive
CDX, which Ireviewed in the May
1999 Stereophile. The CD5's chassis is the
latest and sleekest update of Naim's
unique design motif ablack box highlighted by a3D Naim logo backlit in
green. And unlike other Naim players
I've reviewed, this one didn't ring like a
bell when Irapped it with aknuckle —
its rigid aluminum chassis feels as if it's
been treated internally with some kind
of damping material.
There are new round backlit buttons
for Previous, Next, Play, and Stop, and
the LED panel displaying track number
and elapsed playing time is easy to read.
That's it for the front panel — the
On/Off switch is on the rear, along
with DIN jacks for analog out and for
connecting the optional Flatcap 2 outboard power supply.
Steteophile, April 2001

Naim CDS CD player

Naim includes an unlit remote control that can also operate aNaim preamp and tuner. Its multiple rows of
equally sized buttons don't make it the
most ergonomically elegant device I've
ever had my hands on, but once Ifamiliarized myself with it, it wasn't bad.
Like the more expensive CDX, the
CD5 uses Naim's exclusive hand-operated "oven-door" drive access, which is
fast, convenient, simple, and rigid. It's
even fun. Philips' VAM 1205, the transport that Naim uses in all of its CD

CD5: Single-box CD player. Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz, ±0.1dB0.5dB. Output level: 2.0V RMS at
lkHz. Output impedance: 10 ohms
max. Phase response: linear phase,
absolute-phase correct. De-emphasis: ±0.25dB referred to main response. Distortion and noise: <0.1%,
10Hz-18kHz at full level.
Dimensions: 16 1
/"W by 17/
4
8"H by
11 3/
4"D. Weight: Not noted.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
167496.
Price: $2250.
Flatcap 2: Outboard power supply
for use with Naim components.

players, is built into the swing-out door
and decoupled from it by an elastomer
mounting system. The door's tray surface is coated with an infrared-absorbing material that keeps stray laser light
from bouncing around. (Some laugh.
Others listen.)
A small puck —part of the low-inertia
magnetic clamping system used here and
in other Naim players —holds the CD in
place and gives the loading process the
feel of ahigh-end LP turntable. It also
makes noisy, motorized drawers that vir-

Dimensions: 16 1
4 "W by 17/
/
8" H by
11 3/
4"D. Weight: Not noted.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
168530.
Price: $900.
Both: Approximate number of dealers: 30.
Manufacturer: Nairn Audio Ltd.,
Southampton Road, Salisbury SPI
2LN, England, UK. Tel: (44) 01722332266. US distributor: Naim Audio
North America, Inc., 2702 W. Touhy
Avenue, Chicago, IL 60645. Tel:
(773) 338-6262. Fax: (773) 3386202. Web: www.naimusa.com.
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tually suck aCD into the player look,
sound, and feel "futuristic" in the worst
sense of the word. Do we really need
robotic help inserting aplastic disc in a
slot? More important, Roy George told
me that the clamping system has a"big"
effect on the sound.
Naim supplies an extra puck, but
you'll lose it as quickly as you did the
first unless you quickly establish aconsistent resting place for it while you
change discs. Iregularly lost the puck
when Ireviewed the CDX, but this
time Ididn't misplace it once. Iguess

mental progress is possible with age.
The CD5's other key components
are also off the shelf: Philips' SAA7376
servo-controller and TDA 1305 4xoversampling, 18-bit digital filter/DAC
combo chip; and the Burr-Brown opamp analog output chips. The difference Naim makes is in how they implement these parts.
Naim's proprietary operating software, written for their original top-ofthe-line player, the CDS, controls the
servo and all other operating parameters; it, too, affects the sound quality,

according to George. A Naim-designed
seven-pole output-filtering stage removes ultra-high-frequency garbage
from the final signal, and the board on
which all this circuitry is mounted is
elastomer-decoupled from the chassis to
reduce microphonics.
George told me that Naim's listening
and measuring confirmed that circuitboard design and parts layout are critical to controlling jitter. Thus, signal
paths are kept short, ground planes are
carefully considered, and the master
clock — the heart of any CD player —

Measurements
Imostly measured the CD5's performance with the Flatcap 2 power
supply, though Idid repeat some of the
tests without the external supply powering the analog stages. (I used the
Chord Cobra DIN/RCA adapter
cables supplied with the CD5.) The
Naim's error correction was superb,
the player not missing abeat until track
34 of the Pierre Verany Test CD,
which has 2mm gaps in its data spiral.
Its maximum output level was 0.7dB
higher than specified, at 2.171V, and
the output was non-inverting. The
output impedance was avery low 2.5
ohms across most of the audioband,
though this did rise to 465 ohms at
20Hz, presumably due to the coupling
capacitor used. This will not be aproblem unless apreamplifier is used that
has an input impedance significantly
lower than 5k ohms, in which the
extreme lows will roll off prematurely.
The CD5's frequency response
(fig.1, top traces) featured a slight
amount of passband ripple and a
slightly early HF rolloft; to -0.5dB at
19kHz. The de-emphasis (fig.1, lower
traces) featured the same mid- and
upper-treble error as the Simaudio
Moon Eclipse player, reviewed elsewhere in this issue by Brian Damkroger. Fortunately, pre-emphasized
discs are as rare as musical worth on a
Kenny G album. Channel separation
(not shown) was excellent, at better
than 100dB below 2kHz, though
capacitive coupling between the
channels reduced this to astill-good
75dB at 20kHz.
Spectral analyses of a dithered
lkHz tone at -90dBFS (fig2) and of
"digital black" (fig3) revealed acommendable absence of power-supply
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related spuriae, even without the
external supply. Linearity error (fig.4)
was very low, down to below
-100dBFS, but rather more noise was
apparent in this graph than is usually
seen these days. Nevertheless, the
CD5's reproduction of an undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS (fig.5)
was excellent, with the three discrete
voltage levels clearly evident.
Despite its very low source
impedance, the Naim was more
comfortable driving higher impedances. Figs. 6 and 7, for example,
show the spectrum of its output
while it drove a full-scale 50Hz

Y... N.C.
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sinewave into 100k ohms and 600
ohms, respectively. Into the high
impedance, what distortion products
there are are both low-order and
around the -100dB level. Into 600
L ome,»
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Fig.3 Naim CD5, 'h-octave spectrum of
digital blade with noise and spuriae,
16-bit data (right channel dashed).
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Fig.1

Naim CD5, frequency response at
-12dBFS, without emphasis (top)
and with emphasis (bottom). (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.4 Naim CDS, left-channel departure from
linearity, 16-bit data (2dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).
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Fig.2 Nairn CD5, '4-octave spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit data (right
channel dashed).

Fig.5 Naim CD5, waveform of undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS,
16-bit data.
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is aspecial circuit originally implemented for the current top of Naines CDP
line, the CDS-II.
The onboard power supply has 12
individually tested voltage regulators, and
atransformer with two secondary windings: one for the digital circuitry and
transpon, one for the analog circuitry.
Iauditioned the CDS as astandalone
unit and with the optional Flatcap 2outboard power supply ($900), which connects to the CDS via an umbilical cord
once ajumper plug has been removed.
Once connected, the Flatcap powers the

ohms, however, both the second and
third harmonics rise significantly,
although to levels that are still low in
absolute terms. More important, the
second harmonic has risen more
than the third, which tends to minimize the effect of the harnionics on
the subjective perception of the
sound. In-band intermodulation
spuriae (fig.8) are virtually nonexistent, even into lower impedances.
Using the Miller Audio Research
Jitter Analyzer to assess the player's
word-clock jitter, Ifound the CD5 to
be an excellent performer in this
regard. Without the Flatcap, the
peak-peak jitter measured 236 picoseconds, this dropping to 218ps with
the external supply. Ahigh-resolution
spectrum of the CD5's analog output
with its analog stages powered from
the Flatcap is shown in fig.9. Datarelated jitter (red numeric markers) is
very low, and the only jitter-related
sidebands of any significance appear
at ±649Hz (purple "6"). However,
the noise floor is several dB higher
than I've come to expect from the
best-sounding CD playback systems.
There are also anumber of discrete
noise components present. Idid find
*wowed» ob. COO

analog stages, while the original CD5
supply is just used for the digital circuits.
Naim's new sound
Contrary to popular belief, Iactually do
listen to CDs —and with the Naim CD5
in my system, Ilistened to many more
than usual. VVIiile Ifound that the CD5
had afew shortcomings, it proved an easy
player to enjoy because it made music
without apology, even if it cut afew corners on the way.
The first thing Inoticed was that the
CD5 didn't have the CDX's taut, speedy

the CD5 to be susceptible to RF
interference from the monitor of my
lab-test computer, perhaps that's what
we're seeing here.
As well as jitter, the Miller Analyzer
measures absolute speed accuracy. Earlier Naim players had run their master

CDS

with

Flatcap

2

sound. The CDS may not have sounded
as "exciting" as the CDX, but its more
relaxed sound made listening to music
more inviting and compelling, not less:
There was more texture and color within the notes, and the sonic picture was
more fleshed-out harmonically, giving
music avelvety richness I'd not previously associated with Nairn players.
Compared to the best digital sound
I've heard, the CD5's was slightly dry on
top, with ahint of transient softness. A
slight bit of cymbal sparkle was lost, but
the plus side of this was atotal lack of

docks alittle fast, and the CDS maintains the tradition with an absolute
error of +283 parts per million. However, at just 0.000283%, Isuspect that
this is not enough to be perceived as an
increase in tempo or pitch.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7

Naim CD5, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into 600 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Naim CD5, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz
at OdBFS into 600 ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.6 Naim CDS, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Naim CD5, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at —6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range,
±3.5kHz.
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Look for great savings on your favorite music in each of the colored boxes below. Take advantage of one or all the sales!

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e

To order, or for aFREE CATALOG call 1-800-716-3553

www.acousticsounds.com

1000 W Elm •PO Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402 •Phone 785-825-8609 •Fax 785-825-0156

The following AudioDuest albums are pressed on 180-gram virgin V
at RTI and mastered by Bernie Grundman. All have great sound.

•
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e
$7.50

LP =AADO 1020

$7.50

Larry Willis Sextet ATribute to Someone

LP =AADO 1022

$7.50

James Newton Suite for Frida Kahlo

LP =AADO 1023

$7.50

Mokave Afrique

LP =AADO 1024
LP =AADO 1025

S7.50

LP =AADO 1026
LP =AADO 1028

S7.50

LP =AADO 1001

$12.50

LP =AADO 1009
LP =AADO 1015

$12 50
$12.50

LP =AADO 1017
LP =AADID 1021

$12.50
$12.50

Robert Lucas Usiri Man Blues
Gary Bartz, Cecil McBee, Larry Willis Steal Away
Mighty Sam McClain Give It Up To Love
Bennie Wallace Quartet The Old Songs
Robert Lucas Layaway

$7.50

$7.50
$7.50

LP =AADO 1002

$15.00

LP =AADO 1005
LP =AADO 1007

$15.00
$15.00

LP =AADO 1010

$15.00

Robert Lucas Built For Comfort

LP =AADO 1011

$15.00

Ronnie Earl & The Broadcasters Still River

LP =AADO 1018

$15 00

Ronnie Earl, Pinetop Perkins, Calvin "Fuzz" Jones,
Willie "Big Eyes" Smith Eye To Eye

LP =AADCI 1043

$15.00

Jorge Strunz & Ardeshir Farah Misterio
Trio Galanterie 18th Century Music for Lute & Strings
Mokave Volume 2
Victor Lewis Family Portrait

lisk

r'

$2

DCC 180-Gram LPs

LP =AADO 1013
LP =AADCI 1019

Kei Akagi Mirror Puzzle

FE.'

FREE

LLÁ

Les Arbuckle featuring Kenny Barron No More No Les
Rob Mullins Band One Night In Houston

Bruce Katz Band Transformation

W4

Buy 1LP from orange box, get 1of equal or lesser value free!

FREE LP

Edward Simon Group Beauty Within

United Parcel Servi

" ' 55 95 any size order in the continent

Prins gosi till June 1, 2111

We bought the remainder of Audio quest's out-of-print LPs
This may be your last chance to own these albums!
Free LP offer good only on selections in red box.
Sasha Matson Steel Chords (2 LPs)

,
;,e

Tchaikovsky: Francesca Da Rimini Fantasia for Orch. Op. 32/
Hamlet/Stokowski/Stadium Symphony Orch of N.Y
Strauss Don Juan Op. 20/Salome/Stokowski/N.Y. Stadium Orch
Ray Heindorf & WBO For Whom The Bell Tolls
Copland Appalachian Spring Ballet/LSO/Susskind
Copland Billy The Kid/LSO/Copland
Maxine Sullivan & Her All Stars ATribute To Andy Razaf

$2

Overture Overture Agoult, NSOL
Shostakovich 1st Symphony/Martinon, LSO
Tchaikovsky Capriccia Italien/Kondrashin, RCAVO
Sibelius Symphony #5/Gibson, LSO
Elgar Enigma Variation/Monteux, BSO
Dvorak Slavonic Dances/Martinon, LSO
Festival Reiner/CSO
Rachmaninott Rhapsodie Paganini, Rubinstein/Reiner, CSO
Schumann Carnival/Rignold, ROHO
Prokofieff Concerto #2/Frager/Leibowitz. PCO

21
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

HEAVY

VINYL

"Music erupts out of total silence from these thick, 180-gram virgin vinyl discs
with avelvety smoothness, spaciousness and ultra-high resolution that stuns even
the most committed CD die-hard..."— Michael Fremer, Stereophile The Tracking Angle

uunio

FREE!
BUDDY HOLLY/ Buddy Holly
LP =AMCA 11161 $30.00

Steve Miller Band Fly Like An Eagle
Frank Sinatra Duets
Sonny Rollins The Sound of Sonny

CDCCG 1033
CDCCG 1053
CDCCG 1092

Badfinger No Dice
John Coltrane w/Red Garland Trio Traneing In

CDCCG 1095
CDCCG 1098

Bill Evans Quartet Interplay

CDCCG 1102

Bonnie Raitt Luck Of The Draw
Wes Montgomery Full House

CDCCG 1107
CDCCG 1109

Art Pepper Intensity

CDCCG 1114

The Cars Greatest Hits
Judy Collins Colors Of The Day/The Best of
Jim Croce Words And Music

CDCCG 1123
CDCCG 1130
CDCCG 1134

ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC
ALSC

MCA

GOLD

Limited Edition Gold CDs, below colem
str
o regular CD!
These prices good for selections in blue box only

10
10
20
20
20
20

Classic Records 180-Gram LPs (RCA Living Stereo)

24 WAY

BuG

ADCC
ADCC
ADCC
ADGC
ADCC
ADCC

DAVE MASON /Alone Together
LP =AMCA 11319 511 99

THE WHO /Who's Next
LP =AMCA 11164 540.00
CD =CMCAG 11312 $25.00

Nairn
grain, edge, and glare. The CD5 was one
of the least fatiguing CD players I've
heard. In fact, it was one of the more
involving — the freedom from hyperedge allowed satisfyingly 3D images to
develop on asomewhat distant soundstage produced well behind the speakers.
Images never projected forward from the
speaker baffles, but what was spread out
behind was coherent and concise.
The CD5 continued Naim's reputation for producing afine sense of musical
time, partly anchored here by impressive
low-frequency extension and definition
that Icouldn't fault. When Iplayed Pomp
& Pipes, the pants-leg-flapping HDCD
from Reference Recordings (RR-58CD),
the non-HDCD-decoding Naim delivered the lowest organ stops with ease.
However, when Iplayed the disc on a
Camelot Technologies Round Table
DVD player, which offers HDCD decoding, it revealed more detail and, especially, more space.
The CD5's most obvious weaknesses
were not critical ones: its inability to
cleanly layer instruments from front to
back, or to easily differentiate their timbres. While the top-shelf CD players
I've heard focus Pomp & Pipes' trumpets
and other horns more effectively in
space and better render their brassy
overtones, the CDS blended them spatially into the instrumental backdrop
and somewhat ripened their tones. It
may not have had the ultimate in transparency, but it more than compensated
with an overall presentation that was
rich, cohesive, and musically inviting.
Iauditioned the new Nick Drake reissues on Hannibal/Rykopalm (remastered in 24-bit SBM by John Wood, the
original Sound Techniques studio engi-

CD 5 with

Flatcap

2

neer), and found Drake's guitar and voice
slightly drier through the CD5 than
through my reference Camelot Round
Table, and somewhat recessed in space.
But the CD5's transient attack was superior, giving the music — especially the
rhythmic line — greater immediacy.
These superb-sounding CDs will be the

Ididn't play Ry Cooder and V.M.
Bhatt's AMeeting by the River (Water Lily
Acoustics WLA-CS-29-CD) without
the Flatcap 2 installed, but with it, the
CD5 kept me in my seat for the CD's
entire length. I've heard the strings on
Bhates mohan vina (his own design) and
Cooder's slide guitar sound brighter and
more convincingly metallic, and the
percussion "pop" with somewhat
The CD5 was one of the
greater relief, and I've heard amore persuasive rendering of the acoustic space
least fatiguing CD players
(a chapel in Santa Barbara, California)
and the air within it, but never had the
I've heard.
overall presentation of this remarkable
recording been so rich, coherent, and
standard until Drake's timeless music is
full-bodied. I'd never enjoyed the music
reissued on DVD-Audio or SACD, or
quite as much.
until you're lucky and/or rich enough to
That experience inspired nie to pull
find the original UK Island LPs. (The
out Begoña Olavide's Salterio (MA RecHDCD logo on two of the reissue CDs
ordings M025A), which was also recis aproduction error. Producer Joe Boyd
orded in a large space — a medieval
told me that the 24-bit SBM beat the
monastery in Spain. The featured instruHDCD transfer "hands down.")
ments are psalteries or salterios, plucked
stringed instruments that resemble hamNairn Flatcap 2power supply
mered dulcimers. Olavide plays avariety
The Flatcap 2power supply adds $900
of psalteries on the disc, and each has a
and raises the CD5's total cost to $3150,
pristine delicacy that has been beautifulbut you get your money's worth. The
ly captured on this 16-bit/96kHz recFlatcap 2 didn't fundamentally change
ording. Again, I've heard Salterio delivthe CD5's winning personality, but ered with more air and space, but never
reinforced it in ways not so subtle and
as richly satisfying, and never as cohervery useful. For instance, with the Flat- ently. Ilistened to the entire disc for the
cap, the brass on Pomp &Pipes came forfirst time.
ward abit more spatially and tonally,
Once I'd gotten ahandle on the sound
and the overall dynamics improved as
of the CD5/Flatcap 2combo, Ireplaced
well, though not to the point where the
the standard Chord DIN-to-RCA interpresentation became "jumpy." Nick
connects with two cables supplied to me
Drake and his guitar remained on the
by Nordost: Blue Heaven and Quattro
dry side, but both came into better focus
Fil. Both Nordost cables improved the
and moved slightly forward on the
sound, but in my system, the Quattro Fil
soundstage while maintaining wellwas the clear winner, alleviating some of
focused three-dimensionality.
the dryness and further relaxing the overall presentation while increasing the resolution of very low-level detail.
I've gotten greater musical exciteAssociated Equipment
ment from listening to Frank Zappa's
Analog source: Simon Yorke turndost Blue Heaven and Quattro Fil.
The Yellow Shark (Rykodisc RCD
table, Graham 2.0 and Immedia
Speaker: Harmonic Technology
40560) through other, more expensive
RPM2 tonearms, Lyra Parnassus
Magic Woofer. AC: JPS Labs, Electra
digital front-ends, especially in the renD.C.t and Lyra Helikon cartridges.
Glide.
dering of the hall space and the spaces
Digital source: Camelot TechnoloAccessories: PS Audio Power Plant
between instruments, but the CD5's
gies Round Table DVD player with
P300 (not with Naim CD5) and
overall presentation (especially with the
HDCD.
P600, Sounds of Silence Vibraplane
Quattro Fil cable) was "just right" and
Preamplifiers: Hovland HP-100,
active isolation platform, Symposium
just music. And that's what it's all about.
Ayre K-lx.
Rollerblocks (Tungsten), Walker
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
motor drive, Finite Elemente Pagode
Conclusions
Homage, Audio Physic Rhea sub- and Z,oethecus equipment stands,
These are tough times for digital manuwoofer.
A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker Valid
facturers and end users. With all the unCables: DIN-RCA: Hovland Music
Points, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
certainty about multichannel SACD and
Groove. Interconnects: Harmonic Stones and On-Lines, RPG BAD and
DVD-Audio, most consumers are hesiTechnology Pro-Silway II; fitted with Abffusor panels.
—Michael Fremer
tant to invest in anew format—and even
Naim DIN connectors, Chord, Normore hesitant, it seems, to buy ultra-expensive CD players and transport-processor combinations. Nor are manufacturers
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Look deeper.
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Stop listening. Start feeling.
Mark Levinson (the man) has started
another revolution in equipment and
SACD recordings.

Order on-line Mark's new SACD sampler
"Live Recordings at Red Rose Vol. 1".
Chico Freeman
Kenny Rankin
Simon Mulligan

Quality and simplicity.

Adele Anthony
Jerry Willard

Get the point?

Shane Cattrall
Kim Cattrall
Mark Levinson
Bill Sims
Keith Ingham
Peter Muir

RED ROSE M USIC
943 Madison Ave.
NY NY 10021
212 628-5777

Let the music speak for itself and
enhance your vision.

www.redrosemusic.com

rushing to bring such gear to market.
Who can blame either of them?
If you want HDCD decoding, or must
retrieve every last bit of ambience information from aspatially challenged format, or insist on adigital outjack for dubbing CD-Rs, the CD5 isn't the player for

If you're looking for a
CD player that's well-built,
easy to use, and
reasonably priced, you
can't go wrong with
Naim's CD5 and Flatcap 2.
you
Nairn engineers have found
that adding an S/PDIF tap to the circuit
compromises the sound. But if you don't
want any of that, and until awinner in the
format wars is finally declared...
If you're looking for aCD player that's
well-built, easy to use, reasonably priced
($2250, or $3150 with power supply),
that sounds wonderful and provides rich,
pie, musical pleasure from audiophile
and mass-market CDs ... you can't go
wrong with Naim's CD5 and Flatcap 2.
Conclusions concluded
After I'd written the above, Ilooked at
my 1999 review of Naim's CDX
HDCD player to retrieve its specifications template and Naim's address and
phone number, and was surprised to
read that the CDX had also gotten me
to pull out Begoña Olavide's Salterio —
not adisc Iplay frequently. But there's
something about the purity of Naim's
musical presentation that makes Salterio
so enticing. Ialso was surprised to find
that I'd described the CDX as "ruthlessly revealing," with atendency to sound
too "aggressive" or worse, except with
the very best recordings.
Not so the CD5, which managed to
make music from almost every decently
recorded disc Iplayed. Of course, the
better the recording, the better the player sounded, but somehow the CDS was
more forgiving than the CDX of realworld recordings while managing to not
shortchange the great ones. Dreck still
sounded like dreck, but aside from those
unfortunate discs, the CD5 allowed me
to get more pleasure from my CD
library than I've gotten with any other
player I've had in my system. And the
CDS without the Flatcap costs $2000
less than the CDX.
121
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Simaudio Moon Eclipse CD player
/4

sn't it nice to have some bastions of stability in an everchanging world?"
The line probably originated in a
long-forgotten commercial, but Ifrequently use it at work to inject humor
into complaints about never-changing,
Dilbert-esque idiocies. But for audio
reviewers, it is good to have islands of
stability in our ever-changing systems:
We need a stable backdrop against
which to compare components and
combinations. In my case, the typical
system changes resulting from review
components coming and going has been
magnified by acomplete remodeling of
my listening room: new walls, new
floors, new ceilings, new everything.
But through the past several months,
Simaudio's Moon Eclipse CD player
has been aconstant. It was only when I
sat down to critically evaluate the
Eclipse itself, to search out, understand,
and describe its own characteristics,
that Irealized how much Ihad come
to take it for granted, how much its
sound had been an integral component
of the systems I'd reviewed. That gave
me pause — if the Eclipse was aconstant, abastion of stability in my everchanging audio world, what had it
been contributing all along to what I'd
been hearing?
A bastion of engineering,
design, and construction?
The Moon Eclipse is Simaudio's first
"statement" digital product. Everything
about it —technology, build quality, user
interface, cosmetics — reflects careful
thought and lavish attention to detail. Its

Description: Two-chassis integrated
CD player, with remote control and
HDCD decoder. Input: 1S/PDIF digital
(BNC). Outputs: 1 S/PDIF digital
(BNC), 1pair balanced analog (XLR), 1
pair unbalanced analog (RCA). Digital
filtering: Pacific Microsonics PMD100
(HDCD), Burr-Brown DF1704, both 8xoversampling. D/A conversion: 4BurrBrown PCM1704Ks, 24-bit/96kHz,.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
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appearance combines just the right stylistic elements —shapes, proportions, materials, finishes —in acoherent design that
works so well that it never draws attention to itself. The thick, milled-aluminum front and top plates and massive
top-loading disc drawer provide asense
of weight and solidity, and the graceful
curved hcatsinks and cylindrical aluminum support pillars provide just the
right touches of softness and balance.
Everyone admires the Eclipse and
inevitably runs ahand over it, but no
one ever calls it "pretty." Instead, they
use adjectives like "elegant," "graceful,"
and "functional," or phrases like
"machined from asolid chunk of aluminum" or "really well-built," impressions reinforced by the Eclipse's remote
— ahefty aluminum unit that mirrors
the player's styling cues and feels as if
"machined from billet."
The engineering and execution are
equally well-done. Simaudio begins

+0/-0.2dB. S/N ratio: 109dB. THD:
<0.003% at 1kHz, OdBFS (A-weighted). Channel separation: >110dB.
Maximum analog output: 4V balanced,
2V unbalanced. Analog output impedance: 25 ohms balanced, 50 ohms
unbalanced.
Dimensions: 17" (430mm) W by 4"
(100mm) H by 15" (380mm) D(main
chassis). Weight: 35 lbs (16kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:

with the superb Philips CDM12Pro
transport mechanism and includes
Burr-Brown DF1704 and Pacific Microsouks PCM100 digital filters, followed
by four Burr-Brown PCM1704K DACs
feeding fully balanced analog circuitry,
with both XLR and RCA analog outputs. The power supply is built with
entirely separate, isolated supplies for
control, digital, and analog circuits —a
total of eight supplies in all — and is
housed in aheavily shielded chassis of
its own, connected to the main unit via
adB15 computer-type umbilical.
The military-grade circuit boards arc
laid out symmetrically, to maximize separation and common-mode rejection.
Signal paths are kept isolated and as
short as possible, and top-quality parts —
Vishay and W1MA passive components,
for example, and Teflon-insulated OFC
wiring — arc used throughout. Careful
attention is paid to isolating the lasers
and circuitry from mechanical vibra-

A211499.
Price: $5295. Approximate number of
dealers: 50. Warranty: 3years mechanical; 10 years electronics, transferrable.
Manufacturer: Simaudio, 395 Du
Tremblay Street, Unit 3, Boucherville,
Quebec, .14B 7K4, Canada. Tel: (877)
980-2400. Fax: (450) 449-2212. Web:
www.simaudio.com.
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dons, beginning with elaborate twopiece spike feet and carrying through to
the elastomer-mounted transport and
the clever disc clamp.
The Eclipse's user interfaces and features are well thought-out and executed,
if abit unusual. For starters, the Eclipse is
atop-loading player, so cueing up adisc
involves manually opening the sliding
door, inserting aCD, and capping it with
the heavy aluminum clamp. The clamp's
magnetic insert holds the disc firmly in
place, and its elastomer face damps
vibrations in the disc and the transport
assembly. Ialways worried about getting
the disc and clamp perfectly centered,
for fear of damaging the spindle, but I
never actually miscued aCD.
Closing the drawer causes the
Eclipse to read the disc's ToC (Table of
Contents). All of the Eclipse's functions
can be controlled using the remote or
the buttons on the player itself. One
control panel, on the unit's top beside
the transport door, controls the usual
transport functions —play, pause, skip,

etc. A second set of buttons, on the
front panel, controls more transport
functions — random, repeat, scan, time
display (total or elapsed), and programming — as well as polarity inversion,
display on/off, and selection of an external 24-bit/96kHz digital input.

cuits — but why the digital output?
According to Simaudio, jumpering the
digital output and input bypasses the
HDCD digital filter, the data being
passed instead to the Burr-Brown filter
chip. They feel, and Idefinitely agree,
that although the market demands
HDCD capability, the filter degrades
the Eclipse's playback of non-encoded
Iended up doing
discs, slightly decreasing resolution and
focus.
So why not aswitch? Iended up
all of my listening
doing all of my listening using Nirvana's
killer T-2 digital cable to bypass the
using Nirvana's killer
HDCD chip.
T2 digital cable to
At press time, Simaudio announced a
few minor changes to the Moon
bypass the HDCD chip.
Eclipse, none of which are said to
change its sonic performance: asmall
modification to the power-supply orThe Eclipse did have one perforcuit to reduce sensitivity to electrostatic
mance-related quirk. I'm used to seeing discharge, an upgrade of the Philips
digital inputs or outputs on integrated
transport software that clears the last
players, but the Eclipse has both. I CD's ToC as soon as the drawer is
understand the digital input — to allow
opened to make way for the next one,
DVD players, for example, to use the
and aslight alteration in the clamp.
Eclipse's 24/96 DACs and analog drOther than that, according to Simau-

Measurements

Ihadn't seen Brian Damkroger's review text when Imeasured the
Moon Eclipse, and so hadn't noted
that he preferred to use the unit with
its digital output linked to its digital
input. Nevertheless, Idid collect a
full set of measured data via the unit's
digital input, which will be representative of its performance as auditioned by Brian.
The Eclipse's error correction was
excellent; it played up through track
34 (which has 2nun gaps in its data
spiral) of the Pierre Verany Test CD
without dropouts. The Eclipse proved
to be non-inverting from all outputs
(with the XLRs wired with pin 2
"hot"), as long as the red Phase LED
was illuminated. The source impedance was alow 44 ohms unbalanced
and 88 ohms balanced.
Playing CDs via the HDCD filter,
the unit's unbalanced maximum output level (MOL) was 1.93V, this doubling from the balanced outputs, as
expected. With the Moon fed from
an external digital source, Iexpected a
6c1B rise in level; the external input
bypasses the PMD100 filter, which
drops the level of non-HDCDencoded discs by the same 6dB. However, the maximum output level actu-
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ally rose by 7dB for external sources,
to ahigh 8.644V from the balanced
output jacks. (This could prove problematic for some older preamps with
switched-transistor volume controls.)
The frequency response (fig.1,
upper traces) rolled off slightly early,
reaching -0.5dB at 19kHz, which
should be subjectively inconsequential. However, repeating the measurement with apre-emphasized signal
(fig.1, lower traces) depressed the
mid- and upper treble to an extent
that will be audible. (Interestingly,
the Naim CDS, reviewed elsewhere
in this issue by Michael Fremer, features an almost identical de-emphasis
error.) Fortunately, there are almost
no pre-emphasized CDs available, so
this error will be largely irrelevant.
Channel separation (not shown) was
superb at better than 100dB across
the band.
Fig2 shows spectral analyses of the
Moon's output playing a dithered
1kHz tone under two conditions: the
top traces were taken with the unit
playing 16-bit data from aCD via the
HDCD filter, the lower traces with a
24-bit external signal, which will be
decoded via the Burr-Brown filter.
There is a21dB difference in the lev-

els of the noise floor, which will be
due not only to the increase in word
1.0n
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Fig.1 Simaudio Moon Eclipse, frequency
response at -12dBFS, without
emphasis (top) and with emphasis
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.2 Simaudio Moon Eclipse, 1
/
3-octave
spectrum of dithered IkHz tone at
-90dBFS, with noise and spuriae,
16-bit internal CD data (top) and
external 24-bit data (bottom).
(Right channel dashed.)
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dio's Lionel Goodfield, the Eclipse continues to be made as tested, and will be
so for several thousand more units.

Bright Star isolation products and Echo
Busters room treatments. AC conditioning and delivery was handled by an

A bastion of performance?
Collecting, collating, and analyzing my
listening impressions of the Simaudio
Moon Eclipse has been an interesting
The system
process of rediscovery. I started by
The Moon Eclipse has been my primary
searching my last several months' listenNot only was the Eclipse's
digital source through a number of
ing notes for any threads of common
reviews and system configurations.
sound characteristics that might have
performance superb
Most of the time, however, my systems
woven themselves through the different
overall, but its strengths
have been based on Magnepan 3.6/R
sessions during which the Eclipse was in
loudspeakers and Classé CAM-350
the system. The next step was to spend
and weaknesses
monoblock power amplifiers, fed by a
several nights and weekends listening
VAC CPA1 Mk3 full-function preamcarefully, trying to confirm or refute
dovetailed beautifully
plifier or aConrad-Johnson Premier
those original impressions. Finally, Idid
15/17LS phono-Iline-stage combinaabit of swapping among the Eclipse and
with my listening
tion. My analog rig was upgraded midthree other players Ihad on hand, to
review, from VPI's TNT Mk.IV to the
make sure that I was isolating the
preferences and room.
new TNT Mk.V Hot Rod turntable
Eclipse's characteristics.
and the latest JMW toneann, fitted with
At the end of this process, aclear
aBenz-Micro LO4 cartridge. Nirvana
sonic picture of the Eclipse had
SX Ltd. interconnects were constants
MIT Z Stabilizer and Z Center, with a emerged. It was also obvious to me why
throughout, as was abiwire combinacustom Nirvana isolation transformer
I'd been so comfortable relying on the
tion of Synergistic Research speaker added upstream of digital gear. Prior to player as acornerstone of my system.
cables to drive the Maggies: Designer's
playing, all CDs were treated with
Not only was its performance superb
Reference on top, Resolution Reference
Music Fidelity discSolution (data side)
overall, but its strengths and weaknesses
on bottom. Key accessories included
and Nordost Eco3 (label side).
dovetailed beautifully with my listening

Measurements
depth, but also to the 6dB gain reduction applied by the Pacific Microsonics filter and the 7dB increase in MOL
for external digital sources. A similar
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Fig.3 Simaudio Moon Eclipse, 4-octave spectrum of "digital black" with noise and
spuriae, 16-bit internal CD data (top)
and external 24-bit data (bottom).
(Right channel dashed.)

difference can be seen in the spectra
of digital black taken under the same
conditions (fig.3). In both of these
graphs, however, spurious tones creep
in in the lower mids and bass to spoil
the player's otherwise excellent dynamic range in this region. These
spuriae are definitely not power-supply related; Ihave no idea what they
are due to. (For these measurements,
Iturned off my computer monitor,
which can otherwise be an excellent
source of RF-induced nasties.)
Linearity error (fig.4) was assessed
through the external input using 16bit data. It was very low, down to
below -112dBFS, which is excellent.
As aresult of both this and the large

dynamic range, the waveform of an
undithered lkHz tone at -9031dBFS
(fig.5) clearly showed the three discrete voltage levels. Reproduction of
this waveform via the HDCD filter
(not shown) was also excellent, but a
little noisier.
The Moon Eclipse's analog output
stage seemed unflappable, with only a
faint trace of third-harmonic distortion apparent in the spectrum of a
full-scale 50Hz tone (fig.6). Intermodulation products (fig.7) were also
superbly low in level.
Levels of wordclock jitter were
low. The Miller Audio Research
Analyzer indicated apeak-peak level
of 252 picoseconds, which is excel-
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Fig.6 Simaudio Moon Eclipse, spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at OdBFS
into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Simaudio
preferences and room —particularly my
room prior to remodeling.
I'm especially sensitive to how acomponent reproduces spatial cues. Idon't
listen for pinpoint location or the
biggest possible soundstage, but for a
tangible portrayal of the instrument%
and space. When Iclose my eyes, Iwant
to be able to feel as if I'm in the audience, or that Icould get up and walk
into the soundstage, between the instruments. Soundstage re-creation, ambience retrieval, dimensionality, depth.
inner detail — these are what contribute
to this sense of almost-tactile reality, and
these are the very areas in which the
Moon Eclipse excelled.
Clark Terry's One On One (Chesky
JD198) provided agreat example of
what the Eclipse did so well: The space
around Terry's trumpet, and its position
in space, were incredibly well-defined.
Layers and layers of diminishing reflections off the back and side walls clearly
defined the trumpet's position and gave
the space itself— the air surrounding

the instrument —realistic body and texture. Each note bloomed, expanded outward into this space, then decayed into

lent. The spectrum of the jitter, taken
with the HDCD filter, is shown in
fig.8: All the data-related jitter products (red numeric markers) are wellsuppressed, with most of the measured jitter resulting from apair of
sidebands at ±504Hz (purple "3").
However, the noise floor, at around
the —127dBFS level, is higher than is
usually found these days in top-quality CD players.
Repeating the measurement with
the Eclipse fed by an external transport (not shown) dropped the noise
floor by 5dB, though the jitter level
rose slightly, to 262.5ps. This was
almost entirely due to an increase in
the level of the fundamental data-

related sidebands at ±229Hz (red
'3"). This will be due to the bandwidth limitation of the data transmitter, the data receiver, and the S/PDIF
link joining them.
All in all, the Eclipse appears to be a
well-engineered player. Its sole compromise arises from Pacific Microsonics' license-mandated 6dB reduc-
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Soundstage re-creation,
ambience retrieval,
dimensionality, depth,
inner detail

these are

what contribute to this
sense of almost-tactile
reality, and these are the
very areas in which the
Moon Eclipse excelled.
the ambience, making its own distinct
contribution as it subtly faded away.
A second big part of the Moon
Eclipse's magic was its incredible resolution of inner detail. Terry's trumpet on

Moon

Eclipse

One On One really showed this off, particularly the solo at the end of "Just for a
Thrill." The tiniest dynamic shadings
were audible, as were subtle nuances of
tonguing and pitch. And just by noting
the changes in the trumpet's image and
how it interacted with the surrounding
space, Icould follow the movements,
however small, of the instrument's bell.
Another great example was the
XRCD of the Duke Ellington Quartet's
Duke's Big 4(JVC JVCXR-0022-2). rve
never heard adrum set reproduced as
vividly, or portrayed as clearly in space, as
the Eclipse did with this disc. Ray
Brown's bass, particularly passages where
he'd snap and scrape the strings, was
nearly holographic in its density and
complexity; again, the Eclipse absolutely
nailed the instrument's position, size, and
interaction with the surrounding space.
The Eclipse was equally impressive
on larger, more expansive works and settings. The opening of Shostakovich's
Symphony 1(Martinon/LSO, RCA/
Classic ISCCD-2322) is agreat test. As

tion in MOL for non-HDCD discs.
But, as BD found, this can be avoided
by using an external datalink to feed
the unit's data output to its input. The
slight increase in word-clock jitter
appears to be more than compensated
for by the increases in dynamic range
and resolution.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.8 Simaudio Moon Eclipse, internal CD data, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output
signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace,
11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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the various sections enter, defining the
soundstage and space, acomponent's
abilities to reproduce it well and to make
it all hang together will be immediately
apparent. Hands down, the Eclipse did
the best job at this of any player I've
reviewed. And not just on the macro
scale, but the micro as well. Individual
instruments within sections — the
plucked cellos near the opening, for
example — were vividly portrayed by
the Eclipse, made distinct by their locations and individual characteristics.
On the other hand, Duke's Big 4and
the Shostakovich symphony also served
to highlight the Eclipse's one notable
shortcoming: aslight lack of power and
definition at the very bottom. It's
important to bear in mind that "shortcoming" in this context means not a
glaring flaw but "very good, if not quite
as good as the very best." Still, Ray
Brown's bass runs lost power and transient precision as they descended in
pitch. Similarly, the timpani on the
Shostakovich were located beautifully
and had wonderful pitch definition, but
not the weight they should have, nor
the sharp initial impact. Massed,
plucked double basses were another
good example. Their pitch and tonality
were wonderful, but their initial transients didn't have the sharp snap they
should have, and individual instruments
weren't as easily resolved as were cellos
or violas. It wasn't bad, but if you're a
"power and definition" bass freak, it
might not be your cup of tea.
Switching back to the "Strengths"
side of the ledger, the Eclipse was out-

standing at the reproduction of dynamic
contrasts from the upper bass up. Fast
midrange transients, like the sharp
trumpet accents on "Just for aThrill,"
had the snap of alive instrument —the
swings between soft and loud almost
seemed to be happening too fast for my
ears and brain to keep up.

MBL
beyond the boundaries
of convention ...

With the HDCD
filter/decoder in-circuit,
there were noticeable
reductions in detail,
clarity, and transparency.
The Eclipse was superb on the subtle,
microdynamic end of the spectrum as
well. Gene Allen's piano rolls on "Just
for aThrill" were alive with dynamic
shadings. Icould clearly hear the impact
and decay of the initial hammer stroke,
followed by the build and decay of the
strings' and soundboard vibrations. My
notes: "I felt as if Icould hear the individual vibrations, and the constantly
changing beating as the notes blended
in and out."
The Eclipse's top-end performance,
dynamics, detail, pitch —you name it —
were excellent. Transients were clean
and fast, and instruments' power didn't
diminish abit as their pitches ascended.
The cymbals on Duke's Big 4were aluscious mix of bell-like ring and metallic
shimmer. Triangles rang sweetly, their

mbl 111B
Hybrid-Radiaistrohler

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: VP! TNT Mk.IV
turntable, JMW Memorial toneami,
Grado Reference cartridge; VP!
TNT Mk.V Hot Rod turntable,
JMW Memorial tonearm, BenzMicro LO4 cartridge.
Digital sources: Oracle, Ultech
UCD100, Parasound CDP1000 CD
players.
Preamplification: VAC CPA1
Mk.III preamplifier, Conrad-Johnson
Premier 15 phono stage and 17LS
line stage.
Power amplifiers: Claw CAM.350,
VAC Renaissance 70/70, VTL !chiban, Mark Levinson No20.6.
Loudspeakers: Magnepan MG
3.6/R
Cables: Nirvana S-X Ltd intercon-

nects and T-2 digital cable, Synergistic Research Resolution and Designer's Reference speaker cables.
Accessories: Bright Star isolation
systems, Tiptoes; PAC Super IDOS,
MIT Z-System and Z-Center and
Nirvana AC systems, Synergistic
Research AC and Reference Master
Couplers; VPI 16.5 record cleaner,
Decca/Hunt record brush, Sumiko
Fluxbuster, Dennessen Soundtractor,
Shure stylus-pressure gauge, Immedia Needle Nektar stylus-cleaning
fluid; Nordost Eco3 and Music
Fidelity discSolution CD treatments;
Sheffield/XL0 Test and Burn-in CD,
Stereophile Test CD 1and 2; Echo
Busters room-treatment products.

Permit yourself the luxury
of
experiencing
music
"boundlessly", by enjoying
music at home, with the
same natural and harmonic
structure as in the concert hal.
MBL -experience your dream'

MBL of America
(480) 563-4393
+1 (480) 563-4394
mobil.
+1 (480) 550 6272
MBL east +1 (860) 651 7945
Phone

—Brian Damkroger
htlp //www
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fundamentals cutting through the
orchestra, their ringing overtones
expanding out in ahalo from the image
itself. Even instruments like piccolos,
and violins at the top of their range,
seemed to have awonderful, extended
structure of overtones extending upward in pitch and space.
On afew occasions —particularly in
my remodeled, much more "live"
room — the Eclipse tiptoed right up to,
but never crossed over into, being a
touch hard and metallic. There's avery
fine line between power, impact, and
detail, and being alittle too forward
and forceful. Each time the Eclipse got
close to the edge, usually on massed
violins or perhaps ahigh piccolo run, I
had to carefully recall acomparable
live performance. Each time Icame to
the conclusion that the Eclipse hadn't
quite crossed the line.
Overall, the Eclipse's tonal balance
was alittle on the cool, analytical side of
neutral. Imentioned the slight lack of
low-bass weight, and although the midand upper bass weren't obviously lacking in power, impact, or definition, they
didn't quite balance the Eclipse's heft
from the midrange up. There was also a
slightly forward perspective in the
upper midrange that brought some
instruments slightly forward in the
soundstage, spotlighting them abit. On
Duke's Big 4, this was most apparent on
Ellington's piano, its weight and prominence changing slightly as it moved up
and down in pitch. These were slight
shadings, however; overall, the Eclipse
sounded quite neutral.
The Eclipse's character was also a
great match for my pre-remodel listening room. Ihad always wrestled with
that room: it was slightly warm and softsounding, slightly elevated in the
80-110Hz region and gently rolled-off
on top. The Eclipse's cool perspective,
lean and tight bottom, and bold, extended top fit in perfectly. Since the remodel, Icome at neutrality from the other,
slightly too-cool and live side, so the
Eclipse's character was shown in stark
relief—as were the inherent characteristics of the room itself.
All of the above characteristics reflect
the Eclipse's performance with its HDCD
chip bypassed. With the HDCD filter/decoder in-circuit, the player was an
entirely different animal. There were
noticeable reductions in detail, clarity,
and transparency. Transients sounded
compressed and their leading edges
dulled, giving the entire performance a
liquid, laid-back character. The perspective changed as well, becoming more
Stereophile, April 2001

distant, and the soundstage itself was
recessed, dropping back a few feet
behind the plane of the speakers. If you
want to hear what this player can do,
take my — and Simaudio's — advice:
Bypass the HDCD chip.

If you're looking for
abastion of stability
and superb overall
performance, the
Simaudio Moon Eclipse
is just the ticket.
The right bastion for you?

The Simaudio Moon Eclipse has been
abastion of stability in my system for
some time now, partially because its
characteristics fit my listening biases
and room so well, but mostly because
it's asolid, superb performer. Its performance was excellent in nearly every
regard, and truly exceptional in some.
Its reproduction of space — of the
sense of real, tangible instruments playing in an actual acoustic venue — was

Moon

Eclipse

uncanny. It also excelled in the reproduction of dynamic transients and the
resolution of the subtle details that
make an instrument and a performance come to life. While it wasn't
perfectly neutral, it was awfully close,
and its deviations — aslight lack of
low-bass power and a slightly cool
overall tonal balance — were minor
and very easy to live with.
The Moon Eclipse is asuperb piece
of hardware as well, lovely to look at
and adelight to use. It's designed and
built with care and an attention to detail,
and it will not disappoint even the most
discriminating audiophile, music lover,
or connoisseur of fine equipment. Its
quality is immediately and continually
obvious, and, at $5295, it's not unreasonably priced with respect to its competition. There are wonderful competitors from companies like Mark Levinson and Wadia — even the futuristic
Oracle, which Ireviewed in October
2000 — but the Simaudio Moon Eclipse
definitely deserves alook and alisten. If
you're looking for abastion of stability
and superb overall performance around
which to build, upgrade, and modify a
system, it's just the ticket. Very highld
recommended.
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"... they allow the music to explode when necessary,... yet they sound effortless.
revealing minute substructure within the full barrage of music:"
Steven R. Rochlin -Enjoy the Music.com 12/99
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Greenhill

Totem Acoustic Forest loudspeaker

T

hose who have read this magazine
regularly over the past five years
know that Canadian designer
Vince Bruzzese has been marketing his
small, two-way loudspeakers under the
Totem Acoustic brand name. Every
review of one of these designs has raved
about their strong bass response and
three-dimensional imaging, but ends
with a"but": "the sound is totally awesome, the imaging is holographic, and
my wife thinks it looks terrific in the living room, but..."
An example: Totem's Model 1, a
small, 7.2-liter minimonitor, showed a
strong low-frequency response, sweet
highs, wide dynamic range, threedimensional imaging, and smooth, velvet highs... but the midrange was too
prominent (Stereophile, Vol.16 No.4).
Bruzzese reintroduced the speaker as
the Signature Model 1, with improved
power handling and increased bass
response... but its midrange was still
too strong on-axis (Vo121 No.1). Then
came the Totem Tabù ($2995/pair),
with its transparent highs and palpable,
three-dimensional imaging... but an
overly analytic midrange and atendency to sound alittle hollow when listened to directly on-axis (Vo120 No2).
Totem Forest loudspeaker
The Totem Mite-T ($895/pair) was
"pleasant and seductive"... but its resoeffective manner." (Vol.19 No.2.) Allution was limited by arecessed upper
though JA almost uttered the B-word
midrange (SGHT, June 1998). Would
when considering the Mani-2's price
Stereophile ever cut Vince abreak?
($3995/pair), he restrained himself out
John Atkinson did, when he enthusiof admiration for the speaker's musical
astically recommended the Totem
Mani-2 for its "clean treble, transparent qualities and test-bench performance.
Of course, it's areviewer's nature and
midrange, natural dynamics, and powerful extended bass... [which] allowed job to find tiny irritants in the most perthe music to communicate in amost fect of products, and it's adesigner's

Description: Two way, floorstanding,
reflex -loaded dynamic loudspeaker.
Drive-units: 1" (25mm) aluminumdome
tweeter,
6.5"
mineralloaded-cone bass/mid unit with 3"
voice-coil. Crossover frequency: 2.5Hz.
Crossover slopes: 12dB/octave. Frequency
response:
33Hz-20kHz,
±2dB. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m (2.83V).
Impedance: 8 ohms nominal, 6.4
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ohms minimum. Amplifier requirements: 40W minimum, 120W continuous maximum, 200W peak
Dimensions: 36" (910mm) H by 8"
(205mm) W by 10.6" (267mm) D.
Weight: 36 lbs (16.2kg). Volume: 25
liters.
Finishes: Mahogany, black ash. Aboriginal cherry optional.

nature to continue to invent new speakers and send them to reviewers. So,
instead of quitting while he was ahead,
Vince Bruzzese sent along his latest
minitower, the Forest.
The Forest
The Forest is atwo-way, floorstanding
tower loudspeaker with two driveunits — a 1" SEAS aluminum-dome
tweeter and, below that, an Acoustic
Technology International (ATI) 6.5"
midrange/bass driver —mounted in a
narrow, 3'-tall cabinet less than afoot
wide and afoot deep. Such anarrow
profile helps optimize diffraction
effects, and allows the drivers to more
closely approximate a point source
than might occur with awide-baffle
design. Bruzzese claims that small,
rigid enclosures are less apt to store
energy and radiate it later, leading to
interference and blurring. On the
other hand, small minimonitor enclosures lack the capacity for playing very
deep bass, and can be limited in dynamic headroom.
The Forest's cabinet, veneered on all
six surfaces, appears to be very rigid,
with agracefully rounded front baffle
with flush-mounted drivers and an
angled rear baffle. The enclosure's
sharply angled inner floor breaks up
standing waves, and the joins are lockmitered to create amonocoque structure. An internal full-plane cross-brace
further strengthens the cabinet. Sure
enough, when Itapped it, the Forest felt
very dense and rocklike — like the
Revel Salon. Cork-damped rubber gaskets, which remain in afluid state, are
used around the drivers to ensure both

M1-195A/B.
Price: $3000/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 50. Warranty: 5years.
Manufacturer: Totem Acoustic, 4665
Bonavista Avenue, Montreal, Quebec
H3W 2C6, Canada. Tel: (514) 2591062. Fax: (514) 259-4968. Web:
www.totemacoustic.com.

Serial numbers of units reviewed:
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Totem

Acoustic

Forest

damping and decoupling.
The Forest comes equipped with
Claws; Beaks are optional. (These are
Totem's anti-resonance devices.) The
Claw is aself-centering ball-bearing
floor interface and support (available
separately; $395/set of 6); the Beak
Tuning Pod ($100/pair) is asupercomputer-modeled device for providing
more linearity in the bass. These beautiful, bullet-shaped devices, machined
of aluminum, are said to tighten and
damp the enclosure of any loudspeaker.
The midrange/bass unit's reflex port

opens onto the rear panel, just above
the four W.B.T. gold-plated speaker
terminals (for biwiring). At the bottom
of the panel another, smaller hole
opens into acompartment separate
from the rest of the enclosure; this
space can be filled with sand and
plugged. Bruzzese also included the
same mechanical damping used in the
Model 1to prevent the Forest's mid/
woofer from bottoming during extreme dynamic musical peaks.
Bruzzese further damps the entire enclosure by hand painting its interior with
athick, multicoat borosilicate paste. This

paste is also incorporated into the tube
of the reflex port, which is made of
damped acrylic and affixed with an antiresonant glue. The borosilicate is amore
lasting and stable damping material than
foam, which tends to oxidize and degenerate over time, changing acabinet's
Quality Factor.
The crossover, aquasi-second-order
unit, uses air-core coils and polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors. All
wiring is specially wound, solid-core,
oxygen-free copper wire coated with
silver and shielded with extruded
Teflon. Most connections are mechani-

Measurements

The

Totem Forest's voltage sensitivity came in alittle under spedfication at an estimated 86dB(B)/
2.83V/m, but the ldB difference is
within the margin of error in this
measurement. It may be of only average sensitivity, but the Forest's plot of
impedance magnitude and electrical
phase angle against frequency (fig.1)
revealed it to be avery easy load for

.0
v.
um
nw

11.0

•000
411. 0

100

Fig.1

Totem Forest, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

the partnering amplifier to drive.
Even what is probably the worst-case
condition —a combination of 7ohms
magnitude and around 25° capacitive
phase angle in the lower midrange —
will hardly stress even the most current-challenged tube amplifier. The
saddle in the magnitude trace at 50Hz
indicates the tuning of the rear-firing
port, while the small blip at 26.5kHz
is due to the metal-cone tweeter's
"oil-can" resonance.
Of more concern are the wrinkles
in the impedance traces at 270Hz,
520Hz, and 690Hz, which imply the
presence of some major cabinet resonances. Investigating the panels' vibrational behavior with aplastic-tape
accelerometer (a strip of piezoelectric
plastic similar to an acoustic guitar
pickup), Ifound evidence of resonances at these frequencies on all the
cabinet surfaces. Fig2, for example, is

acumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the accelerometer's output when it was fastened to one of the
sidewalls 6" from the top. However,
while the modes are visible, they are
still relatively low in level; Isuspect
that the ridges of delayed energy in
this plot are actually due to the behavior of the air enclosed in the cabinet.
Additional evidence for this can be
seen in fig3, which shows both the
individual responses of the tweeter
and woofer at adistance of 50" on the
tweeter axis, and the nearfield responses of the woofer and port. The
last is the bandpass response centered
on the woofer's minimum-motion
frequency of 50Hz — you can see
some resonance peaks in its output at
the same frequencies as the wrinkles
in the impedance plot. That these
modes are of very high Q (Quality
Factor) and that the port faces to the
speaker's rear will both mitigate
against their audibility. However, they
were still strong enough to cause
glitches in the woofer's nearfield re-
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Fig.2 Totem Forest, cumulative spectral-decay plot calculated from the output of an
accelerometer fastened to the cabinet sidewall 6" from the top. (MIS driving voltage
to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Totem Forest, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer and port responses plotted
below 300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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cally crimped, not soldered —Bruzzese
found that soldering "robbed" the loudspeakers of their wide soundstage.
W.B.T. silver solder is used where Bruzzese found it appropriate. The twin pairs
of gold-plated W.B.T. speaker-cable terminals easily accommodate the four
spade lugs per speaker required for
biwiring, and no grillecloth is used —
Bruzzese is concerned that any air resistance could lead to mechanical compression of the midwoofer. A grillecloth is
available as amodest option.
Overall, the Forest's construction
appears to be first-rate.

Setup
Iplaced the Forests where the Revel
Salons Ireviewed in March 1999 had
sounded best: 63" from the rear wall and
36" from the side walls, out in the room
and sitting on acircular area rug. Iinserted the requisite ball bearings (supplied by
Totem) into the bottom of each speaker's
Claw, and placed two Beaks atop each
cabinet. My narrow listening room is 26'
long, 13' wide, and 12' high, with asemicathedral ceiling; one long wall is covered with bookshelves, the other is aglass
bay window. The opposite end of the
room opens into a25' by 15' kitchen

through an 8' by 4' doorway. Ipositioned
the Forests to face the room's long axis.
Although the Forest's rated voltage sensitivity of 87c1B/2.83V/m is close to the
average range of B-weighted speaker sensitivities noted by this magazine, Ihad to
set the volume control of my Krell KBL
preamplifier abit higher than usual when
driving the Forests with the 100Wpc
Mark Levinson No334 power amp.
Final adjustments included comparative nearfield (8') and farfield (16') listening, low-frequency sweeps with asignal
generator, phase checks, listening to pink
noise, and adjusting my listening position

Measurements
sponse. Note that Ineither filled the
speaker's lower cavity with sand for
this measurement, nor did Iplace the
Beaks on the cabinet top, as Iwanted
to examine the worst-case behavior.
Slight peaks and dips in the woofer's output can be seen, but the response trend is basically flat. The
acoustic crossover to the HF unit appears to be set around 3kHz, with the
tweeter then alittle lively in the midtreble. Its output drops back abit in
the top audio octave, before rising
again to apeak 20dB high at the diap's primary resonance frequency of 26.51cHz. This resonance is too
high to be heard, and in any case will
not be excited by restricted-bandwidth CDs (as they all are, of course).
But it will ring with the new widebandwidth digital media, as well as
with LPs played back with an MC cartridge, in which cases it might have an
unpredictable effect on sound quality.
Fig.4 shows how these individual
responses sum on the 33"-high tweet-

er axis, averaged across a30° lateral
window. The bass rolls off with the
usual steep reflex slope below 50Hz,
much as Larry Greenhill found in his
auditioning. The slight measured
boost in the upper and midbass will be

mostly due to the nearfield measurement technique, which assumes a2-pi
acoustic environment. But the upperfrequency tilt is real and, all things
being equal, will probably add to the
sense of perceived detail rather than
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Fig.5 Totem Forest, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: responses 90*-5" off-axis, on-axis response, responses 5*-90° off-axis.
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anechoic response on-axis
at 50", averaged across 30 ° horizontal
window and corrected for microphone
response, with the complex sum of the
nearfield woofer and port responses
plotted below 300Hz.
Totem Forest,
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Flg.6 Totem Forest, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Totem
for the best soundstaging and imaging.
The Forest's deep-bass output fell off
smoothly between 49 and 41Hz in my
listening room, with no doubling
(where the sound of the bass sinewave
starts to be dominated by the second
harmonic an octave higher than the
fundamental). Playing the "Channel
Identification" and "Stereo Channel
Phasing" tracks from Stereophile's Test
CD 3 (STPH006-2), Icarefully positioned my listening chair in the speakers' nearfield until Icould hear the inphase pink-noise signal as acentrally
focused image. Soundstaging was opti-

make the speaker sound top-heavy
But all things are rarely, if ever,
equal. Looking at the Forest's plots of
lateral dispersion — fig.5 shows the
actual responses to the speaker's sides,
fig.6 just the differences between the
off-axis responses and the tweeter-

mized when speakers and chair
described a7' equilateral triangle, measured from the tweeter centers.
The Forest's tweeter sits 31.5" above
the floor, so its axis is just below my car
level (38") when I'm seated in my listening chair. The speaker's tonal balance
changed significantly when Iplayed
pink noise and stood up during the "sit
down, stand up, walk around" test.
Before doing any serious listening, I
broke in the Forests by playing music
from an FM source for 12 hours, followed by 12 hours of the "Special BurnIn Noise" track from Test CD 3.

axis response —shows that, as well as
asuperbly even and well-controlled
dispersion pattern, which always correlates with stable and accurate stereo
imaging, the Totem does become
beamy in the top two octaves. In typical rooms, this will tend to work
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Fig.7 Totem Forest, vertical response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis, from
back to front: differences in response 15*-5° above reference axis, reference response,
differences in response 5°--10° below axis.

Acoustic

Forest

Sound
Totem Acoustic has produced several
small dynamic loudspeakers with prodigious bass response. Would the Forest
follow in that tradition? Surprisingly, the
Forest's bass response was not overdeveloped; it produced clean bass down to
only 40Hz in my room when playing a
1
/
3-octave warble tone at -20dB (from
Stereophile's first Test CD, STPH002-2).
The Mark Levinson No334 power
amp proved afine match for the Forest:
the sound was solid, transparent, and
dynamic without being edgy, and the
bass response was controlled and emi-

against the on-axis tilt to give amore
neutral perceived balance. In the vertical plane (fig.7), asuckout develops
at the crossover frequency for listener
ear heights above the 36"-high cabinet top, which explains why LG
found big differences in his sit-down,
stand-up test. At 30" and below, the
suckout becomes aslight peak.
The Totem's impulse response
(not shown) is dominated by the
tweeter's ultrasonic ringing, while the
step response (fig.8) reveals that while
both drive-units are connected with
positive acoustic polarity, the. speaker
is not time-coherent, the tweeter step
arriving at the microphone about
02ms before the slower step from the
woofer. Other than the expected
strong ridge of delayed energy at the
HF unit's ultrasonic resonance frequency, the associated waterfall plot
(fig.9) has a superbly clean decay.
This speaker should be decidedly
easy on the ear.
—John Atkinson
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24.09 dB. 26156 Hz
Fig.9 Totem Forest. cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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msec

MLSSA
Fig.8 Totem Forest, on-axis step response
at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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nently detailed. The bass lines on Massive Attack's Unfinished Symphony (Circa
VVBRX2) were solid and full. On Lyle
Lovett's "Church," awonderful footstomping gospel tale from his Joshua
Judges Ruth (MCA MCAD-10475), the
Forest presented avery clean, tuneful,
well-defined kick drum that propelled
the music but did not overwhelm it.
The bass drum on Owen Reed's La
Fiesta Mexicana, from Fiesta (Reference
Recordings RR-38CD), was welldefined and tuneful, but lacked the
dynamics, rhythm, and jump factor of
the Revel Salon. The final organ chords
of Elgar's The Dream of Gerontius, Part 1
(Test CD 2, Stereophile STPH004-2)
were musical and clean, but did not provide the deep underpinnings of the
music, as the Revel Salon does. Michael
Arnopol's plucked standup bass on Patricia Barber's "Use Me," from Companion
(Premonition/Blue Note 522963 2),
didn't overwhelm me with gizzardrattling vibrations, but conveyed more of
the upper string resonances.
About now, Iusually write in my listening notes that "this is not the speaker
for the king of instruments" ... but I
found the Forest to be quite the opposite. Icould clearly hear the hall ambience surrounding the great pipe organ
of the Zürich Tonhalle during Jean
Guillou's performance of Gnomus, from
his transcription of Mussorgsky's Pictures
at an Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117).
The deep pedals were there, to be sure ...
but did not vibrate objects in my room
or cause the air to shudder. The upper

pipes sounded sweet, pure, transparent,
and had no harshness. This airiness and
spaciousness was not so evident listening to the Revel Salon, even though the
larger speaker could do afar better job
on the 3211z pedal notes.

The soundstage was
very wide and deep,
the positioning precise,
with substantial separation
between instruments.
Through the Forest, the conga-drum
solo that opens "Hotel California," from
the Eagles' Hell Freezes Over (GEFD24725), was much tighter, cleaner, and
faster, with none of the overhang and
room resonances I'm used to hearing
from the Revel Salon, or from the pair of
18" Snell subwoofers that had been in
my listening room in the past. Sitting out
in the room, the Forest had avery controlled, smoothly tapered bass response
that did not excite room modes, and that
let the rest of the music come through
on these bass-rich recordings.
The Forest's midrange was very
seductive; it excelled with vocal, clarinet,
and piano recordings, voices and instruments floating free of the speaker positions. The Totem provided awealth of
musical detail, making it easier to delineate spatial positions. Icould clearly hear
each time Robert Silverman used the

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable with Lingo power
supply, Ittok toneann, Spectral moving-coil cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 D/A
processor.
FM tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10, Magnum Dynalab MD-102, Model 205
Sleuth RF amplifier.
Preamplification: Krell KBL, Mark
Levinson ML-7A with L-2 phono
section, Margulis and Duntech MX10 moving-coil preamplifiers.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No.334, Bryston 7B-ST (monoblocks), Bryston 9B-ST (5 channels).
Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Contour
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3.0, Totem Acoustic Model 1Signature, Revel Salon, B&W 805 Nautilus, Quad ESL-63, Velodyne HGS18 subwoofer.
Cables: Balanced interconnects:
Bryston, Krell Cogelco Yellow, PSC
Pristine R30 silver-alloy. Singleended interconnects: Randall Research, Mark Levinson HFC (with
Carnac connectors), Totem Acoustic
Sinew, Coincident CST Interface,
Ultralinlc, Performance Audio. Digital coax (75 ohms): Silver Starlight,
Ultralink. Speaker: Levinson HFC10, PSC Pristine R-50 biwired double ribbons, Ultralink Excelsior 6N
OFHC, Coincident Speaker Technology CST L
—Larry Greenhill

sustain pedal of the Büsendorfer 290SE
reproducing piano in his recording of
Beethoven's Sonata 14, the "Moonlight"
(Orpheum Masters KSP830). When Silverman lifts the pedal at the end of the
first moment's dying note, it makes for
an extremely dramatic moment.
Ken Peplowslci's clarinet on "Stompin' at the Savoy," on John Pizzarelles Let
There Be Love (Telarc DSD CD-83518),
was seductive and entrancing, according
to our household's clarinetist. Suzanne
Vega's startling a cappella "Tom's
Diner," on her Solitude Standing (A&M
CD 5136), was stunningly lifelike. And
Harry Connick, Jr.'s tenor voice on
"Don't Get Around Much Anymore,"
from the When Harry Met Sally... soundtrack (Columbia CK 45319), had a
slight amount of darkness and richness
that might signify aminor midrange
suckout near the crossover point's
2.5kHz frequency. Similarly, Willie
Nelson's rich voice had all the timbre
I'm accustomed to, with an extra measure of darkness; this was heard best on
"Don't Give Up," from Across the Borderline (Columbia CK 52752).
The Forests' imaging was first-rate,
and reminiscent of the Revel Salons'.
Like the Totem Mani-2s, the Forests
seemed to disappear, and leave no audible clues of positions. The soundstage
was very wide and deep, the positioning
precise, with substantial separation between instruments. Interestingly, there
was avery well-defined sweet spot between the speakers within which vocalists "snapped into focus." In just the
right position, José Carreras' tenor voice
sounded virtually three-dimensional as
he sings the opening Kyrie of the Misa
Criolla (Philips 420 955-2), with the
seamless image of the chorus spread
across the soundstage behind him. The
preacher's voice on Lyle Lovett's
"Church" was placed well to Lovett's
left, and was more clearly delineated
from the backing chorus than through
any comparison speakers, including the
Quad ESL-63s. The chorus was layered, the space around and behind
them well-delineated.
The Totems' imaging abilities were
heard to good effect on the instrumental
finish of Richard 'Thompson's "Why
Must IPlead" (Rumor and Sigh, Capitol
CDP 795713 2) — the electric guitar
appeared just outside the right speaker,
as it should. Soundstage depth and
width were exemplary on Hoist's Charon«, performed by Howard Dunn and
the Dallas Wmd Symphony (Reference
Recordings RR-39CD). And from
Stereophiles first Test CD (STPH002-2),
Stereophiie, April 2001

at the end of Anna Maria Stanczyk's
performance of Chopin's Scherzo in Bflat, Op.31, the spoken "Well done!"
from Stanczyk's manager is heard at the
left of the soundstage, well behind the
speakers, as John Atkinson, who recorded the session, tells me it should.

The Forest's dynamics
were remarkable:

ORO

Anymore" erupted out of
total darkness with
tremendous speed and

no compression.
The Forest's highs were transparent
and beguiling, with no brightness, steeliness, or metallic edge. This was evident listening to "The Mooche," from
Rendezvous: Jerome Harris Quintet Plays
Jazz (Stereophile STPH013-2). The
Forest captured and defined Billy
Drummond's opening cymbal work —
ashimmering, metallic sound — rather
than something that seemed to be soft,
hissing static. 'Through the Forest, Steve
Nelson's vibraphone had apure, transparent clarity that matched the transparency of the Revel Salon. This could
relate to Totem's selection of the SEAS
aluminum-dome tweeter that JA admired so much in their Mani-2.
The Forest's dynamics were remarkable: The final rim-shot on Harry Connick's "Don't Get Around Much Anymore" erupted out of total darkness with
tremendous speed and no compression.
It startled me every time Iheard it.
Condusions
The Forest's asking price — $3000/pair
for apair of diminutive minitowers —
makes buying them aserious investment... but Ican't think of any other
speakers for $3000 or less that image as
well. Its reticent deep-bass response,
the tendency for its tweeter to sound
duller when Istood up, the small sweet
spot for imaging, and the extra richness
accorded male vocalists, are clearly
"buts" worth mentioning... but are
probably not killer buts.
After JA has measured the Forests,
I'm going to ask him to send them back
to me so Ican stay on top of these concerns by listening to them every chance
Iget.
Stereophile, April 2001
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Follow-Up
Kalman
Technics DVD-Ato multichannel
DVD-Audio player
When Jonathan Scull offered to send
the Technics DVD-A10 on to me, 1 I
was so anxious to try amultichannel
DVD-Audio player in my system that I
didn't notice the attached strings: Ihad
to write aFollow-Up to J-10's November 2000 review2 in the context of the
multichannel home-theater system in
my country place. A quickie audition in
my familiar and comfortable main system would not do.
During these listening sessions, my
still-evolving multichannel system comprised aCalifornia Audio Labs CL-20
DVD player, aBryston 9B-STTI-DC power amplifier, and
Paradigm Reference loudspeakers: Studio/60 (front
L/R), Studio/20 (rear
L/R), Studio/CC (center),
and Servo-15/X-30 subwoofer. The Studio/20s
were mounted on Standesign BB75AH stands
adjusted to place them above
ear level. The speaker cables were 12'
Goertz MI-2 copper (L/C/R) and 35'
Monster SuperFlat Mini (rear L/R).
Interconnects were all Goertz MicroPurl
copper except for the subwoofer, which
was hooked up with the AudioStream A400, which is supplied with the Servo-15.
Istill use my trusty !Clyne 6LE33/P
preamp-controller for two-channel
stereo; for multichannel, I make do
with a Technics SH-AC500D MS/
Dolby Digital Decoder, which, despite
its non-audiophile status, sounds surprisingly decent. Unfortunately, the
SH-AC500D merely passes its analog
inputs to its analog outputs without any
volume control, and the Technics
DVD-A10 provides discrete six-channel
signals only via its analog outputs!
Thanks to Luke Manley, aprototype
VTL 2.5.1 preamp was rushed in from
its unveiling at CES. This device is areal
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. On the one
1The 1W1)-A10 costs $799.95. Panasonic Consumer
Electronics Company, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094. Tel: (800) 211-7262. Fax: (201) 348-7209.
Web: www.technicsusa.com.
2 This review is available in Stereophilis on-line archives: www.stereophile.com/showarchives.cgi300.
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hand, it's mostly the excellent VTL 2.5
two-channel preamp; on the other
hand, it has two sets of six-channel analog inputs (DVD and processor), and
the six-channel outputs are controllable
from the front panel or the handy
remote control. Level and balance for
each of the six channels is provided via
screwdriver-adjustable pots. All in all,
the VTL 2.5.1 is the perfect device for
bridging the gap between two-channel
stereo and multichannel surround.
Not wishing to be prejudiced by J10's opinions, I put off reading his
review, plugged the Technics DVD-A10
and the CAL CL-20 into the VTUs

Technics DVD-A10 multichannel DVD-Audio player

stereo inputs, and began with some
plain vanilla CDs. The 'Al0 sounded
okay, and certainly better than my

Defeating the Technics'
default Re-Master option
softened the 'A10's
aggressive HF with CDs.
ancient Pioneer PD-7100, but A/B
comparisons with the CL-20 were not
in the Technics' favor. The 'Al0 consistently offered flat perspectives and an
aggressive character in the highs.
The DVD-A10 did much better
when Iadvanced from "Red Book"
CDs to 24-bit/96kHz DADs from
Classic and Chesky. Both the 'Al0 and
the CL-20 made the blandishments of
the high—bit-rate discs apparent, and the
distinctions between the two narrowed,
the 'Al0 providing aslightly less rich
and derailed canvas than the CL-20.

Rubinson
This inspired me to try defeating the
Technics' default Re-Master option,
which operates with 16/44.1 discs.
Doing so softened the 'AlO's aggressive
HF with 16/44.1 CDs; it seems that the
upsampling and/or whatever else ReMaster is doing (the explanations
offered are pretty uninformative) is responsible for most of the unpleasantness. Ican only think that Technics felt
this option would help it on paper (upsampling is still ahot subject) and, perhaps, in some showrooms.
With Re-Master defeated, the 'Al0
was very tasty and almost competitive
with the CL-20. Using Re-Master, k.d.
lang's voice on "The Joker"
(Drag,
Warner
Bros.
46623-2) had an edge I
hadn't heard before. When
Idefeated Re-Master, lang's
sound was more rounded,
the overall balance wanner.
Detail did not seem to suffer. Compared to the CL20, the 'Al0 had abit more
bass and somewhat less depth
of soundstage, but at least it was not
completely outclassed.
But here's the thing: The DVD-A10
is amultipurpose player that, in addition
to doing everything that the CL-20 can
do, can also play DVD-Audio discs encoded at high bit rates (up to 24/192)
and in six discrete channels. The true
test of the 'Al0 would be of whether it
sounded good playing the recordings it
was designed for. There, the answer is in
the affirmative.
It would have been ideal to listen to
the same recording in two channels and
in discrete multichannel, but that
proved difficult. Iknow that one must
assume some differences in the mastering for each release, but until someone
offers atest set for this purpose, such
comparisons are all I can do. I
scrounged though Manhattan CD shops
but found little that suited both the
quest and my musical taste. In fact, only
one selection made the grade: Buena
Vista Soda! Club in plain old stereo on
"Red Book" CD (Nonesuch 79478-2),
in Dolby Digital on the DVD-Video of
the Wim Wenders film (Artisan 10176),
and in Dolby Digital and six-channel
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Follow-Up
discrete on DVD-Audio (World Circuit/Nonesuch 79478-9).
Because many of the performances,
as well as the mixes, on the Buena Vista
DVD-Video are so different from those
on the CD, adirect comparison was fascinating, however irrelevant to the task.
Listening to and watching Wenders'
documentary was engrossing, and poles
apart from the purely auditory experience of the CD or DVD-A. Comparing
the CD to the six-channel DVD-A,
however, was revealing. Not only was
the acoustic vista enlarged with both the
Dolby Digital and discrete multichannel
media, but the audible resolution was
greatly enhanced on the DVD-A.
Details of voice and string that Istrained
to discern on the CD were natural and
apparent on the DVD-A. In the bass,
where the DVD-A10 was richly
endowed, Icould hear more of the
inner workings of the polyrhythrnic
pulse. There was also an increased appreciation of depth, the greatest weakness of the 'A 10 on two-channel CDs.
In Dolby Digital or discrete, the DVDA was generally smoother, with amore
relaxed tonal balance, than the CD with
Re-Master defeated.
Overall, Ithought my home-theatersystem-in-progress just blossomed with
the Technics DVD-A10. This is aphenomenon that Ihave come to anticipate
since dabbling in multichannel. The
acoustics of a decent multichannel
source and system are intended to dominate alistening room's acoustic in away
that atwo-channel source cannot. The
walls should melt away, and the ambience should become that encoded on
the disc by the engineers. This goes a
very long way toward enhancing the
experience with lesser hardware and
sub-optimum listening rooms. (It also
means that badly engineered multichannel can be an experience egregiously worse than bad stereo.)
Ihad several Dolby Digital and DTS
discs and two DVD-Audio samplers.
(About the samplers, the less said, the
better: most of the music and mastering
were mediocre.) Finally, thanks to John
Atkinson, Ihad aset of the Beethoven
Symphonies with Daniel Barenboim
and the Berlin Staatskapelle on Teldec
DVD-Audio discs, with which the
DVD-A10 was eminently satisfying.
The symphonies were recorded in a
large studio, and sounded that way.
With all five discrete channels (no LFE)
at 24/96, Ifelt Iwas listening in alarge
space but not in a concert hall; the
reverb was simply not that long, nor did
Ihave any sense of agreat vertical extent
Stereophile, April 2001

to the stage. Higher strings and winds
were well localized but not pinpointed.
The bass instruments had bigger and
bigger personalities as they encumbered
more of the ambience, just as they do in
areal space.

Comparing the CD
to the six-channel DVD-A,
however, was revealing:
Details of voice and
string that Istrained to
discern on the CD
were natural and apparent
on the DVD-A.
Ihad time to sample only afew of the
symphonies (the "Pastoral," Teldec
8573-83061-9, and the "Choral," Teldec
8573-83063-9, impressed me) but look
forward to enjoying them all, again and
again, so delightful did Ifind the music
and its presentation. In fact, I was
stunned by the entry of the bass soloist,
René Pape, in the last movement of the
Ninth. Sure, Ihad expected him — but
while the orchestra was spread across
the virtual room and back from the
speaker plane, Pape popped up right
there, just to the inside of the left front
speaker, no more than 10' from me.
Eerie and exciting.
The DVD-A10 incorporates Dolby
Digital and DTS decoders as well as
passing those signals from its digital output. These functioned flawlessly and
were slightly more authoritative in character (read: had more bass) than the
Technics SH-AC500D decoder. However, unlike the decoder, the 'A10's setup
requires avideo monitor, even if you
want to use it only as an audio player.
The necessary menus for speaker balance and delay with the analog output
and the formatting of the digital output
are simply not usable without amonitor.
Moreover, playing aDVD without a
monitor is not as simple as you might
expect. Pop in one of the Teldec
Beethovens and, without the monitor
on, you'll have to press Play several
times before the music will start, and
you can't access the additional music
excerpts on the disc (Mahler, Strauss,
and
)at all! Even worse is that some
of the DVD samplers, MS or discrete,
open with aroom-shaking sonic blast
that accompanies the corporate logos.

orf

These are not Technics' fault but those
of DVD authoring. Obviously, DVD
producers assume that every user will
have amonitor hooked up. (It's outside
my bailiwick, but the DVD-A10 video
performance was excellent.)
Although I delayed reading J-10's
review until after my auditions, Inow
posit that consulting him on the
Technics DVD-A10 is like consulting
Mario Battali on The Olive Garden. J10 compared the $1200 'A10, in twochannel mode only, to the much more
expensive Sony, Marantz, and Accuphase SACD players, as well as to stateof-the-art CD players. The result should
not surprise: The 'Al0 couldn't go headto-head with these devices, nor should
you expect it to. Even for the same
money, you can do abit better than the
'A 10 with astandard CD player.
But the Technics DVD-A10 is not a
standard CD player, or even astandard
DVD player. The 'A 10 slices and dices:
it's aCD player, aDVD-Video player,
and aDVD-Audio player with multichannel capability. The better the
media Ifed it, the better it sounded. I
think that makes it apretty good deal
for the money.

"The. Stradivarius
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ngineers are often lost in the routinely harried process of making
records. Although a few — like
Tom Dowd and Rudy Van Gelder —
have achieved some measure of fame,
most labor over consoles in the shadow
of the more visible (and better-paid)
producer.
At times, though, the line between
engineer and producer blurs. That's the
case with Jim Anderson, an unassuming
but increasingly preeminent jazz engineer who is responsible for more than
50 sessions by such artists as Joe Henderson, Gonzalo Rubalcaba, Terence Blanchard, and J.J. Johnson. In the past few
years, he has developed aparticularly
close relationship with singer-pianist
Patricia Barber, having produced her last
four albums for Premonition Records
(distributed by Blue Note), including the
newly released Nightdub (90749).
Engineers are primarily defined by
their "sound," and Anderson is no
exception. "I can't make asound like
anybody else. Ican only make asound
like me," he says over coffee one morning. "I can't make aRudy [Van Gelder]
sound. Ican imitate him, but it's still
going to sound like Idid it. Ilike avery
clean, simple sound, but at the same
time avery direct one. The way Ihear a
mix when I'm working on it, Itry to listen to every element of the band, concentrate on it specifically to the exclusion of everything else. If something
leaps out and is constantly taking your
attention, it's not abalanced recording."
"Balanced" is also agood description
of Anderson's personality. Not surprisingly, he plays well with others, managing to get along with such difficult personalities as Cuban expatriate pianist
Gonzalo Rubalcaba, for whom he has
engineered Diz, The Blessing, and Inner
Voyage, and Barber, whose audiophilerespected catalog Anderson refers to as
"my résumé."
"My band is really aquartet, not atrio,
because Jim is the fourth member of the
group," Barber says from her home in
Chicago. "He makes me feel so at ease, so
calm." She recounts with alaugh how,
during her first sessions with Anderson,
for Café Blue (Premonition/Blue Note 5
21810 2), she returned from lunch to find
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that he had mixed the entire album while
she was gone. This kind of trust continues
to be the basis of their creative partnership. "He's very efficient," Barber says.
"He makes my life so much easier."
Anderson obviously appreciates the
fact that Barber has faith in him. "She has
total veto power," he says, "but for alot of
people, the process [of recording and
mixing] is downright boring and uninteresting. To me, it's the most fascinating
part of the whole thing. Ican sit there
forever and keep plugging away.
"Patriciajust comes back for the results,
which allows me to be alittle less selfconscious about what I'm doing. Once a
player fixates on something, they never
get it out of their brain. That little piece
that they've just played over and over and
over —when it comes by, they obsess on
it, and that's all they hear They won't hear
the flow or the phrasing. [For them,] it's
often like hot dogs and sausage. You don't
want to see how [records] are made. It
comes under the heading of 'What you
don't know won't hurt you.'"
One strong suit Barber was quick to
mention was the way Anderson supports
her vocals. "I love the sound of my voice
in the recordings I've done with Jim. Even
if Ihave aweak voice, if it's worn from a
gig, the way he feeds my voice to me
while we're recording allows my voice to
actually get stronger as the session goes on.
It makes me so confident that, unless I
have absolute laryngitis, Ican sing."
Anderson is not afan of using compressors while recording, although
vocals are an occasional exception. "It
just distracts my musical listening. But
there are times when you need something to sit inside amix. With some
singers you have to [use compression]—
you have to squash it down. With
Patricia, Idon't use a compressor, I
hand-ride it: Ilisten to it and shape the
line by hand."
How to record vocals is one of the
tricks Anderson picked up while working in his first love: radio. As astudent at
Pittsburgh's Duquesne University, he
eventually took charge of the school's
recording studio while also working as
an engineer at its radio station, WDUQ.
"We had apair of AKG C12A tube
microphones. Only one worked. The

Baird

first recital we had to do, we hung this
one microphone in the hall — almost like
Mercury Living Presence. It was the
Tamburitzans [a group of folk-singers/
dancers] on afill stage. We hung this
thing and, Ithink, accidentally found the
sweet spot. We turned it on and said
'Wow! Listen to that!' Everything was
there frequency-wise, top to bottom —
the image. It was just the best sound. I
was hooked."
Anderson parlayed his college-radio
gig into afull-time job as broadcast engineer with National Public Radio, where
he worked from 1974 through 1980,
along the way working live dates by such
luminaries as Eubie Blake, Sonny Rollins, Ella Fitzgerald, and Charles Mingus.
For the past two decades he's been afulltime record producer. The first session
that he soloed on as engineer was This
Bud'sfor You (Muse; out of print), a1984
quartet date by Bud Shank with Kenny
Barron, Ron Carter, and Al Foster. It was
then that Anderson began to establish
his own way of working.
"I don't know how other guys run
their sessions, but Ican get adrum sound
up pretty quickly —and usually keep the
session running on time.
"Because, again, of radio, Itend to be
very gingerly about the amount of EQ
and compression Iuse. The idea is not to
paint yourself into acorner. You try to
get the right mike in the right place. Itry
to approach things with the right kind of
mix, the right kind of microphone, as
opposed to using alot of compression
and EQ; this, to me, has alot more
punch and clarity.
"It's all spice. A little too much spice
and it's never going to work. If there's
not enough spice, it doesn't work either.
You've got to find the right recipe."
One recipe Anderson is excited about
is the impending surround-sound revolution. The 5.1-channel mixes he's fashioned from Barber's Nightdub sessions,
though as yet unreleased, have him
enthused about the possibilities of the
new medium.
"With stereo, maybe we've all
become alittle dulled to it. But with surround, new cilia arc being excited; new
spots on the brain are being touched for
the first time."
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The Austin Lounge Lizards
"71w lunatic is in my head
lite lunatics are in my head
Mn. raise the blade; you make the change
You rearraiwe me 'til is,, sane
You lock the door and throw away the key
There's someone in my head, but it's not me."

I

ttakes chutzpah to stand up in front
of abluegrass-festival crowd of thousands and perform the linchpin of
Pink Floyd's drug-addled classic, Dark
Side of the Moon, as a high-lonesome
plaint. But to make 'cm like it — that
takes talent, perhaps even a type of
genius. When they performed "Brain
Damage" at the 1983 Kerrville Bluegrass
Festival in Texas, the Austin Lounge
Lizards not only pulled it off, they won
the Best Band Award — another small
victory in along, unlikely career.
Even after 20 years, there's no such
thing as atypical Austin Lounge Lizards song. Nevertheless, "Grunge
Song," the opening cut on their newest CD, Never an Adult Moment (Sugar
Hill SUG CD-3818), is emblematic of
their best work — even if the band
didn't write it themselves.
Against an acoustic melody played by
sweet violin and strummed guitar, Conrad Deisler intones, "This is the part of
As funny as they are good-looking, these Lizards make wallets out of sacred cows and believers
the song that's really quiet /We play
out of anyone who thinks comedy and music -serious music -don't mix. Front, from left to right:
very soft, it sounds like aballad." The
Conrad Deisler, Les Browning, Tom Pittman; back: Hank Card, Boo Resnick, Richard Bowden.
music then switches to full-scale Seattlestyle distorted sludge: "And this is the
The playing is aperfect evocation of berant wordplay and obscure references.
part where we play real hard /It's much
louder than at the beginning." The band
the Seattle sound. In ascant 2:28, the
Musically, the band is atight unit featurLounge Lizards have performed the
ing precise four- and five-part vocal harswitches back to ballad mode: "And we
very model of agrunge song, while
monies and an extremely high level of
go back to the quiet part again /If the
affectionately skewering the entire
musicianship. After taking top honors at
whole song was this way, it would be
the Kerrville Bluegrass Festival in 1983,
boring." Back to the Seattle wall of genre and casting aknowing wink at
sound: "So we go back to playing loud / Magritte's Ceci n'est pas une pipe. But, as a they took Kerrville's "Band of the Year"
award in 1994. They have also repeatedIt's like the first time, but slightly louder / growing legion of fans can attest, that's
ly been named the Austin Chronicle's
This is where the obligatory solo goes / just par for the course for America's premier country comedy band —or is that "Best None of the Above Band."
Needlessly repetitive and self-indulNor is their musicianship confined
gent." Matching actions to words, guest country's funniest, most literate band?
to country, as illustrated by Conrad
fiddler Richard Bowden supplies asolo The one thing that has remained constant about the group over its 20-plus
Deisler's note-perfect surf-guitar solo
that is certainly virtuosic —and repetitive. "Yeah, we go back to playing loud / years of existence is that people have a on "Hey Little Minivan" and Lex
It's like the first time, but even louder / hard time describing exactly what it is Browning's norteño fiddle runs on "Big
they do so well.
Rio Grande River." In fact, one is
This is the place where it would be
tempted to wonder if it doesn't frusWhatever the genre, an Austin Lounge
quiet again /But we don't want it to be
Lizards song is literate and pointed; subtrate the band that the humor in their
too pre —" the band drops back to
material seems to eclipse their considacoustic mode again "— dictable / jects range from politics to popular culerable musical abilities.
ture and are noteworthy for their exuPredictable /Predictable."
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"Not at all," says steel guitarist, banjoplayer, and vocalist Torn Pittman. "Let's
face it, there are alot of guys out there
with good chops. People remember us
because we make 'em laugh. When we
play at afestival, people don't remember who played the best version of
`Rocky Top,' but they remember us
because there's nobody else doing bluegrass versions of `Brain Damage.' "
Adds Conrad Deisler (guitar, vocals,
songwriter), "At first we did amixture
of our original songs, obscure bluegrass
covers, and Johnny Horton songs... I
think we did `Secret Agent Man' and a
bluegrass version of the `Gilligan's
Island Theme,' along with alot of weird
stuff. As we added more original material, most of that earlier stuff went by
the wayside. We weren't all humorous
at first, but we found the songs that got
the most appreciation were the funny
ones, and so, little by little, we weeded
out the serious ones until the repertoire
resembled what it is today."
"We're a funny band, I guess,"
Pittman says. "We just played the music
we wanted to play the way we wanted
to play it and, lo and behold, an audience sprang up around it."
"I have atheory," Deisler confesses.
"I think we get invited to all of these
bluegrass festivals to give people a
chance to hold their mouths in adifferent expression for half an hour, after

two or three days of having them set in
reverential awe."
"Conrad and Imet each other back at
Princeton in 1975 or '76," says Hank
Card (guitar, vocals, songwriter). "We
both wound up in Austin and started

a Library

there we played our first show in Santa
Cruz. We were surprised to find that
people knew the words to our songs,
and that some of the stations were playing our songs — the noncommercial stations. Later that summer we were invited to play at the Earth First Rendezvous, and it began to look as though a
touring career might be viable, much to
our surprise. So we quit our day jobs —
except for Hank — and began along
series of low-budget, long-van-ride
tours with alot of sleeping on floors
and couches. Iremember one threeweeker up in New England that was
particularly brutal. These days, we pretty much never go out for longer than
three or four days."
There were personnel changes over
the years. Deisler, Card, and Pittman
were joined by bassist, vocalist, and
songwriter Boo Resnick in 1994, while
fiddler, mandolinist, vocalist, and songwriter Lex Browning, who commutes
from Nashville three times aweek to
rehearse, came aboard in 1999.
These days the Lizards tour about as
much as they care to, playing most
weekends and returning to Austin in
between. That schedule enables Hank
Card to serve as apart-time Texas state
administrative law judge, ajob that still
offers him immense satisfaction. "So far
I've been able to juggle 'em both.
Twenty years isn't abad run —if it all

"We just played
the music we wanted
to play the way we wanted
to play it and, lo and
behold, an audience
sprang up around it."
—Tom Pittman
goofin' around—playing on my front
porch, mostly —and then we met Tom.
In 1980, with Tom Ellis on bass, we
started playing in bars and stuff for tips
and free beer. We kept going along like
that for four or five years, until afriend
convinced us to record an album, which
we did, and it somehow made its way
out to California."
"In 1987 we were hired by the
Strawberry Spring Music Festival out in
Yosemite, California," adds Deisler. "les
agreat festival, and while we were out

The Austin Lounge Lizards: An Annotated Discography

E

ach Austin Lounge Lizards disc has
something to recommend it—the
level of songwriting started out high
and just got better However, the more
recent CDs, on Sugar Hill, have the
best sound (HDCD encoding even!).
The band has retained the rights to
their earlier albums and has reissued
them in spanking-new HDCD-remastered editions, considerably improving
the sound over the original Watermelon releases.
Creatures from the Black Saloon
Sugar Hill SUC CD-3902 (CD). 1984. Dan
Huckabee, Austin Lounge Lizards, prods.; Larty
Seyer, eng.; David Glasser, HDCD remastering.
ADD? TT: 39:39

The Lizards were just newts when
they recorded their first CD in 1984,
but you'd never know that to listen to
them today. Conrad Deisler now contends, "If you listen to our first album,
it will be readily apparent that we used
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to drink in the studio, but we don't do
that any more and you'll notice quite a
difference — especially in tempo."
There's really no need for apology
Hank Card's ability to channel any
number of classic country singers —
from Waylon Jennings to Jerry Jeff
Walker — gave the Lizards' songs a
vocal credibility to match their instrumental virtuosity. When Card sang "I
want to ride in the car Hank died
in /Iwarm stretch out in the back
/of that big ol' Cadillac /Iwant to
ride that shiny car /to every honkytonk and bar," he convinced.
A Devo parody, "Cool Whip,"
seems well past its sell-by date these
days, but songs like "Keepin' Up with
the Joneses" ("Drive my car like
Parnelli /And I've been drinkin' like
George /Getting' wrecked like ol'
Casey /Drinldn' poison lilce Jim ...")
and "The War Between the States"

("We invaded Pennsylvania / The
turnpike it was long /We all marched
into Stuckey% /One hundred thousand strong /The pecan logs were
delicious /Oh! —They were atasty
treat /How could we know that later
/We would taste agreat defeat?") are
still astitch.
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falls apart tomorrow, Ican at least say I
did apretty good job of it."
Indeed. Never an Adult Moment, the
band's seventh full-length CD (1996's
Live Bait is asix-song EP), shows the
group's extraordinary reach. In addition
to "Grunge Song," the record contains
bassist Resnick's "Big Rio Grande
River," aMarty Robbins parody giddy
with redundance: "In the pass they call
El Paso, back in 1921 /We saddled up
and took aride, and ate apicnic lunch
outside /'Neath the fiery inferno of the
hot August sun / Alone with me,
unchaperoned, alocal Texas miss /Yes,
lovely Linda was the girl, / her brilliance brightened up my world /While
Iwas serving sadly /at the fort that's
known as Bliss ... "
Adult Moment also showcases atopical song, "Rasputin's HMO": "My time
is passing swiftly and Ihaven't got a
prayer /Are these the gates of Hell or
am Istill in managed care?" But the
highlight —not to mention what must
surely rank as one of the strangest songs
ever written—is "The Illusion Travels
by Stock Car," which imagines what
The Richard Petty Story might have been
like had it been filmed by noted surrealist director Luis Buñuel. As the band
plays the strange little tango that comprised the score for Un chien andalou,
Deisler sings of an artistic dispute
between the NASCAR champion and

file »SUN LOUNGE LiZad'D.5

caFe
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Highway Calif of the Damned
Sugar Hill SUG CD-3901 (HDCD). 1988. Conrad
Deisier, prod.; Larry Seyer, eng.; David Glasser,
HDCD remastering. ADD? Tr: 35:49

By the time the Lizards recorded
their second outing in 1988, the polish from touring regularly was beginning to show. They were much
stronger musically — bassist Michael
Stevens had been replaced by Kirk
Williams, and mandolinist/fiddler
Tim Wilson by Paul Sweeny — and
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the surrealist: "With asingle slash, Petty
hands Magritte his bowler hat /Kitty
Deneuve fades like aCheshire cat /
Salvador Dalí melts away with all his
clocks /The film scraps on the floor
have risen past King Richard's socks /

"I get alot of my inspiration
from aural hallucinations.
I'll mishear something—
that's not what they're
actually saying, but
what if it was?"
— Conrad Deisler
Bawd insists his name be pulled out of
the credits /After Petty finishes his
edits /Driving fast and turning left are
all that's left because / Realistically,
that's all one ever does."
"I have two modes of songwriting,"
Deisler admits. "I get alot of my inspiration from aural hallucinations. I'll mishear something — that's not what
they're actually saying, but what if it
was? It leads to the bizarre and the
absurd side of things.
"'The Illusion Travels by Stock Car'
came about the other way, where we

the songs were tighter. Where some
of Saloon's tunes seemed generic
country parodies, the songs on Café
told believable stories about (mosdy)
believable people, such as the displaced gay tnidwesterner of "Cornhusker Refugee," living in San
Francisco and pining for home: "It's
hard to be gay in Lodgepole, Nebraska /That's something Inever
should have asked him to do /When
he left me he shattered my rose-colored glasses /Still my mind keeps
searching for the simple life Iknew."
And, like Bobby Bare before them,
the Lizards were on solid ground
singing about the economy: "I need
industrial-strength tranquilizer / A
shot of Old Crow and a glass of
Budweiser /To help survive inflation
with my falling pay."
Cafés title song and "The Chester
Nimitz Oriental Garden Waltz"
began to hint at the Lizards' twisted
side. "Highway Café of the Damned"
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experience something that seems pretty
weird on its own and then extrapolate
from it. About five years ago, we were
playing in Johnson City, Tennessee, and
afterwards we went back to the motel
and drank beer and watched TV The
only channel that wasn't running an
infomercial at lam was the Auto Racing
Channel, and they were featuring a
movie called The Richard Petty Story. It
may have been our state of mind, but it
appeared to be asurrealistic movie —
there was alot of drivin' fast and turnin'
left, as we say in the song. Then they'd
have alittle vignette, and then they'd all
be off in the cars again.
"So Iwondered what it would be
like if asurrealistic filmmaker did film a
NASCAR driver's life story. It's what
we call a'5% song' — we don't expect
more than 5% of our audience to get it.
You've got to have more than apassing
acquaintance with both Richard Petty
and Luis Buñuel, and those aren't sets
that intersect very frequently."
Not that all Austin Lounge Lizards
songs require esoteric knowledge.
Some have grown out of common
everyday experiences, such as Employee
of the Month's "Hey Little Minivan," a
straight-ahead Beach Boys automotive
brag song updated to encompass a
modern dad's preferred ride: "She's
got an automatic tranny with overdrive /and the radio's tuned to Magic

tells the tale of aman in the grip of
seven vices ("Sloth and Avarice,
Fornication, Television, Whiskey,
Beer, and Wine") who discovers his
life has condemned him to an eternity
of "stile rolls and casseroles until the
end of time," while "Chester Nimitz"
is aGilbert-and-Sullivanesque rumination on romance and the fleeting
nature of glory, set in the admiral's war
memorial in Fredericksburg, Texas.
Lizard Vision
Flying Fish 70569 (CD). 1991. Conrad Deisler,
prod.; Charles Ray, eng. MD? TT: 34:38

This live recording from 1991 is loads
of fun, but not fantastic sonically.
Vocals seem atad swimmy and diffuse,
while the band sounds relatively flat —
soundstage-wise, that is. Musically,
they're on.
The set starts with the band's notorious cover of "Brain Damage," which
wreaks havoc with the song's pretensions to profundity while simultane-
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ously tweaking the almost religious
regard accorded the bluegrass canon
by its most zealous adherents.
But the Lizards are great believers
in equal opportunity when it comes
to skewering the uptight. They take
aim at the self-righteously saved in
"Jesus Loves Me But He Can't Stand
You": "I'm going to heaven, boys,
when Idie /Because I've crossed
every tand dotted every i/ My
preacher tells me that I'm God's kind
of guy /that's why Jesus loves me —
but you're gonna fry." And the hyperpolitically-aware are targeted in "A
Case of Coors Beer": "My paper says
the protests are radically fueled /And
insidiously victimize bleeding-heart
fools..."
Astraightforward reading of Irving
Berlin's "C-U-B-A" proves that the
old master could be ahoot. Written
during Prohibition, the song asks,
"Why don't you do your drinking
like aCuban /Instead of hiding in
the cellar?"
The album ends with the Lizards'
irreverent parody of "Honey," an easy
but oh-so-deserving target.

than any five college boys ought to
be able to.
Small Minds
Sugar Hill SUC CD-3903 (HDCD). 1995. Conrad
Deisler, prod.; Larry Seyer, Jim Watts, Charlie
Sexton, engs.; David Glasser, HDCD remastering. DDD. TT: 40:22

The Lizards hit their stride with this
1995 CD, which is nearly all prime
cuts. It represents current bassist/
vocalist/songwriter Boo Resnick's
first outing as aLizard, and he's a
strong addition to the band. It was
also their first appearance on their
current label, Sugar Hill, and boasts
good clean studio sound to boot.
In addition to "Old Blevins," Small
Minds offers two other songs about
the disadvantages of not being all that
bright: "Life is Hard, But Life is
Hardest When You're Dumb" and
"Shallow End of the Gene Pool."
Feeling the need to demonstrate
reptilian solidarity, they protested the

Austi n Lounge Lizards
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Paint Me on Velvet
Flying Fish 70618 (CD). 1993. Conrad Deisler,
prod.; Lany Sayer, eng. AAD7 Tr: 35:51

Richard Bowden stepped into the
revolving mandolinises chair for this
1993 recording, aworkmanlike effort
that's not up to the standard of Creatures
and Highway Café. Still, it has some
great moments, such as the title track's
Waylon-Jennings-meets-Robert-Bly
self-pity fest: "So paint me on velvet /
And do not disguise /The bright silver
teardrop /That you've brought to my
eye /Hang me out by the roadside /
For the whole world to see /Jesus and
Elvis /and Willie and me."
In ablow for right-thinking country fans everywhere, the band advises us to "Put the Oak Ridge Boys in
the Slammer." And for reasons
known only to themselves, they
cover Sheb Wooley's "Purple People
Eater." But credit where credit is
due: They make it work.
Velvet's highlight is a delicious
gospel take on "The Three Little
Pigs" called "Three Sinners." Hitting
the five-part harmonies like slumming angels, they sell the song like
all get-out. They may not be the
Swan Silvertones, but they get closer
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stain on the newt's escutcheon by the
then Speaker of the House in
"Gingrich the Newt": "We'd like to
set the record straight by singing of
the newt /For newts are open-minded; they are flexible and cute."
Ube Bolt
Sugar Hill SUC CD-3904 (HDCD EP). Steve
Starnes, prod.; Conrad Deisler, Boo Resnick,
Richard Bowden, prods., engs.; Larry Glasser,
HDCD mastering. DOD. Tr: 20:34

This six-song live EP was released to
take "Gingrich the Newt" to awider
audience — astrategy that was less
than successful. Keeping to the political theme, it also featured "Teenage
Immigrant Welfare Mothers on
Drugs" ("They're on the dole /They
speak Español!"), while the "The Car
Hank Died In," "Father of aHonky
Tonk Girl," "The Golden Triangle,"

and "Highway
Café of the Damned" showcase the band's onstage proficiency.
They sound like they're having a
ball — and so does the audience.
For alive record, the sound's pretty
good. The overall ambience is slightly
over-reverberant, but there's no question they're out of the studio here.
Richard Bowden's "unending" fiddle
cadenza on "The Golden Triangle"
will have you in stitches.
Employee of the Month
Sugar Hill SUG CD-3874 (HDCD). 1998. Conrad
Deisler, Boo Resnick. Richard Bowden, prods.;
Larry Seyer, eng. ODD. Tr: 3933

Consistently enjoyable, this 1998 disc
has awide range of musical forms,
ranging from the boosterism of
"Stupid Texas Song" to the early '60s
car-song braggadocio of "Hey Little
Minivan" to the solemnity of
"Leonard Cohen's Day Job" and the
neo-gospel harmonies of "The Other
Shore," asong about how we will be
reunited with our possessions in the
afterlife: "On the other shore /We
will reunite with all the things we
ever owned before /Our single socks
will be to their rightful pairs restored /
We'll meet all our possessions on the
other shore."
"La Cacahuate" Mlle Peanut") is a
norteño instrumental that illustrates
why the band continues to score so
well on the festival scene — they're
serious musicians with superb chops.
This two-step, played by Deisler, Pittman, Resnick, and Bowden, would
set folks to dancing in any border
dance hall.
I'm more than alittle surprised that
no country stations jumped on "The
Dogs, They Really Miss You." It's full
of tear-jerking images of "Our little
ones who wait at home, heartbroken
and upset /And though they don't
remember much, they can't seem to
forget..." Ah well, another missed
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opportunity for the increasingly
bland country airwaves.
Never on Aduk Moment
Sugar Hill SUC CD-3918 (HOU)). 2000.
Conrad Deisler, Boo Resnick, prods.; Larry
Seyer, Richard Bowden, engs. DOD. TT:
42:33

The Lizards' newest, strongest,
and best-sounding disc showcases
an increasingly professionalsounding band —they're not just
in it for the free beer anymore.
Sixteen years after their first
release, Card, Deisler, and Pittman, now joined by the strongest
bandmates they've ever had, have
reached the point where they
never sound less than superb.
Newest Lizard Lex Browning
and five-year veteran Boo Resnick have brought impressive
songwriting and engineering
skills to the group, and the
Lizards have forged astrong quintet that can play just about anything, from credible grunge to
bizarre tangos.
Browning's relaxed singing
and offbeat writing, as exemplified in "Big 01' Bone," are an impressive augury of the future.
Half hokum, half love-song,
"Bone" takes one
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hilarious turn after
another, ending up pretty much
where it started and leaving the
listener asking, Just what was he
singing about, anyway?
It makes you wonder what
those boys are going to do next. I
can't wait to find out.
The Austin Lounge Lizards' touring
schedule and other information are
available at unvw.austinlizards.com.
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95 /She gets 30 miles on agallon of
gas /And Ican schlep all the girls to
gymnastics class /She's got her headlights on both night and day /She's
the most practical value in the USA /
She's got cruise control, ABS, and EFI
/Ikeep her Michelins at 32 psi." The
song was written by Boo Resnick, but
Deisler, aFord Aerostar-drivin' father
of two, must have added apersonal
touch or two.
The Lounge Lizards draw some of
their best material from their home
state. "Being asatirist in Texas is not
exactly the hardest gig in the world,"
says Hank Card. "We were playing at a
club in Arlington, Texas and we heard
some nameless hat act singing asong on
the radio about how great Texas was,
and Boo said, 'Hey, another stupid song
about Texas!' And we were off—we all
completed it together. We used to write
songs solo, but lately we all seem to
participate in the creation."
The resulting "Stupid Texas Song"
says it all: "By God we're so darn proud
to be from Texas — yahoo! /Even of
our pride we're proud and we're proud
of that pride, too /Our pride about our
home state is the proudest pride indeed
/And we're proud to be Americans,
until we can secede ... /Our accents arc
the drawliest, our howdies the y'alliest, /
Our Lone Star flag's the waviest, our
fried steak's the cream-graviest /Our
rattlesnakes the coifiest, our beaches are
the oiliest /Our politicians most corrupt, our stop signs most abrupt."
Another classic Lizards bit takes a
C&W staple, the story-song that condenses hard-won wisdom into alifechanging barroom encounter — think
Kenny Rogers' "The Gambler" — and
adds asobering dose of reality. "I could
tell he had some wisdom to impart /
Some story that was etched and
burned and stamped upon his heart /
And his eyes began to glisten /'Cause
he knew that Iwould listen /We sat
there at the bar 'til nearly three /And
this is what Old Blevins said to me /
He said, `Blah blah blah blah blah blah
blah blah"
"Leonard Cohen's Day Job," perhaps
the most ambitious Lizards song, was
obviously alabor of love. Each Lizard
has his own take on Canada's poet/
singer/songwriter, but each obviously
holds Cohen in high regard. They
speak of his appearance on PBS's Austin
City Limits in hushed tones not far
removed from awe. Tom Pittman, who
is Cohen's vocal stand-in on the song,
recalls, "I had aLeonard Cohen experience at aconcert he did here that just
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changed my life. He taught me that you
can be just barely asinger at all and still
be really effective—in fact, if he were
better, it might not work as well. And
since my voice is like that, it really was a
welcome revelation." Straining at the
bottom of his range, Pittman sings:
"You drive your car in, pull it up on the
rack /You promise me faithlessly that
you'll be back. /Iwait in the pit, it's the
fate Ihave earned / For believing
someday you'll return. /To the streets
of New York from my tower of song, /
Icome to work where the common

"Being asatirist in Texas
is not exactly the hardest
gig in the world."
—Hank Card

folk throng. /In my famous blue shirt
with its patch that says ten' /Then I
go back to write songs again."
The chorus sings: "Leonard Cohen's
working aday job they say /For bizarre
inspiration and hourly pay." And
Pittman answers, "And Iswear by the
grease in the crease of my hand, /If you
need speedy lubin', I'll prove /I'm your
man." Later in the song, he tells St. Joan,
on her charger of white, "Let me take a
look under your hood /All that smoke
doesn't look very good."
It's a hilarious parody that pulls
melodic and lyrical elements from
about seven different Cohen songs. It's
also, like most of the Lizards' material,
affectionate to the point of loving. The
bite of the Austin Lounge Lizard is definitely not poisonous.
And why should it be? All the band
wants out of the deal is to have agood
time while making good music.
"The reason we have succeeded — to
the extent we have succeeded—is we
never really set out to succeed. We set
out to play music we liked and that
amused us. We never set out to put
together arepertoire that would satisfy
some vague entity at arecord label. This
was all done for us— it was our band
and we were going to do it our way."
After 20 years on the road, is that the
suns of their wisdom?
"We've learned not to play places
called Juanita's, and we've learned not
to play places with anumber in their
name. The worst of all possible worlds
would be Juanita's 666."
CI
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.

a $10,000

invest

'Delivery *Super System Set-up 'Custom Insta
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials

How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment
-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins
-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business
-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!
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QUEEN: A NIGHT AT THE OPERA LP

PATRICIA BARBER:
NIGHTCLUB
Patricia Barber makes a set of standards she has been playing live for years
all her own on her newest disc. "Nightclub." Each song is invested with aprofoundly ravishing and haunting melodicism. A must for fans! CO, $14.99. LP
$29.99. Companion, Modern Cool and
Café Blue discs also available.
CDs $14.99, 180g LPs, $29.99.

software
The following LPs and CDs are just a
sampling of what we carry. Call for a
free catalog.
Acoustic Disc CDs
$13.99
Alert Holly Cole Canadian CDs
$18.99
Analogue Productions 180g LPs
$27.99
Audioquest CDs
$13.99
Blue Note LPs
$17.99
Chesky CDs
$13.99
Classic Records LPs
$12.99/$26.99
DCC LPs
$24.99
Music Direct is now the exclusive worldwide distributor of DCC LPs.
DCC Gold CDs
$22.99
Decca LPs
$28.99
DMP CD Sale
$4.99/$7.99
Save big on select titles!
Donan xCDs
$13.99
EMI Pop Vinyl Salel
$1999-$2999
First Impressions XRCDs
$29.99
Groove Note LPs
$27.99
Harmonia Mundi CDs
$15.99
Hyperion 20th Anniversary CDs
$13.99
JVC XRCDs
$25.99
Mapleshade CDs
$13.99
MCA Hendrix Heavy Vinyl
Call
Mobile Fidelity LPs
Call
We still have many Anadisc 200 LPs
Mobile Fidelity Gold COs
$9.99 &up
We have the world's largest inventory! Call
for acomplete listing
Mosaic LP box sets
Call
Original Jazz Classics LPs
$9.99
Reference Recordings CDs
$13.99
Simply Vinyl 180g LPs
$29.99
Sony Gold CDs
$24.99
Speakers Corner LPs
$29.99
Sundazed I.Ps
Super Analogue LPs
Vivante LPs
Water lily CDs

$15.99
$27.99
$29.99
$14.99

DCC could not have made abetter choice for its
first new LP release in over ayear. The bombast
with asense of humor culminates on the pseudo-operatic masterpiece "Bohemian Rhapsody."The meticulous production is brought
dazzlingly to life, as always, by Steve Hoffman.
$24.99. Also available on gold CD. $24.99.
DVDs
Chesky
Classic Records
WEA Audio
Whirlwind Audio/Video DVDs

$26.99
$29 99
$22 99
$29 99

SACDs
Audioquest
DMP
Sony
Telarc
Vanguard

$26 99
$26 99
$22.99
$26.99
$28.99

In addition to items featured here, we carry
one of the country's largest inventories of
domestic and import vingt CDs, and other products from: Analogue Productions, Alto Edition,
Audioquest, Clarity, Classic Records, Decca,
Delos, Dorian, First Impressions, GRP, John
Marks Records, MA, Mercury, Haim,
Sheffield Lab, Sony, Stereophile, Telarc, and
Water Lily.

hardware and
accessories
ANALOG
PHONO CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica 0C9
.
$199.99
Benz Glider2 cartridge
Call
Clearaudio Arum Beta cartridge
Call
Dynavector DV-10x4
$349.99
Grado Reference cartridges
Call
Shure V15VxMR
$274.99
Sumiko Blue Point Special
$294.99
TURNTABLES
Michell Gyrodec SE w/ RB-300 arm $1995.00
Music Hall MMF-5 turntable
Rega Planar 32000 turntable
New Improved Model!
Rega Planar 25 turntable
VPI Aries turntable
PHONO PREANIPS
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage
Monolithic Sound Phono preamp
McCormack Micro Phono Drive
Musical Surroundings Phonomena

$499.99
Call
Call
$2399.99
Call
$399.99
$594.99
$599.99

CUSTOM POWER CORDS
Music Direct is proud to recommend the
Golden Ear award-winning power cords from
Custom Power Cord Company. The Top Gun
and its high current brother, the HCFi, reduce
RFI noise better than any other cord on the
market, leaving just the music. Call for pricing on various lengths.

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
$17999
Aesop Orbitrac 2
$3999
Cardas Sweep LP
$23.99
Disc Doctor record brushes
$34.99/Pr
Disc Dr. Miracle Record Ong Fluid $21.99/pt
Express Machining Heavyweight
$89.99
For Rega tonearms. 10 version $99.99
Gruv-Glide II
$24.99
HiFi News Test LP
$29.99
Hunt Brush
$19.99
Last Record Preservative
$2999
Last Stylus Cleaner
$17.99
Milty Zerostat
$59.99
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Fi record cleaner
$44999
Record Research Labs LP-9
$24.99
Ringmat 330XLR
$79.99
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
$19.99
VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine $429.99
Free Shipping on 16.5!
VRP record sleeves
100/$34.99
DIGITAL
CD/DVD HARDWARE
Rega Planet 2000
Monolithic P3 Power Plant.
MSB Lark Dac Version 3
MSB P1000 Power Supply
Perpetual Tecnologies P3A DAC
CD/DVD UPGRADES
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Bedini Ultra Clarifier If
Mango Audio Orpheus CD mat
Optrix CD cleaner

Call
$349.99
$359.99
$269.99
$699.99

POWER UNE CONDITIONERS
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
Monster HTS-5000 Power Center

$599.99
Call
$539.99

a,antum Symphony

$259.99

MISCELLANEOUS 'MEEKS
Audio Prism Ouietline Filters
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet
Black Diamond Racing cones (3)
Bright Star Big Rock 1
G8iD Transforms Mobie
Grado SR60 headphones
Highwire Powerwrap

$27.50
$44.99
$68.99
$59.99
$174.99
$249.99
$62.99
$49.99

Kontak cleaner
$39.99
McCormack Micro Headphone drive $794.99
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
$39.99
Purist Burn-In CD
$129.99
Rightway Audio Suspendors (ea)
$29.99
Ringmat Statmat II
$39.99
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
$349.99
Sennheiser H0580 headphones
$199.99
Shakti Stone
$199.99
Shakti On-Lines (pr)
$99.99
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 4)
$11.99
TeknaSonic C-10 Vibration Absorber $99.99/
1
x
UFO Ultimate Field Optimizer
$299.99
Vibrapods
$5.99
XL0 TPC wipes Ipkg of 10)
$9.99
3M Damping Sheets
$4.99 ea
Music Direct also features accessories and
hardware from: Arcici, Argent, API, Audio
Prism, Audioquest, Basis, Bedini, Benz Micro,
Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star
Audio,Caig, Creek, Echo Busters, Enacom,
Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Marigo, Monster
Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat, Roomtune Salamander, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Sota,
Standesign, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI.

the fine print

We're open Monday tfiru Friday, 9a -6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p, Central time. For a
catalog. leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is a$5 charge for catalogs
mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.

$17.99
$149.99
$79.99
.S16 99

CABLES AND CONDITIONING
POWER CORDS
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord $561.99
ElectraGlide MK If Power Cord
$529.99
Synergistic AC Master Coupler
Call
DIGITAL CABLE
Audio Insurgents Mystery
$99.99
Creative Cable Green Hornet
$299.99
INTERCONNECTS
Audioquest
Call
Creative Cable 3.0 M
$374.99
Discovery Signature
$450.00
Synergistic Kaleidoscope PI
Call

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact discs
OVO/SACO
audio system accessories

800.449.8333
318 North Laflin Street

Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200

Call for our free 2001 catalog!

fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.com
www.amusicdirect.com
secure web ordering!
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Notes

Chip
ple mikes mixed
down to two-track
1 "analog tape running at 30ips to
achieve the results
he's looking for, so
be it. So while this
SACD comprises
the cream of four
different sessions
(from 1992, 1994,
1996, and 1997), as
mastered to SACD
by the estimable
Bernie Grundman
using Sony Direct
Stream
Digital
(DS D), it takes
some pretty agile
listening to discern
the differences between the sessions.
Taping at 30ips instead of 15ips may
AudioQuest SACD
yield less slam and bass extension, but
offers noticeable enhancements of air,
MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN: Soul Survivor: The Best of
transparency, and harmonic detail that
Mighty Sam McClain
AudioQuest AQ-SACD1053 (SACD). 1999. Joe
serve the music well. Mighty Sam is not
Harley, prod.; Michael C. Ross, eng. AAD. Tr: 69:04
married to the blunderbuss school of the
blues, which requires that every gesture
ocalist Mighty Sam McClain ocbe italicized in Day-Glo and every Fendcupies that crack in space and
time that seems to sum up and
er bass part ring out like the Big Bang.
From the opening track, Carlene Cartees
synthesize the not-so-disparate worlds
"Too Proud," there's apalpable sense of
of blues, R&B, southern funk, and
air as Bruce ICatz's creamy B-3 organ degospel — or, as McClain puts it, "hangfines adeep, mellow spot in the back of
ing on that cross between heaven and
the soundstage while Sam's voice lingers
the blues." That covers alot more aesup front.
thetic and emotional distance than you
By reining in his great reserves of
might suspect, though it represents a
power, Mighty Sam adds immeasurably
vein of Americana that has long yielded
to the enormous dynamic range of this
recorded gold, going all the way back to
Blind Willie Johnson in the 1920s. (If compilation — to particular effect on
"When the Hurt is Over (Maybe Love
you want to max out your goose-pimple
potential, check out Johnson's recording Will Flow)," wherein McClain & Co.
of "Dark Was the Night... Cold Was evoke amood so humid you can practithe Ground" on The Complete Blind Willie cally taste the salt in his sweat. The
soundstaging is full of detail, the slide
Johnson, Columbia/Legacy C2K 52835.)
guitar slipping out front to tease the
In any event, while it's possible, even
plausible, to record the blues in digital vocalist as he groans away in the loneliness of recollection as all the light seems
(as DMP's Tom Jung did with the
to bleed out of the sky. If that stilt:cm
Vivino Brothers), there's something to
to you awide palette of rich, involving,
be said about the older, creakier technatural sounds portrayed holographicalnologies and all those unruly analog artily, then yes, you have most assuredly
facts. Having sat on panels with produccaught my drift.
er Joe Harley, Iknow him to be apracIf you want another draught from
tical man not beholden to any particular
this well, check out Blues Quest (AQ"audiophile" approach; if it takes multiStereophile, April 2001

Stern

SACD1052), an SACD compilation of
Harley's other AudioQuest sessions.

WC XRCD
THELONIOUS MONK: Thelonious Himself
Thelonious Monk, piano. On track 8 only: John
Coltrane, tenor sax; Wilbur Ware, bass
Riverside/JVC VIO 60170 (CD). 1957/1998. Orrin
Keepnews, prod.; Jack Higgins, eng. AAD. TT:
70:03
JOE PASS: Virtuoso
Joe Pass, acoustic & electric guitar
Pablo/NC V10-60256 (CD). 1973/1999. Norman
Granz, prod.; Dennis Sands, eng. AAD. TT: 53:07
SONNY ROLLINS: Way Out West
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Ray Brown, bass; Shelly
Manne, drums
Contemporary/JVC VICJ-60088 (CD). 1957/1997.
Lester Koenig, prod.; Roy DuNann, eng. AAD. TT:
71:20
CHET BAKER: It Could Happen to You: Chet Baker
Sings
Chet Baker, trumpet, vocals; Kenny Drew, piano;
Sam Jones, George Morrow, bass; Philly Joe Jones,
Dannie Richmond, drums
Riverside/NC V10 60260 (CD). [19591/1999. Bill
Grauer, prod.; Jack Higgins, eng. MD. Tr: 44:05
JOHNNY GRIFFIN: The Kerry Dancers
Johnny Griffin, tenor sax; Barry Harris, piano; Ron
Carter, bass; Ben Riley, drums
Riverside/NC VIO 60102 (CD). 1961-62/1997. Orrin
Keepnews, prod.; Ray Fowler, eng. AAD. Tr: 39:01

VC's XRCD reissue series offers a
treasure trove of classic jazz remastered in amanner that seems targeted at analog and tube fanatics. "XRCD"
stands for "extended resolution compact
disc"; by taking extra care at every step
in their 20-bit conversion process,
including the use of magneto-optical
discs and, ta-da, AC power regulation
(for all you fans of custom power cords),
JVC seems to fly in the face of current
standard CD remastering and manufacturing processes. XRCDs have qualities
of depth, focus, and heft that strike me as
analogous to the qualities Iesteem in
good triode gear. JVC's overall vibe is "If
we are to err as we hot-rod this master
tape, let it be on the side of warmth." In
this era of digital's ascendance, it's reassuring to note such dedication to the
older verities.
Having experienced the XRCD
sound signature on a host of combo
recordings from the 1950s and '60s, I
was most keen to hear from their most
recent domestic release, which debuted
199
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SACD
DVD Audio
Direct-to-Disc

Highest quality recordings available!
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF AUDIOPHILE SOFTWARE

SONY SACDs er7-

These SACDs are
single-layered and
must be played
on an SACO player

$24.95

FREE!

CLASSIC DVDs 24/96

$30.00
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD

Hank Mobley Roll Call
Freddie Hubbard Open Sesame
Muddy Waters Folk Singer

GOAD 1016
CDAD 1019
CDAD 1020

ProkoliewRimsky-Korsakov St. Louis Orch./Slatkin.
Cannonball Adderley Something Else
Or John Plays Mac Rebennack
Mussorgsky/Holst Bald Mtn.-St. Louis Orch./Slatkin
John Coltrane Blue Train

CDAD
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD

1021
1022
1023
1027
1028

AntiII Corrohoree-London Sym. Orch/Goossens
Duke Ellington 8 Louis Armstrong Great Reunion
Burt Bacharach Casino Royale
Alan Parsons IRobot .

CDAD
CDAD
CDAD
CDAD

1029
1031
1033
1035

APO albums pressed on
180 gram virgin vinyl

1004
1007
1008
1011
1012
1014

,,,,,,,

1.13-180
$2

Recorded live. direct-to-disc
at Blue Heaven Studios.

5

Wild Child
Butler
6songs
AAPO 004

Lazy Lester
6songs
AAPO 003

Miles Davis Quintet
The Great Prestige Recordings
5LPs (180 Gram)-$200
AAPJ 035

SlereophTe
RECORDS TO
DIE FOR

5CDs (DCC Gold)-$175

CDCC 035

t
Thelonious Monk
The Riverside Tenor Sessions
7LPs (180 Gram)-5250 AAPJ 037
7CDs (Gold)-6250
CAPJG 037

The Absolute
Sound
GOLDEN EAR
AWARD 2000

Jimmie Lee Robinson
All My Life
2LPs-$30
AAPO 2011-45
CD-S16
SACD-$30

Nancy Bryan
Neon Angel
2LPs-S30

CAPO 2011 CD-S16
CAPO 2011 SA SACD-530
(LPs are 45RPM)

Honeyboy Edwards Shake 'Em On Down
LP-525
AAPO 2010 SACO -530
CD-S16
CAPO 2010 DVD-530

LPs $25 •CDs $16

Please use these prefixes when ordering: LP =AAPO
Jimmy D. Lane Legacy
Jimmie Lee Robinson Remember Me
Little Hatch Goin' Back
Weepin Willie At Last. On Time

AAPO 2013-45
CAPO 2013
CAPO 2013 SA

CAPO 2010 SA
CAPOD 2010
CO =CAPO
2005
2006
2007
2009

Steely Dan Can't Buy A Thrill
Joe Cocker With ALittle Help From My Friends
Joan Armatrading Joan Armatrading
Supertramp Crime Of The Century
Suzanne Vega Suzanne Vega
J.J. Cale Naturally
Gerry Mulligan The Concert Jazz Band
Oscar Peterson Night Train
Jimmy Smith The Cat

AABC 75E'
AA8M 310E
AA8M 3228AA8M 3647
AA8M 5072
AA8M 68105
AVER 8388
AVER 8538
AVER 8587
AVER 8633
AVER 8432
AVER 8523

Chuck Mangione Children Of Sanchez 2LPs-S50
Ella Fitzgerald Sings Cole Porter 2LPs-$55
Mahler Sym. 3, LSO'Solti 2LPs-S55

AA8M 6700
AVER 4001
ADEC 385/6

1
•:t
C.>

Rachmaninoff Sym. Dances Vocalise. DSO/Johanes
John Lee Hooker Mr. Lucky
Glory (Soundtrack) James Horner/Harlem Boys Choir
John Lee Hooker Boom Boom
Earl Hines 8 Jimmy Rushing Blues 8. Things
Terry Evans Blues For Thought

$30

SPEAKERS CORNER LPs

Wynton Kelly Trio Smokin* Al The Hall Note
Stan Getz 8 Charlie Byrd Jazz Samba
Stan Getz 8 Luiz Boda Jazz Samba Encore

Willie Nelson Stardust
CSON 65946 SA
Stevie Ray Vaughan Couldn't Stand The Weather CSON 65871 SA
Stevie Ray Vaughan Texas Flood
CSON 65870 SA
D Carole King Tapestry
CSON 65850 SA
Keb Ms The Door
CSON 61428 SA
Dances With Wolves (Soundtrack) John Barry
CSON 46982 SA
Tony Bennett The Ultimate Tony Bennett
CSON 63570 SA

For more tdles checA our 22ebsite. www.acousticsounds.com

()ECU

Beethoven Sym. 3Op 55-Cleveland
CSON 89341 SA
Mozart Sym. 38, 40-Columbia Orch./Walter
CSON 06494
Beethoven Sym. 6Op 68-Columbia Orch./Walter CSON 06012 SA
Brahms Sym. 4Op 98-Columbia Orch/Walter
CSON 06113
Ravel Boléro-NY Phil, Cleveland Orch./Boulez . .CSON 89121 SA
Billie Holiday Lady In Satin
Harry Connick, Jr. We Are In Love
Louis Armstrong Ambassador Satch
Miles Davis Kind Of Blue
Miles Davis Sketches Of Spain
Charles Mingus Mingus Ah Urn
Dave Brubeck Quartet Time Out
Thelonious Monk Straight. No Chaser

CSON 65144
CSON 46146 SA
CSON 64926 SA
CSON 64935
CSON 65142
CSON 65512
CSON 65122
CSON 64886

$24.98

DVD Audio
Bela Fleck Acoustic Planet Vol. 2.
k.d. lang Invincible Summer
Buena Vista Social Club Ry Cooder
Neil Young Rock Road Vol. 1
Steely Dan Two Against Nature
Stone Temple Pilots Core
The Corrs In Blue
Natalie Merchant Tigerlily
The Doors LA Woman
Emerson, Lake & Palmer Brain Salad Surgery
Deep Purple Machine Head
Beethoven BSO/Barenboim

CWAR 47337
CWAR 4760f
GNON 79478 ,
CREP 7803u
CGIA 24719
GAIL 82418
GAIL 83357
CELE 62570
CELE 62612
CRHI 75980
CRHI 76664

Symphonies 48 5
Symphony 3
Symphony 6Op 68
Symphonies 7& 8
Symphony 9
Symphonies 18 2

GILD
GILD
GILD
GILD
GILD
GILD

82891
83060
83061
83062
83063
83085

'«rc SALE!
CDMP
COMP
COMP
COMP
CDMP
CDMP

441
444
445
446
448
449

John Tropea New York Cats Direct
Billy Barber Lighthouse

CDMP 453
CDMP 455

Andy Laverne Jazz Piano Lineage
Joe Beck Back to Beck

COMP 463
COMP 464

Garry Dial 8 Dick Oatts Dial And Oatts
Jungle Cat Manfredi) Fest

COMP 465
CDMP 470

Bob's Diner
Chuck Loeb Magic Fingers
Bill Mays & Ray Drummond One To One

CDMP 471
COMP 472
CDMP 473

Any 5CDs $35

EMI LPs&CDs

Ben
Webster
AVER 8274

$65

$30

Puccini
La Boheme BPO/von Karajan
2LPs
ADEC 565/6

Ben Webster
Meets 0.Peterson.. AVER 8349

These SACDs are hybrid. compatible with all CD players

ClUdOCIUeSt SACDs
CDs
Please use these prekes when ordering
SACO= CADOS CO =CADO

$16.01

Terry Evans Putting It Down
Doug McLeod Unmarked Road
Joe Beard For Real

103i
104(
104!

Mighty Sam McClain Soul Survivor
Doug McLeod Whose Truth, Whose Lies?
Joe Beard Dealin'
Bruce Katz Band Three Feet Ott The Ground
Terry Evans Mississippi Magic

105;
10E4
105:
105(
NEW 105;

saco $35.00

MOBILE FIDELITY
Duke Ellington Blues In Orbit

CMOB 757

Largest stock of Mobile Fidelity LPs and CDs available!

The Dolphins Malayan Breeze
Garry Dial & Dick Oatts Brassworks
Bill Mays & Ray Drummond One To One 2
Bob's Diner Radio Face
The Dolphins w/Brubeck Old World New World
Bob Mintzer Big Band One Music
Warren Bernhardt Reflections
Garry Dial 8 Dick Oatts Play Cole Porter
The Fantasy Band
The Mann Brothers Mann To Mann
Jay Anderson Local Color (20 Bit)
Thursday Diva Follow Me (20 Bit)
Jerry Vivino Something Borrowed Something Blue
Chuck Loeb Memory Lane

CDMP 474
CDMP 477
CDMP 482
COMP 483
CDMP 487
CDMP 488
COMP 489
COMP 495
CDMP 496
CDMP 500
CDMP 507
CDMP 509
CDMP 513
COMP 517

AU 5CDs $15
COMP
COMP
CDMP
COMP
COMP

518
447
454
462
486

t„ let.

Millenium Series Jai

si
best vinyl and CO -miniature albums. Please use these prefixes: LP =AEMIM CD =CEMIM

ki:i86

Prices good till June 1, 2001.
To order, or for aFREE catalog call

1-800-716-3553 IlleiM

www.acousticsounds.com

Natty Dread

$30

Bob Marley &
The Wailers
AISL 9281 Soulville

Any 10 CDs $37.50

Warren Bernhardt Trio
Joe Beck Relaxin'
Billy Barber Shades Of Gray
Joe Beck Friends
Jim Pugh & Dave Taylor Pugh Taylor Project
Andy LaVerne Liquid Silver

Lynne Arriale Trio With Words Unspoken
Flim 8. The BB's Tunnel
Flim 8 The BB's Big Notes
Flim & The BB's Further Adventures of
Flim & The BB's Vintage BB's

$30

174.
7
'

Shelly Berg The Joy
Vinny Valentino & Here No Evil Now 8Again
Janice Borla Lunar Octave
Steve Davis Songs We Know (HDCD)
The Fantasy Band Sweet Dreams (20 Bit)
Heart Dream Boat Annie
Steve Miller Fly Like An Eagle
R.E.M. Document
Grand Funk American Band
Rolling Stones Sticky Fingers
Rolling Stones Exile On Main St.
Rolling Stones Some Girls
Wings Band On The Run

LP-$19.99
LP-$13.99
LP-$14.99
LP-S17.99
LP-519.99

(Debut)
(Debut)
(Debut)
(Debut)

CDMP 3002
CDMP 3003
COMP 3004
COMP 3005
COMP 508

CD-$16.95
CD-$16.95
CO-$16.95
CD-$16.95
47863

21184
21185
21276
21692

2LPs-$29.99
LP-S19.99 CD-$16.95
2LPs-S29.99

47864
47867
99176
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PO Box 1905 •Salina, KS 67402-1905
PH 785-825-8609 •FAX 785-825-0156
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in Japan in 1998, how this sound would
extend to solo instruments. Particularly,
a1957 solo-piano recording by Thelonions Monk with acut featuring John
Coltrane and Wilbur Ware (who, with
drummer Shadow Wilson, made up the
composer's famous Five Spot band), and
a1973 session from guitarist Joe Pass.
Comparing Monk's XRCD version
of "April in Paris" to an LP from an old
twofer edition (Pure Monk, Milestone
47004), Iwas struck by how well the
JVC engineers had retained the LP's
warmth while expanding dramatically
on the original recording's dimensional
aspects. In this performance, Monk's
approach is aspectral abstraction of the
basic stride stylings of his heroes James
P. Johnson and Duke Ellington, and
what seemed somewhat boxy on the LP
is spacious and richly detailed on the
XRCD. There's more distinction between registers, and agreater sense of
Monk's touch and his ability to manipulate overtones so as to seemingly
"bend" notes. On "Monk's Mood," the
XRCD seems to get me right up on the
soundboard so that the overtones spilled
over into open space. And when Coltrane and Ware come in for the second
chorus, the stability and localization of
the images and the immediacy of
Trane's tenor are exceptionally vivid
and lifelike. Very hi-rez, indeed.
Still, higher resolution means you get
as much of the bitter as the sweet. When
I first listened to Joe Pass's acoustic
"Night and Day," for all the clarity and
detail, Iwas struck by acertain graininess. Going back to another master of
this recording — as featured in Guitar
Virtuoso (Pablo 4PACD 4423-2), arecent
4-CD Pass retrospective —I discovered
that this was endemic to the original
recording. It's just amatter of taste, but
to me, they were miking too close up on
the guitar; when Joe dug in, there was a
discrete crunch. Switching back and
forth, Ifound that while the sound on
the boxed set was good, Ipreferred the
XRCD: the image was much more centered and less diffuse (as can happen
with stereo recordings of solo guitar). In
changing up to Pass' amplified solo rendition of "Here's That Rainy Day," there
was not only more body, but better
soundstaging depth as well. Iwas also
more keenly aware of aslightly more
distant perspective in miking the amp.
How any well-traveled listener
approaches any given XRCD remastering will likely depend on that listener's
previous experiences with the recording —just as classical fans grow accustomed to one conductor's rendition and
Stereophile, April 2001

are hard-pressed to move on. When I
returned to an earlier domestic release
of Sonny Rollins' Way Out West, Iwas
struck by how a different mastering
touch could convey awhole other perspective on awork.
Comparing the XRCD version of the
title tune to that in the recent 5-CD
boxed set Sonny Rollins: The Freelance
Years (Riverside/Contemporary 5RCD4427-2) was instructive. While Ipreferred the extra instrumental detail and
epic transparency of the latter (which
was mastered afew dB hotter), Isuspect
that many listeners would much prefer
the soundstaging depth and enhanced
rhythm and pacing of the XRCD. To
me, the XRCD was atouch opaque, the
Freelance version more lively and realistic.
But the first CD Iever owned was a
sampler with this trio's version of "I'm
an Old Cowhand," and the glare from
Shelly Manne's snare drum used to wear
me out. On the boxed set, his snare
retains its snap-crackle-pop but is far
more smooth and refined; others, I'm
sure, will prefer the more laid-back
sound and distant perspective of the
XRCD, where Ray Brown's bass has
greater physical immediacy.
The Baker and Griffin discs are both
treats. Baker's voice peeks out of the
mix like a harvest moon, warm yet
diaphanous, bathed in an ambient glow
of reverb, each song fully lived-in and
believable ("I'm Old-Fashioned"). And
when, on "You're Driving Me Crazy,"
Baker picks up his horn to stroll with
the heroically laid-back yet driving
rhythm section of Philly Joe Jones, Sam
Jones, and Kenny Drew, Iwas reminded of Eddie Condon's classic line about
Bix Beiderbecke's sound: "Like agirl
saying ... yes."
The Griffin recording, from the winter of 1961-62, with its reference to classic folk melodies, is swinging fun — the
best-sounding of the bunch and an ideal
presentation of ajazz combo. Listen to
Ron Carter's full-bodied bass on the
jaunty version of the title tune. Harris'
piano is especially open and detailed,
while Griffin's vocal tenor is balanced
and coherent from top to bottom and
harmonically dead on, without any
masking or megaphone effects — to particular effect on the lovely ballad "Black
is the Color of My True Love's Hair,"
which really captures the depth and
dimension of his tenor's lower register.
For stone jazz fans, the XRCD reissue
series just sound... right, with the kind of
smoky ambience, tonal balance, and
propinquity you suspected were there in
the original recordings all the time.
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Pre-owned & New Hi-End
203 Mamaroneck Avenue
White Plains, NY 10601
Buy. Sell. Trade. Consign
914-421-0069: Phone
914-328-3852: Fax
www. tfla.com

Amps
Acurus A150
$395
Adcom GFA's
$549
Akai AA-A25
$95
Anthem Amp1
$695
MCA 3 Demo
SCall
Audio Refinment Complete
Demo
$749
B&K M-200 Sonata
$795
Bryston 78 ST's
$2995
CAT JL-2!!!
$Call
Cary 805 Signature's $5995
C-J Motif MS 100
$1095
Classe CAP-150
$1195
Counterpoint NPS100A $849
Dynaco ST-70 (2 avail) $495
Golden Tube SE-40SE $695
Harmon Kardon 330B $149
KR 62BM
$10,995
Krell MDA 300's
$4995
KSA 300S
$5995
KAS's
$13995
Levinson 331
$3195
335
$3695
McCormack DNA 2
$1995
McIntosh 2105
$995
Melos 202ST
$1895
Naim NAIT 3R w/cables $795
Plinius 100
$1995
Rogue 88 Demo
SCall
120 Magnum Demo $Call
Spectral DMA 200
$3195
DMA 100
$1295
Sunfire 300
$1295
Symphonic Line RG-4 $3995
Van Alstine Omega II 240 $495
Pre An p,
dcom
C-505
Angstrom 200 w/205
Anthem AVM-2 Demo
Pre 21 Demo
Pre 1
ARC LS-7
LS-3
BAT VK-30 w/remote
B&K Pro 10 Sonata
Cary AES AE-IP
CAT SL-1 MkIll
C-J PFR
Jadis JPL
Joute-Electra LA100 II
Levinson 38
Krell KRC-3
KSL-2
Marantz 71
McIntosh C-28
Melos MA-111B
MA-220
Maestro
Plinius 12
Quicksilver Pre w/ph
Dqt

$95
$1995
$Call
$995
$795
$895
$795
$2395
$395
$395
$33195
$1495
$2995
$1595
$2295
$1895
$1395
$495
$449
$495
$495
$1095
$1795
$895

AJA DDE •
Adcom GDA 600
Aragon D2A

$75
$175
$195

D2A2 Mk11
D2A2 (current)
Bit Wise System 0
CAL Gamma
Camelot Arthur upgrades
Denon DCD-3000
EAD DSP-7000 Mk 11
Genesis Dgtl Lens
Krell SBP-16X

$395
$495
$395
$95
$349
$395
$495
$695
$495

30.6
$10995
Marantz CC-65SE
$249
McCormack SST-1
$695
McIntoshMVP-831
$1649
Muse Model 2
$749
Model 2 XLR/FIDCD $895
Musical Fidelity X-ACT $125
X-DAC
$195
NAD 517
$195
Rotel RDD-980
$349
RCD-955 AX
$195

Sonic Front SFCD-1
$1595
IRIS/Pro3 Demo
$Call
D2D1 24/96 Upsampler
Demo
$Call
Sony CDP-C900
$149
X55ES
$495
X77ES
$495
Theta Data
$995
DS Pro Gen 2
$749
Pro Prime It
$495
Pro Gen V A
$1695
Pearl
$749
Wadia 12
$695
Yamaha CD-29
$49!
Analog
AHT P Demo
SCall
Anthem Pre 1P
$495
Ariston w/Magnepan Arm $295
B&O Beogram 3400
$149
Benz Micro Reference $1795
Clearaudio Accurate
$2695
Denon DP-11F w/MC
$95
Goldmund Reference w/13-F
latest -all Swiss
$16995
Lehman Blk Cbe Demo SCall
Linn LP-12 Ekos/Lingo $3095
Magnum-Dynalab FT101 $395
Music Hall MMF-5 Demo $Call
Naim 02 w/top IC!
$1295
Otan MX-5050
$995
SME V
$1595
Scott 37013 Stereo
$149
Sonic Front Ph 1Demo $Call
Sony TC-350 R to R
$95
Thorens TD-160
$149
Versa 2.0 w/stand
$7395
VPI Aries Demo
$Call
HW-19 w/PT-6 Demo $Call
Walker Procenium Demo$Call
Yamaha CT 800 Cassette $95
Speakers
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"ma.aer tape sound Gold CD's Reims $12.49

LP
CD

$Call
$27.95
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New 24/96 Tube DAC
and Transport
$Call

Single Crystal Cables
ACOUSTIC

JosephAudio
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Music Hall
Cadging/ Creek
MMF 5 NEW.

LAW

Sin Stock!

MMF2 1
OBH8 or 9
4330R
All models avail

Lehmann

$Call
SCall
$Call
$Call

audio

MSS

van den Hul
Frog demo avail... SCaIl

NOLOC

Link DAC III 24
HDCD Card
Upsampler
All models avail

Cables-n-thnus
A/0 Emerald 1m XLR $159
Lapis (Ong-ail copper)$195
Audio Pwr Pwr Wdg II $395
Power Wedge 113
$495
Cardas Quadlink 8'
$249
Goertz M-1 10' spkr
$125
Illuminati DV-30 2avail $Call
MIT ISO-DUO
$795
Z Center
$695
(interzenf Auk, rachnotarp
Z Stabilizer
$495
NBS M/S II 15' Spkr
$449
NEW JL2 Stereo Amp
now available!!! This is a
M/S It 1.5m RCA
$225
must audition piece. Call!
Tara S&T Quantum Ill 10'9195
Tice Pwr BIck & Titan
$795
Transparent Pwrink Ultra $495
Versalab Wood Block
$79 I
Wireworld Equinox 4.5m $375

41-4-414ffliaris,

METRONOME

Ito 'Ref tn. •ttne tlf

oudgáTFttrri-i

$28.95
$27.95

We are authorized dealers for:

PANT'S

Alon Circe
$6995
B&W Matrix 3 Series II $1495
Brentworth Ill Gibratter $2995
Eminent Technology LFT-8
latest w/Snd Anchors$1295
111
T H
Energy 22.3
$995
SONiCI I'UN I
Entec SW-5 w/x-over $1195
New 0201 upsampler
Infinity IRS Sigma
$3995
JM Lab Demos -many- $Call 24/96 from your 16/44 discsll'
Only $699/
KLH Model Five
$250
Klipsh Academy
$249
Kora Odyssey
$3995!
à.4116
.
Magnepan MG.5 OR
$449
Merlin VSM-SE Demos $Call
Meridian M2500 Sub
$1595
Platinum Reference 1 $2395
ProAc Response 3Sig $3995
Rogers Studio 5 Rswd $995
Spica Angelicas
$595
Sfax SP-80 w/SRD-4
$95
Totem Mite
$395
CD500 SE
$395
Vandersteen 2's
$295
C0300 Special!
$195
Velodyne F-1200 Servo $749
ULD-15B
$895
ULD-12 w/amp
$795
VR-3 single speaker $295

Single CD
4 or more

5359
$Call
$Call
$Call

Wea

DIGITAL

WINUAIDIU

PS Audio
All models available -call
for price and descriptions

NIX%
In Stock
Valid Pointe in Stock
Procenium...On Display

Power Plants
In Stock!

Remember:
You're never too old to play with toys!

Trades and
Consignments welcome.

WHEATON
New Triplaner VI
in stock
lottCo`t

$Call
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Classical SACD
YO-Y0 MA: Solo
Kodály: Sonata for Solo Cello. O'Connor:
Appalachia Waltz. Sheng: Seven Tunes Heard in
China. Tcherepnin: Suite for Solo Cello. Wilde:
The Cellist of Sarajevo.
Yo-Yo Ma, cello
Sony Classical SS 64114 (SACO). 1999. Steven
Epstein, prod.; Richard King, Todd VVhitelock, Mark
Betts, Billy Rothschild, engs.; Gus Skinas, DSO eng.
DDD. TT: 64:39

extra midrange detail, low-level resolution, and transparency were conveyed by
this SACD of this
DSD recording. Particularly on track 5's
pizzicato passages, I
heard real distinctions between wood
and string, cavity resonances and room
resonances, and dynamic gradations of
attack and decay. Yet
while Igot a very
strong sense of the
room on the lateral
and vertical planes,
the sound seemed
fairly localized in
terms of room depth.
Whether afunction
of DSD, the recording venue, or the miking„ it made me eager to compare DVDAudio and SACD recordings of both disparate and common material. Not to say
that Solo isn't asuperb recording, it certainly is —richly detailed and involving,
and able to convey large and small
nuances alike.

5

o/o impresses me as aconscious
attempt by cellist Yo-Yo Ma to
nurture his skills in an area of
strength — the contemporary repertoire, where he is not expected to hoedown or swing or feign improvisational
skills. Still, the experimental nature of
his recent recordings is echoed in adaring choice of repertoire that I'd call, for
want of abetter term, post-modern folk
music. It's not surprising to hear the cellist here navigate everything from sometime partner Mark O'Connor's Appalachia Waltz to Zoltán Kodály's Solo
Cello Sonata, Op.8, the former agraceful bucolic reverie, the latter atempestuous virtuoso work that moves from a
ruminative brand of lyric mystery to
idiomatic episodes full of dark harmonies, dancing double-stops, and
Gypsyish bowing.
Most interesting is Ma's reading of
Bright Sheng's Seven Tunes Heard in
China. That country has arich tradition
of string playing, and it's fascinating to
hear Ma's bowing approximate the
overtone structures of ancient Chinese
folk instruments. Still, Seven Tunes is a
decidedly modern work — an evocation
rather than a duplication of those
ancient sounds and moods.
It was interesting to hear how much
Stereophile, April 2001
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Telarc SACD
McCOY TYNER with Stanley Clarke and Al Foster
McCoy Tyner, piano; Stanley Clarke, acoustic 8 electric bass; Al Foster, drums
Telarc CD 834488-SA (SACO). 2000. Elaine Martone,
prod.; Robert Freidrich, eng. DOD. TT: 65:38

V

irtuoso pianist McCoy Tyner
tends to be shadowed both by his
reputation and by popular expec-

Notes

tarions. In the John Coltrane Quartet, he
benefited from acanny bit of role reversal that echoed that of the original Count
Basie All-American Rhythm Section. In
that band, guitarist Freddie Green and
bassist Walter Page were the timekeepers, which enabled pianist Basie and
drurruner Jo Jones to freelance all around
the beat as the mood hit them. With
Coltrane, Tyner and bassist Jimmy
Garrison carried the time, allowing
Coltrane and drummer Elvin Jones to
carry on astratospheric dialog. When he
left Coltrane, Tyner, like Elvin Jones,
tended to try to replicate the Quartet's
energy all by himself. While in the
decades since he has often led bands that
more than matched his own prodigious
energy, Tyner often overwhelms accompanists and listeners alike with his barrages of energy and musical information.
Not here. Bassist Stanley Clarke minas
and swings as if he means it; drummer Al
Foster introduces all sorts of wonderful
accents, colors, and offbeat syncopations
inside the groove; and Tyner plays with a
serene degree of relaxation and pacing
that doesn't sacrifice an iota of power —
it's more as if he lets the music come to
him while leaving room for his master
accompanists to probe and grow inside
the music. This makes for some terrific
trio performances that
illustrate the natural flow
between 1960s post-mod
and 1970s fusion, without undue bluster or
sappy
grandstanding.
This trio's sense of swing
and proportion on Will
You sa Be Mine" is...
well, perfect.
This DSD recording is
clear, detailed, and dynamic. rve had less experience over the years
of Clarke's live sound,
but here his acoustic
attack is firm, warm, and
rounded. There's nothing metallic or plinky
about his low-end —it's
avery dark, burnishedsounding
bass — and
Clarke navigates it with the aplomb I
remember hearing from him 30 years
ago, when he was aPhilly teenager playing with Cecil McBee in Pharoah
Sanders' band. As for Al Foster, this
recording captures to aThis deep, looseskinned tuning, sparkling cymbal sound,
radical inflections, and spatial dimension.
Likewise, this recording truly renders the
thunderous low end of Tynees sound, as
well as his sparkling touch in the upper

\
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Harman/Kardon FL8370

5Disc Carousel Changer w,
HDCD Processing
•Random play modes
•Remote control
•Dual 18 Bit DAC
•8Times oversampling
•FR:20Hz 20kHz *0, -1dB
•
Coaxial Digital Output

Bose Acoustimass

Sound City, Inc. is one of the country's
leading full-service dealers of high performance
Audio/Video and Custom Home Theater
products. From an entry level set-up to an
audiophile-grade stereo system, all the way up
to afull blown state-of-the-art Home Theater,
Sound City has unmatched selection, service
and expertise. In addition, our huge buying power
allows us to offer excellent savings on select
manufacturer closeouts on first-quality audio,
video and car stereo products
Velodyne
FSR -15BV
15"Powered

Home Theater Sub
•250W RMS,
Class A/B amp
•300 oz. Magnet
•Remote control
•Low Pass:
Active-Adi.,
40 to 100 Hz
•FR:18-120 Hz
Full Line In Stock

Grado SR60
Grado SR80
Grado SR325

15

Home Theater Speaker System
•Five virtually invisible cube
speaker arrays •New hideaway
powered Acoustimass module
•Integral signal processing
•Magnetic shielding
•Compatible with all
surround receivers
•Available in black
or white

Full Line of Sennheiser
Headphones In Stock
Harman/Kardon CDR 2

V

"Sonically, Atlantic
Technology's latest
system is very much
in the makers tradition smooth and accurate"

44•
Compact Disc Recorder
Recording
sampling rate
,
14.1kHz
•Dynamic range
(playbackl 95d8
•Dub Speed 4x
CDR and CD-RVV
Playback S/N Ratio 105dB
•FR:2Hz 22.05kHz

AMC 25100

5Channel
Power
Amplifier
•Rated
Power
Output:
100W x5
•Clipping Power:110W into 8Ill
•Dynamic Power: 160W (into 8it)
•Current Limit: 25A Into 0.111 & 1tal
•FR: 20Hz -20KHz •Sensitivity: 1V RMS
•Input Impedance: 22K -st 1150pF)
•S/N Ratio:100dB

$995

AAtlarltic Technology

Sound &Vision 10(00

Tice Solo A/V

Ong
$1000

Atlantic Technology T70

Audio/Video Power Line Enhancer
.8 Outlets -1875W capacity
•Designed for big power amps
•3Point spike and surge protection
•TP Technology for increased
soundstage and video color
accuracy •5Year warranty

Panamax & Monster Cable in Stock—CALL

Satellite Speaker/Subwoofer Package
•High Performance 2way front channel satellite
speaker, brackets included •2Way center channel
speaker, tiltable ;
Magnetic shielding •Spatially
enhanced Surround channel speaker •One 4" Coated
Graphite woofer and Two 3/4" dome tweeters
•125W Powered sub with a
10" Long-throw driver

Sennheiser HD535

Atlantis Harmony

Audio Stand
This very attractive stand has
proven to be our most popular
stand ever. Available in titanium
or black with rosewood or black
shelves, and storage space for
42 CDs the Harmony can find a
home in any decor.
•
Height: 391/2"•Total width: 21'
•
Width between pillars:171/2"
•Depth: 16'• Weight 35 lbs.
•Space between shelves: 6-3/4"

All Major Brands
HDTV
HDTV Ready
and LCD
Projectors
& more!

sy 9

Stereo Headphones
••Rugged, Open-Aire
•Digitally compatible
•Unique earcups
iewd
surround
your ear
Buy This /
•FR:
r
20-25,000 Hz
•150 ohms
•97 dB sensitivity

'Sennheiser DSP
Dolby Surround System
Provides you with

an authentic

Monitor Audio Silver 7

Get This

surround sound
FREE
enviornment
using normal headphones
Dolby/ Surround Pro

Floor Standing Speakers w/Spiked Feet
•6.5" Bass/ midrange driver
•1" NeFeb Gold dome tweeter
•FR:35Hz -25KHz +3dB
•150 Watts RMS i300 peak

Logic Decoder.
ACOUSTIC INNOVATIONS
BELLO

BRYSTON

JVC
KLIPSCH
MONITOR AUDIO

DWIN

AMC

ATLANTIS

HARMAN/KARDON

AUDIOQUEST
JAMO

KENWOOD
LO VAN AUDIO
MONSTER CABLE
NAD NHT

JOSEPH AUDIO

MB QUART
M&K
MITSUBISHI
NILES ONKYO OWENS CORNING

PARASOUND

PIONEER

SAMSUNG
TICE AUDIO

SELECO
SONANCE
SONY
SONY ES
STEWART
SUNFIRE
TRIBUTARIES TOSHIBA CINEMA SERIES VELODYNE XLO ELECTRIC

g.

F'

PLATINUM AUDIO

JL AUDIO

B&K

PSB

ROCKFORD FOSGATE

RUNCO

SHOP US ON-LINE

www.soundcity.com
shop over 2000 products online...
it's safe and easy!

CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-542-7283
FOR INFORMATION &
CUSTOMER SERVICE

973-263-6060
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No Credit Card
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"

Store:

Offices:
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Quarter
registers and his full-bodied
orchestral chords in the
piano's midrange, to particular
effect on the ballad "Never
Let Me Go."
But something slightly
surreal about the overall
blend of the voices gnaws
away at me. It's not overly
digital in the sense of glare or
boom or radical lack of
depth, but there's something
idealized about the mix. This
is not aput-down — this disc
is a terrific recital recorded
with great attention to detail
and plenty of nice, big transients to show off your rig
(like Clarke's e-bass on "I
Want to Tell You 'Bout
That"). But we're still on the
very outskirts of these new
technologies, and while listening to this
SACD is a first-rate audiophile and
spiritual experience, Ifind myself wondering how much better it could have
been, and whether my slight dissatisfaction is afactor of the technology or of
its implementation.

Virgin SACD
MIKE OLDFIELD: Tubular Bells
Mike Oldfield, composer, arranger, every instrument
under the sun; Jon Field, flutes; Lindsay Cooper,
string basses; Steve Broughton, drums; Mundy
Ellis, Sally Oldfield, The Manor Choir, vocals
Virgin 8 50733 2 (CD/SACD). 1973/2001. Mike
Oldfield, prod.; Simon Heyworth, Tom Newman,
prods., engs. MD. TT: 48:59

T

ubular Bells was one of those musical events that was impossible to
ignore, even for those blissfully
unaware of its charms — it entered the

collective unconscious when its opening, multimetered main theme was
used as the leitmotif for The Exorcist.
'This "fully loaded" —stereo CD-layer
mix, stereo SACD-layer mix, surround
SACD-layer mix — re-release is aspecial event for lovers of the progressiverock experiments of the early '70s,
when ambitious musicians such as the
multitalented Oldfield employed the
new recording technologies and a
dizzying array of electric sources and
percussion instruments to weave orchestral variations over aseries of hypnotic rhythmic underpinnings.
This music reflects the post-Beatles
impulse of pop musicians to compose
"serious" music; in fact, some of the
music and effects here put me in mind of
the chanting structures that Steve Reich
and Philip Glass also explored but in
greater depth and complexity.

Notes

So for many, Tubular Bells is
aclassic, and while I'm not
immune to its charms, it just
isn't all that compelling for
me as atwo-channel audiophile experience. Certainly
the enhanced resolution of
the SACD format brings out a
lot more of the music's inner
nuances and dynamic range,
particularly on the lateral
plane (which is its main
appeal) —for example, about
16 minutes into Part One,
when abell fades into blackness against an organ pad as a
preamble to abaroque layering of acoustic guitars.
Still, Tubular Bells sounds
to nie alittle dated musically,
while as an audiophile experience it lacks the kind of
front-to-back holographic depth that I
find most involving (this information is
probably more palpable in surroundSACD mode). But fans of this work
will be altogether chuffed by the pristine sound, and Isuspect those who
can access this hybrid SACD's multichannel mix will find it more involvind
than Idid.

44111F
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Components
present

Systems
future

Reference System
Analog source: Rega Planar 3turntable with RB300 toneami, Grado
Reference Master cartridge.
Digital source: California Audio Labs
CL-20 DVD/CD playel Sony SCD777ES SACD/CD player, Philips
SACD-1000 SACD/DVD-V playet
Preamplifiers: Musical Fidelity NuVista, Blue Circle Galatea.
Power amplifiers: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300, Mesa Baron.
Loudspeaker: Joseph Audio RM7si
Signature minimonitoz
Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Resolution Reference
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Mk.II and Designer's Reference,
Monster Cable Sigma Retro. Speaker:
Synergistic Research Resolution Reference Mk.II and Designer's Reference biwires, JPS Superconductor 2,
Monster Cable Sigma Retro. AC:
Synergistic Research Designer's Reference 2Master Couplers, JPS Labs
Kaptovator.
Accessories: Signal Guard II Isolation Stand (turntable), Shakti Stones,
PolyCrystal Cones, Argent RoomLens, Echo Busters Bass Busters and
Absorptive and Diffusive Panels.
—Chip Stern
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GOODWIN'S

Audio Research
Avalon

HIGH END

Basis
Benz Micro
Billy Bags

Boulder

www.goodwinshighend.com

CAL
Classé
Clearaudio
Dunlavy
Dynaudio
Equi.Tech
Faroudja
Goertz
Grado
Graham
Hovland
Kharma
Koetsu
Lamm
Loewe
MartinLogan
Magnum Dynalab
McCormack
MIT
Nordost

Owens Coming
Princeton
PS Audio
REL
Boulder. 1012 DPC/PRE
DSP 24/192kHz REPOY

Richard Gray
Runco
Sennheiser
Spectral
Stax
Stewart
Tara

New Boulder 1012 DAC/Preamplifier. One pit super-powerful

Theta

"upandoversampling" DSP D/A converter for stunning realism from CDs.

Totem

One part sumptuous analog preamp, with high-gain phono section. Add a

Transfiguration

luscious machined chassis and remote. Stir. Now available for your sampling

VPI

in our acoustically-designed and meticulously constructed state-of-the-art

Z-Systems

listening rooms. As always, no hurry, no pressure.

781-893-9000

• 899

Main

Street

• Waltham,

Zoethecus

MA

02451

• Fax

781-893-9200

• info@goodwinshighend.com

Hours: Tuesday through Thursday from noon until 7 p.m. •Friday and Saturday from noon until 6 p.m. or by appointment
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ONLY
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Reviews

Recording of the Month
C:

JIMMY SMITH: Dot Corn Blues
Jimmy Smith, Hammond B-3 organ; Russell Malone, Phil
Upchurch, guitar; Reggie McBride, electric bass; Harvey
Mason, drums; Lennie Castro, percussion. Guests: Dr. John,
vocal, piano; Etta James, vocal; BR King, Taj Mahal, vocals,
guitars; Keb' Mo,' vocals. Horn section: Darrell Leonard,
trumpet, arr.; Oscar Brashear, Leslie Drayton, trumpets;
Herman Riley, Joe Sublett, saxes; George Bohanon, Maurice
Spears, trombones
Verve 314 549 978-2 (CD). 2000. John Porter, prod.; Rik
Pekkonen, eng. DDD. TI: 60:43
Performance ****
Sonics

15 dot corn blues

narnorond II pow.... ty, Ihnffly 5SIn

H
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his a
career,
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Hammond B-3 organ, who will turn 76
in December, is making waves. On his late-'90s
albums Damn! (Verve 314 527 631-2) and Angel
Eyes (Verve 314 527 632-2), he recorded with
youngjazz stars Nidiolas Payton, Roy Hargrove,
and Christian McBride, among others. Now, on
Dot Com Blues, Smith teams up with agang of
bluesmeisters and one bluesmeistress.
This is the Jimmy Smith of such classic late'50s/early-'60s Blue Note dates as The Sermon
(46097 2) and Back at the Chicken Shack (46402
2) — the man who not only reinvented the B3as amodern jazz vehicle, but ushered in a
new genre, soul/funk/jazz, by blending bebop
with gospel and blues. He played jazz clubs as
well as the chitlin' circuit, that group of clubs on the East
Coast and in nearby climes that specialized in organ-guitardrums trios. Smith influenced almost every jazz organist for
close to adecade —players like Brother Jack McDuff and
Johnny "Hammond" Smith. Not until Larry Young came
along in the early '60s did anyone budge Smith's domination and musical voice on the plu 14:ed-in monster.
Since those early days, Smith's musical journey has been
like aroller coaster. He's made more than 65 albums, some
great, some forgettable, but Dot Corn Blues rides the top of
acrest. The album is smartly produced, evenly divided
between instrumental and vocal tracks, and despite its
focus on the blues, there's enough sincerity, authenticity,
and plain panache from all hands to keep it motoring
along nicely. Anyone remotely into swinging jazz and
blues — male and female alike — can get with this collection of numbers that make you move.
Three of the 11 tracks have asnazzy big-band feel, and Dt
John's "Only In It for the Money" typifies their vigor and
allure. This is happy music, driven by Harvey Mason's lookeehere backbeat, the horn section, and Smith's blues-rich statements. Agravelly vocal chorus from Dt John alternates with
one featuring Smith up-front and center awinning concept.
"I Just Want to Make Love to You" has ample bite, sparked
by singer Etta James' animated pleas and awon't-quit shuffle
beat from Mason and Reggie McBride. Keb' Mo's "Over &
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Over" is oozing-slow, giving the organist room to noodle
deftly, his tones sometimes whining, sometimes crooning. A
small ensemble backs Taj Mahars "Strut" which has plenty of
punch, as does B.B. King's "Three O'Clock Blues."
On the tunes with just his combo — say, "C.C. Rider"
and "Mood Indigo" —Smith is delightfully showcased,
scoring again with solid, in-the-pocket stuff, telling stories
with melodies and tiffs. Also aces is the guitar playing of
Russell Malone, who on "8 Counts for Rita" plucks out
repeated single notes for rhythmic charge, then unleashes
subsequent gushes of blues-tinged lines to great effect. His
long, stretched tones and contrasting shorter bursts on
"Rider" also deliver the goods.
The sound is nothing if not dynamic. This is live, present stuff: you're up close in the club, and for once the
sound man has got it all together. The tracks with horns,
vocals, and organ burst with vitality. Still, details rule, with
slight conga slaps audible under the supporting horns and
the headlining vocals, organ, and guitar. There's even
more crispness in the small-group tracks. Malone's guitar
rings and shimmers, and Smith's tones, from fat to
approaching shrillness, entrance as they waft, pushed in
front of your ears by those rotating Leslie speakers. lime
and again, Ismiled at how Ikept looking at my speakers
for the source of the sound, yet heard the music coming
from between them.
—Zan Stewart
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Analog Shop

Highly Recommended
at The Analog Shop
Fanfare Tuner FT-1A

•47/4/er Digital Antidote Two

•Wonderful tuner that offers the finest class A
performance
•Now available without remote control at
substantial savings!

•Corrects phase error in the analog domain resulting
in much improved sonics

•Options include balanced outputs and interim'
wiring upgrades

•Newest model that is now active resulting in
improved transparency
•Elegant cabinet with thick face plate

•Our longtime favorite and best selling tuner
•Includes the option to add highest quality
AM tuner

•View our website for links to reviews!
•SACD quality sound from the
existing, Large CD catalogue

conradjohnson PV -14L, EV 1

•Imparts an analog-like quality
to the sterile digital sound

•Here is the newest line stage and phono
stage from Conrad-Johnson

EAR. 834P

•PV-14L is the long awaited replacement for
the PV-12L and offers near premier
performance

Deluxe Phono Stage
•This is the long time best seller at The Analog Shop
•Unit is good enough to grace the finest systems in the world
•Tube phono stage that is very quiet
•Roth high and low gain make this unit compatible with a
broad range of phono cartridges
•Available in astandard cabinet at lower cost

•Remote control
•With EV-1 becomes one of the most flexible
full function pre-amps available

Convergent

Audio Technology

Ultimate Preamplifier
•Embodies the results of 15 years of research
•Available as afull function unit with world class all tube
phono stage or as aline stage only at areduced price
•May be ordered with asilver
or black face plate
•Leads the way in
musicality and
lack of grain!
•Integrated CD Transport and DAC
•Upsamples all inputs to 24 bit/192Ichz sampling rate
•SACD/DVD Audio compatible
•Variable out allows direct connection to amp
•Rave reviews! Has been called the finest available

•Natural, visceral
and accurate
dynamic range
•Our very best
selling unit!

Other products on offer include:
•Air Tight •Aream •Audio Physic •Avalon Acoustics •Conrad-Johnson
•Dunlavy •Linn •Parasound •Plinius •Spendor •Wadia
l'or acomplete listing of brands with links and important information
please visit our website www.analogshop.com

PHONE: 716•742•2860
Fax: 716.742.2859
E-Mail: analogshop e aol.com

www.analogshop.com
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JAC•UELINE DU PRE

times in other recordings where you can
hear du Pré strain her technique beyond
what she could comfortably navigate,
but this performance, taped in 1967
DVORAK: Cello Concerto
before her nervous breakdown or the
SJUNT-SANS: Cello Concerto 1
NATALIE DESSAY
Sergiu Celibidache, Swedish Radio Orchestra
onset of multiple sclerosis, shows her
(Dvorak);
Daniel
Barenboim,
Philadelphia
Mozart Heroines
fearlessly attempting to enter realms
Orchestra (Saint-Saëns)
Arias from Die Zauberfltite, Lucio Silla, Zaide,
Teldec 8573-85340-2 (CD). 1967, 1971/2000.
where fingers simply couldn't take her.
Ascanio in Alba, Die Entführung aus dem Serail,
Dvorák: Tage Olhagen, prod.; 011e Bolander, eng.
The rough playing occasionally flirts
Idomeneo
Saint-Saëns: Albert LBorkow, Jr., prod.; Anthony A.
Natalie Dessay, soprano; Louis Langree, Orchestra of
Benson, eng. AAD? TT: 64:57
with catastrophe, but listeners sympathe Age of Enlightenment
Performance *****
thetic to du Pré's charisma wouldn't
Virgin Classics 45447 2(CD). 2000. Etienne Collard,
Sonics ****
prod.; Ame Akselber& eng. DOD. TT: 66:32
want it any other way. Such romantics
Performance
fthere are two good things that tend not to mind such technical lapses
Sonics *****
came out of the Jacqueline du Pré but admire them as asign of selflessness,
biopic, Hilary and Jackie, they are the particularly in an age when so many
here ought to be an association
renewed awareness of this great cellist artists tend to play it safe.
for the protection of Natalie
As one such listener, I'm still not
Dessay; music that seems merely and the demand for unpublished tapes
vimiosic or (even more merely) high, of her live performances. The real-life entirely sure what du Pré was reaching
even when sung by some of the finest Hilary (du Pré's sister) reports that there for, but there are moments here when
coloraturas ever, becomes meaningful are lots of the latter, from all stages of her emotionalism hits alevel of intensiand beautiful coming out of her golden her career — even during her retire- ty that seems spiritual. Temperathroat and keen mind. On this CD, ment from the stage in the wake of a mentally, it's no different from any
devoted entirely to Mozart arias, she nervous breakdown — but that they're other du Pré performance, just more so.
sings over an hour's worth of wickedly under the legal control of her widower, With Celibidache going with and even
difficult music — and not for amoment Daniel Barenboim. So it shouldn't be encouraging her expressive tempo
does one feel one is listening to an any great surprise that the first of many changes (as opposed to Barenboim, who
automaton, as can so often be the case. du Pré performances from any number tended to counter them), the Dvorák
These are not stunts, but expressions by of radio archives around the world is out seems almost Mahlerian in its emotioncharacters in situations — some sad, not on her label, EMI, but on his, al scope and eventfulness. And while
Teldec, at least as asingle disc. (The some listeners might find the music
some mad, some glad.
Opening with the Queen of the
1971 Saint-Saëns concerto was first pub- hopelessly distorted, others will put this
Night's second aria is razzle-dazzle; lished ayear ago, in the Philadelphia recording in aselect category of breathtaking, go-for-broke live performances,
composed by Mozart for his sister-in- Orchestra's 12-CD Centennial Collection)
law, this unleashing of fury is the
Because of its similarities to du Pré's such as the 1942 Brahms Piano Consupreme test of acertain type of agility EMI studio recording of the Saint-Saëns certo 2 with Edwin Fischer and Wiland ability, and Dessay is flawless, with Concerto 1, this one is of definite sec- helm Furtwângler (variously available
every one of the "little notes" (even the ondary interest next to the Dvorák on Deutsche Gramrnophon, Testament,
ones most singers skip; je, those leading Cello Concerto with the Swedish Radio and others). Celibidache and du Pré
up to the staccato high Cs) in place, Orchestra under Sergiu Celibidache (re- were certainly musicians of comparable
finely turned and tuned. The second leased simultaneously in Deutsche stature, and goodness knows, they're
selection keeps her in The Magic Flute, Grammophon's latest installment of the heard here in far better sound quality —
Celibidache Edition, 469 070-2, in aslight- even better than the partly cloudy
but she changes to the role of Pamina,
and Idoubt we'll ever hear the aria ly more focused, less room-ambient acoustic of Celibidache's most-distinsung more stunningly — with longing acoustic). Most of du Pré's mature re- guished 1970s Stuttgart recordings.
- David Patrick Stearns
and sadness, aslight pleading emphasis cordings were made with Barenboim,
on the second syllable of Tamino's who tended to act as a
name, exquisite pianissimi, and alegato cooler, more temperate
to die for. Similar feeling is expressed in counterpoint to her
Konstanze's "Traurigkeit," perhaps one extravagant romantiof the most poignant arias ever penned. cism. This is achance to
Icould continue listing the set's hear her with another
virtues — the tour de force from Ascanio conductor — one who,
in Alba, a"Martem aller arten" with as regular readers of these
tiny embellishments of Dessay's own pages know, was never
choosing (as if the aria weren't tough just "another conducton"
An uncompromising
enough) — but feel no need to. The
accompaniments of the Orchestra of artist who believed that
the Age of Enlightenment are first-rate an idea worth pursuing
(they, too, occasionally embellish), and was worth taking to its
Virgin's engineers have given us a ultimate conclusion (or
recording of great warmth — no mean extreme), Celibidache
wr
j
feat when the voice involved tends to seems to have inspired
.418à.
Saint- Ss
sit as high as Dessay's does. This is a du Pré beyond her
Cello Concerto,
Cello Concerto No 1op 33
usual level of emotional
must-have — hands down.
Celibieche
p
Barenboim
-Robert Levine
revelation. There are
The Philadelphia Orchestra
Swedish Ra
Symphony grçhilistre

T

Dvorák &Saint-Sodens:
Cello Concertos

I

I
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HeadRoom Collonges the Audiophile Press!
That's it! We've had it! We're throwing
down the gauntlet. For yeors now we've

travel in a hotel room half way around the

fiers so that you will have the, normally quite

world.

difficult to obtain, opportunity to audition and

been building serious headphone amps; sell-

But do you hear the audiophile press

ing high quality headphones; and waiting for

saying these things? N0000! Well, okay, John

the audiophile community to legitimize head-

Atkinson (of this here fine publication) has

phone listening as on important adjunct to

written some pretty penetrating things, and

too ore invited to our exhibit, of course.

on audio hobbyist's experience. But, n0000,

Wes Phillips

fact, we'd really rather see you instead of

(both

here and now at

write about the best there is in the world of
headphones.
(Note: Gentle audiophile readers, you
In

headphones remain considered o necessary

www.onhifi.com) has done some dandy

all those grizzled and ornery writers. So, we

evil to be used only in the event of travel, or

work.

apologize for ranting all over your otherwise

Greg Smith (www.soundstage.com)

when small children or neighbors may be dis-

has explored some of these benefits

turbed by lote night listening sessions. In the

"Fringe" column. But for the most port your

if you'll excuse me, Ihove to get back to my

landscape of Audiophiledom, headphones

overage high end headphone review is some

chollange.)

in his

fine book, and hope to see you there. Now

ore ranked somewhat below cable swap-

writer pickicking up three or four head-

The HeadRoom "World of Headphones

ping, and slightly above green ink for CDs. If

phones; finding the one they like; and pro-

Exhibit" will include o super high end listen-

we're lucky, an audiophile will give as much

claiming discovery of "do kine" headphone

ing oreo featuring: the Sennheiser Orphius,

thought to his headphones os in his his se-

listening. BALONEY! Shame on you!

the Stox Omega, a couple of AKG K1000s

lection of record cleaning brush. Is this the

You'd never do that with speakers be-

fault of your overage audiophile? We think

cause you have learned through long expe-

the new EAR HM, the Holmes-Powell and

not. We think the high end press has cheat-

rience and know there ore no simple an-

modified Grado RS1s, the new HeadRoom

ed audio hobbyists out of o significant port

swers.

of the high end experience by not exploring

perience

the benefits of headphone listening with a

the subtle performance differences that de-

You know that it's your years of ex-

Monoblock Max amp driving a pair of Sen-

that give you the ability to hear

nheiser HD600 headphones with o modified

bit more vigor.
Headphone manufacturers (with the notable exception of Grado and Stox) fundamentally see themselves os makers of handy
dandy accessories. Headphones are mostly
sold in pretty packaging at big box stores by
pimpled teenagers stoked by what's new
and looks cool. Manufacturers buy into this

driven by o Pass Aleph 30 and Cory 300SEI,

cable in o balanced mode, and o few other
spectacular headphone systems. We'll have

We're going to

o general headphone amp display demon-

spend three quarters of
ajillion dollars
and erect a

strating most other headphone amps available all driving Sennheiser 600s (except for
the electrostatics) that will include as many
amps os we con get our hands on (even if
they ore discontinued or we don't sell them).
These will include amps from manufacturers

"World of Headphones"

like: Wheotfield, Musical Fidelities, Creek,
McCormack, Grado, Sennheiser, Stax, Meier

phones are the kind of product that should

termine the long term subjective value of o

and the oll-new HeadRoom amplifier lineup.

sales and distribution method. So, maybe the
press is not totally to blame. However, writers continue to tell consumers that head-

Audio, Antique Sound Lobs, Audio Alchemy,

be sold on pegboards. They do so, not so

product, and allow you to put in subtle contex

We will also, of course, hove a display of our

much by writing headphones into that mold,

the benefits and drawbacks of oproduct rela-

portable headphone listening systems fea-

but by not taking the time and effort to dis-

tive to other speakers on the market. It is

turing our line of custom bags set up to dem-

cover and write about what headphones re-

this wize council gained through experience

onstrate the benefits of high quality CD, DVD,

that validates your voice in print.

and MP3 reproduction while traveling. Rep-

ally do well.

But with

So we'll do it. headphones ore, by for,

headphones it's, "Oh well, they 're just cons."

resentatives from a number of headphone

the best audio reproduction per dollar; head-

quick listen to o few cons and you assume

and headphone amp manufacturers will be

phones best speakers in articulate and de-

you've developed o valid expert opinion.
Argh!

questions and talk about the features and

tailed resolution; ogood portable headphone

participating at the exhibit to answer your

systems is on ideal tool for carrying around

So we're going to take you to task and

apersonal reference when shopping for front

make it easy for you to get yourself o head-

All in oil, we're really exited about this

end products; headphones are the equiva-

phone education. We're going to spend three

unusual event, ond hope like heck you whip

lent of o stereo listening microscope when

quarters of ojillion dollars and erect o "World

up a froth of exitement about coming to ex-

checking out little thing you hear on the big

of Headphones" at the upcoming Stereophile

perience headphones like you never hove

rig. Ihaven't even mentioned the fact that

show in New York, This May 11-13, at the

before. We think your readers will really ap-

benefits of their products.

headphones provide the music lover the per-

Midtown Hilton, we're going to set up omon-

preciate your slant on our display and the

fect secondary system for listening to music

ster exhibit in the "Petit Trianon" (which is a

very real benefits of headphones you'll discover there.

when you're not in the main listening room-

foyer like room located between the semi-

-whether thot means a little casual listen-

nar and live music ballrooms at the show)

ing while reading the paper in the breakfast

that will feature literally hundreds of head-

seriously.

nook, or easing the trials of international

phones and many dozen headphone ampli -

keting ploy to get you to come visit us.

59771-6549

www.headphone.com

521 Post Peoch St
Bozeman. MT
59715

Phone (406) 587 9466
Fox (406) 587 9484
30- Doy
Satisfaction Guorontee
For reoli

It's really just a shameless mar-

HeadRoom

800 828 8184 oii freer,theU5
PO Bos 6549
Bozeman, MT

Oh, and don't take oll this critisism too

Be Of Sound Mind.

(%

Record
ROGER NORRINGTON
Beethoven, Haydn, Schumann
HAYDN: Symphony 104
SCHUMANN: Symphony 2
Roger Norrington, SWR Radio Symphony Orchestra,
Stuttgart
Hânssler CD 93.011 (CD). 2000. Dietrnar Wolf, prod.;
Burkhard Pitzer-Landeck, eng. DDD. Tr: 65:25
Performance ** to ****
Sonia ****
BEETHOVEN: Mina Solentnis
Amanda Halgrimson, soprano; Cornelia Kallisch,
alto; John Aler, tenor; Alastair Miles, bass; NOR
Choir, SWR Vokalensemble Stuttgart, SWR Radio
Symphony Orchestra, Stuttgart; Roger Norrington
Hânssler CD 93.006 (CD). 2000. Andreas Priemer,
prod.; Christian Leuschner, eng. DDD. TT: 72:58
Performance *****
Sonics ****

R

oger Norrington was the first to
proclaim asymbolic end to the
early-music movement: When
its chronological march toward the 20th
century hit Brahms, the world could
then reference recordings made or approved by composers and their contemporaries that would put the circumstantial speculation on timbres and tempos
appropriate for the great masterpieces
into adifferent realm of consideration.
But the arrival was not without its toll:
Having based his career on being the
first to deliver historically informed performances of Berlioz, Brahms, and
Bruckner, Norrington has sometimes
seemed unmoored without afrontier.
As his tempos have relaxed, they've
sometimes lost their purposefulness.
Arriving at tempos and instrumental
balances through objective historical
research, the old Norrington seemed
free to pursue, within those perimeters,
deeper, more subjective interpretations
manifested in phrases so telling and specific that you had to feel bad for Arnold
Ostman, whose L'Oiseau-Lyre recordings of Mozart operas made at the
Drottningholm Court Theater seemed
interpretively blank next to Norrington's. What asurprise, then, to hear
Norrington conducting the Vienna
Philharmonic in Handel's Messiah two
years ago in Salzburg in aperformance
that seemed similarly unconsidered.
Now, in his better moments — as
recorded here in the clear but somewhat
faceless acoustic of Stuttgart's Liederhalle — that equation seems reversed.
Authentic-performance techniques are
employed as they support Norrington's
interpretation, which rather leaves him
without asafety net. Maybe that's why
these discs, comprising major works by
Haydn, Schumann, and Beethoven, are
so uneven: However original in moments, the Haydn lacks overall coherence, and the Schumann is nearly as
blank as Norrington's Salzburg Messiah.
Stereophile, April 2001

The Beethoven, however, is acomplete
success. When one recalls that Norrington's earlier recordings weren't that
consistently successful either, these discs
comprise a fairly positive picture of
Norrington's artistic health. In fact, the
Beethoven may be his single best recording, perhaps having a durability
lacking in some of his earlier recordings.
Though the orchestral textures of the
Missa Solemnis are cleansed of vibrato,
nowhere is there any lack of vigor or
body. Singing is full-throated among
both chorus and soloists (has tenor John
Aler ever sounded so excited about anything?), powered by two key elements:
Norrington's trademark sense of
rhythm (which keeps matters moving,

Reviews

though not in the sleek, don't-botherme-with-expression fashion of John
Eliot Gardiner), and akeen sense of the
words, in the projection of both their
sound and their meaning. One reason
this setting of the mass is never remotely appropriate for worship services is the
drama inherent in the extravagant musical constructions in which the words are
set, and Norrington's approach is welcomely low on reverence. In that
respect, his interpretation is in its glory
in the Agnus Dei, in which cries of
"Dona nobis pacem" are interrupted by
military music. The singers project terror of an operatic magnitude, and all the
diverse, warring elements of the music
are kept in the kind of balance that

New from Chesky!

t:.
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JD210
With its inherent
sensuality and
sexual overtones,
the Tango has
created intrigue
worldwide.
Bandoneonist,
arranger and
music director
Raul Jaurena;
bandoneonist Tito
Castro; violinists
Leonardo Suarez
Paz, and Humberto
Ridolfi; bassist
Pablo Asian,
pianist Allison
Brewster Franzetti
and vocalist;
Washington Galli,
recreate the sultry
scene of the tango
bars of 1930's
Argentina.

An effortless,
singer's singer,
Sara's voice is
evocative of the
desolate heat
of the American
Southwest she
calls home.
This disc features
ten original songs
penned by Sara,
her most poignant
writing to date,
plus haunting
covers of Steven
Stills' "Johnny's
Garden" and
Procol Harum's
"Whiter Shade
of Pale."
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www.elusivedisc.com
Leading the SACD revolution 1bit at atime!
One call, one click for all your audiophile LP CD, DVD and SACD needs!
CORNER

(40 R[CORDS

three blind mice

Groove Note Records

IP's $29.99 ea
Gold CD's
SACD's $24.99 ea
GRV1007 Luqman Hanua/

All-analogue, direct to 2-track albums,
recorded on vintage
tube microphones are
available as 180g 2LP
sets ,24K Gold CD's
& SACO (most titles)
Each LP set contains
the full length album on
one LP and abonus
track LP cut at 45rpm
for increased fidelity ,

With This Voice New Release!
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4GP% 1001
Jazinthalliere
Hen An:\ udiophile
Classic is horn!
Incredible s
Mee. jazz
stindards!
4GRV100.2

Roy Gaines,/ (kv the
T-Bone Blues -IHone %%Aker
pnatige with soulful
guitar/sneak:!

4GRN11103
Illinoisfacquel/
Iiirtkday Pam among the dozen
bea-voutalingja, albums
eser'."- Unarm. soond

Mr. Hamza (a fanner Ink Spot), the
guest artist on Jay McShann's album.
received such praise that Groove Note
had to release this solo title! His
masterfully recorded, sensual &
seductive voice will thrill any listener'
We are the exclusive distributor of
Groove Note Records in the USA!
4:12V I004
Akagil.Veie Smiles &
Tans-lied Miles "...the fist essential piano
mainline of the new
millennium' Stereophile.
-

4(1t5

1)0)5
fas McShann/Ithat
thindezfit/ nark/ Wonderful NueiZjan
reeording from a
true legend!
GRA1006
Jarinthattaruitat Leans
-Ifer seeand album
that raises the bar for
female socals!

Classic Records 180g LP's $26.99 & UP!

5D8216 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin
SD8236 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin II
SD7201 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin II/
$07208 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin IV
L5P2857 Duke Ellington: At Tonglewood
ST91058 Sotchmo Ploys King Ofiver
RTH6281 Jimi Hendrix: Avis 'Bold As (mono)
Call or visit our website for complete list of titles

LSC2127
Reiner: Strauss Burlesque
LSC1807
Reiner: Strauss Ein Heldenleben
VICS1103
Beethoven: Symphony #5
KCS9914
Simon&Garfunkel: Bridge Over...
LSC2147
Schubert: The Trout Quintet
RTH1052
Genesis: Nusery Cryme
VICS1424
Strauss. Dance of the Seven Viet,
Also, many Gold CDS &45rpm sets available!

TELARC SACD's $24.99! SONY SACOS $21 99
TELSA80530
TELSA83493
TELSA80515
TELSA80526
TELSA83443
TELSA83469
TELSA83487
TELSA83488
TELSA83491

Hovhoness: Spirit of the Trees
Freddy Cole: Merry-Go-Round
Dukas: Sorcerer's Apprentice
Flanders Orchestra: Tongo
Oscar Peterson Trio: Very Tall
Monty Alexander: Stir It Up
Mighty Sam: Blues For The Soul
McCoy Tyner, Clark, Foster...
John Pizzarelle Kisses In The Rain

SONSA89413 Dvorak: Symphonies #8 & 9
SONSA66089 Babyface: The Day
SONSA63985 Blood,Sweat&Tears: &SU
SONSA65135 Miles Davis: Live Evil
SONSA63973 Miles Davis: Big Fun
SONSA65293 Miles Davis: Quiet Nights
SONSA69389 Billy Joel: An Innocent Man
SONSA65490 Santana: Abraxas
SONSA89414 Greig: Peer Gynt Suite
Aerosmith: Just Push Play
aucJioquest dual layer SONSA62088
SONSA53046 Gloria Estefon: Greatest Hit,
SONSA89342 Schubert: Symphony #9
soces$29.99
SONSA39530 Wynton Morsolis: Hot House
AQSACD1049 Joe Beard: For Real
SONSA63213 Titanic: Original Soundtrack
AQSACD1053 Mighty Sam: Soul Sunior
AQSACD1046 Doug Macleod: Unmarked Ra SONSA62700 B. Herrmann: Film Scores
SONSA89343 Mendelsshon: Symphony #4
AQSACD1054 Doug Macleod: Who's Truth
Visit our webstore for complete list! SONSA69829 Tower of Power: Soul Vaccinai:. •
SONSA66230 The Byrds: Greatest Hits
SONSA63856 Marvin Gaye: Midnight Love
SONSA89033 Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue
SONSA89039 Vivaldi: The Four Seasons
DMPSA02 dmp Does DST) Sampler
SONSA89341 Beethoven: Symphony #3
DMPSA03 Stockholm Orchestra: Tango
SONSA89041 Copland: Conducts Copland
DMPSA04 Steve Davis: Quality of Silence
SONSA841
Bob Dylan: Blonde on Blonde
DMPSA05 Manfred° Fest: Just Jobim
SONSA69351 Jennifer Lopez: One The 6
DMPSA06 Joe Beck & Ali Ryerson: Alto
SONSA6163 (De Carmine Burma
DMPSA07 Joe Leonhart: Salamader Pie
Visit our webstore for complete list!
DMPSA08 Flim & The BB's: Tricycle
DMPSA09 Gaudeamus: Sacred Feast
Cliesky SACD's $29.99!
DMPSA10 Horner Percussion: Far More Drums
CHSA204
Introduction to SACD Sampler
DMPSA11 Vivino Brothers: Blues Bond
CHSA205
Rebecca Pidgeon: The Raven
DMPSA12 Bob Mintzer .Homage To Count Bras,
CHSA206
McCoy Tyner: N.Y. Reunion
Chesky 8, Classic 24/96 Music DVD's CHSA207
Carla Lother: Ephemera
CHSA208
Poquito D'Rivera: Tropicana..
S26.99-up' See webstore for list!

dmp DL SACD's $26.99

al to

mobile fidelity Out Of Business!!!
We have the worlds largest supply of Out-Of-Print Mobile Fidelity
LP's, Gold CD's, other Half-Speeds & D2D LP's new & used!

'
FRONTAGE Ro.
ANDERSON, IN 46013

Call

or visit our website for a complete listing of available titles.

SPEAKER'S CORNER 180g LP's$29.99 & UP!

EUROS758
Steely Don: Con') Buy A Thrill
EUROS8523
EUROS2304 Oscar Peterson: We Get RequestsEUROS36012
EUROS3106 Joe Cocker: With A Little Help
EUROS4001
EUROS36089 Sarah Vaughan: Sassy
EUROS8349
EUROS60799 Quincy Jones: Plays Hip Hits
EUROS8538
EUROS9281 Bob Morley: Natty Dread
EUROS3228
EUROS8587 Jimmy Smith: The Cat
EUROS4906
Visit our webstore for complete list of titles with

JVC xrcd &xrc d2

S. Getz/L. Bonfo: Jazz Samba.
Cillford Brown: All Stars
Ella Fitzgerald: Sings Cole Porter
Ben Webster: Meets Oscar P
Oscar Peterson: Nighttrain
Joan Armatrading: Set/tailed
Joe Jackson: Night & Day
pictures d descriptions!

All titles $25.99.

60260 Chet Baker: It Could Happen To You
60245 Art Pepper +11: Modern Jazz Classics
60173 Blue Mitchell/Blue's Moods
60087 Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section
0208 Tony Bennett: Bill Evans Album
0209 Andre Previn/West Side Story
0210 Kenny Burrell: Soul Call
0212 Lightnin' Hopkins: Gain' Away
60159 John Coltrane: Soul Trone
60161 Red Garland Trio: Groovy
60140 Bill Evans: Explorations
60158 Sonny Rollins: Saxophone Collossus
60125 Miles Davis: Retards"'
60126 Miles Davis: Workin'
60127 Miles Davis: Cookin
60128 Miles Davis: Steamin'
60088 Sonny Rollins: Way Out West
60139 Bill Evans: Portriat In Jazz
60171 Wes Montgomery: Full House
60160 Modern Jazz Quartet: Django
60246 S. Vaughan/Basie: Send In The Clowns 60243 Cannonball Adderly: Know What I
Mear
60375 Art Tatum: Trio
60213 Kenny Drew: Kenny Drew Trio
60102 Johnny Griffin: The Kerry Dancers
60170 Thelonius Monk: By Himself
60372 Bill Evans: Gro,,
'- ') ,,Iphin Street
60256 Joe Pass: Virtuoso
Visit our website or call for a complete list of available titles!

Vivante Records LP's

Asirud Gilberto/Lank To The Rainbow -Look To The
Rainbow was the Brazilian singer's 3rd album on Verve from
1965. This 5-slur rated recording, produced by Creed Taylor
and in collaboration ssith legendary arranger Gil Evans.
illustrates why Gilberto continues to enjoy such enduring
popularity. From former husband Joao Gilheno's Bits, Born, to
Antonio Carlos Jobim's Felicidade. this is a recording that
will delight Gilberto and jazz fans alike, and the superb
sonies make this special album men more appealing.

VPI,P007

Vivante 180g pressings $29.99 each'
We are the exclusive distributor for Vivante Records in the U.S
All

trts ,cs
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SimplyVinyi 180g LP's $29.99 & UP! 100's of titles!
SVLP0176
SVLP0182
SVLP0165
SVLP0222
SVLP0202
SVLP0255
SVLP0050

Dire Straits: Love Over Gold
Dire Straits: Brothers In Arms
Free: Free
Gerry Rafferty: City To City
Cream: Wheels Of Fire
Phil Collins: No Jacket Required
Eagles: Hell Freezes Over

SVLP0254
SVLP0261
SVLP0252
SVLP0238
SVLP0207
SVLP0231
SVLP0201

Genesis: Genesis
W . SICK•
G. Clinton: Greatest Hits
neiyv,eteu
am. soma.
E. Morricone: Very Best Of
onswrmt
Don Mclean: American Pie
01410g.
Metallica: Metallica
Elvis Presley: Golden Records
The Who: Tommy

ciccGoldCll's & 18Ug LP's $22.99 & UP!
LPZ-180g. LP TITLES
2043 The Eagles: Hotel California
2040 Elvis Presley: 24K Hits(2 LP's)
2072 Queen: Night AtThe Opera
2058 Al Green: Greatest Hits
2060 Paul Simon: Paul Simon
2066 Van Nolen: Von Halen
Visit our webstore for complete

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
4020

BEST PRODUCTS' BEST PRICE'
BEST SERVICE' GUARANTEED!!

Fax: (765)608 -5341 Info: (765)608 -5340
Hours: M-F 9am-6pm & Sat 11am-4pm EST

e-mail us at: ElusDiscgaolcom

GZS-24K GOLD CD TITLES
,- ru 1145 Poison: Open Up & Say Ahhh
1132 Joni Mitchell: Blue
le
1138 Queensryche: Empire
1141 Everly Brothers: Best Of
1143 The Doors: Soft Parade
1144 Queen: Night At The Opera
list of titles! Out of print titles also available!

FULL

1$3" U.S.A. /$5 00 INTL.

CATALOG 1FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING: (Average rest based on weight)
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 LP/CD: $5-57 (adtl. LP/CD 5115 .
UPS 3-Day Select: 1-3 LP/CD. $10-512 iodtl. LP/CD S1.00
UPS 2nd Day Air: 1.3 LP/CD: .$15-517 (odd. LP/CD 51.50 ecii.
FOR SHIPPING OUTSIDE THE U.S. CALL E-MAlf,
OR FAX FOR YOUR OPTIONS AND COSTS!

Record
makes more overall musical sense than
in any other Missa Solemnis I've heard.
Depending on one's level of curiosity,
the Haydn may be worth the price of the
other disc, even if its disc-mate, Schumann's Symphony 2, is not. The firstmovement tempo of the Haydn has the
deliberation one associates with Nikolaus
Harnoncourt (who has become asort of
second-generation Otto Klemperer), but
with Norrington's special brand of phrase
pecificity, one particularly appropriate
for charting the ongoing inventiveness of
the composer's content and thematic
transformation. The second movement
has aNorringtonesque surprise: Though
this slow movement is marked Andante,
it's taken in double time with ultra-light
articulation, almost like a minuet. No
other recording or performance I've
heard is remotely like it, but thanks to the
conductor's sense of style and strength of
convictions, it makes good sense. Because
the third movement is aminuet, the result
is asymphony whose two inner movements have astrong sense of dance. Why
not? Elsewhere, the performance hums in
ways the Schumann doesn't.
Norrington's previous Schumann
recordings have been curiously muted;
similarly, this one suggests afascination
fueled partly by the conductor having
never quite come to terms with the
composer's idiom. Is it any coincidence
that the quality of the orchestra's playing
unravels abit as the conductor's interpretive inspiration flags?
—David Patrick Stearns

PAUL O'DETTE
Robin Hood: Elizabethan
Ballad Settings
Paul O'Dette, lute, cittem, orpharion
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907265 (CD). 2001. Christel
Thielman, prod.; Brad Michel, eng. DDD. Tr: 77:00
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

his CD has nothing at all to do
with Sherwood Forest, the Sheriff
of Nottingham, or any of that.
There is alovely tune here called "Robin
Hood," but that is the only connection.
The subtitle is abit misleading too, as
only about half of the works are actually
settings of ballad melodies; "Elizabethan
Transcriptions for Lute" might have
been more accurate. Having duly noted
this, I'm happy to say that it is the only
real criticism Ihave of this disc.
If anyone is skeptical of the praise
that Iand others have lavished on Paul
O'Dette, Iinvite them to listen to Robin
Hood. Many of the pieces don't call for
great virtuosity, but even the simplest
leaves you with no doubt of O'Dette's
Stereophile, April 2001
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The lute's gentle liege: Paul O'Dette.

preeminence on the lute. His phrasing is
remarkably naturso exact, his ornamentation (where no
al sound on this instrument.
original exists) so perfect in conception
Given the sonic excellence, the neatly
and execution, that Icannot wish for
better. There are equal or better per- varied musical selections, and the skill of
the performer, this would be aperfect
formers of 17th- and 18th-century
works, but in the Elizabethan repertoire
choice for anyone unfamiliar with Renaissance lute music or with Paul
he is simply in aclass by himself. Add to
O'Dette. If you fall into either or both of
this the fact that O'Dette prepared the
these categories, shame on you. You
editions of the works on the disc, and
need to get acopy of this CD at once.
you have atruly formidable presence.
—Les Berkley
On the more familiar works given
here (transcriptions of keyboard works by
Byrd and others), O'Dette plays an eightcourse Renaissance lute, an instrument
that we have heard him play many times
before. But when he embarks on afriendDOUBLE TROUBLE
ly invasion of Ronn McFarlane's Scottish
turf, he switches to the cittern and plays it
Been aLong Time
with remarkable skill. In modem guitar
Tone Cool TC 34047-1180-2 (CD). 2001. Chris
terms, the cittem is "flat-picked" with a
Layton, Tommy Shannon, exec. prods.; Double
quill, atechnique that O'Dette appears to
Trouble, Chad je Sexton, Doyle Bramhal111, Stephen
Bruton, Jimmie Vaughan, prods.; Andy Taub, Stuart
have thoroughly mastered.
Sullivan, Richard Mullens, Matt Shultz, engs.; Jim
"Yet is there mord" as an Elizabethan
Vollentine, Jonathan Whiteside, Steve Chadie,
Nathan Snyder, asst. engs. MD? TT: 43:22
peddler might have cried. On four
Performance ***1/2
anonymous settings, Mr. 0 picks up an
Sonics ***
orpharion — a wire-strung instrument
notorious for going out of
tune — and does aperfectly
lovely job with it as well. (As
Anthony Rooley once pointed out, the orpharion has
been waiting 400 years for
the tape recorder, which
allows one to retune as often
as necessary.)
This may be the best
recording of acittern Ihave
ever heard, although some
Sans Stevie: Chris Layton and Tommy Shannon.
Dorian recordings also have

rock/pop
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hat's arhythm section to do
when their phenomenal,
utterly irreplaceable frontman is cut down in the prime of his
career? That's the question Double
Trouble drummer Chris Layton and
bassist Tommy Shannon have been
trying to answer since 1990, when guitar great Stevie Ray Vaughan died in a
Wisconsin helicopter crash. Amazingly, Layton and Shannon have stuck
together all this time, first as members
of the fast-imploding Texas supergroup Arc Angels, and then in
Storyville, ashowcase for former firstcall sidemen.
Because their natural place is in a
song's background, Double Trouble do
what they can to assert themselves here,
co-writing half of the album's 10 tunes
and driving its massive blues-rock
groove from one side of Texas to the
other. And they've invited just the right
group of friends to participate, including
Stevie Ray's brother, Jimmie Vaughan,
ex-Arc Angels Charlie Sexton and
Doyle Bramhall II, young guitarslingers Jonny Lang, Kenny Wayne
Shepherd, and Susan Tedeschi, and
vocalists Malford Milligan (of Storyville)
and Lou Ann Barton.
The ghost of Stevie Ray hangs over
the proceedings, as you'd expect it
might. Nearly everyone involved with
the album owes him adebt of some

l
e

ouble
trouble
CHRIS LAYTON
TOMMY SHANNON
COYLE ORANNALL II
OR JOHN
WU ANN BARTON
ERIC JOHNSON
SUSAN TUCSON
JOHN! LANG
«UDR° MILLIGAN
WILLIE. NELSON

W

TY

KENNY WAYNE SHEPHERD
CHARLIE SEATON
JIMMIE VAUGHAN
RISE NYLONS
JONNSON
In

sort, and it would be difficult to imagine
the careers of Lang and Shepherd, in
particular, if Vaughan hadn't been there
to blaze the trail.
Bramhall's performances are especially strong on "Say One Thing," a
blues-funk tune he wrote himself, and
adazzling remake of Muddy Waters'
"She's All Right." Other highlights
Stereophile, April 2001

include the Jimmie
Vaughan/Barton
duet on Johnny
"Guitar" Watson's
"In the Middle of
the Night," and
Tedeschi and Shepherd's blistering take
on Led Zeppelin's
"Rock and Roll."
Another nice cut,
though it's completely in the other
direction, is "Baby,
There's No One
Like You," astringladen ballad co-written by Layton and
Shannon and sung
by Dr. John, with
Willie Nelson on
guitar, no less.
Unwilling to shatter like glass, the Honeydogs have clawed their way back
No
one
ever from near defeat to change their fortunes. Here's luck.
doubted that there
upbeat tune, the Honeydogs begin with
was more to Double Trouble than
bass and drums, but on Been aLong "Stonewall," a downtempo meditation
inspired by the 1969 riots that sparked
lime the duo shows just how much
the gay-rights movement. Adam Levy, a
more, and demonstrates that they've
social worker by day, writes with genuine
got aright to share the spotlight.
empathy and not alittle curiosity —all in
— Daniel Durchholz
all, an atypical first track. Sonically, this
track also sets the pattern for what is a
HON EYDOGS
typically mid-fi rock record.
Here's Luck
"Sour Grapes," an engaging rocker, is
Palm Pictures Palm CD 2052-2 (CD). 2001. John
more in line with what you'd expect.
Fields, prod. & eng.; Alex Oana, asst eng. AAD?
The Honeydogs borrow more than alitTr: 46:40
Performance ***1/2
tle from their Twin Cities precursors
Sonics ***1/2
The Replacements, and raucous numity the poor Honeydogs, a bers like "Red Dye #40" (which opens
with the lyric "Sit with me in the gutter
band beset by just about every
for awhile") and "Losing Transmissions"
hardship that can assail aworwouldn't sound out of place on alatterthy outfit that deserves better. Since
day 'Mats or Paul Westerberg album.
the release of Seen aGhost, their 1997
Some of the songs, such as "The
major-label debut, the Minneapolis
Crown" and the lush waltz of "Wilson
quintet has suffered a painful split
with an original member the near Blvd.," contain surprising orchestrations
and layers of keyboards. "Pins in Dolls,"
death of bassist Trent Norton (who
meanwhile, is an acerbic, Lennonesque
lapsed into acoma after an asthma
rocker. Another standout track is the
attack), and countless record-company woes. Here's Luck, in fact, has been
ready for release since fall 1998.
That it finally sees the light of day
now says something about the endurance of Norton and the brothers
Levy — guitarist-vocalist Adam and
drummer Noah —who recorded the
disc's 11 songs as atrio (guitarist Brian
Halverson and keyboardist Jeff Victor
have since joined the lineup). Happily,
Here's Luck —already perhaps the year's
most ironic title —turns out to have been
worth the wait and the bandmembers'
extraordinary efforts.
Departing from the conventional wisdom of opening an album with an

p
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By the time Andre Previn, Shelly Manne & Red Mitchell

flawless ear told him that Evan's sensitivity, touch and

recorded this album in 1959, they had set the standard

deep harmonic wisdom would make him a perfect col-

for jazz versions of show and movie scores. West Side

laborator. Evans lyrical, singing piano lines illuminate
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Bennett's supreme interpretation of lyrics.
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Record
untitled closing number, a languorous
and somewhat psychedelic tune that also
owes some degree of debt to Lennon.
"And though the things that don't kill
will make us last /It still kicks our ass,"
Levy sings. Given the Honeydogs' troubled last few years, who would know
better than he?
-Daniel Durchholz
ZIGABOO MODELISTE
Zigaboo. corn
JZM Records (CD). 2001. Joseph Zigaboo Modeliste,
prod.; Pete Carlsen, Matt Kelley, Michael Rodriguez, Gabriel Shepard, Erik Dyba, Alex Crane,
Justin Phelps, engs.. AAD? Tr: 63:22
Performance ****
Sonics
GEORGE PORTER. JR. & RUNNIN . PARDNERS
Funk 'n' Go Nuts
Transvideo Productions CTV 3112 (CD). 2000.
George Porter, Jr., David Stocker, prods.; Mike
Montero, Chris Finney, David Stocker, Tracey
Freeman, George Porter, engs. MD? Tr: 68:26
Performance ****Y,
Sonics ****

T

he Meters' long-awaited reunion
concert last November focused
attention on the funk pioneers'
pivotal influence on contemporary
music, from George Clinton to Master P.
It also shed light on the curious fact that
the group has been mining abody of
work that was essentially complete near-

ly a quarter century ago. Individual
members of the group have been working on their own projects, though.
Drummer Zigaboo Mocleliste and bassist
George Porter, Jr. have recently released
albums with their own bands that fans of
the Meters' slippery funk will delight in.
Zigaboo.cont demonstrates that, despite suffering aheart attack two years
ago, the king of funk drumming still has
his chops. The album also offers an
implied criticism of the kind of impact
Meters music has had on successive
generations ofjam bands by strictly limiting the song times to discourage overplaying. Structurally, the material draws
strong parallels to the early Meters
albums, which were designed to produce AM radio-friendly instrumentals.
Modeliste's disciplines are well adhered
to by his bandmates, particularly highschool buddy Camile Baudoin, now of
the Radiators, on guitar.
The album opens with the appropriately deft groove of "Shake What You
Got," agood-time anthem joined in spirit by "Zig Me" and "Gonna Have a
Party." Modeliste gets topical with "Black
on Black Crime," and offers a dire
post-heart-attack warning in "Funky
Nasty Cigarettes."

Reviews

George Porter's Funk 'n' Go Nuts
showcases two heirs apparent to the
Meters' funk throne. Drummer Russell
Batiste, of the legendary New Orleans
musical family, is generally acknowledged as the best funk drummer in the
city since Modeliste. Batiste and Porter,
in fact, anchor the Meters offshoot project, The Funky Meters, with Art
Neville. Funk... is the best of Porter's
albums; his current group challenges
the Meters at their own game.
John Gros on keyboards fills Art
Neville's chair admirably, and Neville
has given Gros his blessing by sitting in
with Gros's group, Papa Grows Funk.
Gros is also atalented writer, contributing the catchy "I Got the Blues Over
You" (the ubiquitous Gros also guests
on Zigaboecont).
Porter incorporates a second keyboardist, Michael Lemmler, into the
lineup, which allows his arrangements
to take on additional harmonic depth.
Guitarist-vocalist Brint Anderson shares
the frontrnan responsibilities; his eclectic, high-energy style bears little resemblance to that of Meters guitarist Leo
Nocentelli, but his distinctive playing
has strong personality.
Though The Funky Meters have
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Record
never issued their own album, Porter
brings in that band's guitarist, Brian
Stoltz, for two tracks here: a raging
cover of Curtis Mayfield's "Check Out
Your Mind" and Stoltz's own "Highwire
Walking." Porter is clearly at the height
of his powers here. His skills as asongwriter and bandleader offer aglimpse of
this style's likely future.
For more information about these albums, visit www.zigaboo.com and
www.georgeportetjr.com. —John Swenson

coming on the heels of 11 other resonant
gems, it serves notice that Mulcahy
should be welcomed to the ranks of such
evocatecrs as Shawn Colvin, Ron Sexsmith, the late Jeff Buckley, and even, at
times, The Boss himself.
Not that Mulcahy's a novice. In
addition to Miracle Legion, he fronted the short-lived Polaris, of mid-'90s
Nickelodeon TV show The Adventures
of Pete and Pete fame, and just last year
enjoyed unexpected UK acclaim
when his 1997 solo debut, Fathering,
MARK MULCAHY
saw belated overseas release; alongside the British critics, no less than
SmileSunset
Radiohead's Thom Yorke lined up to
Mezzotint 1325 (CD). 2001. Mark Mulcahy, prod.;
sing Mulcahy's praises. SmileSunset,
Adam Issus, prod., eng. ADD. TT: 51:28
then, arrives at atime when "adult"
Performance ****
Sonics ***
ears grow weary of rap and metal
gale-force winds. The album is adeIJust Shot Myself in the Foot Again
Mezzotint 1324 (CD). 2000. Adam Laws, prod. ADD.
liberate venture into the realms of
TT: 12:40
contemplation and quietude — the
Performance ***
Sonics ***
proverbial "velvet glove" technique of
music-making (as opposed to the "led
et's begin at the end of the
remarkable SmileSunset:
[sic] sledgehammer" approach).
Mark Mulcahy, the eccentric
And whether essaying aquirky slice
warbler for beloved late-'80s/early-'90s
of British-flavored retro-pop ("Until I
New Haven college-pop outfit Miracle
Say So," suggests a meeting of Ray
Legion, is concluding the album with an
Davies and Tom Waits), offering the
acoustic meditation burnished by neo- humblest of confessionals amid amuted,
baroque cello, minimalist glockenspiel, jangly arrangement ("I Just Shot Myself
and a harmonica line that's positively
in the Foot Again," adelicate melody
Springsteenian in its wistfulness. The bitthat borrows subtly from Rod Stewart's
tersweet blend of remembrance, optiversion of "Reason to Believe"), or simmism, and mournful resolve ("It'll be
ply turning, as all good songwriters must
alright," Mulcahy offers with asigh, as if on occasion, to the Beatles (the dreamy
to reassure himself) is nakedly straightharmony vocals and surreal vibe of "I
forward in an end-credits sense, and in
Hate to Needy Need You" seem to hark
fact was composed for the Ned Beatty/ back to side 2of Abbey Road), Mulcahy
Liev Schreiber film Spring Fonvard. But proves himself a worthy gatekeeper.

L

Whether pondering sweet irony or looking for the Tylenol (as shown here), Mark Mulcahy
has climbed into the ranks of quirky singer/songwriters.

Stereophtle, April 2001
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He's self-effacing yet brimming with
charisma, and blessed with a tuneful,
acrobatic vocal range. SmileSunset is a
low-key classic —and arichly nuanced,
analog-warm-sounding recording —
that, over repeated hearings, makes a
subliminal but decisive impact.
The I
Just Shot Myself in the Foot Again
EP preceded the full-length release, and
it bears notice. Among atrio of nonalbum tracks, it includes acover of Elvis
Costello's "Shipbuilding," originally
penned by E.C. for British cult icon
Robert Wyatt. The tune's enduring
quality is profound, and Mulcahy
updates the arrangement with cello and
clarinet, singing at times in aspidery
whisper; once again, the song's anti-war
message rings through loud and clear.
Mulcahy has submitted a"kinder and
gentler" record just as the second Bush
dynasty takes over the White House,
and the irony is sweet.
-Fred Mills

Jazz
PAUL DESMOND
Let Me Tell Ya 'Bout Desmond
Paul Desmond, alto sax; Gerry Mulligan, baritone sax;
George Marge, flute, oboe; Bob Tricarico, flute,
bassoon; Romeo Penque, Stanley Webb, woodwinds; Burt Collins, Joe Shepley, Marvin Stamm,
John Ekert, trumpet, flugelhom; Tony Miranda,
Albert Richman, Ray fdonge, Jimmy Buffington,
French horn; Paul Faulise, Urbie Green, LI
Johnson, Bill Watrous, Kai Winding, Wayne Andre,
trombone; Jim Hall, Ed Bickert, Gabor Szabo,
Gene Bertoncini, Sam T. Brown, Jay Berliner, Joe
Beck, Bucky Pizzarelli, guitar; Mike Mainieri, vibraharp; Gloria Agostini, Margaret Ross, harp; George
Ricci, cello; Herbie Hancock, piano; Bob James,
piano, electric piano; Eugene Wright Ron Carter,
Milt Hinton, Wendell Marshall, Frank Bruno, bass;
Connie Kay, Leo Morris, Jack DeJohnette, Osie
Johnson, Bill Lavorgna, drums; Robert Thomas,
Airto Moreira, drums, percussion; Ralph
MacDonald, Jack Jennings, percussion; Joe
Venuto, maracas; Don Sebesky, Bob Prince,
arrangers/conductors
Label M 495715 (CD). 2000. Creed Taylor, George
Avakian, Bob Prince, prods.; Joel Dom, Stewart
Levine, compilation prods.; Rudy Van Gelder, Ray
Hall, Jay Newland, Joe Lopes, Bob Simpson, engs.
ADD? TT: 57:33
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***

azz got its hooks in me in the summer of 1959 in arecord store in the
Sugar Town section of Salt Lake
City. On an album called Bru beck Pine,
on asong called "Audrey," Paul Desmond's alto sax floated in with asound
that, until that moment, Idid not know
Ihad been searching for all the 15 years
of my life. Paul Desmond was the Pied
Piper incarnate.
For his new venture, Label M, idiosyncratic producer Joel Dorn plans to do
aseries called Lemme Tell Ya Bout... —
highly personal selections from the
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makes for atranslucent thematic reading. An elastic rhythmic pulse then
underscores the improvisations. Karn's
solo builds to a seething urgency as
charged, serpentine strands ride above
—Thomas Conrad
the surging rhythm. Equally winsome, in
MICHAEL KARN
subsequent efforts, are Bernstein's glowing tone and keen note choices, and
In Focus
Hazeltine's compelling statements, espeMichael Kam, tenor sax; Peter Bernstein, guitar;
cially his rapid bursts of notes.
David Hazeltine, piano; Reuben Rogers, bass;
The demonically speedy take of
Gregory Hutchinson, drums
Criss Cross 1191 (CD). 2000. Gerry Teekens, prod.;
Chaplin's "Smile" reveals fluidity of
Max Bolleman, eng. DDD. TT: 53:13
another kind. It's so fast that Karn's
Performance ****Y,
Sonics ****
lines, still melodic at this hell-bent pace,
sometimes blur as they whiz by. In accour any town that has asizable
jazz community and you'll discov- companiment, Hutchinson bashes
er players whose names bubble regally; it's as if they're jousting.
The late guitarist Grant Green's
just below marquee stature but whose
damn-sure-can-take-care-of-business "Grant's Tune" (from his splendid
prowess equals anyone's. Around the Solid, on Blue Note) is abit different;
tough-as-nails New York scene, tenor it's centered by recurring rhythmic
saxophonist Mike Kan is one such vir- grooves. Slower-paced, the tune
tuoso who deserves more clout —a cat swings with amad grin, the rhythm
who plays modern main- section never letting up. Bernstein's
stream, bop-based music and Karn's brooding-to-intense imwith all the requisite ele- provs are just right.
There are also two moving ballads,
ments of tone, swing,
taste, and creativity — and one of them Karn's sweet duet with
this dynamo debut album Hazeltine, "D and B"- and two motoring-along killers: Cliff Jordan's "The
helps get the word out.
As can be heard on In Highest Mountain" and the leader's
Focus, Karn possesses a "One Bedroom Blues."
The sound is big and front-row, with
ringing sound with traces
of key influences Hank alluring clarity and instrumental imMobley, Dexter Gordon, pact: Nothing, from Hutchinson's
and Joe Henderson — it's shimmering cymbal attacks to the boldluminous and transpar- ness of Karn's tone and articulation, is
-Zan Stewart
ent on top, darker and in aural question.
fatter as he moves down
the horn. And his theJOHN SCOFIELD
matic treatments perfectWorks for Me
ly preface his fresh-feelJohn Scofield, guitar; Kenny Garrett, alto sax; Brad
ing improvised lines,
Mehldau, piano; Christian McBride, bass; Billy
which are never harsh
Higgins, drums
Verve
314 549 281 (CD). 2000. Richard Seidel, prod.;
and have just what Iwant
James Farber, eng. DDD. U: 72:46
from a jazz soloist: Performance ****1/2
modernity
emerging Sonics ***1/2
hat always tickles me about
from tradition, complexiThe instantly distinguishable yet always underestimated Paul Desmond.
ty balanced by simplicity,
John Scofield is his immense
ardent swing, and, always, that round
musicality. Whether it's
was. "A Taste of Honey" is the ideal
tone.
R&B/chunk-a-funk with Medeski,
vehicle for one whose sound is like the
Karn's partners — like-minded sorts Martin & Wood, angular as hell yet
sigh of elemental being.
When he recorded as a leader, drawn from the best the contemporary killer post-bop with Joe Lovano, or a
Desmond's format of choice was aquar- arena has to offer — enhance the well- sideman stint with Herbie Hancock
tet with guitar. Jim Hall is the primary rounded program: percolating, pro- digging into deliciously reworked pop
guitar voice here, and he contributes vocative originals and covers in which songs, the result never fails to sing and,
infallibly appropriate undercurrents for the solos exercise the mind and emo- in Scofield's own fashion, swing.
Here, the lad from Dayton, Ohio
Desmond and elegant solos of his own. tions while the rhythm stimulates the
There are some larger ensembles, and body; explodingly fast numbers that with the 100W sizzling sound, who's
even some string sections.
challenge both performer and listener; been jazz's primo electric guitarman
The sound is not areason to buy this ballads that reach in and touch; and, of for ages, delivers another charismatic
venture: acollection of way post-bop
album. Dorn could not get access to the course, the blues.
original master tapes, and had to master
Nothing falls short. Iparticularly like originals written for acoustic quintet.
from DATs and 1630s. And for the "Momentum," in which the blend of the The tunes, some with melodies as
most part, these are not the 12 songs I leader's tenor and Bernstein's guitar smooth as the sheen of aplacid lake,
works of artists who have special meaning for him. Needless to say, Ithink
Dorn's first choice of subject for the
series is brilliant. He and co-producer
Stewart Levine picked 12 favorite tunes
from 10 different Desmond albums on
five different labels, and talked the
labels into licensing the tracks for their
compilation.
On "I'm Old Fashioned," Desmond's horn begins with his signature
whisper, infinitely suggestive, somehow
both erotic and purely spiritual, then
goes on to unfold aconcise improvisation that shows he was about more than
tone. He was apoet of the highest
order, amaster of melodic grace, subtly
shaded phrasing, and thematic nuance.
"Skylark" is as delicate and detailed and
unimprovable as an orchid. "When
Joanna Loved Me" is not as sad as the
past tense of its title implies: Desmond's
lifting lines affirm abeauty that once
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would have chosen. ("Audrey" is not
here.) But why quibble? Joel Dom has
picked agift bouquet of Desmond, and
Iam not about to turn it down.
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ROBIN WILLIAMSON
The Seed-At-Zero
Robin Williamson, vocals, guitar, harp, mandolin
ECM 1732 (CD). 2000. Steve Lake, prod.; Lawson
Dando, eng. DDD. TT: 67:03
Performance *****
Sonia ****

R

obin Williamson was by far the
most talented original member
of the Incredible String Band, a
1960s Scottish acoustic (mostly) group
of astonishing eclecticism whose songs
have been covered by Judy Collins and
Van Morrison, and which counted
among its fans the Rolling Stones, Allen
Ginsberg, Bob Dylan, Pete Townshend,
Tim Buckley, John Lennon, and Led
Zeppelin. (Inspired by the ISB, Robert
Plant and Jimmy Page often talked of
ditching their amps and going acoustic;
the acoustic side of Led Zep III is their
tribute.) Recently, the original trio —
Williamson, Mike Heron, and Clive
Palmer —reformed for the first time in
33 years, and is touring the US and UK.
After the ISB broke up in the early
'70s, Williamson moved to California,
where he formed His Merry Band,
which released four albums and toured
some full of animated leaps and
Never Be Another You" and plays at
the States extensively. Williamson
bounds, have enough grit and glow to
medium-fast tempo. Higgins lays out a moved back to Britain in the mid-'80s
inspire consistently compelling solo
luxuriant cymbal beat, and the leader and settled in Wales, where he still lives,
and ensemble performances.
shows he can connect the dots within
writing, singing, and playing music,
An all-star crew like this one doesn't the bop mode, though there's plenty of poetry and Celtic tales comic, magical,
guarantee an ace recording, but it sure
today's edge in his note choices. When
original, and passed-down. He has
helps. These guys have alike-minded
Mehldau solos, he finds the notes
released all of these on aseries of wonopenness as to what jazz can be, and
between the cracks; asimilar accent on
derfully varied recordings on his own
they definitely follow their hearts and
dissonance is heard from Garrett.
label, Pig's Whisker Music (www.
ears. The rhythm team of Brad
"Do ICrazy," also fairly fast, bristles pigswhisker.com).
Mehldau, Christian McBride, and Billy
with aheated intensity that doesn't preWilliamson's new album, The SeedHiggins (he of the elastic beat) is a vent Scofield from telling a logically At-Zero, recorded for and released on
delight. Everything works so well that it concocted musical tale. Garrett leans ECM, is one of the stranger three-way
sounds very much like an album by a more to the abstract, kicked along nicemarriages of artist, material, and label I
working band, not aone-off.
ly by Higgins and McBride, while
have heard in four decades of listening
Iparticularly enjoy "Big J," which
Mehldau chooses to work the pocket and collecting. ECM is hardly known
sports an ear-friendly theme done as a and comes up swinging. After "Crazy,"
for its folk-music catalog — as eclectic
medium-tempo, straight-ahead groove.
the slow pulse of the understated "Mrs.
and unpredictable as this 30-year-old
The appealing bite of Scofield's twangy
Scofield's Waltz" is awelcome change
label itself is, this is their first folk
tone lights up unhurried, flowing,
of pace. Its cousin is the just plain pretrelease. Of this collection of songs,
song-like statements. Kenny Garrett,
ty "Love You Long Time."
poems, and poems set as songs, seven
sounding warmer than on his own
The sound is a bit uneven. The
of the 16 tracks are Williamson's own
efforts, is tuneful as well. Mehldau
band is jammed into the left side of compositions, and there's one each by
applies hearty, just-so chords to support the soundstage, with Higgins speakerWelsh bards ancient (Taliesen and
bound and McBride, Scofield, and
both, then solos à la early-'60s
Llywarch Hen) and modern (Idris
Hancock. "Heel to Toe" is another
Garrett all getting pretty cozy nearby.
Davies' "The Bells of Rhymney," with
foot-tapping cooker.
Then there's Mehldau, way across the
music by Pete Seeger) — but the great
The subdued "Six and Eight" thematroom on the right. On the plus side,
bulk of the words on this disc,
ically resembles aTm Pan Alley stanthe instruments sound crisp and accu- whether sung or spoken, were written
dard. "Not You Again" takes that conceit
rate; Scofield's tone has the juice you
by Dylan Thomas.
hear in a club, and the others pop
astep further, as Scofield bases his lyrical
Setting poems not originally intendtheme on the chords of "There Will
right out too.
—Zan Stewart
ed as song lyrics to music is always a
222
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dicey proposition: If the poem has any
merit at all, its own inherent wordmusic is too likely to find discord with
any textures or harmonies acomposer
and players might add. All great writers
know this, of course; in his plays, the
verses Shakespeare intended to be set
to music were invariably written in
language far less rich and complex and
in shorter lines (usually tetrameter)
than the dense hedges of iambic pentameter surrounding them. And even
the briefest glance at the great lieder of
Schubert, Wolf, and Brahms reveals
original texts — whether by Meirike,
Heine, Goethe, or Schiller — of almost
artless simplicity and clarity, regardless
of how dense and thorny those writers'
other writings may have been.
Williamson has thus set himself a
great challenge in setting so many
poems by Thomas, probably the most
musically gifted of any poet writing in
English since Shakespeare himself. The
sound thickets of Thomas' verse tend
toward the opaquely dense, nowhere
more so than in some of the poems
Williamson has chosen, particularly
"The Seed-At-Zero" and the I2-minute
"Poem On His Birthday," which
abounds in such lines as "In a cavernous, swung /Wave's silence, wept
white angellus knells. / Thirty-five
bells sing struck /On skull and scar
where his loves lie wrecked, /Steered
by the falling stars." Such abig, boomboom poetic voice is undeniably powerful, but try to sing this stuff.
That the album works as well as it
does is a tribute to Williamson's restraint. Accompanied variously by his
guitar, harp, and mandolin, Williamson's
voice, ravaged by time, touring, and
smoke, is always in service to the words,
and his uncluttered arrangements leave
ample space in which each syllable can
be fully heard and savored, even if the
ever-branching meanings can never be
quite fully or finally understood. The
result is less musical (not acriticism)
than bardic, less acollection of songs that
are simply more literate than the norm
and more an evening with asinger of
Celtic lays ancient and modern. For such
a bard, the occasional strum of harp
strings is more punctuation and atmosphere than the tightly wrought and
structured units of what has become
known as the modern "song." Here,
most of that craft has gone into the language itself, on many of these tracks,
Williamson doesn't so much "sing" as
keen, or chant or, simply, speak clearly.
As Iremember, the same sort of thing
used to be said of Bob Dylan in the
Stereophile,
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mid-'60s. Here, as on the records Dylan
made then, the overall effect is one of a
great and powerful mystery clearly
limned but only partly revealed — even
in the more humorous Thomas texts,
such as "In My Craft or Sullen Art" and
"On No Work of Words."
That Williamson owes Thomas a
great debt is clear in his own lyrics,
which are often nearly as rich and
dense. Most moving is his "Cold Days
of February," about the Troubles in
Northern Ireland, originally recorded
(in censored form) with the ISB in
1973. My favorites, however, are the
sere comfort of "To God in God's
Absence" and the final track, "For Mr.
Thomas," a bawdy tribute to and
defense of the writer, whom Williamson imagines accompanying on abad
boys' tour of town, and in which he
muses on how Thomas' attempts to live
up to his own legend eventually killed
him: "as bacon wafts through hungry
streets, your ghost pervades /just like
an old ex-boxer aged twenty-two /
staged up like Falstaff or the wild Welsh
Rimbaud / you'd laugh to see these
monochromes they make of you." Van
Morrison made apowerful cover of this
on The Philosopher's Stone, VoLl;
Williamson's version is even more alive.
The disc does not have ECM's
usual luminous sound, but it sounds
far better than most folk recordings:
intimate, warm, and resonant, and
almost too revealing of the worn-thin
patches in Williamson's leathery, hollowed-out voice.
The Seed-At-Zero isn't for everyone; I
highly recommend it to anyone who
wants to hear big, powerful language —
whether sung, chanted, or pronounced
as aspell —caught and held in asnare of
music as spare and tough as darning
thread. In the literal sense of asingle
word, it's incantatory. -Richard Lehnert
Soundtracks
The Gift
Will WIL 336792 (CD). 2001. Derrick Lefebvre,
Andrew Hausman, Jaspar Randell, score coordinators; Tanya Noel Hill, music editor; Robert Puff,
music preparation; Simon James, music contractor; Robert Fernandez, eng. MD? TT: 47:45
Performance ***
Sonics *** 1
/
2
0 Brother, Where Art Thou?
Mercury 088 170-069-2 (CD). 2000. TBone Burnett,
prod.; Denise Stiff, exec. music prod.; Gillian Welch,
assoc music prod.; Mike Piersante, eng.; Matt
Andrews, Rail Rogut, others, asst. engs. MD. TT:
60:39
Performance ****
Sonics *** 1
/
7
You Can Count On Me
E-Squared/Artemis 7 51062-2 (CD). 2000. Jack
Emerson, exec. prod.; Twangtrust, prods., engs.
(Tracks 1, 7, 8, 12: Twangtrust, Ronnie McCoury,
prods., engs. Track 3: Paul Smith, Marah, prods.,
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engs.) AAD? TT: 41:10
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***

II

powerful part of the soundtrack ofJohn
Sayles' Matewan. If the album lacks anything after "Furnace Room Lullaby," it's
the element of surprise.
Surprise, however, is not aproblem
with the soundtrack to 0 Brother, When,
Art Thou?. Another typically zealous
Coen Brothers film, this fractured fable
of southern culture stars George

tsays something positive about the
popularity of that stylistic middle
ground collectively known as
American roots music that this trio of
new films, all of which rate above average on even the harshest critical scales,
use this music as an integral part of their
stories, atmospheres,
and emotional impacts. But then, few
Music from the Motion Picture
things musical are
more immediate or
emotional
than
í;JE BLANCH/AI
bluegrass (The Ge),
gospel (0 Brother
GIOVANNI RIBISI
Where Art Thou, or
KEANU REEVES
bluegrass as filtered
through the unconKATIE HOLMES
ventional intellect of
GREG KINNEAR
Steve Earle (You Can
Count On Me).
HILARY SWANK
Although I had
not yet seen it as this
went to press, The
qft drags behind it
the brain-deadening
presence of Keanu
Reeves, but benefits
from the ace ensemble of Giovanni Ribisi, Hilary Swank,
Katie Holmes, and
GOODMAN
the increasingly great Cate
Blanchett — whose fluency with
roles as diverse as Elizabeth I(in
Elizabeth) and aJersey girl (in
Pushing Tin) is astonishing.
T
E
,
The soundtrack's core is a
° WHERE ART THOU?
group of neglected nuggets by
such classic country singers as
George Jones ("A Picture of Me
(Without You)"), Merle Haggard (a cover of the great Blaze
Foley's "If ICould Only Fly"
that's also the title track of
Haggard's latest album), Loretta
Lynn ("Mama Why" and
"Everybody Wants to Go to
Heaven"), and Willie Nelson
("Great Divide"). The recording
quality varies according to the quality of Clooney, John Turturro, and Tim Blake
the original source, but is generally fair
Nelson in a retelling of The Odyssey,
throughout.
complete with aRobert Johnson-esque
While it's always fun to hear the old
bluesman who strikes the archetypal
masters, The CYt-'s knockout track is
Faustian bargain, John Goodman as a
"Furnace Room Lullaby," written and
one-eyed bible salesman (le, the
sung by Canadian y'alternative country
Cyclops), and a character named—
singer Neko Case. Although new as far what else? — Homer.
as composition date is concerned, this a
0 Brother, Where Art Thou? is also what
cappella tour de force captures the Joel Coen calls in the liner notes "a
sound and soul of the primitive, quasivalentine to the music.... [The music]
religious hollers that Hazel Dickens
began to take over the script as we went
specializes in, and that were such a on, until the film became almost amusi-

THE GIFT

n'tilVEr Take TVA
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Sorrow," as the motif to which the
soundtrack returns — four different versions appear on the CD,
YOU Ce
E
ranging from Norman Blake's
COON
T
m
wom Lieown Pchg
solo-guitar instrumental to an
aggressively folky arrangement
Vlinng)
performed by the Soggy
Bottom Boys, (Dan Tyminski,
Harley Allen and Pat Enright)
who also turn in an appropriately loose and slaphappy
meander through the Jimmie
Rodgers classic "In the
Jailhouse Now."
One big difference here is
that all the music herein was
recorded especially for this film, which
cal." The music
means it has afreshness and asonic
is asnapshot of the major musical
punch lacking in most soundtracks
currents in Dixie circa 1937: blues,
that use previously released and/or
bluegrass, and gospel — even protorecorded material.
musics like the chant "Po Lazarus,"
Most, but not all. The final film of
which Alan Lomax recorded in 1959
this triumvirate, Um Can Count On Me,
as sung by agroup of Mississippi prisdirected by Kenneth Lonergan and
oners chopping wood, or the tremenstarring Laura Linney, Mark Ruffalo,
dously powerful prayer/admonition
and Matthew Broderick, features
"0 Death," rendered here in chilling a intelligently selected and mostly previcappella by bluegrass patriarch Ralph
ously released music from the roster of
Stanley. The result is arare soundtrack
Steve Earle and Ray Kennedy's Eof previously released material that Squared Records. Earle and the Del
coheres enough to be worth alisten
McCoury Band, the V-Roys, Bap
even without the visuals.
Kennedy, Cheri Knight, Marah, and 6
The way in which music and film are
String Drag all have their moments on
inextricably intertwined is illustrated
the soundtrack of this film, which won
best by Norman Blake's rendition of the Best Picture award at the 2000
"You Are My Sunshine," which in the
Sundance Festival.
film is the campaign song of Mississippi
This 12-song compilation album is
governor Pappy O'Daniel. In real life,
populated by neglected tracks from
O'Daniel was agovernor of Texas who
deep in such discs as Cheri Knight's
did indeed use country music in his
rock album The Northeast Kingdom.
campaign, but "You Are My Sunshine" British folk/blues singer-songwriter
was actually the composition and cam- Bap Kennedy is represented by "Vampaign anthem of yet another 1930s pol- pire," a well-crafted song-story that's
itico, Louisiana governor Jimmie Davis.
easily one of the best cuts from his
Another instance of the Coens' blend of Domestic Blues. That's followed by the
fact and fiction is when New Orleans V-Roys' rocicin' rave-up "Strange," one
bluesman Chris Thomas King—who
of the better cuts on their All About
plays the Robert Johnson character in
Town. And so goes the rest of the
the film, Tommy Johnson (who was also
album, whose sound is fine if you can
a real bluesman of the era) — nails
ignore the compression that rears its
"Hard Time Killing Floor Blues," atune
unwelcome head throughout. 6String
by the johnsons' contemporary, Skip
Drag's cover of Doug Salim's "MendoJames. Most striking, though, are apair cino," the only previously unreleased
of gospel numbers. The first, "Down to
track, is true to the original without
the River to Pray," features the combinabeing slavish and boring.
tion of the ethereally voiced Alison
As an obvious testament to the
Krauss and the First Baptist Church
good A&R and producing instincts of
Choir of White House, Tennessee. The
Earle and Kennedy (as well as Earle's
other, the lullaby "Didn't Leave Nobody
chops as aplayer on his five tracks),
but the Baby," features the formidable
this collection is not only a success
vocal trio of Krauss, Gillian Welch, and
when listened to on its own, but, like
Emmylou Harris.
the others discussed here, adds—at
The Coens wisely chose one of least in the two I've seen — to its film's
bluegrass's most revered tunes, Carter artistic horsepower and transcendent
Stanley's "I Am a Man of Constant significance.
-Robert Baird
m
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718-254-8741
HANDMADE IN BROOKLYN U.SA
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On this introductory offer, we will express mail and extend the
return policy to 90 days so you have plenty of time to review
our product. You may be surprised that our product is comparable to the best digital and, unbelievably, many analog turntables.
Offer lasts through July 2001. First come, first served
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So nice to come home tot

Introducing the 0-10
4 conductor multiple array
Internally bi-wirable
Pure Teflon Dielectric

NAGRA USA, Inc.
mail@nagra.com

• (800) 813-1663

• http://www.nagra.com

DH LABS, INC.
The industry leader in quality and value since 1992!
(561) 745-6406
www.silversonic.com

"You will be rewarded by sonic delights
not previously experienced."
January 2017i

Belles 150A Hot Rod Version

14 OHM-92 DB
sensitivity

125 wafts per channel into 8ohms
available in 2or 3channel versions

Power Modules Inc.
Iffiee479 East Street, Pittsford, NY 14534
- Tel: 716-586-0740 Fax: 716-586-4206
www.powermodules.com

COINCIDENT
SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY
www.coincidentspeakencom
Tel: (905) 886-6728 • fax: (905) 886-2627
Foreign distributor inquiries welcome
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Manufacturers'
Lexicon MC-1
Editor:
On behalf of Lexicon, we would like to
thank Stereophile, Larry Greenhill, and
John Atkinson for the review of our
MC-1 Digital Controller [in the March
2001 issue]. We were extremely flattered
with quotes like "Well, each of us has to
decide what to buy, but Ihaven't heard
anything better in adigital controller —
the AA/ receivers I've auditioned don't
hold acandle to the MC-1." And "it created the best audio and video effects
from surround sources I've experienced
to date in my listening room." With
praise like that, it should be no surprise
that the MC-1 is considered by many to
be the best preamp-processor available at
any price.
There are, however, two minor issues
discussed in the "Measurements" section
that we felt warranted areply. The first
was the 0.5dB level-error anomaly. This
type of anomaly can occur when the MC1is not reset to factory defaults prior to
installation. As John noted, restoring factory defaults eliminated the level difference in the review sample. This is why
the owner's manual recommends the
restoration of the factory defaults before
installing the unit. We would also like to
point out that we use adifferent technique to measure jitter. John was using
Miller Audio Research test equipment
and we use Audio Precision test equipment. All of our test results of the MC-1
and DC-2 found jitter rejection to be less
than 1nanosecond.
Minor differences aside, we sincerely
appreciate the time and consideration
that Stereophile has given our MC-1. It is a
culmination of Lexicon's 30-year history
of building digital audio processors for
the professional and consumer markets,
and we are very proud of the satisfaction
it brings to those who experience it.
Thanks again.
Andrew Clark
Marketing Manager, Lexicon
Creek 53505E
Editor:
"I could live happily with the Rega or the
Creek," says Succotash Sam in his last missive ("Sam's Space"). What aload of drivel! If he thinks nonsense like that will rile
me, he's dead wrong. What does rile me is
Stereophile, April 2001

Comments

that you, Mr. Atkinson, keep him on the
payroll. Can't you declare him redundant?
Idid years ago. The guy is audibly challenged and deaf to boot. Now therès a
redundancy for you.
The reason Igave the Creek 5350SE to
Reina before Sam is simple. Bob Reina, a
real reviewer, took the time and effort to
evaluate the amp. Old Sam took five minutes, wrote three lines, and declared, "I'll
buy it!" Who's he going to buy it from?
Rega? Iain't gonna sell him one. He'll
have to buy it retail. Now we'll see if his
money is where his mouth is. Can you
imagine the Cheapskate paying full price
for anything?
On another note, Idid go to see Sam
the other day. After hearing what he had
written about the Creek, Idecided to
drive over to Connecticut. It's amitzvah
(good deed) to visit the sick.
As he'd said some positive things about
the amp, Ibought him abottle of Skyy
vodka, quadruple-distilled — completely
tasteless (like the stuff he writes), and only
$14. Normally, Ibring him abottle of rare
malt whisky, but he didn't deserve one. I
gave him the vodka instead. Poor Sam was
so far gone, he thought it was the finest
whisky he'd ever tasted. It's very sad; he
used to be so vibrant and alert.
The Creek was plugged into the new
B&W CDM9 NT three-way, floorstanding speakers, and I must admit, they
sounded good. (Who says Ibadmouth the
competition?) I'd brought along the prototype of the Creek CD53 CD player. (It
will match the 5350 range.) It sounded
wonderful. Maybe Sam will say so in a
future column? Goodness, you don't think
he'll read this letter ... do you?
In all fairness, Sam was running a
Denon CD player into some old D/A
converter. Even aRega sounds better than
that setup.
Ialso brought the new Music Hall
MMF-7 turntable (again, aprototype).
We played it against the Rega 25. It
sounded amazing. Ithought it sounded
better than the Rega, but Imust admit to
some bias. Sam loved it. He said he
could live with either turntable also.
Which is just as well, 'cos he ain't gettin'
one from tne.
Iam glad that Sam prefers the Creek
5350SE to the competition and that it will

he his reference amp from now on. It
proves he is not totally beyond help. And
as he seems determined to poke fun at my
products, Iam equally determined to respond in kind.
There's something Sisyphean about the
whole thing.
Roy Hall
Music Hall
Okay, I'll buy the Rego.

—Sam Tellig

Simaudio Moon Eclipse
Edito:
Simaudio Ltd. would like to take this
opportunity to thank Brian Damkroger,
John Atkinson, and Stereophile for an
open-minded and insightful review of
the Moon Eclipse CD player. It is both
refreshing and rewarding when reviewers
"get" what Simaudio is trying to accomplish with this particular component.
More than two years of research and
development were invested in the Eclipse
CD player, the ultimate goal being adigital source that is true to the music — and,
consequently, as analog-sounding as possible —by avoiding all the common shortcomings of digital audio reproduction.
BD's analysis sums it up best with the
phrase "almost-tactile reality."
One particular accomplishment that we
are proud of is the Eclipse's ability to correctly reproduce the harmonic decay of
each musical note — one of the most
common digital shortcomings.
There are several topics that need to be
elaborated on so that Stereophilès readers
will get an even better grasp of the Moon
Eclipse's evolution. First off, one of the
production changes involves amodification to the transport, whereby the center
spindle now rises by 1
/"to ensure perfect
4
centering of the CD clamp each time it is
mounted.
Concerning the HDCD bypass and
BD's question "so why no switch?":
Simply put, such aswitch would have
jeopardized Simaudio's licensing agreement with Pacific Microsonics for the
PMD100 HDCD chip. This chip has
been discontinued, and we have no plan
to replace it with the next-generation
chip, as we strongly prefer the performance of the Burr-Brown DF1704 digital filter. In the future, all digital signals
processed by the Moon Eclipse, origi229
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No one ever said that purchasing and
maintaining top-of-the-line audio and
video systems would he easy. Until now.
At audioadvisorcom, we've taken our 22
years of experience as the world's
largest seller of high-end components by
direct mail and applied it to our web site.
Find out what over 200,1100 satisfied
customers have come to rely on.
OVER 2000 AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS,
RACKS, ACCESSORIES AND MORE.
DAILY UPDATES ON DEMEIS,T STEM
ITEMS, ANO DISCOUNTED PRODUCTS.
Order online via our secure server. Or cruise our site
for detailed product info, then call 800.942.0220 to talk
to one of our resident experts.
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LA T INTERNATIONAL

We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers tell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.
Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:
Audio Accurate 972 960 2911
Champlain Valley Spkrs. 505 296 8795
Echo Audio
503 223 2292

LA T INTERNATIONAL, INC.

House of Stereo
Sound Asylum
Sound Waves
The Tweak Shop
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317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ 08034
A subsidiary of LAI International Enterprises. Inc.
Visit us at
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nating either internally or from an
external source (eg, DVD), will pass
through the DF1704 filter; the need for
adigital cable to accomplish the HDCD
bypass will no longer be required. As a
result, findings by both BD and JA
when operating the Eclipse with the
PMD100 digital filter should be "taken
with agrain of salt," as they don't reflect
the Eclipse's true abilities.
Simaudio believes that the biggest difference between analog and digital
sources is the reproduction of upper frequencies. We've put amajor effort into
achieving an analog sonic signature. The
"very good, if not quite as good as the
very best" very bottom-bass performance
is the product of the unusual analog filter
design we've employed to improve topend air, resolution, and sense of space.
One result is achange to the perception
of acoustic balance whereby the illusion
of a slightly diminished very low-frequency impact is created.
Finally, another minor production
change mentioned by BD involves a
power-supply modification that reduces
sensitivity to electrostatic discharge.
This was achieved through minor enhancements to the grounding circuitry,
and will no doubt reduce the minor
spurious (inaudible) tones that JA measured in the lower midrange and bass
region (fig.3).
We at Simaudio are very proud of our
accomplishments with the Moon
Eclipse CD player. BD and JA have further reinforced what we and our many
satisfied customers already know, and
for this we are very appreciative.
Lionel Goodfield
VP Marketing &Media Relations, Simaudio
Totem Acoustic Forest
Editor:
Gracious thanks to Stereophile, Larry
Greenhill, and John Atkinson for the
opportunity of giving the hi-fi community aglimmer into the Forest.
Wherever the intricacies of this complex milieu called "hi-fi" have led, at
Totem we believe we have always steered
aconstant and true course. In the past, the
hi-fi world was incredibly complimentary
and eloquent in comments directed
toward our legendary Model-1 and other
viable and unique units in our lineup, such
as the Mani-2, Sttaf, and Arm.
However, as one knows, time is everpressing, and whatever one says or hears
or experiences in this consummationbased society is sometimes forgotten.
Relevance seems to exist only for the
moment. Commercialism and general
business practices dictate this time realm.
Stereophile, April 2001

We are sure the industry and consumers have noticed shifts in direction,
perceptions, and overall industry drive.
The results have generally led to a
tremendous loss of focus on what is genuinely important in this, our field of passion and choice. Totem stays true to
absolute values:
•the soul-moving experience that music
transmits through its power,
•the actual real-moment rendition of a
performance that can never, never be
duplicated; and
•the tantalizing, errant capturing ola slice
of time when the artist/artists, through
their tremendous soul and energy, transmitted strength, supernatural involvement, and artistry through their love for
humanity and music.
Can all of this be experienced? The
answer is an unequivocally resounding
Yes! Yes! Yes! All Totem Acoustic products
do all this and more!
Those who have experienced life
have learned that the most precious and
surprising things may be incredibly
rare, yet are not unobtainable. Such
people appreciate the sound that Totem
offers. Everyone at Totem works with
unselfish passion and soul, and strives to
bring to life the obsolescence and total
musical involvement that remain our
true goals.
As JA says, "The associated waterfall
plot has asuperbly clear decay." This is a
key element in having harmonics that arc
natural and that extend to even the fifth
and sixth order. Nuances, subtle spatial
cues, and quick, non-blurry dynamic
structure arc the result.
LG's comment, "I can't think of
any other speaker for $3000 or less
that images as well," attests to the
Forests' superlative holography and
"there" presence.
Used in adedicated stereo system or
in an upscale surround system, the
Forest shines in its spatial-retrieval ability and surprise factor. Its great dynamic
abilities in acompact package make it
welcome anywhere taste and long-term
quality are concerned.
Pass by the fluff and misinformation
thrown about and trust your senses.
Never at any of the shows we participate
in, intentionally, has such aproduct made
ahands-on (ears-on) impression on everyone. Follow your Totem: unobtrusive,
self-effacing, yet so dominant.
Vince Bruzzese
President, Tern Acoustic
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Audio Magic, Audio Tekne, Birdland Audio,
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And they say audiophiles
are hard to please.

THE WORLD'S
FINEST RECORDINGS
LP • CD
BLUE NOTE
BLUE NOTE JAPAN
PRESTIGE
RIVERSIDE
SAVOY

AT RED TRUMPET, we please hard-to-please
audiophiles every single day. How? We sell the
world's finest CDs and LPs (new and used), rep-

VERVE
UNIVERSAL JAPAN
JVC ARCO
CLASSIC RECORDS
DCC
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS
MOBILE FIDELITY
AUDIOQUEST
SCORPIO
SIMPLY VINYL

CUSTOMER RATINGS (OUI OF 10)

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

resent them accurately, deliver them on time
and undamaged, and fix rare problems in ways

PRODUCT REPRESENTATION.

that actually improve our relationships with our
customers.

ON-TIME DELIVERY

That's why people who shop with us

ORDER TRACKING

say: "Selection and prices are consistently better than anywhere else." "The best
online OR brick and mortar vinyl store."

www.redtrumpet.com or call us toll-free
at 877-REDTRUMPET. We bet we can
please you too.
The graph above shows averages we calculated from
customer ratings at www.bizrate.com, minus the
highest and lowest weekly scores in each category.
All scores came from the two months immediately
preceding this issue's ad deadline. 'Free shipping
otter expires May 31.

Find out why over 8o% of our
customers order from us again,
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service every time." Visit us online at

Bureau of the Internet."

www.redtrumpet.com
info@redtrumpet.com
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Where
US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.
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Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019

ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400

Sacramento
Audio Fr
(916) 929-2100

Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
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ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc
(602) 272-6696

Stereo Design
(619) 571-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128

San Jose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
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Anzona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
E Wilson Audio Ltd.
(520) 745-0441
CALIFORNIA
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Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
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Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
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Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
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FLORIDA
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ILLINOIS
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COLORADO
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Music Direct
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Sound Shop
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Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
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Sound Unlimited
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Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851

Columbia
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 381-2100
Gaithersburg
News Express
(301)926-9614
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
NEW JERSEY
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-95W
Medford
Avalon Audio Video
(609) 654-7752

Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 535-5710
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618

West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(9(9) 881-2005
OHIO

MASSACHUSETTS

Mercerville
Home Theater Experience
(609) 587-5555

Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727

Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111

Montclair
Cohen 's
(973) 744-2399

Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
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The AudioVisions Pledge:

electronics • c.d.
ANTHEM
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON
CAL AUDIO • CLASSÉ
DENON • MAGNUM • ROTEL
loudspeakers
MILLER & KREISEL
MARTIN LOGAN
NILES AUDIO indoor/outdoor
PARADIGM
PARADIGM REFERENCE
REL Subwoofers
THIEL
Phono • cables
Audioquest • A.R.C.
GRADO / Reference

Our knowledge, honesty, frankness, and concerti will
make your visit with us worthwhile. Our goal is to develop a
mutually beneficial relationship, as well as to gain your trust.
Recent Arrivals
Anthem AVM2 processor/ preamp & MCA5 amp—Very musical combo
AudioQuest interconnects &speaker cables—These are revolutionary! Try them
Audio Research LS12 preamp &VT100 MKIII power amp—Audition them!
Bryston SP-1 processor /preamp—Revealing sound, easy operation, 20 yr. war.
Classé SSP30 processor /preamp—Flexible, accurate, musical
Martin Logan Cinema center channel speaker—Amazing center channel detail
Martin Logan Ascent—Make an "Ascent" to the next level
Paradigm Reference speakers—Studio 100, 80, 60, 40, 20 version 2
REL Storm Ill subwoofer—Add the foundation you've been missing
Rotel RDV995 DVD player with HDCD—Only $899
Thiel CS2.3 & SCS3 speakers—Attention! "Front & Center"
Home Theater
Musically satisfying home theater systems.
Anthem, Bryston, Classé, Denon,
M&K, Paradigm, Rotel, Thiel
Complete installations by caring experts available.

Monster / Sigma
ORACLE • SME
SOTA • SUMIKO
Straight Wire
other good stuff
A.P.I. POWERWEDGE

Our intent is to provide service. Please, no mail order.
Call for an appointment, or just drop by.

GERMAN ACOUSTICS
GRADO HEADPHONES
NILES AUDIO
NOISETRAPPER
PANAMAX • ROOMTUNES
SOUND ANCHORS
SONEX • TARGET

.tAuclieblana

1067 MONTAUK HWY. •W. BABYLON, N.Y. 11704 •(631) 661-3355

"Once you hear the noise on your power line, it's hard to forget about it."
WideScreen Review Volume 8, Number 4, Issue 33

fludioPrism Power Technology

Review by Doug Blackburn

Innovative •Musical •Accurate

'Noise Sniffer"'

'Quiet Line"

Mark II now avadable

•ACFX"

Mark IInow avadable

The first and only tool to get to the bottom of noise
problems while maximizing your PLC investment.
The first parallel line filter to squelch noise at the
source. Simple, yet very effective.
The first high capacity-no current limiting adjustable
filter design for power hungry amplifiers.

eee
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AudioPrism
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•Power Foundation"' Multiple, isolated filter technology with exclusive
Mark II now avadable
adjustable filtering in a convenient package.

•WaveGuide"'

The first common mode filter for all digital, video and
AC power cord designs (patent applied for).

•See us at 2001 CBS, Las Vegas
Alexis Park Resorts. Room 2201 and booth AP 25

1990

Power Foundation

T

WaveGuideTM

AudioPrism •Redmond, WA •USA TEL 425.869-8482 FAX 425.869.1873 www.audiopnsm.com
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Dublin
Audio Encounters

N11 Audio Video
(713) 523-3388

Gahanna

Montgomery
Advanced Audio Design
(936) 582-7777

(614) 766-4434

Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802

Lakewood

Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330

Mayfield Heights
Hofn's Audio Video
(440) 481-3707

Toledo

lameson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010

OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240

Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
ItuaIcfor
eni;s Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454

Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292

UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Systems
(801) 467-5918
Media Room (The)
(801) 474-0476

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

VIRGINIA
Abingdon

Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177

Centreville

Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000

Chesapeake
Dome's Audio Video
Environment
(757) 548-2020

Falls Church

Sound Images By High Tech
(703) 534-1733

Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434

Roanoke

Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993

Virginia Beach

Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139

Salem

Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850

Hear No Evil Home 8 Car
(503) 363-3633

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie

Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383

Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343

Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-4080

Pittsburgh

Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 931-5850
Selinsgrov e
V
8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532 7373
VihHow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia

WASHINGTON
Bellevue

Bell Tek Integrated Systems
(425) 882-3200
Definitive Audio
(425) 746-3188

Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667

Dallas
Audio Consortium (The)
(214) 821-2983
Images
(972) 980-2560
'Crystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156

El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
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KST OK
7095 007 2865474

SINGAPORE
Singapore

CLS32COISO MKII &CCS 6400ISO M7(11
2 digital 8it 4 analog outlets
210Joles/18,000 A surge capability
1800 Watts/15 A

Music By Design
65 3343981

Live Wire Audio Ltd
(519) 979-7740

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
61 73368 3566

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
34 96 3510798

TRINIDAD
Curepe

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat

GCS6600 I
SO M7(II

4 digital & 4 analog outlets

420Joies/30,000 A surge capability
2400 Watts/20 A

Sanch Electrom
868 633 1384

Parlatek
506 225 8231

UNITED KINGDOM
Nottingham

HONG KONG
Central
VII Audio Ltd.

Wollaton Audio -UK
0115 928 4147

852 2849 7339

NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
Benelux
De Hifistudio

CLS 9600 ISO MICH
4 digital & 2 + 2 analog outlets
420Joles/30.000 A surge capability

31 0591611111

2,400 Watts/20 A

De Hifiwinkel
31 0402113388
De Hifminkel
31 0246842091

Durob Audio BV (Dept DC Publ)
31 0735112555

Hifishop (The)
31 0135443444

as 9900.91MPM7.(11

NORWAY
Eidwaagneset

4 amplifier outlets

Audio Media
47 55 25 6214

420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A

Kirkland
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393

Seattle

Hawthome Stereo
(206) 522-9609

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

WISCONSIN
Appleton

Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800

TEXAS
Austin

RUSSIA
San Rafael

MK II .
„
0
,. (1.9

Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771 1141
Johnson City
Nashville

Alasoin
351 214748709

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722 6902
Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745 6866
Toronto
Beach Electronics
(416) 364 5032
Windsor

Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047

Sums Electronics
(920) 733-6464

Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

PORTUGAL
Amadora

Kennewick

AV
(803) 252-5551

Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

London
London Audio
(519) 673-1780

Greenfield
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745 7805
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
68W Audio
(403) 244-8111

Edmonton

Audio 5I
(780) 412-3212
Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
(416) 665-0749

Fine Music &
Home Theater Systems
Electronics &Surround Processors
Krell. Audio Research •Pass •Pass-x •Theta
Wadia •Audible Illusions •Aragon •Acurus •Rega
Adcom •Jolida •Ayre •Sony ES •Pioneer Elite
Fanfare •Magnum Dynalab
Sneakers
Thiel •Wilson Audio •Magnepan •Martin Logan
Definitive Technology •Vienna Acoustics •Celestino
Tannoy •ADS •Parasound •Audio Physics
Turntables & Cartridael
Basis •Rega •lmmedia •Project •Benz
Grado •Sunk° •Shure
Subwoofers
Rel •Velodyne •Definitive Technology •Audio Physics

CLS HT 1000 M9(11
4 digital, 4 amp & 4 analog outlets
420Joles/30,000 A surge capability
3,600 Watts/30 A

Rlérence
2+2+2 digital, 4 amp & 2+2 analog outle:s
1,260Joles/90.000 A surge capabilit3.600 Watts/30 A
Dual Mono Plug (DMP)

_Video

Ampro •Vidikron •Pioneer Elite •Sony

Proton •Sony DSS

Accessories
Harmonic Technology •Synergistic Research
Tributaries •Ocos •Audioquest •Niles •Sound Anchors
Sennheiser •Audio Points •Panamax •Sumiko •Tice
Furniture
Zoethecus •Contemporary Product Design •Billy Bags
Salamander Designs •Sanus •Lavan •Plateau
We Offer Financing, Custom Design 8 Installation

Digital Ear
17602 East 17th Street, Ste. 106, Tustin, CA 92780

(714) 544-7903
e-mail hifi@cligitalearcom
www.digitalearcom

I
I

LIGHTSPEED AUDIO
6465 Monroe St. #E
Sylvania, Ohio 43560 USA
TEL: 419-885-1485, FAX: 419-885-7148
www.0 ha ng I
ightspeed.com
changlightspeed@solarstop.net
Ill?
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AUDIOCIUEST•CAL•SUMIKO•KIMBER

AUDIO NEXUS

TRIANGLE •CAMELOT •JPS •RGPC
REGA •GRADO •CREEK •AUDIOPRISt.'
TOTEM •MAGNUM DYNA1AB •EPOS
UNISON RESEARCH •ILLUMINATIONS

•••

STEREO COMPONENTS THAT HONOR MUSIC

HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY •MSB
AUDIO ANALOGUE •ATI •BDR

W

BRIGHT STAR •OPERA •BILLY BAGS
PATHOS •JOLIDA •VIBRAPODS
HRS •SOLILOQUY •TARGET
HAVE •
GOLDRING •P1ATEAU •IASI
BELLES •
MONOLITHIC •LEHMANN

Our Starting
Line Up

/

?
oe1
"'4
Y Jo Ld a

Magnum Dynalob
MD 208

audioquest

A1511 Link DAL
Nelson link3

11,
ANALYSIS
!MCI

Rego Planet
2000

TARGET
Belles Hot Rod
150 A
imp

1

Audio Analogue
Puccini SE &SER

JPs

1_11U?

Mus1(Hall eMf

3con DU CtOq

iludioPrism

Triangle Titus us
Stereophile (lass P

-New At Audio Waves -

laiqueSound LobSt Amps• EposMI2 -1

AA AUDIOWAVES
the finest in affordable\A/at c
l—io

800.510.4753

M-Thurs 104, Fri 9-6, Sat 12-4 (PSI
PO BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95510
PHONE/FAX 707 677 3299 audiowovescool.com

www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
CC 75Z ICE ell
FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? CALL US
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eare very proud to announce the premiere of the Audio
Nexus online, high-end, audio/video seminar series.
For the first time ever, you will actually be able to listen
to lectures and interviews of some of the world's most renowned
audio and video manufacturers over the Internet. We believe that
this series will present awonderful opportunity for all of you, no
matter where you live, to meet and get to know these
manufacturers, their design philosophies, how they view the
high end, and how they strive to bring as much of that vision to
you as they possibly can in their product offerings. For more
information on these seminars and how to listen to them on
your computer and in the comfort of your own home, please
visit: http://www.audionexus.c,om/online.html
AUDIO PHYSIC Beautiful European
craftsmanship and exquisitely clear and detailed
sound make these the most affordable "Class A"
speakers you will ever hear.
AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio
Research has been around practically forever and
has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They
have acomplete line of vacuum tube products as
well as aselection of solid state units. Come
audition the brand new VT-I00 Mk Ill amp and the
LS-25 Mk 11 preamp, both of which use the 6H30
super tube we've been raving about.
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In
record time, their tube and solid state designs
have established BAT as aleader in high-end
electronic design. Now all their marvelous tube
products are available as Signature Editions which
use that fabulous 6H30 tube and bring
unprecedented excitement and clarity to your
music. The VK-75 and VK-755E tube amps and the
VK-6200 multi-channel amp are their newest
offerings.
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable
electronics? They offer afull line of power amps,
preamps, and integrated amps, including their
newest, the 9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-1
theater processor. Many are critically-acclaimed,
and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.

CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and
gorgeous sounding, the electronics from this
company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall
to audition their brand new Premier 17LS preamp,
and you'll soon understand what the term
"musical" really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great
sounding cables at affordable prices, now they
have the best cables in the world at any price.
Come hear the Kimber Select series, and prepare
to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek.
attractive speakers just as it does from abeautiful
songbird. The Kestrel, Shearwater, and Heron
have now been joined by acenter channel, small
monitor, and the no-holds-barred Nightingale.
Starting at $995 per pair, the Meadowlark
speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with a
rich tonal balance that presents music with
stunning beauty. Their flagship model 5will engulf
you in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing
home theater? The VCC- Icenter channel and
VSM- Isurrounds bring true quality to surround
sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis
Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Celeste •Chang Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson
Enlightened Audio Designs •Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado
Jamo •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab
McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •ODL •Pro-Ject •PSB •
Richard Gray's Power Co. •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Source Components •
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •Tanno •Tar et •Vandersteen •VPI

*Trade-ins Accepted *Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com
33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901 •908-277-0333
We Ship Anywhere
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Audio
WARNING!!!
1k careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the sanie basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spendor, Koltun, Creek. Rega, Epos, ReVox,
JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark. Target.
Sound Organisation. and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311,
1111111e111711billalldittC1,111.
ATTENTION SPENI)OR AND QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&L)
Audio Furniture information and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (504) 372-3711, fax (504) 372-3713, e-mail
qsandd@aoleorn. Web: unowqsaridd.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC. Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadi.' without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Sumrex Produas,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-8577, Si',
SOUNI) LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Show-casing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with purchase. Also Anna-Sphere. Thor. Wolcott, Inner Sound
amps. JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan, Furutech,
Shunyato Research, Analysis Plus, Warner Imaging.
Private auditions. AudioKinesis, (504) 866-1730,
imewandiokinesis.coni.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Strasiphi/e-recommended (October 2000) vertical dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all
others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-863Z other beaks
inquire (716) 683-5451, fax (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at rominifaiihrewm.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art.., soon to
include AM.
WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RF!. Noise-fighting accessories, $050 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Vin11111 MOde, IOld
Comm Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
wwwrinnorleconi, virtualmodeuvrldnetattmet.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Ultra-high-fidelity active and
passive line stages. Our volume controls use only
Vishay S-102 resistors in a unique 125-step design.
Remote-controlled. The most distortion-free and
transparent components available today at any price.
We guarantee it! Spectacular with SAC). From $1000.
No-risk 30-day in-system trial. Toll-free, (888) 7653330,
details at wwwidacettearidio.com
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vanderstecn. Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Unce/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AndioArtUSA@aolcom.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL Audio Physic,
EA». Immedia, Vibrapods, Lyra. Wircworld, Klyne,
Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, YBA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Arcam, Edge Electronics, Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. More info at www.comer
«11111I0.1.0111 or (503) 643-7512.
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AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Acsthetix, Air Tight, Anthem,
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon
Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder, Cabasse, Cary,
Chang, Conrad-Johnson, EAR., Electrocompaniet,
Fanfare. Graaf, Graham, Hovland, JPS, Koctsu, Kuzma,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, Musical
Design, Musc, Nagea. Pathos, Regs, Samadhi Acoustics,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration. X.LO, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522,
2341 IV Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS — respected for quality
modifications. "Making the best better since 1979."
Products modified this year include ARC, Boulder,
Levinson, Krell. vintage McIntosh and Marantz,
Spectral. Rowland. Counterpoint, Rotel, VAC,
Magnum Dynalab, and many more. We have specialized mods for Hafler, 1)yna, Adcom, B&1C, Pioneer
CD, and others. New. great-sounding DVD players!
Musical Concepts, 49 Jason Gnat, St. Charles, MO 63304,
(636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at www.musical
concepts.com.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Naltatriichi,
KEF, Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothers, 591
King St., (jarleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276,
rin@diarleston.nn.
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT UPGRAI)ES available from SMc Audio. Ikvelopcd by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all DNA amplifiers. TLC and
ALL) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see www.SMcAudio£oni.
MARTINLOGAN REQUEST, the only loudspeakers
I've never tired of (upgrading within brand). Like new,
($4500) $2000. langeivichannetroni, (850) 994-5813.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word;
Commercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with a
space, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be
prepaid with order, either by check or
credit card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL
TO: Sterrophile Classified Ad Department, Stephen Mejias, emapUSA, 110
Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY
10011. FAX: (?12) 886-2809. ONLINE:
classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months
in advance of the issue in which your ad
will appear. For example, if you want
your ad to run in the June 2001
Stereophile, you must submit it by April 2,
2000. Please Note: Phone-in ads are
not accepted. Please plan on faxing or
mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

Mart
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We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice.
COUNTERPOINT
UPGRADES. 24/96-192
upgrade for DA-10. Sounds better than UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 Mode upgrades
for SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. See wwwaltavismandioeom.
HEAVING BREASTS ANI) LONG LEGS can make
you smile. So can these: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab, Audion, Audio Note, Audio Refinement,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, JA Michell, Manley,
Nordost, ProAc, Soliloquy, QuickSilver, Wavac,
Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-Fi, (480) 921-9961,
wwwtuheaudio.com.
WWW.AUDIOVIDEOFORUM.COM —The ultimate source for home-theater information and discussion. Enjoy our great fortins; membership is free. Live
chat, reviews. and more coining soon.
ARTISTIC AUDIO FEATURES: Accuphasc, Adcotn,
Air Tight, Aliante, Aloia, MC, Audio Note, AudioQuest, Cary, E.A.R., Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, FIM,
KEF, Kharma, PolyCrystal, Resolution Audio, Rix Rax,
ItPG, Target, Viva, Wilson Bcnesch, Zoethccus, and
more. Contact Brian Ackerman at (949)362-6080, soebsite
www.aairdiorom. Somaliens Cal0Ornia, US
PREMIER TUBE AND ANALOG: Déjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Mon, Audio Note, Benz-Micro. Cary, EAR., Fi,
Hovland. Koetsu, Myryad, Nains, Roksan, Rcga,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XLO, and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703) 734-939/, Illinedlial'11011dÍO.001/1.
ONLY THE BEST: Krell, Audio Research, Avalon,
B&W, Rowland, YBA, Proceed, EgglestonWorks,
Meridian, Accuphasc, Cary, Thiel, Revel, Classé,
Levinson, JMIab Utopia, Totem, Aerial, Sonic
Frontiers. Best prices —all products arc new and covered by full US manufacturers' warranties. For prices
and professional consultation, call SC!. (800)323-5870.
SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! Sr. Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for thetn. Featuring: Akin,
Argent, Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement. Basis, BDR, Benz Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clcaraudio, Echo Busters, Gocrtz, Graham
Harmonic Technology, JM Reynaud, Loth X. Magnum
1)ynalab, Marchand. Oracle, QS&1), Reference 3A,
Silverlinc, Soliloquy, Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and more! (510) 732-1204,
wunitscsoundgallery.com.
MARK LEVINSON NO.23 amp, 200W, balanced
and unbalanced inputs, one of the best, like new,
($4700) $1500. larter@ismharineleom, (850) 994-58/3.
MARANTZ amplifier, S/N 8-9534; preamplifier, S/N
7-20260. Viewed in New York City by appointment
only, (973) 853-7854.
WAVEFORM MACH 17, quilted Malcom finish;
includes two 5B-ST Bryston amps, grilles, cables, interconnects. Sparingly used, mint. Clialarnala@aoltern.
VACUUM-TUBE CURVE TRACER, Himmel'
tractunn.
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Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New on display!
DSP-8000 Reference Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 568 Surround
Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock
special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor and
New 800 Reference DVD/CD
New
DSP-6000's, 24/96
DSP-5500's 24/96
DSP-5500FiC 24/96

tèein
r
-11
50
rf,-r
fflie
New on display!
N"383 Integrated Amplifier
N"360S Digital Processor
N 39 CD Processor/Transport
N'380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N'33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N°336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

JEFF ROVVLAND

Sonus [aber
On Display:
Amati Homage

AUDIOPHILE TIMES
MATCHED SETS
6550A
N.O.S.
SELECTED •AGED 655owc
5AR4
LAB TESTED
5114G1
XT88
5R4
E341
60J8
El34
6F0/
RCA!
HUG!
6805
6SN1GT
616WG8
6X4
MCC
12AT1
211
12A0/
845
12AX1A
3008 T
128H/A
3008 WE
5/51
5881
6922
G.E.
7199
PHILIPS
WORLD WIDE SHIPPING
RUSSIAN 100.000 TUBES IN STOCK SYLVANIA
GERMAN
TESLA
VISA/MC CARD
CHINA
SVETLANA
W.F.
MULLAH
Stnce 1947
AMPEREX

TEL: 818-997-6279
FAX: 818-997-6158

RLADER SERVICES

MOVING?
Please give us 6-8 weeks notice. Fill in
the form below or attach the mailing
label from acurrent issue:
I Please change my address from:
OLD ADDRESS
Name
Street Address
City

State

Zip

FILL IN NEW ADDRESS BELOW
Name
Street Address
City

State

Zip

Mail entire form to: Steteophile
P.O. Box 53117•Boulder,C080322-3117

EMAIL:4423©worldnet.att.net
7110 De Celis PI. Van Nuys, CA 91406

5FGR6

REVEL «THIEL
rj

za
i'

Subwoofers

DY AUDIO
immin.
r1

Buy Low.
Sell hi-ti.

yyiï'

www.jsaudio.com
•
•
•
Jeff Rowland Design •Grado •Graham Eng.
Illuminati •KEF •Kimber Select
Mirk Levinson •Meridian •Meridian Digital
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dvnalab •Niks •Powerwedge
Pioneer Hitt: •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
REVEI. •Sonos Faber •SME •Sony XBR'
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filinscreens •Thiel •Target •VP!
One year 100% trade up policy •Select pre. owned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

Js
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

lax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: isaudio@jsaudio.com
Visa
Mastercard
American Express
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www Au DocoN corn

Introducing AudioGon. Aplace where audio enthusiasts can spend an eternity. There's avast showcase
with photos, so you can shop to your ear's content. Live, ongoing auctions.
personalized homepage,
HIGH

so

Avast

classified section. And a

you can keep track of your own activities. AudioGon. Going once, going twice. Gon.

END

AUDIO

OUTLET

MALL
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MARK LEVINSON No37, No36. CD transport and
pmcessor, one of the best, both like new, ($8C00)
1.2500. lanereisprhaundwin, (850)994-5813.

VTL MB-175 TUBE MONOBLOCKS. NOS 807
tubes, MIT caps upgrade, ($6000) $2400. Roger, (805)
649-1828, riawry@mindspring.roon.

JEFF ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMI silver, very
good condition, around three+ years old, ($5500)
52700. (512)989-2989.

SPECTRAL DMC 30 PREAMP, brand-new, factorysealed, never-opened unit that just arrived from authorized dealer (Audio Gallery). Spectral dealers report a
6-8-week backorder on this model; ($6500) $5500. I
will pay shipping. Perm (212)744-7939, pkun.:1@aoham.

GENESIS 201, CELLO Performance II, both mint,
($74.000) $33,000. (605)361-5522.
CAT ULTIMATE PREAMP, phono, black, approximately 200 hours on original tubes, like new, 54500,
includes shipping. (810)254-6671.
NO CROSSOVER? NO W(X)FER? 301-1z-30kHz,
95‘113. 360° ultra-low-mass pier° tweeter. mi‘L'Ll driver,
6inn moving mass, long transmission line. moderate size.
lkonoklast3 is ideal for SE triode 111111,1111111/e‘Vire£001,
(800) 634-0094, (925) 673-9393, fax (925) 673-0538,
itgoewarrenereirexont.
TURNTABLES. TURNTABLES! Amazon, EuroTables, and Orea —amazing turntables from Germany.
Golden Gate (WC:ES intro), Morel. tonearms!
PhonoMax phono stage! Farnuces! Rep turntable and
arm mods. Audio Advancernaus ¡.LC, Box 2090,
Brandwilk NJ 07826. (973) 875-8705, (888) 596-8745,
audadheearthlinkma, wwwaudioaihntwanausnun.
MEADOWLARK HERON speakers in mint condition, ($4200) $1995. Mark, (508) 238-0038, (617)
725-6480.
CARY: USED 805C, latest, $6100; 300SE, 2A3SE
Volksamp Aleph 30. Aleph 60M. Custom vertical-

CALL (888) 427-8124 FOR DEALS on new demos!
Dynaudio, Pass, dCS, Rowland, li&W, AudioPhysic,
Bryston, Classé. G
T, Krell, Oracle, Nottingham,
Meridian, Bel Canto, Legend, YBA, Metronome,
Cardas, MIT Zen. Harmonic Technology,
Nordost, Siltech, JMIab, Gerslunan, Totem, Dunlavy,
ProAc, and dozens more! henoldeal@aotrom.
REGA FANS: BUY FACTORY DIRECT & SAVE.
Espn'ssinto Audio has your Rega llot Rod parts, accessories...on The Heavy Weight —drop in VTA's HOT
Tonearms — arm cable kits-71w LIFT —LIFTer —
rewire service —custom-built your way Granite
Turntables! WIlleutqmsimoaudiecom, (707) 725-7808,
saleliwyma.
ANALOG HEAVEN. Tired of lookalikes with alumin lllll ,
painted wood, or plastic? Mc too! $1500 beautiful custom granite turntables are superior in sound
and value to 'tables costing several times more.
Exclusive ultra-quiet SO-year bearings! Tuneable spindle! Separate tapered record spindle! Heavy acrylic
platter! High-torque AC motor! Much more!
wiineexpressituoaudionim.

array speakers, 98dB, $5800. (801)226-1018.
RUN... DONT WALK. to our Clearance Sale! Sale!
Sale! Sale! Deals on select new and demo: ConradJohnson; Classé Audio; Meridian DSPRX10, 561, 568;
PSD Stratus; Aerial loudspeakers; Bryston: MIT 750,
330. Z Series. Half price: Conrad-Johnson DA2B,
DA3, PF2L. Audio Associates, (601) 898-3727 or hit;
adiuntet•#'nw ,•
•',"

1

BLUE CIRCLE
Simplicity, Artistry, Music

BC3 Galatea

Dual Mono Preamplifier

"Supremely musical and
unerly nonlunguing."
¡lb" tilers,
Augusl 2000

Solid Stale Monoblock
Power Amplifiers

WARNING !!!
Be carebil with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check.
or who offer alarge discount on the 'aille
Be secure—pay by credit card.
A wild state ampldier huh performance
that put. LI in the ,,,Me tliss e the
13( .3 ialat,.1

Once Is Not Ello110...

giewriammatiMlitece

Hello HiFi
Ventura County

Iit-. Ily ain not inter .sted i
mak'ng the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
c.11,11
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
California Audio Labs, Soliloquy, Totem,
Plinius, Negro, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, [AD, Jolida,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Silverline, Dunlovy,
Mon, VPI, Sim Audio, Verity Audio, Rego,
Pass, Audible Illusions, Graham, Tact Audio,
Creek, Bybee, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, IX 78217
(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
email: galenegcaudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL

A•U•D•I•0
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Blue Circle products can be auditioned at:

Audio 88
1Coleman Street

S. California
805-527-9739
Brian@hellohifi.com

03-44 The Adelphi
Singapore 17983
65-967-11751
audio88@singnet.com.sg
Synergistic Sound
Indianapolis, Indiana
317-726-0243
synersound@aol.com
Alternative Audio
Dundas, Ontario
905-627-0899
info@altemativeaudio.com

The RACKIT" System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all a/v formats, equipment
and more
Free mail order brochure
mention xercophile/

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188

Blue Circle Audio Inc.
ph: 519-469-3215
RR2 innerkip, Ontario
fax: 519-469-3782
CANADA NO) IMO email: bcircle@blueeircle.conn

www.rackittm.com

loi more information about our complete line of products
visit us at: um-whliweircle.com

13.11-111-11e 11111.RILIC.ZSe

PRO-STANDS r_110/VIDOVO

COSA

FURNITURŒ

mee_)t

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
°Toole, PO. Box 138, Bearsvillg NY 12409. Tet/fitx:
(914) 688-7163.
VISIT WNIVW.AUDIOPHILE-LP-CDDE collection.

Wanted
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO equipment Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for AudioQuest, Kimbcr Kahle, Lexicon, Marantz, Monitor
Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase
Technology, Sherknitne, SunFire, Toshiba. &env Trading.
Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old link Road, Jenkintown, PA
19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215)886-2171. klesiie catalog: tvwuttsto.com. E-mail: tsto@tuomm.

PHILIPS CD950 player, Proton 440 tuner, Proton
550 amp, PS Audio 5.5 preamp, Philips CD80. (724)
274-8149.
WADIA 7 AND/OR 9. Please reply to antn@ix.
neteom.com, (516) 505-0904.
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers, some
current "high-end" Altec, JBL, Jensen, Westeni Electric,
McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Eico, etc.
Also old guitars and amps. Sonny, (405)737-3312,.fivc (405)
737-3355, e-mail SonnySomd@aolcom.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $L60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or inure characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa./MC or checks arc accepted. MAIL TO: Sterrophile Classified Ad
Department, Stephen Mejias, emap tasa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212)
886-2809, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card
only.) DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the June 2001 Stereopiti/e,
you must submit it with payment by April 2, 2001. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear
in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.

The Big tahona
Entertainment Center

805/644-2185

41 411-A Transport St. •Ventura, Ialifornia 93003

Enclosed is payment in the amount of f
for
Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

For your local dealer visit us online at

www.billybags.com

Nords.

Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card f is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:

Profflurica

Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

,
"-11

Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

AUDIO /PfCIALI/T/

WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY A MEANS TO THAT END.
Arcam

Nairn Audio

Acoustic Energy

Meadowlark

Simaudio

Beyerdynamic

Nakomichi

Sound Org.

Cambridge

Paradigm

Surniko

Carver

ProAc

Suntire

Creek

Premier

Theta

Dunlavy

Quadraspire

TributarieS

Dynaudio

hotel

VAC

Rega

Grado
McCormack

Naine

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •SERVICE

Company
City

Street

State

2236 N. CLARK CHICAGO, 11 60614 773.883.9500

Zip

Tel.

Fax

e
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i
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Advertiser

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

Index

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered
arc accurately described and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not
conform to these standards or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted. If you
encounter noncompliance with these standards, please write to John B. Gourlay, emap usa, inc., 110 Fifth
Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011.
A&B Sound

49

Energy Loudspeakers .

74

Acoustic Sounds... 158, 200
Aerial Acoustics
28

Galen Carol Audio
Gershman Acoustics.

239
.227

AIX Records
Alpha-Core

225
136

Gold Sky
Goodwin's High End.

108
.206

Ambrosia Audio

241

Gutwire

Analysis Plus

126

226

Park Avenue Audio
Parts Connection

218
114

Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design

154
239

Polk Audio
Power Modules
ProAc

228
98
240

Harmonic Technology.

110

Analog Shop
208
ARS Electronics
238
Audio Advisor .... 168, 230

HCM Audio
HeadRoom
Herron Audio

214
210
226

Pro Musica
PS Audio

48

Audio Connection

Hi -Fi Farm

175

PSB

21

Hovland

144

Paradigm

232

Audio Electronic

8

227
238

lmmedia
InnerSound

144
161

Quad

112

Raintinge Audio

227

Audio Nexus

236

Innovative Audio

223

Red Rose Music

160

Audio Outlet

165

Integra

243

Red Trumpet

232

56
92

IC Audio
Jeff Rowland Design.

231
118

Reference Audio Video

205

24

Richard Gray's Power

Audio Plus (YBA)

Revel

23

Joseph Audio

179

Audio Research

128

JPS Labs

153

Company

152

Audio-Video Logic
Audio Video Salon

231
217

JS Audio
JVC Disc of America .

238
216

Rogue Audio

106

AudioPrism

234

KEF

AudioQuest

244

Kimber Kable

AudioVisions
AudioWaves

234
236

Avantgarde

132-133

Axiss Distribution

76

Ayre Acoustics

104

138,W Loudspeakers

59

Balanced Audio
Technology

54

Rotel

13

Sanus Systems

180

171

Shunyata Research

183

Krell
LAT International

2
230

Siltech
Silver Audio

146
154

Legacy Audio

182

Simaudio

118

Legend Audio Design.

152

Soliloquy Speakers

116

32

Linn

37

Sonic Frontiers

39
73

Lyric Hi-Fi

184

Sony

Magnum Dynalab

146

Sound by Singer... 196-197

Marantz

94

Sound City

204

Sound Images

230

Bel Canto

116

Mark Levinson

Billy Bags
Blue Circle Audio

240
239

(Madrigal)
MBL

71
169

Soundex

141

Stanalog Audio

100

BMW

4-5

McCormack

136

Stage III Concepts

227

Boltz USA

162

McIntosh Laboratory

90

Straight Wire

84

Meridian

96

Cable Company
Canton Electronics

188
80

Mirage
Mondial

14
40

Sumiko
35
Symposium Acoustics... 226

Cardas Audio
Cary Audio

106
30

Monitor Audio
Moondance Imports.

Chang Lightspeed

235

Music Direct

Chesky Records

211

Musical Surroundings . .120

Thiel Loudspeakers

Nagra

Bryston

Classé Audio

68

Coincident
Loudspeakers

228

Conrad-Johnson

29

CSA Audio

225

64
.241
198

Synergistic Research

26

Tact Audio

126

TARA Labs

43, 45

Telarc

149
50

Totem Acoustic

102

11

Toys From the Attic

202

Naim Audio

86

Transparent Audio

Needle Doctor

186-187

NHT/Recoton Home

Tube Store
Upscale Audio

154
170

Vandersteen

112

192

Delve Audio

230

Nirvana Audio

104

Velodyne

82

DH Labs

228

Nordost

102

Vienna Acoustics

35

Digital Ear

235

Oracle

108

Wadia Digital

19

WBT-USA

65

Westlake Audio

27

38

Echo Busters
Elusive Disc

226
172, 212
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Overture
Paradigm
Parasound

47

88

David Lewis Audio

Dynaudio

Audio

123, 125
8
16

Wireworld

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Mic-Fri 10-7 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 Resume Rd. Ste. 6. Bel As. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.ambrosia.com
•information &large select., of preowned electromcs

it

C

me\ 7
tome

Krix has been designing and building professional cinema speakers for over 25 years.

e
e

— 4—

on'

re.

g›, •
t

78

NAD

228

•AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ND/ •ARCAM •ARCICI
•ATLANTIS •BASIS •B8K •BENZ MICRO •BILLY
BAGS •BOW •CLASSE •CLEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •
DRAPER* OUNLAVY •REVEL •ELAN •EDUI=TECH •ESP
•FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF
ROWLAND •KIMBER SELECT •LEVINSON •MARANTZ
•MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •PHILIPS •PIONEER ELITE
•POLY CRYSTAL •PROCEED •PS8 •REL •REGA •SONANCE
•SONIC FRONTIERS •STEWART •SUMIKO •THETA
DIGITAL •TRANSPARENT •VIBRAPLANE •VIDIKRON
•WHEATON TRIPLANAR •Z-SYSTEMS •AND MORE

Progressive Audio.. 190, 220

Supply
Audiogon

Audiophile Systems
Audio Plus (JAAlab)

LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

62

Now you can enjoy the fruits of their labor in
your own home. Introducing the
Krix Digital Xperience
Rome Theater Series (KDX).
U

R

E

THERE

IMIZ

LOUDSPE

AK

ER

S

1881 S. Broadway •Denver, CO 80210

303.777.4449
www.krix.com.au

179

241

Fine

Tune

Jonathan

I

Scull

get mail. Boy do Iget mail! But I
love hearing about and sharing
some of the tips'n'tweaks from all
you Victims of the Musical Quest. I
can't help myself. Neither can you, I
understand. Come to me. [sob]
Here's an erudite, well-written pensée
from Dale Kleve (klevefinearts@
msn.com) on two interesting audio
points. I'll have to look into the first one,
but the second describes almost perfectly our own near-rear-wall listening
position and its sweet spot:
"First, Iwould like to thank you for
all the sage advice in helping me tweak
my setup. Iget so much musical pleasure and information these days. The
quest continues.
"About ayear and ahalf ago Ipurchased aDVD player. Of course, its first
purpose was video, but as I'm no vidiot,
audio was my chief motivation. After setting it up and watching and listening to a
video, Iwas pleased but soon bored. So I
thought to see what the player might do
with aCD. rd just purchased afew and
been very disappointed with the sonics
on my regular CD player—the music
seemed so lifeless. Iplayed those CDs on
the DVD machine, and behold, asonic
miracle occurred! The music opened up
from its sonic fog and jumped to life.
When one's attention is arrested and unwilling to stop the performance, that's
good news! Excited, Iput on several
more CDs that suffered from the same
sonic miasma. All were magically transformed. Iwas so excited Idisconnected
my CD player, thinking it obsolete.
"Finally, Ihad time for along listening session, and was anxious to play on
this new miracle player all my favorite
CDs — the recordings capable of transporting me to Nirvana. About midway
through the second performance, Irealized Iwasn't having any fun. On the
new DVD player, the discs that worked
sonically with the CD player were rendered sonically unacceptable, the imag-

ing smeared. It was time to wire the
CDP back into my system!
"What's going on here? There seem to
be two different ways of cutting bits onto
discs. [The discs from] some companies,
like Naxos, always sounded best on the
CD player, without exception. Others,
like DG, Decca, and EMI—the largest
percentage, in fact —sounded best on the
CD player. But those sounding congested
via the CD player always jumped to life
on the DVD player! Try Tchaikovslcy's
Complete Symphonies (PletnoviDG),
Mendelssohn's Symphony 3(Dohnányi/
Decca), and Mozart's Piano Sonatas
(Barenboim/EMI).
"My setup has both CD and DVD
running through the same Musical
Fidelity X-24K DAC, so the only variable is the transport playing the discs.
Because of the typical results, Ialways
play anew CD on the CD player first.
With experience, I've become good at
recognizing bad sound, then 'tweaking'
the offending disc by dropping it into
the DVD player and finding relief. With
new and unfamiliar music, it sometimes
takes alittle back-and-forth listening to
choose the best player, but I've never
found adisc to sound equally good on
both players.
"Related to this phenomenon, I
believe, is the necessity to oversample
the digital bitstream to the highest
sampling rate. The 24-bit/96kHz technology has rendered even the earliest
CDs — obviously engineered with only
16-bit technology in mind — acceptably listenable. One can get to the
performance of the music. So those who
haven't taken this necessary step or
`tweak' will have much to grouse about.
"Another observation is that different
recordings project high-frequency content into the room differently. My theory suggests this is due to the infinite variables of microphone placement and
equalization. So Isettled on placing the
speakers halfway into the room and set-

ting the toe-in to converge at the pressure point at the back wall, behind my
head. Now if Isit there and move my
head back and forth, Ican distinguish
the waves of the high-frequency patterns
as they 'stand' in the room. As Isay, I've
found these patterns to vary from recording to recording. In fact, the optimal
position may either be in the pressure
part or the null part of the wave.
"After much experimentation, I've
concluded that the null is more serene in
its presentation of the sonic image. The
standing-wave 'peak' pressure points
take on aslightly hooty and sometimes
congested sound. If, while moving my
head, Ifind that the waves are close
together, Isimply 'look' for awider null
band doser to the speakers. The widest
band is the sweet spot for that recording.
"This sound is most analogous to
headphone listening. There's no congestion, and the dynamics seem to expand
and contract effortlessly. If Iget too
close to the speakers, the sensation is
that the best sound is happening behind
me! If Imove too far back, the sense of
congestion increases. But right in what I
call the 'null band,' Ifind Ican be transported back into the hall at the place of
the microphones. LPs generally don't
project as far into the room as CDs, by
the way. But there's agreat variety of
projection within both formats.
"Another benefit of finding the sweet
spot is being able to tune the equalization
of the recording for the most pleasing
presentation of the high frequencies without resorting to tone controls. If arecording is overly bright, move closer to the
speakers so as to be off-axis to the tweeters. It's surprising how pleasing some of
these recordings can sound; don't be
afraid to move closer to the speakers!
"So get that chair moving back and
forth, J-10! Your spouse and friends will
be sure you've lost your last marble, but
you should have an increasingly serene
expression on your face."
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REVEALING OR REFLECTING GOOD JUDGEMENT OR SOUND THOUGHT.
Music and Movies have aprofound ability to enrich our lives. But only the most advanced audio-video systems
can bring great performances to life. Introducing Integra: acollection of exquisite components whose sound
and image quality, intuitive operation and upgradeable architecture establish the future of home entertainment.

Integra / 200 Williams Drive Ramsey, N.J. 07446 / wwwintegrahometheater.com
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Pulse
POUNDING!
The electronic lifeblood coursing through AQ cables
back here will let your pulse respopd
to the performance out there.

/40
Sidewinder

Copperhead

audioquest

Diamondback

Coral

Viper

Python

8710 Research Drive Irvine, CA 92618 USA Tel: 949.585.0111

Fax

Anaconda

Amazon

949.585.0333 www.audioquest.com

